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PEEFACE.

The alternative title prefixed to this volume lias been assumed,

rather than the simple designation of " Hermeneutics of the

New Testament," chiefly for the purpose of indicating, that a

certain latitude may be expected in it, both in regard to the

range of subjects discussed, and in regard to the measure and

method of treatment respectively applied to them. Works, in-

deed, could readily be named, bearing the title of Hermeneutics,

which have taken nearly as much license in both respects, as I

need to vindicate for myself in connection with the present pub-

lication. But the term is strictly applicable only to such works

as unfold the principles of Interpretation, and give to these a

regular, consecutive, and scientific treatment. Of this sort is

the comparatively recent work of Cellerier (llanuel (THenne-

neutique, 1852), which, however objectionable in respect to the

principles it occasionally enunciates, is one of the most systematic

and complete in form,—treating, after a pretty long introduction,

successively of the Psychological elements and aspects of the

subject—the Grammatical, the Historical, the Scriptuary (or

more peculiarly Biblical), the Doctrinal. In this province,

however, it is possible to sacrifice to completeness or perfec-

tion of form greatly more than there is any reasonable prospect

of gaining by it. Higher ends have here to be aimed at than

can always be reached by a rigid adherence to scientific method,

or a close regard to artistic proportions. For, in a field so various

as that of New Testament Scripture, so complicated, touching

on so many relations, and embracing topics so diverse alike in

nature and in importance, it often depends, not more, perhaps

even less, upon the hermeneutical principles adopted, than upon

the mode of applying these principles to particular cases, and
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passages of more peculiar difficulty, that solid footing is to be

obtained, and satisfactory results accomplished. Accordingly, in

those hermeneutical works, which take the more precise and

scientific form, there is always what appears to me much need-

less waste in one direction, and ill-judged parsimony in another.

Not a little space is occupied in announcing, or illustrating piin-

ciples, which every one knows and admits, and which often have

no special bearing on the interpretation of Scripture ; while

many of the points more peculiarly calling for elucidation are

summarily disposed of, and left much as they were found.

Even when the simjiler elements of the subject are correctly

enough stated, little often in connection with them is properly

wrought out ; and unless the student of Scripture is content to

take all on the authority of his INIaster, he will often feel as

much at a loss as ever in respect to the things for which he more

especially seeks the help of a qualified instructor.

A work that is really fitted in the present day to serve the

purpose of a proper guide-book, must undoubtedly so far possess a

scientific character, that it shall exhibit an acquaintance with the

several branches of learning and knowledge, which illustrate the

language and structure, the incidental allusions, and the main

theme of the sacred books, and apply what it may thence appro-

priate in an orderly and judicious manner. If deficient in this, it

fails in the fundamentals of the subject. But it should be allowed

to move with some freedom in the selection of its topics, and in

the relative care and consideration that it expends upon some of

them, as compared with others. It cannot otherwise occupy, in

a serviceable manner, the intermediate ground, that properly

belongs to it, between Lexicons, Grammars, Books of Antiqui-

ties, etc., on the one hand, and formal commentaries on the

other—turning, as it should do, to such account the materials

furnished by the former class of productions, as may aid and

qualify the student for an independent and discriminating use of

the latter. This is the peculiar province and object of a Her-

meneutical work on Scripture, and that will always come prac-

tically the nearest to the mark, which is the best fitted to place

the student of Scripture in the position now indicated.

In works composed with such an aim, there must ever be room

for some diversity of judgment as to the subjects that should be
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brought into notice, and the degree of consideration respectively

given to them. Different persons will naturally form their

opinions from somewhat different points of view ; and what will

appear to some the fittest arrangement to be adopted, and the

points most in need of investigation, may not always be regarded

in exactly the same light by others. In this respect I have simply

to say, that I have endeavoured to exercise an impartial judg-

ment, influenced, no doubt, to some extent, by what my own
experience, coupled with the general tendencies of the age, may
have suggested to me as of importance. Throughout the volume

prominence has been given to the connection that subsists be-

tween the Old and the New in the book of God's revelation, as

well in respect to words as ideas ; there being nothing more essen-

tial than correct views here to an intelligent reading of New
Testament Scripture, or better fitted to serve as a safeguard

against superficial and fanciful interpretations. This, also, has

partly operated as a reason for introducing some of the disserta-

tions which occupy the Second Part of the volume. The whole

of these, however, have reference to terms and subjects, which

must always engage the special attention of those, who give

themselves to the exegetical study of the writings of the New
Testament. And they may further serve the purpose of exem-

plifying, as by a few testing cases, the principles and modes of

inquiry, which it is the gi'eat object of the work to explain and

recommend.

In another respect, also, I am prepared for finding occasional

differences between what has approved itself as right to my own
mind, and what may appear such to some of my readers :—

I

refer to the explanations given of several of the more difficult

passages of Scripture, and the exhibitions of Divine truth there-

with connected. Here, again, there is room for a certain diver-

sity of judgment, even among those who are agreed upon the

plenary inspiration of Scripture, and the great doctrines of evan-

gelical religion. And I am not so extravagant as to imagine,

that on every point I shall carry the convictions of all, who may
be at one with me in fundamental principles. It is possible I

may find critics, who are disposed to look with so censorious a

spirit and so unkindly an eye on what I have written, that thev

shall even tr^- to represent me as at fault in regard to some of
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those evangelical principles themselves. This, I perceive, has

been attempted in a certain quarter with respect to my last

publication

—

Prophecy viewed in respect to its Distinctive Na-

ture, etc.—and, as the work is occasionally referred to in the

present volume, I may be permitted here to make a brief

allusion to the subject. In Chapter IV. of that work, I

treated of the bearing of prophecy on human freedom and

responsibility, with a consideration of the question, how far it

should be regarded as conditional in its announcements. I was

aware, of covirse, that people would think differently respect-

ing the mode of explanation I adopted : that to some it might

appear more or less satisfactory, to others not. But a writer in

.the Journal of Prophecy (for July 1857) has chosen to represent

me as giving expression to views essentially at variance with the

Calvinistic doctrine of predestination, or the unconditionality of

the Divine decrees. Nothing certainly was further from my own
mind ; neither there, nor in any other part of my writings, have

I consciously given expression to a thought which was intended,

in the slightest degree, to impugn the statement of doctrine on

that subject, contained in the Westminster Confession, or the

Articles of the Church of England, and not a few things that

plainly enough point in the contrary direction. But the reviewer,

of course, must have some way of making out his point ; and,

with the adroitness of a critic, who sets himself to damage the

credit of a book, and its author along with it, he does so by im-

posing a sense upon my words which they were not intended to

bear, and so bringing them into connection with a subject that

was not properly in my view. Prophecy, as he there views it, is

identical with the Divine decree ; so that a conditional element

in the one comes to be virtually the same with a conditional

ground for the other. The subject of discourse with me, how-

ever, was prophecy, simply as it appears in the written Word, as

an objective communication to men. In handling this, I, no

doubt, occasionally spoke of the Divine purposes ; but of these,

as is evident from the whole tenor and connection of the dis-

course, not as formed in the mind of God, and determining with

infinite and unerring wisdom the entire system of the Divine

administration. I purposely abstained fi'om entering upon this

higher region, and confined ni}' attention to the intimations of the
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Divine will as disclosed in the prophetic word—to these as coming

into contact with men's obligations and responsibilities—and

therefore, in a greater or less degree (for they differ widely in

the extent to which they admit it), tinged with that anthropomor-

phic colouring, which is required to adapt the communications of

heaven to the thoughts and feelings, the ever varying states and

conditions of men. The subject, as presented by me, might be

assigned to that species of accommodation treated of in Part I.

sect. 5 of this volume, according to wliich, Avhile the forin given

to spiritual things bears the variable type of what is human, there

are not the less realities lying behind, fixed and immutable. And
in the very brief and general allusion, which was made to the

Calvinistic writers of a former age, nothing more was designed

than to intimate, in the shortest manner possible—it was implied,

indeed, rather than intimated—that the distinction (however

expressed) between the secret and the revealed, or between the

absolute decrees and the conditional announcements of God, did

not, to my view, satisfectorily explicate the matter at issue. I

thought so then, and I think so still, notwithstanding the advan-

tage I have derived fi'om the instructions of so learned a reviewer.

To divide, as he and his authorities do, between prophecy, con-

sidered as equivalent to Di^dne decrees, and prophecy, as involv-

ing matter of commination or promise—the former absolute, the

latter conditional—does not satisfy my " exegetical conscience,"

and I am afraid never can. It seems to me to introduce an arti-

ficial distinction into the prophetic word, which is not indicated

in that word itself, nor admits of being properly drawn ; and has

the appearance, at least, of attempting, by the mere adoption of

a particular phraseology, or by arbitrarily singling out portions

of the same prophetic message, to tide over difficulties in inter-

pretation, which attach to the subject as a concrete whole, as an
objective communication addressed to the fears or the hopes of

mankind.

But this is not the place for minute or lengthened explanations

on the subject. I wished merely, in a few sentences, to deliver

my protest against a style of criticism Avhich I hold to be essen-

tially unfair, and which, if similarly applied to the sacred Avi-iters,

might readily be made to turn one-half of them against another.

It is not likely that I shall refer to anything of the same sort in
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future. No one, who reads with a candid and unbiassed spirit

what is written in this, or in previous productions of my pen, can

have any doubt that the great principles of tlie Reformed churches

are therein maintained and vindicated. And the palpable mis-

representations, and, I must add, uncourteous treatment, which

have sometimes already, and may possibly be again, employed

respecting me, by parties belonging to the same prophetical school

with the reviewer above referred to, together with the clouds of

dust that usually accompany their hostile attempts, it is my in-

tention to leave to the obscurity, to which they cannot fail of

themselves to descend.

The Third Part of the volume, which is devoted to the quota-

tions from the Old Testameiit in the New, occupies a larger space

than I could have wished. But it relates to a branch of the

subject wdiich, in the present day, is of special importance ; and

I did not see how my main object could be served without taking

it up in detail, and examining somewhat carefully the parts which

are more peculiarly attended with difficulty. For those who

would study the subject in its relation to Typology, and would

trace the gradual evolution of the meaning of Old Testament

Scripture, through the application of particular passages to the

realities of the Gospel, I take leave to refer to the first volume of

my Typology, and especially to the Appendix in that volume on

this particular subject.

P. F.

Glasgow, May 1858.
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PAET FIRST.

DISCUSSION OF FACTS AND PRINCIPLES BEARING ON THE
LANGUAGE AND INTERPRETATION OF NEW TESTAMENT
SCRIPTURE.

SECTION FIEST.

THE ORIGINAL LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

In the more exact and scientific study of the Sacred Scriptures,

the first object, in the order of nature, that calls for examination,

has respect to the state of the oi'iginal records. The possession

of a pure text is an indispensable preliminary to a thoroughly

correct and trustworthy exposition. And, as well fi'om its import-

ance as from the peculiar character of the investigations belong-

ing to it, this is now fitly assigned to a distinct branch of Biblical

study. Next to it in order, and certainly not inferior in import-

ance, is a correct and discriminating acquaintance with the

original language of Scriptm^e, and the principles that should

guide our inquiries into its meaning and purport. All theology

that is really sound, and that will stand the test of time, must
have its foundation here. The Reformers, to their credit, clearly

perceived this, and were hence led to doctrinal results, which, in

the main, never have been, and never can be displaced. They
proceeded on the sound maxim of ^Melancthon, that Scripture

cannot be understood theologically, unless it has been already

understood grammatically (Scriptura non potest intelligi theo-

logice, nisi antea sit intellecta grammatice). In such statements,

of course, the term grammatical must be taken in its wider sense,

A
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as comprehending all that is necessary to a just discernment of

the import and spirit of the original. And if such a critical

acquaintance with the mere language of Sacred Scripture be but

one element of success, it still is an element of very- peculiar mo-

ment to the well-furnished theologian ; since it has respect to the

ultimate source of all that is sound and valuable in theological

attainment.

As regards the Scriptures of the New Testament, with which

alone we have properly to do at present, it is only the Greek

language that comes directly into notice ; since the whole of the

writings that compose the New Testament are found, as to their

original form, in no other language than that of the Greek. If

any of them ever existed in a prfor original, it no longer does so.

Nor, with the exce])tion of St Matthew's Gospel, and the Epistle

to the Hebrews, has it ever been imagined, but by a few dream-

ing and speculative minds, that the books of the New Testament

appeared originally in any other language. The Epistle to the

Hebrews is now also held by all men of competent learning to

have been originally composed in Greek. And there only re-

mains the Gospel of St Matthew about which there may still be

some room for difference of opinion—though, even in regard to it,

the conviction has of late been growing in favour of the proper

originality of its present form, which was certainly in current use

before the close of the apostolic ago.

Whence, then, did this predilection for the Greek arise ? Were
our Lord's discourses, and the waitings of the Evangelists, as well

as of the apostles, transmitted to us in Greek, because that was

the current language of the place and time ? Was this really

the language in which our Lord and his apostles usually spoke ?

So, some have been disposed to maintain ; and though it is a ques-

tion rather of antiquarian interest, than of any vital moment for

the interpretation of Scripture, it is entitled to some consideration

at our hands. It has also a certain bearing on the dispute re-

specting the original language of St Matthew's Gospel. Indeed,

it was chiefly in connection with this more special question, that

the other pressed itself on the attention of Biblical students.

Thus Hug, in his Introduction to the New Testament, went at

considerable length into the investigation of the subject, for the

purpose of vindicating the proper originality of the Greek Gospel
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of Matthew ; and endeavoured to prove, that the Greek language

was in current use throughout Palestine at the commencement
of the Christian era—so much so, that the people generally un-

derstood it, that our Lord himself often employed it, nor had His
evangelists and apostles any proper reason for resorting to another

in those writings, which were intended for circulation in Pales-

tine and the neighbouring regions. But the fullest and, we be-

lieve, also the ablest defence of this view, is to be found in the

treatise of an Italian Ecclesiastic, Dominici Diodati, entitled De
Christo Greece loquente exercitatio, originally published at Naples

in 1767, and re-published in this country not many years since.

In this treatise the subject is discussed, partly on general grounds,

as on its own account interesting and important to the Biblical

student, and partly also with reference to its bearing on the ques-

tion of the original language of Matthew's Gospel. The position

Avhich the author labours to establish, is, that " neither Hebrew,
Syriac, nor Latin, was the vernacular language of the Saviour,

but Greek." It will be readily understood, on the other side,

that those who held the contrary opinion respecting Matthew's

Gospel—viz. that it was originally written in Hebrew for the use

of the Jewish believers in Syria—were naturally led to controvert

the position, that Greek was generally spoken and understood in

Palestine : they held, that not Greek, but Aramaic, a sort of

broken Hebrew, was the only language in general use, and that

also commonly employed by our Lord and his apostles in their

public discourses.

Now, on a question of this kind, it is not difficult for an in-

genious theorist, or an eager disputant, to sort and apply some
scattered notices of ancient writers, either directly or indirectly

bearing on the subject, in such a way as to give them a plausible

appearance, and compel them to pay tribute to the side of the

controversy he has espoused. But there are certain great prin-

ciples applicable to the case which, with all sober and impartial

minds, must go far to settle it, and which cannot be overthrown,

or materially modified by any occasional statements or fragment-

ary notices culled out of ancient records. It is found, not in the

history of one people, but in the history of nations generally, that

there is nothing which is more tenacious of its grasp, and which
more slowl}^ yields to the force of foreign influences, than the
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vernacular language of a people. " Language is after all the

most durable of human monuments. Conquerors may overthrow

empires and states ; earthquakes may swallow up cities ; time may
confound all things besides :—But the winged words, in which

man gives utterance to his feelings and thoughts, often outlast

all these ravages, and preserve the memory of nations long after

they have ceased to exist. That which seems the most fragile,

the most variable, the most evanescent of human attributes or

possessions, becomes in reality the most permanent, the most in-

destructible. If no longer able to support an independent exist-

ence, it clings to and coalesces with some more recent and robust

dialect :—if lost in one form, it is almost certain to re-appear in

another—exhibiting amidst all changes and disfigurations incon-

testable traces of its origin. This law ofdecay and reproduction,

of fluctuation yet permanence, is so general, that it is principally

from analytical inquiries into the origin, composition, and affi-

nities of language, that we derive what knowledge we possess of

the early history and fortunes of nations." ^

In confirmation of this, it is only necessary to point to a few

well-known examples. One of the most striking is furnished

by the ancient country of the Pharaohs, after the time that their

dynasty came to an end, and a succession of conquests, followed

by the ascendency of a foreign power, swept over the land.

Persian, Macedonian, Homan, and Arabian conquerors in turn

held possession of the throne of Egypt, each endeavouring to

establish as firmly as possible their dominion over the vanquished,

and to render their sway endiu'ing and complete. Yet after this

subduing and fusing process had been proceeding for twelve or

fourteen centuries, we have the best grounds for believing that

the language of the Pharaohs still survived, and continued,

though not, we may well conceive, without the introduction of

many foreign admixtures, to form the staple of the vernacular

tongue of the people. What is called the Coptic language is but

a corrupt form of the old Egyptic (as the name also, perhaps, is).^

Into this language the Scriptures were translated in the earlier

ages of Christianity ; a liturgy in common use probably about

the fifth or sixth century, is still employed by the few remaining

^ Encyclopedia Brittanica, 7th ed.. Art. 'Hieroglyphics,' c. 2d.

^ A/yi/TTTOf—Gyptos, Cop! OS, Coptic.
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Copts of the present day—though the Coptic tongue in which

it is written is no longer understood by them. They adhere to

it merely as a venerable relic of the better past of their history
;

of which it forms an abiding, though a mournful and mummy-like

witness. But its introduction into the churches of Egypt a few

centuries after the Christian era testifies to the fact, that the sub

.stance of the ancient language had withstood the influences of

foreign conquest and dominion for more than a thousand years.

We may, however, take an example nearer home. The Nor-

man conquest took place in the year 1066 ; and it is well known

to have been the policy of the first Norman kings—a policy, too,

that was continued with steady aim by their successors— to get

rid of the old Saxon entirely, and have it supplanted by their own

Norman French. In this French the statutes of the realm were

written ; so also were commentaries upon the laws, and the de-

cisions of the courts ofjustice. In many places it was at length

introduced into the common schools ; so that an old chronicler

(Ralph Higden) complains of it as a thing "against the usage

and manner of all other nations," that " children in schools are

compelled for to leave their own language, and to construe their

lessons and their things in French." A change in this respect

only began to be introduced about the year 1385—more than

three centuries after the conquest—when the English again re-

sumed its place in the schools ;
— and though it was English ma-

terially altered, betraying in many respects the influence of Nor-

man domination, yet it still retained its old Saxon root and trunk.

The power and policy of the conquerors, though in active opera-

tion for more than three centuries, could prevail no further than

to superinduce some partial changes upon the mother tongue of

the people, and introduce some additional terms ; and tliat, too,

while this tongue itself was in a comparatively crude state, and

very far from having reached its matured form.

Other examples might be referred to—such as the Welsh, the

Gaelic, and the Irish-speaking portions of the British Isles, from

which still more powerful and long-continued influences have

not been sufficient to dislodge the ancient dialects from their

place, as the customary vehicles of intercourse among the ])eop]e.

But it is needless to enlarge. The cases adduced are by no means

singular ; they are but specimens of a multitude— exem[)lifications
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of principles and habits that are inlierent in human nature, ope-

rating equally among all races and in all climes. And is it, then,

to be conceived, Avitli such facts presenting themselves in the

linguistic history of tribes and nations, that the effect of a foreign

rule in Palestine—a rule that had not for more than two or three

centuries possessed the form of a stringent and pervasive domi-

nation—the rule, too, of masters, who themselves spoke different

languages, first Persian, then Greek, then Roman, and who never

were so closely identified with the subjects of their sway as in the

cases already noticed—is it yet to be conceived, that the effect

here was to be such, as to bring about an entire revolution in the

vernacular language of the people ? The supposition is in the

highest degree improbable—we may even say, morally impossible;

the rather so, as the Jews had reasons connected with their

religion, their history, and their prospects, for cleaving to their

language, which no other people, either in ancient or in modern
times, equally possessed. Ever3'thing in the past and the future

contributed to throw^ an air of sacredness and grandeur around

the Hebrew language, which must have doubly endeared it to

their minds, and, on the part of their conquerors, have greatly

aggravated the difficulty of supplanting it by another altogether

different.

It is, therefore, against all analogy, and in opposition to the

strongest tendencies of human nature, to suppose that in such

circumstances the Greek tongue should, in the age of our Lord
and His apostles, have come into general use in Palestine, and

to any considerable extent taken the place of Aramaic. With
far more probability might it be maintained that Norman and

not Anglo-Saxon was the language of common life among the

English in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, or that in the

present day English is understood and spoken by the mass of

the population in the Principality of Wales, or in the Highlands

of Scotland. It is true, however, that the ancient language of

Palestine had undergone a certain change ; it had in some de-

gree suffered by the misfortunes of the people, and had lost its

original purity. The long sojourn in Clialdea, in the first in-

stance, tlien the intercourse kept up with the neighbouring Syrian

tribes through commerce, war, and marriage relationships, natu-

rally brought into it foreign elements, and imparted to it a Syro-
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Clialdaic form. Of this we have undoubted indications, both in

the later books of the Old Testament, and in occasional notices

and expressions that occur in the New. But these successive

changes only affected the accidents of the language ; they intro-

duced new dialects, antiquated particular words and phrases,

and obtained currency for others in their stead ; but—as in all

similar cases—they left the bones and sinews of the language,

its structure and essence, substantially what they were. The
historical proofs of this are perfectly sufficient. Josephus, for

example, constantly distinguishes between his native tongue and

the Greek. While he speaks of having applied diligently to

domestic and foreign literature, so as even to be acknowledged

by all his countrymen as a person of superior learning, he yet

confesses himself to have been so long accustomed to his own
tongue {Tarptog ffuv^hia) that he could not attain to an accurate

pronunciation of the Greek (Antiq. xx. 11, 2). In the introduc-

tion, as well to the Antiquities as to the Wars, he speaks of

writing in the Greek language and in his native tongue, as two

distinct things, and says, that what he originally wrote in the

one he afterwards translated into the other, (^EXXddi yXJJsffri fura-

/3aAwy a roTg jSapjSdpoig t7\ TaTpiM 6vvTdt,ag, Bell. Jud. Pro. 1,

Antiq. Pro. 2). And once and again he represents the com-

munications sent from Titus during the siege of Jerusalem as

being interpreted by himself to the Jews, or by some other

person who Hebraised Qi3paf(^ojv), as he terms it, or spake to

them in their own tongue {rrarpiu) yX'SiSsr,, Bell., v. 9, 2, vi. 2,

11). At the same time he shows, by occasional allusions to

Syriac or Babylonian terms, that the Hebrew current in his day

was not altogether identical with that of earlier times— as when,

speaking of the high priest's upper robe or girdle, he tells us the

old designation for it had been dropt (t233^, ahaneth), and it was
now called by the Babylonian name Emia (Antiq. iii. 7, 2)

—

a proof that the foreign influence had reached even to the

terms for sacred things, and if to these, then assuredly to many
others.

When we tm'n to the New Testament, the evidence is not

less clear on both points—both, that the language in common
use in Palestine was of the Hebrew, not of the Greek character,

yet Hebrew of the Aramaic, not of the older and purer Hebrew
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stamp. Thus, Avhen our Lord appears in the attitude of ad-

dressing any one very familiarly, of giving or adopting designa-

tions for common use. He is represented as speaking in Aramaic :

—as when He said to the daughter of Jairus, Talitha cumi

{'rp^p t^n^^D, Mark v. 41),and to the blind man,Ephphatha (nnan^J,

Mark vii. 34) ; or when He referred to the terms currently em-
ployed among the people, such as raka, rabbi, corban ; when he

applied to His disciples such epithets as Cephas, Bar-jona, Bo-

anerges (tJ'''a"i "ipa)
; or when on the cross He exclaimed, Eli, Eli,

lama Sabactliani. Similar indications are also to be found in the

Acts of the Apostles—in the name, for example, reported to have

been given by the Jews to the field purchased by the reward of

Judas' treachery, ^c<3^(7ama (properly 'A/csX6a/xa, t?OT hpn, i. 19) ;

or of tabitha as the familiar term, the native word for the Greek
bopytdg (ix. 36) ; or, finally, in the fact of St Paul addressing the

Jewish multitude on the occasion of his being apprehended in

the temple, in the Hebrew tongue, and their giving, on that

account, the more attentive heed to him, as addressing them
through a medium which was at once intelligible and congenial

to their minds (ch. xxii. 1). The composition also of Targums
among the Eastern Jews, sometime about the apostolic age

(certainly little if at all later), can only be explained on the sup-

position that the Aramaic language in which they were written,

was that currently employed at the time by the Jews in Pales-

tine and the adjoining regions. Nor is there any clear or even

probable evidence of the Greek translation of the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures ever having been used in the synagogues of

Palestine and Syria. The efforts that have been made to estab-

lish this point, have utterly failed ; indeed, it can scarcely be

said, that so much as one of the proofs advanced by Diodati in

support of it, has any proper bearing on the subject.^

On all these grounds it appears to us a matter of historical

certainty, that the Aramaic, or later Syro-Chaldaic form of the

Hebrew, was in the age of our Lord the vernacular language

of the Jewish people, and consequently the medium of inter-

course on all ordinary occasions. At the same time, it cannot

^ The arguments by Diodati are well met by Dr Pfaunkuche, in vol. II., of

Bib. Cabinet. A fair summary of the arguments on both sides is given by

Dr Davidson, in his Introduction to the New Testament, I. pp. 3S-40.
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be reasonably doubted, on tlie other side, that from a long and

varied concatenation of circumstances, the Greek language must

have been very commonly understood by the higher and more

educated classes throughout Syria. It was the policy both of

Alexander and of his successors in that part of tlie world, to ex-

tend the language and culture, as well as ascendency of Greece.

With this view cities were planted at convenient distances,

which might be considei'ed Grecian rather than Asiatic in their

population and manners. The Syrian kings, by whom the Mace-

donian line of rulers was continued, kept up Greek as the court

language, and were doubtless followed by their official repre-

sentatives, and the influential classes generally throughout the

country. The army, too, though not entirely, nor perhaps even

in the major part, yet certainly in very considerable proportions,

was composed of persons of Grecian origin, who could not fail

to make the Greek language in some sense familiar at the

various military stations in the regions of Syria. Even after the

Macedonian rule had terminated, and all became subject to the

sway of the Romans, it was still usually through the medium of

the Greek tongue that official intercourse was maintained, and

the decrees of government were made known. It is in the

nature of things impossible that so many Hellenizing influences

should have continued in operation for two or three centuries,

without leading somewhat generally to a partial knowledge of

Greek among the better classes in all parts of Syria. There

were also circumstances more strictly peculiar to the Jewish

people, which require to be taken into account, and which could

not be without their effect in bringing them to some extent

acquainted with the Greek language. Partly from special en-

couragements held out to them at the founding of Alexandria,

a Grecian city, and partly, perhaps, from the mercantile spirit

which began to take possession of them from the time of the

Babylonish exile, Alexandria became one of their great centres,

where, as we are told by Philo, they formed about two-fifths of

the entire population. They abounded also, as is clear alone

from the Acts of the Apostles, in the Greek-speaking cities of

Asia IVIinor, and in those of Greece itself. From whatever

causes, the dispersion seems, for some generations previous to

the Christian era, to have taken very much a Western, and
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specially a Grecian direction ; in every place of importance in-

habited by Greeks, members of the stock of Israel, had their

homes and their synagogues. It is only, too, what might have

been expected in the circumstances, that the culture and enter-

prise which distinguished the communities in those Grecian

cities, would act with stimulating effect upon the Jewish mind,

and bring its powers into more energetic play and freedom of

action, than was likely to be found among the Palestinian Jews,

who were sealed up in their national bigotry and stagnant Pha-

risaism. Hence, the only moral and religious productions which

are known to have appeared among the Jews between the

closing of the Old Testament canon and the birth of Christ

—

those contained in the Apocryphal writings—came chiefly if not

entirely from the pen of the Hellenistic Jews, and exist only

—

most probably never did exist but—in the Greek language.

Hence also the- Greek translation of the Old Testament, which

was completed several generations before the Christian era, and

which, there is good reason to believe, was in extensive use about

that era among the Jewish people. So that, looking to the num-

bers, the higher intelligence, and varied resources ofthe Hellenistic

Jews, and taking into account their frequent personal visits to

Palestine at the ever-recurring festivals, we cannot doubt that

they materially contributed to a partial knowledge and use of

the Greek tongue among their brethren in Palestine.

As regards the question, then, whether our Lord and his im-

mediate disciples ever spoke in Greek to their countrymen in

Judea, it may be admitted as perfectly possible, perhaps even

probable, that they sometimes did so— but the reverse ofprobable,

that such should have been their usual practice, or that their

public addresses should have been originally delivered in that

tongue ;—the more so, as their intercourse for the most part lay,

not with the more refined and educated, but with the humbler

classes of society. But in respect to the further question, why
in such a case the books of the New Testament, includino- those

which contain our Lord's personal discourses, should, with at most

one exception—if the Gospel of Matthew he indeed an exce]:)tion

—have been originally composed in the Greek, rather than the

Aramaic language ? the answer is obvious—that at the time

those books were written, and for the individuals and comnumi-
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ties whose spiritual good they more immediately contemplated,

the Greek language was on every account the fittest medium.

It was comparatively but a small portion of the people resident

in Jerusalem and Judea, who embraced the Christian faith ; and

those who did, having in the first instance enjoyed many oppor-

tunities of becoming personally acquainted with the facts of Gos-

pel history, and enjoying afterwards the ministry of Apostles and

Evangelists, who were perfectly cognisant of the whole, were in

a manner independent of any written records. Besides, the

troubles which shortly after befel their native land, and which

were distinctly foreseen by the founders of the Christian faith,

destined, as they were, to scatter the power of the Jewish nation,

and to render its land and people monuments of judgment, pre-

sented an anticipative reason against committing the sacred and

permanent records of the Christian faith to the Hebrew language.

That language, itself already corrupted and broken, was pre-

sently to become to all but the merest fragment of the Jews

themselves, antiquated and obsolete. The real centres of Chris-

tianity—the places where it took firmest root, and from which it

sent forth its regenerating power among the nations—from the

time that authoritative records of its facts and expositions of its

doctrines became necessary—were to be found in Greek-speaking

communities—the communities scattered throughout the cities of

Asia Minor, of Greece, at Rome and the West—where also the

first converts to the faith consisted chiefly of those Avhose native

tongue was Greek. Whether, therefore, respect were had to the

immediate wants of the first Christian communities, or to the

quarters in which the Gospel was to find its most active agents and

i-epresentatives, and the direction it was appointed to take in the

world, the Greek was obviously the language in Avhich its original

and authoritative documents behoved to be written. Whatever
reasons there were for the adherents of Judaism getting the

Scriptures of the Old Testament rendered into Greek ; whatever

reasons also Josephus could have for translating into Greek his

Jewish histories, and the authors of the Apocryphal writings for

adopting that language in preference to Aramaic, the same rea-

sons existed, and in far greater force, for the inspired writings,

which were to form in earlier and later times the fundamental

records of the Christian faith, being composed in the Greek Ian-
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guage, and in that language committed to the faithful keeping of

the Church. Had they not been originally composed in Greek,

the course of Providence would presently have required that they

should be translated into Greek ; and considering how much
depended on the correct knowledge of them, and how many
sources we have for illustrating Greek, as compared with Ara-

maic productions, it was unspeakably better that, from the first,

they should have appeared in a Greek form.

SECTION SECOND.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ]SIEW TESTAMENT GREEK.

I. Being satisfied that the books of the New Testament were

written in Greek, our next inquiry naturally turns on the pre-

cise character of this Greek. Is it fashioned after the model of

classical Greek, or has it laws and properties of its own ? If the

latter, wherein consist its distinctive peculiarities? This is

evidently a subject of no small moment for the correct interpre-

tation of the New Testament writings, and demands a careful

examination. In the present day, it can scarcely be said, that

there is any material difference of opinion upon the subject.

This common agreement, however, is the result partly of a long

controversy, and partly of the more exact and impartial treat-

ment of Scripture, which is the general characteristic of present,

as compared with earlier, times. Indeed, the question, in so far

as it has been agitated, has usually turned, not so much upon

the fact of a difference between New Testameiit and classical

Greek (which no competent scholar could fail to perceive), as

upon the extent of the difference, and the precise light in which

it was to be regarded. So early as the period of the Reforma-

tion, we find distinct notice taken of the difference. Erasmus,

for example, says on Acts x. 38, " The apostles had not learned

their Greek from the speeches of Demosthenes, but from the

language of common discourse ; and I should think it best suited

to the Gospel of Christ, that it was conununicateil in a simple
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and unpolished style, and that the discourse of the apostles re-

sembled their clothing, their manners, and their whole life.

Pious persons should as little take offence at the language of

the apostles, as at their unwashed bodies, and their plebeian gar-

ments." Beza, in a long note on the same chapter, only so far

controverts the sentiments of Erasmus, as the latter had affirmed

the language of the apostles to be relatively imperfect and ob-

scure, as well as unpolished ; but he admits the existence of

Hebraistic peculiarities, and ofoccasional solecisms. Practically,

however, the theological writers of that period treated the lan-

guage of the New Testament much as they would have done any

other production in Greek, and as if it had no veiy marked pe-

culiarities of its own. The doctrinal discussions, too, in which

they, and their immediate successors in sacred learning, were so

much engaged, tended not a little to impede the exact philologi-

cal study of the Greek Sci'iptures, and their relation in point of

dialect to other Greek writings, from a too prominent regard to

polemical discussions.

Often, indeed, Greek studies were prosecuted for the purpose

mainly of impugning or defending out of Scriptm'e a particular

class of doctrines ; and, as a natural consequence, the New
Testament came to be regarded as an ordinary specimen of

Greek, and to be commonly used as a class-book for the acquire-

ment of the language. Nor, by and by, were there wanting

persons to contend for the absolute purity of its style—including

among others the well-known printer Eobert Stephens—persons

who sought to prove, that the seeming peculiarities of the New
Testament dialect Avere also to be met with in the contempo-

raneous and earlier Avritings of Greece. It was the more com-
mon opinion, however, among learned men during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, that there are certain terms and modes
of expression frequently employed in the New Testament, and
derived fi-om the Hebrew, which characteristically distinguish it

from the -v\i-itings belonging to Greece proper; but yet that the in-

troduction of these—to use the language of Pfeiffer, who speaks

the general sentiment of his age^— "is to be sought, not in any
degeneracy of the Greek language into a distinct Hellenistic dia-

lect, but in an assimilation of the style of the New Testament to

' Klausen's Hcrmeneutik, p. 260.
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that of the Old, tlirough an especial direction of the Holy Spirit.

Such Hebraisms are not to be reckoned solecisms, or barbarisms,

but modes of speech, which are peculiar to the Holy Spirit. If

the style of the New Testament (he adds) may be designated by

any name, it should rather be called after the authors, the sacred

Greek style, than either Hellenistic, or half Hebraistic, or

Hebrew Greek, or Hebraising, to say nothing of disfigured

Greek."

We have here, no doubt, in substance, the right view of the

matter—though with an error in the formal representation of it,

the offspring of a not unnatural, though mistaken dread, lest,

in conceding the strict purity of New Testament Greek, a kind

of slight should be thrown upon the medium of the Spirit's com-

munication. The strongest representative of this feeling, per-

haps, may be found in Blackwall, who, in his Sacred Classics,

both denied that many of the alleged peculiarities of New
Testament Greek are Hebraistic or Oriental idioms, and claimed

for such, as he admitted to be of this description, the character of

true and proper ornaments. " He did not consider," as justly

I'emarked by Dr Campbell, in the first preliminary dissertation

to the Gospels, "that when he admitted any Hebraisms in the

New Testament, he in effect gave up the cause. That only can

be called a Hebraism in a Greek book, which though agreeable

to the Hebrew idiom, is not so to the Greek. Nobody would

ever call that a Scotticism, which is equally in the manner of

both Scotch and English. Now, such foreign idioms as Hebra-

isms in Greek, Grecisms in Hebrew, or Latinisms in either,

come all AA^thin the definition of barbarism, and sometimes even

of solecism—words which have always something relative in their

signification ; that term of expression being a barbarism or a

solecism in one language, which is strictly proper in another,

and, I may add, to one set of hearers, which is not so to another.

It is in vain, then, for any one to debate about the application

of the names harharism and solecism. To do so, is at best but

to wrangle about words, after admitting all that is meant by

them."

So obvious is this view of the matter, and so readily does it

commend itself to one's practical judgment, that it seems strange

there shoiild ever have been any unwillingness to admit it. The
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unwillingness, as we have mentioned, simply arose from a mis-

taken idea of some necessary connection subsisting between

purity of diction and inspiration of sentiment ;—certainly a mis-

taken idea, for the imagined purity is expressly disclaimed by

the most learned of all the apostles, who represents himself as

naturally appearing to a Greek audience " rude in speech ;" and

of his method of discourse generally, including doubtless the

language in which it was expressed, he declares that it did not

aim at excellency of words. A strictly classical diction would

not have been natural to him and the other apostles. And as

it was the rule of the Spirit in all His supernatural gifts and

operations to proceed on the basis of what is natural, it would,

in the first instance, have been contrary to the usual method of

the Spirit's working, if they had given utterance to their thoughts

in language of fine polish and unexceptionable purity. It

would, in fact, have requii'ed a kind of second inspiration to secure

this, and one so little in accordance with the principle usually

acted on in like cases, that it might well have suggested a doubt

as to the reality of the first. If the apostles had written Avith the

classical taste, which is sometimes claimed for them, thoughtful

minds would have found some difficulty in believing them to be

the authors of their own productions. And we, in this remoter

age, should have wanted one of the most important evidences of

the authenticity and genuineness of New Testament Scripture

—

its being written in the style natural to the persons by whom,

and the age in which, it was produced. The language is pre-

cisely what might have been expected from Jews at that par-

ticular time expressing themselves in Greek. And this, beyond

doubt, is the fundamental reason for the style being precisely

what it is. But the Apostle Paul connects yn\h. it in his own
case—connects with its very deficencies in respect to classical

refinement and rhetorical finish—the further and higher reason,

that it but served the more strikingly to exhibit the direct agency

of God's Spirit in the success of the Gospel. He spake, in de-

livering the Divine message, and of course also wrote, " not with

the wisdom of words, lest the cross of Christ should be made of

none effect ;" and " his preaching was not with enticing words

of man's wnsdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power,

that your faith (the faith of those who listened to his preaching)
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might not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the power of God"
(1 Cor. ii. 4, 5). His meaning evidently is, that in himself and

the other heralds of the Gospel, in their personal attributes and

in their whole manner of address, there were obvious defects and

imperfections, as judged by the standard of worldly taste and re-

fined culture ; and that, not as a matter of accident, but of

Divine choice—for the pm'pose of rendering more palpable and

conspicuous the operation of God's hand in the results that were

accomplished through their instrumentality.

Even this is not the wdiole. Another reason still may be

added for the same thing, and one too commonly overlooked by

those who contended against the purists. There was a necessity

in the case for securing the proper ends of a divine revelation

—

a necessity for a certain departure from the pure classical style,

and calling in the aid of Jewish idioms and forms of speech, in

order to exhibit in the most distinct and appropriate manner the

peculiar truths of the Gos23el. As these truths required the pre-

paration of much time and special providences for their proper

growth and development, so also did the language, in which they

were to be finally presented to the world, require something of a

peculiar conformation. The native language of Greece, though

in some respects the most perfect medium for the communication

of thought which has ever been employed by the tongue of

man, yet from being always conversant with worldly things,

adapted to express every shade of thought and every variety of

relationship within the human and earthly sphere—but still only

these—it was not fully adequate to the requirements and pur-

poses of Christian authorship. For this higher end it needed to

borrow something from the sanctuary of God, and be, as it

were, baptized in the modes of thought and utterance which

were familiar to those who had enjoyed the training of the

Spirit. So that the writings of the Old Testament formed a

necessary preparation for the language of the New, as did also

the history and institutions of the one for the religious ideas of

the other. Nor is it too much to say, as indeed has been said,

" that a pure Greek Gospel, a pure Greek apostolic epistle is in-

conceivable. The canonical and the Hebrew are most intimately

connected." ^

' Hengstenberg on the Revelation of St John, ii., p. 442.
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It is perfectly consistent with all this, and no less tnie, that

the writers of the New Testament often show a correct acquaint-

ance with the idioms of the Greek language, and knew how to

distinguish between the nicer shades of meaning in many of its

expressions. Thei'e are numberless passages in their writings

which are scarcely less remarkable for the lofty elevation of

thought they convey, than for the graceful and felicitous form

in which it is embodied. And if we must say, on the one

hand, that their language, as a whole, exhibits frequent devia-

tions fi'om the purity of Attic Greek, we must say also, on the

other, that it often makes near approaches to this—differing, if

not only, yet most distinctly and chiefly, when the higher pur-

poses for which they wrote required them so to do. Their

language may thus be said to be of a somewhat irregular and

oscillatory character. " In many cases it rises superior to the

common dialect of the time, and approaches marvellously near

to the vigour and precision of Attic Greek, while in other

usages it seems to sink below the average standard, and to pre-

sent to us the peculiarities of the later Greek, distorted and

exaggerated by Aramaic forms of expression. This mixed
character of the language is very interesting and suggestive.

It shows us how at one time the august nature of the nar-

rative, from the vital force of the truths it revealed, wove
round itself a garb of clear and vigorous diction of Attic

power, and more than Attic simplicity : and yet how, at other

times, in the enunciation of more peculiarly scriptural senti-

ments and doctrines, the nationality of the writer comes into

view, and with it his inaptitude—his providential inaptitude

(we may thankfully say)—at presenting definite Christian

truths in the smooth, fluent, yet possibly unimpressive [and

spiritually defective] turns of language, which the native

Greek—the Greek of the first century—would have instinc-

tively ' adopted. Where, however, in a merely literary point

of view, the sacred volume may thus seem weakest, it is,

considered from a higher point of view, incomparably strongest.

It is this investiture of its doctrines with the majesty of

Hebraistic imagery [and the peculiar richness and force of

Hebraistic modes of expression], rather than with the diffluent

garb of a corrupted and decaded Hebraism, that does truly re-

B
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veal to us the overruling providence and manifold wisdom of

God."^

Whether, therefore, we look to what was in itself natural and

proper at the time, to what was in fittest accordance Avith the

purposes for which the Gospel revelation was given, or, finally,

to what Avas required by the demands of the revelation itself, on

each account there appears ground for concluding, that not the

earlier and purer Greek of the classics, but the later Greek of

the apostolic age, intermingled with and modified by the Heb-

raisms, which were natural and familiar to those whose style of

thought and expression had been moulded by Old Testament

Scripture, was the appropriate diction for the writers of the

New Testament. Admitting, however, that such is and ought

to have been its general character, we have still to inquire into

the special characteristics of this dialect—to notice the more

marked peculiarities that belong to it, and which require to be

kept in view by those who would succeed in the work of inter-

pretation.^

II. Undoubtedly the basis of the New Testament dialect is

the jco/i/jj hd'kv/.rog, the common, or Hellenic dialect, as it has

been called, of the later Greek. This is the name given to the

form of the Greek langviage, which came into general use after

the Macedonian conquests. It was called common, and some-

' Eraser's Magazine for December 1855. Substantially, indeed, the correct

view was given by Beza, in the note already referred to on Acts x. 46. After

noticing the fine specimens of powerful and affecting writing to be found,

especially in the epistles of Paul, he adds, " As to the intermixture of He-

braisms, it arose, not only from their being Hebrews, but because, in dis-

coursing of those things which had been transmitted through the Flebrew

tongue, it was necessary to retain much peculiar to it, lest they should seem

to introduce some new doctrine. And certainly I cannot in the least wonder

that so many Hebraisms have been retained by them, since most of these

are of such a description, that by no other idiom could matters have been so

happily expressed, nay, sometimes not expressed at all ; so that, had those

formulas not been used, new words and novel modes of expression would

have needed to be sometimes employed, which no one could properly have

imderstood."

^ For a short account of the earlier part of the controversy on the style of

the New Testament, and a notice of some of the leading authors and works

it called forth, see Planck's Sacred Philology, Bib. Cab. vii., pp. 67-76.
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times also Macedonian, because it originated in a sort of fusion

of the particular dialects which had prevailed in earlier times
;

and this again arose, in great measure, from the fusion of the

several states of Greece into one great empire under kings of

the Macedonian dynasty. Indeed, what are known as the four

classical dialects of earlier times—the Ionic, ^olic, Doric, and

Attic—were not so properly the dialects in connnon use among

the people, circulating in their separate localities, as the forms

appropriated to so many departments of literature, which sever-

ally took their rise among the tribes that bore the distinctive

names referred to. There may have been, and most probably

were, other varieties in current use throughout Greece, but

none, except one or other of the four specified, were allowed to

appear in written productions. The Attic, however, surpassed

the others so much, both by its inherent grace, and by the

number of distinguished men who employed it in their writings,

that it came to be generally regarded as the model form of the

Greek language, and was cultivated by nearly all who were am-

bitious of writing in the purest style. Certain changes began to

pass upon this dialect after the period ofthe Macedonian conquests,

arising chiefly from the Doric peculiarities which predominated

in Macedonia, and which now obtained a more general cur-

rency ; while, along with these, occasional peculiarities from the

other dialects were also introduced, probably, in the first in-

stance, from colloquial usage;—the whole combining to form

the common speech of Greece in later times. Salmasius was

among the first to draw the attention of the learned to this sub-

ject, and since his day many others have contributed to the same

line of investigation. Of these Henry Planck may be named

as one of the most careful and accurate, whose treatise on the

subject has been translated into English, and forms part of Vol.

II. of Clark's Biblical Cabinet. The characteristics of this

common dialect were not quite uniform ; but there are some

general features which distinguish it pretty broadly from the

Greek of the strictly classical times. They fall into two

leading classes—Lexical and Grammatical peculiarities—the

one relating to the form and usage of words, the other to their

flexion and government. We shall notice tinder each head the

more marked and important distinctions, and in each shall select
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only such examples as have a place in New Testament

Scripture.

1. Under Lexical peculiarities, or such as relate to the form

and usage of words, there are, (1.) Words that received a new

termination:—such as /^sroixigia, Matt. i. 11, for which /u,iToi-/.r,<fig

or /Miroixla was employed in earlier times ; xa-by^ricig often in St

Paul's writings for the act or object of glorying, as previously in

the Septuagint, but in Attic writers yMliyjri or %a'oyji(j.ci ;
ysvsgia,

which in the earlier Greek writers was wont to signify the solem-

nities offered to the dead, on the periodical return of their birth-

day, was latterly used for the birth-day itself, as in Matt. xiv. 6,

instead of ysn^Xia ; izcraXai for TaXa/ ; various words with ter-

minations in ^a, as a/Vj5,aa for a'/r'/jffig, avTU'Trodrife^a for duTa-r^doffic,

ae&iyriiMa for aa&hiia, -^ivsixa for -^iZhog (though it is found also in

Plato). We have also iSaalXisaa, queen, for (3a(riXiia or jSaaiXig,

aTograaia for di-oaraaig, and various other alterations of a like

nature. (2.) Words, and forms of words, which were but rarely

used in classical Greek, or found only with the poets, passed into

common use in the later common dialect :—such as avdivTiTv, to

govern; dXs;crw^, a cock ; aAsxr^opwwa, cock-crowing ; dXdXrjTog,

that is not, or cannot be spoken, etc. (3.) Certain words formerly

in use came latterly to acquire new meanings :—such as 'Trapa-

TiaXsTv, in the sense of admonishing or beseeching ; 'raidiviiv, of

chastising ; svy^apiSTi/v, of giving thanks (originally to be thank-

ful) ; ihay^riijjm, of respectable or noble standing (originally,

graceful, decent, or becoming) ; d-^dpiov, diminutive, from o-^ov

(from s'-^/w), strictly, boiled meat, then anything eaten with bread

to give it a relish, seasoning, sauce— in particular, at Athens,

fish, which were there reckoned among the chief dainties

—

whence also the diminutive o-^dpiov acquired the sense of fish, as

in John vi. 9, in Plutarch too, and Athenasus. Under the same

class may be ranked verbs with an active meaning, which, in

classical Greek, are used only intransitively ; for example, /^adri-

Tibiiv, to disciple, instead of being or taking the place of a disciple

;

^piafLl3iviiv, to cause to triumph, instead of leading in triumph.

Such transitions, however, ft'om the received intransitive to a

transitive sense, should rather perhaps be ascribed to the He-
braistic impress of the New Testament diction, than regarded as

a peculiarity of the common dialect of the later Greek— the
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sacred writers very naturally giving, in certain cases, the force of

the Hiphil to the simple meaning of the verb. But, undoubtedly,

traces of such alterations are also to be found in other writers.

(4.) Words and phrases entirely new entered, especially com-

pound words ; for example, aXXorp/osT/C/COTeg, a.vSpurrdf'f.ffxog, /JjOvo-

<p9ot,X,aog, slduXoXarpsia, cTXay^viZ^sadai, with many others—some pe-

culiar to the Septuagint and the writings of the New Testament,

others common to these and the jiroductions in later Greek

generally. Peculiarities of this class are distributed by Planck,

not inaptly, into three kinds :—the first comprehending those

\^•hich were expressly asserted by the ancient grammarians to have

belonged to the common language oflater times ; the second, such

as were not explicitly noted in this way, but are only found in

the productions which appeared subsequently to the Macedonian

era ; and finally, those which nowhere occur but in the Septua-

gint, the Apocrypha, the writings of the New Testament, and

the Greek Fathers. It is quite possible that, in regard to many
of the words comprised in each of these divisions, the use made
of them in the later Greek writings is not absolutely novel

;

they may have existed before, most likely did exist, but only as

provincialisms, which had not received the sanction of any pure

writer, or as expressions so seldom employed, that the earlier

writings in which they occurred have not been preserved among
the remains of antiquity. (5.) A fifth class consists of words im-

ported into the Greek tongue from the Latin—a natural result

of the subjugation of the Greek-speaking countries by the

Romans ; of these it is enough to notice such expressions as

affsdpiov, drivdpiov, zrivso;, Xsyiujv, (Siytdpiog^ etc., Xa/J^fSdvBiv gu/ji,(3o{jXiov

(consilium capere), Ipyaslav boZmt (operam dare), etc.^

2. In regard to the other great class of peculiarities belong-

ing to the common dialect—those relating to flexion and syntax
—Grammatical peculiarities—they also fall into several divisions.

(1.) We have peculiarities in the flexion of verbs, such as hlvri

as 2d pers. sing, of indie, pass, for the regular hbmaai, %d&ri for

xddriGai ; second aorists with the terminations proper to the first,

as il^a for iT-rov, scrscra for 'i-Tneov^ even ri'Mapriicia for ri/x^aprov ; A'arious

endings also in a\/ instead of asi, such as iyvcuzav for syvuixaffi,

^ For a more complete list, see Klausen, Hermeneutik, pp. 338-343 ; also

Winer's Idioms, § 2.
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t'lprjy.av for sip/j/taai. Verbs occur, too, with double augments, as

7j/MeX>.f., rij3ov}.r,dyiv, ridvvrjSyiGa'j, as sometimes also with Attic writers

;

and again occasionally without the augment, according to the

best readings, for example, in Luke xiii. 13; 2 Tim. i. 16.

Besides, certain Doric forms came into general use—such as

viivav for Ts/vj)!/, hi-^av for hi-^riv, criiMavai for e'l^fjbfjvai. (2.) Pecu-

liarities also appear in regard to the gender and flexion of nouns :

thus sXsog, which, with all good Greek authors, is masculine, is

neuter in the New Testament and ecclesiastical writers—but

occasionally also masculine ; tXoDt-o? in like manner used as

a neuter ; Xi,a6c, which was used by the Greeks generally as a

masculine, but was feminine in the Doric dialect, occurs in this

gender also in the New Testament twice (Luke xv. 14, X//ao;

la^vpd ; Acts xi. 28, a;/aov /MsydXrii), according to the best copies.

On the other hand, the sacred writers and the later Greek

writers make /Saros, a bramble, feminine, as the Greeks generally

were wont to do, while the Attics treated it as a masculine.

The peculiarities in flexion are fewer ; but ^dpiTa, the later and

rarer form, occurs occasionally for %ap/v ; and sac of the accus.

plural is always dropt for sTc. (3.) As further distinctions, there

may be added the nearly entire disuse of the dual, and a few

peculiarities in respect to syntax. These latter consist chiefly

(to take the summary of Winer) "in a negligent use of the

moods and particles. In the New Testament the following may
be noticed as examples : orav used with the indicative preterite,

ii with the subjunctive, 'ha Avith the indicative present;^ the

dispensing with 'ha in forms like ^.)sXm 'im, ac,'og 'ha, etc. ; the

coupling of verbs like yivsadai with the genitive, and TpoezvvsTv

with the dative ; the vise of the genitive infinitive, such as rou

voiiTv, beyond the original and natural limit, and of the subjunc-

tive for the optative in the historical style after preterites ; and,

above all, the rare use of the optative, which became entirely obso-

lete in the late Greek. Also a neglect of the declensions begins to

be exhibited, as iJg %ak7i (after sV xa&h), and even nakTc, ; then also

dvd iJg, iig -rrap iJg ; SO also /jlitcc tou 'sv, and similar instances."

These constitute the leading peculiarities of the later Greek,

' He might have added, what is still more peculiar, the occasional use of

hoi with the future, as at 1 Cor. xiii. 3, Rev. vi. 11, if these are, as they

appear to be, the correct readings.
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appearing in the writings of the New Testament. But no

doubt, as Winer also remarks, this later and more popvilar

dialect had in some districts peculiarities which were unknown

elsewhere. And in this category some have been disposed to

place the expressions, which Jerome called Cilicisms of the

Apostle Paul. But of such peculiarities we know too little to

enable us to form any correct judgment ; and examples have

been found in good Greek authors of, at least, some of Jerome's

alleged Cilicisms. Winer, however, is disposed to reckon of

the class in question, the occasional use of ha in expressions

where the pure Greek writers would have used the infinitive,

and would explain it as a sort of free and colloquial usage (§45,

9). It is, certainly, difficult to maintain the strictly telic use

of ha throughout the New Testament, as Meyer, for example,

endeavours to do ; nor can it be done without at times leading

to strained and somewhat unnatural explanations. That the

telic force should be retained in the great mass of cases, and, in

particular, in the formula ha 'rXi^pudfi, we have no doubt ; for

when so employed there always is the indication of design. So

also is there in various passages, in which it does not at first

sight appear, but discovers itself on a closer inspection ; as in

1 John V. 3, " This is the love of God, ha rag hrokac, ahroXi

rripufj^sv"—not that we do keep, as a fact—but in order that we

may keep the commancbnents of God, as a scope or aim ; the

tendency and striving of Divine love in the heart is ever in the

direction of God's commandments ; or again, in Matt. v. 29,

(5\jij.ppu yap (SOI ha, x.r.X., it is for thy advantage, viz., to cut off

the right hand, in order that one (one merely) of thy members

may perish, and not thy whole body be cast into hell-fire ; this,

at least, is a perfectly admissible explanation. But there are

others—such as Rev. vi. 11 ; Matt, xviii. 6 ; ISIark vi. 25, ix. 30

—in which it is, no doubt, possible, by copious supplementings,

to bring out a design, yet scarcely to do it in a way that appears

consistent with the simplicity of the sacred writers.

But of the peculiarities generally, Avhich have been noted as

characterizing the dialect of the New Testament, in common
Avith that of the later Greek writers, there is no room for diffe-

rence of opinion. They distinguish the Greek of the apostolic

age from the Greek of classical times. They must, therefore,
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be imdei'stood, and have due allowance made for them by all,

who would exhibit the precise import of Scripture, and would even

avoid mistakes in interpretation, which have sometimes been com-

mitted by persons of high attainments in classical learning, from

their too exclusive regard to simply classical authorities.

III. But another, and scarcely less important class of pecu-

liarities, must be taken into account for the correct knowledge

and appreciation of the original language ofthe New Testament

—

those, namely, arising from its Hebraistic impress. The common
dialect of later times was, in the case of the sacred writings, inter-

mingled with the free and frequent use of forms derived from

the Hebrew, which, as already stated, was to some extent un-

avoidable in the case of the sacred penmen. Very commonly

the Greek of the apostolic age, with the addition of this Hebraistic

element, is called Hellenistic Greek, from the name Hellenists,

which was usually applied to the Greek-speaking Jews, and who
naturally spoke Greek with an admixture of Hebrew idioms.

It is to be borne in mind, however, that while all the writers

of the New Testament partook to some extent of the Hebraistic

influence, some did so considerably more than others ; and they

are by no means uniform in the admission of Hebraisms into

their style. The Hebraistic element was a very variable one

among them. It differed with the same writers in different

parts of their writings—as in the Apocalypse of St John, which

is considerably more Hebraistic than either his gospel or epistles

—while these again have more of that element than many other

parts of the New Testament. The Gospel of St Luke is de-

cidedly less marked with Hebraisms than those of St ]\Iatthew

and St ISIark ; and in St Paul's epistles also there are diversities

in this respect. The epistle to the Hebrews approaches more
nearly to the classical diction than any other book of the New
Testament. Viewing the subject generally, however, and with-

out reference to the peculiarities of individual writers, there are

three several respects in which the Hebx'aistic influence appears

in the style of the New Testament.

1. The first is of a somewhat general kind, and consists of a

sensible approximation to the Hebrew in the usual cast and com-
plexion of the style, namely, in those things in which the Hebrew
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characteristically diftered from the Greek. As (1.) in the more

fi'equent use of the prepositions for marking relations, which

were wont to be indicated in classical Greek by means of cases.

This characteristic pervades so much the style of the New Testa-

ment, that particular examples are almost unnecessary. But take

one or two :—In Heb. i. 2, ov 'idrjxs -/.Xripovo/Mov o-an-wi/, " whom he

appointed heir of all," is classical Greek ; but Acts xiii. 22,

rjys/piv rhv Aauid ilg 8asi>Aa, literally " raised up David for king,"

is Hebraistic. Again, rivi ydp if-iiv --on tmv ayyiXcuv, " for to

which of the angels said He at any time," is pure Greek,—but

the use of the preposition in the following expressions is He-
braistic, rig lyxaXsffii Kara exXiXTojv ©sol/, Rom. viii. 33 ; ayava.-/.-

Touvng Tpog saurovg, Mark XIV. 4 ; adujog aTrh tov a'iix,arog, Matt,

xxvii. 24 (so Sept. transl. }0 ''ipj in 2 Sam. iii. 28) ; o'Mol.oyiTv h a-jrOj^

Matt. x. 32, etc. (2.) It formed another marked difference be-

tween the two languages—the paucity of conjunctions which

existed in the Hebrew, and their great abundance, one might

almost say, their superfluity, in the Greek. But the New Testa-

ment writers constantly show an inclination to adhere to the

simplicity of the Hebrew in this respect, rather than to avail

themselves of the greater wealth of the Greek. How often in

their productions do we meet with a xai, where we would rather

have expected an aXXa, a zai-rip, or a xahot % and a yap or an

oh where we would have looked for an l-rs/, a wore, or a o-/, if

judging from the usage of classical writers ? In the narrative

portions, more especially, of the New Testament, it is the re-

markable nakedness and simplicity of the Hebrew language, as

to conjunctions and other particles, which presents itself to our

notice, rather than the copiousness of the Greek. (3.) A further

Hebraistic turn appears in the frequent use of the genitive pro-

nouns, instead of the possessives

—

gov, imov, auroi;, ^/xwi/, i^/vcwv,

avTcov. This naturally arose from the inspired writers being

used to the Hebrew siiffixes, and was also encouraged by a

growing tendency in the Greek language itself to substitute the

genitives of the personal pronouns for the possessives. The
practice, however, is greatly more frequent in the New Testa-

ment and the Septuagint, than in other productions of the same

period. Indeed, Ave often meet with the personal pronouns

generally in the Greek Scriptures, where simply Greek writers
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would have altogether omitted them ; as in Gen. xxx. 1, Ug fj^ot

rsKvay ii hi [l-i]^ TiXsur-^ffu i/w; Ex. ii. 14, ^55 dviXiTv /a.? ffi) '^sXiic^

ov rpd'TTov di/£/7.£; y^Qig rh AJyuTTov (in both cases imitating the

Plebrew) ; so in John iii. 2, tuvtu to, cr}/MiTa 'ttohTv a ffu -roisTg ;

Rev. V. 4, Tiai lyu) ixXaiov 'ttoXv ; 2 John 1, oug lyw dyaTU) sv dXrj-

6i/cf,, etc. (4.) Another pronominal peculiarity, arising from

assimilation to the Hebrew, is occasionally found in the New
Testament, and abounds in the Septuagint. In Hebrew there

is only one relative pronoun, 'lE'^!i (sometimes abbreviated into

B') ; and this without any distinction as to number, gender, or

case :— on which account the suffixes of the personal pronouns,

or these pronouns themselves wdth a preposition, required to be

added, in order to give the necessary point and explicitness to

the reference. Hence such expressions as the following :
" the

land in which ye dwell upon it," " the place in which ye sojourn

in it," and so on. As the Greek language possessed a declinable

relative oc, and adverbs derived from it, oS, ohv, o-ttou, there was

no need, when employing it, to resort to this kind of awkward
circumlocution. But those who had been accustomed to the

force and emphasis of the Hebrew usage, appear still occasionally

to have felt as if they could not give adequate expression to

their mind without availing themselves of the Hebrew form.

Hence such passages in the Septuagint as the following : ^ yn

eif rii gv naroiXiTg ii: aurrig, Gen. xxviii. 13 ; irag ffo<phg rr\ diavoicf,,

w ibodri tfop/a xai sTier'/j/jja sv avTo/g, Ex. XXXvi. 1 ; also Deut. ix.

28 ; Ex. xxx. 6 ; Deut. iv. 5, 14, etc. In the New Testament

the peculiarity occurs more rarely ; but still it is found, as in Mark
vi. 55, " They carried about the sick on couches," o-ttou iixouov on

exiT S0TIV
',

vn. 25, rig £/%£v to Svydrpiov ahrriS 'irvivijjcc dxdSaprov

:

Rev. vii. 2, oig sd66ri avToTc ; xii. 6, otov sp/s/ sxs? roirov ?5 roz/xa c/xs i/ov
;

ver. 14, o'xou rps^iTut hiTzaipov. The usage is found also in some

quotations from the. Old Testament (Acts xv. 17 ; 1 Pet. ii. 24),

but it is certainly of rare occurrence in the New Testament wTit-

ings themselves. (5.) A further distinctive impress arose from a

marked difference between the Hebrew and the Greek in re-

spect to the tenses of the verb, giving rise to a peculiarity in the

general character of the New Testament style, and imparting to

it somethincr of a Hebraistic air. Here again the Hebrew was
as remarkable for the fewness, as the Greek for the multiplicity
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of its foniis—the one having its simple past and future tenses,

while the other had its present, imperfect, perfect, pluperfect,

first and second aorists, first and second futures, and paulo-post

future—certainly a plentiful variety, if not, in some respects,

a needless redundancy ; and all these, again, subject to variations

of mood—indicatives, subjunctives, optatives—which are un-

kno\\ai in Hebrew. There can be no doubt that the New Testa-

ment writers were well acquainted with the principal tenses of

the Greek verb, and some of its more peculiar modes of con-

struction, such as those with neuter plurals, with iVa and av, at

the same time, there are occasional anomalies, with a manifest

preference for the simple past and future of the Hebrew,

and, as in the latter, a tendency to use the future, as ex-

pressive of necessity and continued action (must and is loont),

somewhat more frequently than is usual in ordinary Greek.

(6.) Once more, there are some peculiar case-usages, though

rare in the New Testament, as compared with the Septuagint.

The most noticeable of these is the employment, though in the

New Testament occurring only in the Apocalypse, of a kind of

nominative absolute—not such as is to be found in Acts vii. 40,

yap Mco'jffrig ovrog 6 ai-^^wToc, in which, merely for the purpose of

giving prominence to the leading noun, the sentence begins with

it in the nominative, and of which examples are to be met with

in ordinary Greek—but one in which the nominative comes after,

and stands in apposition with, other nouns in the oblique cases.

This arose from a close imitation of the Hebrew, prefixing the

indication of case, or the prejiosition, to the first noun in a sentence,

and dropping it in those that followed. Thus at Num. xx. 5,

iig Tbv roTov rh •rrovriphv Tovrov' rd'jrog ob ov ff-rilpirai ; Deut. iv. 11, xai

TO opog sKaisro Trupi swj ro\j oiipavoZ' ffxoroc, yvofog, S-js/.Xa ; also ver.

22 ; Deut. viii. 8, x. 7. Though an anomalous construction, it had

the effect, as Tiersch justly remarks (Pent. Ve7'sione Alexandrina,

p. 133), ofgiving force and emphasis to the terms placed thus abso-

lutely in the nominative—which were thereby isolated. This also

is very decidedly the effect of the employment of the nominative in

Rev. i. 4, where grace and peace are sent d-jh o uv xal 6 riv xai 6

ipy^oij^svoc ; retaining in the nominative the words, which express

the Lord's eternal Being, and so taking them, as it were, out of

the common category of declinable nouns, and placing them in
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an independent position. Other examples occur in Rev. ii. 20,

iii. 12. In the same connection may be mentioned a kind of

Hebraistic extension of the accusative of place, this accusative

being sometimes coupled with a following genitive, in a way not

usual with the Greeks ; of which we have such examples in the

Old Testament as Deut. xi. 30, oux ISou raura crspav rou 'lopddvov,

oT/fTw, odov 8ug/j[,o!iv ri}Jov ; i. 19 : Exod. xiii. 17. And in the New
Testament, the peculiar expression in Matt. iv. 14, y^ T>Ja:pdaXsT/x,

o5ov QaXdecTiiy which has its parallel in the passages of the Old

Testament referred to, and should not have been regarded in so

exceptional a light as it is by Winer (Gr. § 32, 6). But such

peculiarities exercise comparatively little influence on the Greek

of the New Testament.

2. Secondly, The Hebraistic cast of the New Testament style

appears in the use of words and phrases, which have their cor-

respondence only in the Hebrew, but are not found in profane

Greek writers, whether of the earlier or of the later periods.

Among these, certain words might be included, which are trans-

ferred from the Hebrew and other Oriental languages into the

text of the New Testament :—such as a/3/3a, dfSabduv, dfji,riv, 'xapd-

diieog, yiivm, earav, etc. Terms of this sort are merely Oriental

words in Greek letters, or with a Greek termination ; and it is

by a reference to their Oriental usage that their meaning is to

be determined. It is not these, however, so much that we have

in view imder the present division, as words and phrases which

are strictly Greek expressions, but expressions thrown into a

Hebraistic form, and conveying a sense somewhat different from

what would naturally be put upon them by a simply Greek

reader. There is a considerable number of this description,

—

among which are sTg in the sense of ng or irpuroc, according to the

Septuagint rendering of Tnx {s7g ypaij.[j.ari\jg, Matt. viii. 19, e/'s

(liav (riiJjipav) rSjv ga8j3d.ro}v—/jC/av for Tpurriv^, ^rjTsTv r'^v ^\j')(7]v r/vo?,

davdroD ysviadoci, ddvarov /^s/c, •ffipi'XariTv svu-ttiov t/voc, toisTv 'iXiOCy

Trpodoi'Trov irphg 'Trpoduirov, XafiBdvuv itpoGoiirm Tivog, ffdp^ %al aJiJba, etc.

To refer more particulaidy to one or two examples, the

phrase Taca adpt,, for all men, mankind at large, is quite a He-

braism, being a literal translation of the Hebrew "i^3"73 by two

terms, which in the one language, as well as the other, signify

all ;f(?<f/?— while still native Greek writers never used adp^ in the
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sense of men, and such an expression, if employed by them,

would have meant, not all mankind, but the whole flesh (of a

man or an animal, as it might happen). Sometimes the He-
braism is further strengthened by the addition of a negative, in

a manner different from the practice of good Greek writers. In

Hebrew^ "iCJ^S"?!) N? not alljiesh, is equivalent to no flesh, and in

this same meaning ou iraaa gdpS, is used in New Testament

Scripture ; as when our Lord says, Matt. xxiv. 22, " If the days

should not be shortened obx civ hui&ri vasa oap^" no flesh should

be saved ; or St Paul, 1 Cor. i. 29, o-rug //^n y~au^yiffrtrai 'jraca

ffa^l, so that no flesh might glory. Such phrases are to be ex-

plained by coupling the negative with the verb, and regarding

the two together as predicating the negation or want of some-

thing—the all comprehending the entire circle or genus to

which such predicate extends. Thus, in the sentence last quoted,

the not being in a condition to glory is the thing predicated, and

the Taffa sap^, the all flesh, which follows, denotes the sphere of

being to which the predicate applies—the entire compass of

humanity. So that, when rightly viewed, the expression pre-

sents no material difficulty, though it is a form of speech not

native to the Greek, but imported into it from the Hebrew.

The Vulgate has not been sufficiently observant of this pe-

culiar idiom ; hence it renders the passage in Matt, non salva

fieret omnis caro, and that in 1 Cor. ut non glorietur omnis

caro. Our translators, however, in the authorised version have

commonly attended to it, and given the correct rendering

—

though still in one case they appear to have missed it. The
passage we refer to is 1 John ii. 19, where the apostle is speaking

of those who had once belonged to the true Church, but had

since fallen into Gnostic errors, and assumed an antichristian

position :
—" They went out from among us, but they were not

of us ; for ifthey had been of us, they would have continued with

us ; but that (the sentence here is plainly elliptical, and we must

again supply ' they went out' that) they might be made mani-

fest, on oxj% i'lSi -Travrsi st, j^/x-wi'"—that they were not all of us, our

version has it—but the apostle had already said of them, wholly

and absolutely, that they were not of us ; and it would be strange,

if now, at the close, he should have introduced a limitation, and,

when speaking of the evidence of their ha\dng assumed an anti-
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christian position, or being in deadly heresy, shoidd have used

terms that were appKcable only to a portion of them. The
terms, however, become quite plain, if understood in conformity

with the idiom now under consideration ; i.e., if the negative and

the verb (oux ilai) are taken together, as constituting the predi-

cate, and the 'rrawig following as indicating the extent of its ap-

plication—embracing the totahty of the parties spoken of. Their

going out from the company of the faithful, the apostle then

affirms, shows, that they are not—all of them—of us ; i.e.j that

none of them are of us ; the whole went out, that they might be

seen—one and all—not to be of the true Church of Christ.

Such, substantially, is the A'iew adopted, not only by several

foreign commentators, but also in the English Annotations of

1645, by Hammond, Guyse, Whitby, Peile, and others.

This, however, is rather a digression, and we return to our

proper subject—simply remarking further, in respect to the

second class of Hebraisms, that a considerable portion of the

words and phrases comprised in it, are still to be taken in their

ordinary sense, but, at the same time, with such reference to the

Hebrew use and application of them, that in the sense necessary

to be put upon them they must be regarded as Hebraisms. For
example, in the common expression «/%« IxyjTv, to pour out, or

shed blood, what is really meant, is not the simple shedding of

blood, but the pouring out of this unto death— the words being

those used in rendering the Hebrew m "ns^—the usual sacrificial
*-' T ' T T

formula for taking the life of an animal victim, when presenting

it to God. It hence passed into a common phrase for taking

the life of any one ; and in the lips of a Jew, the phrase natu-

rally became more peculiarly and distinctly indicative of death,

than it should ha^e done when uttered by a Greek. In like

manner, in the use of the word oi'o,«,a, in a great variety of ex-

pressions, such as " calling upon the name," or doing anything

in the name of another, " hallowing God's name," " believing on
the name of Christ," " trusting in the name of the Lord," and such

like—while the ovofia precisely corresponds to the DK' in Hebrew,
and name in Enghsh to both, it is still only through the Hebrew
usage that we can get at the proper import of the expressions.

The Hebrews were wont to regard the name of an individual, as,

what it doubtless originally was, the index to the nature ; and
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Avhen the primary name failed properly to do this, they very

commonly superseded it by another, which yielded a more signi-

ficant or fitting expression of the individual properties. Hence,

with them, the name was very much identified with the person,

as, on the other side, the person was very often contemplated in

the liMit of the name. Amono- the Greeks the sio-nificance

of names never assumed the same place that it did among the

Hebrews ; they were regarded more as arbitrary signs, having

their chief use in distinguishing one person or one object from

another ; and consequently the same identification did not pre-

vail in the ordinary Greek usage, as in the Hebrew, between the

name, and the person or properties of the individual. In dealing

with such expressions, therefore, as those specified above, we

must have recourse to the Hebrew, in order to arrive at the

proper import.

3. There is still a third respect, in which the Hebraistic cast

of the New Testament dialect appears ; viz., in the formation of

derivatives from words belonging, in the sense employed, to the

Hebrew, and not to the Greek. For example, the word sKocvdaXov,

the rendering of the Septuagint for ?i^^^p, a stumbling-block, or

offence, is the root of a verb found only in the New Testament,

ffxavdaXli^u, to stumble, or cause to stumble (corresponding to

y^pi} ''?'^?) 5 d'^rXocy^vi^eodai ft'om cxXayyvcL (as in Hebrew Dni

and Cpn^)

—

avahiMATiZ^iii&ai from arnkfj^a, and so on. In such

cases one is thrown entirely upon Hebrew ideas and usages ; and

from these it is necessaiy to ascertain and determine the precise

meaning to be attached, if not to the original noun, at least to

the verb derived from it.

IV. It is plain, therefore, from the occurrence of such Hebrew
or Aramaic peculiarities as we have referred to, that the Greek

of the New Testament adds to the later Greek—the common
Hellenic dialect—elements derived from the vernacular language

of the sacred writers, on account of which it may justly be deno-

minated a peculiar idiom. It exhibits single Greek words, which

are nowhere found in Greek writers out of Palestine ; it exhibits

also Hebrew and Chaldaic phrases, expressed in Greek terms,

but conveying a sense different fi'om what a simply Greek reader

would naturally have put upon them ; and, finally, it exhibits
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ill the grammatical construction various features of a Hebraistic

kind :—all necessarily I'equiring, in order to attain to a correct

interpretation of New Testament Scripture, an acquaintance

with the Hebrew as well as Avith the Greek languages, and, in par-

ticular, with the usages established by the Septuagint Version of

Old Testament Scripture. But there are two important considera-

tions, which ought to be borne in mind in connection with those

Hebraisms—the one having respect to their number, and the

other to the proper mode of dealing with them.

(1.) In the first place, they are not nearly so numerous as they

were at one time represented to be ; nor much more numerous

than was rendered necessary by the circumstances of the writers.

By far the greater part of them are so essentially connected with

the position of the writers, as not only trained under the economy

of the Jewish dispensation, but called also to unfold truths and

pi'inciples, which were but the proper growth and development of

such as belonged to it, that they could not justly have been dis-

pensed with. They entered, by a kind of moral necessity, into

the cast of thought and expression adopted by the apostles of the

New Testament. And hence also they occur less frequently in

grammatical constructions than in other respects, and only so as

to impart to the style, in that particular respect, an occasional

Aramaic colouring. The Greek syntax differs in many things

from the Hebrew ; the one has its own marked and peculiar

characteristics, as well as the other
; yet in most of these we find

the New Testament writers regularly accommodating themselves

to the foreign idiom—as in the distinctive use of imperfects and

aorists, in the coupling of neuter plurals with a verb in the sin-

gular, in the construction of verbs with av^ in the attraction ofthe

relative, etc. It may not be improper to point to an example or two,

in a single line, of this conformity to the foreign idiom :—in the

discriminating use of the aorist and perfect tenses—the aorist as

denoting the historic past, and the perfect as denoting the past

in its relation to the present, the past continuing with its effects

and consequences to the present. Even St John, who has

often been treated as ignorant of the commonest Greek idioms,

we find, at the very beginning of his Gospel, carefully observing

this distinction, when he says of the work of the Logos, h/hiro

obdi h ysyoviv, nothing whatever that has come to be, and still
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is in being, was made without Him. So also in Col. i. 16,

pointing to the act of creation by Christ in the indefinite past,

iv avrOj sxrifft)^) ra 'ravra ; but when Christ's continued relation to,

and interest in, what was created, is in view, then the apostle

changes from the aorist to the perfect, ra Taira di avrov -/.al slg

auTov h.TiGrai. Another striking example of a similar change

may be seen in ch. iii. 3 of the same epistle, in the d--zs&dnTf

used of the old life once and for ever put away, and the xsx^i^Tra;

of the new begun at conversion, but continuing still on. In

connection with such discriminating employments of the aorist

and perfect tenses, it is justly remarked by the late Professor

Scholefield, that the English translation is often obscured by
failing to mark the distinction as observed in the original, and

consequently inserting or omitting at the wrong place the auxi-

liary have.—(Hints for Improvements in the Authorised Version,

Preface X.)

In respect, however, to the excessive multiplication of tle-

braisms, Titmann very justly says, in his Synonyms, ii. p. 163,
" Many expressions in the New Testament have been stamped

with the name of Hebraisms, for no other reason whatever than

because it was taken for granted that the writers of the New
Testament have imitated the Hebrew mode of speaking

;
just as

if they could not have derived those forms from the like usage

of the Greek language, which they were writing. Many He-
braisms have thus been pointed out by Vorstius, Leusden, and
others, which might -with equal justice be called HelUnisms,

Because, forsooth, they appear in the New Testament, in writers

'E/3pai'^ovr= J, they are Hebraisms; while the same things, when
found in Demosthenes, Thucydides, Xenophon, or Polybius, are

pronounced to be good and elegant Greek. Thus, in the New
Testament, the use of the demonstrative pronoun without appa-

rent necessity after a noun or relative pronoun, has been re-

garded as a Hebraism, inasmuch as the Hebrews do indeed use

this construction, as also the Arabs, Syrians, Greeks, and Ro-

mans (we might add the Germans and English). Still that

cannot surely be reckoned as a Hebrew idiom, which is also em-

ployed by the best writers of other nations." He proceeds to

give various examples of the usage,—among which are, from

Cicero, Illud quod supra scripsi,irf tibi confirmo; from Sallust, Sed

c
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urbana plebes, ea vero pnijceps ierat ; from TliucyJides, " the

most Attic of all Greek writers," rw ^i ' i-ir-^io-ApaTu 1\ti iti^l to

Af]Xiov, w$ aurui riyyiXdrj ; and concludes by saying, " The con-

struction in all these usages is evidently the same as in Matt. iv.

16, viii. 5 ; John xv. 2, xviii. 11."

Michaelis remarked sharply, but not without cause, on this

tendency to discover Hebraisms in New Testament Scripture,

" It is extraordinary, that those very persons who are least

acquainted with the Hebrew are the most inclined to discover

Hebraisms ; and it has been as fashionable, as it is convenient, to

ascribe the difficulty of every passage to an Oriental idiom."

—

(Introd. iv. 6.) Yet he has not himself altogether escaped the

contagion ; for we find him, in the same chapter, ranking some

things as Hebraisms, and giving them on that ground a false

rendering, which ought to be taken in their strictly Greek mean-

ing ; for example, slg i/Txog, in 1 Cor. xv. 54, which he designates

" a harsh Hebraism" signifying " for ever," while really the

proper import is best given by the literal rendering, " into vic-

tory," i.e., towards this as the end aimed at—death being viewed

as the great enemy, with whose swallowing up the final victory

comes. Gerard (Bib. Criticism, p. 54), as usual, follows Michaelis

in this ; and, along with many others then and since, he also

gives pnfJ'Cc, in the sense of thing, as a Hebraism, in such passages

as Luke i. 37, ii- 15 ; Acts v. 32. But it always bears the sense

of ico7xi or sayhif), or of things only in so far as they have be-

come matters of discourse. Thus, at Luke i. 37, the exact

rendering undoubtedly is, " No word shall be impossible with

God ;" and hence the verb is in the future, ahuvarriaii, pointing to

the futurity of the accomplishment, as compared with the period

when the word was spoken.

(2.) Then, while we should thus beware of multiplying He-

braisms in the New Testament beyond what really exist, we

should, in the second place, also beware, in handling what

really are such, and the peculiarities generally of the New Tes-

tament dialect, of setting them down as mere extravagancies,

or barbarous departures from a proper diction. On the contrary,

we should endeavour to ascertain the idea in which they origin-

ated, and get at the precise shade of meaning, or aspect of a sub-

ject, which they set before us. This is the course, as Winer
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remarks, which has latterly been taken by grammarians in their

investigations concerning the Greek language :
" The idea which

gave rise to each particular form has been accurately appre-

hended, and its various uses reduced to the primary signification.

The language thus becomes a directly reflected image of the

Greek thought, as a living idiom. One does not stop at the mere

externals, but there is a reference of each form and inflexion

of the language to the thinking soul, and an effort to apprehend

it in its existence in the mind itself. For a long time Biblical

philologists took no notice of these elucidations of Greek grammar

and lexicography. They followed Viger and Storr, and separated

themselves entirely from the profane philologists, under the im-

pression that the New Testament Greek, being Hebraistic, covdd

not be an object of such philological investigations. No one

believed that the Hebrew, like every other language, admitted

and required a rational mode of treatment. The rational view is

now gaining ground. It is believed that the ultimate reasons of

the phenomena of the Hebrew must be sought out in the nation's

modes of thought ; and, above all, that a plain, simple people

could not contravene the laws of all human language. It is no

longer, therefore, considered proper to give a preposition diverse

meanings, according to one's own pleasure, in a context super-

ficially examined. Nor must it be supposed that a Hebrew, in-

stead of ' this is my brother,' could say jjleonastically, ' this is

of my brother,' or ' this is in the wise man,' instead of ' this is

a wise man ;' but the origin of changes so contrary to rule must

be sought for in the speaker's mode of thought, as with every

rational being each deviation has its reason."— (Idioms, pp. 19,

20.)

This, it will be understood, is said simply of the manner in

which deviations of the kind here referred to should be considered

and explained ; and determines nothing as to what may be called

the comparative pureness and elegance of the diction, or the

reverse. In some of them, possibly, the thought expressed may
be cast into a form, which is not justified by the usage of the most

correct writers, nor accordant with the native idioms of the lan-

guage ; but possibly also there may be no real departiu'e fi'om

these ;—and the apptu'ent deviation, or peculiarity, may lie in the

thought expressed being some\Aliat different from what a super-
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ficijil consideration, or a common point of view, might be apt to

suggest. Such, no doubt, will be found sometimes to be the case.

But the question at present has respect, not simply, nor indeed

so much to the purity of the diction, as to the proper and rational

mode of explaining its real or apjiarent peculiarities. These

should, in every case, be considered with reference to the specific

circumstances and mental habits of the writer. And had they

been so—had due regard been paid to the -considerations which

have just been advanced—not only would many senseless and

improper laxities have been spared from our grammars, lexicons,

and. commentaries, but the received text also of the New Testa-

ment and our authorised version would have been in a better

state than they at present are. Schleusner's Lexicon of the New
Testament, and Macknight's Commentary on the Epistles, may

be referred to as specimens, out of the more learned class, which

egregiousl}^ err in the respect now mentioned, more especially in

the laxity with which the}^ render the prepositions and the particles

of the New Testament Greek. For example, in Schleusner, the

prepositions sig and h have ascribed to them, the one 24, the other

no fewer than 30, distinct uses and meanings ; and, though Mac-

knight does not carry it quite so far, yet, from the diverse and

disconnected senses he puts upon them in his Preliminary Essays,

it seems as if, when handled by a Hellenistic Jew, these preposi-

tions might express almost any relation whatever. E/'s, as it

happens, may be into or in, concerning or with, against, before, hy,

in order to, among, at, toioards, or it may stand without any de-

finite meaning—as a mere expletive—and had better been wanted.

So also with h}

Of course, in the writings of the New Testament, as in all

popular productions, there is a considerable freedom in the use

of such parts of speech—especially in what are called pregnant

constructions andcurrent phrases—yet never without a respect

to the fundamental meaning of the word—never with a total

abnegation and disregard of this. Thus, in the New Testament,

as with Greek writers generally, the preposition ug is not un-

frequently coupled with verbs of rest, and hence comes to be

1 This looseness has also been countenanced to some extent by Ernesti, and

still more by his foreign and English annotators.—See Bib, Cabinet, vol. iv,

153, 154.
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rendered as if it were Iv.—as Matt. ii. 23, xa-wx)i(Tfv elg 'z-6/:iv

'/.eyo/j-ivriv Na^aps^ ; Acts viii. 40, O/XX/'To? ihpUri ilg " A^urov ; John

i. 18, 6 wv i'lg Tov y.ok'xov rtyo Tlarfog. But in all sucli cases there is

an implied reference to tlie preceding motion towards the place

indicated, or some sort of terminal relation to it. Thus, in the

examples noticed, we must explain, in the first, having gone so

far as to the city called Nazareth, having entered into it, he dwelt

there ; in the second, Philip was found as far as Azotus, carried

thither, and so at it ; in the third. He that is (vi?. set, who has

His proper place of being) into the bosom of the Father, so

close, so deep into the personal indwelling, and union with, the

Father. In none of the cases is there properly an interchange

of one preposition for another ; but a complex thought is uttered

in an abbreviated and elliptical form.

In many cases of this description, however, it is only by a

comment that the full and proper meaning can be brought out,

and in a simple translation it is scarcely possible to keep up the

peculiarity of the original. But there are others, in which that

was perfectly possible, and in which our authorised version has

suffered from the too prevalent notion of Hebraistic laxity—nor

has even the received text of the original escaped occasional cor-

ruptions. Under those of the latter description we may point

to Rev. ii. 14, where the undoubtedly correct reading of what is

said of Balaam is, og sdidaaxiv tm BaXaz /SccAs/i/ c-/.a.v8a}.ov hw'^iov rZiM

\j'iZiv 'iffpayjA ; but which, from the apparent anomaly of the verb

diddsy.o) being coupled with a noun in the dative, for its direct

object (as was supposed), the resort was made by grammarians

and commentators to Hebrew usage, according to which it was

alleged the dative Avas put for the accusative ; and certain

copyists went a step further, and, taking the dative for an error,

substituted the accusative in its place, which is the reading of

the received text

—

tov BaXax. It is not a Hebraism, however,

to couple such a verb with the dative ; the Greek and Hebrew

usage here entirely correspond ; and that John was perfectly

cognisant of the Greek usage is manifest from his coupling the

same verb with an accusative in ver. 20, as in every other in-

stance, in which he lias placed a noun in regimen with it, except

the one before us (John vii. 35, viii. 2, 28, ix. 34, xiv. 26 ; 1

John ii. 27, thrice). This sufficiently shows, that the dative in
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Eev. ii. 14 is put, not by oversight or from the usage of a foreign

idiom merely, but on purpose ; that it is what grammarians call

the dativus commodi, indicating that what was done, was done,

not upon the individual concerned, but in Jiis interest—not that

Balaam taught Balak (as in the English version), but that he

taught for Balak, on his account and in his behalf, to cast a

stumbling-block before the children of Israel. We are not, in

short, told icJiom he taught, though we know from the history it

was the people, of Balak, but for ivhose advantage he did so ; he

taught in the service of the king of Moab, not of the God of

Israel.

We must ]-efcr to a few other passages, in which, though the

received text remains correct, the authorised version has missed

the pi'ecise shade of meaning by giving way to the idea of laxity

on the part of the original writers. Thus, in the prayer of the

converted malefactor, Luke xxiii. 42, Remember me when Thou

comest h rf, (SagiXiicf, gov—not into Thy kingdom, which might

seem to point to the glory into which the Lord was presently

going to enter—but in Thy kingdom, viz., when the time comes

for Thee to take to Thyself Thy great power and to reign among

men ; for this future manifestation of glory was undoubtedly

what the faith of the penitent man anticipated and sought to

share in, not the glory which lay Avithin the vail, which only the

answer of Christ brought within the ken of his spiritual vision.

The same preposition has also been unhappily translated in

another important passage—Phil. ii. 10, 'ha h rw hw(j^ari 'iricoD

—

not at, but in the name of Jesus, every knee should bow ; in it

as the groiTud and principle of the act, not at its mere enunciation.

Again, in Eph. iii. 19, "That ye may be filled e/j tSi/ to tX?;-

pw//,a 7(,Z ©sot;," not strictly xmtl^ which would imply an infinite

recipiency, but into all the fulness of God—lifted, like empty

A-essels, into the boundless pleroma of Godhead, that ye may
take to the full satisfaction of your desires, and the measure of

your capacity. So, again, in 2 Pet. i. 3, where God is said to

have given to us all things pertaining to life and godliness,

through the knowledo;e of Him nah.igavToc rjij^ac bin dc^rig xai

apirric, who called lis—not, as in our version, to glory and vir-

tue, which puts a most arbitrary and unauthorised sense upon

the bia, and converts, besides, the nionns into the end—but /ly
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or through glory and virtue—namely, the glory and virtue, the

divine energy exhibited in the way and manner, in which we are

called of God, in consequence of which, as is presently added,

there have also been given to us exceeding great and precious

promises ; the promises are so great and precious, because the

call conducting to them was so distinguished by divine power

and glory. The very next verse but one of the same epistle,

ver. 5, furnishes another example of unfortunate laxity in the

translation, which in consequence misses the precise shade of

thought expressed in"the original : the words, xai ahrh rovro (5f,

rendered, " And besides this "—altogether sinking the adversa-

tive particle ds, and mistaking also the force of the adverbial

accusative avrh rovro. The object of the clause, is partly to

suggest a difference, and partly to mention an agreement,

between what precedes and what follows :
" And on this veiy

account indeed," or " but for this same reason, give all dili-

gence," etc.

These are only a few specimens out of many, that might be

adduced, of the evil that too long and generally prevailed, of

supposing that the sacred writers of the New Testament were

so Hebraistic, or otherwise so peculiar in their use of words and

phrases, that any sort of license might at times be taken with

their language. It is but rarely that the evil discovers itself in

the authorised version, and within narrow limits, compared with

what has appeared often in later versions and commentaries.

But it is still occasionally found there ; and special notice has

been taken of it, not for the purpose of disparaging that version,

which, as a whole, is so admirable, but in order to show, how
even there, when the proper line has been deviated from, and

with the best intentions, the effect has only been to substitute

one shade of meaning for another—a meaning that could oidy at

first view have seemed the natural and proper one, for another

more accordant both with the idioms of the lanmiaffe and witli

the truth of things.

V. To p;iss now, however, from tlie real or alleged Hebraisms

of the New Testament, we may mention as another characteristic

feature of itsdiction, that which it occasionally derives from tlie

new ideas and relations introduced by the Gospel. These of
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necessity called into existence a class of expressions, not in them-

selves absolutely new, but still fraught with an import which

could not attach to them as used by any heathen writer, nor

even in the production of any Greek-speaking Jew prior to the

birth of Chnst. With the marvellous events of the Gospel age,

a fresh spring-time opened for the world ; old things passed

away, all things became new ; and the change which took place

in the affairs of the Divine kingdom could not fail to impress

itself on those words and forms of expression, which bore respect

to what had then for the first time come properly into being.

In so far as the terms employed might embody the distinctive

facts or principles of Christianity, their former and common
usage could only in part exhibit the sense now acquired by them ;

for the full depth and compass of meaning belonging to them in

their new application, we must look to the New Testament itself,

comparing one passage with another, and viewing the language

used in the light of the great tilings which it brings to our ap-

prehension.

When handling such terms as those now refeiTcd to, it is

peculiarly necessary to understand and apply aright the funda-

mental principles of language, as to the relation in which the

spoken word stands to the internal thought, of which it serves

as the expression. " Language," it has been justly said,' " is

the outward appearance of the intellect of nations : their lan-

guage is their intellect, and their intellect their language ; we
cannot sufficiently identify the two. . . . Understanding and
speaking are only two different effects of the same power of

speech." In confirmation of this statement, we may point to

the twofold meaning of the Greek word Xoyog, which denotes

alike the internal and the external reason—either reason as

exercising itself and forming conceptions in the mind itself

(Xoyoc ivhiakrog), or I'eason coming forth into formal proposition,

and embodying itself in the utterances of human speech (Xoyog

'Trpo^op'iKoi)—comprising, therefore, in one term, what the Latins,

with their more objective and realistic tendencies, took two

words to express—ratio and oratio. Now, as the external reason,

or reason embodied in the form of spoken or written words,

ought to be the exact image of the internal, a correct represen-

' William Von Humboldt, quoted in Donaldson's Oratylu=;, p. 5fi.
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tation of the thoughts and conceptions of the mind, so, in pro-

portion as these thoughts and conceptions vary, the language

employed to express them must present a corresponding varia-

tion ; and if the same terms are retained, which may have been

previously in use, there must be infused into them a somewhat

new and more specific import. To some extent this is done,

even in comparatively common circumstances, and as the result

of individual thought and feeling; for speech, as has also been

well said by the writer just referred to, " acquires its last definite-

ness only from the individual. No one assigns precisely the

same meaning to a word that another does, and a shade of

meaning, be it ever so slight, ripples on, like a circle in the

water, through the entirety of language." That is—for the

sentiment must be understood with such a limitation— it will so

perpetuate and diffuse itself, if circumstances favour it, and the

particular shade of meaning introduced is one not confined to

too narrow a sphere of thought, not merely local or temporary,

but requiring, by the exigencies of human thought, to have an

abiding place in its medium of communication. Whenever that

is the case, it toill certainly ripple on like a wave, widening and

enlarging its range, till it has embraced the whole field.

Such peculiarly has been the case in respect to those terms,

which the great events of Gospel history served to bring into

general use, and through which expression is given to some of

the more distinctive ideas and relations of Gospel times. Among
the foremost of these is the phrase, jSaffiXsla rou ©soD, or rojv

oupavojv—a phrase composed of words perfectly familiar to all

accustomed to the Greek tongue, but, as applied to the state of

things introduced by Christ, and growing out of the events of

His earthly career, expressive of ideas essentially novel to heathen

minds, and but partially possessed even by Jewish. We can

have no doubt about its origin, and the reason of its employment

in this connection. It points back to those prophecies of the

Old Testament, in which promise was made of a King and

kingdom, that should unite heaven and earth, God and man,

in another way than could be done by a merely human adminis-

tration ; and especially to the prophecies of Daniel, in eh. ii.

and vii., where, after a succession of kingdoms, all earthly in

their origin, and ungodly in their spirit and aims, the Divine
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purpose was announced, of a kinj^doni that slioiikl be set up by

tbe God of heaven, and that sliould never be destroyed—

a

kingdom imaged by one like a Son of man coming in the clouds

of heaven, and destined to be possessed by the saints of the

Most High. Some notion might, therefore, be obtained of the

import of the expression, by those who were acquainted with

Old Testament Scripture
; yet only a vague and imperfect one,

as the precise nature of the kingdom, and its distinctive charac-

teristics could only be correctly understood, when they were

brought clearly to light by the facts and revelations of the

Gospel. The general unbeliefand apostacy of the Jewish people,

after Christ came, showed how little previous intimations had

served to bring them properly acquainted with the nature of

the kingdom ; and both that, and the palpable errors and mis-

takes regarding it, which frequently discovered themselves even

among the followers of Christ, but too clearly proved how diffi-

cult it was for the minds of men to rise to a just apprehension

of the subject. The difficulty, no doubt, chiefly arose from the

imperfect earthly forms under which the prophetic Spirit had

presented it to their view, and from the not unnatural tendency

in their minds to shape their idea of it too much after the mon-
archies and governments of this world, which kept them from

realising the change in spirit, aim, and administration, involved

in the divine character of its Head. But as soon as the true

idea came to be realised, and the kingdom in its real properties

began to take root in the world, as a natural result, the phrase

jSaaiXsia rou &iov, which gave expression to the idea, became

informed, we might say, with a new meaning, and bore a sense

which it were vain to look for anywhere but in the writings of

the New Testament. Even there the sense which it bears is

not quite uniform ; for in a subject so complex, and branching

out into so many interests and relations, the expression could

not fail to be used sometimes with more immediate reference

to one aspect of the matter, and sometimes to another. This is

clearly the case in the parables, where a manifold variety is

found in the images employed to represent the kingdom of God,

with the view of presenting under diverse, though perfectly con-

sistent and harmonious rc])resontations, a comjirchensive exhibi-

tion of the truth respecting it:—some (as in the imrablo of the
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mustard-seed) pointing more to its growth from small beginnings :

others (as in the parables of the ten virgins and the husband-

man), to its final issues in evil and good, according to the part

taken on earth by its members ; others, again, to its internal

principles of administration (as the parable of the talents, or of

the labourers in the vineyard); to its external means and agencies,

with the diversified results springing from them (as the parables

of the sower, the tares and wheat, the fishing-net) ; or to the

relation of the members of the kingdom to its Divine Head, and

to each other (as the parable of the unforgiving servant). But

Avith all this variety in the use of the expression, two ideas are

never lost sight of, Avhich in truth form the two most prominent

things connected with it, viz., those of a Divine king on the

one hand, and of human subjects on the other—the one order-

ing, providing, directing, and controlling all ; the other, accord-

ing to the line of conduct they pursue, receiving at His band

blessing or cursing, life or death.

If these remarks are kept in view, there will appear no need

for dividing (as Dr Campbell, for example, does, in his Preli-

minary Dissertations and Translation of the Gospels) and ren-

dering SaaiXsia ruv oxipavm sometimes the reigyi of heaven, and

sometimes the Mngdom of heaven. This is not only iinnecessary,

but fitted also to mislead ; since it gives, whenever the word reign

is used instead of kingdom., only a partial and impei'fect represen-

tation of the proper idea. It was one of the prevailing tendencies

of Campbell's mind—a mind certainly of great penetration, of

remarkable clearness of perception, ofmuch philosophical acumen,

and singular perspicacity in thought and diction—partly in con-

sequence of these very excellencies, it was a tendency in his

mind to make precision, rather than fulness of meaning his aim
;

and for the sake of that precision, both in his Preliminary Dis-

sertations and his Notes, he often seizes only a part of the mean-

ing, couched under a particular phrase or expression, and exhi-

bits that as the whole. This is, indeed, the most characteristic

and general defect of his work on the Gospels, which, notwith-

standing that defect, however, and a few others that might be

named, is well entitled to a perusal. It was the tendency now

referred to Avhich led Dr C^ampbell to substitute so often the

Avord reic/n for that of the /njr/r/ow of heaven, on tlie cronnd. that
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the expression most commonly relates to that " sort of dominion,"

as he terms it, which is understood by the dispensation of grace,

brought in by the Gospel ; while the phrase, '^ kingdom ofheaven,"

he thinks, properly indicates "the state of perfect felicity to be

enjoyed in the world to come." Now, this is to divide what

Scripture seeks to preserve entire, and fixes the mind too exclu-

sively on a 2^(^'>'t merely of the idea, which it ought to associate

with the expression. It was never intended that we should think

of the Messiah's kingdom as having to do merely with the inner

man, and, for the present, laying claim only to a sway over the

thoughts and affections of the mind. His kingdom, according to

its scriptural idea, is no more a divided empire, than He is Himself

a divided person. It comprehends the external as well as the

internal—although, from having its seat in the latter, it is

most frequently depicted with special relation to this ; but still it

comprehends both, and embraces eternity as well as time

—

though its condition, now on this side, now on that, may at times

be brought most prominently into view. But even in those

passages, in which it points to the present mixed state, and im-

perfect administration of the affiiirs of the kingdom, we should

take nothing from the full import of the expression, but retain it

in its completeness ; as it serves to keep before the Cluirch the

idea of a kingdom in the proper sense, and to pi'ompt her to long

for, and aim at, its realisation.

We have dwelt at the greater length on this particular ex-

ample, as it is one of considerable moment, and it affords an

intelligible and ready explanation of the peculiarity with which

it has been here associated. But it is only one of a class belong-

ing to the same category : such as afwv /xsXXwt/, diTcaiovedai, dtzaioauvr/,

EL/ayyjA/^w, ^w^j and i)dvaTOi (understood spiritually), -/.Xriaig, /mvc>-

TTipiov, vo//,oc, 'TapaxXri'To:, T/Vr/;, -rr'Aripcij/Ji^aj ^dpic, ^dpiff/j.a, 'TTviu/JjarixCgy

\i-jyj'Mc. All these,- and, perhaps, several others that might be

named, are used in New Testament Scripture with the same
radical meaning, indeed, as elsewhere ; but, at the same time,

with so much of a specific character derived from the great truths

and principles of the Gospel, that their New Testament import

must be designated as peculiar.

Vr. r)iicc more, it niav be given as a still further note of dis-
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tiuction characteristic of the New Testament Greek, that, while

there arepecuharities of the several kinds already described, dis-

tinguishing the language as a whole, there are also peculiarities

distinguishing the Greek of one writer from that of another

—

words and phrases used by one and not used by the others, or

used in a manner peculiar to himself. There is an indivichial, as

well as a general, impress on the language. And if, as in the

class last mentioned, a special regard must be had to the revela-

tions and writings of the New Testament as a whole, there should,

in the class now under consideration, be a like regard had to the

writings of the particular person by whom the expressions are

more peculiarly employed.

The terms belonmno; to this class are not of so extensive a

range as some of the preceding ones ; and they are to be found

chiefly in two winters of the New Testament—the Apostles Paul

and John. In the writings of John we meet with various ex-

pressions, which, as used by him, are almost peculiar to himself:

such as aXy-ikia, in the specific sense of denoting what is empha-

tically the truth—the truth of the Gospel ; 'rronTv rY,v aXrikiav, in

the sense of giving practical exhibition of tiiat truth
;

yiwriOrivai

avukv, or SK Tov Qiov ; 6 Xoyog, as a personal designation of the

Saviour in respect to His Divine nature and relationship ; 6 Xoyog

T7}c ^wjj'c, 6 /Movoysvrig v'tog, o ^apd'A.7.r,rogy uf/jtiv roD /.ogh.ov, 'ipyje&ai sig

rhv Koff/^ov, etc. In like manner, there is a set of phrases nearly

as peculiar to the Apostle Paul : such as ypd/x/xa put in' contrast

to rrvivf/.a, d'TTo^v'^czsiv rivi, Oixaioijadai, 'ipya eapzog, zaivri •/.riCiCy

-rX^pc/j/Ji^a rou 0£oS, v6/j.og h rotg ii,s7.iGi, sraupouGiiai mi, GroiyjTa (taken

in a figurative sense of rudimental principles), rh-iroc, etc.

We refi'ain at present from entering on the examination of

any of these peculiar forms of expression—the greater part of

which, viewed simply in themselves, properly belong to some of

the precechng classes, and are now mentioned only as connected

with a ftirther peculiarity—their exclusive or prevailing use by

particular writers. And, as they undoubtedly acquired this

further peculiarity from some mental idiosyncrasy on the part of

the person using them, or from some determinative influences con-

nected with the circumstances of his position, these ought, as far

as possible, to be ascertained, that the several expressions may be

considered from that point of ^iew, which was held by the writer,
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and iiuiy be interpreted in accordance with the hiws of thoui>;ht

under which he wrote.

SECTION THIRD.

COLLATERAL SOURCES FOR DETERMINING THE SENSE AND EX-

PLAINING THE PECULIARITIES OF NEW TESTAMENT SCHIP-

TURE.

Our attention has hitherto been confined to the original km-

guage itself of the New Testament, and to the things which con-

cern both its general character and its more distinctive peculia-

rities. In considering these, it has been impKed, rather than for-

mally stated, that for the correct and critical study of the writings

of the New Testament, there must have been acquired a compe-

tent acquaintance, not only with the common dialect of the later

Greek, but also with the idioms of the Hebrew tongue, and with

that combination of Greek and Hebrew idioms, which appears in

the Septuagint version of the Old Testament. In this version

all the leading peculiarities, as well of the later Greek as of the

Hebraistic style, wdiich have been noticed in connection with the

language of the New Testament, are to be found ; and some of

them, those especially of the Hebraistic class, in greater abun-

dance, and in bolder relief, than in the writings of the New-

Testament. In regard to the earlier portions of the Septuagint,

this has been exhibited with scholarly acumen and precision in a

late publication by the younger Thiersch (De Pentateuchi

Versione Alexandrina, Libri Tres, 1851), to which reference has

already been made. Considerable use has for long been made of

the materials supplied by the Hebrew Bibles and the Septuagint

for illustrating the diction of the New Testament in some of the

more learned commentaries
; particularly those of Grotius, Wet-

stein, Koppe, Kuinoel, and the more recent commentaries both

of this country and the Continent. Some additional service has

been rendered in the same line by the Editio Hellenistica of the

New Testament of Mr Grinfield, which is devoted to the sinuje

purpose of collecting under each verse examples ofthe same or of
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similar words and phrases occurring in the Septuagint, and other

writings ofthe period. The Lexicons also of Biel and Schleusner,

and, above all, the Grammar of Winer, have contributed to esta-

blish and elucidate the connection between the Greek of the New
Testament and of the Septuagint, and the characteristics of the

dialect in which they are written. All this, however, has respect

to the elements of the subject under consideration ; it bears di-

rectly upon the form and structure of the language itself of the

New Testament ; so that, without a certain knowledge of the one,

there can be no accurate and discriminating knowledge of the

other. But there are also certain collateral sources of informa-

tion, from which incidental and supplementary aid may be

derived, to illustrate both the phraseology and some of the more

characteristic notices and allusions of New Testament Scripture.

These we must now briefly describe, with the view of indicating

the nature and amount of the aid to be derived from them?

before entering on the examination of specific rules and prin-

ciples of interpretation.'

I. The sources that may be said to lie nearest to the inspired

writings, and which should first be named, are the contemporary

Jewish writers, who used the Greek language. These are simply

two—Philo and Josephus ; the former, there is reason to believe,

born about a quarter of a century before Christ, though he ap-

pears to have outlived the Saviour ; and the other fully as much
later. The birth of Josephus is assigned to a.d. 37. In a

strictly exegetical respect, little help, comparatively, is to be

obtained from the first of these writers. Philo was much more

of a philosopher than a religionist ; and living in Alexandria,

and ambitiovis mainly of ranking with its men of higher culture,

both his sentiments and his style stood at a wide distance fi:om those

peculiar to the writers of the New Testament. Even in respect

to the points, in which his writings bear a kind of formal resem-

blance to those of the Apostle John, in the use of a few terms

^ It should be borne in mind by those who are entering on the prosecution

of such studies, that the Septuagint is far from being a close translation, and

that those commentators and grammarians, who have proceeded on tlie prin-

ciple of always finding in it the key to the exact meaning of particular words

and phrases, are by no means to be trusted.
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relating to the Being and operations of Godhead, no real advance

has been made by the efforts that have been put forth to inter-

pret the one by the other. It has turned out rather—the

more carefully the subject has been examined—that as their

conceptions of divine things were essentially different, so their

language, even when it seems most nearly coincident, is by no

means agreed ; and little more has resulted from such compara-

tive investigations than learned disputations about the meanings

of words and phrases, which sometimes look as if they yielded

what was sought, but again deny it. As for the principles of

interpretation adopted by Philo, they have, indeed, a close enough

affinity with what is found in many of the Fathers of the third

and fourth centuries, but are by no means to be identified with

those sanctioned by the writers of the New Testament. Such

deliverances, therefore, as the following of Ernesti, which has

often in substance been repeated since—" Philo is particularly

useful in illustrating the allegorical and mystical reasonings, so

much used by St Paul"^—must be rejected as groundless, and

fitted to lead in a wrong direction. The statement is made by

Ernesti with apparent moderation, as it is again in recent times

by Klausen,^ with the view simply of pointing attention to Philo

as a master in that kind of allegorizing, which was pursued espe-

cially by the Apostle Paul—not that Paul was actually conver-

sant with the writings of the Alexandrian, and followed in his

wake. This latter is noted by Ernesti as a fanciful extreme,

advanced by Wetstein and some others, and is declared to be

destitute of historical support ; unnecessary also, since both Paul

and Philo but imbibed the spirit of their age, and adopted a style

of exposition which was already common. In opposition to this

view, we maintain,, that the allegorizings of Philo and those, as

well of the Jewish cabbalists who preceded, as of the Christian

th'eosophists who followed, belonged to another class than the

so-called allegorical interpretations of the New Testament. The
latter are not allegorical, in the distinctive sense of the term ; •

they are not, as allegorical meanings properly are, adaptations of

matters in one sphere of things to those of another essentially

different, and consequently arbitrary and uncertain. On the

contrary, they are applications of the truths and principles em-

' Institutes, P. III., cli. 8. '^ Hermcneutik, pp. 96, 97.
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bodied in the institutions or events of preparatory dispensations

to the corresponding events or institutions of an ultimate dispen-

sation, to which, from the first, they stood intimately related.

In short, they are typical explanations, as contradistinguished

from allegorical, and have nothing about them of the caprice and

extravagance to which the others are liable. But as we have

investigated this elsewhere,^ it is needless to do more here than

mark the confusion of ideas, on which this assimilation of Paul

and Philo is grounded, and reclaim against the dishonour which

is thereby done to the character of the apostolic teaching.

So far, therefore, as Philo is concerned, there is little to be

reaped from his writings for the exposition of New Testa-

ment Scripture ; his language, his style of thought, and his

manner of dealing with Old Testament Scripture, all move in

different channels from those followed by the apostles ; and his

references also to existing manners and circumstances are ex-

tremely few and unimportant. In this last respect, however, his

contemporary Josephus may justly be said to compensate for the

defect of Philo. A man of affairs, and bent on transmitting to

posterity an account of what he knew and understood of the events

of his times, as well as of fonner generations, his writings abound

with details, which are calculated to throw light on, at least, the

historical parts ofthe New Testament. In the words of Lardner,

who has done more than any other person to turn to valuable

account the notices of Josephus, " He has recorded the history

of the Jewish people in Judea and elsewhere, and particularly

the state of things in Judea during the ministry of our Saviour

and His apostles ; whereby he has wonderfully confirmed,

tliough without intending it, the veracity and the ability of the

evangelical writers, and the truth of their history."^ It was

for the richness of materials in this respect, contained in the

writings of Josephus, that Michaelis strongly recommended a

diligent study of his works, from the beginning of Herod's reign

to the end of the Jewish Antiquities, and spake of him as fur-

nishing the very best commentary on the Gospels and the Acts.^

Of course, a commentary so fiirnished covild only have been of

the external and historical kind, wliich too much accorded with

^ Typology of Scripture, vol. i., c. 1, and App. B, § 1.

^ Works, vi. p. 502. ^ Introduction, vol. iii. P. 1, c. 9.
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the taste of Michaelis ; but, in a revelation pre-eminently histori-

cal, the incidental light and attestations derived from such a source

are not to be undervalued ; and though, doubtless, the imperfec-

tions in Josephus' accounts, and w^hat probably we may call his

occasional errors and studied omissions (in respect to the subject

of Cliristiauity), have given rise to some perplexities, yet his

writings, on the whole, have contributed greatly to elucidate and

confirm the narratives of the New Testament. His style, how-

ever, which he aimed at having as pure as possible, is of little

service in illustrating the more peculiar idioms of Scripture ;

though, in regard to some of those common to it and the later

Greek dialect, and the meaning also of particular words and

phrases, considerable benefit has accrued from the study of his

productions. Two works, of about the middle of last century

(the Observationes of Krebs, and the Specilegmm of Ottius), were

specially directed to the elucidation of the New Testament from

this source ; and many of the examples adduced by them, with

others gathered by subsequent inquirers, have found their way

into recent grammars and commentaries.

It is proper to add, that there are questions on which even the

silence of Josephus is instructive, and fairly warrants certain con-

clusions respecting the existing state of things in the apostolic

age—for example, on the subject of Jewish proselyte-baptism ;

since, treating, as he does, of matters bearing upon the reception

of proselytes, and remaining silent regarding any such practice,

this, coupled with the like silence of Scripture, is well-nigh con-

clusive on the subject. (But see Dissertation on /SaTrr/^w in Part

II.) Again, there are other points, chiefly of a formal or legal

description, on which the testimony of Philo and Josephus runs

counter to that delivered in the later Jewish writings ; and in

such cases, we need scarcely say, the testimony of those who
lived %^hen the Jewish institutions were actually in force is en-

titled to the greater weight. Nothing of this sort, however, has

to be noted in connection with New Testament aflFairs.

II. The next source of illustrative materials that falls to be

noticed, is that supplied by the Jewish Rabbinical wn'itings

—

writings composed near to the apostolic age, though subsequent

to it, and composed, not in Greek, but in modern Hebrew.
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These writings consist of two main parts, the IMischna and the

Geniara,—the Mischna being the text, viz., of the traditions

about the law, and the Gemara the comments of learned men
upon it. Two sets of comments grew up around it,—the one

earlier, produced by the Palestinian Jews, and called, along

with the Mischna, the Jerusalem Talmud ; the other, originat-

ing Avith the Chaldean Jews, and forming, with the ]\Iischna,

the Babylonian Talmud. It is important to bear in mind the

ascertained or probable dates of these productions, in order to

determine their relation to the writings of the New Testament.

The ISIischna being a compilation of traditional lore, may, of

course, in many of its parts, be really more ancient than the

Gospels ; but as it was not committed to writing till the latter

half of the second century after Christ, and probably even later

than that,^ there can be no certainty as to the actual existence of

particular portions of it before that period ; and still more does

this hold with the Talmudical comments, which were not pro-

duced, the one till 300, and the other till 600 years after Christ.

Besides, undoubted traces exist in these writings of references to

the events of Gospel history, showing the posteriority of some
of the things contained in them to that period ; and if some,

who can tell how many ! They were, it must be remembered,

the productions of men who wrote in the profoundest secrecy,

and who, though not formally assuming a hostile attitude toward

the Christian cause, could not but be conscious of a certain influ-

ence from the great events of the Gospel and the writings of

apostolic men.

There are few ancient writings extant, perhaps, that contain a

larger proportion of what may be called rubbish than these Tal-

mudical productions. Lightfoot speaks of the stupenda inanitas

et vafrities of the subjects discussed in them, and says of them
generally, nugis uhique scatent. There is the more reason that

we should cherish feelings of gratitude and admiration toward

him, and such men (in particular the Buxtorfs, Bochart, Vi-

tringa, Surenhusius, Schoettgen), who, with the simple desire of

finding fresh illustrations of the meaning of sacred Scripture, have

encountered the enormous labour, and the painful discipline, of

mastering such a literature, and culling from it the comparatively

' See Prideaux, Connection, at b.c. 446 ; Lightfoot's Opera, i., p. 369.
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few })as.sages wliich bear on the elucidation of the Word of God.

They have undoubtedly, by so doing, rendeied important service

to the cause of Biblical learning; although it must also be con-

fessed, that a very considerable proportion of the passages ad-

duced might as well have been left in their original quarries,

and that some have been turned to uses which have been preju-

dicial, rather than advantageous, to the right understanding of

Scripture. The special benefit derived from them has been in

respect to ancient rites and usages, the meaning of Aramaic

expressions occasionally occurring in New Testament Scripture,

the synagogal institution and worship, and the state of things

generally in the closing period of the Jewish commonwealth, to

which so many allusions are made. But in respect to the points

in wdiich the Scriptures ofthe New Testament may be said to differ

h'om those of the Old—the doctrines, for example, relating to the

person of jMessiah, His peculiar office and work, the character-

istics of the Christian community, etc.—nothing definite can be

learned from the Rabbinical sources under consideration. End-

less quotations have been made fi'om them, apparently favour-

ing the Christian views ; but it were quite easy to match

them Avith others of an opposite description ; so that all belong-

ing to this department was evidently but idle talk or free specu-

lation. In regard also to the treatment of Scripture— especially

the method of expounding and applying it to things, with which

it might seem to have no very direct connection—this, which

Surenhusius (in his BilSXog KaraX'/.ayrii) and Eiseinnenger (in his

Entwecktes Judentum) have shovni to be so much the practice

with the Rabbi)iical Jews, and which rationalistic intei*preters

have so often sought to connect also with the writers of the New
Testament, must be held to be altogether foreign to the teri'itory

of inspiration. It was quite natural to the Talmudists and their

followers ; for ^/t«_y- could find separate meanings, not only in eveiy

sentence, but in every word, and even letter of Scripture, and in

the numerical relations ofthese to each other. With them, there-

fore. Scripture admitted of manifold senses and applications, of

which some might be ever so remote from the natural import and

bearing. But apostles and evangelists belonged to another school

:

and when they apply Old Testament Scripture to a circumstance

or event in Gospel times, it must be in tlie fair and legitimate
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sense of the terms ; "otherwise, their use of it conld not be justified

as a handhne of the Word of God in simplicity and c;odlv

sincerity.

We may add, that on points of natural history the Talmuds

seem just about as capricious o'uides as on texts of Scripture.

The writers would appear to have wantoned sometimes with the

field of nature around them, much as they did with the volume

of God's revelation in their hands ; and to have found in it what

no one has been able to find but themselves. A fitting specimen

of this peculiarity may be seen in the quotations produced by

Lightfoot in connection with the cursing of the fruitless fig-tree.

Anions: other wonderful things about fig-trees there iioticed,

mention is made of a kind which bore fruit, indeed, every year,

though it only came to maturity on the third ; so that three

crops, in different stages of progress, might be seen on it at once

;

and on this notable piece of natural history an explanation of tne

evangelical narrative is presented. In such matters it is greatly

safer to trust the accounts of scientific naturalists and travellers

than Jewish Rabbis ; and when they report the existence of such

figs in Palestine, it will be time enough to consider what aid

may be derived from the information, to illustrate the nnrrative

referred to. Meanwhile, no great loss is sustained ; for the nar-

rative admits^ without it, of a perfectly satisfactory explanation.

There are points, however, of another kind, in respect to which

this species of learning is not unfrequently applied, not so pro-

perly for purposes of elucidation, as with the view of showing

how the teaching of the Gospel appropriated to itself elements

and forms of instruction already existing in the Je\vish schools.

Here the question of priority is of some moment ; and though

the things themselves remain the same, their relative character

is materially affected, according as the priority may appear to

have belonged to the authors of the Gemara, or to the origina-

tors of Christianity. The teaching of our Lord, for example, by

parables, is certainly one of the most distinctive features of His

public ministry; and, accordingly, Avhen He began more for-

mally to employ it, the Evangelist Matthew saw in it the realisa-

tion of a prophetic utterance (Matt. xiii. 35) ; nor can any one

attentively read the Gospels, without discerning in the parables

the most impressive image of the mind of Jesus, But this im-
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pression is apt to be considerably weakened by the array of quot-

ations sometimes produced from those Rabbinical sources, to

show how the Jewish teachers delighted in the use of parables,

and even exhibiting some of our Lord's choicest parables as in

the main copies of what is found in the Talmud.^ The same

thing has also been done in regard to the Lord's Prayer ; so

that not only its commencing address, " Our Father which art

in heaven," but nearly all that follows, is given as a series of ex-

tracts from Jewish forms of devotion. Now, this style of expo-

sition proceeds on a gratuitous assumption ; it takes for granted

that the existing forms in the Talmud were there before they

were in the Gospels,—and, of coui'se, that the Kabbinical gave

the tone to the Christian, rather than the Christian to the Rab-

binical. The reverse is what the palpable facts of the case tend

to estabhsh. The prayers of the synagogue before the Christian

era were doubtless moulded after the devotional parts of the Old

Testament, and to a large extent composed of these. But in

none of them does the suppliant, even in his most elevated mo-

ments, rise to the filial cry of " My Father in heaven ;" it was

the distinctive glory of the Gospel to bring in this spirit of

adoption ; and the theological, as well as the historical proba-

bility, is in favour of the supposition, that Eabbis here followed

in the wake of Jesus, not Jesus in the wake of Rabbis. The
same probability holds equally in regard to the parables. The
parabolical form, possibly, to some extent appeared among the

earlier traditional lore of the Jews ; for it is not unknown in Old
Testament Scripture ; but the parable, such as it is found in

the teaching of our Lord, bears on it the impress of originality
;

and the few straggling specimens that have been produced fi'om

Rabbinical soru'ces, nearly identical with those of Christ, may
confidently be pronounced to be the echoes of the latter—the

productions of men, who were greatly too feeble and puerile to

invent, but who had enough of sagacity to imitate. The slaves

of the letter and of tradition were not the persons to originate

anything new or fresh, not even in form.^

' Lightfoot, Horffi Heb. on Matt. vi. xiii. ; and Schoettgen, Horfe Heb. on

Matt. XX. xxi., Luke xv.

^ Owen, in his Theologoumena, Lib. v., c. \o, Dig. 4, discusses tlie qnes-
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III. The more ancient versions may be mentioned as the next

collateral source, from which aid should be sought in endeavour-

ing to ascertain the meaning, and expound the text of New Tes-

tament Scripture. Those versions have their primary use, as

among the helps for determining the text itself that sliould be

prefen-ed ; since they exhibit the one that teas preferred at an

early period by some, and possibly should still be retained,

where there is a variation in the readings. In this respect, how-

ever, they can never amount to more than subordinate autho-

rities ; since it must ever remain doubtful whether due pains were

taken by the translator to obtain a pure text, and doubtful, still

further, whether the translation may not to some extent have been

tampered with in the course of its transmission to present times.

There is necessarily the same kind of relative inferiority adher-

ing to the use of versions in connection with the import of the

original. While, in the simpler class of passages, they could

scarcely fail to give the natural meaning of the original, it must

still be a matter more or less problematical, how far they did so

in those cases where there is some dubiety or difficulty in the

passage, and consequently some possibility of the precise import

having been misunderstood. Still, considerable weight must

always be attached, especially in respect to the meaning of par-

ticular words and phrases, to those versions, which were made by

competent persons at a time when the original language of the

New Testament continued to exist as a living tongue. And of

such versions so made, the Vulgate seems entitled to hold the

first place. The Vulgate, that is, as it came from the hands of

Jerome, and as it appears with probably substantial correctness

in the Codex Amiatinus, the oldest MS. of the Vulgate extant,

not the common Vulgate of the Romish Church, which in many

parts has undergone alteration to the worse. In point of learn-

ing and critical tact, Jerome, we have reason to believe, was the

most competent man in the ancient Church for executing a

translation of the Scriptures; and the version he produced

would have been probably as near perfection as the translation

of a single individual, and in so early an age, could well be ex-

tion of our Lord's relation to the Talmudical doctors, but chiefly with respect

to religious usages and services. He indignantly rejects, however, the idea of

a borrowing on the part of Christ,
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pected to be, if he had been left altogether free to exercise

his judgment in the performance of the work. His version of

the Old Testament, Avith the exception of the Psalms, luas the

unfettered production of his hand ; it was made directly from

the Hebrew, as he himself testifies once and again, although, as

it now exists, it contains not a few accommodations to the Sep-

tuagint, and departs from the Hebrew.^ But in regard to the

New Testament, he professed to do nothing more than fulfil the

request of Pope Damasus,—revise the current versions, and se-

lect out of them the best ; so that, as he said, " he restrained his

pen, merely correcting those things which appeared to affect the

sense, and permitting other things to remain as they had been."

What Avas called the Old Italic, or Latin version, therefore, was

simply the current version, in one or other of the forms in Avhich

it existed before it had been the subject of Jeroine's collating

and emendatory labours. It now exists only in part, but most

fully in the Codex Claromontanus, Avhich is of great antiquity.

In some things the rendering contained in it is even preferable to

tliat adopted by Jerome, and, consequently, Avhere access can be

had to it, it is AA^orthy of being consulted. But it is not so pro-

perly a distinct version from that of Jerome, as a vai'iation of

what became his. And, as a Avhole, Jerome's form of the Latin

version must be held to be the best. Restrained and limited as

his object Avas, he undoubtedly accomplished much good. And
with all the defect of polish that appears in the version that goes

by his name, its occasional Hebraisms, the imperfect renderings,

and even erroneous representations of the original, sometimes to

be met Avith in it, there can be no doubt that it is in general a

faithful translation, and has rendered essential service tOAvard

the elucidation of the sacred text.

Some of the blemislies in the Vulgate, especially in the New
Testament portion, are obvious, and have often been exposed

;

such as the poenitentiam agite, in Matt. iii. 2, and other parallel

places ; Ave gratia plena, Luke i. 28 ; mortuus est autem et

dives, et sepultus est in inferno, Luke xAa. 22 ; et (Jacob)

adoravit fastigium virgse ejus, Heb. xi. 21 ;
panem nostrum

supersubstantialem da nobis. Matt. vi. 11, etc. And, unfortu-

nately, they are mistranslations Avhich too often afford a sort of

^ See Walton's Prolegoniena, x. c. 9.
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liaiidle to die advo<-:ates of corruption in tlie Church of Rome.

Yet it is proper also to add, that some of the examples occasion-

ally referred to in that connection yield no real countenance to

those corruptions ; and some again, that are more correct than

the English translation, which has been exalted to the prejudice

of the other. Thus at 1 Pet. iii. 19, the rendering, in quo et

his, qui in carcere erant, spiritibus veniens pra^dicavit, is sub-

stantially correct (though the meaning expressed, of course, may
be, and often is, perverted by Romanists to a wrong use), and

the in quo, in which, is more exact than the bi/ ivhich of the au-

thorised version. In not a few cases, indeed, the Vulgate is

decidedly more correct than our version in the rendering of pre-

positions and connecting particles :—as, to refer to one or two

examples partly mentioned already in another connection, ut in

nomine Jesu omne genu flectatur, Phil. ii. 10; gratia vobis et

pax adimpleatur wi cognitione Dei, 2 Pet. i. 2
;
qui vocavit nos

]3ropria gloria et virtute, ver. 3 ; ut impleamini in omnem plenitu-

dinem Dei, Eph. iii. 19. In these, and many other cases, the

Vulgate contrasts favourably with our English version in re-

spect to grannnatical precision ; and, if judiciously used, it may
often be of service in sugojestincp some of the nicer shades of

meaning. It is due also to the memory of Jerome to notice

(though it does not belong to the criticism of the New Testa-

ment), that the well-known mistranslation in the authorised

Vulgate of Rome, of Gen. iii. 15, ipsa conteret caput tuum,

which ascribes to the woman the victory over the tempter, and

which the Romanists usually apply direct to the Virgin, is a

later corruption. The correct reading, as given by Vallarsius,

runs, ipse conteret caput tuum, and, in a note, he declares this to be

beyond doubt the reading established by the authority of MSS.
The version next in importance to the Vulgate of Jerome,

and undoubtedly prior to it in origin, is the Old Syriac, or

Peschito— a production, in all likelihood, of the latter part of

the second century. We know nothing of the author of this

version (which, however, wants the second Epistle of Peter,

the two last of John, Jude, and the Apocalypse) ; but without

going into the extravagance of Michaelis, who pronounced it

" the very best translation of the Greek Testament he had ever

read," we may safely regard it as, in general, a faithful and
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spirited translation. The chief use, to which it has hitherto

been turned, is as a witness in behalf of the genuine text. This

may have partly arisen from the Syrian language being so little

understood, even by Biblical scholars. They may, however, to

some extent, avail themselves of its aid by means of the transla-

tions which have been made of it. It has for long existed in

Latin ; and a few years ago the portion containing the Gospels

was rendered into English by Mr Etheridge, accompanied with

preliminary dissertations.

The remaining versions which, from their age or their fidelity

to the original, are entitled to consideration, and calculated to be

of occasional service in the work of exposition, are the Ethiopic,

the Memphitic, and the Gothic of Ulphilas. The aid, however,

to be derived from any of them is extremely limited. Mr Ellicott,

in the preface to his last volume (his Commentary on the Ej^istles

to the Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon) speaks in strong

terms of the excellence of the Ethiopic version, and of the satisfac-

tion he has derived from consulting it, since he has been enabled

to find his way with some certainty to its meaning. But, in truth,

we have so many more helps for getting at the precise import of

the Greek New Testament, than for arriving at an intelhgent ac-

quaintance with the old Ethiopic version of that Greek, that most

people will feel greatly more assured of coming at the object of

their search by repairing directly to tlie original source ; nor, with

the defective literature of Etliiopia in the early centuries, can such

a version—even if it were thoroughly understood— attain to a

place of much authority. Its renderings can, at the most, confirm

meanings obtained by other and surer lines ofinvestigation. And
the same may be said of the Memphitic and Gothic versions.

So that, whatever, incidental benefits or personal satisfaction the

study of such versions may yield, little comparatively can now be

expected from them as to the correct understanding of New Tes-

tament Scripture.

IV. Amono' the collateral sources of information, that mav be

turned to account in the interpretation of New Testament

Scripture, we must unquestionably reckon the writings of the

earlier Fathers. It is, certainly, but a mixed service they

render ; since, from the strong tendency among them to al-
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legorical and arbitrary modes of interpretation, if they are not

used discriminatingly, they will often prove false guides. They

were as a class defective in critical discernment, and that well-

poised balance of mind, which in such matters is rarely pos-

sessed, excepting as the result of an efficient training in linguistic

and critical studies, such as they did not enjoy. Had the earlier

Fathers but possessed a little more of the critical faculty, and

employed in connection with it the advantages of their position

for the good of the Church in future times, they would have

directed their minds particularly to the investigation of the facts

and circumstances of the Gospel age, examined with minute

care the information that lay within their reach respecting the

local and historical allusions in the New Testament, searched

into the meaning of all words that in any way bore upon them

the peculiar impress of the time, and by philological or antiquarian

researches endeavoured to make plain tlie obscurer passages in

the Gospels and Epistles. These, however, are the provinces

which they have most thoroughly neglected to cultivate, and in

respect to which, apparently, they felt least conscious of any

need of special application. We have scarcely left the inspired

territory, till we find ourselves involved in the strangest miscon-

ceptions even as to matters of fact, and, instead of careful dis-

criminations between fable and historj^, are presented with a

confused jumbling of both together. In what is probably the

earliest of sub-apostolic writings extant, one also of the best—the

epistle of Clement to the Corinthians—we have the fables about

the Danaids and the Phoenix classed with the biographical

notices of sacred history, and treated as equally deserving of

credit (c. 6, 24). Justin, in like manner, swallows without a

suspicion the story of Aristeas about the translation of the

Septuagint, and even speaks of Herod as having sent to Ptolemy
the seventy elders who executed the work ; as if the two had

been contemporaries! (Apol. c. 31, Exhor. ad Grsecos, § 11).

Even in the face of plain statements in the Gospel history to

the contrary, he once and again, in his Trypho, represents

Jesus as having been born in a cave or grotto. Irenseus falls

into mistakes and inanities still more extraordinary ; not oidy

accrediting the senseless tradition of Papias respecting the fruit-

fulness of the millennial age (B. V. c. 33), but also affirming it
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to have been the teaching of St John, that our Lord's personal

ministry lasted from His thirtieth till His fiftieth year (ii. e. 4,

5). Even when we come down to the more regular and elabor-

ate expositors of New Testament Scripture, Augustine, Jerome,

Chrvsostom, while they con.tain much that deserves, and will

repay a careful perusal, they are marvellously deficient on those

points in which their comparative proximity to apostolic times,

had they known how to avail themselves of its opportunities,

should have given them an acknowledged superiority over more

distant generations. In respect to dates and places, customs and

manners, they knew nothing of the accuracy of our age. Their

references to Old Testament affairs contain often the most

egregious blunders (of which a striking example will be found

in the Dissertation on the Genealogies) ; and of the spirit and

design of the Old Testament economy, both as a whole, and in

its several parts, they are ever evincing the most defective un-

derstanding. Not unfrequently, also, in matters connected with

the New, we meet with explanations utterly puerile and fantas-

tic ; as in the instance produced by Archdeacon Hare from

Augustine respecting the gift of the Spirit to the disciples on

two distinct occasions—an explanation that turns on the mys-

tical value of numbers—and of which Hare justly remarks :

—

" The striking thiiig is, not that the explanation is a bad one,

but that it implies an ignorance of what an explanation is, and

of the method in which we are to attain it : and the same thing

we find perpetually, as well in the Fathers, as in the contem-

porary grammarians and rhetoricians,"^

Another thing, that may equally be characterised as striking

in the mode of exposition adopted by the Fathers, is the per-

petual interchange between the most spiritualistic meanings and

the grossest literalism ; so that one is puzzled to understand how

the same minds that took jileasure in the one could possibly rest

satisfied with the other. For example, we have not one merely,

but a whole series of the Fathers (Barnabas, Tertullian, Clement

Alex., Ambrose, Augustine, etc.), finding in the letter T, when

occurring; as a numeral in the old Testament, an indication of

the cross, numbers of all kinds spiritualised, the spring in Eden

with its four streams made to signify Christ and the four

1 Mission of the Comforter. '). 312.
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cardinal virtues (Ambrose cle paracl. 3) ; and, in short, the

principle of xVugustiue carried out in all directions, " that what-

ever in Scripture cannot be referred to purity of manners or

the realities of faith, is to be understood spiritually" (De Doc.

Chris, iii. 14). But, on the other hand, there ever and anon meets

us the most literal and fleshly aj^plication of the prophecies ; if

these speak of New Testament things under the images supplied

by the Old, ofpriesthood and sacrifice, they are interpreted to mean

things equally outward and earthly still. Some of the Fathers

(such as Irenasus, Tertidlian, Ambrose, Lactantius) even carried

this species of carnalisra into the future world, and held, that

flesh and blood, only in the sense of unregenerate nature, shall

not inherit the kinrrdom of God ; but that the bodies of believers

—limb for limb, member for member, precisely the same bodies

as now—shall be raised up from the dead, and shall regale them-

selves with corporeal deliglits (Tert. de resur. c. 35, Iren^us, v.

9, etc). This exegetical caprice, which oscillated between two

extremes, and inclined to the one or the other as the fancy or

exigence of the moment might prompt, unfits the patristic writ-

ings for being employed as exegetical guides ; and, along with

the other defects mentioned, obliges the student at every step

to exercise his tliscretion.

Still, considerable benefit is to be reaped for Scriptural inter-

pretation from the perusal of the more eminent Fathers—al-

thoucrh one that we must be content to seek in fragments. To
'say nothing of the bearing they have on the text of Scripture,

the development of Christian doctrine, and the varied evolution

of evil and good in the history of the Church, which constitute

their chief historical interest, they are valuable for the manifesta-

tion they give of mind in the ancient world, when brought into

contact with the revelation of God in Christ, and of the efiect

produced by this in turning the tide of thought and feeling, and

dii'ecting it into a channel somewhat accordant with the realities

of the Gospel. Even when the explanations given of Scripture

are one-sided and imperfect, they are far from being uninstruc-

tive ; for, wdien not absolutely erroneous, they still present one

aspect of the truth, which the events and relations of the ancient

world served more particularly to call forth. In this respect

t!iey contribute an element— often a very important element

—
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to the full understanding of the Divine record. And in writers

of the higher class—writers like Augustine and Chrysostom

—

one is continually rewarded with passages, which discover the

profoundest insight into the truth of Scripture, and present it to

our view in the sharpest outline. The Greek expositors, too,

among the Fathers, have a value of their OAvn in regard to

occasional words and phrases, the precise import of Avhich they

not unfrequently enable us to apprehend, or at least to deter-

mine, in a way that might otherwise have been impracticable.

With all the exceptions, therefore, and serious abatements that

require to be made, in regard to the exegetical value of the

Fathers, there are advantages to be derived from their judicious

perusal, which no well-fnrnished interpreter can dispense with

;

and however, in certain quarters, their employment may have

been pushed to excess, the full and correct knowledge of New
Testament Scripture has certainly gained by the revived study

of their writings.

V. In the way of collateral sources, nothing further requires

to be mentioned, excepting the occasional employment of the

various materials, furnished partly by ancient, partly by modern

research, which serve to throw light on the historical, social, or

geographical allusions of the New Testament. If the earlier

Christian writers have done little to supply us with such

materials, the deficiency is in a great degree made up by con-

tributions from other quarters. From the nearly stationary

character of society in the lands of the East, the manners and

usages of the present time, whicla have been amply illustrated by

modern travellers, have brought us almost equally acquainted with

those of the Gospel age. All the scenes, too, of Gospel history,

not only the places trodden by the footsteps of Jesus, but those

hallowed by the laboiu-s, the journeyings, and voyages of the

apostles, have been with laborious accuracy explored. The

chronology of the New Testament has been so frequently and so

fully investigated, that the probable period of every event of any

moment has been ascertained. And even the local details,

and casual occurrences of single chapters—such as the 27th

of the Acts—have been verified and explained with a minute-

ness and fidelitv, which leaves nothing further to be desired
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(Smith on the Voyage and Shipwreck of St Paul). With
sources of such a kind the intelligent interpreter of Scripture

must make himself familiar ; and be prepared at fitting times to

use the information, which past care and industry have accumu-

lated. In its own place this is valuable, and, in a sense, indis-

pensable
;
yet still only as a subsidiary aid ; and the work of

exposition turns into a wrong channel, when it finds its chief

employment in matters of so incidental and circumstantial a

kind.

SECTION FOURTH.

GENERAL RULES AND PRINCIPLES TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE
INTERPRKTATION OF PARTICULAR AYORDS AND PASSAGES.

We must now make the supposition, that the points adverted to

in the preceding sections have been duly attended to ; that an

acquaintance has been formed with the peculiar dialect of the

New Testament, and with the collateral sources of information

fitted to throw light on its terms and allusions. It by no means

follows, however, that when we have become thus furnished with

knowledge in such elementary matters, we have all the qualifi-

cations necessary to render us safe or skilful interpreters of New
Testament Scripture, capable of unfolding with clearness and

accuracy the meaning of its several parts. For this various

other things are requisite, the want or neglect of which may as

certainly ensure our failure in the work of interpretation, at

least as regards the more select portions of Scripture, as if we
had yet to learn the peculiar structure and characteristics of the

language. We proceed, therefore, to lay down some general

rules and principles, which it is of essential moment that we be

in a condition to embrace and act upon, in order to exhibit aright

the meaning of Scripture.

1. The first we shall notice is one, that bears on the state of

mind of the interpreter

—

he must endeavour to attain to a sympathy

in thought and feeling loith the sacred ivriters, whose meaning he

feel's to unfold. Such a synn)athy is not required for the inter-
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pretation alone of the inspired writings ; it is equally necessary

in respect to any ancient author ; and the possession of it, to

some extent, must be held to be altogether indispensable. Lan-
guage is but the utterance of thought and feeling on the part of

one person to another, and the more we can identify ourselves

with the state of mind out of which that thought and feeling

arose, the more manifestly shall we be qualified for appreciating

the language in which they are embodied, and reproducing true

and living impressions of it. An utter discordance or marked
deficiency in the one respect, cannot fail to discover itself in the

other by corresponding blunders and defects.

It is the virtual abnegation of this principle, and the pal-

pable want of the qualification which it presupposes, that has

rendered the really available results so inadequate, which have

been accomplished by the rationalistic school of interpreters.

Not a few of them have given proof of superior talents, and have

brought to the task also the acquirements of a profound and

varied scholarship. The lexicography and grammar, the philo-

logy and archaeology of Scripture, have been largely indebted to

their inquiries and researclies ; but, from the gi'ievous mental

discrepancy existing between the commentator and his author,

and the different points of view from which they respectively

looked at Divine things, writers of this class necessarily failed to

penetrate the depths of the subjects they had to handle, fell often

into jejune and superficial representations on particular parts,

and on entire books of Scripture never once succeeded in pro-

ducing a really satisfactory exposition. What proper insight,

for example, into the utterances of the Apostle Jolm—utter-

ances that are remarkable for the combination they present of

simplicity in form, with depth and comprehensiveness of mean-

ing—could be expected from one, who calls, indeed, upon tlie

reader to sympathise with the sacred writer, but how to do so ?

To sympathise '• with the apostle, as being, at the time of his

writing the Epistle, a weak old man, who had no longer the

power of thinking in any connected manner." Such is the

maimer in which even Lange speaks, though in many respects

greatly in advance of the proper Nationalists. Dr Pauhis of

Heidelberg was for long one of the leading clKUupions of this

school—a man of no ordinary gifts, both natural and acquired.
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and a man, too, who possessed what many learned and useful

commentators have wanted—the power of so far sympathising

Avith the sacred penmen, as to realize, in a vivid and attractive

manner, the scenes of their history, and the circumstances in

which they were placed. But all being brought to the test of a

so-called rational—namely, an anti-supernatui'al—standard, the

spirit evaporates in his hands, and everything in a sense be-

comes common and unclean. The most miraculous occurrences

shrink into merely clever transactions or happy coincidences

;

and even when he comes to such a passage as this, " Blessed

art thou, for flesh and blood have not revealed it to thee, but

My Father that is in heaven," he can see nothing but a refer-

ence to the force of circumstances in awakening the mind to

reflection, and giving it a practical direction and impulse toward

what is good ; or to such another passage as this, " I must work

the works of Him that sent Me while it is day : the night cometh,

when no man can work," the whole he can extract from it is,

" I must heal the diseased eyes before the evening twilight comes

on, because when it is dark we can no longer see to work." ^

This school of interpretation, however, at least in the extreme

shape represented by Dr Paulus, has become virtually extinct.

In Germany itself the tide has long since turned, and been

steadily setting in a better direction ; nor would it be easy to

find anywhere better specimens of a truly sympathetic and con-

genial spirit in the work of interpretation, than are furnished by
some of the later expository productions from that country.

There still is, no doubt, and probably will ever be, both there

and here, a class of interpreters, who in a certain modified form

exhibit a defect in the respect under consideration ; but a con-

viction, as to the real nature of the things Avhich constituted the

great aim and substance of the Gospel, and to the necessity of a

correspondence in belief and spirit between the inspired penmen
^ The entire note on the first of the two passages is :

" All circumstances

leading to insight and pursuit after the good are, in the New Testament,

considered as grounded in the Godhead, educating men in a spontaneous

and moral, not juridical manner. When they awaken the mind to reflec-

tion, furnish to its activity matters of practical insight, keep these before it,

and tliereby quicken the energetic working toward what is good, then the

paternally inclined Godhead reveals to man something which the grovelling

and earthly disposition in man could not have discovered to him."
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and those avIio would engage in the Avork of interpretation, such

a conviction being now more generally diffused and constantly

growing, renders it probable, that that specific work will in the

future be left more in the hands of persons, whose productions

shall manifest a becoming unison of sentiment between the

original author and the modern disciple. Hence it is laid down
as a fiindn mental point by a distinguished German theologian

—

by Hagenbach in his Encyclopedia, that " an inward interest in

the doctrine of theology is needful for a Biblical interpreter. As
we say, that a philosophical spirit is demanded for the study of

Plato, a poetical taste for the reading of Homer or Pindar, a

sensibility to Avit and satire for the perusal of Lucian, a patriotic

sentiment for the enjojanent of Sallust and Tacitus, equally cer-

tain is it, that the fitness to understand the profound truths of

Scripture, of the New Testament especially, presupposes, as an

indispeiisable requisite, a sentiment of piety, an inward religious

experience. Tlius is it ever true, that the Scriptures will not be

right!}' and spiritually comprehended, unless the Spirit of God
become Himself the true interpreter of His words, the angelus

interpres, who will open to us the real meaning of the Bible."

The more we take into consideration the distinctive character

of Scripture, as a I'evelation from God, the more shall Ave be con-

vinced of the necessity and the importance of the principle noAv

stated. That character constitutes a special reason for a har-

mony of spirit between the interpreter and the original Avriter,

beyond what belongs to Scripture in common Avith other ancient

writings. For, as an authoritatiA^e revelation of the mind of

God, it unfolds things above the reach of our natural desire and

apprehension, and unfolds them, not as things that may be coolly

surveyed and thoroughly understood from a position of indiffer-

ence, but as things affecting ovir highest interests, and demanding

our implicit and cordial acceptance. In such a case something

more is evddently required than mere iritellectual discernment,

or competent scholarship. The heart as Avell as the head must

be right ; there must be the delicacy of a spiritual taste, and the

humility of a childlike disposition. So true is the sentiment,

Avhich Neander took for his motto. Pectus est quod theologum

facit. Our Lord, indeed, declared as much at the outset, Avhen

He said, in His address to the Father, " Thou hast hid these
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things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed tliem unto

babes." It is only with the attainment of such a spiritual con-

dition, .that the eye opens to a clear perception of the truth, or

that the mind is able to discern the full import of the words

which embody it, and catch the nicer shades of meaning they

convey. So that what has been said of religion generally, may
be specially applied to the interpretation of its sacred records

:

" As in all subjects we can understand language only as far as

we have some experience of the things it reports, so in religion

(by the very same principle) the spiritual heart alone can under-

stand the language of the Spirit. In every book whatever, it is

the mind of the reader that puts meaning in the words ; but the

language of the New Covenant is a celestial language, and they

who would give their fulness to its blessed words, must have

caught their secret from heaven." ^

2. Necessary, however, and important as this sympathetic

spirit, this sjnritus interpres, is, on the part of the interpreter of

Scripture, when possessed in fullest measure, it can never entitle

any one to use arbitrariness in the explanation of its words, or

warrant him to put a sense on these different from that which

properly belongs to them. Its value lies simply in guiding to

the real import, not in modifjang it, or in superinducing some-

thing of its own upon it. And we, therefore, lay it down as

another principle to be sacredly maintained in Scriptural inter-

pretations, that notlung should be elicited from the text hat ichat

is yielded by the fair and grammatical explanation of the language.

The import of each word, and phrase, and passage, must be in-

vestigated in a manner perfectly accordant with the laws of

language, and with the actual circumstances of the writers. Not
what we may think they shoidd have said, or might possibly

wish they had said, but simply what, as far as we are able to

ascertain, they did say—this must be the sole object of our pur-

suit ; and the more there is of perfect honesty and discriminating-

tact in our efforts to arrive at this, the more certain is our suc-

cess. For in the words of Bengel :

^ "It is better to run all

lengths with Scripture truth in a natural and open manner, than

to shift, and twist, and accommodate. Straightforward conduct

1 Sermons by Mr A. Butler, First Series, p. 94.

2 Life by Burck, p. 259.
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may draw against us bitterness and rancour for a time, but

sweetness will come out of it. Every single truth is a light of

itself, and every error, however minute, is darkness as far as it

goes."

Nothing is more directly at variance with this principle of inter-

])retation, and more surely fatal to success, than a party or polemi-

cal bias, which brings the mind to the examination of Scripture

with a particular bent, and disposes it to work for an inferior end.

No doubt, it may be alleged, the possession of a spirit in harmony

with that of the sacred penmen implies something of this de-

scription—as such a spirit cannot exist without the recognition

of vital truths and principles common to us with the inspired

writers, and in conformity with which our interpretation mvist

proceed. To some extent it must be so. But there is a great,

and, for the most part, easily marked distinction, between holding

thiis with the writers of New Testament Scriptui'e in a natural

and appropriate manner, and doing it in a controversial and

party spirit—between holding with them so as to give a fair and

consistent interpretation of their langviage, and doing it, or pro-

fessing to do it, while we are ever and anon putting a constrained

or inadequate meaning on their words. If the latter be our

mode of procedure, it will not fail to betray itself in the manifest

violence occasionally done to the words of the original, and the

various shifts resorted to for the purpose, either of evading their

proper force, or foisting upon them a sense they cannot fairly be

made to bear.

Previous to the Reformation, divines of the Romish Church

were wont to carry this style of interpretation to the worst ex-

treme. Individual writers, here and there, gave evidence of a

certain degree of candour and impartiality ; but, for the most

part, the sacred text was treated in abject deference to the au-

thority of Rome, and the most arbitrary expositions were fallen

upon to establish her doctrinal positions. It was only such a

vigorous and general movement as the Reformation,— a move-

ment basing itself upon the true sense of Scripture, and perpetu-

ally appealing to that for its justification,—which coidd break the

trammels that had so long lain upon men's minds in tliis respect,

and recall sincere students of Scripture to the simple, gram-

matical sense of its words. To a great extent, it actually did
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this. Luther, Melaiicthon, Calvin, and the otlier leading Re-

formers, were of one mind here, though they sometimes failed,

and differed from each other, in the results to which the prin-

ciple actually led them. Their fundamental rule was, that " the

sense of Scripture is one, certain, and simple, and is everywhere

to be ascertained in accoi'dance with the principles of grammar
and human discourse." (Eleni. Khet. II. of Melancthon.)
" We must not," says Luther, " make God's word mean what

we wish ; Ave must not bend it, but allow it to bend us ; and

give it the honour of being better than we could make it ; so

that we must let it stand." Of this fail*, straightforward, gram-

matical mode of handling Scripture, as characteristic of the

spirit of the Reformation, the commentaries of Calvin are the

noblest monument of the period, scarcely surpassed in that re-

spect, as in certain others not equalled, to the present day. It

M'as more, indeed, by what the Reformers did in their exegetical

productions, and their comments on Scripture, than by any

formal announcement or explanation of their hermeneutical

principles, that both they themselves and their immediate fol-

lowers gave it to be understood what those principles really

were. A hermeneutical work by Flacius Illyricus did appear in

1567—entitled, Clavis Scripturae Sacrse—somewhat cumbrous,

indeed (comprising, along with his explanation of Scripture

figures and expressions, two large volumes), and in certain parts

jiot a little prolix ; but strong and earnest in its advocacy of the

great principle now under consideration, and for the period alto-

gether a respectable and useful production. It stood alone,

however, in the 16th century, and was not followed up, as it

should have been, by Biblical students of a more strictly exege-

tical and less controversial spirit. The author himself in this,

as in his other works, was too much influenced by doctrinal pre-

possession and interest,—although he justly condemns Papists and

sophists on this account, who (he says) " pick out select pas-

sages from the sacred books at their own pleasure, and combine

them together again in the most arbitrary manner ; so that they

speak, indeed, in the plain words of Scriptm'e, but at the same

time utter their own thoughts, not those of Scripture."

It is proper to note, however, that on this very point—the

point in respect to which the Reformation wrought so beneficial
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a change—Dr Campbell pronounces a most severe and caustic

judgment against Beza, one of tlie most learned and able exposi-

tors of the Reformation ; he charges him with allowing his doc-

trinal tendencies to impart an improper bias to his translation

and notes. It cannot be questioned, we think, that Beza did

lay himself open to objection on this ground, and his adversary

Castalio proved himself quite ready to take advantage of it*

Some of the examples produced by Castalio, and reproduced by

Campbell, are certainly instances of wrong translation and false

exposition, such as but too clearly originated in undue doctrinal

bias. But neither is it quite fair, with Campbell, to ascribe

them all to this source, nor are they such as to merit that bitter

acrimony which pervades the critique, and which looks more like

the expression of personal antipathy to Beza for the kind of doc-

trines he espoused, than for occasional indiscretion in the way of

introducing them. That something of this sort did mingle in

Campbell's animadversions, one can scarcely doubt, not only

from the pungency of their general tone, but also from the evi-

dent desire betrayed in some of the examples to aggravate as

miich as possible the charge of bad faith :—As when, in regard

to Beza's rendering -^y-x/t, in Acts ii. 27, by cadaver in his first

edition, he is represented as quite singular and arbitrary, while

for that sense (though in itself, we believe, a wrong one) Beza

produces the authority of Jerome ; and Suicer, in his Thesaurus,

says of it, Quai Beza injM'ima editione sua recte interpretatus erat,

—referring, as Beza had done before him, to Virgil ^n. iii., Ani-

mamque sepulchre condimus. So, again, in regard to the word

^iipoTor/iffavTsg, in Acts xiv. 23, which Beza renders pei' suffixigia

creassent, Dr Campbell can see nothing in the per suffragia but

Beza's desire to thrust in his own views res]3ecting the popular

election of ministers. Beza, however, only professes to give what

he held to be the fall and proper import of the word, and what was

undoubtedly its original meaning ; as Suicer also admits, when he

says, it designates, according to its primary signification, " an

election, qua?Jit per suffragia manuum extensione data"—eligereper

siffragia ad EfAscopatum—a practice, he truly remarks, which

long survived in the Church. It may be questioned, whether

the word should have this definite meaning ascribed to it in the

passage under consideration, as the word was often used in the
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more general sense of designating or appointing. Suicer himself

thinks it does not ; but Erasmus had already translated cum suf-

fragiis creassent, and the same sense is vindicated by Eaphelius,

who supports it by examples from profane writers ; to say nothing

of Doddridge and others in later times. There is, therefore, no

just reason for charging Beza with bad faith, as if, in ascribing

such a sense to the word, he deliberately tampered with the in-

tegi'ity of Scripture. These remarks have been introduced

merely for the purpose of guarding against what appears an ex-

aggerated representation of Beza's partiality, and of correcting

the too depreciatory estimate formed by Dr Campbell of his

merits as an interpreter of Scripture.

It may be confidently affirmed, that the parties, who, next to

the Papists, have erred most through doctrinal bias in pervert-

ing and narrowing the proper import of Sacred Scripture, have

been the elder Socinians and the modern Rationalists. These,

if not the only, are at least the chief parties, who from the ranks

of Protestantism, and under a show of learning, have systemati-

cally tampered with the sense (sometimes even with the text) of

Scripture ; and have sought to obtain from it something else or

something less than that which the words by a natural interpre-

tation yield. But the arts plied for this purpose have signally

failed. The forced interpretations and arbitrary methods of the

Socinian party have been obliged to give way. By the establish-

ment of a more accurate criticism, by sounder principles of in-

terpretation, and a more intimate acquaintance with the original

languages, it has been found that Scripture Avill not surrender

up any of its peculiar doctrines ; so that, as has been remarked

by Winer,^ " the controversies among interpreters have usually

led back to the admission, that the old Protestant views of the

meaning of the sacred text, are the correct ones." These views

are there, the Rationalists of a past generation confessed, though

only by way of accommodation to the antiquated notions and

doctrinal beliefs of the Jews, not as being in themselves ab-

solutely true or strictly Divine :—they are there, the Rationalists

of the present day still admit, but only as the temporary and

imperfect forms of the truth, suited to an immature age, now to

be supplanted by higher and worthier conceptions. We thank

' Litkratiir Ze'itung, No. 44,
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them both for the admission ; in that we have the confession of

those, whom nothing but the force of truth could have constrained

to own, that the doctrines of the orthodox faith are those which

are eHcited from Sciipture by the grammatical rendering and

fair interpretation of its words. And by this faith it behoves us

to abide—till, at least, He who gave it may be pleased to give

us another and better.

The principle, however, of abiding in interpretations of Scrip-

ture by the grammatical sense, not only requires a spirit of

fairness, as opposed to a doctrinal bias or polemical interest, but

also a spirit of discrimination in regard to the various elements,

the Lexical and Syntactical peculiarities, by the observance of

which the real grammatical sense is to be ascertained. It is

obvious, that if no proper discrimination is made between the later

and the more classical Greek—if due respect is not had to the

Hebraistic element, which appears in some of the phrases and

constructions of New Testament Scripture—if either the more

distinctive meanings of particular words, or the characteristic

peculiarities of individual writers are overlooked, failures and

mistakes in a corresponding degree will inevitably be made in

the exhibition of the correct meaning. From deficiencies in one

or more of these respects it is possible to give an unfair and

erroneous view of a passage, not only without any improper bias

prompting one to do so, but even with the m'ost honest purpose

of attaining to correctness, and many qualifications to aid in ac-

complishing it. When the Apostle Paul, for example, in Gal. ii.

2, speaks of going up to Jerusalem xara a'jtoxaXw^'iv— if, from un-

due regard to classical analogy, we should interpret with the

learned Hermann, explicationis causa—for the purpose, that is,

of rendering certain explanations to parties residing there, we

should certainly not give what is either the grammatical sense

of the expression, or what accords with the Apostle Paul's use

of the term aToxaXv^ig ; by whom it is always employed in the

higher sense of a Divine communication. And in such an ex-

pression it is not so much classical analogy, as scriptural, and

we may even say Pauline, usage, that must determine the exact

import. It is in fact, as formerly stated, very much from the

more careful and discriminating attention, that has latterly been

paid to the various peculiarities both of the Greek language
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generally, and of the New Testament style and diction in par-

ticular, that advances have been made in precision and accm-acy

of interpretation. Nor should it be forgotten, in strictly critical

expositions, what has been justly remarked by Mr Ellicot in his

preface to the Epistle to the Galatians, that " in the Holy

Scriptures every peculiar expression, even at the risk of losing

an idiomatic turn, must be retained. Many words, especially

the prepositions, have a positive dogmatical and theological sig-

nificance, and to qualify them by a popular turn, or dilute them

by a paraphrase, is dangerous in the extreme."

3. Assuming, however, what has been stated—assuming that

our primary object in interpreting Scripture, should be to ascer-

tain what sense the words of every passage ma^/, by a fair and

grammatical interpretation, and in reality do yield :—assuming,

moreover, that we both know and are disposed to keep in view

the more distinctive peculiarities belonging in whole or in part

to the language of the New Testament, there are still guiding-

principles of great importance to be remembered and followed,

especially in those parts that have some degree of difficulty

about them. One of these, which we therefore specify as the

third point to be noticed in this connection, is the regard that

shoidd he had to the simplicity which characterises the loritings of

the JVeio Testament. " The excellence of an interpreter," says

Ernesti justly, " consists much in simplicity ; and the more any

interpretation bears the mark of facility, and it aj^pears as if it

ought to have struck the reader before, the more likely is it to

be true. 'Padiov rh aXridsg, says Lycurgus ; and Schultens, in his

Preface to Job, well remarks, that the seal of truth is simple and

eternal."

It is necessary, however, to explain here. The simplicity that

should characterise our interpretations of Scripture is very dif-

ferent from shallowness, or from what lies entirely on the

surface and is found without difficulty. On the contrary, great

skill and study may often be required to come at it. The sim-

plicity we speak of is the proper counterpart of the simplicity of

Scripture itself—a simplicity that is compatible with the most

profound thought and the most copious meaning—and which

had its ground partly in the circumstances, and partly in the

design of the sacred penmen. In respect to their circumstances,
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tlie position tliey occupied was that of the comparatively hum-

bler ranks of life ; they lived and thought in a simple, as contra-

distinguished from an artificial state of society. Their manners

and habits, their modes of conception, and forms of speech, are

such as usually belong to persons similarly circumstanced ; that

is, they partake, not of the polish and refinement, the art and

subtlety, which too commonly mark the footsteps of high culti-

vation and luxurious living, but of the free, the open, the

natural—as of persons accustomed frankly to express, not to

conceal their emotions, or to wrap their sentiments in disguise.

On this account—because written by persons of such a type,

and depicting characters and events connected with such a state

of society, the narratives of Scripture are pre-eminent above all

other writings for their simplicity ; they are nature itself, in its

unvarnished plainness and clear transparency ; and from this

they derive a charm, which is more or less felt in every bosom.

But what so strikingly characterises the narrative portions of

Scripture, has also given its impress to the others ; the whole

are pervaded by the direct, the guileless simplicity of men, who

had to do with the realities of life, and were wont to speak as

from heart to heart.

But if the circumstances of the sacred writers tended to pro-

duce, the design with which they wrote expressly called for, this

simplicity in writing ; and, indeed, secured it. It was to inform,

to instruct, to save, that they wrote—this was their one grand

aim. They had no personal, no literary ends in view ; they

were simply witnesses, recording the wonderful things they

had seen and heard, or ambassadors conveying messages from

another, not on their own behalf, but for the interests of their

felloAV-inen. Hence, they naturally lost themselves in their sub-

ject. Having it as their one object to unfold and press this

upon the minds of others, they used, as the apostle says, great

plainness of speech—language the most natural, the most direct,

the most fitted to convey in appropriate and impressive terms

the thoughts of their heart. The simplicity which thus charac-

terises their writings is that of men, who had a single aim in

view, and so w'ent straight to the mark.

Such is the kind of simplicity which the writings of the New
Testament possess ; and corresponding to this is the simplicity
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which shoiikl appear in our manner of interpretation. How,

then, should it appear? Primarily, no doulDt, and mainly, in

putting a natural construction on their words, and ascribing to

them, precise indeed and accurate, yet not recondite and far-

fetched meanings. As in writing what they were moved to in-

dite by the Holy Ghost, the sacred penmen were guided by the

simplicity of an earnest purpose and a lofty aim, so we should

prescribe to ourselves (as Titmann has said) this quality of sim-

plicity as a rule, and not recede, except for grave reasons, fi'om

that sense, which seems to be the nearest and most direct. It

may be quite possible, in certain cases, by the help of lexicons

and other appliances, to bring out interpretations of an in-

genious nature, and display a good deal of skill in supporting

them ; but no satisfactory results shall thus be obtained, unless

the meanings put upon the different words, and the sense

extracted from them, are such as might seem appropriate to

men usino- the lancuase of ordinary life, and using it with the

view, not of establishing subtle distinctions, but of unfolding

in the most effective manner the great principles of truth and

duty.

This, however, has respect only to our treatment of the

language; the kind of thoughts and feelings of which that

language might be expressive is another thing. Here there was

room for infinite depth and fulness. It is of the nature of grace,

in all its operations, to give a subjective elevation to the soul

—

to increase, not only its appetency, but its power of discernment

also, for the inward and spiritual ; and by the help even of com-

mon things, through the instrumentality of the simplest language,

to open veins of thought, and awaken chords of feeling, which lie

beyond the reach of those who are living after the course of

nature. In the spiritually enlightened mind there is, wdiat may
be called, a divine simplicity, which, by drawing it into closer

connection and sympathy with the mind of God, discovers to it

views and meanings, which would otherwise never have sug-

gested themselves. So, we see Avith the inspired "v^Titers of the

New Testament themselves, that not unfrequently they discern

an import in the earlier dispensations of God, or indicate thoughts

in connection with the facts of later times, such as would not

have occurred to persons, even of superior and cultivated minds,
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looking from a merely natural point of view. Yet not the less

in what they thus discern and indicate—in the inferences they

deduce, and the conclusions they build, as well as in the more

substantive part of their announcements, are there to be found

the proper cliaracteristics of simplicity—a style of thought and

expression, direct, plain, natural.

We simply add further, that in endeavouring to preserve and

copy this simplicity, we are in no respect precluded from the

necessity of applying careful thought and the resources of solid

learning to the work of interpretation. It is only through these,

indeed, that we can hope to surmount the difficulties which lie

across the path of a thoroughly successful exegesis of Scripture.

In aiming at this we have to throw ourselves back upon the

times and circumstances of the sacred penmen—to realize their

position—make ourselves familiar with their modes of thought

and forms of expression, so as to be able to judge what would

have been for them a natural and fitting mode of representation

—what forced and unnatural. And this we can only expect to

do by close study, and the judicious employment of the resources

of learning. Not the learning merely which is confined to the

use of grammars and lexicons, but all tViat can serve to throw

light on the language, the manners, the opinions and habits of

those, among whom Christ and His apostles lived and spoke.

Whatever is calculated to aid us in arriving at such intimate

knowledge, must also be serviceable in enabling us to attain to

a proper simplicity in our interpretations of Scripture.

4. It is only following out the same line of thought, and

rendering the principle it involves specific in a particular

direction, when we mention as another, a fourth rule to be

attended to in scriptural interpretations, that in settling the

meaning of words we must have respect chiefly to the usiis^

loquendi, the current sense, or established usage at the time— to

this more than to their etymology. The reason for such a rule is

no further peculiar to the writings of the New Testament, than

that they are of a popular and practical nature ; which rendered

it expedient, and, in a sense, necessary, that words and phrases

should be taken in their prevailing signification. But this signi-

fication often differs greatly from what might be conjectured by

looking simply to their etymology. For tlic spoken language of
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a people is ever passing through certain processes of change and
fluctuation. Many of its terms depart considerably, in the

course of time, from their original import, acquire new shades of

meaning, and sometimes even become so entirely transformed in

their progress, that the ultimate use scarcely exhibits a trace of

the p?'M>?o7 signijicatlon. A familiar example of this from our

own language is to be found in the word villain—the English

form of the Latin villanus—originally, the poor serf attached to

the villa or farm of a proprietor—then, from the usual condition

and manners of such, the low, selfish, dishonest peasant—and,

finally, when villenage in the original sense became extinct,

those capable of the most base and dishonourable actions—the

moralli/ vile and mean. Another instance is furnished by a

word, which by a strange coincidence has had the like fortune

in its English, that it seems formerly to have had in its Greek
form. Sycophant in the earlier stages of our literatui'e meant
simply an accuser—by-and-by ix false accuser—but in process of

time it lost this sense, and came to signify a fawning flatterer^

one who speaks, not ill of a person behind his back, but good of

him before his face, though only for a sinister and selfish pur-

pose—the only sense now retained by the word. In like

manner, the Greek av/.ofidvT^g, according to the ancient gram-
marians, and according also to its apparent composition, origin-

ally a Jig-shoicer—an informer (as is said, though there is no

certain proof of such a use) against perso7is exporting figs,from
Attica—then a common informer—and ultimately a false accuser,

or a false adviser, its only signification in classical writings

—

while in the New Testament it bears the still further, but col-

lateral sense, of extorting money under false pretences (Luke
iii. 14).

Not only do words thus in current use sometimes escape alto-

gether fi-om their original meaning, but there are also words,

which, etymologically considered, ought to be identical in their

import, and should admit of being interchanged as synonymous,

Avhich yet come to differ materially as to then* actual use. To
refer only to one example : our two terms foresight and p>rovision

are each made up of two words preciseh^ similar in meaning

—

only the one pair of Saxon, the other of Latin origin. Un-
doubtedly fore by itself answers to pro, and sight to vision ; yet
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usage has appropriated the two words to different ideas—the one

to indicate what is anticipated in the future, the other to what is

laid up or done with a view to the future. A foreigner not

acquainted with the usage, and guided merely by the etymology,

might readily substitute the one for the other. And it is but

lately that I noticed in a letter written from abroad the expres-

sion used respecting some one, that his " provisions were

disappointed," evidently meaning by pro\dsions what should

have been expressed by foresight—the anticipations that had

been formed in respect to the future.

A similar sense of incongruity, as in this case, is occasionally

produced in one's mind, when a word occurs in some of our

older writers, which since their day has undergone a considerable

change of meaning—especially if, as sometimes happens, it is

employed by them, not only in its original acceptation, but also

in conjunction with an epithet, which seems to indicate what is

incompatible with the other. Thus in one of Caxton's prefaces,

his preface to a translation of a Life of Charles the Great,

])rinted by him in 1485, beseeching the reader's indulgence to-

ward his translation, he says, " Though there be no gay terms

in it, nor subtle, nor new eloquence, yet I hope, that it shall be

understood, and to that intent I have especially reduced (trans-

lated) it after the simple cunning that God hath lent me,"—the

simple cunning, two words that now bear antagonistic meanings,

and seem incongruously united together. Certainly, as now
understood, a man of cunning is anything but a simple person

;

simplicity and cunning cannot exist together. But cunning

originally implied nothing of a sinister kind. It has its root in

the German kennen, to know, from which our hen comes, and

merely denoted the kenning, or knowing, which one nn'ght have

of anything in art or science. Applied to works of art, it became

nearly synonymou.s with shill or power—approaching to another

cognate German word, hosnnen, canning, having the power or

ability to accomplish anything—in which sense it occurs in our

English Bible, " Let my right hand forget her cunning," namely,

her acquired skill to play upon the harp. It is only in com-

paratively late times, that the word lost this meaning, and came

to denote that sort of deceit, which is united with a low kind of

skill or cleverness.

I
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Sucli examples show liow cautiously etymology should be ap-

plied iu determining the sense of words, as these come to be

used in a living tongue. As our examples have been chiefly

taken from our own language, it may be added in ]:)assing, that

the person, who did most to turn the attention of English

scholars in this direction, and who originated inquiries which

have led to many interesting and profitable I'esults—Home
Tooke—has also exhibited in some of his deductions one of the

most striking examples of the danger of pushing such inquiries

to excess, and of being guided simply by the etymological ele-

ment in ascertaining the import of words. In the spirit of a

thorough-going Nominalist, he maintains, in his " Diversions of

Purley," that as words are merely the signs of ideas, and as all

our words, not excepting the most abstract, are ultimately

traceable to a meaning derived from sensible impressions, so

words must be understood not in their acquired or metaphorical,

but always substantially in their primitive and sensational mean-

ing :—consequently, as we have no words, neither have we any

ideas, of a properly absolute description—both alike cleave in-

separably to the dust. So in regard even to truth :
" Truth is

nothing (he says) but Avhat every man troweth ; whence there

is no such thing as eternal, immutable, everlasting truth ; unless

mankind, such as they are at present, be also eternal, immutable,

and everlasting ; and two persons may contradict each other,

and yet both speak truth, for the truth of one person may be

opposite to the truth of another." This is carrjdng the subjecti\-e

])rinciple in our natures to an extravagant height, and makino-

words govern ideas in a manner, which few, we should think,

will be disposed to accredit. We refer to it merely as a proof of

the folly of pusliing such a line of investigation to the utmost,

and making what is the primary ground of our words and ideas

also their ultimate standard and measure. Even with soberer

inquirers and safer guides we sometimes perceive an excess in

the same direction. It may be noticed occasionally in a work,

which as a whole is marked by just thought and fine discrimina-

tion, and will well repay a careful perusal—Dr Trench on " the

Study of AYords." Thus, when treating of hind, he says, " a

kind person is a kinned person, one of kin, one who acknowledges

and acts upon his kinship with other men. And so m^wkind s
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mankin7ied. In the word is contained a declaration of the rehi-

tionship which exists between all the members of the human
family ; and seeing that this relation in a race now scattered so

widely and divided so far asunder can only be through a com-

mon head, we do in fact, every time that we use the word man-

kind, declare our faith in the common descent of the whole

human race "
(p. 42). We would, indeed, declare it, if, as often

as we used the word, we had respect to that derivation, and as-

sented to the principle implied in it ; but how few in reality do

so ! In the language of every-day life, we employ the word

simply as current coin—we take it as expressive of the multi-

tude of beings who possess with ourselves a common natiire,

but at the same time, perhaps, thinking as little of their common
origin, as, when speaking of truth, we have respect to wdiat every

individual troweth.

But in all this we point only to the excess. There can be no

doubt, in regard to the thing itself, that it is of great importance

to attend to the derivation of words, and that without knowing

this w^e cannot get at those nicer shades of meaning which they

often express, or make a thoroughly intelligent and proper use of

them. In the great majority of cases, the etymologiccd is also the

actual sense of the word ; and even when the acquired or meta-

phorical use comes materially to differ from the primary one, the

knowledge of the primary is still of service, as most commonly a

certain tinge or impress of it survives even in the ultimate. How
often does a reference to the original import of some leading

word in a phrase or sentence, enable us to bring out its meaning

with a point and emphasis that we must otherwise have failed to

exhibit ! How often, again, when terms nearly synonymous are

employed—so nearly, perhaps, that in rendering from Greek to

English we can only employ the same word for both,—does a

glance at the fundamental import disclose the difference between

them ! Thus, in Gal. vi. 2, we have the exhortation, " Bear ye

one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ ;" and pre-

sently afterwards, in ver. 5, we have the announcement, " For

every one shall bear his own burden." Even an English reader

may see, by looking at the connection, that the burden in the one

case cannot be the same with what is meant by it in the other ; that

the one, as Aurrustine lone ago remarked, is the burden of one's
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own trials or infirmities, which may be shared in by others,

while the other is something altogether proper to the individual

—the burden of his personal responsibility, or rather, perhaps,

the burden of his personal state and destiny—which he must bear

himself alone. But the difference at once presents itself when
we timi to the original, where we find two distinct w'ords em-

ployed, each having their respective shades of meaning. The
burdens we are to bear one for another are ra (Supri, the iceights, the

things which press like loads upon those who come into contact

wdth them, and in a manner call for friendly help : but the bur-

den each one has to bear for himself is rh 'ihm (popriov, that charge

of what is more properly his own, which is indissolubly linked to

his personal consciousness and rationality, and of which no one

can relieve another.

Again, in Rom. ix. 15, 'EXsjjffw ov av IXsw, zai oJxriip7](jM dv av

o/KTiipu, we have two verbs, which are of such cognate meaning,

that they are often loosely interchanged, and sometimes the one,

sometimes the other, is held to be the stronger expression. Even
Titmann (Synon. I. p 122), and after him Robinson, in Lex.,

designates sXsog and iXssTv as stronger than ol-/.rip/ji,6g, and oIztu-

ps/v, because the former carry along with them the additional no-

tion of beneficence, a desire to relieve the miserable. But if the

greater strength had been there, we should rather have expected

the clauses in this passage of the Epistle to the Romans to be in

the inverse order—the weaker to be first, and the stronger last.

A more exact analysis justifies the existing order; for, as

Fritzsche has justly remarked on the passage, the words, o olzrip-

/Mog and oiKTiipsTv signify more than 6 'iXiog and iXsj/i-. The latter

stand related to 'iXaog, 'iXdofjMi, 'iXdaxoiLai (the being propitious,

kind, or gentle) ; the other to ol (the Oh ! the cry of distress or

sympathy), and oh.rog (the tender pity or compassion, of which

that cry is one of the first and most natural expressions).

Hence 6 'iXiog denotes that sorrow which a kindly disposition

feels at the misery of another, and is the proper word to be used

when the general notion of mercy is to be expressed ; 6 oixripiMog,

however, denotes the sorrow awakened by the sense of another's

misery, which calls forth tears and lamentations—not pity merely,

but pity in its keener sensibilities and most melting moods. So
that the passage referred to has in it a real progression :

" I will

F
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have mercy on -whom I will have mercy, and will have pity on

whom I will have pity."

An expression in 2 Cor. xii. 9 may be referred to as an

example of a somewhat different kind. The apostle there says

that he would most willingly rather glory in infirmities, ha sTiff-

xyivdoffp sv sfis 7] Bvm/iig rov XpiffTou, the full import of which is but

imperfectly conveyed by the common rendering, " that the power

of Christ may rest ujDon me." The verb employed belongs to the

later Greek, and is found in Polybius in the sense of dwelling in

a tent, or inhabiting. This, however, is not sufficient to expli-

cate the meaning of the word here ; nor is any aid to be obtained

from the Septuagint, since it does not occur there. It can only

be explained by a reference to what is said in Old Testament

Scripture of the relation of the Lord's tabernacle or tent to His

people ; by such a passage, for example, as Isa. iv. 6, where it is

written, " And there shall be a tabernacle for a shadow in the

day time from the heat ;" that is, the Lord's gracious presence

and protection spread over them as a shelter. So in Rev.

vii. 15, the Lord is represented as " tabernacling upon" the

redeemed in glory. In like manner, the apostle here states it

as the reason why he would rejoice in infirmities, that thereby

Christ's power might tabernacle upon him—might serve, so to

speak, as the abiding refuge and confidence in which he should

hide himself.

We need not multiply examples further of this description.

But we may add, that for those who would know generally how
much may be gained in drawing out the more precise and deli-

cate shades of meaning, by a reference to the radical and primary

sense of words, one of the. best helps will be found to be Bengel's

Gnomon, which, notwithstanding occasional failures, is in a short

compass the happiest specimen extant of this kind of interpreta-

tation. This should be taken as an habitual companion. But

occasionally, also, in writers of a more popular cast, good ex-

amples are to be met with of the same tact—in none, perhaps,

more than in Leigliton, who, if he sometimes strains rather un-

duly the original meaning, more commonly turns it to good ac-

covmt, and that in a natural and happy manner. As in the fol-

lowing example :
" God resisteth the 'proiid—avrtraseirai—singles

it out as His grand enemy, and sets Himself in battle array against
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it ; so the word is. It breaks the ranks of men, in which He hath

set them, when they are not subject

—

'wxoTacsoiJjivoi,—as the word

is before
; yea, pride not only breaks rank, but rises up in rebel-

lion against God, and doth what it can to dethrone Him, and

usurp His place ; therefore He orders his forces against it ;" and

so on.

On the other hand, in passages presenting some difficulty, or

affording scope for the display of fancy on the part of the inter-

preter, it is quite possible, and, indeed, very common, to eiT by

pressing unduly the etymological import of words. Horsley,

for example, gives a marked and somewhat ludicrous exhibition

of this, wlien rendering, as he occasionally does, the Greek word

tdiojrai by the English word derived from it, idiots,^—a word, no

doubt, bearing much the same signification with its Greek ori-

ginal—denoting, first, the merely private man, as contradistin-

guished from one conversant with affairs and offices of state ;

then a person of rude and unskilled condition—in manners and

intellect unpolished ; and, finally, one altogether destitute of the

ordinary powers of human intelligence—bereft of reason, to

which last sense it has long been confined in the common inter-

course of life. So that, with Horsley, to turn the expression

used of the apostles in Acts iv. 13, "unlearned men and idiots,"

is only, by a misplaced literalism, to give a false representation

of the meaning. Not much better is his rendering and interpre-

tation of Luke i. 4, " That thou mightest know the exact truth

of those doctrines wherein thou hast been catechized"

—

vip/ m
xaryi^rjdrjg

:

—on which he remarks, " St Luke's own Gospel, there-

fore, if the writer's own word may be taken about his own work,

is an historical exposition of the Catechism, which Theophilus

had learned when he was first made a Christian. The two first

articles in this historical exposition are, the history of the Bap-

tist's birth, and that of Mary's miraculous impregnation. We
have much more, therefore, than the testimony of St Liike, in

addition to that of St Matthew, to the truth of the fact of the

miraculous conception ; we have the testimony of St Luke, that

this fact was a part of the earliest catechetical instruction ; a

part of the catechism, no doubt, which St Paul's converts learned

' Tracts against Priestley, p. 4G.
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of the apostle."^ We see here, too plainly, the polemical interest,

endeavouring to make the utmost of" an argument, but overreach-

ing its purpose by putting an midue strain on the principal word

in the passage. That our word catechize might originally corre-

spond to the Greek word 7{.arri-)(SM, from which it obviously comes,

may be certain enough ; but it does not follow, that what xarjj-

ysM imports, as used by St Luke, is fairly given by catechize,

in its current acceptation. Tlie Greek verb did not originally

bear the technical import of catechize ; it meant, to sound out to-

wards, to resound, or sound in one^s ears ; then more specially to

do this by loord of mouth, to instruct, and ultimately to instruct

by way of question and answer. As used in the New Testament,

and Greek writers generally, except the Fathers, it indicates

nothing as to the specific mode of instruction ; and to represent

it by the word catechize, would only render our translation in

most cases vmintelligible or ridiculous. Thus, at Gal. vi. 6, it

would run, " Let him that is catechized in the word communi-

cate to him that catechizeth in all good things ;" and at Acts xxi.

22, " But they have been catechized concerning thee, that thou

teachest all the Jews to forsake Moses." To sound forth, or

communicate instruction, in the active voice, and m the passive,

to hear by way of rumour, or be instructed anyhow,—these are

the only senses which the word bears in the New Testament.

Li later times the %aTr\yj)\)iirm were those who were under special

instruction for admission to the Church, and, as we might say,

the catechized portion in Christian communities.

In Dr Campbell's Fourth Preliminary Dissertation will be

found some good remarks and apposite illustrations on the sub-

ject before us. Not, however, without some grounds for excep-

tion. His jealousy in respect to etymological considerations is

carried to excess, and in some of the instances he produces, leads

him, more or less, into error. We formerly alluded to his remarks

on yiifdTonoi, as used in Acts xiv. 23, and his severe denunciation

of Beza for so far giving heed to its etymological formation, as to

express in his translation a reference to the mode of appointment

to church offices by popular election, signified by holding up
the hand. He would exclude everything from its import but the

simple idea of appointment, although in the only other passage

' Sermon on the Incarnation.
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in the New Testament, where it is similarly used of appointment

to church offices (2 Cor. viii. 19), it plainly does include the

element of popular suffrage. We shall rather point, however,

under the present division, to another example, in which Dr
Campbell is still less successful, though he labours hard to make
good his point. It turns on the word Tpoy/vwcxw, whether this

should be rendered, as its component elements would lead us to

expect, hj forehnow, or by some more general mode of expression.

Dr Campbell holds, it should be less strictly taken in Rom. xi. 2,

where we read in our common version, " God hath not cast

away His people, whom He foreknew" (ov 'rposyvu) ; he would

separate the preposition, Trpo, from the verb, and also impose on

the verb itself a somewhat different meaning,—that, namely, of

acknowledging or approving ; and thus he obtains a, no doubt,

very plain and intelligible sense :
" God hath not cast off His

people, whom heretofore He acknowledged." But is this really

the sense intended by the apostle ? We find him using the same

compound verb a little before at ch. viii. 29, " Whom He did

foreknow (oSg TpoiyvcS), them He also did predestinate ;"—and

there it is scarcely possible to understand it otherwise than in the

sense of foreknowing given to it by our translators, being plainly

used of an act of the Divine mind toward His people, prior to

that of their predestination to blessing : He foreknew, then He
fore-appointed. Is there any necessity for departing from the

same literal sense in the passage before us ? None that appears

worthy of notice. Dr Campbell has, indeed, said, that to speak

there of God's people as those whom He foreknew, " conveyed

to his mind no meaning whatever ;" and, by a strange oversight

in so acute a mind, he founds his statement on the assertion, that

to foreknow " always signifies to know some event before it hap-

pens "—as if it might not equally import, when used in reference

to an act of God, to know a person before he exists. Presently,

however, he resorts to another consideration, which implies a

virtual abandonment of the other, and objects, that " God knew
Israel before, in the ordinary meaning of the word knowing, could

never have been suggested as a reason to hinder us from think-

ing, that He would never cast them off; for, from the beginning,

all nations and all things are alike known to God." True, in-

deed, in one sense, but not in another. They were not all alike
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known to God as destined to occupy toward Himself the same

relation, and to receive the same treatment ; and that is precisely

the point in tlie eye of the apostle. God could not cast away
His own people, whom He forekncAv as His own. Their friendly

relation to Him beinrj; descried as among the certainties of the

coming future, nothing in that future could arise to hinder its

accomplishment. In another passage (2 Tim. ii. 19) of quite

similar import, the apostle finds the ground of the believer's

security from perdition in the simple fact, which he calls a seal,

that " the Lord knoweth them that are His"—a thought which

had consoled the Psalmist ages before, as appears from the words

in the first Psalm, " The Lord hioweth the way of the righteous."

For such knowledge necessarily implies a corresponding treat-

ment. " If the way of the righteous is known by God as the

omniscient, it cannot but be blessed by Him as the righteous.

Hence, there is no necessity to ascribe to hnoio the sense of having

care and affection for, loving, which it never properly possesses.

It is enough, if only God with His foreknowledge is not shut up

in the heavens ; the rest flows spontaneously fi*om His nature,

and does not need to be particularly mentioned."^

We have referred under this division to so many illustrative

examples, on the one side and the other, because it is chiefly

through these, that the danger of running into an extreme is

made apparent ; and along therewith the necessity of care and

skill in avoiding it. It is, no doubt, one thing to know, in what

direction a tendency to excess in such a matter lies, and another

thing to keep clear of it. Yet it loill be of importance to re-

member, that while one should always seek to be acquainted

Avith the etymological import of words, this cannot in every case

be taken for the actual meaning ; this is determined by the cur-

rent usage, which must be ascertained and adhered to.

So far as concerns the language of the New Testament, or the

precise meaning and interpretation of its words, the general rules

and principles now given appear to comprise all that is necessary.

They will serve to mark out the course of inquiry that must be

pursued, if any measure of success is to be attained. For the

actual result, much will necessarily depend upon the greater or

less degree of exegetical tact possessed by the student, and the

' Henffstenberg on Ps. i.
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extent to which it has been cultivated by personal application

and proper exercise. Hermeneutical skill, like skill of other

kinds, must not only have something in nature to rest iipon, but

have that also matui'ed by diligent and well-directed practice,

without which no proficiency can be expected.

For those cases, in which some more peculiar difficulty is felt

in getting at the precise sense of a passage, there must, first of

all, be brought into play the requisite qualifications connected

with the application of the rules and principles already laid down.

There must be an acquaintance with the original language, in its

proper idioms, the etymology and usage of its words—a know-

ledge of the distinctive peculiarities of the writer, in whose pro-

ductions the passage occurs—of the circumstances of the time in

which he wrote, its manners and customs, modes of thought, and

principles of action—in a word, an insight into the nature of the

language employed, and the various things, of a circumstantial

description, fitted to tell upon the views of the writer and his

more immediate circle. It is clear, that without knowledge of

such compass and variety, no one can reasonably expect to suc-

ceed in dealing with a passage, which involves any difficulty in

respect to the proper construction of its words, or the real mean-

ing which they bear. But it is possible, that where so much is

possessed and used, the difficulty may still fail to be overcome.

In that case, the next, and more special thing that should be

done, is to look veiy carefully and closely to the connection in

which the passage stands—which will often do much to remove

the darkness or uncertainty that rests upon its import. Then,

let the peculiar phrase or construction, wdiich occasions the diffi-

culty, be examined in connection with others of the same, or

nearly the same description, in what remains besides of the indi-

Addual writer ;—or if none such may occur, then in other parts of

Scripture ; and, still again, in other writings of the apostolic age,

and periods not remote from it. The nearer to the passage

itself, then the nearer to him who indited it, that any light can

be found, the more likely to prove satisfactory. So that the ex-

amination should usually be made in the order of his own writ-

ings first, next of the other inspired productions, and, finally, of

writings as near as possible to the age and circumstances in

which he wrote. In such investigations; wc need scarcely sny,
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all available helps, whether ancient or modern, should be brought

into requisition. Access to these in any considerable degree

must always be a special advantage to those who enjoy it. But

even where it is very imperfectly possessed, no inconsiderable

progress may be made in the exact knowledge and interpretation

of Scripture, if this Scripture itself is but carefully studied, with

a few good grammars and lexicons ; as, when so used, it will be

found to supply many materials for interpreting itself. Let no

one, therefore, wait till he has all requisite means within his

reach ; but let each rather endeavour to make the most profit-

able use of what he can command—in the persuasion, that though

he may be far from accomplishing all he could wish, he will still

find his labour by no means in vain. And, however he may
stand as to inferior resources, let him never forget to seek the

enlightening and directing grace of the Holy Spirit, Avho to the

humble and prayerful mind will often unlock secrets, which re-

main hid to the most learned and studious.

SECTION FIFTH.

OF FALSE AND TRUE ACCOMMODATION; OR, THE INFLUENCE
THAT SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO PREVAILING MODES OF
THOUGHT IN FASHIONING THE VIEWS AND UTTERANCES OF
THE SACRED WRITERS.

The previous discussions have had respect mainly to the language

of the New Testament, and the principles or rules necessary to

be followed, in order to our arriving at the precise and proper

import of its words. There are, however, elements of various

kinds, not properly of a linguistic nature, which must yet, accord-

ing to the influence allowed them, exercise an important bearing on

the sense actually obtained from the words and phrases of Scrip-

ture—elements, Avhich Avill affect the interpretation of some parts

of Scripture more than others, or tend to modify the meaning

put on certain of its passages. The points referred to less pro-

perly concern the explanation of particular terms, than the nature
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of the ideas contained in them. They respect the question, what

is there precisely of truth to he received, or of practical instruc-

tion to be obeyed, in the portions which have been analysed and

explained ? It is quite possible, that one may know with perfect

correctness every word in a passage, and yet, from some false

conceptions or misleading bias, may have a very imperfect appre-

hension of its real purport, or, perhaps, give a wrong turn to the

thoughts it expresses. It is necessary, therefore, on the basis of

the principles already unfolded, to proceed to this higher line of

hermeneutical inquiry, and endeavour, if possible, to set up some

proper landmarks upon it.

I. Now, the first point that here calls for investigation is, the

general one, in what relations the sentiments of the saci'ed writers

stand to the spii'it of their age—to its prevailing modes of thought

and popular beliefs. Were they in any material respect modified

by these ? Or did they pursue an altogether independent coiu'se

—never bending in aught under the prevailing current, if this at

all deviated from the exact and natural Kne of things I Or, if

they did to some extent accommodate themselves to this, how far

might we expect the accommodation to go ? At a comparatively

early period a certain doctrine of accommodation was introduced

with reference to representations in Scripture—which Origen,

and others of the Fathers, were wont to regard as spoken or done

Kar o/xoi/o//,/ai/, by way of dispensation, or through svyxardlSaaig, a

condescension, or an accommodation to the position and infirmi-

ties of the persons addressed. Advantage, it was believed, was

taken of these, in order the more readily to gain the confidence

or reach the understanding of those who were in an unfit state

for receiving the naked truth. It is difficult to say precisely,

how far the Fathers, who introduced this principle, meant to carry

it, in respect to the teaching of Christ and the apostles ; for they

are neither very explicit nor altogether consistent in their state-

ments upon the subject. For the most part they appear simply

to have understood by it an adaptation in the /orm of Divine

communications to the modes of human thought and speech,

while the matter' not the less remained true and divine ; as in

conduct the Apostle Paul became as a Jew to the Jews (1 Cor.

ix. 20), or externally conformed himself to their manners and
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customs, without in the least detracting thereby from the claims

and principles of the Gospel. In this way, Scripture was ex-

plained as accommodating itself to men's infirmities or habits,

when it speaks of God as possessing human parts and passions,

or uses parables, proverbs, and familiar images, to set forth to

our view things spiritual and divine. But occasionally they seem

to indicate an application of the principle beyond this limit, and

to include the matter of what was taught or done, as well as the

form : as when Origen (in his Principia, L. iv.) speaks of mystic

dispensations employed by God, which, in their literal sense or

obvious meaning, were opposed to enlightened faith and reason

—

or when Jerome, in his Epistle to Augustine, teaches that Paul,

as well as Peter, feigned himself to be a Jew, and yet reproved

Peter at Antioch by what he calls honesta dispensatio, which the

one administered, and the other submitted to feignedly, that they

might show the prudence of apostles. It requires no arguments

to prove, that honest dispensations of this sort but ill accord

with that godly simplicity, which we are wont to ascribe to the

apostles, and would, if generally believed in, somewhat shake

their credit as inspired writers. Fortunately, however, the

Fathers erred comparatively little in this direction ; and it was

rather from inadvertence, or from perplexity in dealing with par-

ticular passages, than from any general laxity of principle, that

they have been occasionally betrayed into rash and unguarded

statements upon the subject.

It was reserved for modern times to apply the principle of ac-

commodation to the teachings of Scripture in the full and proper

sense, and to represent Christ Himself and the apostles as pan-

dering to the mistaken views and narrow prejudices of their

time. Wetstein was among the first to lay down a formal prin-

ciple of this sort, although Grotius in some of his comments had

before virtually acted on it. But Wetstein, in a little work on

the criticism and interpretation of the New Testament (a.d.

1724), gave it out as a canon of interpretation, in respect to

those passages, which seem to be at variance with truth, or with

each other, that the sacred writers should be viewed "as not

always expressing their own opinion, nor representing matters as

to their real state, but occasionally also expressing themselves

according to the sentiments of others, or the sometimes am-
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biguous, sometimes erroneous, opinions of the multitude." And
he indicates, that this mode of explanation should be especially

adopted in regard to what is often said in the New Testament of

sacrifices, of Satan, of angels and demons. Shortly after,

Semler (both in a new edition of Wetstein's treatise, and in

works of his own) took up the principle of interpretation thus

announced, and with characteristic ardour and industry applied

it to the explanation of the New Testament writings. His

fundamental position was, that the exposition of the New Testa-

ment should be pre-eminently historical ; that is, that one should

have respect to the spiritual conditions of the time—the prevail-

ing thoughts and opinions, as well as external circumstances, of

those among whom Christ and Plis apostles lived ; and these he

represented to be such, that the truth could not always be

sjaoken as it should have been, and required a use to be made of

Old Testament Scripture in reference to Gospel events, such as

cannot be justified on principles of grammar or grounds of ab-

stract reason. Our Lord and His apostles, therefore, spoke at

times ex vulgari opiniojie, nofprecisely according to the truth of

things
;
yet so as that, by instituting a comparison of the different

parts of their writings, and making the more general and com-

prehensive rule the more special and peculiar, we may arrive at

the ultimate and permanent ideas of the Gospel. The door was

thus fairly opened for exegetical license,—and fi.'om Sender's day

to this, there have never been wanting men fully disposed to

avail themselves of the liberty which it invited them to take.

Loose as Semler's views were, and great as was the havoc which

he carried into the received views of Scripture, he lived to see

(with grief, it is said) others far outstripping him in the same line

of accommodations. By degrees everything was reduced to a

subjective standard ; and if in anything an interpreter found

statements recorded, or doctrines taught, which did not accord

with /iis notions of the truth of things, the explanation was at

hand, that such things had found a place in Scripture merely

on a principle of accommodation ; the people at the time were

capable of appreciating nothing higher, or the writers them-

selves as yet understood no better. And so, in the hands of

many on the Continent, and of some also in this country, of

some here still, the proper teaching of the Gospel came to be
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reduced to the scanty form of a Sadducean creed. The doc-

trines of the Trinity, of the Divine Sonship of Messiah, of the

atonement, of the personaHty of the Spirit, of a corporeal resur-

rection and a final judgment, have all been swept away by the

abettors of the principle under consideration ; and even the idea

of Christianity's being in any peculiar sense a revelation from

Heaven, has been sometimes represented as merely a mode of

speech suited to the time of its appearance.

Such has been the practical result of the accommodation theory,

or the historical principle of interpretation (as it has been some-

times called)—a result, which carries alongwith it the virtual doom

of the principle itself. For, obviously enough, to deal in such

an arbitrary and magisterial manner with sacred Scripture, is

not to interpret, but to sit in judgment upon it, as we might do

upon any human composition, and receive or reject what it

contains, according to our preconceived notions. The proper

revelation—the real standard of truth and eiTor, is in that case

within ; we stand upon essentially infidel ground ; and seeing

that Sci'ipture as much contradicts, as coincides with our views

of things, it were better to discard it as an authority altogether

—

treat it merely as a help.

Most commonly, however, the accommodation principle is

confined within a comparatively narrow range, and applied to

what are called innocuous errors. So Seller, for example, in his

Hermeneutics, who says, that in such a matter we must be care-

ful to distinguish between innocuous and nocuous errors. Among
the innocuous he includes chiefly errors of an historical and

chronological kind—such as he conceives occur in the speech of

Stephen, Acts vii.—and exegetical errors, or false interpretations

of several passages of the Old Testament, which were erroneously

supposed to contain what the words did not really indicate. So,

too, Rosenmuller, in his Historia Interpretationis, I. p. 27, who
thinks, that as the Jews had a fondness for something out of the

direct and simple style of writing, loved to exhibit their senti-

ments in an allegorical dress, and to seek for them strained and

fanciful supports in Scripture, so the apostles acted wisely in

adapting themselves in these respects to the genius and habits of

their countrymen. Whence with him, and many others in this

country and America (including such names as Moses Stuart,
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Home, Adam Clarke, Albert Barnes), the formula, "that it

might be fulfilled," or " then was fulfilled what was spoken," is

held to have been used often as a kind of Rabbinical flourish, an

embellishing of the narrative or discourse with qviotations, which,

though they had properly another sense, yet were so expressed as

to admit of being happily applied to the circumstances and events

of Gospel history.

But would this really have been a wise, or even a justifiable

procedure, on the part of our Lord and the apostles ? Would
such a fanciful application of Scripture have been an innocuous

error ? Is it so light a thing for inspired men to misquote the

writings of each other ? It is precisely to their use of Old Tes-

tament Scripture— to the elucidations they give of its meaning,

and the specific applications they make of its several parts, that

we are indebted for our more certain knowledge of its design,

and especially for our insight into the connection that subsists

between the Old and the New in God's dispensations. To bring

looseness and ambiguity into such a region, were in reality to

destroy all certainty of interpretation, and open the door on

every hand for fanciful conceits or groundless conjecture. Surely

the same majestic authority which said of the Old Testament

writings, " And the Scriptm-e cannot be broken," virtually said,

at the same time, It must not be arbitrarily dealt with ; it is too

sacred a thing to be coupled with mock fulfilments, or brought

into connection with events, to which it bore no proper refer-

ence. And the rather may we thus conclude, when we think of

the slender nature of the reasons for which, it is supposed, an

accommodation should have been made. To give fancied or-

nateness to a discourse, or show a sort of Rabbinical adroitness

m the mere handling of texts—and thereby to win for the

moment a readier attention to what they said or wrote—were
these svifficient motives for our Lord and His disciples travesty-

ing the great laws of sound exegesis, and bringing confusion into

the sense of ancient Scripture ? No—we may rest assured, they

knew their calling better ; and as in other things they were not

afraid to meet the strongest prejudices of their comitrj-men, and
lay the axe to the most rooted corruptions, it were folly to think,

that in this, and for such trivial considerations, they should

have entered into compromises about the truth. Least of all
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could they be guilty of such improper trifling with the oracles of

God, who brought it as one of their heaviest charges against the

men of that generation, that they eiTed in not knowing the

Scriptures, or in making them void with their own traditions.

We hold it, therefore, to be contrary to any right views of the

mission of Christ and His apostles, to suppose, that they in such a

sense accommodated themselves to the modes of thought and con-

templation around them, as to admit error into their instructions

—whether in respect to the interpretation of Scripture, or in

respect to forms of opinion and articles of belief. " This," as

Heringa has justly said in his notes to Seiler, " were consistent

neither with wisdom, nor with honesty ; it had not been suited

to the case of extraordinary ambassadors of God, furnished with

such full powers, and assisted by such Divine interposition as

they were. There is a vast difference between leaving errors

untouched, which would in time expire either of themselves, or

by deeper views of the very doctrine preached, and the confir-

mation of the same errors, by admitting them into their own
instructions." It is, plainly, one thing to desist from unfolding

a doctrine, because men are for the time incapable of apprehend-

ing or bearing it, and another and very different thing to

countenance them in the mistakes and delusions, in which that

incapacity has its ground. The one course, in either respect,

teas compatible with inspired wisdom, the other was not; and

whenever explanations are given, which would involve our Lord

and His apostles in the formal admission or inculcation of what

is in itself erroneous, out of deference to existing circumstances,

we must hold it to be a false accommodation : since, i^ hioioingly

done by them, it must have been, in the sphere of religious in-

struction, doing evil that good might come ; bu.t if icithout con-

science of the evil, on their part, then it must have bespoken their

participation in the errors of the time, and their consequent un-

fitness for being the infallible guides and instructors of the

Avorld.

II. In rejecting, however, this false accommodation, because

it trenches on the mattei' of the teaching contained in the New
Testament, we say nothing against such an accommodation as

has respect to the form merely of the doctrines or lessons taught,
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which might be perfectly admissible, and, in a sense, even

necessary. In this direction there was abundant room, in New
as well as Old Testament times, for a true accommodation, of

which the inspired writers wisely availed themselves, and which

must be duly taken into account by those who would fairly in-

terpret their writings. The limits within which such accommo-
dation might be practised, cannot always, perhaps, be very

precisely defined ; but, in the general, it may be stated to consist

in the falling in loith prevalent modes of thought orforms of concep-

tion^ so as, not to lend countenance to error, but to serve for the

better apprehension of the truth. An accommodation of this sort

might be employed under two kinds—one more general, the

other more specific ; the former grounded in characteristics of

thought common to mankind at large, the latter in such as were

peculiar to the age and country in which the sacred penmen
lived.

(1.) To the first or more general class of accommodations are

to be referred the representations given of Divine and spiritual

things—things which lie beyond the region of sense, and are

not directly cognisable by any faculties we possess. Such things

can only be made known to us by an accommodation jfi'om the

visible to the invisible, from the known to the miknown ; and

though, in such cases, the form is necessarily imperfect, and

conveys an inadequate idea of the reality, it still is the fittest re-

presentation of the idea, the nearest to the truth of things, wdiicli

it is possible for us in present circumstances to attain to. What
is said, for example, of God's anger towards sinners—or of His

being revealed (through Christ) in flaming fire for the execution

of judgment upon the wicked—or of the possibility of moving
Heaven by prayer to depart from some purpose already formed,

as if there could be passion or mutability with God—everything

of this sort manifestly proceeds upon that necessity, which is

inherent in our natures, of thinking and speaking of God in a

human manner. It is impossible, otherwise, to gain definite

ideas of His perfections and government ; and the only way of

guarding against the abuse of such representations, is by the

employment of counter-representations, which declare God to be

in Himself essentially spiritual, unchangeable, and incapable of

being carried away by the feelings and impulses of finite beings.
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We must, nevertheless, think of Him, and conduct ourselves

towards Him, as if the human form of conceptions respecting

Him conveyed the exact truth ;—He will act toward impenitent

sinners precisely as if He were moved to anger by their sins

—

His appearance for judgment against them will be as if He were

encompassed with devouring fire—He will give effect to earnest

and believing prayer, as if He could be changed by the en-

treaties of His people.

Essentially similar, and belonging to the same class, are the

representations given of Satan and his agents. Being in them-

selves simply spirits, without bodily parts, the language used

concerning them could not have been intelligible, imless it had

taken its hue and colour from human forms and earthly relation-

ships. So that when Satan is spoken of as falling from heaven,

as being chained or set loose, as overcoming the saints or being

bruised mider their feet—or when the demons generally are

spoken of as going into men, as driven out of them, as wandering

in dry and desert places, and such like, it is open for consider-

ation, how far in siich things there is an accommodation in the

form of the truth exhibited to what is cognizable by the senses.

To a certain extent there must be an accommodation—as several

of the things mentioned are, if literally understood, incompatible

with the nature of incorporeal creatures, and some, if closely

pressed in the literal sense, w^ould be found inconsistent with

others. Due allowance, therefore, must be made in our inter-

pretations for the sensuous and external form of such statements

—not to the extent, certainly, of explaining away the existence

of those evil spirits (which were to tamper wdth the very sub-

stance of the representations) ;—but yet so as to render what is

contained in them a description of the relative, rather than of the

absolute state of things—of what Satan and his agents are or do

in reference to human interests, and as contemplated through a

human medium. Viewed thus, the Avhole, probably, that can be

understood, for example, by Satan being cast down from heaven,

is losing the place of godlike power and influence he had reached

—and by the demons wandering in dry and desert places, their

being bereft for a season of that malignant satisfaction, which

they find in inflicting evil upon the unhappy subjects of their

sway—being left, like persons in a desert, without refreshment
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and without a home. It is needless, at present, to pursue the

subject into further details, as from what has been said the prin-

ciple of interpretation may be distinctly understood.

It may be added, however, that the same kind of accommoda-

tion, which appears in the language used ofessentially Divine and

spiritual things, is also required in many descriptions of the still

undeveloped future. For, although that future may lie within

the region of sensible and earthly things, yet, if the world's

affairs are then to assiime an aspect essentially different fi'om

what has hitherto belonged to them, they can only be distinctly

imaged to our view under the form of the present or the past.

Partial, of course, and imperfect such prophetical representations

of the higher things to come must always be, but they are the

only ones adapted to our existing condition ; and the nearest

approach to the truth, the best practical conception we can

form, of what is hereafter to be realised, is by the help of repre-

sentations so drawn from the theatre of actual and known rela-

tions. But this opens too wide a field of thought for investigation

in a general course of hermeneutical instruction ; it is enough to

have indicated the fundamental principle, on which the structure

of prophecy is framed, and on which its interpretation should

proceed.^

(2.) But there is another and more specific class of accommo-

dations, which cannot thus be said to have their explanation in

the necessary limitations of the human mind, in its relation to

the objects and beings of a higher sphere, but which arose out of

the modes of thought and expression peculiar to the age and

country in which the sacred writers lived. Every age and

country has certain peculiarities of this description : and as the

inspired penmen were not prevented by the Spirit, but rather led

thereby, to think and write in a manner agreeable to the usage of

the times, such peculiarities must be taken into account, if we
would fully understand the passages, where they occur, or even

sometimes avoid serious misconceptions of their meaning. The
peculiarities referred to are often no further remarkable, than

that they are connected with what seems a singular turn of ex-

pression—some peculiarity in the mode of conception embodying

' For the particular investigation, see " Prophecy viewed in respect to its

Distinctive Nature," etc.

G
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itself in a corresponding peculiarity in the form of representation.

For example, both Hebrews and Greeks were in the habit of

conceiving certain states of mind or body, indicated by some verb

or adjective, as limited or particularised by a related noun in a

way not natural to us—they simply placed the limiting noun in

the accusative, without anything to mark the nature of the con-

nection, while ice invariably attach it to the verb or adjective by

a preposition. The expressions in Greek, 'jodag dj-Avg, zd/Mmv roiig

b(pdaX/j,o{jCy rag (pphag vyiaivnvy Sav/xaarog to fMiysdog, and such like,

are familiar to every one acquainted with the Greek langviage ;

and precisely similar are many phrases in Hebrew—such as

V^aTns n^n. he was diseased the feet of him ; t^•^<"l '^S^^\ he will

crush thee the head ; K'Dp ^n^n, he smites him the soul or life
;

aipH. '•Vlp, my voice I will cry. In all such cases, ice find it

necessary to use some preposition before the noun

—

ivith, in re-

spect to, upon, or such like—in order to bring out the idea we

wish to express. This arises from our conceiving the state ex-

pressed by the verb or adjective as something by itself, as having

no necessary connection with any particular object ; and so,

when there is such an object to be specified, we must connect

the two by terms that will fitly indicate the connection. The

Hebrews and Greeks seem to haveviewed matters more concretely;

they conceived ofthe state indicated as inseparably connected with

some individual person or thing, and thought it enough to name

in the loosest way the particular part or property affected. They

were satisfied with the accusative, as it is called, of nearer defini-

tion—or that which expresses the relation of the particular to the

general.

It arose partly, perhaps, from the same tendency in ancient

times to a more concrete mode of contemplation than prevails

now, that the Hebrews, and to some extent also the Greeks, ex-

press relations in a more inward manner than we do— thei/ look

to the sphere or element in which a thing is, or is done ; while

ive, viewing the matter more ab extra, speak of the way or in-

strument by which it comes to be so. Thus they said, to drink

in a cup, while we say, to drink from it, or out of it ; to walk iji

the counsel of any one ; " in murder in my bones," Ps. xlii. 10,

as if my bones were actually undergoing murder ; Eccl. vii. 14,

in the day of joy be thou in joy (joyftd)—niD3 ^^^—live in it
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as thy proper element. Quite similar in the New Testament are

such passages as Apoc. xiii. 10, " If any one Iv /jt.a^a!pa a-ro-/.TsviT"

literally, kills in sword—identifies himself, in a manner, with the

sword, so as to make its proper action, killing, his own—" he

must be killed Iv ij.ayju.ipcc :"—Rom. ii. 12, " As many as have

sinned Iv voij^'m, shall be judged Iv voV-^w," the Iv denoting the status

of the persons spoken of, in respect to law

—

in it, as possessing

the knowledge of its requirements and its penalties :—1 Cor. iv.

21, "What will ye? Shall I come to you sv pd^hu) ri h ocyd-v/i"—
in a rod, as if a rod led and impelled me, or love :—And to men-

tion no more, 2 Pet. i. 5-7, we have a whole series of graces

coupled with Iv, Englished in the authorised version by to, " add

to yoiu' faith virtue," and so on ; but more properly the iv points

to the spiritual state of the persons addressed, as standing in the

several graces mentioned ; and the exhortation given them is, that

in the spirit and power of these they should go on and have

themselves established in others of a like kind. For us, however,

it is more natural to regard faith and the other graces as princi-

ples or dispositions to be possessed and exercised ; and in such a

manner, that the cultivation of one should lead on to the posses-

sion and exercise of others.

These may seem somewhat minute distinctions ; and it is only

in a limited sense, that we can regard the expressions noticed as

accommodations : the}^ are such, only in so far as they show a

falling in, on the part of the inspired writers, with a somewhat

peculiar mode of conception, belonging to their age and country

—and one, with which we must acquaint ourselves, if we would

catch the precise shades of thought they meant to express. But
we have only to follow out the same line of reflection a little

further, to find it supplying us with some very natural and im-

portant explanations. The same tendency to the concrete, as

contradistinguished from the isolating and analytic spirit of

modern times, discovers itself occasionally in statements and

forms of expression, which, if considered from a modern point of

view, must appear loose and incorrect. For example, in the

genealogy of Matthew, ch. i., Joram is said to have begotten

Ozias, or Uzziah, although in reality there were three interven-

ing generations between the two. And in the Dissertation on

the Genealogies of Matthew and Luke, there will both be found
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many other instances noticed of the same description in Old

Testament Scripture, and the mistakes also pointed out, into

which many liave been led by overlooking the practice adverted

to. Mr Layard, in his work on Nineveh and Babylon, p. 613,

when noticing an inscription, which seems to designate a certain

king as the son of another, though he was only a successor, not

the offspring of that other, remarks, that " the term, son of, ap-

pears to have been used throughout the East in those days, as it

still is, to denote connection generally, either by descent, or by

succession." It is well, that an existing practice in the East can

thus be appealed to in confirmation of a usage, that seems so

manifestly sanctioned in the genealogies ;—but it is strange, that

any students of Scripture should have been so regardless of the

terms employed in other and similar portions of its records, as to

have required any extraneous or modern proof of the usage.

It was only to advance a step farther in the same line, and

view another class of related objects in a like concrete manner,

if successive exemplifications of one great principle, or substantial

I'epetitions of one line of procedure, instead of being precisely

discriminated, were treated as in a manner one. The prominence

given in the mind to the common principle or homogeneous

action, appearing in the several cases, had the effect of practically

obliterating the individual differences, which separated one part

of the transactions from another, and made the differences seem

not worth noticing. In this way, Abraham and his posterity are

often identified, in regard to the principle of faith, on account of

which he was justified,—it is alike Abraham's faith, whether ap-

pearing in him personally, or in them ;—and so in regard to the

blessing connected with, it—Abraham's blessing comes upon

them, and the inheritance of Canaan is indifferently spoken of as

given to him or to them. Many similar examples occur in those

Scriptures, which afford scope for the play of lively feeling or a

warm imagination—those, therefore, more particularly, in which

the facts and personages of history are worked up into the de-

lineations of prophecy, or are considered as exponents of great

and vital principles. It is thus we would explain a statement

in the speech of Stephen before the Jewish council, which has

often been treated as a demonstrable historical error, but which

has onlv to be viewed as an accommodation to the mode of con-
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templation now referred to, in order to its being satisfactorily-

explained. The statement is that in which Stephen says, " So

Jacob went down into Egypt, and died, he, and our fathers, and

were carried over into Sychem, and laid in the sepulchre that

Abraham bought for a sum of money of the sons of Emm or, the

father of Sychem" (Acts vii. 15, 16). Now, there can be no

doubt, that viewing the matter critically and historically, there

are inaccuracies in this statement ; for we know from the records

of Old Testament history, that Jacob's body was not laid in a

sepulchre at Sychem, but in the cave of Machpelah at Hebron ;

—

we know also that the field, which was bought of the sons of

Emmor, or the children of Hamor (as they are called in Gen.

xxxiii. 19), the father of Sichem, was bought, not by Abraham,

but by Jacob. It would appear, therefore, that to a critical eye

there are no less than two distinct blunders here—and blunders

so palpable, that a mere school-boy, who had read Old Testament

Scripture, might without difficulty detect them. But this very

circumstance, that the incongruities are so palpable and easy of

detection, must surely render it very improbable, that they could

have been fallen into by a man of Stephen's penetration and dis-

cernment—to say nothing of his supernatural endowments by the

Spirit. There must be some other explanation of the matter,

than that which would resolve it into mere ignorance or forget-

fulness of the facts of the case— the rather so, as it occurs in a

speech remarkable for the insight it displays into the connection

and bearing of Old Testament history. And that explanation is

to be found in the principle of accommodation, considered merely

as determining the form and manner of the representation,

Stephen here, as in his speech generally, is not acting the part

of a simple narrator of facts ; he has in view throughout impor-

tant principles, substantially the very same principles, which

were then struggling for the victory in the cause with which he

was identified ; and it is only as connected with these, and serv-

ing to throw light on them, that he notices and groups together

the occurrences of the past. In this part of his statement, where

he is sjieaking of the godly fathers of the nation, he is silently

contrasting their faith in God with the unbelief and hardness of

subsequent generations, his own in particular ; and the special

proof of it, to which he points, is the purchase of gro)ind from
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the Canaanites, at a time when it seemed little likely to the eye

of sense that the land should ever be theirs, and destining their

bodies to be deposited in the ground so purchased, as a pledge of

the ultimate realisation of their hopes. As the faith in this

respect was one, and the way in which it showed itself the same,

Stephen (after the manner of his countrymen) throw^s all to-

gether;—he does not distinguish between what was done by
Abraham, and what w^as done by Jacob, as if they were separate

and independent acts ; he looks at the matter concretely, and as

Abraham originated the procedure of buying ground for a

sepulchre, and Jacob merely trod in his footsteps, so the whole is

identified with Abraham,—the ground at Sychem is also con-

templated as his purchase, in which, according to Jewish tradi-

tion, the patriarchal heads of tlie nation were brought from

Egypt and buried ; and the distinction is in a manner lost sight

of between the transactions connected with ^lamre, and those

with Sychem,—because one character and one bearing belonged

to them in the light contemplated by Stephen.^

It appears, therefore, that there is a perfectly legitimate appli-

cation of the principle of accommodation ; and one that it may
be of considerable importance rightly to understand and employ,

for the proper ehicidation and defence of New Testament Scrip-

ture. It is carefully to be borne in mind, however, that the

accommodation has respect merely to the form and manner in

which the statements are made, not to the substance of the truth

therein communicated ;—its whole object is to render the truth

more distinctly comprehensible, or to give it greater force and

prominence to the mind. And as it proceeds upon forms of

thought and conception prevalent, it may be, only in the times

and places where the inspired writers lived, or, at least, more
markedly prevalent there than elsewhere, it must always be our

first concern, to get ourselves well acquainted with the peculiari-

ties themselves, and the state of mind out of wdiich they origin-

ated. For thus alone can Ave come to perceive in what i-espects

there was an accommodation, and know how to give due allow-

^ It is much in the same way, and on siibstantially the same principle,

that two prophecies—the utterances of quite different men—are sometimes

thrown together, and treated as one. See the remarks on Matt, xxvii.

i), 10.
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anee to it, without, at the same time, impairing the substance of

the truth that might be couched under it.

SECTION SIXTH.

THE RESPECT DUE IN THE INTEEPRETATION OF THE NEW TES-

TAMENT TO THE ANALOGY OF THE FAITH, OK FROM ONE

PART OF SCRIPTURE TO ANOTHER; AND THE FURTHER

RESPECT TO BE HAD TO THE RELIGIONS OF THE ANCIENT

WORLD, THE TRUE AND THE FALSE.

From what concerns the form, we proceed now to what rather

relates to the substance of the sacred writings ; with the view of

considering whether this may not itself be subject to modifying

influences—whether it is to be always taken in an absolute, and

not also sometimes in a merely relative point of view.

I. Here our first line of inquiry shall be, into the relation of

one part of New Testament Scripture to another—whether any

respect, or, if any, what respect, should be had in our inter-

pretations to what is called the analogy or rule of faith. The

expression, the analogy of faith, is derived from Rom. xii. 6,

where the subject of discourse is the exercise of sjDiritual minis-

trations or gifts, and where, in regard to the gift of prophecy, it

is said, that they who possess the gift, should employ it xara rriv

avaXoyiav r^g '^riffnug, according to the analogy of the faith, as some

w^ould render it ;—and when so rendered, it becomes very nearly

synonymous with according to the ride of faith. For analogy in

such a connection can only be understood as denoting the com-

mon agreement, the standard y.avwv, or rule, which results from

a comparison of one part of Scripture with another. And there

can be no doubt, that the word avaXoyia is sometimes so used ; for

it is defined, by the old lexicographer Hesychius, measure, canon,

rule. Yet the sense, which is thus obtained, is not suitable to

the connection in the passage before us, and is now generally

abandoned by connnentators, although it is still retained by
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Hodge. When treating of persons, who do not merely pretend

to possess, but who are actually endowed with, the gift of pro-

phecy, an exhortation to use it in accordance with the great

principles of the Christian faith seems out of place ; for it were

really no gift at all, unless it took of itself this divinely prescribed

course. The faitli here meant is to be understood, not objectively

as a comprehensive term for the truths and doctrines of the

Christian religion, but subjectively, for the internal principle of

spiritual discernment and apprehension, on which the soul's re-

cipiency in respect to prophetical gifts, and fitness for exercising

them, depends. According to the measure or proportion—such

is undoubtedly the usual import of ava\oyia—of this faith, says

the apostle, let each one proj^hesy, who is spiritually endowed

for that Avork ; let him ply his function, or give forth the instruc-

tions he has to communicate, agreeably to the light and strength

enjoyed by him—not seeking to go beyond it, on the one

hand, and not falling short of it, on the other. Understood thus,

the exhortation comes to be much of the same import as that of

Paul to Timothy, to " stir up the gift that was in him "—mean-
ing, that he should not allow the spiritual endowments conferred

on him to slumber, nor divert them to a wrong use, but should

endeavour to bring them into full and proper exercise.

Some of the early Fathers make mention of a rule of faith

(regula fidei), to which all teaching in the Church was to be

conformed, or, if contrary to it, condemned. By this was

originally meant, no specific creed or set form of Avords, but

merely the general principles of the faith, of which various sum-

maries are given by Irenseus, Tertullian, Origen, agreeing in

the main, but by no means altogether the same. Augustine, in

his Treatise de Doc. Christiana III. 2, expressly defines it to be

the sense or doctrine, which is gathered from the plainer parts

of Scripture. Speaking there of tlie difticulties which the student

of Scripture sometimes meets with in his efforts to ascertain the

meaning, he says, Consulat regulam fidei, quam de Scripturarum

planioribus locis et Ecclesia) auctoritate percepit ; i.e. Let him

rule the sense of the more obscure and difficult parts of Scrip-

ture by such as are of plainer import, and the common faith held

by the orthodox Church. And should this prove insufficient,

then, he adds, let him carefully examine the connection, and en-
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deavour to get light to the particuhir text from what goes before

or follows. The expression, however, of the rule of faith came

by-and-by to be understood of the creeds publicly authorised and

sanctioned by the Church ; and in the hands of Vincentius

Lirinensis it came to assume the form of an all-embracing prin-

ciple of conformity—in the famous maxim. Quod ubique, quod

semper, quod ab omnibus creditum est. By thus establishing

universality, antiquity, and general consent as the great criterion

of truth and duty, tradition was virtually exalted above Scrip-

ture—and the maxim has hence passed as a watchword among
Roman Catholic theologians, and their High Church imitators.

In this sense the rule is, of coiurse, rejected by all sound Pro-

testant writers. Yet there is also a sense in which it has been

accepted by them, and has commonly had a place assigned it in

the Hermeneutics of the New Testament. Ernesti, for example,

thus writes of it in his Institutes :
" Analogy of doctrine or of

faith, which is rarely defined with sufficient accuracy, depends

not upon the system received by any sect of Christians, as unfair

and ignorant men falsely assert ; for in that case the rule would

be variable;—nor on the mutual relation of its parts—just as

legal analogy does not consist in the body of laws, nor in the

mutual connection and dependence of single laws ; nor gram-

matical analogy in the words themselves. But as grammatical

analogy is the law and form of language established by usage,

to which is opposed anomaly, that is, departure from the estab-

lished usage and forms of speech ; so the analogy of doctrine or

faith rests upon the main points of Christian doctrine evidently

declared in Scripture, and thence denominated by the Latin

doctors, the Regula Fidei. To these everything is to be re-

ferred, so that no interpretation can be received, which is not

consistent with them. Nor, as far as relates to matters of faith

and practice, is the analogy of Scripture anything different from

the analogy of doctrine."

This is a very plain and reasonable account of the matter

;

although one may justly say, with Dr Terrot, the translator of

Ernesti, that the expression has not been happily chosen, and

that it were better to say. Scripture, like all other books, ought

to be interpreted consistently. When the analogy or rule of

faith is mentioned as a standard or rule of interpretation, it
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naturally suggests something apart from Scripture—some sort

of compencl or exhibition of its leading principles ; whereas all

that is really meant, is, that one part of Scripture should not be

isolated and explained without a proper regard being had to the

relation in which it stands to other parts. This is a consi-

deration, which must be taken into accoiuit generally, without

respect to any peculiarity in the nature of the writings we have

to deal with ; but it should have place more especially in the in-

terpretation of Scripture ; for the Word of God must be consis-

tent with itself, while the word of man may not. " The books

of Scripture were not handed down to us by chance or accident

;

neither are we to regard them only as a manual of sayings and

examples, or as isolated relics of antiquity, from which no perfect

whole, no comprehensive and finished plan, can be educed ; but

as a matchless, regular account of God's dealings with man
through every age of the world, from the commencement to the

end of time, even to the consummation of all things. They in-

dicate together one beautiful, harmonious, and gloriously con-

nected system. For, though each scriptural book is in itself

something entire, and though each of the inspired penmen has

his own manner and style of writing, one and the self-same

spirit breathes through all ; one grand idea pervades all."
^

Thus understood, the principle of which we speak is not fairly

open to the objection urged against it by Dr Campbell in his

4th Prelim. Dissertation. He represents it as implying, that we
have first somehow learned the scheme of truth revealed in

Scripture, and that, with this previously arranged scheme in our

heads, we then go to Scripture, not in order to learn the truths

it contains, but in order to find something that may be made to

ratify our opinions. This is, no doubt, what has too often been

done ; and, whenever done, ought to be strongly repudiated by

all who have a proper reverence for the authority of Scripture.

But in its fair and legitimate application the principle has

respect only to the more doubtful or abrupt parts of the Word
of God, and simply requires, that these should be brought into

comparison with the other and clearer statements contained in

it ; so that no erroneous or partial meaning may be imposed on

them, and amid various possible interpretations such an one may
• Life and Remains of Bengel, p. 254.
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not be adopted as would place them at variance with the funda-

mental truths and pervading spirit of Scripture. The selection

of one or two examples will serve to exhibit more distinctly its

true nature and proper application.

In Matt. iv. 1 it is stated, respecting our Lord, that " He was

led up of the Spirit into the wilderness, to be tempted of the

devil ;" Avhile in James i. 13, the general principle is laid down,

that God tempteth no man ; and it is the plain import of what

is taught in Scripture concerning God, that being Himself in-

finitely wise and good. He cannot take a course with His chikben

which has for its object the enticing of them to sin. This general

doctrine, therefore, so frequently announced, and so necessarily

flowing fi-om the character of God, must so far be allowed to

qualify the statement respecting the design of our Lord's being

led into the wilderness, that we dissociate from it the idea, which

we usually couple with tempting—that of an intention to draw

into evil. The leading, on the Spirit's part, into the field

of temptation, was for the purpose of victory over sin, not

of subjection to its power. In the course of that temptation,

Satan brought into remembrance a promise, contained in Ps.

xci., expressing in the strongest and most comprehensive terms

the charge, which the Lord gives to the angels over His own

people, and the certainty with which, in consequence, they shall

be kept in all their ways. But, in reply to the use made of this

promise by the tempter, for the purpose of inducing our Lord to

cast Himself down from the pinnacle of the temple. Pie placed,

not as an antagonistic, but as a restrictive consideration, the pre-

cept, " Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God "—showing that

here, as in respect generally to the promises of Scripture, the

whole is to be understood as bounded and qualified by the plain

rules of duty—nothing promised is ever meant to supersede

or disannul what has been commanded. The special promise

given to the Apostle Peter, in INIatt. xvi.- 18, as to his being the

Rock on which Christ should build His Church, is to be dealt

with in a similar manner ;—instead of being isolated, as is done

by Romanists, and the meaning of its terms pressed to the utter-

most, as if the subject of promise stood in no sort of connection

with any other passages of Scripture, it ought to be viewed in

connection with similar promises and statements made concern-
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ing the other apostles, according to which they were all to be, in

an instrumental sense, foundation-stones and pillars (Matt. xix.

29 ; Gal. ii. 9 ; Eph. ii. 20 ; Rev. xxi. 14) ; and also with what

Peter himself wrote in the latter period of his earthly labours, in

which, for himself, and for all others, he denounces that spiritual

lordship, which, on the ground of the original promise, has been

attributed to him (1 Pet. v. 1-4), and gives to Christ the whole

and undivided glory of procuring and distributing the blessings

of salvation (ch. i. 2, 3, ii. 3-6, etc.) Take one example more :

In Prov. XXV. 21, 22, and again inRom. xii. 20, kindness instead

of revenge is enjoined toward an enemy—giving him food when

he is hungry, when thirsty giving himwater to drink—by the con-

sideration, " for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire upon his

head." Now this, if taken simply by itself, is capable of a two-

fold meaning : it may mean, either thou shalt by these acts of

kindness sorely aggravate the guilt and the doom of thine ad-

versary,—or, thou wilt altogether destroy in him that which

makes him an adversary—thy kindness, in recompense for his

malice, will consume the spirit of evil that works in him, and

win him to the position of a friend. If the clause were entirely

isolated, either of these explanations might be adopted. But,

surely, when we consider the whole tenor of the Gospel of

Christ—when we think even of what goes immediately before, of

the benignant spirit and the active charities, which it is the ob-

ject of the apostle to enforce, it is scarcely possible to doubt

which of the two should be preferred. Coidd the apostle, as a

sequel to such exhortations, and when seeking to have the dis-

ciples penetrated by a full sense of the mercies of God, have

meant to ply them with the diabolical motive of deepening the

guilt of an adversary, and rendering his doom more intolerable ?

No—we instinctively feel this could not possibly be ; what he

intended, must have been the practising upon him of that noble

and generous revenge, which should convert him fi'om being an

enemy into a friend.

These illustrations may suffice to show, in what manner, and

within what limits, the principle of analogy, or, as it had better

be called, the principle of consistency, in the interpretation of

Scripture may be applied. It undoubtedly requires to be used

with caution, and in a spirit of fairness and candour—if it is to
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be turned to any valuable account, or even not abused to the

support of dangerous error. The faith, according to which the

sense of particular passages is determined, must be that which

rests upon the broad import of some ofthe most explicit announce-

ments of Scripture, about the meaning of which there can be,

with unbiassed minds, no reasonable doubt. And in so far as we
must decide between one passage and another, those passages

should always be allowed greatest weight in fixing the general

principles of the faith, in which the subjects belonging to it are

not incidentally noticed merely, but formally treated of and dis-

cussed ; for, in such cases, we can have no doubt that the point

on which we seek for an authoritative deliverance was distinctly

in the eye of the writer.

2. The principle of interpretation now considered has respect

to the relation that one part of New Testament Scripture bears

to another—the more difficult and obscure to the plainer and

more explicit. But there is another relation also that must be

taken into account—the relation in which the writings of the

New Testament stand to those of the Old. It is scarcely pos-

sible to throw this into a specific principle of interpretation ; at

least not further than that it must be remembered, we have in

the New Testament a higher, but very closely related, exhibition

of truth and duty ; and consequently must have respect alike to

the agreements and the differences subsisting between them.

This relation, of necessity, exercised a very marked and import-

ant influence upon the writings of the New Testament—upon its

writings, both in respect to ideas, and the forms of expression in

which the ideas are clothed. It is, of course, necessary, in the

first instance, that a correct apprehension be formed of the rela-

tion as regards the ideas involved in it, the ideas common to

both dispensations ; for the knowledge of the ideas bears on the

foundation, and touches the ground and nature of every particu-

lar view that may be exhibited. This, however, is too "wide a

field to be entered on particularly here. If considered fully, it

wovild require a discussion of the nature and principles of the

typical connection between the law and the Gospel, and lead to

investigations fully as much connected with the dogmatical as

with the exegetical departments of theology. So far, however,

the relation must be understood, that it has to do as well with
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the agreements as with the diferences between the aifairs of the

Old and those of the New Covenants. Indeed, if any distinction

were to be made between tlie two, we should say, that the agree-

ments ought more especially to be regarded, because they lie

deeper, and concern the more essential elements in the two dis-

pensations ; while the differences are of a more circumstantial and

formal nature. From the position of matters at the commence-

ment of the New dispensation, more particularly from the deter-

mination on the part of many to exalt to an undue place the

temporary and shadowy things, in which the Old dispensation

differed from the new, it became necessary for the inspired writers

of the New Testament to bring out with peculiar prominence the

differences ; with the view of manifesting the superior and more

perfect nature of the work and economy of Christ. But they

scarcely ever do this, without, at the same time, pointing to the

essential agreements pervading both economies.

Now, it is in accordance with this twofold nature of the rela-

tion which subsists between the Old and the New in God's dis-

pensations, that the language of New Testament Scripture, in so

far as it bears respect to the Old, is constructed, and ought to be

interpreted. In the great majority of cases, the precise nature

of the reference is manifest; we can see at a glance whether it is

the agreements or the differences that are in view. For example,

when our Lord is described by the Baptist as " the Lamb of God,

who takes away the sins of the world ;" or when the Apostle

Paul says, " Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us," the simplest

reader will perceive, that there is an agreement or correspond-

ence indicated between the sacrifices of the Old Testament and

the one great sacrifice of the New—that what the lamb of atone-

ment, especially the paschal lamb, was to the Israelite, as regards

his interest in the blessings of the Old Covenant, that Christ now
is to believers, in respect to the greater things of His redemption.

No one can doubt, that like is compared to like ; although, from

the nature of the objects brought into comparison, differences of

an important kind were necessarily implied. But, in explaining

the passages, we would naturally lay stress upon the resemblances

between Christ and the Old Testament things referred to, and

would only notice subordinately the points which distinguished

the one from the other. In like manner, when, in Col. ii. 11,
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the apostle calls baptism " the circumcision of Christ," and, in

Phil. iii. 3, describes believers as " the circumcision which wor-

ship God in spirit," the meaning obviously is, that the essential

design of circumcision, its real spirit and object, are attained in

those who, as baptized believers, have entered into fellowship

with Christ. So that it is tlie correspondences, which must

again, in such passages, be brought out ; it is these which must

be rendered prominent ; however, also, occasion may be taken

to indicate the points, in which the new surpasses the old circum-

cision.

Again, there is another class of passages in which, with equal

plainness, our attention is drawn to the differences subsisting be-

tween the New and the Old :—as when, in Heb. viii. 2, Christ is

called " a minister of the true tabernacle, which the Lord pitched,

and not man ;" and, in ch. x. 20, where believers are said to

enter the holiest of this higher tabernacle " by a ncAv and living

way"—in such passages, while the language bears distinct allusion

to the things of the Old Covenant—expresses the Ncav, indeed,

under the form and aspect of the Old, yet it is for the puii^ose of

showing the vast superiority of the New. So that, in such cases,

it is the differences we are naturally led to think of—these now
become the prominent things, and the resemblances fall into the

background.

But there are other passages, in which it is less easy to decide

—passages, in which Old Testament language is employed,

without any clear indication being given, whether the resem-

blances or the differences are more particularly referred to. For
example, in Heb. x. 22, the apostle exhorts us to make a fiducial

approach to the throne of grace, as persons " having their hearts

sprmkled fi'om an evil conscience, and their bodies washed with
pure water." Now, what is here meant by our bodies being
washed"? Corporeal ablutions held an important place under
the Old economy ; and continually, as the priests entered the

sanctuary, they had to wash their hands and their feet at the

brazen laver, which stood in the outer court. But what corre-

sponds to this in Christian times 1 We have no external sanc-

tuary, like that which existed in the Jewish commonwealth, and
consequently no corporeal ablution to perform, when drawing
near to engage in the worship of God. When, therefore, the
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apostle speaks of having the body washed with pure water, he

must mean, not formally the "same thing as of old, but something

corresponding to it in nature—bearing the same relation to a

Christian, that the other did to a ceremonial worship. And this

is not far to seek ; it is simply a freedom from all manifest stains

and blemishes in the conduct. It was precisely these stains and

blemishes, which were imaged by outward defilements on the

body of one entering into the material sanctuary :—his washing

of these off was a symbol of the separation, which then also had

to be maintained by sincere and accepted M'orshippers, from all

overt acts of iniquity. And now that the symbol has dropt, as

no longer needed—now that the reality alone remains, it is of

this reality that the language should be understood ;—we are to

regard the apostle as intimating, that along with a purged con-

science, we must also have a blameless and untarnished life —
and then, with the two together, we may draw near with confi-

dence to God.

It is, therefore, to the resemblances that this expression also

points. In explaining its import, we should endeavour chiefly to

bring out the correspondence, that subsisted between the ritual

service ofthe Old, and the spiritual worship of the New economy.

This, obviously, cannot be done by exhibiting merely the ritual,

on the one side, and the spiritual, on the other ; for that would be

to present a contrast rather than a resemblance. We must

penetrate into the symbolical import of the ritual, and show, that

in the outward action, in which it consisted, there lay concealed

a spiritual element, for the sake of which it was required and

done. So that it is not properly a contrast, to be put after this

manner : Such an outivard thing then, and such another inward

now, or fleshly then, and spiritual now ; but a similarity with a

difference :—A similarity, since under both covenants alike free-

dom from open impurities is required of God's acceptable wor-

shippers—there must be clean hands, or a blameless life, as well

as a pure heart ; and yet a difference, since from the clearer

revelation now made of all things spiritual and divine, and

the abolition of the worldly sanctuary, the symbolical action has

gone into desuetude, and the naked reality is alone brought into

view.

Let us still look at another example, and we shall thus moro
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readily perceive the justness of the rule, which we are seeking to

deduce for guiding our interpretations in respect to such portions

of New Testament Scripture. In Rom. xii. 1, we have this ex-

hortation given by the apostle, "I beseech you, by the mercies of

God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice—more exactly,

a sacrifice, living,—holy, acceptable to God, which is your rea-

sonable service." There is evidently a reference in the language

to the ancient sacrificial worship ; and, in particular, to the ser-

vice of the whole burnt-oifering, in which at certain times an

entire animal was presented upon the altar to God. The only

question is, what is the nature of the reference? Is it by way
of resemblance, or by way of contrast 1 If the apostle had stopt

at dvsiav—ifhe had said merely, " present your bodies a sacrifice,"

the matter would have been quite plain ; it would have been

manifest, that the resemblance only was indicated. But he adds

a series of epithets, characterizing the nature of the service,

which Christians are called to render ; and these are usually re-

garded by commentators as expressing the kind of service, not

positively merely, as to what it is in itself, but negatively also, as

to what it is not, viewed in reference to the ancient ritual of

Judaism. The Xoyr/Jiv Xarpuav, the reasonable service, at the

close, is in particular held to indicate this idea,—as in the following

comment of Plaldane :
" This evidently refers to the distinction

between the service of the Jews by sacrifices and ceremonial

worship, and the service of Christians. Sacrificial worship, and

in general the whole ceremonial ritual of the Jews, were not

worship according to reason. It is, indeed, reasonable to wor-

ship God in whatever way He prescribes ; but had not man
fallen, he would not have been required to worship by such cere-

monies as the Jewish law enjoined. Sacrificial worship is not

in itself rational ; and was appointed by God, not for its own
excellence, but from its adaptation to prefigure the good things

to come." He adds, and certainly not without reason, that many
commentators hesitated about adopting this explanation of the

y.oyiKnv, under the impression, that it was disrespectful to the

Divine appointments to have them represented as not rational.

But might we not, on the same ground that is assigned here for

the non-rational character of the Old Testament worship, also

deny rationality to the New ? For it, too, proceeds on a basis

H
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diiFerent from the natural and proper one ; it is oiFered on the

foundation of what has been done by another in our stead, while

the original and strictly proper idea of sacrifice is that of a per-

sonal surrender and dedication to God.

We may feel the rather inclined to doubt the correctness of

this mode of explanation, at least in the strongly antithetic form

expressed above, when we look to the other epithets applied by

the apostle to the sacrifice of Christians—living, holy, acceptable.

Living, we are told, stands opposed to the dead sacrifices pre-

sented under the law, slain victims ; but what, then, shall be put

in contradistinction to the holy and acceptable ? Were these

epithets not applicable to the burnt-ofierings of the Old Testa-

ment ? On the contrary, they are precisely the epithets that are

most commonly applied to them. The flesh of the sacrifices

generally, as of everything laid upon the altar, was declared to

be holy—in token of which the victims were required to be with-

out any external blemish ; while of every sacrifice offered ac-

cording to the law the set phrase is, that it was an offering of

sweet savour—in other words, acceptable to God. These two

expressions, then, beyond a doubt, indicate a resemblance ; and

it would surely be somewhat strange—a confusion in the use of

language we should not have expected in the apostle—if the one

going immediately before them, and the other coming im-

mediately after them, should have pointed to a formal contrast.

Such a throwing together of agreements and differences in one

continuous description, is in the highest degree improbable.

A good deal of this confusioii imputed to the statement of the

apostle, arises from the inadequate notions that prevail respecting

the Old Testament sacrificial worship—as if the outward actions

had formed the one and all of this, and there were no outgoings

of spiritual desire and afifection on the part of the worshipper ac-

companying them. According to the true idea, the outward

service was merely the symbolical expression of Avhat was

thought and felt, done or purposed to be done, by the person who

])erformed it. The sacrifice was in the closest manner identified

with the sacrificer. Thus, in the case of the burnt-offering,

which is here more particularly referred to, the occasion of pre-

senting it usually was, when an individual had experienced some

great mercy, or felt upon his soul a special call to devoted grati-
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tude and love ; and his feelings in this respect were embodied in

the offering—he expressed thereby his personal surrender to God,

and the dedication of all he had to the Divine service and glory.

Without this grateful feeling and purpose of devotedness on the

part of the offerer, the offering would have been simply a piece

of hypocrisy—a sign without anything signified thereby. The

proper connection between the external and the internal was

beautifully brought out by David in the fifty-first Psalra, when,

after having expressed his deep contrition for past sin, and re-

newed the dedication of himself to God, he prays for fresh tokens

of the Lord's favour, that, as the natural result of what was to

be imparted on the one hand, and felt on the other, the Lord might

receive and be pleased with sacrifices of righteousness, with the

whole burnt-offerings that should be laid upon His altar. In offer-

ings so ch'awn forth, and so presented, would there be no life ?

Could the service with any propriety be designated as a dead

one ? Assuredly not ; the soul of the offerer was itself on fire

with love and gratitude to God, and a spirit of life animated

its movements, not the less that it had to express itself by means

of slain victims laid and consumed upon the altar.

We entertain no doubt, therefore, that here also the direct and

prominent thing in the apostle's description is a resemblance, and

not a contrast. His object is, to show how those, who are par-

takers of the rich grace and mercy of God under the Gospel,

may and should exhibit a substantial agreement with the service

of the burnt-offering, which was wont to be rendered by such as

had received peculiar tokens of the Lord's goodness. They
should present to God their bodies—^'. e. the active powers and

energies of their nature (for it is through the body that these

come into operation)—present these as a sacrifice, living, holy,

acceptable—a real dedication, instinct with life and purity, and

on that account well-pleasing to God. On the same account

also a /.07//C55 XarPiia, a reasonable service— not, however, in the

sense of rational^ as opposed to a former w'-rational service ; but in

the sense of spiritual—a reasonable or spiritual service, in which

the soul and conscience are exercised, and hence opposed to what

is simply ffw/xar/x^, corporeal or outward. In no part of the de-

scription is there properly a contrast marked between the Chris-

tian and the Jewish service ; for, in the Jewish also, when rightly
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performed, there were the same spiritual elements, as in the

Christian : there, too, the soul and conscience were engaged ; the

service was one of life and holiness, on the part of the worshipper,

and on the part ofGod crowned with acceptance. Still, no doubt, a

difference is implied, though not distinctly and formally expressed;

—it is implied in the very prominence which is given to the

spiritual elements of the service required, presented apart from

any external accompaniments or outward rites. For there being

so much of what was outward in the Old Testament service, it

naturally tended to take off the mind to some extent from the

more inward and vital part ; the mind could, and doubtless too

often did, view the sacrifice as something apart from itself—

a

thing done for one, rather than br/ him and ivith him :—While
now, the temptation to a lifeless externality is in great measure

removed, the service is of a strictly personal and S2:)iritual nature,

springing from the soul's proper consciousness of gz'ace and bless-

ing, and appearing in the willing obedience of the members of

the body, as instruments of righteousness unto God.

Now, from these examples and illustrations there is plainly

deducible a twofold rule of interpretation in regard to those por-

tions of the New Testament, which represent spiritual things in

language derived from the relations and ritual of the Old. The
rule is, that in those passages, which distinctly and formally ex-

hibit the difference betiveen New and Old Testament things, it is

this difference, ivhich ought to be rendered prominent in our ex-

planation, yet not without also pointing attention to the funda-

mental agreement, which lies underneath the superficial diversity;

—while, on the other hand, in those passages, which simply pre-

sent Christian things under the form and aspect of those, that be-

longed to the Old Covenant, it is the correspondence or agreement that

shoidd be mainly dioelt ripon. The Old should, in that case, be ex-

hibited as a lively image or palpable representation of the New

—

though a representation in an inferior line of things, and with com-

paratively inadequate results. In the former case, our object

should be to unfold a marked and obvious difference vdth an under-

lying substantial agreement ; in the other, to unfold a substantial

agreement, though accompanied with formal and ostensible differ-

ences—such as necessarily pervaded the relations of an inferior

and preparatory, to an ultimate and permanent state of things.
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3. If now we pass, for a moment, from the one true, to the

many false rehgions of the ancient workl, fi'om Judaism to the

endless forms of heathenism, we have to mark in Christianit}'-

toward them a relation of an essentiall}' different kind—one

simply of an antagonistic nature. The heathen I'eligions of anti-

quity, therefore, had no direct or positive influence in moulding

the language of the New Testament, and imparting peculiar

shades of meaning to its expressions. Yet the subject is not to

be passed altogether unnoticed. For, though the respect had

to heathen modes of thought and forms of expression is chiefly

of a negative kind, yet even that is instructive ; since it shows in

what a different region the Christian religion moved, and what

different elements it embraced from those, out of which heathen-

ism was constructed. Amid the freedom, v/ith which Christianity

proceeded to diffuse itself in the world, and its adaptation to the

modes of thought and forms of expi'ession in current use, it still

manifested a careful reserve in respect to all that savoured of

heathenism ; it abstained from the use of such terms as had

become associated with the false worship, or impregnated with

the false notions, of the pagan world.

For example, in so far as the language of the New Testament

bears respect to sacrificial usages, it borrows the terms it employs

from the Old Testament, or makes use only of such as are com-

mon to the Septuagint and the writings of Hellenic authors. It

refrains from employing such expressions as, though of similar

import, had been linked to usages, which rendered them sugges-

tive of the pollutions of idolatry. Of this description are 'TnprKd-

6ap/Ma and irspi-^ri/Ma, which both bear, in the old lexicographers,

the signification of ransom or sacrifice—the equivalents given are

avrlXurpov, duri-yl/v^ov. The Septuagint also, at Prov. xxi, 18, has

'TTspr/.d&apft.a br/.aio\j dw'LOi, the wicked is a ransom for the righteous.

But as the words acquired this sense from the horrid custom of

sacrificing criminals and worthless persons to make expiation for

the state in times of public calamity, they are never used in the

New Testament with reference to religious worship. That cus-

tom prevailed especially at Athens, where persons of a worthless

caste were regularly kept against the occurrence of any plague

or public calamity, and then thrown into the sea, in the belief

that they should wipe off the guilt of the nation. Such persons
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were called xaddpizara, Tspi-^l^rjfx.ara, and other epithets of a

like import. The terms are used only once in the New Testa-

ment : it is by the Apostle Paul, when speaking, in 1 Cor. iv. 13,

of the indignities he had received ; but it is in the original sense

of sweepings, offscourings, or filth, the vilest portions of society.

The common term for the altars on which the heathens offered

their victims, might have been thought less objectionable for

Christian uses. This tenn is /3w/A0t ;
yet it occurs only once in

the whole of the New Testament ; and on that solitary occasion it

is employed, not of a Jewish altar, or anything corresponding to

it in Christian times, but of the heathen altar, with its inscription

to the Unknown God, which Paul found at Athens. The term

uniformly employed in the New Testament, whether in a literal

or a figurative sense, is hdiasr/ipiov :—an evidence of the care with

which the sacred writers sought to keep the true religion at a

distance from all contact, even in name, with idolatry.

In the use also of dal/xuv, and its compounds, we see a similar

instance of the wisdom and the propriety with which the speech

of the sacred writers was guided. The word had become thorough-

ly inwoven w ith the ideas and the worship of heathendom ; and

as the evil, as well as the good—bad, and malignant, not less than

gracious and benign divinities, were embraced in the religions of

Polytheism, so the word baiiMm extended equally to both. It was

in that respect a word of indifferent meaning. The whole reli-

gion of the Greeks and the Romans might be called, and, indeed,

was familiarly called, demon-worship, huGibaiiJ^ovia. It could not,

therefore, be counted a reproach, it might rather be esteemed an

honour for any one to be spoken of as duffrdai/xovsgripog', it simply

marked him out as peculiarly given to the w^orship of the gods.

And when Paul, in the Areopagus, applied that epithet, at the

commencement of his speech, to the men of Athens, inferring

their title to it fi-om what he had observed of their altars, there

can be no doubt that he meant to indicate nothing that should

prove offensive to them. He merely intended to express the

fact, that they were, in their own sense of the matter, a very reli-

gious people. And it is certainly a somewhat unhappy turn that

is given to this, the opening part of the apostle's address, in the

authorised version, when he is made to say, that he perceived

" they were in all things too superstitious." Had such been the
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native import of his language, the apostle would have been

guilty of the misdemeanour of creating a prejudice against him-

self at the outset—a fault, we may be sure, he did not commit at

any time, and least of all in that which is, artistically considered,

the most perfect of all his recorded discourses. There is another

instance of a like use of the word—though in this case really mis-

applied—in Acts XXV. 19, where Festus says of the case of Paul

to Agrippa, that it touched upon questions 'Tnpi rric, ihlag ducidai-

fjboviag ; it should have been rendered, " concerning their own reli-

gio7i" to give the fair impression of what Festus actually meant

;

since, speaking as Festus did to Agrippa, a professed Jew, he

never could have intended to stigmatise the worship which was

paid by the king and his countrymen as a superstition, in our

sense of the term. It was, however, a wrong term to apply to

the religion of a Jew, and in making use of it Festus spoke from

a merely heathen point of view. The Jewish religion was a

Siodi^sia, a reverential fear and worship of God, but not a hiatbai-

fiovia, a religious homage to the divinities. In the Jewish sense,

demon-worship was devil-worship—abominable idolatry. And
hence hcu'ima was the common term employed to designate the

malignant powers, that so often held possession of the souls and

bodies of men at the Gospel era. Hence also the term suSa/.aof/a,

which so frequently occurs in heathen authors to express human
happiness and prosperity, is never—because it indicates pros-

perity as the gift of the divinities—similarly employed in the

New Testament. Not even once is it used there to express, in

any way, the blessedness enjoyed by God's people.

These examples may suffice, as the subject they are brought

forward to illustrate is rather negative in its bearing on the inter-

pretation of Scripture, than of a positive description. They are

signs, impressed upon the language of the New Testament, that

the religion of the Gospel has no proper affinity to that of hea-

thenism, and convey a silent protest against all pollutions of

idolatry.
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SECTION SEVENTH.

THE RELATION OF THE OLD TO THE NEW IN GOD's DISPENSA-

TIONS MORE EXACTLY DEFINED, WITH THE VIEW OF PRE-

VENTING MISTAKEN OR PARTIAL INTERPRETATIONS OF SUCH

PORTIONS OF NEW TESTAMENT SCRIPTURE AS BEAR ON IT.

To lay more securely the ground of some of the directions given

in the preceding section, and to provide, so far as can be done

within a small compass, a clue to the right path in the treatment

of those passages, which bear upon the mutual relations between

Christianity and Judaism, it seems advisable, before entering on

a fresh topic, to devote a little space to the further consideration

of these relations. We do this more especially for the purpose

of guarding against a twofold error, which is constantly reap-

pearing, in the one or the other of its aspects, with those who have

not attained to accurate views of the connection between the

Old and the New in God's dispensations :—the error of either

ascribing too much of the carnal element to Judaism, or of im-

posing too much of the Judaistic on Christianity. These are

the two opposite extremes, into which certain diverse tendencies

in Christianity are ever apt to run. They both began at an early

period to develop themselves. The Judaizing tendency naturally

appeared first, as it was out of Judaism that Christianity sprung;

and in making the transition from the one to the other, many
found it difficult to realise the extent of the change which the

work of Christ had introduced—they clung to what was tempo-

rary in the Old, even after it had been supplanted by something

higher and better ; like persons, according to the similitude of

our Lord, who have been accustomed to old wine, and cannot

straightway relish new—although in this case the new ivas the

better. It was providential, that this Judaizing tendency did ap-

pear so early—at Jerusalem, at Antioch, in the churches of

Galatia, and elsewhere—as it obliged the apostles at the very

first to meet it. In various parts of the New Testament, we
have their formal dehverance on the subject, and their con-

demnation of the error which it involved. The Epistles to the
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Galatians, to the Colossians, and to the Hebrews are, in this

point of view, especially important ; as they show conclusively,

that the external forms of the ancient worship, its visible temple,

Aaronic priesthood, fleshly sacrifices, stated festivals, and cor-

poreal ablutions, were no longer binding on the conscience, and

natui'ally led, if perpetuated, to carnalize the Gospel. It might

have been thought, that these apostolic efforts and explicit de-

liverances would have been sufficient to check the evil, and pre-

vent its recurrence in the Christian Church. But this was far

from being the case. With some non-essential modifications,
P ....

the old eri*or reappeared, bringing in a train of forms and cere-

monies, purgations and sacrifices, feasts and solemnities, which

differed only in name from those of the Old Economy ; and a

Christian priesthood established itself as an essential part of the

Church's constitution, of which the most characteristic feature

was, that it should be able to trace up by successive links to

Christ its hereditary power and authority, precisely as the an-

cient priesthood had to show their genealogical descent fi-om the

loins of Aaron. And the result has been, that, notwithstanding

the strong and repeated protest lodged in New Testament Scrip-

ture against such institutions and practices, as at variance with

the genius of the Gospel, in what once formed nearly the whole,

and what still forms the largest part of Christendom, sacred times

and seasons, altars and sacrifices, external purifications and an

official priesthood, have their recognised place now, much as in

ancient Israel. To such a mournful extent has Christianity been

Judaized.

Exactly the opposite tendency, however, began also in early

times to discover itself, and still continues to do so, though it has

not proved nearly so powerful or so general as the other. The
Gnostic spirit, which was just beginning to make its appearance

in the Christian Church at the close of the apostolic period, was

the first representative of this extreme. In its self-elated and

ethereal flights. Gnosticism sought to soar above Christianity

—

to become spiritual above its spirituality ; and to raise at least

the loftier and more contemplative believers of the Gospel into

a kind of Divine-like superiority to everything outward and
material. In this vain attempt, however, it only corrupted

Christianity, by disparaging or denying the great historical facts
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on which it is based, and entering into profitless speculations re-

specting heavenly things. Along with this tendency, and as a

kind of natural corollary to it, it sought to break the chain be-

tween Christianity and Judaism—holding the former to be in-

deed of God, but not so the latter, on account of the fleshly ordi-

nances and material accompaniments with which it was con-

nected ; it was, therefore, assigned to the agency of an evil, or, at

least, inferior spirit. In this anti-scriptural form. Gnosticism

was, of course, repelled by the Church ; its special views and

conclusions were universally reprobated by believers. But the

spirit of Gnosticism crept in through many avenues into the

Church ; and in the case of some of the fathers—more especially

Clement of Alexandria and Origen— it led them to draw too

broadly the distinction between Christianity and Judaism, and

to seek the instruction couched in the ordinances of the Old

Testament, not in their immediate design or symbolical import,

but in an allegorical interpretation of an entirely fanciful and

arbitrary nature. The natural inference from their mode of

treating the Old Testament ritual and worship w^as, that, con-

sidered by itself, in its obvious and historical reality, it was too

carnal to have much in common with Christianity. N^oiv, of

course, the relations of those times no longer exist ; the leaven,

which then w^'ought wuth insidious and corrupting influence,

can scarcely be said to work after the same fashion that it did

then. And yet there have been, and there still are, certain

sections of the Christian Church, and particular individuals in

almost every section, in whom the tendency to over-spiritualize

(if we may so express it) in Christianity, and, as a natural con-

sequence, to carnalize in Judaism, does not fail in some way to

manifest itself.

Writers belonging to the Baptist communion are under some

temptation to give way to this tendency, and not unfrequently

do so. Take as an example the following passage, in a com-

mentary, by a late respectable member of that body :
" Israel was

a stiff'-necked and rebellious people ; their law was w^ritten on

tables of stone, and enforced by temporal sanctions ; he that

despised Moses' law died without mercy. But all Christ's dis-

ciples are taught of God ; they are the circumcision of Christ

;

they worship God in the Spirit ; His law is written on the fleshly
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tables of the heart." ^ If there is any propi'iety in this contrast,

it must be, that Israel, as such, were a carnal and ungodly

people, yet were not the less entitled to God's ordinances, nay,

these ordinances were just for such a people ; whereas the

Church of the New Testament, as well in respect to its people

as its ordinances, is strictly spiritual and holy. The conclusion,

therefore, in regard to the Israelites, as the author distinctly

states (p. 193), is, that their privileges were all carnal, that the

relation in which they stood to God was carnal, and all properly

growing out of it fleshly and temporal ; and that the covenant,

under which they were placed, had attained its object, if only it

preserved a worshipping people visibly separated from the ido-

latrous Gentiles. In like manner, another writer, belonging to

the same communion,^ " says of circumcision (and, of course, he

might equally have said it of any other Jewish ordinance), that it

was '' quite irrespective of personal character, conduct, or faith,"

that the covenant of which it was the sign " included solely tem-

poral blessings ;" and that " the rite was instituted to distinguish

the Jews from the other nations, and to show their title to the

land of Canaan :"—all simply outward and carnal. Another

writer still—and one belonging to an entirely different school, a

minister of the Church of England—in a late work, gives forth

substantially the same views respecting the people and ordinances

of Israel ; does so, too, in the most assured tone, as if there could

be no reasonable doubt upon the subject— as if, in announcing

it, he was entitled to demand the assent of the whole ChristiaJi

world :
" The Old Covenant (he says) had nothing whatever to

do with eternal life, except by way of type or suggestion ; it had

nothing whatever to do with any, except with the nation of

Israel ; and nothing whatever with any mere individual in that

nation. It was made with the nation collectively (as if the col-

lective nation did not consist of an aggregate of individuals !),

and was entirely temporal. God promised to give the land of

Canaan to the nation of Israel ; but only so long as the nation

collectively acknowledged Jehovah as the one God."^ And,

further, as regards the nature of the holiness aimed at by the

1 Haldane on the Epistle to the Galatians, pp. 113, 193.

* Dr Cox, as quoted by Dr Wardlaw on Baptism, pp. 55, 60.

8 Johnstone's Israel after the Flesh, p. 7.
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covenant, he says, that " it was quite irrespective of individual

righteousness. Notwithstanding any sins, short of the national

infraction of the covenant, Israel was still the holy nation."

And he adds, " This very manifest sense of the Old Covenant

holiness is constantly lost sight of, and errors of the most dis-

tructive kind are caused.'"

Quotations ofa similarkindmightbefurnishedingreat profusion,

but those given may suffice. They abundantly show what crude

and ill-digested notions prevail still among persons, otherwise well-

informed, and holding evangelical views, respecting the nature

of the Old Economy, and the real position of God's people under

it. On the hypothesis of such views, there are some queries that

naturally suggest themselves to one's mind, and to which it seems

impossible to produce a satisfactory answer. Circumcision, and

the other ordinances of the Old Testament, were (it is alleged)

altogether carnal, and irrespective of personal holiness—how,

then, could Israel in the wilderness, when simply standing under

a coA'^enant with such ordinances, have been reproved and

punished for murmuring against God, and want of faith in God's

promises—spiritual acts—acts committed by the people, while

they still collectively acknowledged God—and both acts and

punishments so personal, that the two individuals (Joshua and

Caleb) who stood aloof from the rest in sin, were also excepted

from them in judgment ? How could it be reconciled with the

notion of a God essentially holy and spiritual, to have imposed

such merely carnal services upon His people, with promises of

blessing if performed, and threatenings of evil if neglected and

despised ? How could He have represented it as the end He
had in view in establishing such a covenant, that He might have

a godly seed? (Isa. vi. 13; Mai. ii. 15.) How could there

come to exist in the midst of Israel such a seed at all—a seed

possessing the elements of real holiness ? Whence could its mem-
bers have their being ? How were they born ? Was it alto-

gether apart from the ordinances ? In that case, must not their

existence have been an anomaly, a miracle accomplished by

Divine power without the intervention of appropriate means t

And the more pious individuals of that seed, such as David, and

those who acted with him, how could they possibly long for, and

' Johnstone's Israel after the Flesh, p. 87.
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rejoice in waiting upon, ordinances which were wholly carnal,

and without any adaptation to a spiritual taste ? To such ques-

tions no satisfactory answer can be returned, on the supposition of

the Old Testament ordinances being what those persons wovdd

represent. We know of no way by which a spiritual seed can

be expected, in any age, to come into existence, and find life to

their souls, otherwise than through the ordinances which God is

})leased to appoint ; and how God could either appoint ordinances

altogether carnal, or how, if appointed, spiritual life and nourish-

ment could be derived from them, is a mystery that seems inex-

plicable on any grounds of reason or of Scripture.

Without going very minutely into the subject, there are a few

leading principles that may be laid down upon it, sufficient, if

clearly understood, and kept properly in view, to guard us

against any material error on either side.

1. It must be held, in the first place, as a fundamental prin-

ciple, that whatever difference may exist between Judaism and

Christianity, as to their respective services and forms of admin-

istration, there still must have been an essential agreement

between them at bottom—an essential oneness in their pervad-

ing character and spirit. We say, must have been so ; there was

a Divine necessity in the case, grounded in the nature of Him
who is the Author of both covenants, and who makes Himself

known as "Jehovah that changes not." Unchangeable in His

own natiu'e. He must be such also in the principles of His

government among men, not less than in the personal attributes

of His being. The adversaries of the faith in every age have

well understood this ; and hence, li'om the Manicheans of early

times to the infidels and rationalistic writers of the present day,

they have ever sought to overthrow the foundations of Divine

truth by playing off one part of Scripture against another

—

exposing what they deemed the contrarieties between things

established in the Old, and things taught in the New Testament

;

or, through alleged defects and immoralities in the one, aiming a

blow at the authority of the other. Had they succeeded in such

attempts, their object had been gained ; since Scripture could no

longer be vindicated as the actual product and authoritative

revelation of an unchangeable God.

It is true, as indeed appears on a moment's inspection, that
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the religion of the Old Testament addressed itself more imme-

diately to the ontward man, while that of the New addresses itself

more to the inward. In ancient times, the business of religion

•—if we may so speak—was transacted under the form and aspect

of what pertained to visible and earthly relations : its rites and

services had respect primarily to a worldly sanctuary, an earthly

inheritance and a present life—in these exhibiting the shadow

or sensible image of what relates to the concerns of an unseen

world, and an eternal existence. They did, however, present

such a shadow of higher realities ; and did it, not as an inciden-

tal and subsidiary, but as an essential part of their design ; and

not for some merely, but for all the worshippers. Through the

external and corporeal, God continually spake to them of the

internal and spiritual. Under the outward shell, and along with

it. He conveyed to as many as would receive it, the kernel of

Divine truth and holiness ;—so that the same description, as to

its substance, will serve at once for the true Israelite and for the

genuine Christian. As in that given l)y the Apostle Paul, " He
is a Jew who is one inwardly, and circumcision is that of the

heart, in the spirit and not in the letter ; whose praise is not of

men (the mere outside observer), but of God (who looks directly

upon the heart)."

We find the truth in this respect distinctly apprehended by

Augustine, and correctly expressed in the writings he composed

against the Manicheans and other errorists of his day. Referring,

in his work against Faustus (Lib. xii. 3), to what the apostle

says, in Rom. iii. and ix., of the advantage possessed by the Jews

in having had God's oracles and covenants, he asks, " Why did

he say that the covenants- belonged to them, had it not been that

the Old Covenant was given to them, and that the New was

imaged in the Old ? These men, in their senseless folly, are in

the habit of denouncing the legal institution, which was given to

the Israelites, not understanding its dispensation, and because

God has thought good now to place us, not under law but under

grace. Let them, therefore, give way to the authority of the

apostle, who, in lauding the condition of the Israelites, mentions

it among their advantages, that to them had belonged the giving

of the law, vvhich could not have been matter of praise, if it had

been in itself bad." And again, in another work, written against
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one wlio had published a treatise containing many things of an

offensive nature against the law and the prophets, he shows

the pervading and essential agreement of these with the Gospel,

even in those things, in which this adversary had sought to re-

present them as utterly opposed to each other. In regard, for

example, to the punishment of sin, he both mentions what precepts

and examples there were under the Old Testament of a forgiving-

spirit, and places alongside the temporal inflictions of the one the

eternal retributions of the other, thereby making it manifest that

" in each Testament alike (as he says) there was at once a good-

ness to be loved, and a severity to be dreaded." Then, referring

to the inferior nature of the Old Testament dispensation, on

account of its having had so much to do with outward and

temporal things, he says, " Nevertheless, in those times also there

were spiritual and righteous persons, whom the letter of com-

mand did not kill, but the aid-giving Spirit qidckened. Whence
both the faith of a coming Saviour dwelt in the prophets, who
announced beforehand that He should come ; and now, there are

many carnal persons who either give rise to heresies by not

understanding the Scriptures, or in the Catholic Church itself

are like babes that can only be fed with milk, or, still worse, are

preparing like chaff' to be burned in the fire. But as God is the

sole and true Creator of both temporal and eternal goods, so is

He also the Author of both Testaments ; because the New is as

well figured in the Old, as the Old is revealed in the New (quia

et Novum in Vetere est figuratum, et Vetus in Novo est revela-

tum)."^

2. Very nearly allied to the fundamental principle just stated

is another, viz., that the ordinances of Judaism were all of a

symbolical nature, not simply outward or typical. If they had

been simply outward as regards the service they required, and
typical as regards their religious value, they would have been

nothing more than bodily exercises for those who engaged in them
—exercises that had respect to their purification from a merely

ceremonial imcleanness, and the preservation of a present life
;

while, in addition to this, a few persons of superior discernment

might have descried through them the higher and better things,

which they prefigured for a coming age. This is the \^ hole that

' Contra Adversarium Legis et Propli., i. 35.
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many persons would find in the ordinances of the Old Covenant

;

and thence arises much of the confusion and misconception in

which the subject has been enveloped. An important element

is omitted—the symbolical—lying mid-way between the other

two, and forming in reality the link that unites them together.

By calling them symbolical, we mean, that they expressed, by

means of the outward rite or action, certain religious views and

principles, which the worshipper was expected in the perform-

ance of the service to recognise, and heartily concur in. It was

the conscious recognition of these views and principles, and the

exercise of the feelings growing out of them, for which more

immediately the outward service was appointed, and in which

its acceptability with God properly consisted. Without these

the whole would have been a false parade—an empty and mean-

ingless form. Take as an example the corporeal washings,

which on so many occasions were required under the law—these

were not appointed for the purpose merelj^ of removing bodily

defilement. Often, as in the case of the restored leper, purifica-

tion from the touch of a dead body, or from sprinkling the

water of cleansing on others, there was not even the semblance

of anything of that sort to be removed. The washing, in every

case, was appointed as a natural and appropriate symbol of per-

sonal purity on the part of the worshippers, and was perfectly

understood by all serious and thoughtful worshippers to carry

such an import. Even Pilate, though a heathen, showed his un-

derstanding of this symbol, by taking water and washing his

hands before the people, to express more emphatically than he

could do by words his refusal to participate in the condemnation

of Jesus. And the Psalmist, when he spake of " washing his

hands in innocency," and the prophet, when he called on the

crimson-stained sinners of his day to "wash themselves, and

make themselves clean," gave plain indication of the symbolical

import of the transaction. In like manner—to refer to the

initiatory ordinance of the whole series— the rite of circumcision,

when brought into connection with the Divine covenant as its

sign and seal, was by no means a merely external badge. Its

proper aim and object were not the affixing of a corporeal mark

upon the Jew, and thereby distinguishing him from the people

of other countries. If that had been all, it should have been
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very imperfectly fitted to serve the end in view ; as it is certain,

that at least the Egyptian priesthood, if not also some of the

higher grades of the people, and not a few of the Sj'ro-Arabian

races, practised the rite from the very earliest times. It is, in

fact, one of those customs, the origin of which is lost in a remote

antiquity. But when adopted by God in connection with His

covenant as its appropriate token and seal, it thenceforth became

a symbol of purification fi'om the guilt and pollution of the flesh

—the symbol of a transition from nature's depravity into a

spiritual and holy life. This transition should have been effected

in all who stood within the bonds of the covenant ; and in those

whose state accorded with their profession, it must in reality

have been effected. It was, therefore, the distinctive badge of

Israel, not simply as a separate people, but as God's covenant-

people, called and bound to cast off nature's impurity, and walk

in righteousness before God. This, too, was perfectly understood

by all the more serious and thoughtful portion of the Israelites ;

and they did not need the higher revelations of the Gospel to

disclose its import. Moses himself pointed to it as a thing which

even then was familiarly known and understood, when he repre-

sented the people, in their state of impenitence and guilt, as

being of uncircumcised hearts (Lev. xxvi. 41) ; and on this very

account,—because circumcision had a strictly moral import, it

was suspended during the thirty-eight years' sojourn in the

wilderness ; since the people being then under the judgment of

heaven for their sins, they were held to be in an unfit state for

having the ordinance administered to them. Such, at least, ap-

pears the main reason for the disuse of the ordinance during that

long period. Circumcision, therefore, if viewed according to the

design of God, and its own emblematic import, was no more a

merely outward and corporeal thing, than baptism now is ; the

one had respect to the believer's spiritual position and call to

righteousness, not less than the other. In both cases alike the

opus operatum might stand alone ; the sign might be without

the thing signified ; since no ordinance of God ever has salvation

indissolubly linked to it ; while yet the two would always in

point of fact be connected together, if the ordinances were used

in a spirit of sincerity and truth.

2. This second principle, which ascribes a symbolical or spiritual

I
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import to all the rites and ordinances of the Old Covenant, like

the first, has its ultimate ground in the nature of God—in the

essential holiness of His character. Precisely as God's unchange-

ableness rendered it necessary, that there should be in everything

of vital moment a ftindamental agreement between Judaism and

Christianity ; so the pure and unspotted holiness of God, which

comes out in the very first revelations of the Bible, and holds in

all of them the most prominent place, rendered it necessary, that

the Covenant, with every rite and institution belonging to it,

should have respect to moral purity. What is essential and pre-

eminent in God Himself must appear also essential and pre-

eminent in His public administration. And hence in the very

centre of the Mosaic polity—as the standard by which everything

was to be judged, and the end to which it pointed—lay the two

tables of the moral law—the comprehensive summary of love to

God and man. Hence also, in some of those parts of the laws of

Moses, which prescribe the more peculiar ceremonial institutions,

the reason of their appointment is placed in immediate connection

with the holiness of God ; as in Lev. xx. 25, 26, where the com-

mand is reinforced as to the distinction to be put between clean

and unclean in food, it is added as the ground of the requirement,

" And ye shall be holy unto Me, for I the Lord am holy, and I

have severed you fi'om other people, that ye should be Mine."

So again in ch. xxii., after a multitude of prescriptions regarding

sacrifice, and the eating of the flesh of peace-offerings, the whole

is wound up by pointing to the fundamental reason, " I am
Jehovah ; therefore shall ye keep My commandments and do

them ; I am Jehovah. Neither shall ye profane My holy name

;

but I will be hallowed among the children of Israel ; I am
Jehovah, that hallow you." The entire ritual had its foundation

in God, in the principles of His character and government,

whither the people were directed to look for the ultimate ground

of the laws and institiitions they were commanded to observe.

As the one was pre-eminently moral, so, of necessity, was the

other ; and no enlightened Israelite could regard the services of

his symbolical worship, any more than the statutes and judgments

of his theocratic polity, in any other light than as a system of

means and appliances for securing purity, of heart and conduct.

3. It is clear then—and we state it, as equally a deduction
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from what lias preceded, and a third point to be kept in view, in

all the representations that may be made in such matters—that

the true Israelites, those who were such in the reckoning of God,

were a spiritual, not a fleshly seed ; and that the rearing of such

a seed, not any outward and formal separation from the world,

was the direct aim of the laws and institutions of Moses. That

the dwelling of the people alone, in a state of isolation from the

other nations of the earth, or antagonism to them, could never of

itself have been designed to form the principal reason of the

ancient economy, is evident—not only from the considerations

already advanced—but also from the very end of their peculiar

calhng in Abraham, which was to be first blessed in themselves,

and then to be a blessing to others—a blessing even to all the

families of the earth. It can never be by an isolating and frown-

ing exclusiveness, that they could fulfil this ulterior part of their

destination ; it could, only be by operating in a kindly and bene-

ficent manner upon the nations around them, difl:using among

them the knowledge of God, and extending the boundaries of

His kingdom. That this was from the first contemplated by

God may certainly be inferred from the admission of proselyte

strangers, even in Abraham's time, into the bosom of the cove-

nant (Gen. xvii. 12), and from the law afterwards prescribed

regarding it (Ex. xii. 48). It is still further evident from the

prayer of Solomon at the dedication of the temple, which made

express mention of the case of strangers coming to intermingle

their devotions with those of the house of Israel ; and from the

fact, that whenever the covenant-people were in a lively and

prosperous state, there was a disposition, on the part of others, to

shai'e with them in their privileges and blessings, as in the times

of David and Solomon (1 Chron. xxii. 2 ; 2 Chron. ii. 17). So

far, indeed, were David and the prophets from thinking it the

glory of Israel to be alone, that they anticipated with joy the

time when Idngs would bring presents to Jerusalem, and the

Lord's house should become a house of prayer for all nations.

So long, certainly, as the people of other countries abode in

heathenism, it was inevitable that Israel should dwell apart—if

they remained faithful to their calling. But the separation in

that case was only the necessary result of Israel's holiness, on the

one hand, and the corruptions of the Gentiles, on the other ;^-
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nor was it for any other end, than as the fittest means, in the

existing state of the world, for producing and maintaining that

holiness in the families of Israel, that the laws and ordinances of

the Old Covenant were established. So, indeed, the Apostle

Paul distinctly declared, when in Gal. iii. 19, he said, " Where-

fore, then, serveth the law ? It was added because of transgres-

sions,"—added, that is, to the prior covenant made with Abraham,

on account of the people's proneness to transgress. That covenant

was not of itself sufficient to restrain them ; and the law with its

explicit requirements of duty, and its terrible sanctions was given

to supplement the deficiency. The law, therefore, when rightly

understood and properly used was in perfect harmony with the

covenant ; it occupied an inferior and subsidiary place, but in

that place was alike designed and fitted for qualifying the people

to carry into effect the objects of the covenant. And as it was

not the aim of the covenant to make Israel merely a separate

people, walled-ofF by certain distinctive peculiarities fi'om others,

as little could it be the proper aim of the law. The scope and

tendency of both, indeed, was for righteousness, and their common
end was accomplished only in so far as there was produced a

spiritual and holy seed to God.

4. It follows from what has been said, in the fourth place, that

the difference, as to privilege and character between the genuine

members of the Old and of the New Covenants, must be relative

only, and not absolute. It should be exhibited, not as a contrast

between two opposites, but as an ascending gradation, a rising

from a lower to a higher stage of development. A contrast, no

doubt, is sometimes presented in the New Testament between

law and grace, between the darkness and servile condition before

Christ's coming, and the light and liberty that followed. But the

darkness was not that of total ignorance, nor was the bondage

properly that of slaves, but of children rather, who from their

imperfect discernment and feeble powers required to be hemmed

in by outward restraints, and stimulated by artificial expedients.

When the Prophet Jeremiah represents (ch. xxxi.), the dis-

tinction between the Old Covenant then existing, and the New
and better one sometime to be introduced, as consisting in the

putting of the Divine laws into the hearts of the people, and

engraving them in their inward parts, the representation can
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only have been meant to indicate a more effectual and general

accomplishment of this spiritual result, than had hitherto ap-

peared, not its absolute commencement. For, beyond all question,

the internal revelation of the law was to a certain extent possessed

also in former times—possessed by every true Israelite, of whom
it was written, ''The law of God is in his heart," and "he medi-

tates therein day and night." And in what chiefly did the re-

forming agency of David and many of the prophets appear ?

Was it not in their earnest striving to awaken the people to the

insufliciency of a dead formalism, and have them brought to the

cultivation of such holiness as the law required I

There was something more, then, in the relation between

Judaism and Christianity, than that of type and antitype—in

the sense commonly understood by these terms ; there was the

relation also of germ and development, beginning and end.

The Christian Church, if in one respect a new thing in the earth,

is, in another, a continuation and expansion of the Jewish. As
was long ago well stated by Crucius, " Israel is the basis and the

body itself of the Church, wdiich must continue to grow and

diff"use itself more and more ; and this it does, not by virtue of

its corporeal descent, but on account of its faith and obedience

towards God's covenant of grace with it, in virtue of which it

obtains the heritage of the heathen. When Paul in Gal. vi. 16,

speaks of the true Israel of God, he means thereby believing

Israelites, whom he opposes to the enemies of Christ. And
these Israelites did not pass over to the heathen, but the heathen

to them (Eph. ii. 19, iii. 6; Phil. iii. 3; Col. ii. 11; Acts xiii.

32, xxvi. 6, 7). In this sense true Christians are reckoned to

Israel ; and as the ancient Israel of God could, before Christ's

appearance, receive proselytes among themselves, who thereafter

became part of the covenant people ; so now, since the appear-

ance of Christ, they have by reason of the covenant and the

promise, already become greatly enlarged through the incorpora-

tion of multitudes of the heathen, and shall at length receive

the whole earth for a possession. And this entire body of the

Church, ofwhich the believing portion ofIsrael formed the foun-

dation, shall one day also receive the remnant of the other

portion, the apostasy, into its bosom."^

' In Delitzscli's Biblisch. proph., p. 132.
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5, From all these premises, there arises still another conclu-

sion, a fifth point to be kept steadily in view, viz., that the ordi-

nances of the two covenants, like the conditions oftheir respective

members, can admit only of relative differences. Differences cer-

tainly exist, corresponding in nature to the change in the Divine

economy, and the spiritual condition of those placed under it ; and

these must be carefully marked and explained in accordance

with the truth of things— otherwise, countenance may be given

to grievous mistakes. It was here that Augustine, in common
with so many of the fathers, chiefly, erred, though holding correct

views in the general as to the connection between Judaism and

Christianity. The one was clearly enough seen to be the pre-

paration and shadow of the other ; but in drawing out the con-

nection to particular points, too little account was made of the

rise that had taken place from a lower to a higher sphere ; a

tendency rather was shown to regard the antitype as equally

outward and formal with the type. Hence, in the first instance,

the typology of the Old Testament was caricatured, by having

the most fortuitous and superficial resemblances turned into

adumbrations of Gospel mysteries ; and then the theology of the

New was carnalised, by being cast into the form and pattern of

the Old ; the observance of days and seasons in the one inferring,

it was thought, a like observance in the other—and, as of old, so

also now, it was held, that there should be an altar, with its

consecrated priesthood and material oblations—a visible unity in

the Church, from which it was heresy, even in matters of cere-

mony, to deviate—and, at last, a supreme earthly head, on

whose will were conceived to hang the issues of life and death

for entire Christendom. A mournful result in any circumstances

;

but rendered greatly more so by the consideration, that among
the forces tending to produce it must be placed the venerable

name of Augustine, who, in his interpretations, often falls into

the mistaken carnalism, out of which the evil might be said to

liave originated.

But while showing this form of error, care must be taken to

avoid falling into another. And the principle must be lield fast,

that in the ordinances of tlie two covenants there can be room

only for differences of a relatixe kind. The sacrifices and ablu-

tions of the Old Testament were not simjd}- carnal institutions,
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no more than baptism and the Lord's Supper now are. They

also pertained to the conscience, and, to be acceptably engaged

in, required faith on the part of the worshipper. It is true, that

" as pertaining to the conscience, they could not make the comers

to them perfect ;" they could not present to the worshippers a

full, complete, and permanent ground of peace ; whence a per-

petual renewal of the sacrifices was needed to reassure the con-

science after fresh acts of transgression. Yet, this by no means

proves, that they had to do merely wdth the purification of the

flesh. There ivere certain fleshly or ceremonial defilements,

such as the touching of a dead body, for which purification was

obtained by means of water, mixed with the ashes of a red heifer

;

—and to that the apostle refers in Heb. ix. 13. But it is an

utter misapprehension of his meaning, to understand him there

to assert, that all the offerings of the law were of force merely to

purify the flesh. What could purifications of such a kind have

availed one, who had been guilty of fraud, or oppression, or

deceit, or false swearing '? Yet for such sins, forgiveness was

attainable through the appointed offerings, Lev. vi. 1-7.

We hold it, therefore, as most certain, that there was also a

s])iritual element in all the services of the Old Covenant, and

that their unsuitableness to Gospel times does not arise from their

having been exclusively carnal and outward. It arises, partly

fr'om their being too predominantly symbolical for a religion,

which contains a full revelation of the truth ; and partly also

from their having been peculiarly adapted for bringing into view

the demands of law, and the liabilities of debt, while they pro-

vided only a temporary expedient as to the way of relief—no

more than a shadow of the real satisfaction. So that for men to

cleave to the Old Testament services after Christ had come, as a

matter essential to salvation, was in effect to say, that they did

not regard the death of Christ as in itself a perfect satisfaction

for the guilt of sin, bu.t that it needed the pimfications of the

law to render it complete—thereby at once dishonouring Christ,

and taking the legal ceremonies for something more than they

really were. But still, these ceremonies, when rightly under-

stood, differed from the ordinances of the Gospel only in degree,

not in kind ; and it is perfectly competent for us to draw con-

clusions from the nature and administration of the one, to the
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nature and administration of the other. Here, as in so many

otlier things, there is a middle path, which is the right one ; and

it is just as easy to err from it hy carnalizing too much in Judaisniy

as hy Judaizing too much in Christianity.

SECTION EIGHTH.

ON THE PROPER INTERPRETATION OF THE TROPICAL PARTS OF

THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Among the portions of New Testament Scripture which require

a separate hermeneutical consideration, are those in which tropes

or figures are employed. Some of the examples given under the

two last divisions might in part be referred to this head, for there

is also a figurative element in them. But other portions belong

more properly to it ; and the class is of sufficient compass and

moment to entitle it to special inqiiiry. The subject, however,

does not hold so large a place in the hermeneutics of the New
Testament as it does in those of the Old ; for the poetical enters

more into the composition of the Old, and poetry, from its very

nature, delights in the use of figure. In both the prophetical,

and the more distinctively poetical books of Old Testament

Scripture, the boldest images are introduced, and the language

has throughout a figurative colouring. But of these we are not

called to treat at present. We have to do merely with that

more sparing and restricted use of tropical language, which ap-

pears in the New Testament, and was not incompatible with its

clearer revelations and its more didactic aim. Reference, how-

ever, may also be occasionally made, by w^ay of illvistration, to

passages in the Old Testament.

It is, perhaps, scarcely necessary to state, yet, in case of any mis-

apprehension, it may as well be stated, that the iQY\n&figurative and

tropical, on the one side, and those of literal and grammatical, on

the other, may be employed indiscriminately, as being substan-

tially of the same import. The one pair happen to be derived

from the Greek, and the other from the Latin, but, in each case.
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from words that precisely correspond. Literal, from the Latin

litera, denotes the meaning of a word, which is according to the

letter, the meaning it bears in its original or primary use ; and

nothing else is indicated by the term grammatical, in this con-

nection, the word of Greek derivation for what is according to

the ypdfj.,'jt.a or letter. But when a word, originally appropriated

to one thing, comes to be applied to another, which bears some

real or fancied resemblance to it, as there is then a rpoTrog or

turning of it to a new use, so the meaning is called tropical, or,

if we prefer the Latin form of expression, figurative—there being

always some sort of figure or image suggested to the mind in

this new use of the terra, founded either on resemblance or some

other link of connection, and forming a natural transition from

the original to the derived sense. Very commonly also the word

proper is used to denote the original import of words, and im-

projyer the figurative. But as these epithets are fitted to suggest

wrong ideas, it is better not to employ them in such a connection.

All languages are more or less figurative ; for the mind of man
is essentially analogical, and delights to trace resemblances be-

tween one object and another, and embody them in forms of

speech. In strictly mental operations, and in regard to things

lying beyond the reach of sense or time, it is obliged to resort to

figurative terms ;—for only through the form and aspect of

sensible objects can it picture to itself and express what lies in

those hidden chambers of imagery. And the more vivid its ovm.

feelings and conceptions are respecting spiritual and Divine things,

or the more it seeks to give a present and abiding impression

of these to the mind of others, the more also will it naturally call

to its aid the realistic language of tropes and metaphors. Hence
the predominant use of such language in sacred poetry ; and

hence also its occasional employment by Christ and His apostles,

in order to invest their representations of Divine things with the

greater force and emphasis.

I. In applying om* minds to this subject, the first point that

naturally calls for inquiry, has respect to the proper mode of

ascertaining when words are employed, not literally, but tropi-

cally. Hoiv may we assure ourselves, or caw we assure our-

selves, against any mistake in the matter?
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This branch of hermeneutical inquiry began to receive some

consideration in comparatively early times ; and in Augustine's

treatise De doctrina Christiana, we find certain rules laid down

for determining what in Scripture should be taken literally, and

what figuratively. These are, certainly, somewhat imperfect, as

might have been expected, considering the period when they

were written : yet they are not without their value, and if they

had been followed up by others, with any measure of Augus-

tine's discernment, they might have kept the early Church from

many false interpretations, on which the most unscriptural and

superstitious views leant for support.

1. In the first place, it may be noted, that in a large num-
ber of cases, by much the larger number of cases, where the

language is tropical, the fact that it is so, appears from the

very nature of the language, or fi'om the connection in which

it stands. This holds especially of that kind of tropical lan-

guage, which consists in the employment of metaphor—i.e.

when one object is set forth under the image of another ; and

in the employment of parable, which is only an extended

metaphor. Thus, when Jacob says of Judah, " Judah is a lion's

whelp, from the prey, my son, thou art gone up ;" or when our

Lord designated two of His disciples by the name of Boanerges,

" Sons of thunder ;" or, again, when He spake of the difficulties

connected with an admission into His kingdom, under the neces-

sity of " being born again," and of " entering a strait gate and

treading a narrow way :"—in all these and many examples of a

like natiu'e, the tropical element is palpable ; a child, indeed,

might perceive it ; and the only room for consideration is, how
the lines of resemblance should be drawn between the literal and

the figurative sense of the terms. The same also may be said,

and with still stronger emphasis, of formal similitudes and para-

bles, in which the literal interpretation is expressly, or by plain

implication, taken as the mere cover of something higher and

greater.

2. Another class of passages, in which the figure is also, for the

most part, quite easy of detection, are those in which what is

called synechdoche prevails

—

i. e. in which a part is put for the

whole ; as a cup for its contents, " Take this cup and drink it,"

or, " Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the cuj) of devils."
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It is manifest, that in such cases the cup does not stand alone

;

it is viewed merely as the symbol of the draught presented in it.

So in other passages, where there is a kind of metonymy, such as

putting a cause for an effect, or an effect for a cause :—for ex-

ample, when our Lord says of Himself, " I am not come to send

peace upon earth, but a sword ;" or when, inversely, the Apostle

Paul, in another connection, says of Him, " He is our peace." In

examples of this description also there is no difficulty ; it is ob-

vious, that a particular result is in the eye of the writer, and that,

for the sake of point and brevity, the object or person is identified

with that result, or with the natural cause and instrument of

effecting it, as if they were one and the same.

But still, when all such examples as those now referred to have

been taken into account, there remains a considerable number,

—

especially of the class called metonymies, in regard to which it is

not so easy to determine, whether the language should be under-

stood literally or tropically. It may, for instance, be questioned,

whether our Lord, in Matt. v. 23, where He speaks of bringing

a gift to the altar, means an actual altar for the presentation of

sacrificial offerings, or something in the spiritual sphere that

might be held equivalent to it :—whether, again, when speaking

of His followers eating His body and di'inking His blood, He
meant a corporeal or a spiritual participation :—or Paul, when

he makes mention of a fire that is to try eveiy man's work

(1 Cor. iii. 13), whether he has respect to the material element of

fire, or to a process of judgment, which in spiritual things will

have the same effect as a searching fire in earthly. It is well

known, that these questions are answered very differently, and

that great points of doctrine hang on the specific interpretations

adopted. Nor is it possible, by any sharply defined rules to settle

conclusively the view that should be taken ; for the settling of

the rules would necessarily involve a discussion of the particular

cases, to which we wish to apply them. It is more, therefore, to

the general principles of interpretation—to the proper mode and

habit of dealing with the Word of God, the accurate analysis of

its terms, the close and discriminating examination of the scope

and connection :—it is to this more, than to any specific direc-

tions, that we are to look for obtaining the skill to determine

between the literal and the tropical in the less obvious cases. At
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the same time, there are two or three leading principles, which if

fairly and consistently applied, might in the majority of cases, be

sufficient to guide to a right decision.

(1.) The first of these is, that when anything is said, which, if

taken according to the letter, would be at variance with the

essential nature of the subject spoken of, the language must be

regarded as tropical. This principle requires to be little more

than enunciated ; it carries its own evidence along with it. No
single act, no particular attribute can be ascribed by an intelligent

writer to a person or an object, which is inconsistent with their

proper nature. So that, on the supposition of that nature being

known to us, we can be at no loss to understand in what sense

the language should be taken. Thus, it is essential to the na-

ture of God, that He is spirit and not flesh—a Spirit infinite,

eternal, and unchangeable; consequently without bodily parts,

which are necessarily bounded by space and time ; without lia-

bility to passionate excitation or erring purposes, which arise from

creaturely limitations. Hence all those passages, which represent

God as possessed of human powers and organs, as seeing, or

heai'ing, or having experience of such affections as are the result

of human weakness and infirmity, must be understood in a figur-

ative sense. Nor can it be otherwise with those things, which

are spoken of the soul and its spiritual life in terms borrowed

from what pertains to the body :—As when our Lord calls on

His followers to cut off their right hand and pluck out their right

eye, or when St Paul speaks of crucifying the flesh, and putting

off the old man of corruption. In such cases the path is clear

;

we must keep strictly in view the essential 7iature of the subject

discoursed of ; and since that is not such as to admit of an ap-

plication of the language in the literal sense, we can have no

hesitation about understanding it tropically.

(2.) A second principle applicable to such cases, is, that if the

language taken literally would involve something incongruous

or morally improper, the figurative, and not the literal sense,

must be the right one. If the literal implies nothing contrary to

sense and reason—if the instruction it conveys is in accordance

with the gre^it moral distinctions impressed upon the conscience,

and written in the Word of God, then it may safely be adhered

to as the sense actually intended. But if otherwise, we must
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abandon the literal for the figurative. The passage formerly re-

ferred to in another connection—Rom. xii. 20—may be taken

as an example ; it is the exhortation to heap coals of fire on an

enemy's head, by showing kindness to him in the time of want

and necessity. The action itself here specified (whatever may
be understood of the motive involved in it) must in any case be

understood figuratively ; since the heaping of coals of fire on the

head of another must plainly have respect to the moral influence

of the things done to him upon his state or character. But

further, in regard to the kind of operation intended, or the na-

ture of the effect to be wrought, held out as the motive for

exertion in the manner specified, it must be, as Augustine long

ago remarked, of a beneficial, not of an injurious description,

since it is brought in to enforce a precept of benevolence, and

must, therefore, have contemplated the good of the parties in-

terested.^ There are many similar examples in the Proverbs,

where the one just noticed originally occurs ; as—to mention

only another—when a person sitting at meat with a ruler is ex-

horted to put " a knife to his throat," meaning that he must set

bounds to his appetite—slay, in a manner, his voracity. In like

manner, our Lord says, " If any man will come after Me, let

him take up his cross and follow Me,"—" whosoever loveth his

life, shall lose it,"
—"make to yourselves friends ofthe mammon of

unrighteousness :"—in each ofwhich passages there must be a cer-

tain amount of figure ; since, to bear a cross, and to love life, in

the natural sense of the expression, cannot be regarded as things

fitted to carry with them the consequences of good and evil with

which they are associated, nor can it be deemed proper, other-

wise than by a figure, to make for one's self a friend of what is

unrighteous. In such cases, we can only get at the trvie mean-

ing by penetrating beneath the surface, and apprehending a

moral act or line of behaviour as the object presented to our

notice.

(3.) A third direction may be added, viz. that where we have

^ Aug. De Doc. Christiana, iii. 16, Ne igitur dubitaveris figurate dictum
;

et cum possit dupliciter interpretari, uno modo ad nocendum, altero ad prse-

standum ; ad beneficentiam te potius charitas revocat, ut intellegas carbones

ignis esse urentes pcenitentia^ gemitus, quibus superbia sanatur ejus qui dolet

se inimicum fuisse hominis, a quo ejus miserise subvenitur.
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still reason to doubt whether the language is literal or figurative,

we should endeavour to have the doubt resolved, by referring to

parallel passages (if there be any such) which treat of the same

subject in more explicit terms, or at greater length. The really

doubtful cases, in which we can avail ourselves of this help, may
not, perhaps, be very numerous ; but they are still to be found.

Thus, in the first beatitude of the Sermon on the Mount, in which

the simple designation poor occurs, in the Gospel of Luke,
" Blessed are ye poor :" this has its fuller explanation in St

Matthew's Gospel, where we read, "Blessed are the poor in

spirit:"—plainly indicating that, if literal poverty is not excluded,

respect is mainly had to the spiritual frame. In like manner the

passage in the same sermon, respecting bringing a gift to the

altar, in so far as regards its bearing on the Christian Church,

has its meaning clearly determined by the Epistle to the Hebrews,

and other parts of the New Testament, which declare earthly

altars, and the offerings proper to them, to have no longer any

place in the Church of God. And the word of Jesus, " Destroy

this temple, and in three days I will raise it up again," though

spoken with apparent literality, was afterwards found, when the

progress of events and the illumination of the Spirit laid open its

meaning, to have had a figurative import. It referi'ed, not to the

building usually designated the temple, but to the Lord's body,

although this also was in reality a temple, which is but another

name for the dwelling-place of Deity : nay, was such in a sense

more strictly appropriate than could be affirmed of the other.

Now, if we apply these simple and just principles of interpre-

tation to the passage in Corinthians (1 Cor. iii. 13), we can have

no difficidty in ascertaining the result that ought to be arrived

at. The declaration there made is, that " the day," viz. of com-

ing trial, " shall be revealed by fire, and the fire shall try every

man's work, of what sort it is." What is the nature of the work

to be tried ? That is naturally our first question. Is it of a

moral, or simply of an external and earthly kind ? The only

work spoken of in the context is that which concerns the founda-

tion and progress of Christ's Church, and man's relation to it

—

work, therefore, in a strictly moral sense ; and so, by our first

principle, the fire that is to try it must be moral too. For how
incongruous were it to couple a corporeal fire with a spiritual
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service, as the means of determining its real character ? And if,

in accordance with our last principle, we have recourse to other

passages, which speak of the day of future trial and final decision,

we find statements, indeed, to the effect that the Lord will be

revealed in flaming fire, or, as it again is, in the clouds ofheaven
;

but as to Avhat shall really fix the character and the award of each

man's work in the Lord, we are left in no room to doubt that it

shall be His own searching judgment :—this it is that shall bring

all clearly to light, and give to every one according to his desert.

The result, therefore, is obvious ; the fire spoken of, and spoken

of simply in respect to its property as an instrument of trial, must
be itnderstood tropically of what, in spiritual things, has the like

property.

Let us also try, in the same way, what our Lord says about

eating His flesh and drinking His blood. The Romanists con-

tend that the expressions must be taken literally, even as recorded

in John vi. 53, long before the sacrament of the Supper was in-

stituted. Emesti, who was a Lutheran, admits it must be under-

stood tropically there ; but he maintains that the words at the

institution of the Supper must be taken literally. When treating

of the interpretation of tropical language, in his Listitutes of

Biblical Literpretation, he states that, as at Matt, xxviii. 19, in

the formula of baptism, the word baptize is to be taken literally,

so the words at the institution of the Supper, about eating and
drinking, must be taken literally. And he refers to what he re-

gards as a kind of parallel passage, Heb. ix. 20, where the words
of Moses are quoted, " This is the blood of the covenant which
God hath enjoined unto you," and draws the conclusion that, as

in this case the blood of the covenant must be literally understood,

so our Lord must have meant His blood to be understood in the

same manner. Nor could this expression, he adds, convey any
other than its proper sense to the minds of the disciples, who were
accustomed to take up our Lord's declarations in their proper or

literal sense. No doubt they icere accustomed to do this : greatly

too much accustomed : it was their failing and their error to be

so. Hence our Lord had once and again to complain of their

inaptitude to ])erceive the real import of His words ; and specially

in regard to this very form of expression, when, on one occasion.

He spoke of having Himself bread to eat that others knew not of.
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and on another, cautioned His disciples to beware of the leaven

of the Pharisees ; so far was He from justifying them for under-

standing His words literally (as He discovered they did), that He
reproved them on that very account for their dulness of appre-

hension. If Ernesti's reasoning were sound, and the use he makes

of the words of Moses in Hebrews were valid, the natural

conclusion would be, not only that the corporeal presence of

Christ in the Supper should be maintained, but also that the

whole legal economy should remain in force—the altar of sacri-

fice, with the blood of slain victims, the distinction of Jew and

Gentile, the continued teaching of the scribes in Moses' seat, etc.;

for these are all distinctly mentioned by Christ, and, in all pro-

bability, were at first understood in the most literal sense by the

disciples.

We must plainly have other rules for our direction in such a

case. It is surely one thijig to say, that Christ literally ratified

the covenant with His own blood, and a veiy different thing,

that bread and wine became His blood, and as such were to be

eaten and drunk, at a feast instituted in commemoration of His

act in ratifying the covenant. Indeed, it is only by a sort of

figure that we can speak even of the covenant being ratified by

His blood—a figure derived from the ancient sacrifices ; for, in

reality, it was the simple death of Christ, the fi-ee surrender of

His soul through the pains of dissolution to the Father, which,

in His case, established the covenant ; and would equally have

done so, though not a drop of blood had been outwardly shed.

There is a failure, therefore, as to formal resemblance at the very

outset, in the actions that are brought into comparison. And
when we come to the participation spoken of, there is no resem-

blance whatever. Even Augustine, with all his leanings toward

ritualism, and his mystic notions on the virtue of the Sacra-

ments, saw that the literal in its strict sense could not stand.

On the passage in St John's Gospel, about eating the flesh and
drinking the blood of Christ, he says, " It appears to order a

wicked and abominable action ; it is, therefore, a figure, teaching

that we must commimicate with our Lord's passion, and have it

sweetly and profitably laid up in our memory, that His flesh was
crucified and wounded for us (pr?ecipiens passioni dominicas com-
municandum, et suaviter atque utiliter recondendum in memoria
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quod pro nobis caro ejus crucifixa et vulnerata sit).' Whether

we look to this passage, or to tlie words, " This is My body

broken for you," and " This cup is the New Covenant in My
blood, shed for the remission of sins, drink ye of it," the literal

interpretation violates every one of the three leading principles,

which we have laid down as applicable to such cases. It is

against the first principle ; for what our Lord was speaking of

in the one passage, and the privilege He was establishing in the

other, was a joint-participation with Himself as the Redeemer of

men. But this is a thing in its very nature spiritual ; and a

carnal amalgamation with His bodily parts—were such a thing

possible—could be of no benefit ; in that respect, as our Lord

Himself testified, " The flesh profiteth nothing." Not oneness

of outward standing or corporeal substance, but unity of soul,

identity of spiritual life—tliis is what alone avails in such a

matter. Then, the literal interpretation is against our second

principle of interpretation, inasmuch as it ascribes an action to

Christians, nay imposes as the highest and most sacred duty

an action, which is abhorrent to the common instincts of hu-

manity—an action which has no parallel in real life, except

among the lowest types of human nature—the most untutored

savages. These alone among mankind are known, and even

these only in extreme cases, to eat human flesh and drink human
blood ; and it is utterly inconceivable, that the most solemn rite

of Christianity should have been designed to be formally the

same with the most unnatural and savage practice which exists

in the world. And, finally, the parallel passages may also be

said to be against it ; for though, from the singularity of the

case, as to the Sacrament of the Supper, we cannot appeal to

any passages absolutely parallel, yet passages substantially

parallel are not wanting—passages, in which Christ is repre-

sented as identifying Himself with an external object, much as

He does with the bread and wine in the Sacrament :—Such as,

" I am the door," " I am the vine," " The Church which is His

body," " And that Rock was Christ." We have also passages,

in which the bread of this ordinance, after consecration, the

bread as actually partaken by the communicants, is still desig-

nated bread, and not flesh ;— as when the apostle says, in 1 Cor.

1 De Doc. Christiana, iii, 16.

K
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X. 16, 17, " The bread which we break is it not the communion

of the body of Christ ? For, we being many are one bread, and

one body ; for we are all partakers of that one bread"—from

which one might as well argue, that believers are turned into

bread, as from the words in Matthew, that the bread is turned

into flesh. And in Acts, cli. ii. 42, xx. 7, 11, we have the

expression, " breaking of bread," used as a common phrase to

denote the celebration of the Supper, manifestly implying, that

the participation of bread, and not what could be termed flesh,

constituted the formal act in this part of the Communion.

We say nothing of the doctrinal positions based upon the

literal sense, but contemplate the matter in a simply exegetical

point of view. Apart altogether from the doctrinal consequences

and results, the close and comparative examination of the words

leads to the adoption of the tropical, in contradistinction to the

literal import.

II. We turn now to what forms naturally the second subject

of consideration in this branch of inquiry, viz., the proper mode

of treating the tropical or figurative portions of Scripture. This

necessarily varies to a considerable extent, as does also the use of

figure in Scripture :—so that uniform rules, applicable to all cases

of figurative language, cannot possibly be given. The field must

be surveyed in successive portions.

1. In the first place, there are in Scripture, as in other com-

positions, words and phrases, which are really used in a figurative

manner, but in which the figurative has become so common, that

it has ceased to be regarded as figurative. Examples of this

in ordinary language are not far to. seek. Expression, for ex-

ample, which in its original sense means a squeezing out, but is

now almost invariably appropriated to the specific act of pressure

outwards, which takes place in speech, wdien the thought con-

ceived in the mind is put forth into intelligible words

—

ardour,

which is primarily burning or heat, but by usage has come to be

confined to states of mind

—

refiect, ruminate, and many others, of

which what was once the tropical, has now come to be the

ordinary usage. Examples of the same description are found in

Scripture, in such words as edify (" edify one another in love"),

train-up (originally draio-up, but now usually educate, instruct,
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rear), synagogue, church : in all wliicli the secondary or tropical

meaning is the cnrrent one : and if occasionally a reference may
with advantage be made to the primary sense, generally it is best

to treat them as no longer tropical, but to regard the common

acceptation as the only one, that has any particular claim for

notice.

2. A second point to be noted is, that there is often a complex

tropical meaning in the words and phrases of Scripture (as of

language generally)—one tropical meaning, by some addition or

subtraction in respect to the principal idea, giving rise to another,

and that, perhaps, still to another. So that there is sometimes

trope upon trope ; and it is of importance, not only to have a

general acquaintance with the whole, so as to be able the more

readily to choose the proper one for the occasion, but also to

understand something of their successive growth—to be able to

trace, in a manner, their genealogy, so as fitly and intelligently

to connect one with another. This can now, for the most part,

be done with comparative ease, and usually requires nothing

more than the careful use of the grammar and the dictionary

;

for of late years the progress of philological study has been such

as to determine pretty accurately almost all the primary and de-

rived meanings of the words in New Testament Scripture, with

their relative order and gradation. As an example of the accu-

mulation of tropes in the meaning of some words, we may refer

to Rev. iii. 12, " Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the

temple of my God," in which not the nearer, but a more remote

tropical meaning is given to pillar. The literal is that of a strong

support to a material building ; whence comes the more imme-

diate tropical meaning, of some kind of like support in the sphere

of moral and spiritual things ; but a further tropical meaning also

arises, suggested by the thought of pillars being usually the

strongest and most securely fixed parts of the building—the

meaning of a stable and abiding position. This is the idea intended

to be conveyed in the passage referred to ; and hence it is added,

as what naturally arises from the subject of the promise having

the position of a pillar assigned him, that " he shall go no more

out"—his place in the region of bliss and glory shall be one of

eternal continuance.—We may point for another example to

Matt, xxiii. 14, where our Lord says to the Scribes and Pharisees,
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"Ye devour widows' houses"

—

rag o'lvtiag ruv x'^pojv, evidently

meaning the goods or substance of those widows. The first

transition from the natural to the figurative import consists in

taking house, by metonymy, for family—what contains for the

principal objects contained in it—and then by a further limita-

tion, putting the means of support, belonging to the house or

family, for this itself—on the implied ground, that the one as to

substantial existence is identified with the other, and that he who
lays his hand on the means of sustenance to a house virtually

lays his hand on the house itself. This second trope, therefore,

growing out of the first, is quite natural; and we can easily see,

how much, by the throwing together of the several things which

make up this last idea, the language of our Lord gains in strength

and vivacity. It leads us to think, not merel}^ of the avaricious

and fraudulent appropriation of some earthly goods, but of the

result also flowing from such conduct—the actual absorption of

a whole house, in order to gratify a base and selfish appetite.

3. As a third direction for the proper explanation and manage-
ment of the tropical language of Scripture—and, indeed, the

principal one—we mention this, that care should be taken to

give a fair and natural, as opposed to a far-fetched or fanciful,

turn to the figure employed. We do so, on the ground, that

figurative language is essentially of a popular caste, and is founded

on those broader and more obvious resemblances, which do not

need to be searched for, but are easily recognised and generally

perceived. When the apostle, for example, says, " Let not the

sun go down upon your wrath," the reference plainly is, to the

time that should be set to the continued indulgence of angry

feelings; if these should arise in your bosom, let them not be

harboured, let them at least expire ere the day closes, on which

they have arisen. But see how odd!}', and we may say phantasti-

cally, Thomas Fuller draws out the figure, " St Paul saith, ' Let

not the sun go down on your wrath,' to carry news to the anti-

podes in another world of thy revengeful nature. Yet"—he

adds, as if intending to give a more simple view of the matter,

" let us take the apostle's meaning rather than his words, with

all possible speed to depose our passion ; not understanding him

so literally, that we may take leave to be angry till sunset ; then

might our wrath lengthen with the days, and men in Greenland,
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Avliere day lasts above a quarter of a year, have plentiful scope of

revenge." It is evident on a moment's consideration, that svich

turns given to the image are quite fanciful ; they could not have

been in the apostle's mind, nor would they readily suggest them-

selves to an ordinary reader of the epistle : and they serve rather

to amuse, or to divert attention from the right point, than guide

it into the proper channel. Even writers much less fanciful than

Fuller, and who have their imaginations more under control,

often err in this direction. Thus Leighton, in his first sermon

on Isa. Ix. 1—as a whole an admirable discourse—when referring

to Canticles vi. 10, where it is said of the spouse, " She is fair as

the moon and clear as the sun," thus explains, " The lesser light

is that of sanctification, /c/zV as the moon; that ofjustification the

greater, by which she is clear as the sun. The sun is perfectly

luminous, but the moon is only half enlightened ; so the believer

is perfectly justified, but sanctified only in part ; his one-half his

flesh, is dark ; and as the partial illumination is the reason of so

many changes in the moon, to which changes the sun is not sub-

ject at all, so the imperfection of a Christian's holiness, is the

cause of so many waxings and" wanings, and of the great in-

equality of his performances, whereas in the meanwhile his justi-

fication remains constantly like itself." Doctrinally, indeed, this

is perfectly correct ; but it is certainly not in the passage, on

which it is founded. The reference there to the two objects in

nature, sun and moon, is merely to these as they strike the eye

of a spectator—therefore, to the intense brightness of the one,

and to the milder radiance of the other. And the Church is

compared to the two luminaries of nature, only for the purpose

of exhibiting under two similar, though slightly diversified aspects,

the imposing and attractive appearance, which would belong to

her, if she Avere in her normal condition of light and purity.

Take still another example. In Matt. x. 16, our Lord exhorts

His disciples, since the}^ were to go forth like sheep in the midst

of wolves, to be " wise as serpents "—on which Augustine re-

marks, by way of explanation, " It is known respecting the

serpent, that it presents to those striking it, instead of the head,

the whole body ; and this shows, in connection with our Lord's

word, that we should offer to those persecuting us our body,

rather than our head, which is Christ, lest the Christian faith
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should be, as it were, slain in us, if by sparing our body we
should disown God." " Or, again "—taking another view of the

matter—" since it is known, that the serpent, when compressed

by the straitness of its den, casts off its old skin, and thereby, it

is said, receives new strength, it admonishes us to imitate that

same cunning of the serpent, and put off the old man, as the

apostle says, that we may put on the new, and put it off through

straits, entering (as the Lord says) through the strait gate." ^ I

need scarcely say, that these points in the natural history of the

serpent (if they were real) would serve little to illustrate our

Lord's maxim, in the connection, in which it is introduced

;

since, plainly, the wisdom He recommends, and finds imaged in

the serpent, is wisdom, not to enter into a Cln-istian state, nor to

brave persecution and death, when entered, rather than betray

the cause of Christ, but to guide one's self discreetly and pru-

dently in the midst of danger, so as, if possible, to escape the

evil threatened by it. Indeed, there is scarcely anything known

in the natural history of the serpent-brood, which can be of ser-

vice in illustrating the comparison ; for in their existing condi-

tion serpents are not remarkable for wisdom, in the respect now
mentioned, and possess lower instincts and sagacity than many
other irrational creatures. Yet there can be no doubt, that in

ancient times the serpent was very commonly taken as a symbol

of wisdom, was even extensively worshipped as having something

Divine about it. But this most probably sprung out of the tradi-

tion respecting its primeval state, as the wisest among the beasts

of the field, and the part it was in consequence employed by the

arch-deceiver to play in the fall of man. Scripturally, and tra-

chtionally, the serpent was peculiarly associated with the attri-

bute of wisdom—and it is best to regard our Lord as simply

founding on this historical belief, and the deeply significant facts

connected with it.

The danger of erring in the manner now referred to is not,

perhaps, so great in our day, as it w^as in former times, when

general literatui*e abounded with laboured ingenuities and fanci-

ful conceits. We live in an age, which gives more play to the

unsophisticated feelings and instincts of natm-e, and which is less

disposed to seek for remote and curious analogies. But when in

1 De Doc. Christiann, ii. 16.
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public discourses a passage is selected, which contains a similitude,

there always is some danger of pressing this, in some respects,

too far, so as to make it the cover of a more varied or lengthened

instruction than it naturally suggests. The best way to avoid

this, is to cultivate simplicity of thought and style, and to rest

in the conviction, which experience will amply justify, that two

or three points, well chosen and vigorously handled, will make
both a happier and a more lasting impression, than double the

number, if not properly grounded in the text, or really germane

to the subject.

SECTION NINTH.

THE PARABLES OF CHRIST, THEIR PROPER INTERPRETATION
AND TREATMENT.

We have considered as yet only the commoner and briefer forms

of figiu'ative language in the New Testament writings—those

which consist of single expressions, or admit of being compressed

into one sentence. But a very considerable and important part

of our Lord's discourses exhibits the use of figurative representa-

tions of a mvich more extended and diversified kind. We refer

to the parables, which, both on account of their intrinsic import-

ance, and the peculiarities connected with such a mode of in-

struction, demand a separate treatment.

It is marked by the Evangelists as a sort of era in our Lord's

ministry, when He began to teach in parables. Each of the

Synoptic Evangelists takes notice of it, and connects it with

specific reasons. The period itself is not very definitely indi-

cated ; but it must have fallen, if not actually within the last

year of His ministry, at least not far from its commencement ; and

if not absolutely the Avhole, certainly by much the greater number
of His parables must be ascribed to the last year. At the same

time, the formal employment of parabolic teaching was not the

introduction of something entirely new. Christ's manner of

teaching from the outset partook largely of figure ; and some
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even of His earlier recorded utterances were parables of a shorter

kind ; for, while conveying a spiritual lesson, they bore a distinct

and intelligible meaning also in the natural sense. Of this

description are some parts of the Sermon on the Mount; for

example, ch. v. 25, "Agree with thine adversary quickly, whiles

thou art in the way with him ; lest at any time the adversary

deliver thee to the judge, and the judge deliver thee to the

officer, and thou be cast into prison." Here human and earthly

relations alone are directly mentioned, though it is plain, from the

connection in which they stand, and the whole tenor of the dis-

course, that they are employed merely as the cover of a higher

instruction. Not materially different are other things in the

same discourse, and especially the concluding verses, in which

the two classes of hearers—the fruitful and fruitless—are repre-

sented under the similitude of two builders, the one of whom
erected his house on the sand, and the other on the solid rock.

And in the interval between the delivery of the Sermon on the

Mount, and the commencement of the more regular system of

pai'abolic instruction, we find on record a few instances of simili-

tude, which are always ranked with the parables—those, namely,

of the old garment and the new patch, of the new wine and the

old bottles (Matt. ix. 16, 17), and of the creditor and the two

debtors in the house of Simon (Luke vii. 41, 42). So that the

parabolic mode of instruction, to a certain extent, pervaded the

ministry of Jesus; it was not altogether limited to any one

period ; only, at a particular stage, somewhere between the

middle and the close, He commenced a more regular, frequent,

and systematic use of the parabolic style. And to this later

period it is, that the parables distinctively so called, belong.

I. In regard, first of all, to the reasons which may have led

our Lord to adopt this mode of instruction, and to resort to it

more especially in the concluding stages of His ministerial career,

a variety of considerations may be named as having each had a

certain share in the result.

1 . In the first place, a foundation is laid for it in the nature

of things, " in the harmony that exists, and that is unconsciously

felt by all men between the natural and spiritual worlds, so that

analogies from the first are felt to be something more than ilhis-
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trations, happily, but not arbitrarily chosen."^ Something more

—because they are the signs and witnesses of that happy adjust-

fnent, which God has established between the external and in-

ternal worlds, between matter and mind, time and eternity
;

according to which the things that are seen are in many respects

the image of those which are not seen, and nature-processes are

at once designed and fitted to be emblems of the operations of

grace. In saying this, we do not need with some, among others

with Dr Trench, to go to the extreme of holding, that every-

thing in nature has been pre-ordained expressly to shadow forth

and represent Divine mysteries ;—to hold, for example, that " all

the circumstances of our natural birth had been pre-ordained to

bear the burden of the great mystery of our spiritual birth," or

that the title of King, as applied to Christ, is not taken from

the kings of the earth, but " rather that He has lent His title to

them." We designate this an extreme, because it is an invert-

ing of the natural order of things as they present themselves to

our minds, and is also at variance with the whole current of

Scriptural representation on the subject. There the natural ever

precedes the spiritual, and the supernatural bases itself on the

natural ; so that creation does not anticipate redemption, but re-

demption pre-supposes creation—pre-supposes it as in itself good

and right ; and, in like manner, regeneration pre-supposes gene-

ration, and elevates it to a higher sphere. All we have to affirm

and hold is, that the author of the spiritual kingdom (as Tholuck,

on John xv., has very correctly and fitly expressed it) " is also

the author of the natural kingdom, and both kingdoms develop

themselves after the same laws. For this reason, the similitudes

which the Redeemer drew from the kingdom of natui'e, are not

7nere similitudes, which serve the purpose of illustration, but are

internal analogies ; and nature is a witness for the kingdom of

God. Hence was it long since announced as a principle, that

' whatever exists in the earthly, is found also in the heavenly

kingdom.' Were it not so, those similitudes would not possess

that power of conviction, which they carry to every unsophisti-

cated mind."

On this ground alone, then, we have a valid ground for the

employment by our Lord of the parabolic method of instruction.

' Trench on the Parables, p. 13.
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He thereby drew the attention of His followers in every age to

the profound and intimate connection that subsists between the

realms of nature and of grace, and taught them to look through

the one to the other. It was the more important that He should

do this, as the kingdom He came to introduce stood in so many
respects opposed to the world as it existed in His time, through

the false views, grovelling superstitions, and horrid crimes under

which it groaned. It had become, so to speak, a vv'orn-out

world,—corrupt nature had spent apparently its last efforts on it

in vain ; and it seemed as if there was little more to be learned

from it, or to be done for it. But our Lord, while mainly intent

upon unfolding new views of the mind and purposes of Pleaven,

at the same time directed a new look into the secrets and prin-

ciples of nature. By means especially of His inimitable parables.

He showed, that when nature was consulted aright, it spoke one

language with the Spirit of God ; and that the more thoroughly

it is understood, the more complete and varied will be found the

harmony which subsists between the principles of its constitu-

tion and those of Christ's spiritual kingdom.

2. A second reason very naturally suggests itself for this

method of instruction, in the near assimilation, into which it

brings a large portion of the teaching of Jesus with the acted

lessons of His life, and with sacred history in general. That so

much of the revelation of God to men consists of the facts of

history, especially of biographical facts connected with the lives

of God's saints, has ever been regarded by wise and thoughtful

men as a striking proof of its adaptation to our natures, which

so much more readily imbibe clear and lasting impressions in

this way, than by set and formal instructions. And not only so,

but by this means they can be taught much more in a brief com-

pass than it is possible otherwise to impart to them. For, in a

life, especially in such lives as are recorded in the Word of God,

there is a great variety and fulness of instruction, admitting of a

manifold applicability to the diversified fortunes and conditions

of men. There is this, pre-eminently, in the life of Jesus, with

its wondrous details of doing and suffering, and the unfathom-

able depths of wisdom and love, which it was ever exhibiting

—

alike incomparable in itself, and in the artless, engaging manner,

in which it is ]>resented to our view liy the Evangelists. Tiie
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parables of Jesus, from the historical element in them, and the

attractive form in which it appears, possess mvich of the same

excellence. They are based, if not on what has actually occurred

in the world of realities, at least on what may have occurred

there, and often in effect has done so. Ideal histories they are,

yet derived as to all their leading features from the actual, and

these grouped together, and portrayed with the simplicity of

nature itself. They are hence, in a brief compass, copious trea-

sures of Divine wisdom, from which lessons, new and old, may
be continually drawn. And however much we may strive to

exhibit the several aspects of the Divine kingdom, we shall still

find, that we can present nothing under any of them so complete,

as is contained in some one of the parables, wdiich is devoted to

its illustration.

3. A third reason for our Lord's teaching in parables may be

found in the opportunity it afforded of presenting more truth to

the minds of His disciples than, from their continued dulness and

carnality of spirit, could otherwise have been communicated to

them. Steeped in prejudice, and, even when holding the truth

in substance, mingling with it such partial, or mistaken appre-

hensions, they could with difficulty be got to receive with intelli-

gence some of Christ's plainest revelations ; and, at last. He was

obliged to stay His hand in respect to the more direct and open

communications of His mind, as He found the disciples were not

able to bear, or to profit by it. But, by teaching in parables, and

presenting the concerns of His kingdom under the image of

familiar objects and earthly relations. He laid the ground-work of

a most comprehensive and varied instruction. Many aspects of

the kingdom were thus unfolded to them in a form they could

easily grasp and distinctly comprehend—though, for the time, all

remained, like the symbols of the Old Testament worship, very

much as a dark and unintelligible cypher to their view. That

cypher, however, became lighted up with meaning when the per-

sonal work of Christ was finished, and the Spirit descended with

power to make application of its blessings, and the minds of the

disciples were enabled to grasp the higher as well as the lower

scheme of doctrine exhibited in the representation. Through
tlie earthly form they could now descry the spiritual reality

;

and the advantage they derived from the types, when rightly
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understood, they also derived, and in a still higher degree, from

the parables.

4. Once more, another reason, and, indeed, the one tliat is most

distinctly announced in the Gospels, for our Lord teaching so

much in the latter part of His ministry in parable, was the judicial

treatment in\olved in it—the practical rebuke it administered to

the people generally, on account of their failure to receive the

truth when presented in its simple and more direct form. After

the parable of the sower and some others had been delivered, the

disciples asked Jesus, " Why speakest Thou to them in parables'?"

And the answer pointed chiefly to the measure of darkness con-

nected with them :
" Unto you it is given (said He) to know the

mysteries of the kingdom : but to them it is not given ; for who-

soever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have more abund-

ance ; but whosoever hath not, Irom him shall be taken away
even that which he hath. Therefore"—He added, with reference

to the people, who belonged to the latter class, the persons who
had not, as the disciples did to the former—" Therefore speak I

to them in parables ; because they seeing, see not ; hearing, they

hear not, neither understand." The import of the statement is,

that the disciples, having to a certain extent used the privilege

they possessed—having improved the talents committed to them
—were to be intrusted with more ; while the body of the people,

having failed to make a similar use of their opportunities—re-

maining destitute of Divine knowledge, notwithstanding all that

had been taught them—were to have their means of knowing

abridged, were to be placed under a more indirect and veiled

method of instruction. This mode of dealing was in perfect

accordance with the whole nature and tendency of the work of

Christ in its relation to the hearts of men—which always carried

along with it two ends, the one displaying the severity, and the

other the goodness of God. From the first He was " set for the

fall," as well as "the rising again," of many in Israel— for the

enlightenment and salvation first, but, if that failed, then for the

growing hardness and aggravated guilt of the people.

In the parable, viewed as a mode of instruction, there was ne-

cessarily a veiling of the truth for such as neither sought, nor

obtained through private explanations, the key to its spiritual

bearing. And in that veiling there was an act of judgment for
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previous indifference and contrariety to the manifestation of the

truth. Because the people had not received it in love, when
more openly presented to them, it now became wrapt in an ob-

scurer guise, and was placed at a greater distance from their view.

Even this, had it been rightly viewed, would have wrought bene-

ficially upon their minds. For, had they not wilfully blinded

their eyes and hardened their hearts, they would have seen in

such a darkening of the Divine counsel something fitted to rouse

and startle them ; it would have fallen on their ear as the warn-

ing-note of coming retribution ; and, perceiving that the Lord
was showing Himself froward to the froward, they would have

fled to the arms of mercy before severer judgment overtook them.

This, undoubtedly, was what our Lord designed as the effect that

should have been produced upon them by the change He adopted

in His manner of teaching. And in certain cases it may have

done so ; but, with the gi'eater part, the evil only proceeded from

one stage to another, and, before leaving for the last time the cities

in which most of His mighty works had been done, and His dis-

courses delivered, He uttered against them those memorable woes

which announced their approaching doom.

Such appear to have been the chief considerations which in-

duced our Lord in the later period of His ministry, to use so

commonly the parabolic mode of instruction. It is not so pro-

perly an additional reason, as a particular mode of representing

those that have been specified, when the Evangelist Matthew
says of Christ's speaking to the people in parables, " that it might

be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, saying, I will open

my mouth in parables, I will utter things which have been kept

secret from the foundation of the world." What is here regarded

as a prophecy, is a somewhat general declaration respecting the

form of utterances common to the more special messengers of

heaven. With certain characteristic differences, there still was

something proper to them all in this respect, more particularly in

those communications which had a prospective reference to the

kingdom of God ; there was a certain amount of figurative and
analogical discourse required to their fulfilling aright their pro-

phetic office. And it was unavoidable, that the greatest messen-

ger and prophet of all should also exhibit this mark of the

prophetic calling. It behoved to appear in some form ; but the
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specific form it actually assumed in his hands was determined by

the several considerations already mentioned. So that the allu-

sion of the Evangelist to the passage in the forty-ninth Psalm,

does not indicate anything new or different upon the subject,

])ut is comprehensive of all the considerations, which actually

weighed with om* Lord, and induced Him to adopt the parabolic

style.

II. We proceed now to the second leading point of inquiry

respecting the parables of Jesus, viz., the proper mode of inter-

preting and handling them. We are not left here entirely to our

own resources ; for, on two occasions, very near each other, the dis-

ciples asked our Lord for an explanation of the parables He had

delivered, and we have, in consequence, His interpretation of

two of them. We are, doubtless, entitled to regard these ex-

amples of Divine exposition as specimens of the kind of exposi-

tion generally, that should be employed upon the parables, and

the main features in them should be steadily kept in view by all

interpreters.

1. The first thing, however, that requires to be attended to is

one not noticed in our Lord's exjilanations, but taken for granted

there as perfectly understood, \iz. the correct reading of the para-

bolical representation itself, which forms the ground and cover

of the spiritual instruction. We must obtain a clear understand-

ing, and be able to give an accurate exposition of the meaning of

the words, and the natural or historical allusions which they may
contain. And the image or delineation, as a whole, in its merely

natural aspect and relations, should be set forth in its proper ful-

ness and simplicity, preparatory to our drawing from it the in-

struction it is fitted to convey. For the most part, this is not

difficult—if only a moderate amount of scholarship is possessed,

and such a cast of mind as is capable of taking up a fair impres-

sion, and giving forth a distijict representation of what is

narrated :—not difficult, because usually the language in these

portions of Scripture is remarkable for simplicity, and the para-

bolical narratives relate to the more familiar objects in nature

and history. In a few cases only is some difficulty experienced.

As an example of one in the language, we may point to the

parable of the wheat and the tares—as it is commonly termed.
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The difficulty lies here in determining exactly what is meant by

^/^ai//a, the seed which the enemy scattered among the wheat,

and which, it appears, did not attract any notice or excite any

uneasiness, till the full blade had been put forth, and the ear

had been formed. The tares, the ancient vicia, by which our

translators have rendered the w-ord, plainly do not altogether

accord with the description ; both because they are so different

in form and appearance from wheat, that they should be detected

the moment they rose above ground, and also because they are

not of a noxious nature, but are grown for purposes of nourish-

ment. Our Lord, there can be little doubt, referred to some

weed with which His hearers were familiarly acquainted, and

which was wont to be found in the corn-fields of Syria. The
term zizania is, therefore, in all probabihty a Syrian word ; and,

accordingly, it never occurs in any Greek or Latin author, ex-

cept in the writings of the Fathers, where they refer to this

parable. They explained it differently, and if we except Jerome,

none of them quite correctly. But there is a plant, which the

Rabbins call zimim, and the Ai'abs of the present day zulzan

(neither of them very far from the zizania of Scripture), which

abounds in the corn-fields of S}ana—a plant, which is at first

very like wheat in appearance, Avhich belongs to the same family,

and which, when analysed, contains nearly the same ingredients,

yet so different in its effects upon the human frame, that when
the seeds remain mixed with the wheat, the flour thus produced

always occasions dizziness and other injurious efi^ects. There

can be little doubt, that this is really the plant referred to. The
only question (but one that can scarcely be said to affect the

exposition of the parable) is, whether it is a distinct plant, or a

sort of degenerate wheat

—

afterwheat as it is sometimes called.

The Rabbinical doctors held it to be the latter : they said, as

quoted by Lightfoot, " Wheat and zunim are not seeds of dif-

ferent kinds," but " zunim is a kind of wheat, which is changed

in the earth, both as to its form and as to its nature." The
ancient scholiast, too, writes on Virgil's infelix lolium, " Triticum

et hordeum in lolium mutantur." This, certainly, may be

reckoned doubtful ; for the Rabbis and scholiasts were no great

naturalists ; and it is more common now to regard the zizanion

as a separate plant, the bearded darnel, lolium temulentum, of
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naturalists. At all events, this plant, and not our tares, is what

must be understood by the term in the parable—although it

would be unwise now to substitute the one term for the other in

our Bibles.

In the figurative representation of the parable, apart from the

language in which it is expressed, there is seldom any difficulty.

Only, it is necessary to exercise caution, so as not to extend the

representation too far— carry it beyond the bounds within which

it was intended to move. Thus, in the parable of the unjust

steward, who is set up as a representative in the worldly sphere,

of a selfish and carnal wisdom, choosing skilfully its means for

the accomplishment of a desired end, we must take care to con-

fine it to that one point, and abstain fi'om giving it a more general

direction. There is a higher wisdom even in the world than what

is there exhibited, a wisdom that extends to the choice of a

proper end, as well as to the employment of proper means :

—

but this is not brought into view in the representation of the

parable.

2. The next thing to be attended to in the interpretation of

the parables, is the main theme or leading idea, which they are

severally intended to illustrate. For, there always is what may
be so characterised—some special aspect of the Divine kingdom,

or some particular line of duty to be followed, or of danger to be

shunned, which the parable aims at exhibiting, and to which all

its imagery is subservient. This, as Lisco has justly observed,

" is the centre and kernel of the parable, and till it has been dis-

covered and accurately determined, we need not occupy ourselves

with the individual parts ; since these can only be seen in their

true light, when contemplated from the proper centre. We may
compare," he adds, "the whole parabolical representation to a

circle, the centre of which is the Divine truth or doctrine, and

the radii are the several figurative traits in the narrative. So

long as we do not stand in the centre, neither does the circle ap-

pear in an entirely round form, nor do the radii seem in their

proper order, as all tending to the centre, and in beautiful uni-

formity:—this is done, when the eye surveys everything fii'om

the centre. So is it precisely in the parable. If we have brought

clearly and distinctly out its central point, its principal idea, then

also the relative position and right meaning of its several parts
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become manifest, and we shall only dwell upon these in so far as

the main theme can thereby be rendered more distinct."

In order to arrive correctly at this main theme, beside an exact

and careful examination of the parable itself, the chief help is to

be sought in the connection ; and if this is closely considered,

and the light it furnishes applied to the illustration of the subject,

we shall rarely, if ever, be left in doubt as to the principal idea

or doctrine, which it was designed to unfold. A few of the earlier

parables, all those recorded in the 13tli ch. of Matthew, and

which were delivered about the same time, having been uttered

one after another, without anything intervening between them in

speech or action, can consequently derive no benefit from the im-

mediate context. But with that exception, all the parables in the

Synoptic evangelists are connected with occasions of an historical

kind, very often also are preceded by a direct address ; and then

the principle couched in the address, or which the historical

occasion served to bring out, is resvimed, and for all times thrown

into the form of an attractive and striking parable. Possibly, the

parable may carry the instruction somewhat farther than was done

by what immediately preceded, but it will be found to be only in

the same line. Thus the beautiful and impressive parable of the

rich fool, recorded in the 12th ch. of Luke, was occasioned by a

person rudely interrupting Jesus, and reqviesting his interference

with that person's brother, in order to obtain a division of the

inheritance. Our Lord first repelled the intrusion by asking,

" Man, who made Me a judge or a divider over you f and

then delivered to His followers the appropriate counsel, " Take

heed, and beware of covetousness : for a man's life consisteth not

in the abundance of the things which he possesseth." Now, the

parable that follows is simply an embodiment of this great lesson,

which is thrown into the parabolic form, to clothe it with life-like

freshness, and give it a more impressive and touching influence

on the heart. In like manner, the three parables in the 15th

ch. of Luke—those of the lost sheep, the lost piece of money, and

the prodigal son— all took their rise in the taunt thrown out by

the Pharisees against Christ, that He received sinners and ate

with them ; and they each unfold, under so many different, yet

closely related aspects, the grounds of the procediire, out of which

the taunt originated ; they explain and justify, on the common

h
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principles and f'eelincrs of Immanity, the merciful and considerate

treatment, which the adversaries vilified.

These examples ai'e comparatively simple ; but there are others,

in vs^hich the proper result is not so easily arrived at. It is, how-

ever, to be sought in the same way ; the connection, when closely

surveyed, will generally be found the best help to ascertain the

principal idea in the parable. In the case which, probably, pre-

sents the greatest difficulty in this respect—that of the parable

of the labourers in the vineyard. Matt. xxi.—we shall not search

in vain if we look in the direction now indicated. By referring

to the close of ch. xx., we find the parable was delivered for the

purpose of embodying and illustrating a great principle, which

Peter's self-complacent exhibition of the sacrifices he and the

other apostles had made for Christ's sake, had elicited from the

Saviour, " that many who were first should be last, and the last

first." The main theme of the parable, which is summed up

with the reiteration, in a somewhat stronger form, of this prac-

tical saying, is comprised in the twofold truth therein contained.

It teaches that the one class, the outwardly first, represented by

the early called laboiu'ers, were unfit for the kingdom, because

of the sense of merit, grounded on their early and long-continued

services, rendering them indisposed to the simple reception of

the gifts of grace, on which the Divine kingdom is founded.

The other class, the outwardly last, represented by those who
went into the vineyard at the eleventh hour, and who had

nothing almost of their own on which to ground any claim to

blessing—these, the parable teaches, are the proper subjects of

the kingdom, having that deep spirit of humility, which disposes

them to receive without a murmur whatever the Divine house-

holder might give.

It is needless to multiply examples further. But it will be

perceived, from what has been already stated, that the parable

should be viewed in each case as one whole. If it is pervaded

by some great idea, or specific lesson, it should be viewed and

treated with a reference to this ; and it cannot but suffer if it is

broken up into a variety of separate parts, and each handled in-

dependently of the others. At the same time, individual traits

may, on certain occasions, be selected as the basis of a discourse,

if onlv care is taken to exhibit the connection in which it stands
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with the unity of the entire representation, and a view is given

of it properly consistent with the place belonging to it in that

connection.

3. There is still another point, which I'equires consideration

in the treatment of parables, but on which it is scarcely possible

to lay down a very explicit direction. We refer to the regard

that should be paid to the individual traits—how far they should,

or should not, be looked upon as having a separate significance.

It is here more especially that our Lord's interpretation of the

two parables formerly noticed is fitted to jield an important

service. From this w^e see, that every specific feature in the

earthly type has its correspondence in the higher line of things

it represents. Nothing, on the one hand, appears merely for

ornament ; while, on the other, nothing is wiredrawn, or made
to bear a meaning that seems too much for it. It may, doubt-

less, be regarded as one of the indications of comparative perfec-

tion belonging to the parables of our Lord, that they admit of

such a close and particular application ; for the more numerous

the points of agreement in such a case, the more perfect must be

deemed the form of the discourse.

In connection with this, however, the distinctive nature of the

parable should be borne in mind, which is not fitted for unfold-

ing the particular facts or the more specific doctrines of the

kingdom of Christ, as its more fundamental laws and broader

features. In their nature, parables are a species of allegory, or

symbol ; and whatever variety or depth of meaning this is capa-

ble of embodying, it still must relate more to the great lines of

truth and duty, than to the minuter details of either. If we
should, therefore, go to the interpretation of them in a spirit of

partizanship, eager to find support for some particular dogma we
may be anxious to uphold, the result is sure to be an unnatural

wresting of certain portions of the parable. And in all ages

such has too frequently been the case in the treatment that has

been given to this species of discourse.

In early times we find many indications of it. For example,

the Manicheans sought support for their independent principle

of evil, the essentially divine and creative power of the wicked

one, in the representation given in the parable of the tares, re-

specting the sowing of the bad seed in the field—as if the
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existence of the bad were something altogether new, and not

rather the depravation of what existed before. It is not, as

Augustine contended, and many others of later times, that

something is brought into being apart from the creation of God,

or accomplishing what God alone could effect. The zizania

were of God, as well as the wheat, only in the wrong place, and

in that place a depravation—a travestying of the proper order

and harmony of God's productions—an evil, as every work of

Satan is. Nor can we regard it as anything but another, and,

in principle, similar misinterpretation of the same parable, when

many in modern times find in the sowing of the zizania, and

the refusal of the householder to have them plucked up, an

argument for the utter relaxation of discipHne in the Christian

Church. Tliey thus place it in antagonism to the instruction

contained in other portions of the New Testament ; for example,

tlie Epistles to the Seven Churches of Asia, and the First Epistle

to the Corinthians, in which the strictest charges are given to

maintain a watchful discipline, and the severest rebulces and

threatenings are uttered on account of its neglect. The proper

application of that part of the parable has respect only to such

admixtures as spring up unperceived—those which the most

vigilant oversight cannot prevent, or which, when they appear,

are not so flagrantly offensive to Christian sense and purity, that

they may at once be proceeded against as utterly ojoposed to the

character of a Christian Church. It is only of such things that

the representation can justly be understood, as of them only

could it be said, that the judicial treatment of them by human
instrumentality might involve the exclusion also of some of the

true children from the state and privileges of grace. Comparing

this parable with that of the sower, Avhat is said in the one of the

tares, nearly coiTesponds to what is said in the other of the third

class of hearers—those in whom the cares of this life, and the

deceitfulness of riches, spring up and choke the word. Both

alike seem to include such as might be within the pale of the

Christian Church, though becoming by degrees alien to it in

spirit and character, yet still preserving so much of the form of

godliness, that no merely human eye has sufficient discernment

to draw the line of demarcation between them and others, nor

could any human hand administer the proper discipline, without
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sometimes, ut least, confounding together the children of God
and the children of Satan.

A misuse, similar to those already noticed, has also frequently

been made of the representation given in the parable of the

prodigal son, of the reception which that son met with on his

return to the father. No mention is there made of anything

being necessary to secure the father's reconciliation, or provide

for the son access to the bosom of his love, excepting the son's

own penitent frame of mind, and actual return ; and hence, it is

argued, in the higher sphere of things represented by these, there

can also be no need for more—an atonement in the ordinaiy

sense cannot be required. But here the cases are not parallel

—

the representation, by this use of it, is stretched beyond the

proper line ; since it is not as Si father, but as a righteous governor^,

that God requires an atonement for the guilty ; and to press a

feature of this kind in an exclusive sense, is simply to place it

in antagonism to other parts of Scripture. This parable, like

all the others, was intended to represent Divine things under

the image of the human, only in so far as the one could

present a parallel to the other. In the case of the earthly

parent and child, there was no room for the introduction of an

atonement as the basis of reconciliation ; the whole that could,

with any propriety, be exhibited, was the play of feeling from

the one side to the other, with the results to which it led— every-

thing of a more fundamental kind, or connected with other

aspects and relations of the subject, being left, for the present,

out of view.

Reference may still further be made in this connection to the

treatment often given to the parables in a prophetical respect.

Undoubtedly, they do generally contain a prophetical element,

referring as well to the future progress and results of Messiah's

kingdom, as to its existing character and condition. But they

commonly do so under some particular aspect, one parabolical

representation being chosen to give prominence to one feature,

that was going to be developed, and another to another. Care,

therefore, should be taken to keep in view the partial nature of

each representation ; otherwise particular traits will have undue

significance attached to them, and the instruction conveyed by

one parable will be brought into conflict with that of another.
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Thus, the parable of the tares and wheat presents the future

aspect of the kingdom as to the intermincrhng of the evil with the

good—presents this as a state of things that should, more or less,

continue to the end of time ;—while the parable of the leaven

hid in meal represents the Divine element in the kingdom work-

ing on till the whole was pervaded by it. They are two different

aspects, but perfectly consistent, if the parts in which they differ

are not unduly pressed; but if otherwise, then the apparent con-

tinuance of evil in the one case, and its gradual extinction in the

other, must become, not the complements, but the antitheses of

each other. The Divine leaven cannot spread onwards till all is

leavened, without, at the same time, causing the tares of error

and corruption to disappear. But that there shall still, till the

time of the end, be a certain admixture of the evil with the good,

can readily be supposed ; Avliile, on the whole, the good continues

to grow and spread, and becomes ultimately triumphant.

These hints, perhaps, may suffice. It is impossible, on such

a subject, to lay down precise and definite rules ; and the exact

line in each case can only be ascertained by careful consideration,

a well-exercised judgment, and a spiritual sense, derived from a

living acquaintance with the truths of the Gospel, and close

attention to the manner in which they are revealed in Scripture.

SECTION TENTH.

ON THE SUBJECT OF PARALLELISM AS BEARING ON THE STRUC-

TURE AND INTERPRETATION OF NEW TESTAMENT SCRIPTURE.

It seems to be the invariable tendency of the human mind

—

the consequence of its partial and imperfect w'orking—that when

it gets hold of a right principle, it cannot rest till this has been

piished in some direction to excess ; and the subject of Scripture

parallelism forms no exception to the rule. It was to the fine dis-

cernment and poetical taste of Bishop Lowth that we owe the first

correct appreciation of the distinctive characteristics of Hebrew
poetry, and the establishment of what he deuommated pa7'allelisni,

i
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as the peculiar feature of its rhythmical structure. He showed,

first in his Prelections on Hebrew Poetry, and afterwards in lais

Preliminary Dissertation to his work on Isaiah, that Avhile the

poetry of the Hebrews did not admit of rhyme, nor of the regular

metrical measures we meet with in the classical poets in Greece

and Rome, yet it possessed a clearly marked rhythmical struc-

ture, consisting in a certain correspondence of the lines—not,

however, in respect to the sound, but in respect to the sense;

" a certain equality (as he defined it), resemblance, or relation-

ship between the members of each period, so that in one or more

lines or members of the same period things shall answer to things,

and words to words, as if fitted to each other by a kind of rule

or measure" (Prelec. xix.). Lowth gave to this rhythmical

structure, as we have said, the name of Parallelism, or the paral-

lism of members—a name which is sufficiently indicative of the

reality, and is not likely, in this country at least, to be displaced

by the "verse-rhythm," or "thought-rhythm" of Ewald. It is,

however, in the thought or the sense that the rhythm properly lies.

It is not simply, as Ewald justly states, a harmony of the mem-
bers of the verse, but along with this, and as the foundation of

this, " the rhythmical outpouring of the subject and life of the

thoughts which fill the verse ; and the beauty of the verse, as a

whole, rises in proportion to the equilibrium and symmetry with

which the sense is poured forth."

We are not called here to enter into any fonnal investigation

of the subject of parallelism, as connected with the poetical por-

tions of Old Testament Scripture. But it may be proper to

state, that under the general principle of parallelism Bishop

Lowth comprehended the different forms, which he called se-

verally synonymous, antithetic, and synthetic or constructive

parallels. The synonymous parallel lines are those which con'e-

spond one to another, by expressing the same sense in different

but equivalent terms—when a proposition is delivered, and is im-

mediately repeated in whole or in part, the expression being varied,

but the sense entirely or nearly the same. As when it is said

—

" O-Jehovah, in-Thy-strength the-king shall-rejoice,

And-in-Thy-salvation how greatly shall-he-exult

!

The-des,ire of-his-heart Thou-hast-granted unto-him,

And-the-request of-his-lips Thou-hast-not-denied."
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The correspondence here is confined to two lines, the second

of the two having a formal resemblance both in thought and in

membership to the first. But the correspondence may also ex-

tend to three, to four, or even to five lines.—The antithetic

parallels are those " in which two lines correspond wath one

another by an opposition of terms and sentiments ; in which the

second is contrasted with the first, sometimes in expressions, some-

times in sense only." One of the simplest examples is Prov. x.

7, " The memory of the just is blessed, But the name of the

wicked shall rot." Or this, Prov. xx\4i. 6, " Faithful are the

wounds of a fi'iend, But deceitful are the kisses of an enemy."

The antithesis expressed may differ both in kind and degree ;

and is found, indeed, to exist in very considerable variety, both

in the Proverbs, wdiere this species of parallelism particularly

abounds, and in other parts of Scripture.—The synthetic or con-

structive parallel lines are those, " in which the parallelism con-

sists only in the similar form of construction ; in which word does

not answer to word, and sentence to sentence, as equivalent or

opposite ; but there is a correspondence and equality between the

different propositions in respect of the shape or turn of the whole

sentence, and of the constructive parts : such as noun answering

to noun, verb to verb, number to number, negative to negative,

interrogative to interrogative."—From its very nature, this species

of parallelism is of a somewhat looser, and more discursive sort

than the others ; but, as one of the best, and most familiar ex-

amples of it, we may point to Ps. xix., " The law of the Lord is

perfect—converting the soul ; The testimony of the Lord is sure

—making wise the simple," etc.

Now, looking to this parallelism, as first explained by Bishop

Lowth, and applied by him to the more sti-ictly poetical portions

of Scripture, one can easily see the propriety and fitness of having

the rhythmical structure of those portions confined to such a char-

acteristic. It is the simplest of all rhythmical forms, and the

freest, and, as such, peculiarly adapted to inspired strains, in

which, whatever scope may be allowed to the fancy, the form

must still be subordinated to the sense. The artificial and com-

plicated measures of classical poetry would have been unsuited

to such a purpose ; for it would have been difficult, next to im-

possible, for us to regard ^vhat was written, if thrown into such
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forms, as the unconstrained and fresh utterances of men, who

spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. It is the chaste

and natural simplicity of parallelism which peculiarly adapts it

for sacred purposes, and renders the discourse so true, hearty,

and confidential,^ For, when the heart pours itself forth, there

naturally flows stream upon stream—which is parallelism ; or it

tui'ns over the image, and shows the reverse side, in order to im-

press the matter more deeply upon the heart—and this again is

parallelism. Only a measure which possessed such freedom and

simplicity could have been worthy of being employed as the

poetry of revelation. And this alone, too, properly consisted

with the design of the Bible, as destined for the use of men, in

every nation and of every language. It is the excellence of the

simple rhythmical structure of Hebrew poetry, that it is " trans-

fusible (to use the words of Bishop Jebb) into all languages—an

excellence, not only unattainable in classical poetry, but prevented

by classical metre. Classical poetry is the poetry of one language,

and of one people. The words are, I shall not say chosen (though

this be sometimes the case), but arranged, with a view, not prim-

arily to the sense, but to the sound. In literal translation, there-

fore, especially if the order of the original words be preserved,

not only the melody is lost, but the sense is irreparably injured.

Hebrew poetry, on the contrary, is universal poetry, the poetry

of all languages and of all peoples : the collocation of the words

is primarily directed to secure the best possible announcement

and discrimination of the sense ; and so, if a translator be only

literal—if he only preserve, so far as the genius of his language

will admit, the original order of the words, he will infalhbly pvat

the reader in possession of all, or nearly all, that the Hebrew text

can give to the best Hebrew scholar of the present day."^

Bishop Lowth has himself—in the Introduction to his work on

Isaiah—given examples of this : he has shown how, by adhering

closely to the order of the original, not only may the parallelism

be preserved, but a more lively and spirited exhibition also of the

sense be given, than is done by neglecting it. And he has further

shown, that by means of the parallelism the interpretation is

sometimes aided, in those cases especially, in which rare words

are employed, or words ofdoubtful import ; the plainer meaning ot"

' Herder, liebr. Poesie, i. 21. - Sacred Literature, p 20.
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one member throwing light upon the corresponding one. At the

same time, the help to be derived from this source is of a some-

what ambiguous character, and is very apt to lead astray. In

the hands of Lowth himself, and of some of his followers, it led

to not a few arbitrary interpretations, and unwarranted tamper-

ings with the sacred text ; as a change in the received import of

a word, or in the existing text, when it seemed favoured by the

parallelism, presented itself as an easy mode of getting over a

difficulty, while, perhaps, it only led to a departure from the true

meaning of the original. As a help to interpretation, therefore,

the parallelism of Hebrew poetry always requires to be used with

much caution. It does so more especially on this account, that

there is both a considerable diversity, and a great freedom mani-

fested in the use of the parallel arrangement. So that what is

called the synonymous parallel is not always, and indeed very

rarely, altogether synonymous ; with a general similarity, it usu-

ally exhibits some distinct shade of meaning ; and, again, when

there is something of antithesis, the sentiment expressed is often

but partially antithetic.

Bishop Lowth was not insensible of such freedoms and shades

of diversity ; for, when speaking of the second member of synony-

mous parallels, he represents it as containing either entirely, or

nearly, the same sense as the first. And in his 4th Prelection,

when treating generally of the subject of parallelism, he says not

merely that they repeat, but also that they vaiy and strengthen

the sense (idem iterant, variant, augent). Practically, liowever,

this was too much overlooked both by him, and by his followers

;

and the custom sprung up and grew, among lexicographers and

commentators, of ascribing many unwarranted meanings to

words, on the simple ground, that the sense as determined by

the parallelism seemed to require them. On this practice,

which extended to the Greek Scriptures also, Bishop Jebb very

properly cautioned biblical students : he said, " The assumed

synonyme of periods, members, or lines, has, in many instances,

occasioned the consequent assumption, that in the Alexandiine

translators of the Old Testament words are synonymous, which

in all other writers have totally diverse meanings ; and the same

principle has been applied to several words and passages in the

New Testament." lie adds, " Let the cited passages be care-
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fully examined, and I venture to affirm, that instead of" a

synonyme, there will almost universally be found an important

variation of meaning, between the related members ; commonly

a progress in the sense ; but always such a variation as will

quite supersede the necessity of resorting to an unusual, much
less an unprecedented, acceptation of the terms employed" (p.

51).

Jebb, however, fell into something like an opposite extreme
;

and, instead of being satisfied with showing a general variation

in the meaning ofone parallel line as compared with another, he

sought to establish a uniform and regular progression of thought

in the sentences. Hence, the parallels of the first class, instead

of being called synonymous, have come to be usually designated

gradational—though Jebb himself preferred the term cognate.

We call this an extreme in the opposite direction ; for though

there can be no doubt, that in a very large proportion of the

parallelisms of Scripture, there is a gradational advance, an in-

tensifying of the sense in the second parallelistic line as compared

with that given in the first, yet in a considerable number of

cases there is a substantial agreement, or a diversity without

anything that can fitly be called a progression of thought. And
the attempt to make out a uniform gradational sense in the

parallelism has led, not unfrequently, to forced interpretations.

Take, for example, one of Jebb's illustrative passages :

—

" Who shall ascend the mountain of Jehovah ?

And who shall stand within His holy Place ?

The clean of hands, and the pure in heart."—Ps. xxiv. 3, 4.

" To ascend," says Jebb, " marks progress ; to stand, stabihty

and confirmation ; the mountain of Jehovah, the site of the Di-

vine sanctuary; His holy place, the sanctuary itself ; and in cor-

respondence with the advance of the two lines which form the

first couplet, there is an advance in the members of the third

line : the clean of hands, and the pure in heart :—the clean of

hands shall ascend the mountain of Jehovah, the pure in heart

shall stand within His holy place" (p. 40). Augustine, as Jebb

acknowledges, had in substance made the same distinction ; but

whenever, or by whomsoever made, I hold it to be quite fanci-

ful—at least in the form in which it has now been presented.
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The Psalmist is plainly describing, in this part of the Psalm, the

sincere worshipper of God, and doing so in respect to his going

to appear before God at the appointed place of worship under

the Old economy. But nothing seems farther from his mind,

than the thought of delineating different degrees of purity, and
of privilege connected with it—one to occupy a certain ])osition

of nearness, and another to occupy a higher and a holier. To
ascend God's mountain, in the sense here contemplated, was all

one, in substance, with standing in His holy place ; for, it was

for the purpose and with the view of standing in such a place,

that the worshipper comes into consideration as ascending the

mountain ;—and the law of Moses recognised no distinction of

the kind here indicated—between cleanness of hands fitting for

one act of worship, or one stage of approach, and purity of heart

fitting for another. Cleanness of hands has no other significance

than as a symbol of moral purity ; if it differs at all from the

other expression—purity of heart—it can only be in pointing

more to the life as embodying the purity, which has its seat in

the heart ;—but the two expressions at most denote, not different

degrees of goodness, but different aspects of the same goodness.

Besides, in a continuous description of this sort, how can you

stop simply at the second term of the description ? If there is a

progression in the two first, why should it not extend also to

what follows '? It is added, " Who hath not lifted up his soul to

vanity, nor sworn deceitfully." Do these denote a gradation of

excellence beyond purity of heart ? Or is the one clause here

also to be connected with ascending the mountain, and the other

with standing in the holy place 1 Neither of these assertions can

with any propriety be made. And on this ground also we hold,

that the distinction is an entirely fanciful one ; and that the de-

scription ought to be viewed in its entireness, as the description,

under a variety of aspects, of one who might appear with accep-

tance among God's sincere worshippers. The several epithets

are not absolutely synonymous, but neither are they gradational

;

they are merely diverse representations of the righteous man's

state and character.

It is, therefore, my conviction, that the principle of parallelism

has been carried to excess by Dr Jebb and his followers, in the

way of disco\x'ring correspondences or relations of a somewhat
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more complicated and artificial kind, than really exist. But the

chief excess has been in connection with what is called the intro-

verted parallelism—a fourth form introduced by Jebb—and its

application to portions of the New Testament writings. On
this sort of parallel, Jebb says, " There are stanzas so constructed,

that whatever be the number of lines, the first line shall be par-

allel with the last ; the second Avith the penultimate ; and so

throughout, in an order that looks inward, or, to borrow a mili-

tary phrase, from flanks to centre." One of the longest examples

given of this by Jebb is also, perhaps, the best for his purpose

that could have been selected : it is in Psalm cxxxv. 15—18, and

consists of eight lines, of which the first and eighth are held to

be parallel—then the second and seventh—the third and sixth

—

and finally, the two beside each other, the fourth and fifth, in

the centre. The passage is the following :

—

" The idols of the heathen are silver and gold, " Tliej' have ears, but they hear not

;

The work of men's hands

:

Neither is there any breath in their mouths.

Thej' have mouths, but they speak not

;

They who make them are like imto them

;

They have eyes, but they see not; So are all they who put their tnist in them."

" In the first line," says Dr Jebb, " we have the idolatrous

heathen ; in the eighth, those who put their trust in idols ; in the

second line the fabrication, in the seventh the fabricators ; in the

third line mouths without articulation, in the sinth months with-

out breath ; in the fourth line eyes without vision, and in the

fifth ears without the sense of hearing." No doubt, a sort of

correspondence throughout, but, at the same time, no organic

connection, or peculiar relationship between the lines thus artifi-

cially brought together—nothing that materially contributes to

help the meaning. Thus, in the first and last, " the idols of the

heathen are silver and gold—so are all they who put their trust

in them." What is gained, we ask, by bringing these far-dis-

tant lines into juxtaposition ? So far from the sense thereby

gaining in force and clearness, it is not even preserved ; and

though, it is true, idolatrous persons are the subjects in both of

them, yet this is no more than what may be said of the seventh

line—" they who make them are like to them,"—and one might

as well join together the first and seventh as the first and eighth.

Indeed, rather do so, as this collocation would make sense, while

the other does not. The parallelism, therefore, viewed in respect

to the sense, which is the main point, fails in the manner it is
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here attempted to be carried out ; and we gain nothing by throw-

ing ourselves back fi'om the later to the earlier line, with which

it is supposed to have some special affinity. On the contrary, we
are in danger of losing the real progression of thought, which

appears in tlie passage, when viewed consecutively, for a some-

what fanciful arrangement of its several parts. So also in

multitudes of passages, that might be produced from human com-

positions, it might be perfectly possible to throw the successive

lines of thought into similar combinations, although these were

quite remote fi^om the mind of their respective authors ; but by

doing so we should gain nothing, we should rather lose by mak-
ing the attempt.

It may be well to give proof of this by pointing to some ex-

amples ; but let me first present some idea of the extent to which

the parallelistic principle has been carried. A great portion of

Bishop Jebb's work on Sacred Literature was devoted to the

purpose of applying that principle, and more especially this latter

form of it, to New Testament Scripture. Of course, there are

parallelisms there. The language of the New Testament, as

well as its doctrines, spring out of the Old ; and where the poe-

tical element enters, it naturally assumes much of the ancient

form ; the parallelistic structure is more or less preserved. It is

not, therefore, the fact of tlie existence of parallelisms in New
Testament Scripture, but the limits within wliich they should be

confined, or the form they may be made to assume, that can be

regarded as just matter of controversy. It is not the presence,

but the excess of the principle, as exhibited by the class of writers

referred to, to which we object. But this principle, first of all,

is often sought for in cases where there is nothing peculiar

—

where there is merely such a structure of the sentences as the

mind naturally adopts when tersely expressing its thoughts, with-

out thinking of any regular measures or parallel lines. Thus, in

Luke xii. 48, " Unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall

much be required ; and to whom they have committed much, of

him shall they demand the more;"— or Gal. vi. 8, " He who

soweth to the flesh, shall of the flesh reap corruption ; and he

who soweth to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit reap life eternal."

In Matt. viii. 20, we have an example of what is called the

triplet, there being three lines in parallelism,—" The foxes have
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dens, And the birds of the air have nests, But the Son of Man
hath not where to lay His head;" and again, in Rev. xiv. 18,

" Put forth thy sharp sickle, And gather in the clusters of the

vine of the earth. For its grapes have become fully ripe." Then,

there is the quatrain, consisting of two parallel couplets, the pairs

of which are termed sometimes directly, sometimes inversely

parallel—of which the passages just cited from Luke and Gala-

tians may be taken as specimens ;—or this in John xv. 10, " If

ye keep My commandments, Ye shall abide in my love. Even as

I have kept My Father's commandments, And abide in His

love :"—And even this in Mark xii. 12, " And they sought to

seize Him, And they feared the people ; For they knew that

against them he spake the parable ; And having left Him, they

departed." But examples of longer stanzas, having five, six, and

even more lines, are produced—such as John xi. 9, 10, " Are
there not twelve hours in the day ? If a man walk in the day

he stumbleth not ; Because he seeth the light of this world : But
if a man walk in the night he stumbleth ; Because the light is

not in him" {jive) ;—also Matt. xxiv. 7, 8 ; 1 Thess. v. 7, 8 ;

Rom. ii. 28, 29. For those of six, see Matt. xvi. 2, 3 (" When
it is evening, ye say, ' a calm !' For the sky is red : And in the

morning, 'to-day a tempest;' For the sky is red and lowering:

Hypocrites ! the face of the sky ye know how to discern. But ye

cannot [discern] the signs of the times"). Also Luke xii. 4, 5,

47, 48 ; 1 Cor. xv. 47-49 ; and many parts of the Sermon on the

Mount.

Now, that there is nothing of the proper parallel arrangement

in such passages as these, is evident from the difficulty often of

knowing where precisely the division of the lines should be made,

or which part is to be held as corresponding wnth another. One
has to cast about for a time, to see how the sentences can be

brought into shape ; and were it not for the stanza-form, into

which they are thrown by the advocates of parallelism, verv few

persons would ever have imagined, that they really admitted of

such an arrangement. They belong to that species of composi-

tion, which consists of apophthegm, or short sententious utterances,

usually embodying some sort of comparison or contrast ; and in

which the mind naturally—in modern as well as ancient times,

in its ordinary as well as in its loftier moods—throws its words
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into set forms and relative proportions—but without ever think-

ing of anything like remote and complicated parallels. Open,
for example, Lord Bacon's Collection of Apophthegms, and take

one of the very first that occurs. As presented by him, it forms

two short sentences; but in the hands of the Parallelists it would

make a choice specimen of the introverted quatrain—thus :

Good fame is like fire :

When you have kindled it, you may easily preserve it

;

But if once you have extinguished it, you will not easily kindle it again,

At least not make it burn as bright as it did.

Here, it might be stated, the first and the last lines correspond

;

they both speak of fire in its capacity of burning, or shining

brightly. Then, the two intermediate clauses refer to tvvo dif-

ferent conditions, with their respective effects—the fire, when
once kindled, easily preserved ; when extinguished after having

been kindled, not easily lit up anew. But what is gained by this

sort of introversion ? Does it throw additional light on the

thoughts expressed, or present them in a more striking aspect ?

Not in the least; it only suggests an artificial arrangement, where

none whatever was intended, and the mind of the writer was

merely following the natural course of its thoughts and feelings.

—We might say substantially the same of another example in

Bacon :
" In great place, ask counsel of both times—Of the

ancient time, what is best; and of the latter time, what is

fittest :"—quite natural and orderly as it stands, but incapable of

being improved by being drawn out into parallels. Or, look at

this longer specimen from the same quarter :

—

" The empirical philosophers are like pismires,

They only lay up and use their store ;

The rationalists are like the spiders,

They spin all out of their own bowels.

But give me a philosopher who is like the bee,

Who hath a middle faculty,

Gathering from abroad.

But digesting that which is gathered,

By his own virtue."

Thrown into so many lines, this passage, doubtless, presents a

great variety of parallels—parallels, too, much more distinctly

marked, and more easily detected, than many of those found in

New Testament Scripture. But what advantage is gained by
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presenting the passage in such a form ? Was this form present

to the mind of the writer ? Or, when exhibited, does it serve to

bring out tlie thoughts in a more lucid and impressive manner?

The writer himself has simply put them down as so many con-

secutive sentences—each growing naturally out of what pre-

ceded; and, so far from making any improvement upon the

manner of exhibiting the truths stated, the introduction of

parallelisms would tend rather to lead our minds in the wrong-

direction—make us conceive of him as busying himself about

artificial forms of expression, while in reality he was intent only

upon giving distinct utterance, or logical sequence, to the ideas

which had formed themselves in his mind. Thejuropgr parallel-

ism—that which by way of distinction should be so called—is a

particular form of that measured diction, which the mind in an

elevated state of feeling instinctively adopts, as necessary to give

adequate expression to the fiery glow, or swelling fulness of

sentiment, of which it is conscious : it cannot be satisfied with

itself, till it has thrown its conceptions and feelings into such a

compressed and regulated form. But in the examples that have

been adduced both fi'om Bacon and the New Testament, it is

the reflective or looical faculties that are at work. The mind is

in its ordinary mood, and merely seeks in a pointed and consecu-

tive manner to present its thoughts on some particular topic.

So that introverted parallelisms, or comphcated structures of any

kind, are out of place ; nor can they serve any purpose but that

of suggesting the idea of constraint or art, where in reality

nothing of the kind existed.

Not only, however, does this extreme fondness for parallelisms,

and the attempt to discover them in the simply didactic or

historical portions of New Testament Scripture, tend to give

too artistic and constrained an appearance to such portions, but

it leads occasionally to fancifid conceits, and false interpretations.

The most part, as we have said, of the Sermon on the Mount has

been turned into examples of parallelisms—some of them of the

most involved and intricate description, but never with the effect

of throwing any fresh light upon its different parts—sometimes,

however, with the effect of arbitrarily changing the connection,

and obscuring the natural import. In proof of this we may take

one of Jebb's examples, which is re-produced by Dr Forbes, in

M
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liis work on Scripture Parallelism—viz., Matt. vii. 6 :
" Give not

that which is holy to the dogs, Neither cast your pearls before

swine ; Lest they trample them under their feet, And turn about

and rend you." This is considered as a specimen of the intro-

verted parallelism ; so that the first and the fourth go together,

then the second and the third. It is, therefore, according to Dr
Jebb, to be read thus :

" Give not that which is holy to the

dogs. Lest they turn about and rend you ; Neither cast your pearls

before swine. Lest they trample them under their feet." And
this interpretation is justified on the ground, that our Lord

wished to place the more dangerous act of imprudence first and

last, so as to make it, and its fatal result, produce the deepest

impression on the mind ;—while the other, and less senseless

form, that represented by the image of casting pearls before

swine, is placed in the middle. But, in that case, by the ordi-

nary laws of construction, something would have been required

to carry back our thoughts fi-om the last to the first member :

and Dr Jebb, sensible of this, shoves in a tliose before the verbs

in the last line—" Lest those turn about and rend you." And,

indeed, to make the matter quite right, the they in the preceding

clause should have been these : it should have stood thus :
" Give

not that which is holy to the dogs. Neither cast your pearls be-

fore swine : Lest these (the swine) trample them under their feet,

And those (the dogs) turn about and rend you." In this way, no

doubt, the references become tolerably plain ; but it is a plain-

ness, for which we are indebted to the invention or arbitrariness

of an interpreter who has a theory to support, and adjusts the

words to the theory, rather than the theory to the words. Plain-

ness of this kind is too easily found to be of much value, and in

the present case it is not needed. For, while both dogs and

swine might be included in the latter part of our Lord's state-

ment, it is the swine more especially, not the dogs, that must be

meant. The one, as well as the other, might turn about and

rend those, who threw something in their way ;—but from the

very nature of the case, it is the swine we are here naturally led

to think of as acting such a part :—both, because they are the

more voracious and savage in disposition, and because the thing

cast to them, pearls, being fitted to mock, rather than to satiate

their appetite, it was quite natural for them to turn about and
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rend the person, who had thus provoked, without satisfying their

greed. The dogs, on the other hand, had no temptation to act

so ferocious a part ; for in having what was hofy given to them,

they doubtless had what they wished— they got flesh to eat

;

only, being lioly flesh, they were incapable of appreciating its

distinctive character, and treated it as a common thing. Under-

stood spiritually, the dogs represent those, who are in such a

grovelling and debased condition, that they have no aptitude for

the things of God—no relish or capacity for spiritual exercises

and enjoyments ; so that to admit them to sacred privileges, or

to spread before them the joys of the Divine life, were only to

give them an opportunity of treating as coravtxow, profaning, what

should be handled with holy reverence and spiritual relish. The
characters represented by the swine, however, are such as have

reached a more advanced stage in the course of depravity—not

grovelling, merely, and sensual, but also devilish—ready to re-

sent as evil what has been meant for good, but does not suit their

unhallowed appetite ; hence disposed, not only to treat with

despite or scorn the pearls of Gospel truth and promise, but also

to vilify, abuse, or persecute those, who would press these on

their regard. It is such, therefore—the characters represented

by the swine—the sour, ungenial, repulsive, or fui'ious, as well

as worldly spirits, who are chiefly referred to, and warned against

as, likely to turn again, and rend those who might offer the

precious things of the Gospel to them.—Thus, it appears, that

the natural order and connection is also the best ; and the search

after a more artificial arrangement only leads to a mistaken ap-

plication of the images employed.

The same line of remark in substance might be extended to

many other passages in New Testament Scripture, to which the

principle of parallelism has been applied. And the objections

already urged are a fortiori valid in regard to a still farther ex-

tension of the principle, which has occasionally been made—in

particular by Mr Boys, in what he designates a Key to the

Book of Psalms, and more recently adopted bj Dr Forbes. By
this more extended application of the principle, whole chapters,

and passages long enough to form a chapter, are treated as speci-

mens of the introverted parallelism. The entire Epistle of

Philemon is held to be constructed on this principle—the two
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verses at the centre (ver. 15, 16) having something in common,

viz. one and the same subject, Onesimus ; and then the respective

verses on each side, as they recede from this centre, possessing what

is thought to render them parallel one to another. The merest

glance over the arrangement is sufficient to convince any unbiassed

mind, that it is altogether fanciful ; since what are called parallel

verses have often so little in common, that no one, who was not

in search of resemblances, would ever have thought of them. But

even if there had been more to countenance the idea in appear-

ance, we should still have rejected it. The very conception of

such complicated and artificial structures has something palpably

and painfully unnatural about it, and is utterly opposed to the

simplicity, which we cannot but associate with the epistolary and

didactic parts of Scripture. It is as if one should compress the

free and spontaneous movements of Spirit-stirred minds within

bones of steel, and make art, rather than nature, the ground-form

of the utterances of God's Spirit. Such applications ofparallelism,

therefore, must be ranked as a vicious excess—unsound in prin-

ciple, and sure, in practice, to lead to frivolous conceits. Paral-

lelism, as already remarked, properly belongs to the poetical

province, being the simplest of the measured and regular forms,

into which a poetical elevation throws the conceptions and feel-

ings, which it strives to give forth. Ifjudiciously applied to those

portions of Scriptiu'e which partake of this elevation, the beauty

of the composition, and the fulness and force of the thoughts

expressed in it, will be more distinctly perceived, and may be

more impressively set forth. But when brought into the province

of history, of epistolary writing or familiar discourse, if admitted

to a place at all, it must be within very narrow bounds, and in

connection only with the simpler modes of construction.
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PAET SECOND.

DISSERTATIONS ON PARTICULAR SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH
THE EXEGESIS OF NEW TESTAMENT SCRIPTURE.

I.

THE TWO GENEALOGIES OF CHRIST, GIVEN RESPECTIVELY BY
THE EVANGELISTS MATTHEW AND LUKE.

There are several marked and charactenstic differences between

the two genealogical tables presented by the Evangelists of the

human ancestry of our Lord—differences that from a very early

period have occasioned embarrassment to intei'preters, and have

often been pronounced inexplicable discrepancies. Nor is it only

in the things in which they differ that they have given rise to

trouble and dispute ; but a still more perplexing circumstance, if

possible, has been found, in a matter on which they are, at least,

apparently agreed ; namely, that it is with Joseph, not with Mary,

that the genealogical descent of Jesus is formally connected.

What renders this the more remarkable is, that the two Evan-

gelists, who thus agree in dropping the name of Mary from any

ostensible or direct connection with the descent from David and

Abraham, are precisely those, who expressly record the mira-

culous conception of Jesus, and so provide an explicit testimony

to the fact, that He was strictly the Son only of Mary, and not of

Joseph. There can be no doubt that this is, in some respects,

the greater difficulty adhering to these tables, since it touches the

point of our Lord's title to the name and office of Messiah. It

is, therefore, the point to which our attention shall be primarily di-

rected, yet so as not to neglect the others, which are also of con-

siderable interest and importance.
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I. Here we observe at the outset, that there are certain pre-

hminary considerations, which ought, in all fairness, to be borne

in mind, and which, apart from all minutitc belonging to the

construction of the genealogies, go far to determine the chief

historical question. It is certain, for example, that up till the

period of our Lord's birth, and even after His death, genealogical

registers were kept in Judea, both publicly and privately ; so

that ample materials must have existed for investigatmg all that

concerned the lineage of Jesus. This fact, like most others in

Gospel history, has been questioned, chiefly on the ground of a

statement of Julius Africanus, who wrote, in the earlier part of

the third century, a chronicon, of which a fragment on this sub-

ject has been preserved by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. i. 7). Africanus

there reports, that Herod, conscious of the infelicity of his birth,

and anxious to prevent the possibility of detecting it, burned the

public family registers, " imagining that he should then appear

noble, when no one could derive from the public monuments the

evidence of a descent from the patriarchs, or the proselytes, and

the mixed multitude that was called georceT On what grounds

this statement was made, nothing is known ; nor does it appear,

that Africanus himself had any great confidence in its historical

correctness ; for he introduces the narrative as delivered by the

descendants of those who were the kinsmen of Jesus, " either

for the purpose of display [in respect to their own pedigree], or for

simply declaring the truth ;" and at the close introduces the

qualifyino- clause, "Whether the matter actually stood thus or not"

U'lT olv o'J7-w5, s/V aXXw? 'iyj'}- The story must be held to be, if

not entirely fabulous, at least a great exaggeration of some law-

less proceedings on the part of Herod or his abettors. Josephus

is altogether silent respecting any such destructive measures,

which, if they had actually occurred to the extent described,

could scarcely have been practicable : more than that, he ex-

])ressly testifies, that he took the materials of the abstract he gave

of* his own family descent from those same public registers

{hs7.Toig dnfJ'Oeloig dmyiypa/Mfisyriv ivpov, Vit. i. 1), and at a period

considerably later than that of the birth of Christ, The refer-

ence, too, of the Apostle Paul once and again to genealogies,

as matters with which certain Jewish teachers were wont need-

Icsslv to entangle themselves and others (1 Tim. i. 4 ; Titus iii.
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14), is a sufficient proof of the plentiful existence of such docu-

ments. And so also is the reference made to them in the Prot-

evangelium of James, which, though a spurious production, is

yet of very great antiquity. There can, therefore, be no reason-

able doubt of the late existence of registers, or genealogical

tables, public as well as private ; and the means must have been

accessible to all, who had a mind to examine the point, for deter-

mining whether Jesus was really of the house and lineage of

David. Nor can we doubt, from the natm'e and intensity of the

opposition made to Him, that, if the evidence on this point had
not been known to be of the most conclusive kind, the defect

would certainly have been discovered, and pressed to the preju-

dice of His claims. If His title to a Davidic origin was not im-

pugned, the reason could only be, that it was incapable of being

gainsayed.

It is further to be borne in mind, that both Christ's title to be

regarded as the Son of David, and the evangelical testimony in

favour of that title, by no means rests exclusively, or even prin-

cipally, upon the preservation in the Gospels of the two Genealo-

gies. There is much evidence besides upon the subject, and
evidence of a more patent and obtrusive kind. In the annuncia-

tion of His birth to the Virgin, it was declared, that the throne of
His father David should be given to Him—implying, that simply

as born of her. He stood connected with the throne and family of

Da\ad. During the course of His public ministry. He allowed

Himself to be openly addressed as the Son ofDavid (Matt. ix. 27,

XV. 22)—again implying both what He Himself claimed, and what
was commonly believed respecting Him. On the day ofPentecost,

St Peter proclaimed to the assembled thousands, that God had
raised Him up of the fruit of David's loins, to sit upon his throne

(Acts ii. 30) ; and in several passages St Paul represents Him
as having been of the seed of David, according to the flesh (Rom.
i. 3 ; 2 Tim. ii. 8 ; Acts xiii. 23). Finally, in the Apocatypse
He is designated " the root and ofl"spring of David" (ch. xxii. 16).

Most plain, therefore, it is, that neither om' Lord Himself, nor
His immediate followers, made any secret of His strict and proper

relationship to the house of David—itself a conclusive proof, that

it had a solid ground to rest upon, and could challenge the fullest

scrutiny. The very objections urged against Him may be cited
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as evidence ; for, while they occasionally grazed the border of

this important point, they never actually struck upon it, and so

yielded a virtual testimony in its support. It was perfectly un-

derstood, that if He was the Son of David, and the heir to his

throne. He behoved to be born at Bethlehem (Matt. ii. 5; John vii.

42) ; and on this account the objection teas raised against Jesus,

that He was a Galilean, and came forth from Nazareth, whence

nothing good in the spiritual sphere might be looked for (John i.

46, vii. 52) ; but it never took the form of an allegation laid, or

even a suspicion uttered, against His connection by birth with the

house of David. This is the more remarkable, as His residence

fi'om childhood in Galilee gave His adversaries a prima facie

ground to question it ; doubts could scarcely fail to be stirred in

many minds on the subject ; and that these doubts did not find

any audible utterance or assume a tangible form, can only be

accounted for by the conclusive evidence ^which existed of His

royal parentage.

Still further, the report of Hegesippus concerning the relatives

of Jesus in a subsequent generation, furnishes a collateral proof,

as it clearly indicates the general and settled belief of the time.

He states, as quoted by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. iii. 20), that the

gi'andchildren of Judas, the brother of Jesus, were accused to the

Emperor Domitian, and brought before him for examination,

because of their rej^uted connection with the royal line of David;

but that when Domitian ascertained their humble circumstances,

and the spiritual nature of the kingdom they ascribed to Jesus

Christ, he despised them and sent them away. It thus appears,

that amid all tlie circumstances that had become known concern-

ing Christ down to the close of the first century—the claims put

forth on the part of His followers, and the objections or surmises

raised on the part of His adversaries—the belief of His personal

relationship to the house of David remained unshaken.

The fact, therefore, of our Lord's real descent from Da-vid

must be held as certain, whatever difficulties concerning it may
hang around the two genealogical tables. The subject of inquiry

in respect to them narrows itself to the point, how they can be

made to appear consistent with the truth of things, and not in

antagonism with each other. There are certain palpable differ-

ences between them, wliich arc fitted to suggest the idea of their
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having been drawn up on somewhat different principles ; and the

tliought very naturally suggests itself, that if these could only be

ascertained, a satisfactory explanation would be found of the

diversities subsisting between them.

II. Is this diversity of principle in the construction of the two

genealogies to be sought—as regards the main point at issue

—

in the one evangelist presenting the genealogy of Jesus through

Joseph the reputed and legal father, and the other through Mary
the only real parent, according to the flesh? If this were a

practicable mode— exegetically considered— of understanding

what is written, it would, no doubt, present a comparatively

natural and easy solution of the greater differences. But so far

is it from appearing on the face of the language, that it seems

never so much as to have occurred to the earlier writers, who
had their minds specially directed to the subject. With one

consent they referred both genealogies to Joseph, and appear to

have been little troubled by the absence of any specific mention

of the lineage of INlary. Afi'icanus, who made the subject a

matter of very careful investigation, makes no allusion to this

point, as tending to create in his mind any embarrassment.

Jerome, indeed, refers to it ; but thinks it enough to say, that

Joseph's relation to the tribe of Judah and the house of David

determined also Mary's, since by the law people were obliged to

many from among their own tribe :^—although he could scarcely

be ignorant, that however customary this might be, there is no

express enactment upon the subject ; and, indeed, in the case of

the daughters of Zelophehad, the legislation actually made pro-

ceeded upon the usual liberty of the females to marry into any

tribe, and prescribed a limit in their case, and cases of a similar

kind, only for the sake of perpetuating the inheritance. When
there was nothing peculiar in this respect, it was perfectly allow-

able, and not uncommon, for the husband to belong to one tribe

• Quperat diligens lector et dicat : Quum Joseph non sit pater Domini

Salvatoris, quid pertinet ad Doniinum generationis ordo deductus usque ad

Joseph? Cui respondebimus primuni, non esse consuetudinem Scripturarum,

ut mulierum in generationibus ordo lexatur. Deinde, ex una tribu fuisse

Joseph et Mariam ; unde ex Lege earn accipere cogebatur ut propinquam.

—In .Matt. i. IS.
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and the wife to another. In the Gospel age, also, when remnants

of all the tribes were thrown together, such intermarriages would

naturally be more fi'equent. Augustine, the contemporary of

Jerome, goes, somewhat singularly, into the opposite extreme

;

and while of opinion that !Mary must have had some connection

(he does not state what) with the house of David, he is rather dis-

posed to lay stress upon her relationship to Elizabeth, and her

connection with the house of Aaron ; for, he says, " it must be

held most firmly, that the flesh of Christ was propagated from

both stems, that alike of the kings and of the priests, the personages

in whom among the HebreAvs was figured that mystic unction

(namely, chrism), whence the name of Christ beams forth, so

long before also pre-intimated by that most evident sign.'"

Chrysostom, in his second homily on St ^Matthew, reverts to

Jerome's mode of explanation, and puts it in a still stronger form.

He says, " not only was it not lawful to marry from another

tribe, but not even from another family (oios d-h -rarpiac Iripas) ;

that is," he adds, " kindred (avyyivelag).''^ This is the chief ex-

planation he gives, although he also points to the words used by

the angel Gabriel, of whom it is said, that he was sent to " a

virgin espoused to a man whose name was Joseph, of the house

of David"—understanding the latter expression, " of the house of

David," to refer, not to Joseph the immediate, but to Mary the

remote, antecedent ; in which he is not followed by the better

class of interpreters. He indicates no doubt, however, anymore
than the other writers of early times, that both genealogies bore

respect to the ancestry of Joseph.

This general agreement, for so long a time, as to the fact of

Joseph's hneage being exhibited in both tables—the absence of

any idea, that either of them did, or by possibility might be

understood, to trace the descent of Mary, undoubtedly aftbrds a

strong presumption against the idea itself, as proceeding on a too

subtle or somewhat forced interpretation of the text. It was only

about the period of the Reformation that tlie opinion seems to

^ Firmissime tenendum est carnem Christi ex utroque genere propagatam,

et regum scilicet et sacerdotum, in quibus personis apud ilium populum

Hebrseorum etiam mystica unctio figurabatur, id est, chrisma, unde Christi

nomen elucet, tanto ante etiam ilia evidentissima significatione prsenuntiatum.

—

J)e Cotisnisu Evang. ii. 2.
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have been distinctly brought out and advocated, of Mary's genea-

logy being given in Luke, and Joseph's in Matthew—the one for

the satisfaction of the Jews, who, in matters of this description,

made accoimt only of males ; and the other for the satisfaction of

mankind in general, who might seek to know the lineage of Jesus,

not through his reputed or legal father, but through his one real

earthly parent. Calvin refers to it as a view which had its known
advocates in his day, but rejects it as untenable ; and, though it

has since numbered many learned names on its side—those,

among others, of Osiander, Calov, Spanheim, Lightfoot, Rosen-

miiller, Paulus, Kuinoel—yet it must be held to be without any

just foundation in the text, and even to do violence to its plain

import. The \dew is based on the words of the Evangelist Luke,

when introducing the subject of the genealogy, "And Jesus

Himself was about thirty years of age when beginning (viz. His

ministry), being, as was supposed, the Son of Joseph, who was

the son of Eli," etc. (wv, dig tvo/jji^iro, v'lhg 'lcAjSri(p, rou 'HX/'). But
the words, taken in their natural and obAaous sense, connect Jesus

with Joseph as his reputed father, and then this Joseph with

Heli, as his father. The native import and bearing of the ws

svo/Jt^sTo, was precisely given byEuthymius, m; ido-KsiroTg'ioudaloig-

ug yap ij dX/jhia s/^sf, outi rjv u'log aurolj—in the common reckoning

of the Jews He was Joseph's Son, but He was not so in reality.

The latter idea, however, was only implied, not distinctly stated,

in the Evangelist's expression. If the meaning had been : the

Son, as was supposed, of Joseph, but in reality of Eli, that is Eli's

grandson (through ^Mary the daughter of Eli),—the passage would

have required to run (asjustly stated by Meyer), w, ug ^b hoiMiZ^iro

xj'ihg 'lu(SYi(p, ovrojg di Maplag, rov 'HX/, or something similar. It is

possible enough, and may even be deemed probable, that the

genealogies of Mary and Joseph coincided at a comparatively

near point, but this can only be matter of probable conjecture, or,

at most, natural inference ; for, as regards the genealogy itself of

St Luke, we have no direct notice of Mary's pedigree, but only

of Joseph's.

To our view, this silence regarding Mary in the genealogical

tables, and the stress that is laid in the Gospels upon Joseph's

connection with the house of Da\ id, certainly seems strange. It

appears to imply, that the Davidic descent of Joseph somehow
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carried that of Christ along with it ; for the genealogies are pro-

duced as evidence of that very point. In much the same way,

Joseph, when meditating the repudiation of the Virgin, is ad-

dressed by the angel in terms that make special reference to his

royal descent,—" Joseph, thou son of David" (Matt. i. 20) ; and,

again, when the reason is assigned for the journey to Bethlehem,

which led to the birth of Jesus there, it was because, not Mary,

but Joseph, was of the house and lineage of David (Luke ii. 4).

How is this to be explained ? Does the determination of Joseph's

genealogy really involve and carry along with it that of Mary's

and Christ's ? So Augustine conceived, and in a profound re-

mark expressed, when commenting on the designation of Joseph

and Mary by St Luke as the parents of Jesus. " Since, there-

fore," says he, " the Evangelist himself relates that Christ was

born, not from intercourse with Joseph, but of Mary, as a virgin,

whence should he call him (Joseph) His father—unless we rightly

understand, both that he was the husband of Mary, without car-

nal intercourse, by the bond simply of the marriage-tie ; and that

he was on this account also Christ's father, Christ being born of

his wife, in a manner far more intimate than if He had been

adopted from another family ? And on this ground," he adds,

" even if any one should be able to prove that Mary had no

blood-relationship to David, it was competent to hold Christ to

be the Son of David, for the very same reason that Joseph was
entitled to be called His father." ^ This view, though not for-

mally referred to Augustine, has been taken up and ably ex-

pounded by Delitzsch, in an article on the genealogies in Kudel-

bach's Zeitschrift for 1850, p. 581, sq. He holds that, in conse-

quence of the Divine revelation made to Joseph, and his entire

acquiescence in the arrangements announced to him, Jesus was

really the fruit of his marriage, and, as such, his Son. Joseph

acknowledged and owned the child, not, indeed, as begotten of

' Cum igitur ipse narret, non ex concubitu Joseph, sed ex Maria virgine

natum Christum; unde eum patrem ejus appellat, nisi quia et virum Marise

recte intelligimus sine commixtione carnis, ipsa copulatione conjugii ; et ob

hoc etiam Christi patrem multo conjunctius, qui ex ejus conjuge natus sit,

quam si esset aliunde adoptatus ? Ac per hoc, etiam si demonstrare aliquis

posset, Mariam ex David nullam consanguinitatis originem ducere, sat erat

secundum istam rationem accipere Christum fiUuni David, qua ratione etiam

•Toseph pater ejus recte appellatus est.

—

De Consensu Evang. ii. 1.
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his body, but as a sacrecl gift, which God had most wonderfully

granted to him through his wdfe. In all cases children are God's

gifts ; but this child was so in the most peculiar sense, there being

an exclusion of human agency, and the direct intervention of the

Divine. Now, if Jesus was the Son of Joseph, in his married

relation, for the same reason also He was the Son of David ; for

He was born to a descendant of the house of David—was con-

ceived and born of a virgin, who, simply from her espousals to

Joseph, was ah'eady introduced into the house of David, and,

within that house, as Joseph's spouse, brought forth her child.

So the Evangelist Matthew contemplated the matter ; for, accord-

ing to the law and the established convictions of Israel, all de-

pended upon Joseph's descent fi'om David, not upon Mary's
;

and, by \artue simply of his relation to Joseph, Jesus was born

in the house of David, was therefore the child of a Davidic

person, and so was justly held to have sprung out of the house

of David.

Such is the view of Delitzsch, which is undoubtedly in accord-

ance with Jewish notions on the subject, and rests upon a solid

basis of truth ; since Mary, before the birth of the child, had

actually, and by Divine ordination, become the spouse of Joseph,

so that what was hers, through her became also her husband's.

Yet, as God's work is ever perfect—not in design and nature

merely, but in the way and manner also of its accomplishment

—

so doubtless it was here. We have the best reasons for suppos-

ing that the relationship of Mary, immediately to Joseph, and

remotely to the house of David, w^as such, and so well known,

that the genealogy of the one, at a point comparatively near, was

understood to be the genealogy also of the other. This relation-

ship on Mary's part seems plainly taken for granted by the angel,

who announced the conception and birth of the child, when he

said, " And the Lord God shall give unto Him the throne of His

father David,"—an annomicement that was made to her before

her marriage to Joseph, before she could be sure of such a mar-

riage ever being consummated, and so implying that, simply as

born of her, through the power of the Holy Ghost, the child

should stand in a filial relation to David. The statements in

other parts of Scripture, designating Christ as, beyond dispute,

of the seed of David, are also to be taken into account ; so that.
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if the genealogies do not of themselves establish the personal re-

lation of Mary to the house of David, they may be said to involve

it ; since, when viewed in connection with the entire representa-

tion of the sacred writers, they seem to proceed on the ground of

a common interest in this respect belonging to Joseph and Maiy,
and to Jesus through them. Certain other probabilities will also

present themselves as we proceed.

III. But, meanwhile, difficulties start up from the ground we
have already won. For, if the two genealogical tables are both

those of Joseph's proper pedigree, how should they differ at so

many points from each other—differ, even in respect to the

immediate father of Joseph—and differ so regularly in the latter

divisions, that between David and Christ they present only two

names in common ? This is a difficulty, which has long exer-

cised the ingenuity of interpreters, and has given rise to a variety

of schemes. It would occupy a considerable time to recount all

these, and could serve no valuable purpose. We shall simply

state what we deem to be the correct explanation of the matter

—prefacing it, however, by a few considerations, which ought to

be kept in view by those who would arrive at right conclusions

on the subject. The first is, that in these, as in genealogical

tables generally, there may be several diversities without any

actual incorrectness. This holds of such tables generally, and

arises from the diversity of names sometimes borne by individuals

mentioned in them, and fi-om various circumstances and rela-

tions occurring to alter in some respect the natural course of

descent, and thereby leaving room for one genealogist departing

from the exact route or nomenclatiu'e of another. It is perfectly

well known by those, who are at all acquainted with Jewish

genealogies, how much this is the case ; and the reference of the

apostle to disputes in his day about endless genealogies (1 Tim.

i. 4 ; Tit. iii. 9), clearly implies, that the circumstances just

noticed were wont to involve considerable diversity in details,

not readily settled or explained. It may well be expected,

therefore, especially at this distance of time, that there should

be points of divergence in the two tables before us, either alto-

gether inexplicable now, or admitting of explanation only by the

help of suppositions wdiich can at most be considered only as
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probable. A more full and intimate knowledge of the particu-

lars might have made all perfectly plain.

Another consideration to be kept in mind is, that whatever

precise form the genealogical tables might assume—whether

they traced the lineage in an ascending or a descending order

—

whether each successive generation is presented to our view as

begotten by the preceding, or as standing to this in the relation

of a son to a father—in either case alike the table is to be re-

garded as possessing the same character ; and the same allow-

ances or qualifications that may have to be made in the one

case, are also quite allowable in the other. Mistakes and false

theories have arisen from the neglect of this consideration. It

was thus, indeed, that Julius Africanus was misled, and became

the instrument of misleading many others, regarding the prin-

ciples on which the two tables were constructed, by supposing

that the phrase in Matthew, ' such an one begat such another,'

is of a stricter kind than the phrase in Luke, ' such an one was

the son of another ;' he Avas of opinion that the fomier always

denoted a natural connection as of parent and child, while the

latter might include other connections—sons by adoption, or by

marriage, or by legal standing, as the case might be. In reality,

however, the Hebrews observed no distinction of the kind ; they

were accustomed to use both forms of expression in the same

way ; and the one as well as the other was sometimes applied to

denote, not descendants by actual procreation, but the next of

kin, or descendants in the wider sense. The table itself in

Matthew's Gospel affords conclusive evidence of this ; for it has

" Joram begat Ozias," or Uzziah, although we know for certain

that three links of the chain are there dropt out, and that Joram
begat Ahaziah, then Ahaziah Jehoash, and Jehoash Uzziah. As
a proof of the fi'eedom sometimes used in such cases, we may point

to the statements in Gen. xlvi. 26 ; Ex. i. 5, where Jacob is him-

self included among those that came out of his loins ;^ and to Gen.

' See, for example, the Jewish commentator Raphall, on Gen. xlvi. 26,

who, after referring to the opinions of other Jewish authorities, and showing

how the G6 persons said to have come out of Jacob's loins were made up (32

by Leah, 16 by Zilpah, 11 by Rachel, 7 by Bilhah), thus sums up :
" Now,

as the family of Leah is said to consist of 33, though only 32 are enumerated,

and as the former number would give us 67 persons (which the Septuagint
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X. 13, 14, " Canaan begat Sidon his first-born, and Heth, and

the Jebnsite, and the Amorite," etc.,—where evidently whole

races are said to have been begotten by the person who was no

further related to them than that he was their common progeni-

tor. We even occasionally find cities or districts associated in

the same way with an individual as their parent ; thus in 1

Chron. ii. 50, " Shobal the father of Kirjath-jearim, Salma the

father of Bethlehem, Harepli the father of Beth-Gader." And
not only did the Levirate law afford occasions of pretty frequent

occurrence, when a person must have had children reckoned to

him that were not strictly his own, but Avomen also—for example,

Sarah and Rachel—are represented as speaking of the possibility

of obtaining chikh'en born to them through their handmaids

(Gen. xvi. 2, xxx. 3).

Such being the case, there is plainly nothing in the way of our

holding, that the table of Matthew may, equally with that of

Luke, admit of relationships being introduced not of the nearest

degree ; nor, further, anything, so far as form is concerned, to

render the position untenable, that in the one we may have the

succession in the strictly royal line, the legal heirs to the throne

of David (Matthew's), and in the other (Luke's) the succession

of our Lord's real parentage vip to David. So that, were this

view to be accepted, we should have Christ's legal right to the

kingdom established, by the list in the one table ; and by that of

the other, the direct chain which connected Him with the per-

son of David. This is substantially the view that was adopted

by Calvin, though not originated ; for he refers to some as pre-

actually has), whereas the text expressly declares, that the number of those

who proceeded from Jacob's loins were 66, and no more : And as, moreover,

the only members of Jacob's family whom the text mentions as being in

Egypt were three, namely, Joseph and his two sons ; and as these three, with

the 66 above named, are only 69, whereas the text declares, that all the

persons of the house of Jacob who came into Egypt were 70 ; and as Jacob

must, of course, be considered as a member of his own house, it follows, that

the 70th person who came, can have been no other than Jacob himself.

And if this be so, then the 33d person numbered with, but not among, the

descendants of Leah, can also have been no other than Jacob ; for if it had

been any other person, the total number of Jacob's house would have been

71—contrary to the text, since Jacob can in no wise be excluded from his

own house."
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ceding him in the same view. It was first, however, fully

brought out, and vindicated against the errors involved in the

current belief, by Grotius. In opposition to that belief, which

owed its general prevalence to the authority of Africanus—the

belief that in St Matthew we have the natural, and in Luke the

legal, descent—Grotius remarks, " For myself, guided, if I mis-

take not, by very clear, and not fanciful grounds, I am fully con-

vinced, that Matthew has respect to the legal succession. For

he recounts those who obtained the kingdom without the inter-

mixture of a private name. Then Jechonias, he says, begot

Salathiel. But it w^as not doubtfully intimated by Jeremiah,

under the command of God, that Jechoniah, on account of his

sins, should die without children (ch. xxii. 30). Wherefore,

since Luke assigns Neri as the father of the same Salathiel, a

private man, while Matthew gives Jechoniah, the most obvious

inference is, that Luke has respect to the right of consanguinity,

Matthew to the right of succession, and especially the right to

the throne—which right, since Jechoniah died without issue, de-

volved, by legitimate order, upon Salathiel, the head of the

family of Nathan. For among the sons of David Nathan came

next to Solomon."

This view has lately been taken up, and at great length, as

well as in a most j udicious and scholarly manner wrought out by

Lord Arthur Hervey, in a separate volume. The work as a

whole is deserving of careful perusal. On this particular part

of the subject he reasons somewhat as follows :—First of all,

since St Matthew's table gives the royal successions, as far as

they go, one can scarcely conceive why another table should

have been given, unless it were that the actual parentage of

Joseph did not properly coincide with that. If Joseph's direct

ancestors, and Solomon's direct successors, had run in one line,

there had been no need for another line ; since having already

the most honourable line of descent, there could have been no

inducement to make out an inferior one. But, on the supposi-

tion that a failure took place in Solomon's line, and that the

offspring of Nathan (the next son of David) then came to be the

legal heirs to the throne, another table was required to show,

along with the succession to the inheritance, the real parentage

throughout. A second consideration is derived from the pro-

N
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phecy of Jeremiah already noticed, in which it was declared

concerning Jehoiakim, " He shall have none to sit upon the

throne of David " (ch. xxxvi. 30) ; and again, of Jehoiachin or

Jechoniah, the son, who was dethroned after being for a few

months acknowledged king, " Write ye this man childless, for

no man of his seed shall prosper, sitting upon the throne of

David, and ruling any more in Judah." After such explicit

declarations, it is not conceivable that these men should yet

have been the parents of a seed, out of which was at last to

spring the ultimate possessor of David's throne. A third con-

sideration is supplied by the names found in both tables im-

mediately after Jehoiachin. It was precisely there, that the

lineal descent from Solomon was broken ; and there, accordingly,

the two tables again coincide ; for the next two generations the

names Salathiel and Zerubabel occur alike in both tables

—

brought in, we may reasonably suppose, from Nathan's line, to

supply the place of Solomon's, when it became defunct, and so

are connected with Solomon's line by Matthew, but with

Nathan's by Luke. So that, the line being traced by one

Evangelist through Solomon, by the other through Nathan, the

double object is served, of showing Christ to be at once David's

son and Solomon's heir, the latter being the type of Christ as

David's immediate son and heir. And thus also the genealogy

of the one Evangelist supplements that of the other, by showing

the validity of the right of succession as traced by Matthew,

since Joseph was Solomon's heir only by being Nathan's de-

scendant.

A collateral confirmation is obtained for this view in certain

double genealogies which occur in the Old Testament Scriptures
;

the one having respect to the parentage, the other to the inherit-

ance. One of the most remarkable of these is that of Jair, who,

in 1 Chron. ii., has his genealogy ranked with the house of Judah,

being the son of Segub, the son of Hezron, the son of Pharez,

the son of Judah. By Moses, however, he is always called the

son of Manasseh (Num. xxxii. 41 ; Dent. iii. 14, 15), and is re-

presented as having come to the possession of a number of small

towns in Gilead, which he called Havoth-Jair, i.e., the towns of

Jair. A notice in the genealogy of 1 Chron. ii. 22-23 explains

the discrepanc3\ We there learn that Hezron, his grandfather,
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in his old age married tlie daughter of Machir, tlie son of Ma-
nasseh, who bare him Segub, and that Segub begat Jair—while

Ashm', another son by the same marriage, had his inheritance in

Jiidah. So that Jair, by his real parentage, was a descendant of

Judah ; though, in respect to his inheritance, and, no doubt, in

the reckoning of the public registers, he Avas of the tribe of

Manasseh. Another example is found in the case of Caleb, who,

in the earlier records, is always called the son of Jephunneh

(Num. xiii. 6, xiv. 6, etc.), and is reckoned of the tribe of Judah ;

while yet, it would seem, he did not originally and properly be-

long to that tribe : for, in Josh. xiv. 14 he is called " Caleb the

son of Jephunneh the KenezUe^^ and, in ch.xv. 13, it is said that

Joshua " gave him a part among the children of Judah, accord-

ing to the commandment of the Lord to Joshua." If he had by

birth belonged to that tribe, there should have been no need for

a special commandment appointing his inheritance to be given

out of what fell to that tribe ; this would have happened to him

as a matter of course ; and both, therefore, on this account, and

from his being called a Kenezite, we are led to infer that, not by

birth, but by adoption, he had his place and portion fixed in the

tribe of Judah. But, in order to this, he must be reckoned to

some particular family of that tribe ; and, accordingly, in the

public genealogy given in 1 Chron. ii. 18—20, the paternity of

Jephunneh is dropt, and that of Ilezron, the son of Pharez, the

son of Judah, put in its stead :
" And Caleb, the son of Plezron,

begat children of Azubah, his wife, and of Jerioth," etc. It is

probable that one or other of these wives belonged to the family

of Hezron, and that Caleb became, by marriage, connected with

it ; while afterwards, on account of his steady faith and resolute

behaviour, he had the honour conferred on him of a special allot-

ment in the tribe of Judah. We have thus the interesting fact

brought out, through these comparatively dry details, that Caleb

was originally a stranger, probably a native of Egypt, or an Arab
of the Desert, but that he joined himself to the Lord's people,

and was not only counted of the seed of Jacob, but became one

of the most distinguished heads of its chief tribe.

A still further proof in support of the principles supposed to be

involved in the construction of the two tables, as to the points

now under consideration, is found in the recurrence of certain
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names in both of them during the period subsequent to the cap-

tivity. In St Luke's hst the name of Nathan's son is Matthata

(ver. 31) ; another son, in the eleventh generation, was called

Matthat (ver. 29); and, between Salathlel and Joseph, the name of

Mattathlas occurs twice (ver.25,26),andthatofMatthat once (ver.

24) :—all but different modifications of the original name Nathan

(from jnJ, he gave), and so affording internal evidence of the

genealogy being really that of Nathan's line. In the other table,

we find Matthan (the same person. In all probability, as Luke's

Matthat), In the third generation before Joseph ; and, at the same

time, several names taken with little alteration from the royal

household of former times—Ellakim, Zadok (Zedeklah), Achim
(an abbreviation of Jeholachim) ; as if, while the lineage in this

part was really that of Nathan, there was an effort to keep up
the connection with the latter days of the elder branch, the line of

royal succession down to the period ofthe exile. The descendants

of Nathan, who afterwards stept into their place in the genealogy,

though not In the kingdom, seemed, by the very names they as-

sumed, to be conscious of their peculiar relationship to Solomon's

house, and desirous of Indicating their claim to the throne.

This is all quite natural ; and it affords a very probable expla-

nation at once of the aoreements and the differences between the

two genealogical tables. Now it only requires one or two very

natural suppositions to bring the closing parts of the tables into

correspondence ; for, on the supposition that the Matthan of St

Matthew is the same with the ]\Iatthat of St Luke (of which

there can be little doubt), then Jacob the son of Matthan, in

Matthew, and Hell, the son of Matthat, In Luke, must, in fact,

have been brothers—sons of the same father. And If Jacob had

no sons, but only daughters, and Joseph, Heli's son married one

of these—perfectly natural suppositions— then he became (on the

principle of Matthew's table) also Jacob's son, and the lineal heir

of the throne, as Jacob had been. It only requires that we make
the further supposition—no ways extraordinary or unreasonable

—

of that daughter being the Virgin Mary, in order to meet all the

demands of the case ; for thereby the principle ofeach table would

be preserved : and Mary and Joseph being, in that case, first

cousins, and cousins In that line which had the right of succession

to the tln'ono, the birth of our Lord was In every respect com-
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plete, whether viewed in respect to consanguinity or to relationship

to the throne. The whole ordering of the matter exhibits a con-

junction of circumstances which it was worthy of the Divine

oversight to accomplish, and which yet might, in the common
course of events, have readily come about.

It may be added, that the last circumstance in the series of

suppositions now mentioned—the marriage of Joseph and Mary,

as of two cousins, the one the son of Heli, the other the daughter

of Jacob, dying without sons—perfectly accords with Jewish

practice ; as a])pears alone from the case of Jair marrying into the

tribe of Manasseh, and thenceforth taking rank in that tribe ; and

still more, from the case of Zelophehad's five daughters, \\]\o

married their five cousins, and retained their inheritance. It was

the constant aim of the Jews to make inheritance and blood-

relationship, as far as possible, go together. And it could not

seem otherwise than natural and proper, that the daughter of the

nearest heir to the throne of David, should be espoused to the

next heir. Nor is it undeserving of notice—as, at least, nega-

tively favouring the supposition respecting Mary—that, while v. e

read of a sister, we never hear of a brother belonging to her

;

excepting Joseph, female relatives alone are mentioned. So that,

in the supposed circumstances of the case, there is nothing that

even appears to conflict with the facts of Gospel history ; every-

thing seems rather to be in natural and fitting agreement with

them.

IV. The few remaining peculiarities in the two tables are of

comparatively little importance, and need not detain us long.

(1.) The existence of a second Cainan in only one of the

tables—in that of Luke (v. 36)—between Sala and Arphaxad

—

is one of these minor difficulties. In the corresponding genealo£>v

of our Hebrew Bibles, the name is not found. The only Cainan
that appears in the early Hebrew records belongs to the ante-

diluvian period ; and it is still a matter of dispute how the second

Cainan has originated—whether it had somehow been dropt from

the Hebrew text, or had been unwarrantably inserted into the

Greek. It is found in all the copies extant of the Septuagint,

except the Vatican ; but the Septuagint itself omits it in the

genealogies of 1 Chron. i. ; and it is wanting in the Samaritan,
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Pentateuch, and seems not to have been known to Josephus,

Berosus, Eupolemus, Polyhistor ; nor does it even appear to

have been in the copies of the Septuagint used by Theophihis of

Antioch in the second century, by Africanus in the third, or by

Eusebius in the fourth. Jerome, too, in his comments on that

part of Genesis, omits all mention of Cainan, though he has an-

notations on the precise verse, where the name of Cainan is now

found. Augustine, however, had the name in his copy both of

the Septuagint and of St Luke. The probability seems to lie

decidedly against the original existence of the name of Cainan in

the genealogy, either in the Old or the New Testament tables.

But the precise time or occasion of its introduction can be matter

only of conjecture. Possibly, it may have originated in some

mystical notions about numbers, which often had a considerable

influence in the form given to genealogies. Bochart was of

opinion, it probably arose from some clerical oversight in the

transcription of the table in Luke, and was thence transferred to

the Septuagint ; but the common opinion rather leans to the

view of its having first appeared in the Septuagint ; certainty,

however, is unattainable. Bochart's statements on the subject

are worth consulting—Phaleg, L. ii. c. 13.

(2.) A peculiarity of a minor kind also belongs to the other

table, and one, in respect to Avhich we can have no difficulty in

perceiving the influence of numbers. It is the division into three

tesseradecades. For the purpose of securing the three fom'teens

certain names are omitted in the second division—Ahaziah,

Joash, Amaziah—which would have unduly swelled the number,

if they had been inserted. And closely connected with the same

point is a peculiarity in respect to Josiali, who is said to have
" begot Jeconias and his brethren, about the time they were

carried away to Babylon" (v. 11). It is scarcely possible to

doubt, that some corruption must have crept into the text here

;

for, in reality, Josiah begot Jehoiakim, not Jeconias ; and the

birth of Jehoiakim took place a considerable time before the

exile. But Jehoiakim begat Jeconias much about that period

;

and the natural supposition is, that the original text here must

have had Jehoiakim as the son of Josiah, and then Jeconias as the

son of Jehoiakim. The two might very readily have been run

together by a copjnst, as, in one form of them, the names differed
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only in a single letter—Jehoiakim being written ^lojaxnij., and

Jeconias'lwa;>/£;ja. Ascribe might quite natru'ally take these for

but one name, and so leave out Jehoiakim. This view is

strengthened by the consideration, that unless we take in Jeho-

iakim, as well as Jeconias, we want one to complete the fourteen

of this middle division ; at least, it can only be made out by the

somewhat awkward expedient of including the name of David at

the beginning of this division, as well as at the close of the pre-

ceding one. If this really had required to be done, one does not

see why the evangelist should have omitted three names together

in order to shorten the list ; it had been a much simpler ex-

pedient to leave out only two. And on each account the proba-

bility is -s^ery great, that Jehoiakim has been dropt from the text

in the manner just stated.

In regard, however, to the general characteristic of the division

of the entire table into so many fourteens ; and the adoption of

certain abbreviations to effect this, it has the support of a very

common practice among the Jews. Schottgen has produced

from the Synopsis of Sohar a genealogy constructed in a quite

similar manner to the one before us :
" From Abraham to Solo-

mon there are 15 generations, and at that time the moon was

full; from Solomon to Zedekiah there are again 15 generations,

and at that time the moon was down, and Zedekiah's eyes were

put out." Lightfoot also produces on Matt. i. several artificially

framed genealogies. The number 14 was here, doubtless, fixed

on as the basis of the arrangement, and made to rule each period

;

because, in the first period, that from Abraham to David, it com-

prehends the entire number of links, when both Abraham and

David are included. No higher number, therefore, could have

been assumed; and in this fact we discover the most natural

reason for the ground of the arrangement.

In the preceding remarks we have touched on everything that

is likely to create difficulty in connection with the two genealo-

gies. For various other points of a collateral kind, or of anti-

quarian interest, and occasionally bearing on peculiarities in the

Old Testament chronology, we refer again to the volume of Lord
A. Hervey, which will be found well deserving of a careful

perusal from those, who are desirous of prosecuting the subject

into its minuter details.
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SECTION SECOND.

tiip: designations and doctrine of angels, with refer-

ence MORE ESPECIALLY TO THE INTERPRETATION OF PAS-

SAGES IN NEW TESTAMENT SCRIPTURE.

Angelic agency meets vis at the very threshold of the Gospel.

The first communications made respecting the new order of

things, then on the eve of emerging, came through the mediation

of angels : it was they who at length broke the silence of ages.

Nor may this be matter of surprise, if, together with the long

cessation of prophetical gifts among men, respect be had to the

part, that in earlier times was wont to be taken by angels in

supernatural revelations. The only thing that may seem some-

what strange is the assumption of a name (Gabriel) by one of

those angelic messengers, for the purpose more immediately of

confirming the certainty of those things which he came to an-

nounce, and magnifying the guilt incurred by Zecharias in enter-

taining doubt concerning the possibility of their accomplishment

(Luke i. 19). This, however, admits of a satisfactory explana-

tion ; but as there are various other points and passages of

Scripture connected with angelic agency, which also call for ex-

planation, we shall take the whole subject into consideration,

and discuss the several topics relating to it, in the order that

seems most natural and appropriate.

I. And, first, in regard to the general designation and its tise

in Scripture. The Greek ayyiXo/, like the Hebrew C^^^, has a

general as well as a more specific sense : it may denote any indi-

viduals sent forth with a message to carry, or a commission to

execute

—

messengers, as well in the natural as in the supernatural

sphere of things. When the reference is plainly to the former,

then the rendering ought commonly to be messenger, as it usually

is in the English version—for example, Job i. 14 ; 1 Sam. xi. 3 ;

Luke ix. 52 ; James ii. 25. There are passages, however, in

which, while tlie reference still is to persons or things belonging
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to the earthly sphere, the name is apphed to them in a sense

quite pecuHar, and so as sometimes to leave it doubtful whether

angel or messenger might be the more fitting translation. In this

I do not include such passages as Acts xii. 7, or 1 Cor. xi. 10,

where, by " the angel of the Lord," in the one case, and by " the

angels," in the other, some would understand merely human
delegates ; entirely, as I conceive, against the proper import and

interj^retation of the passages. Of this, however, afterwards.

But, in Ps. civ. 4, we have the words, which are quoted in Heb.

i. 7, " who maketh His angels spirits. His ministers a flaming

fire;" and as the discourse there is of natural things, in their

relation to the beneficent disposal and ever present agency of

God, it seems fittest to understand by the spirits winds, and by

the flaming fire lightning ; so that the sense comes to be, that

God makes the winds of heaven, as angels or messengers, do His

bidding, and the lightning of the clouds minister to His will :

not certainly (as Kingsley interprets it, Village Sermons, p. 7),

" showing us that in those breezes there are living spirits, and

that God's angels guide those thunder clouds :" no, but showing

that these very breezes and thunder-clouds are His angelic or

ministering agents. Of course, they are poetically so designated ;

and the language is of the same kind, as when it is said of God,

that " He makes the clouds His chariot, and flies upon the wings

of the wind." In like manner, but with closer approximation

to the ordinary meaning of the word, prophets are sometimes

called God's melaMm, or angels, though the rendering of mes-

sengers is adopted in the authorised version (Hag. i. 13 ; Mai.

iii. 1) ; and the epithet is even applied to Israel generally, with

special reference to the prophetical nature of his calling, ap-

pointed by God to be the light and instructor of the world (Isa.

xlii. 19).

'

It formed but a comparatively slight transition from this use

of the word, and indeed, was but connecting it with another

aspect of the delegated trust committed to the covenant-people,

when the priesthood were styled God's angels ; as in Mai. ii. 7,

" The priest's lips should keep knowledge, and they should seek

the law at his mouth ; for he is the angel (Engl, version, mes-

senger) of the Lord of Hosts." This obviously is said, not so

much of any indi^•idual member of the priestly class, as of the
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class itself collectively ; the priesthood was God's delegated mi-

nistry for making known the things pertaining to His will and

worship—in that respect, His angel-interpreter. And thus we

obtain a ready explanation of another passage, which has often

been much misunderstood :
" Wlien thou vowest a vow unto

God, defer not to pay it ; for He hath no pleasure in fools ; pay

that which thou hast vowed. Better is it that thou shouldst not

vow and not pay. Suffer not thy mouth to cause thy flesh to

sin ; neither say thou before the angel, that it was an error"

(Eccl. V. 4-6) ; that is, neither rashly utter with thy lips what

thou hast not moral strength and fixedness of purpose to perform ;

nor, if thou shouldst have uttered it, go before the priesthood,

the Lord's deputed agents to wait on such things, and say it was

an error, as if by making an easy confession of having done

wrong in uttering the vow, the evil could be remedied. On the

ground, especially of this last application of the w^ord cmgel in

Old Testament Scripture, we find the most natural explanation

of the address under which, in the Apocalypse, the epistles were

sent to the seven churches of Asia :—" to the angels of the

churches." The term is adopted, like so many others in the

Apocalypse, from the prophetical usage, and from that usage

more especially as employed in later times with respect to the

priesthood. It can determine nothing, therefore, as to the ques-

tion, whether the party designated angel, might at the time con-

sist of one indi-sadual, or of a collection of individuals ; without

in any way defining this, it indicates the high position of the

party, whether single or collective, as having had committed to it

the authoritative instruction and oversight of the Christian com-

munity in the several churches. That party stood, as it were,

between heaven and earth, and was charged with God's interest

in that particular locality.^

Usually, however, when angels are mentioned in Scripture, it

is with reference to another kind of existences than such as pro-

^ This very charge and the responsibility implied in it, is itself quite fatal

to the notion of Dean Stanley, " that the churches are there described as per-

sonified in their guardian or representative angels" {Apostolic Age, -p. 11).

Angels are nowhere else spoken of as having to do in such a manner with

the life and purity of the churches ; and the notion is altogether opposed to

the general doctrine of angels.
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perly belong to this present world—to spirits, as contradistin-

guished from men in flesh and blood, and the occupants of re-

gions suited to their ethereal natures. Yet even when thus

limited, there is considerable latitude in the expression, and the

name may be said to comprise several orders of being. (1.)

First, there are those more commonly understood by the expres-

sion—the angels of God, as they are sometimes called, or of

heaven (Matt. xxiv. 36 ; Mark xiii. 32 ; John i. 51 ; Matt. xxii.

30). They are named in connection with heaven, because they

have their more peculiar abode there, in the region of God's mani-

fested presence and glory. God's angels also they are emphati-

cally called, not merely because they derived their being from His

hand, and are constantly sustained by His power—for this be-

longs to them in common with all creation—but more especially

because they are in a state of peculiar nearness to God, and are

His immediate agents in executing the purposes of His will. It

is as possessing the ministry of such glorious agents, and possess-

ing them in vast immbers, as well as invincible strength, that He
takes to Himself the name of " The Lord of Hosts." (2.)

Then there are the angels of darkness, who are never, however,

like the others, designated simply the angels, but always with

some qualifying epithet indicative of their real character and

position ; such as " the Devil's angels," as contrasted with the

angels of God, or " the angels that sinned," " that kept not their

first estate," in contradistinction as well to what they themselves

once were, as to the party that remained stedfast (Matt. xxv. 41

;

2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude ver. 6). (3.) Finally, there is one who is called

the angel, by way of eminence, or " the Angel of the Covenant,"

and who, as regards angelic ministrations, occupies a place alto-

gether peculiar to himself. As we shall have occasion to refer at

some length to this angel-prince under the next division, it is

needless to be more particular here.

II. We turn now to the individual or proper names sometimes

applied to angels in Scripture, one of which occiu"s so near the

commencement of the Gospel history. It is at a comparatively late

period of the elder dispensation, and only in the book of Daniel,

that we find any specific names given to particular angels, or

beings acting in the capacity of angels. There, for the first
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time, occur the names of Gabriel and Michael ; nor do any

other names beside these occur. The late appearance of such de-

signations, together with the local position of him who employed

them, was sufficient ground for the Rationalists to rush to the

conclusion, that such names were of heathen origin, and that

Daniel and his captive brethren learned them from the Chal-

deans. It were impossible to admit such a view, without bring-

ing into doubt the prophetical gifts of Daniel, and involving in

just suspicion the supernatural character of his communications.

For the angelic names he uses were not applied by himself, but

were heard by him in vision, as applied one to another, by the

heavenly messengers themselves. So that whatever may have

been the reason for their introduction, it can with no fitness be

ascribed— if Daniel's own representations are to be accepted

—

to an adoption of the heathen notions prevalent around him.

Nor was such a tendency in the direction of heathenism to have

been expected here. Nowhere more strongly than in the book

of Daniel does the theocratic spirit keep the ascendant—the re-

solute determination to abide at all hazards by the old founda-

tions, and, in things spiritual and divine, to make the heathen

the learner merely, not the instructor or the guide. The aim

and design of the whole book is to show the real superiority and

ultimate triumph of Judaism over heathenism. And it was not,

to say the least, by any means likely that in this one point

Daniel should have been disposed to renounce his claims as a

messenger and prophet of the true God, and become a disciple

of the magicians over whom his better wisdom carried him so far

aloft.

It is true, no doubt, that the Jews, after the Babylonish cap-

tivity, in the interval that elapsed between that period and the

Clu'istian era, showed a disposition to deal somewhat lavishly

with angelic names and orders. The book of Tobit, which was

composed during this interval, not only finds one of the principal

characters of the story in an angel called Raphael, but makes this

personage say of himself, " I am Raphael, one of the seven holy

angels, which present the prayers of the saints, and whicli go in

and out before the glory of the Holy One :"—evidently showing

that something like a system of angelology, branching out into

offices as well as nauies, had sprung up among the Jews of tlie
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dispersion. As commonly happens, when the elements of super-

stition begin to work, the false tendency developed itself more

fully as time proceeded. In the book of Enoch, a spurious

production that appeared some time about the Christian era, and

undoubtedly embodying the notions of many of the more specu-

lative Jews of that period, we are told of the " four great arch-

angels, Michael, Raphael, Gabriel, and Uriel," who perpetually

bring reports to the Creator, of the corrupt state ofthe world, and

receive from Him their respective commissions. Rabbinical

writers descend into still further details, specify the exact posi-

tions of those superior angels in the presence of God (setting-

Michael on the right, Gabriel on the left, Raphael behind, Uriel

in front), tell us how Gabriel attended at the nuptials of Adam
and Eve, how he taught Joseph the 70 languages of the world,

and many similar things both of him and of the other archangels

(Eisenmenger Ent. Judenthum, vol. i., p. 374, sq.). Such were the

fanciful and ridiculous vagaries into which the Jewish angelology

ran ; but it by no means follows, from such a system having de-

veloped itself among the later Jews, that it had its origin in the

Chaldean influence, to which they were exposed in Babylon

—

least of all, that Daniel and his godly companions led the way in

surrendering themselves to the direction of such an influence.

Considering the jealousy with which not only they, but the

stricter Jews generally, felt toward the corruptions of heathenism,

after the Babylonish exile, the more natural supposition is, that

they spun their theories of angelical existences out of the few

actual notices that occur of the world of spirits in their own
ScriptTires—in this, as in other things, pushing some scattered

elements of truth into many groundless and frivolous extremes.

It is in perfect accoi'dance with what is known ofJewish or Rab-
binical specvdations in general, to affirm, that the real basis of

what they imagined respecting the names and offices of angels,

was to be found in the writings of the Old Testament, though the

opinions of those among whom they lived might come in at one

quarter or another, to give a particular turn to the current of

their speculations.

Now, it is to be remembered that, while we meet wuth specific

names of those heavenly messengers only in Daniel, yet in earlier

revelatiims there is a certain appi'oximation to the same thing

;
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and the change cannot be characterized as very abrupt, or the

feature in Daniel marked as absolutely singular. Even in one

of the earliest notices of angelic visitation, that which occurred

to Abraham on the plains of Mamre (Gen. xviii.), it is evident

from the sacred narrative that, of the three personages who then

appeared, one was manifestly superior in dignity, if not also in

nature, to the other two. He remains behind, and, in the name
of the Lord, speaks to Abraham respecting the destruction of

Sodom, while they go in the humbler character of messengers to

take personal cognizance of its state. Then, in later times, we
have the designations of" the Angel of the Covenant," "the angel

of the Lord's presence," " the angel in whom the Lord's name
is" (Mai. iii. 1 ; Isa. Ixiii. 9 ; Ex. xxiii. 21) ; constantly repre-

sented as different from, and superior to, a mere angel—for, in

the first of the passages just referred to, he is identified with the

Lord Himself, whom the people professed to be seeking after

;

in the second he is described as the Saviour of the covenant-

people ; and, in the third—the earliest of the three, and the foun-

dation of the others—He is in a pointed manner distinguished

ft'om an angel, in the ordinary sense (comp. the passage with ch.

xxxiii. 2, 12, 14), and is characterized as the same that after-

wards appeared to Joshua, at once as the Lord and as the Cap-

tain of the Lord's host (Josh. v. 14, 15, vi. 2). Still further, we
find this highest angel, the Angel or messenger of the covenant,

identified A^dth the Messiah, and designated by a variety ofnames,

such as Immanuel, Jehovah Zidekinu, the prince, or the prince

of the host, etc. And not only is this leader of the Lord's hosts

thus individualized and indicated by name, but a specific desig-

nation is also frequently applied to the great adversary of God
and man—Satan. So that it was not to strike into a path alto-

gether new, but merely to take an additional step in a direction

already formed, when Daniel introduced the names of Michael

and Gabriel into our heavenly vocabulary.

But why should even such a step have been taken ? Was this

done in a way which admits of being intelligently explained and

justified ? Or does there appear in it something arbitrary and

fanciful ? In answer to such questions, it may be replied gene-

rally, that, if such designations were proper to be introduced anj'--

where, it is precisely in the book of Daniel that they might be
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most fitly looked for. His writings possess considerably more of

a dramatic character than those of the other prophets, and in his

own book those are the most dramatic visions in which the names

occur. It was, therefore, in them that the actors in the spiritual

drama might be expected to be most distinctly portrayed. And
then the individual names, which are used for this end, are found

on examination to be, not proper names in the ordinary sense, but

appellatives designating the nature and office of those who bore

them, and most naturally growing out of the special communica-

tions which they were engaged in making. To see this, we have

only to glance at the names themselves.

1. Beyond doubt the highest in rank and importance is

Michael. This name occurs twice in Daniel, and is also found

in the Epistle of Jude and the Revelation. It is compounded of

three words, which together express the meaning, Who is like

God ? (7S3''p). The El, which denotes God, has respect to God
as the God of might ; so that the idea indicated by the appella-

tion is, the possession, either of absolutely Divine, or of Divine-

like majesty and power—the former, if the name is applied to

one in whom the nature of God resides ; the latter, if apphed to

a created intelligence. Here, however, there is considerable

diversity of opinion. The Jewish and Rabbinical authorities, as

already noticed, understand by Michael one of the four highest

angels, or archangels, as they are sometimes termed—though with

a certain superiority possessed by him above the rest ; for they

call Michael the Princeps Maximus, the tutelary angel of Judea,

God's peculiar angel, the Prince ofthe World. He was, therefore,

in their account, decidedly the highest ofcreated intelligences, but

still himself a part of the creation. We find the same view ex-

hibited in one of the earliest Patristic productions, the Shepherd
of Hermas ; and it became the prevailing opinion among the

fathers. But the divines of the Reformation very commonly
adopted another view, and understood Michael to be a name of

Christ. So, for example, Luther (on Dan. x. 21 and xii. 1), and
Calvin, who, at least, expresses his preference for the same opinion,

though without absolutely rejecting the other ; in the next age,

also Cocceius, Witsius, TuiTetine, Lampe, Calov, the last ofwhom
even affirms the opinion which represents the Michael in Dan.
xii. 1 as a created angel, to be impious. This certainly appears
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to be the correct view, and we shall present in as brief a compass

as possible the grounds on which it is based.

(1) The name itself

—

who is like God ? This seems to point to

the Supreme Lord, and in a way very common with the earlier

writers of the Old Testament ; as in Ex. xv. 1 1, " Who is like

Thee among the gods, O Lord f or, in Ps. Ixxxix. 8, " Wlio is

like the Lord among the sons of the mighty ?" Such an ascrip-

tion of peerless might and glory, when turned into a personal

appellation, seems most naturally to imply, that the qualities ex-

pressed in it belonged to the individual ; it fixes our regard upon

Him as the representative and bearer of what the appellation

imports ; and the turn given to it by Bengel (on Rev. xii. 7), as

if it were a mark of humility rather than of weakness—as if the

possessor of the title pointed away from himself to God—is quite

unnatural, and contrary to the Scriptural usage in such appella-

tions. Nor, in that case, would it have formed a suitable desig-

nation for the highest of the angels, since it could have indicated

nothing as to any peculiar honour or dignity belonging to him.

As a distinguishing epithet, it is appropriate only to Christ, who

actually possesses the unrivalled properties of God ; and who,

expressly on the ground of his possessing these, and being able

to say, " All that the Father hath is Mine," has charged Himself

with the interests of the covenant-people, and is found adequate

to the establishment of its provisions (John v. 18, xvi. 15 ; Isa.

ix. 6, 7 ; Phil. ii. 6-11). (2) Another argument is found in the

collateral, and, to some extent, epexegetical, or explanatory de-

signations, which are applied to the same personage. Thus in

Dan. xii. 1, He is called emphatically the Great Prince ("i^n

hSi-!>T^) apparently referring to, and closely agi'eeing with, the

name assumed by the angel of the Lord in Josh. v. 14, captain,

or rather, ^:)?'inc-g of Jehovah's host {'^\i^''~ fr53y" lb'), that is, the

leader of the heavenly forces of the Great King. So again,

in ch. X. 21, Michael is styled the prince of the covenant-people,

" Your prince," the one who presides over their state and

destinies ; or, as it is at ch. xii. 1, " Who standeth up for the

children of thy people," namely, to protect and deliver them.

These descriptions seem plainly to identify Michael with the

Angel of the Covenant, who sometimes appears as God, and

sometimes as his pecidiar representative. Even the Pnbbinical
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Jews could not altogether escape the conviction of the identity

of Michael and this personage ; for the saying occurs more than

once in their writings, that '• wherever Michael appeared, there

was seen the glory of the Shekinah itself." The passage, which

tended chiefly to lead them in the wrong direction, was Dan. x.

13, where he is called " one ('in^) of the chief princes," or, as it

might equally be rendered, " first of the chief princes," head of

the angel-chiefs. The Jewish writers understood it to indicate

merely precedence or superiority in respect to others essentially

of the same class. But, taken in connection with the other

passages and expressions in Daniel, it seems intended simply to

exhibit the relation of Michael to the angels, to present him to

our view as their directing and governing head. It is sub-

stantially, indeed, of the same import as archangel, which is

never used in the plural, and never receives a personal applica-

tion but to Michael (Jude ver. 9 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16) ; so that

there is no Scriptural warrant for understanding it as an indica-

tion of an angelic hierarchy, or otherwise than as a designation

of the head of angelic hosts. (3) Lastly, the descriptions given

of Michael, both of his person and his acts, seem to confirm the

same view : they are such as properly belong to the Messiah, the

essentially Divine Head and King of His Church, but are

scarcely compatible with the position of a created intelligence.

Take, for example, the delineation of his person as given in Dan.

X. 5, 6, "And I looked, and behold a certain man in linen,

whose loins were girded with fine gold of Uphaz : his body also

was like the beryl, and his face as the appearance of lightning,

and his eyes as lamps of fire, and his arms and his feet like in

colour to polished brass, and the voice of his words like the voice

of a multitude"—the description has been almost literally trans-

ferred to the vision of the glorified Redeemer by St John in the

Apocalypse (ch. i. 13-17, ii. 18). With representations so

nearly identical, we naturally conceive the same personages to

have been intended by them. Some, indeed, have taken the de-

scription in Daniel as referring to Gabriel, and not to Michael

;

but this is plainly against the natural import of the narrative

;

which represents Gabriel as coming and talking familiarly with

the prophet, while the vision of the glorious One was so over-

powering, that he was unable to bear the sight. It is necessary,

o
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therefore, to understand It of Michael, who appeared in glory at

some distance, and on the opposite bank of the river. What is

afterwards said of Michael, at ch. xii. 1, as standing up to de-

liver the Lord's people in a time of unparalleled tribulation, and

the co-relative action ascribed to him in the Apocalypse (ch. xii.

7—9), of overcoming and casting down from the heaven of his

power and glory the great adversary of God and man, serve also

to confirm the identification of Michael with Christ. For, the

actions referred to are manifestly proper to Christ, as the Head of

His Church, not to any inferior agent. Scripture constantly

represents it as the sole and peculiar glory of Christ to put

down all power and authority that exalts itself against God, or

to execute the judgment written upon the adversary. On these

grounds we conclude, that Michael is but another name for the

Angel of the Covenant, or for Christ. It is the name alone that

is peculiar to Daniel ; and the reason, apparently, why such a

name was chosen in the revelations given through Him, was to

render prominent the Divine power and majesty in the angel-

mediator, which assured the covenant-people of a triumphant

issue out of those gigantic conflicts and troubles that were be-

fore them, if only they proved stedfast to the truth. (Compare

Ode de Angelis, pp. 1054-58, Hengstenberg on Daniel and on

Eev. xii. 7-9).

(2) In regard to the other specific name, Gabriel, it is clear,

both from the name itself, and from the historical notices given

of the bearer of it, that a created angel is to be understood. The
word may have a slightly different explanation put upon it,

according as the iod is held to be paragogic merely, or the pro-

nominal affix : in the former case, it means hero, or mights/ one

of God ; in the other, 7ny hero, or mighty one, is God—God is my
strength. Either way the leading thought conveyed by it is

much the same ; it embodies a twofold idea—that the bearer of

the name is distinguished by heroic might, and that he has this

might, not of himself, but of God. Such an appellation could

only be given to a created intelligence, to one whose part it was

to recognise his dependence upon God, and in the exercise of

his might to show forth something of the almightiness of the

Creator. Appearing under this designation, it indicated that

the business, which led to his appearance, was one that would
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call for the manifestation of heroic energy, such as could be

found only in close connection with the all-sufficient Jehovah.

The times and circumstances referred to in the vision of Daniel,

in which Gabriel acted a prominent part (ch. viii., ix. 21), were

precisely of such a description ; they bore respect to the great

struggles and conflicts, through which ultimate security and

blessing were to be attained for the covenant-people ; and the

revelation of the progress and issue of the contest by one, whose

very name carried up the soul to the omnipotence of Jehovah,

was itself a pledge and assurance of a prosperous result. Nor
was it materially different at the commencement of the Gospel,

where the name of Gabriel again meets us in Divine communi-

cations. These communications bore upon matters encompassed

with peculiar difficulty, and capable of being brought about only

by the supernatural agency of Godhead. The very first stage in

the process lay across a natural impossibility, since to furnish

the herald of the new dispensation an aged and barren woman
(Elizabeth) must become the mother of a child. The next,

which was presently afterwards announced to Mary, involved

not only a natural impossibility, but the most astounding and

wonderful of all mysteries—the incarnation of Godhead. In

such circumstances, what could be more fitting and appropriate,

than that the Divine messenger, sent from the Upper Sanctuary

to disclose the immediate approach of such events, should come

as the personal representative of the heroic might and energy of

Heaven ?—should even make himself known as the Gabriel, the

God-empowered hero, who in former times had disclosed to

Daniel the purpose of God to hold in check the powers of evil,

and in spite of them to confirm for ever the eternal covenant ?

The remembrance of the past, in which the purpose of God had

been so fearlessly proclaimed and so successfully vindicated, now
came in aid of the testimony, which the same Divine messenger

was sent to deliver ; so that the tidings, all strange and startling

as they might appear, should have met from the children of the

covenant with a ready and believing response.

Even the miraculous, temporary suspension of the power of

speech, with which the appearance of Gabriel to Zacharias came

to be attended, was full of meaning and in perfect keeping with

the whole circumstances of the time. Viewed in connection
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with these, the aspect of harshness, which at first sight it may
seem to cany, will be found to disappear. That the measure of

unbelief, which arose in his mind on seeing the angelic vision,

and on first hearing the announcement made to him, was de-

servino; of rebuke, must be re£i;arded as certain from the rebuke

actually administered ; no such, even slight and temporary, pun-

ishment would have been inflicted, had it not been amply

justified by the existing state of mind in Zacharias. But

Zacharias is chiefly to be contemplated here as a representative

of the people, whose prayers he was at the time symbolically

offering; and in him, as such, were embodied, along with the

better elements that continued to work among them, a portion

also of the worse. The unbelief, therefore, that discovered itself

in connection with the angelic announcement, was but too sm'e

an indication of the evil, that slumbered even among the better

part of the covenant-people. And the instant, and visible,

though still comparatively gentle rebuke it met with in the case

of Zacharias, was meant to be a salutary and timely warning to

the people at large ; and, taken in connection with the name,

Gabriel, made known along with it, it was also a palpable proof

that this name was no empty title, but gave assurance of the im-

mediate operation of the infinite power of Godhead. Thus the

miracle of dumbness wrought upon Zacharias became a sign to

all around—a sign of the certainty with which the things should

be accomplished that were announced by Gabriel (whatever

might be required of miraculous power for their performance),

and a sign also of the withering and disastrous result, which

should infallibly emerge, if the manifestations of Divine power
and goodness that were at hand should be met by a spirit of dis-

trust and unbelief.

It thu§ appears, when the history and relations of the subject

are duly considered, that there is nothing greatly peculiar in the

use of the names Michael and Gabriel, whether in the Book of

Daniel, or in New Testament Scripture. The names here also,

as in those of Immanuel, Branch of the Lord, Angel of the

covenant, Satan, were really descriptive of nature and position.

And their ajipearance only in the later revelations of the Old
covenant finds a ready explanation in the cu-cumstance, that the

progressive nature of the Divine communications necessarily led
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to a progressive individualizing, both in regard to th-e Messiah

Himself, and to the various persons and objects connected with

His undertaking. Hence, it naturally happens, that in the later

books of the Old Testament, and in those of the New, the indi-

vidual features and characteristics of all kinds are brought most

distinctly out. In this respect, therefore, the appearance is pre-

cisely as the reality might have led us to expect.

ni. Having so far cleared our way to a right understanding

of the subject of angels, by examining the language employed,

both in its more general and its more specific forms, we naturally

turn to inquire next, what, according to the revelations of Scrip-

ture, is their personal state ?—the state, namely, of those, who
are always understood, when angels generally are spoken of

—

the angels in heaven. In Scripture they are uniformly repre-

sented as in the most elevated condition of intelligence, purity,

and bliss. Endowed with faculties which fit them for the

highest sphere of existence, they excel in strength, and can en-

dure, unharmed, the intuition of God (Ps. ciii. 20 ; Matt, xviii.

10). Nor in moral excellence are they less exalted ; for they

are called emphatically " the holy angels," " elect angels,"

"angels of light" (Mark viii. 38 ; 2 Tim. v. 21 ; 2 Cor. xi. 14)

;

and are represented as ever doing the will of God, doing it so

uniformly and perfectly, that men on earth can aim at nothing-

higher or better than doing it like the angels in heaven. In the

sphere, too, of their being and enjoyment, all is in fitting har-

mony with their natural and moral perfections; not only no

elements of pain or disorder, but every essential provision for the

wants and capacities of their immortal natures ; so that to have

our destiny associated with theirs, to have our condition made
equal to theirs, is presented to our view as the very glory of that

resmTection-state to which Christ has called His peojDle (Luke
XX. 36 ; Heb. xii. 22). The two, indeed, may not be in all

respects identical, can hardly, indeed, be so ; but that which is

made to stand as the pattern cannot in anything of moment be

inferior to what is represented as bearing its likeness.

That the angelic state was from the first substantially what it

still is, can scarcely be doubted from the general tenor of the

Scriptural representations. Yet in these a certain change also
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is indicated—not, indeed, from evil to good, or from feebleness

to strength, but from a state, in which there was, at least, the

possibility of falling, to another in Avhich this has ceased to be

possible—a state of ever-abiding holiness and endless felicity.

The actual fall and perdition of a portion of their number, im-

plies that somehow the possibility now mentioned did at one

period exist ; and the angels, that kept their first estate, and have

received the designation of elect angels, nay, are assigned an

everlasting place among the ministers and members of Christ's

kingdom, must have made some advance in the security of their

condition. And this, we inevitably conclude, must infer some

advance also in relative perfection ; for absolute security to

rational beings in the enjoyment of life and blessing, we can only

conceive of as the result of absolute holiness ; they have it—they

alone can have it—we imagine, in whom holiness has become so

deeply rooted, so thoroughly pervasive of all the powers and sus-

ceptibilities of their being, that these can no longer feel and act

but in subservience to holy aims and obedience to principles of

righteousness. So far, therefore, the angels appear to have he-

come what they now are, that a measure of security, and, by

consequence, a degree of perfection (whether as regards spiritual

knowledge, or moral energy) is now theirs, which sometime was

not.

From the representations of Scripture, there is room also for

another distinction in regard to the state of angels, though, like

the one just noticed, it cannot be more than generally indicated

or vaguely apprehended. The distinction referred to is a certain

diversity in rank and power, which there seems ground for be-

lieving to exist among the heavenly hosts. There are indications

in Scriptm'e of something like angelic orders. For, though the

term archangel cannot be applied in this connection, being used

(as we have seen) only as the designation of a single personage,

and that, apparently, the Messiah, yet the name Gabriel, when
assumed as a distinctive epithet, appears to imply that he stood

in a nearer relationship to God than certain others, or partook to

a larger extent than they of the might of Godhead. So also in

Rev. xviii. 21, we read of " a mighty angel," as if not every

angel could be called such. And in various places there is an

accumulation of epithets, as of different orders, when referring to
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the heavenly intelHgences ; as in Eph. i. 20, 21, where Christ is

said to be exalted " above all principality and power, and might,

and dominion, and every name that is named, not only in this

world, but also in that which is to come ;" and in 1 Pet. iii. 22,

where He is again said, in His heavenly exaltation, to have
" angels, principalities, and powers made subject to Him." But
if such expressions appear to render probable or certain the ex-

istence of some kind of personal distinctions among the angels of

glory, it leaves all minuter details respecting it under a veil of

impenetrable secrecy. And to presume, like the ancient Jews,

to single out four or seven primary angels ; or, like the Rabbins,

to distribute the angelic hosts into ten separate classes ; or, still

again, with many of the Scholastics, to range them in nine orders,

each consisting of three classes, regularly graduated in knowledge

and authority, the class below ever standing in dependence upon

the one above :—to deal with the matter thus, is to do precisely

what the apostle has discharged any one from attempting on such

a subject, " intrude into those things which he has not seen,

vainly puffed up by his fleshly mind" (Col. ii. 18). Of persons

who discourse familiarly upon such points, and discuss the most

subtle questions regarding angelic being and agency, Gerhard

very justly, as well as wittily said, " They naturally dispose one

to ask, how recently must they have fallen from heaven !" (quam

nuper sint de coelo delapsi.) And Calvin with his accustomed

sense and gravity remarks, " If we would be truly wise, we shall

give no heed to those foolish notions, which have been delivered

by idle men concerning angelic orders without warrant from the

Word of God " (Inst. i. c. 14, 4).

We are assuredly entitled to affirm, that in whatever the dis-

tinctions among angels may consist, or to whatever extent it may
reach, it cannot in the least interfere with the happiness they

individually enjoy. For this happiness arises, in the first in-

stance, from each standing in a proper relation to the great

centre of life and blessing ; and then from their being appointed

to occupy such a sphere, and take part in such services and em-

ployments, as are altogether adapted to their state and faculties.

These fundamental conditions being preserved, it is easy to con-

ceive, how certain diversities, both in natural capacity, and in

relative position, may be perfectly compatible with their mutual
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satisfaction and general well-being, and may even contribute to

secure it.

IV. The proper function and employment of angels relatively

to us, is what next calls for consideration ; and on this point we
are furnished in Scripture with information of a more ^'aried and

specific nature, as it is that which more nearly concerns our-

selves. In not a few passages we find their knowledge of what

pertains to affairs on earth distinctly intimated, and also their

interest in it, as proving to them an occasion of joy, or yielding

a deeper insight into the purposes of God. Thus, they appear

taking part in communications made from heaven to earth, desir-

ing to look into the things which concern the scheme of salvation,

learning from the successive evolution of the Divine plan more

than they otherwise knew of God's manifold wisdom, rejoicing

together at the birth of Jesus, and even over the return of indi-

vidual wanderers to His fold (1 Pet. i. 12 ; Eph. iii. 10; Luke
ii. 13, XV. 10). But there are other passages, in which a still

closer connection is indicated—passages which represent them as

engaged in directly and actively ministering to the good of be-

lievers, and shielding or delivering them from the evils incident

to their lot. The oflSce of angels in this respect was distinctly

understood even in Old Testament times ; as appears alone from

the designation, " Lord of Hosts," so commonly applied to God
in respect to the forces He has at command for the execution of

His purposes ; and still more from the frequent interposition of

angels to disclose tidings or accomplish deliverances for the

covenant-people, as well as from express assurances, such as

these :
" The angel of the Lord encampeth round about them

that fear Him, and delivereth them" (Ps. xxxiv. 7). "He shall

give His angels charge concerning thee, to keep thee in all thy

ways ; they shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy

foot against a stone" (Ps. xci. 11, 12). Similar representations

of angelic agency are found in New Testament Scrij^ture, and

come out, indeed, with greater prominence there, conformably

to the general character and design of the Gospel, in rendering

more patent the connection between this lower region and the

world of spirits. So that it is only what we might have expected

beforehand, to learn that our Lord in the days of His flesh was
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from time to time ministered to by angels ; that on ascending to

the regions of glory, He had the angels made subject to Him for

carrying forward the operations of His kingdom ; that commis-

sions of importance were executed through their instrumentality

during the life-time of the apostles ; and that, generally, they are

declared to be " all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister

to those who are heirs of salvation" (Mark i. 13 ; Luke xxii.

43 ; Phil. ii. 10 ; 1 Pet. iii. 22 ; Acts xii. ; Heb. i. 14).

In regard, however, to the kind of services which are actually

rendered to believers by the ministry of angels, or the benefits

which may justly be expected from it, we know too little of the

nexus, which binds together in any particular case the world of

sense with the world of spirits, to be able with much accuracy to

determine. Negatively, there are definite boundaries that may
be set down ; we must hold as excluded from their agency the

actual communication of life and grace to the souls of men. No-
where is this ascribed to them in Scripture ; on the contrary, it

is uniformly represented as an essentially Divine W'Ork, and, as

such, lying beyond the agency of created beings. Father, Son,

and Spirit are here the only effective agents, working, in so far

as subordinate means are emj)loyed, through a human, not

through an angelic instrumentality. The things which come

within the sphere of angelic ministrations, bear incidentally

upon the work of salvation, rather than directly touch it: and as

regards the ordinary histoiy of the Church and the common
experience of believers, they have to do with the averting of evils,

which might too seriously affect the interests of righteousness, or

the bringing about of results and operations in the world, which

are fitted to promote them. When it is reflected how much
even the children of God are dependent upon the circumstances

in which they are placed, and how much for the cause of God,

whether in the world at large or in the case of single individuals,

often turns upon a particular event in Providence, one can

easily see what ample room there may be in the world for such

timely and subtle influences as the quick messengers of light

are capable of imparting. It might be too much to say, as has

occasionally been said by divines, and seems to be held by Mr
Kingsley, that all the active powers of nature are under angelic

direction, and every event— at least every auspicious event— is
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owing to their interference ; there are certainly no testimonies in

Scripture sufficient to warrant so sweeping an inference. But, on

the other hand, it is equally possible to err in the opposite di-

rection ; and as we have explicit information in Scripture of the

fact, that there are myriads of angelic beings in heavenly places,

who are continually ascending and descending on errands of

mercy for men on earth, it may not be doubted, that in many a

change which takes place around us, there are important opera-

tions performed by them, as well as by the ostensible actors, and

by the material agencies of nature.

But whatever individuals, or the collective body of believers,

may owe to this source, there are certain laws and limitations,

under which it must always be understood to be conveyed. The
fundamental ground of these is, that the efficiency of angels is

essentially diffi^rent from that of the several persons of the God-
head ; it is such merely as one finite being is capable of exer-

cising toward another. Consequently, it never can involve any

violent interference with the natural powers of reason in those

who are the subjects of it : it must adapt itself to the laws of re-

ciprocal action established between finite beings, and so, can

only work to the hand, or set bounds to the actings of nature,

but cannot bring into operation elements absolutely new. Hence,

as a further necessary deduction, all that is done by angels must

be done in connection with, and by means of natural causes
;

and only by intensifying, or in some particular way directing

these, can they exert any decisive influence on the events in

progress. Thus, at the pool of Bethesda, the angel's power

wrought through the waters, not independently of them ; at

Herod Agrippa's death, through the worms that consumed him

;

at the jail of Philippi, through the earthquake that shook the

foundations of the building :—and if thus in these more peculiar,

certainly not less in the more regular and ordinary interpositions

of their power. But this takes nothing from the comfort or

efficacy of their ministrations ; it only implies, that these minis-

trations are incapable of being viewed apart fi'om the channels

through which they come, and that the beings who render them

are not to be taken as the objects of personal regard or adoring

reverence. Hence, while the hearts of believers are cheered by

the thought of the ministry of angels, the worshipping of angels
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lias from the first been expressly interdicted (Col. ii. 18 ; Rev.

xxii. 9).

Various fanciful and groundless notions have been entertained

on the subject of angelic ministrations, and have sought for

countenance in isolated statements of Scripture. It has been

held, for example, that a part of their number are separated for

the special work of praise in the heavenly places, and observe

hours of devotion ; that angels act at times as subordinate inter-

cessors, mediating between believers and Christ ; that individual

angels are appointed to the guardianship of particular kingdoms,

and even of single persons ; and that they have also, whether in-

dividually or collectively, a sort of charge to be present in the

assemblies of the saints. As this latter class of notions still ex-

tensively prevails, and has an apparent foundation in certain

passages of Scripture, it will be necessary to subject it to a par-

ticular examination.

(1) In regard to the guardianship or protection of particular

kingdoms by individual angels, the notion can scarcely, perhaps,

be said to exist, as a substantive belief in the present day, in

Protestant Christendom ; but it is held by not a few interpreters

of Scripture as a doctrine of the book of Daniel, though not a

doctrine they are themselves disposed to accredit. Rabbinical

writers have certainly from an early period found it there. On
the supposition, that Michael was a created angel, and the guar-

dian angel of the Jews (designated as such, "their prince"),

coupled with the further supposition, that what is said in the

same book of the prince of the kingdom of Persia, who is repre-

sented as withstanding Gabriel for twenty-one days (x. 13), has

respect to another angel, exercising a like guardianship over the

Persian empire :—on these suppositions, the notion became pre-

valent, not only among the doctors of the synagogue, but also

among the Christian fathers, from whom it went down, like

other crudities, as a heritage to the Catholic theologians, that

the several states or kingdoms of the earth have each their pro-

tecting genius, or tutelary angel—a created, but high and power-

ful intelligence. The idea— as the divines of the Reformation

justly contended—is at variance with all right views of the

general teaching of Scripture respecting those kingdoms, which

are represented as in a condition that must have placed them be-
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yond the pale of any such guardianship, even if it had existed

;

nor do the particular passages leant upon, when fairly interpreted,

countenance the idea of its existence. We have already seen,

how the proof fails in respect to Michael, he not being an angel,

in the ordinary sense, but the Lord Himself as the Angel of the

Covenant. He, the Jehovah-Mediator, the King and Head of tlie

Old, as well as of the New Dispensation, was fitly denominated

the 1^, or Prince of the covenant-people. But the prince of the

kingdom of Persia, who stands, by way of contrast, over against

this Divine Head of the Theocracy, is the mere earthly potentate,

the only real head of that kingdom. Such also is the prince of

Grecia, afterwards mentioned. The Lord in the heavens, by His

angelic agencies, and providential arrangements, contends with

these earthly powers and dominions : in the exercise of the

freedom granted them, and the resohite application of the re-

sources they possessed, they might succeed in gaining certain

advantages, or creating a certain delay, but in such an unequal

contest the result could not be long doubtful ; and the victory

is soon announced to be on the Lord's side. This is the substance

of the representation in Daniel, which contains nothing at vari-

ance with the other representations in Scripture, nor anything,

indeed, peculiar—unless it be the designation of the heads alike

of the Divine and of the human kingdoms by the name o? prince,

instead of using the more common appellation, hlng. A peculiarity

scarcely deserving of notice.^

(2) The idea of guardian-angels for each particular believer,

or, as it is often put, for each individual child—the natural child

in the first instance, then the spiritual—has met with much more

general acceptance than the one already noticed, and still has

the support of distinguished commentators. It is chiefly based

on our Lord's statement in Matt, xviii. 10, " Take heed that ye

despise not one of these little ones ; for I say unto you, that in

heaven their angels do always behold the face of my Father,

which is in heaven." Alford, as well as Meyer, holds the plain

teaching of the passage to be, that individuals have certain angels

appointed to them as their special guardians; and on Acts xii.

^ For a similar contrast between the Divine Head of the Jewish state, and

the merely eartlily heads of the surrounding states, see the explanation

given in Part Third of Isa. vii. 14, as quoted in Matt. i. 23.
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15, where lie again refers to the passage, he affirms, not only that

the doctrine of guardian-angels had been distinctly asserted by

our Lord, but that the disciples, on the ground of His teaching,

naturally spoke of Peter's angel, and believed that the guardian-

angel sometimes appeared in the likeness of the person himself.

So also Stier (on Matt, xviii. 10), while he admits, that the lan-

guage points only by way of allusion to special guardian-angels

of persons, holds the doctrine on this ground, and the unanimous

sense of the Fathers, to be beyond any reasonable doubt. " Every

child," he affirms, " has his angel until sin drives him away, as

we may still be able to trace in the reflection of the angelic ap-

pearance in the countenance and aspect of children. Eveiy be-

liever, again, who may have come into a saved condition through

the grace of redemption, gets, as a new spiritual child, his angel

again, whom now he especially needs in the weakness of his

spiritual commencement, for deeper-reaching experiences of guar-

dianship and admonition, than weak and foolish children in times

of bodily danger." I am no way moved by these high authorities

and confident assertions ; for they seem to me to impose a sense

upon the words of our Lord, which they neither necessarily bear,

nor naturally convey. The readiness and unanimity with which

the Fathers found in them the doctrine of guardian-angels, is

easily understood from the universal belief in the heathen world

—

a belief accredited and often largely expatiated upon in its highest

philosophy—of attending genii or demons attached to single per-

sons; and which naturally begat in the Fathers, whose early

training was to a greater or less degree received in the school of

heathenism, a predisposition to discover the same doctrine in a

Christian form. On such a point they were peculiarly disquali-

fied for being careful and discriminating guides ; of which the

following comment of Jerome on the passage may serve as a

sufficient proof: " Because their angels in heaven ahoays see the

face of the Father : the great dignity of souls, that each should

have from his natural birth (ab ortu nativitatis) an angel ap-

pointed for his guardianship. Whence we read in the Apocalypse

of John, Write these things to the aiigel of Ephesus, Thyatira, and

to the angels of the other churches. The apostle also commands
the heads of women to be veiled in the churches, on account of

the angels." How much sounder and more discriminating, not
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only than this confused and puerile annotation, but also than the

interpretations of the modern expositors referred to above, is the

note of Calvin ? " The view taken by some of this passage, as

if it ascribed to each believer his ovv^n peculiar angel, is without

support. For the words of Christ do not import, that one angel

is in perpetuity attached to this person or that, and the notion is

at variance with the whole teaching of Scripture, which testifies,

that angels encamp round about the righteous, and not to one

angel alone, but to many has it been commanded, to protect

every one of the faithful. Let us have done, therefore," he justly

adds, " with that comment concerning a good and evil genius,

and be content with holding, that to angels are committed the

care of the whole Church, so that they can bring succour to in-

dividual members as necessity or profit may require." This

plainly appears to be the correct view of the passage. It does

not speak of little children simply as such, but of believers under

this character (to which in humility and lowliness of spirit they

had immediately before been assimilated) ; nor does it speak of

individual relationships subsisting between these and the angels,

but of the common interest they have in angelic ministrations,

which extend to the apparently least and lowest of their nimiber.

But of a separate guardianship for each individual there is not a

word dropt here, nor in any other part of Scripture. Even in

Acts xii. 7, where a very special work had to be accomplished

for Peter by the ministiy of an angel, there is nothing of the his-

torian's own that implies any individual or personal relationship

of the one to the other : the angel is not called Peter's angel, nor

is the angel represented as waiting upon him like a tutelary

guardian ; on the contrary, he is designated " the angel of the

Lord," and is spoken of as coming to Peter, to do the particular

office required, and again departing from him when it was done.

It is true, the inmates of Mary's house, when they could not

credit the report of the damsel, that Peter himself was at the

door, said, as if finding in the thought the only conceivable ex-

planation of the matter, " It is his angel." But as Ode has

justly stated (De Angelis, Sec. viii. c. 4), " It is not everything

recorded by the Evangelists as spoken by the Jews, or even by

the disciples of Christ, which is sound and worthy of credit. Nor

can what in this particular case was true of Peter be affirmed of
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all believers, or ought it to be so. And, indeed, that Peter him-

self did not believe, that a particular angel was assigned to him

for guardianship, clearly enough appears from this, that when

Peter got out of the prison, and followed the angel as his guide,

he did not as yet know it to be true, that an angel was the actor,

but thought he saw a vision ; and at length, after the departure

of the angel, having come to himself, he said, ' Now I know of a

surety, that the Lord hath sent His angel, and delivered me
from the hand of Herod.'"

(3) The last notion we were to consider respecting the minis-

try of angels, is the special charge they are supposed to take of

Christian assemblies. This notion rests entirely upon two pas-

sages—the one, Eccl. v. 4-6, which has already been examined,

and shown to have no proper bearing on this, or any other point,

connected with angelic agency ; the other, 1 Cor. xi. 10, in which

the apostle says, " For this cause ought the woman to have power

on her head, because of the angels." It is said in the course of

the discussion, which the apostle introduces on the subject of

female attire in the public assemblies. At the same time, it is

proper to bear in mind, what expositors too commonly overlook,

that the immediate object of the statement is of a general kind,

and has respect to the relation of the woman to the man, as de-

termined by the order of their creation :
" For the man is not of

the woman, but the woman of the man ; neither was the man
created for the woman, but the woman for the man : for this

cause (namely, on account of that relative position and destiny)

ought the woman to have power on her head, because of the

angels." It is plainly the attire and aspect of the woman, as in-

dicative of her proper place, that the apostle has here more imme-

diately in view, and not merely nor directly her appearance and

bearing in the church; this last and more specific point he would

derive simply as a practical conclusion from the other. Now, as

to the import of what he says on that other and more general

subject, there can be little doubt, that what is meant by having

power or authority {s^ousla) on the head, is having what visibly

exliibited that ; viz. a veiled, or covered appearance, which is the

natural symbol of a dependent or subordinate position. There is

no force in the objection to this, that it is rather the want of

authority, than the possession of it, which is ascribed to the
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woman ; for it proceeds on a mistaken view of the expression, as

if the apostle meant she had the power to use it as her own. The
reverse, rather, is what is indicated. The expression is entirely

similar to that used by the centurion in Matt. viii. 9, when he

said of himself, "For I also am a man under authority" {vTh

s^ovaiav)—he stood, as it were, under its law and ordination

—

having; a right and a call to do whatever it authorised him to do
— that, but no more. So the woman here, as standing under the

man in a relation of subservience, ought (cxpslXu) to have autho-

rity or power upon her head ; in other words, something in the

very attire and aspect of her head to denote, that authority lay

upon her. Her veiled appearance—naturally, by her long hair,

and artificially, by an appropriate head-dress—is such a thing

;

it is a token of respect and submission toward the higher autho-

rity lodged in the man, and betokens that it is hers to do with

ministrations of service, rather than with the right of government

and control.

Hence the feminine aspect which, in the ancient ordinance of

the Nazarite vow, the person bound by it had to assume, in regard

to his head. The Nazarite was one who, by a special vow,

placed himself in strict subservience to God ; the authority of God
rested upon him in a manner quite peculiar ; and, to mark this,

he had to let his hair grow like a woman's ; so that, as the woman
in relation to man, so he in relation to God, might be said to have

power or authority on his head ; and the parting with the symbol

of his position (as in the case of Samson) was in effect abandon-

ing the covenant-engagement under which he stood^breaking

loose from God.

We see, then, the fitness and propriety of the veiled appearance

of the woman's head— it is the becoming sign of her place and

calling, as made of man, and, in a sense also, for man. But why
should this be said to be because, or, for the sake of the angels ?

Whatever may be meant by the expression, one thing should be

distinctly understood regarding it—that, from the brief and

abrupt manner in which the allusion is made—not a word of

explanation going before or coming after—it can have reference

to no recondite or mysterious point—nothing in itself of doubtful

speculation, or capable of being ascertained only by minute and

laborious search. Points of such a nature, together with the
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Rabbinical or heathen lore, on which they are grounded, must be

out of place here, as the allusion (had it referred to such) could

only have tended to perplex or mislead. Proceeding, therefore,

on the ground now laid down, we have to dismiss from our minds

all the peculiar and unusual applications ofthe term angels some-

times adduced by commentators ; and also all fancifal notions re-

garding the acts of real angels—such as their supposed habit of

veiling their faces before God (which is never mentioned of angels,

strictly so called), or having a sort of superintendence and over-

sight of Christian assemblies (a matter also nowhere else inti-

mated in any earlier Scripture) :—and we have simply to con-

sider, whether there be any broad and palpable facts respecting

the angelic world, which, without violence or constraint, may be

fitly brought into juxtaposition with the proper place and bearing

of women. We know nothing of this description, imless it be

what their very name imports—their position and calling as

ministering spirits before God, from which one section of them,

indeed, fell, but which the rest kept, to their honour and blessing.

This, however, is enough ; it furnishes precisely the link of con-

nection between them and woman. Her place, in relation to

man, is like that of the angels of God ; it is to do the part of a

ministering agent and loving help—not independently to rule and

scheme for herself. It is by abiding under law to man, that she

becomes either a subject or an instrument of blessing. Hence,

when she fell, it was by departing from this order, by attempting

to act an independent part, as if no yoke of authority lay upoii

her, and she might be an authority and a law to herself—quitting

her appointed place of ministering, for the coveted place of inde-

pendent action. So, too, was it, in the higher regions of existence,

with the angels that lost their first estate ; they strove, in like

manner, against the prime law of their being, which was to

minister and serve, and aspired to be and act as from themselves.

By this vain and wicked attempt they fell ; and the fall of Eve,

through their instrumentality, was but the image and echo of

their own. Now, is it unnatural to suppose that the apostle,

while tracing up the matter concerning woman's place and bear-

ing in society to the origin and fountain of things, should also

have reminded them of these instructive facts ? should have

pointed their thoughts to the higher region of spirits ? The order

p
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liere—he virtually said to them—the order of things in this lower

world, serves as an image of the heavenly. Relations of superio-

rity and subservience exist there as w^ell as here ; and the harmony

and blessedness of both worlds alike depend upon these relations

being duly kept ; to disregard them, is the sure road to confusion

and every evil work. Let the woman, therefore, recognising

this, and remembering how the evil that originated in ambitious

striving in the heavenly places, renewed itself on earth by the like

spirit taking possession of her bosom—feel that it is good for her

to wear perpetually the badge of subjection to authority. It is

at once safe and proper for her to retain it ; and so, instead of

constantly repeating the catastrophe of the fallen angels, she will

show her readiness to fulfil that angel-relationship, with its

ministrations of service, for which she was broiTght into being,

and exhibit before the blessed ministers of light a reflection of

their own happy order and loving obedience.

It may be added, in respect to the false views of angelic minis-

tration which we have combated, and as an additional proof of

their contrariety to the truth of Scripture, that the countenance

they too commonly received from the Fathers produced its

natural fruit throughout the early Church in a prevailing ten-

dency to angel-worship. The Fathers, however, opposed this

tendency, and sometimes by formal synodal acts denounced the

practice, in which it showed itself, of dedicating particular

churches to certain angels, and calling them by their names. In

the rightness of this opposition, the inconsistence with which
it was connected may be overlooked ; but it were hard to see

how, if the guardianship of distinct regions, of particular persons,

and of Christian assemblies, were assigned to individual angels,

these should not have received a share in the semi-divine honour

that was paid to the saints. Angelic adoration and saint-worship

are but different forms of the same idolatrous tendency.

V. The doctrine of the fallen angels, and their agency among
men, though it should not be totally omitted here, yet does not

call for lengthened consideration; since, while it gives rise to many
metaphysical questions and baffling difficulties, these have com-

paratively little to do with the interpretation of Scripture. For
the most part, the passages in which the fallen angels are referred
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to, are plain enougli in their meaning ; and it is the subjects

themselves discoursed of, not the language vised in discoursing of

them, which more peculiarly exercise the powers of the mind.

At present, it will be enough to indicate a few points nearly con-

nected with, or naturally growing out of, the principles that have

been unfolded regarding the angels of God. (1) It is, first of

all, to be held fast respecting them, that, in common with those

Avho still retain their place in light and glory, they were originally

created good. The teaching of Scripture throughout is alto-

gether opposed to the idea, which, from the earliest times, was so

extensively prevalent in the East, of an independent, uncreated

principle of evil, whether as embodied in one, or in a multiplicity

of concrete existences. Every being in the universe, that is not

God, is a part of the creation of God ; and, as His works were

all, like Himself, very good, the evil that now appears in any of

them must have been a perversion of the good, not an original

and inherent malignity. And, in the case of the evil angels, the

fact of a fall from a preceding good state is distinctly asserted

(John viii. 44 ; Jude 6 ; 2 Pet. ii. 4). But nothing is said as to

the period of this fall, whether it came immediately after their

creation, or after the lapse of ages—nor as to the circumstances

that gave rise to it, and the precise form it assumed. The ex-

pression of our Lord, in John's Gospel, that Satan was a liar from

the beginning (a^' dp^rig), does not necessarily refer to the com-

mencement of his own existence, but seems rather, fi'om the con-

nection, to point to the beginning of this world's history. It is

more natvu'al for us to suppose, that the fall of the angels, like

that of our fii'st parents, was nearly coeval with their existence,

as it is next to impossible for us to conceive how they should, for

any length of time, have enjoyed the intuition and the blessed-

ness of God, without having all the principles of goodness in their

natures strengthened and rendered continually less capable of

turning aside to evil ;—but this is a region into which Scripture

does not conduct us, and it is best to avoid it as one that can only

involve matters of uncertain speculation. (2) The total de-

pravity, and consequent misery of the evil angels, is also con-

stantly asserted in Scripture. In both respects they are repre-

sented as the antithesis of the good and blessed angels. Inveter-

ately hostile to God Himself, whatever is of God excites their
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enmity and opposition : falseliood instead of ti'uth, instead of love,

selfishness, hatred and malice, have become the elements of their

active being ; and, themselves utterly estranged fi'om all good,

they appear incapable even of apprehending the feelings of those

Avho love it, and actuated only by the insatiate desire of, in every

possible way, resisting and overthrowing it. Hence their policy

is characterised by mingled intelligence and blindness, cunning

and folly, according as it is directed to those who, like themselves,

are inclined to the evil, or to such as are wedded to the good

:

with the one it is skilfully laid and reaches its aim, Avith the other

it perpetually miscalculates and defeats itself. Of all this the

recorded actings of Satan and his angels, in the history of oiu'

Lord and His apostles, supply ample proof (comp. besides Matt.

xiii. 39 : 1 Pet. v. 8 ; Eph. vi. 12 ; Heb. ii. 14). So that sinning

and doing evil may be said to have become a moral necessity in

their natures, as love and holiness with the elect angels. " Hence

they are necessarily miserable. Torn loose from the universal

centre of life, without being able to find it in themselves ; by the

feeling of inward void, ever driven to the outward world, and yet

in irreconcileable hostility to it and themselves ; eternally shun-

ning, and never esca^iing, the presence of God ; always endea-

vouring to destroy, and always compelled to promote His pur-

poses ; instead of joy in the beatific vision of the Divine glory,

having a never-satisfied longing for an end they never reach

;

instead of hope, the unending oscillation between hope and de-

spair ; instead of love, an impotent hatred of God, their fellows,

and themselves:—can the fearful condemnation of the last judg-

ment, the thrusting down into the bottomless pit of destruction

(Rev. XX. 10), add anything to the anguish of such a condition,

excepting that they shall there see the kingdom of God for ever

delivered fi'oni their assaults, their vain presumption that they

can destroy or impede it scattered to the winds, leaving to them

only the ever-gnawing despair of an inward rage, which cannot

spend itself upon anything without, and is, therefore, for ever

undeceived as to its own impotence !"— (Twesten's Lectures, see

Bib. Sacra, i., p. 793). (3) Lastly, in regard to the agency of

the evil angels, and the mode in which it is exercised in the world,

the general limitations already deduced from ScrijDtiu'e in respect

to the good, undoubtedly hold also here. Negatively, it cannot
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assume a substantive existence or separate action of its own, nor

come into direct contact with the minds of men. It has no other

way of operating, either upon men's souls or bodies, but by en-

tering into the series of second caiises, and giving such additional

potence to these as it may consist with the Divine purpose to

admit of being employed. So that the temptations of the powers

of evil, and the effects of every kind Avrought by them, are not

(in ordinary cases) to be distinguished from the operation of the

moral and physical laws which prevail in the Avorld. No record

is contained of external injuries inflicted by them, except by

means of external causes, which they were allowed, in some un-

known manner, to intensify—as in the case of Job's calamities, or

Paul's thorn in the flesh. And the moral hardening, or intense

addictedness to evil, which is sometimes ascribed to the working

of Satan, or his fellows, always appears as the result of a previous

course of Mackedness, and as consisting simply in a more thorough

abandonment to the carnal lusts and afl^ections, which have gained

dominion of the heart. The cases of Saul in the Old Testament,

of Judas, Ananias and Sapphira, the followers of Antichrist, etc.,

in the New, fully confirm this (1 Sam. xvi. 14, xviii. 10 ; Luke
xxii. 3 ; Acts v. 1-9 ; 2 Thess. ii. 11, etc.). The nearest contact

with the individual that any of the notices of Scripture give rea-

son for supposing to have ever taken place, or to be compatible

with the nature of things, lies in some such operation on the

bodily organism, as is fitted to inflame the existing tendencies to

evil, and shut their unhappy victim more entirely up to their

dominicm. And hence the utter fallacy of the whole theory and

practice of witchcraft, which proceeded on the assumption of

direct, personal intercourse with the Wicked One. That the

possibility of such a traffic should have been believed in Christian

times, and especially that it should have led to the sacrifice of

thousands of lives in every state of European Christendom, is one

of the greatest scandals in the history of modern civilization.
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SECTION THIRD.

ON THE NAMES OF CHRIST IN NEW TESTAMENT SCRIPTURE,

AND, IN PARTICULAR, ON THE USE OF XpiSTog, AND Tiog rou

dvdp'Jj'Trou.

All tlie names of the Redeemer were originally appellatives.

They expressed some leading property, or exhibited some specific

aspect of His person, His mission, or His kingdom. The term

Christ is no exception, nor even Jesus, which simply denotes Him
as emphatically the Saviour—although being the individual name

borne by Him from His infancy, it was familiarly used, and might

from the first be regarded, as a proper name. The Old Testament

designations not only were originally, but for the most part con-

tinued still to retain an appellative character ; such, for example,

as The Angel of the Lord, The Angel of the Covenant, Immanuel,

The Prince, TJie Son of God. But in others the appellative passed,

even in Old Testament times, into a kind of proper name ; and,

as a consequence, the article, which was originally prefixed to

them, ultimately fell away. In one of them, indeed, Michael

—

which has already been investigated in connection with the sub-

ject of angels—the article was not prefixed ; for in the only book

where it occurs (Daniel) it was employed substantially as a

proper name ; yet it was really an appellative, and, for the pur-

pose of indicating more distinctly the Di\ane nature and exalted

position of Messiah, was preferred to some of the earlier and

more common designations used by the prophets. As a projDer

example, however, of the change from the appellative to the in-

dividual form, let us trace the manner in which the term Zemach,

or Branch, came to be applied definitely and personally to Christ.

Isaiah first speaks in ch. iv. 2, with reference probably to Mes-

sianic times, but in a somewhat general way, of the Lord's branch

(n"in^ nov), which he said was yet to be beautiful and glorious

;

and at ch. xi. 1, a little more specifically, at least with a more

special reference to the house of David, and an individual mem-
ber of that house, he gives promise of a stem of Jesse, and a

branch, or sucker, fi'om his roots. Here, however, the word
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Zemach is not used, but iLDh and "IVJ, showing that such terms

were emj^loyed simply in an appellative sense, and merely be-

cause indicating a certain characteristic of the future scion ofthe

royal house. With a still nearer approach to the personal, Jere-

miah, in ch. xxiii. 5, prophesies of a time, when the Lord would
raise up to David a righteous branch (Zemach), and a king (viz.

the branch already mentioned) should reign and prosper. And,
finally, when through these earlier prophecies the appellative had
come, in the general apprehension, to be associated with the one

object of hope and expectation, to whom it pre-eminently pointed,

it is used as a sort of proper name by the prophet Zechariah

—

though still with an obvious reference to its appellative import

:

ch. iii. 8, " Behold, I bring my servant. Branch ;" and again, ch.

vi. 12, " Thus saith the Lord, Behold a man, whose name is

Branch."—Much in the same manner Melek, king, is occasionally

used ; for example in Ps. xlv. 1, Ps. Ixxii. 1, where the theme is

that King by way of eminence, to whom even then the eye of

faith looked forward as the crowning-point of Israel's glory ; it is

applied to Him individually, and without the article, as a strictly

personal designation.

This progression, however, from the appellative to the proper

use of names, appears still more distinctly in the epithet, by which

in ancient times the coming Redeemer was most commonly
known

—

the Messiah, or, adopting the Greek form, the Chiist.

In its primary import and application there was nothing strictly

personal, or even very specific, in the term. A participle or

verbal adjective from r\\y^ to anoint, it was applied to any one

so anointed ; for example, to the high-priest, who is called in

Lev. iv. 3, " the priest the anointed " (Jiamaschiach), rendered

in the Septuagint 6 hpiiii 6 yjie-oc.. At a later period it is similarly

used of Saul by David—not of Saul as an individual, but of him
as the possessor of a dignity, to which he had been set apart by
a solemn act of consecration ; as such, he is designated o ^fisrog

rov li.vplou, the christ or anointed of the Lord (1 Sam. xii. 3, 5,

etc.) It was Hannah who first gave the term this kingly direc-

tion, when, at the conclusion of her song of praise, she proclaimed

the Lord's intention to give " strength to His king, and exalt the

horn of His anointed (ineschiho) "—evidently using His Messiah,

or anointed, as synonymous with His king in the preceding
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clause ; and, singularly enough, doing so, before there was an

actual king in Israel, and when as yet the act of anointing had

not been applied to any one filling the kingly function. The
prophetic spirit, in which her song was conceived, and the eleva-

tion especially of its closing sentences, seem to point above and

beyond the immediate future, and to bear respect to that uni-

versal King, of whom Jacob had already spoken as the Shiloh,

and to whom the gathering of the peoples was to be—whom
Balaam also descried as " the Star that should come out of Jacob,

and the Sceptre that should rise out of Israel, who was to smite

the corners of Moab, and destroy all the children of tumult."

This was the child of hope more especially in the eye of Hannah

;

for the anointed King, of whom she speaks, was to stand pre-

eminent above the states and powers of the world, and through

Him the adversaries of the Lord were to be broken, and the ends

of the earth to be judged. Not long after we find the tenn

Messiah applied in the same manner by David—not to a merely

human and earthly monarch, but to the Son of the Highest,

to whom as such the heritage of the world, to its utmost bounds,

by Divine right belongs. And at length it became so appro-

priated to this higher use, in the diction of the Spirit and the

expectations of the people, that its other possible applications

were lost siolit of; it came to be reoarded as the distinctive name
of the promised Saviour—as in Dan. ix. 25, "Know, therefore,

and understand, that fi'om the going forth of the commandment
to restore and to build Jerusalem, unto Messiah, Prince" (no

article) ; and again in the next verse, " And after threescore

and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off"."

These remarks will explain some apparent grammatical ano-

malies in the New Testament use of the term XpisTog. But be-

fore quitting the Old Testament usage, it is not unimportant to

notice, that there are two or three passages, in which the term is

applied to persons not precisely included in the cases already

noticed ; applications which have given rise to the idea, that the

term was loosely extended to include any person of note, and in

particular the collective people of Israel. This is a mistaken

view, and loses its apparent plausibility, when respect is had to

the symbolical import of anointing with oil, out of which the

A^ ord Messiah arose. Such anointing, as a religious ceremony,
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was always symbolical of the communication of the gifts of the

Holy Spirit. Thus the anointing of the tabernacle and all its

furniture bespoke the indwelling of the Spirit for purposes of life

and blessing among the members of the Theocracy. Hence,

when David was anointed to be king in the room of Saul, it is

immediately said, that " the Spirit of the Lord came upon him
fi'om that day forward, and that the Spirit of the Lord departed

from Saul" (1 Sam. xvi. 13, 14); and David himself, when by his

iniquity he had forfeited his title to the place he held in the king-

dom, prays that God would not take His Holy Spirit from him

(Ps. li.)—would not deal with him as He had dealt with Saul,

and leave his anointing a shell without a kernel. Still more ex-

plicitly Isaiah, pointing to Gospel times, and personating the

Messiah himself, says, " The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, be-

cause Pie hath anointed me to preach glad tidings to the meek "

(ch. Ixi. 1)—the possession of the Spirit because of the anoint-

ing ; as if the one necessarily inferred the other ; and, indeed, in

this case the reality alone was made account of; the symbol was

dropt as no longer needed. And, to mention no more, in the

vision presented to Zechariah, ch. iv., there is first the symbol of

two olive-trees, pouring a perpetual stream of oil into the candle-

stick, with its seven branches—emblems of the Church ; and then

the explanation of the symbol in what is said to Zerubbabel, "Not
by might, nor by power, but by My Spii'it, saith the Lord of

Hosts :"—So that the presence of the Spirit, pervading the affairs

of the covenant, and carrying these triumphantly over the diffi-

culties and dangers around them, is the reality indicated by the

oil that flowed from the olive-trees into the candlestick.

Now, it is by a reference to this symbolical import of the prac-

tice of anointing that the passages in question are to be under-

stood and explained. One of them is Isa. xlv. 1, Avhere Cyrus

is designated by the name of Messiah (" Thus saith the Lord to

His anointed, to Cyrus") ; so designated, however, not from his

being simply a prince or a ruler, but from the peculiar relation

in which he stood to the covenant-people, and the important

service he rendered to their intei'ests. On these accounts he

was justly regarded as one possessed of a certain measure of the

Spirit, having the reality, though not the outward symbol of an

anointing, which qualified him for discerning in some degree the
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truth of God, and for acting as God's chosen instrument at an

important crisis in the affairs of His Church. In the judicious

hmguage of Yitringa, " The anointed person here is one who
was separated by the Divine counsel, and ordained to accomphsh

a matter that pertained to the glory of God, and was furnished

for it from above with the necessary gifts ; among which were

his justice, his regard for the Divine Being, his prudence, forti-

tude, mildness, and humanity ; so that he could not seem to be

unworthy of being made an illustrious means of executing the

counsels of God." Again, in Hab. iii. 13, it is said, " Thou
wentest forth for the salvation (help) of Thy people, and for the

salvation of Thine anointed" (Sept. roug XpiffTovg ffov) ; where the

anointed, in the last clause, is often viewed as synonymous with

people in the first. But this is erroneous ; the former expression

points to the God-anointed king of the people, in whose behalf

the Lord is often also in the Psalms represented as coming,

or entreated to come, for the purpose of bringing deliverance

(Ps. xxviii. 8, XX. 6). Finally, in Ps. cv. 15, it is said respect-

ing the patriarchs, " Touch not Mine anointed, and do My pro-

phets no harm ;" and the reference is still of the same kind—it

points to those heads of the Jewish nation as vessels and instru-

ments of God's Spirit, to whom were communicated revelations

of the Divine will, and by whom were accomplished the more

peculiar purposes of Heaven : on which account also Abraham is

expressly called a prophet (Gen. xx. 7). To style thus the pa-

triarchal heads of the covenant-people, and even Cyrus the

heathen prince, by the name of God's anointed, is itself con-

vincing evidence of the respect that was had, in Old Testament

times, to the reality in the symbol, and shows how, where the

external form of anointing had failed, this might still be re-

garded as virtually present, if the things signified by it had

actually taken effect.

To retui'n, however, to our more immediate object, we have

seen that while the term Messiah was properly an appellative,

yet, toward the close of the Old Testament writings, it came to

be used of the expected Redeemer much as a proper name, and

hence, naturally, without the article ; still, not as if it thereby

lost its appellative import, but only because this import was seen

concentrating all its fulness in Him, so that He alone seemed
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worthy to bear the appellation. It should not, therefore, excite

any surprise ; it is rather in accordance with what might have

been expected, if, sometimes at least, and especially when persons

spoke, who were peculiarly under the influence of the Spirit, or

who had no doubt as to the individual to whom the name pro-

perly belonged, it is found to be similarly used in New Tes-

tament Scripture. It is in reality so used on the very first occa-

sion on which Xpiffrhg occurs in the Gospels, viz., when the angels

announced to the shepherds on the plains of Bethlehem that there

had been born a Saviour, og knv XpiSrhg K-Jpiog, " who is Christ,

Lord" (Luke ii. 11). In like manner, the woman of Samaria,

when speaking, not of any definite individual, but of the ideal

ISIessiah, or the specific, though still unknown individual, in

whom the idea was to be realized, uses the term absolutely, or as

a proper name, " I know (she said, John iv. 25) that Messias

comes, who is called Christ (6 Xiyo/j^svog Xpicrog) : when he shall

have come, He will tell us all things." So, yet again, Jesus

Himself, in the only passage in which He is recorded to have

applied the term directly to Himself, John xvii. 3, " And Jesus

Christ, whom Thou hast sent." Here especially commentators

have often found a difficvilty, fl'om not seeing the matter in its

proper light ; and Dr Campbell even suspects, in the face of all

the MSS., that the article has somehow been lost before Xpisrov.

He might, however, as well have suspected a like omission in the

address of the angels to the shepherds, or in Dan. ix. 24, 25,

before Messiah. The same principle accounts for the omission

in all the cases, and satisfactorily explains it ; viz., the distinctive

application of the term ISIessiah, even before the close of Old
Testament Scripture, to the promised Redeemer, which rendered

it substantially a proper name, when used by those who looked

with some degree of confidence to the individual that was entitled

to bear it.

Bu.t from the circumstances connected with our Lord's ap-

pearance in the world, which were such as to occasion doubts in

many minds respecting His Messiahship, it was quite natural that

when the term was used during the })eriod of His earthly sojourn,

it should not commonly have been employed as a proper name,

but should rather have been taken in its appellative sense, and as

only with a greater or less degree of probability applicable to the
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Saviour. The question, which at the time either consciously

agitated, or silently occmTed to men's minds, was, whether this

Jesus of Nazareth was entitled to be owned as the Messiah ;

whether He was in reality the person, in whom the characteristics

and properties implied in that designation were to be found.

Hence, being commonly used with reference to the solution of

such a question, the name Messiah, or Christ, usually has the

article prefixed, till after the period of the resurrection, when all

doubt or uncertainty vanished from the minds of His followers,

and the name began, equally with Jesus, to be appropriated to

our Lord as a strictly personal designation. We can thus mark

a general progress in the usage of the sacred writers, and a

diversity in respect to Xpisrog, quite similar to that, which was

noticed in the Old Testament respecting Messiah : an earlier

use, in which respect is had more to the appellative import, and

a later, in which the word comes chiefly to be applied as a

proper name- And, accordingly, in the Gospels it is but rarely

found without the article, while it is almost as rarely found ivith

the article in the Epistles.

This more advanced stage of matters, when Christ as well as

Jesus had come to be used as a proper name, had already entered

when the Gospels were written. Hence we find the Evangelists,

at the beginning of their narratives, and when speaking from the

point of view which had then been reached, employing the term

Christ in as personal a manner as Jesus. Thus Matthew, at the

befinninff of his a'enealoo-v, "The book of the generation 'iriaoij

XpisTov" of Jesus Christ ; and again at the close of it, " Jacob

begat Joseph the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus,

who is called Christ " (6 Xsyo^tavog Xpisroi). In like manner Mark

heads his Gospel, " The beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ,

Son of God." So also John in ch. i. 17, " The law was given

by Moses
;
grace and truth came by Jesus Christ." But imme-

diately after such introductory statements, when they begin to

report what persons thought and spake, while the events of

Gospel history were in progress, we mark in the use of the article

the regard men had to the appellative import of the word. Thus

in John i. 20, the Baptist is reported as confessing, that he was

" not the Christ ;" and at ver. 42, Andrew says to Peter, " Wo
liave found (he ISlessias." In Matt. ii. 3, Herod demands of the
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chief priests and scribes, " Where the Christ is bom ;"
i. e. the

person to whom that appellation should really belong. And
Peter in his memorable confession says, " We believe that Thou
art the Christ, the Son of the living God."

It would undoubtedly have been better, and would have con-

tributed to the more easy and distinct understanding of some

passages in New Testament Scripture, if our translators had

been more generally observant of the difference in style now
under consideration, and had more commonly rendered the article

when it exists in the original. We miss it particularly in some

passages of the Acts—as at ch. iv. 42, " They ceased not teach-

ing and preaching Jesus Christ," properly, Jesus the Christ,

meaning, that Jesus is the Christ ; ch. xvii. 3, " This Jesus

whom I preach to you is Christ," ch. xviii. 28, " Showing by
the Scriptures that Jesus was Christ "—where in both passages

the meaning Avould evidently gain in distinctness by inserting

the article, as in the original, " That Jesus is the Christ." At
the same time, as the name, even when it became a kind of per-

sonal designation, always bore a reference to its original import,

so it never wholly loses this in the minds of thoughtful readers of

the Bible; and there are probably not very many, at least of

serious and thoughtful readers, M'ho are in the position described

by Dr Campbell, when he says, that they consider Jesus Christ

as no other than the name and surname of the same person, and

that it would sound all one to them to say, that Paul testified

that Christ was Jesus, as that Jesus was Christ.^ No one coidd

possibly be insensible to the difference in these statements, who
reads with ordinaiy attention the authorised version— excepting

in the sense, which would not suit Dr Campbell's purpose, of

ascribing an appellative import to Jesus as well as Christ. In
that case it would be much the same to say, that Jesus or Saviour

is Christ, and that Christ or Messias is Jesus. All, however,

that can with propriety be affirmed is, that the omission of the

article in such cases renders the meaning less palpable and ob-

vious than it would otherwise have been.

Even when the word Christ was passing, or had already passed

into a sort of personal designation, pains were taken by the

apostles to keep up in the minds of the disciples an acquaintance
1 Preliminary Dissertations.
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with its proper import. Thus Peter on the day of Pentecost

speaks of God having made the Jesus who had been so recently

crucified both Lord and Christ— %at Kvpiov zai Xpiarhv ; and,

somewhat later, the assembled company of apostles, after the

liberation of Peter and John, say in their joint address to God,
" Thy holy child Jesus, whom Thou didst christen," or anoint

(ov s^piffag, Acts iv. 27). Still more explicitly was this done in

the address of Peter to the household of Cornelius, when, after

briefly adverting to the general outlines of our Lord's history,

and styling Him simply, Jesus of Nazareth, he adds, " how God
anointed him with the Holy Spirit and power" (w? ^XP"^^^ a-orh

Qihg Uviv/xari ' Ayiui -/.ai dvvd/jbsi, Acts X. 38). Lideed, the verb

XP''^) on this very account—that is, because of its symbolical con-

nection with the gift of the Spirit, and in particular with the

name and consecration of Jesus—itself acquired a kind of sacred

value, and in New Testament Scripture is only used of this

higher, spmtual anointing. With one exception, it is never used

but of Christ Himself, as the Spirit-replenished servant of Je-

hovah ; and even that exception is not without a close respect to

the same. It is in 2 Cor. i. 21, where the apostle says, "He
that establishetli us together with you into Christ, and hath

anointed us, is God" (o 3s (BsSaiSjv yj/Jt^ag ff-ov hiu^ sig Xpiffrhn, xai

yj'iGag YiiJjag, Qiog)— that is. He has SO knit and consolidated us into

Christ, that we have ourselves become Christ-like, replenished

with a portion of His enlightening and sanctifying Spirit. The
verb dXiif oj is the word employed in reference to anointings of

an inferior sort, done for the sake of refreshment merely, and

without any sacred design.

In some of the later passages of.the New Testament this refer-

ence to the original meaning of the term is undoubtedh^ lost sight

of; and Jesus is designated Christ, when, as far as we can see.

Lord, or Redeemer, might have been equally appropriate. Thus
in Eph. V. 21, according to the correct reading, we have "being

subject to one another in fear of Christ " {sv (pSjStjj Xpiarou) ;

Christ being simply an appellation of the Divine and glorified

Pedeemer, as the object of humble reverence and submissive re-

gard. Passages of this sort, however, are not very fi'equent; and

where there is no distinct, there often is a concealed or implied

reference to the appellative impoi't of the term. It is to this,
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that we would ascribe the occasional employment of Christ,

rather than any other name of the Redeemer, to denote the

organic union between Him and His people. Thus in Gal. iv.

19, the apostle says, " My little children, ofwhom I travail in birth

again, until Christ be formed in you ;" and in Eph. iv. 20, " Ye
have not so learned Christ." In these passages we are not to dilute

the term Christ, so as to take it for a kind of concrete designa-

tion of Christian doctrine ; Ave are rather to regard it as pointing

to that intimate spiritual fellowship between the soul and Christ,

which renders genuine believers so many images of Himself

—

smaller vessels and partial embodiments of that grace, which in

infinite fulness and perfection is treasured up in Him. So again

in 1 Cor. xii. 12, we read, " For as the body is one, and hath

many members, and all the members of that one body, being

many, are one body ; so also is Christ;" i.e. Christ and those

who are His—the whole corporate society of the faithfiil ; they

are together designated by the name of Christ, as ha^dng their

spiritual being in Him, and in Him receiving the unction of the

same Spirit. It is quite possible also, and even probable, that

out of this import and use of the word Xpierhg, may have grown
that common name XpiGTiavol, Christians, by which the followers

of Jesus became so early, and have so uniformly been distin-

guished. We are told in Acts xi. 26, that they were so called

first in Antioch; and Mr Trench (in his Study of Words, p. 98),

as well as many in former times, have thought, that the name
w^as imposed upon them by their heathen adversaries, and con-

sequently at first had somewhat of the aspect of a nickname. We
cannot positively afiirm it was otherwise; but the phraseology of

St Paul approaches so very near to the use of the word as a com-
mon designation, that if it did not actually originate in the Church
itself, we might almost say, it should have done so ; nor, assuredly,

would it have become so readily owned, and so extensively em-
ployed among the Christian communities, unless it had, either

spontaneously arisen from within, or as soon as heard awakened
a response among the members of the Church. Hence, as

conscious of no reproach in the appellation, yea, rather as ow^ning

and accrediting its propriety, the Apostle Peter says, " But if

any of you suffer as a Christian—wg xpiSTiavog—let him not be

ashamed" (1 Pet. iv. 16). And as regards the spiritual use to
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be made of the appellation, the most natural and appropriate

turn, in our judgment, to be given to the matter, is, to direct

attention—not to the supposed accident of the origin of the term

—but to the real meaning involved in it, when rightly under-

stood; in other words, to the fulness of grace and blessing,

which ought to distinguish those, who have their calling and

designation from Him, who is the Christ—the Spirit-anointed

Saviour.

Another thing to be noted, in connection with this name and

its cognate terms, is the rise that took place from the outward

and symbolical, to the inward and spiritual. This had begun,

as we have noticed, even in Old Testament times
;
persons were

even then designated as Christs or anointed ones, who had re-

ceived no outward consecration with holy oil. The application

of the term to the patriarchs in Psalm cv., and to Cyrus by

Isaiah, was manifestly of this description ; and in the New
Testament the external symbol, so far as regards the use of

;)^p/w in all its forms, falls entirely away ; it is applied only to

the inward communication and endowment with the Spirit's

grace, which was symbolized by the external anointings with

holy oil. The spiritual reality was so well understood, that

while the old language was retained, the ancient symbol was

felt to be no longer needed ; so that the anointed one now is

simply the vessel of grace—Jesus pre-eminently and completely,

because in Him resides the plenitude of the Spirit's grace ; then,

subordinately to Him, the members ofHis spiritual body, because

out of His fulness they receive grace for grace.

It is proper, still further, to note the relative order and grada-

tion, that appears in the names usually applied to our Lord as

regards their individual import and common use. The first

name by which He was known and addressed was Jesus, which,

though of deep and comprehensive import, and requiring the

exercise of lively faith and spiritual discei'nment, if used with a

proper knowledge and apprehension of its meaning, was yet for

the most part regarded as simply a proper name. When called

Jesus of Nazareth by the men of His generation, our Lord was

merely distinguished from the other persons of the place and

neighbourhood. The first question that came to be stirred in

men's bosoms, was, whether He was entitled to have the further
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name of the Christ, or simply to be called Jesus Christ. As soon

as inquirers attained to satisfaction on that point, they took

their place among His disciples ; they recognised Him as the

promised Messiah, and confessed Him as such. It was a further

question, hoAvever, and one not so readily decided, what per-

sonally this Christ was ? Was He simply a man, distinguished

from other men by superior gifts of nature and of grace ? Or
was He, in a sense altogether peculiar, the Son of God? A
considerable time elapsed before even the immediate followers of

Christ reached the proper position of knowledge and conviction

upon this point ; and the first distinct, or, at least, thoroughly

intelligent and assured utterance of the truth, was that which

came from the lips of Peter, Avhen lie said, " We believe, that

Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God." If he had

stopt at " the Christ," there had been nothing very remarkable

in the confession ; Philip virtually confessed as much at the out-

set, when he said to Nathanael, " We have found Him, of whom
Moses in the law and the prophets wrote, Jesus the Son of

Joseph ;" and by Andrew, when he informed Simon, " We have

found the Messiah." But it was greatly more to be able to add,

with a full understanding and conviction of what was said, " the

Son of the living God." Peter appears to have had precedence

of the other disciples in the clearness and strength of his con-

victions on the subject. Nearly the same confession in words

had been uttered at an early period by Nathanael, when he ex-

claimed, " Rabbi, Thou art the Son of God, Thou art the King
of Israel ;" but we can scarcely doubt that his mind was still

imperfectly enlightened regarding the person of Jesus, and that

he really confessed to nothing more than some kind of indefinite

superiority in Jesus over ordinary men. But the truth had been

communicated to Peter by special revelation, and had taken

firm possession of his soul ; and the Sonship of Jesus to which

he confessed was that essentially Divine one, of which Christ

spake when He said, " All things are delivered to Me of Mv
Father ; and no man knoweth the Son but the Father ; neither

knoweth any man the Father save the Son, and he to whomso-
ever the Son will reveal Him" (Matt. xi. 27). And it was, be-

yond doubt, in this higher sense, which had been indicated in

various discourses of Christ, that the Jewish high priest used it,

Q
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when he solemnly put the question to Jesus, whether He were

the Christ, the Son of God ; and on receiving an affirmative

answer, condemned Him for blasphemy. So that to confess Jesus,

as at once the Christ, and the Son of God, was to own Him to

be all that the prophets foretold He should be— all that His Divine

mission required Him actually to be ; it declared Him to be pos-

sessed of a nature essentially Divine, as well as human, and

thereby rendered capable of receiving the entire fulness of the

Spirit, to qualify Him for executing in every part the work of

man's redemption.

It is somewhat singular, that our Lord Himself never, except

on one occasion—the one already referred to in John x\di. 3

—

appropriated the names, Jesus and Christ ; and only on a very

few occasions, and even then somewhat obliquely, did He take

to Himself the title of Son of God (Matt. xi. 27 ; John v. 25,

ix. 35, xi. 4). The epithet, under which He usually spoke of

Himself, was that of the " Son of Man." There are on record

upwards of forty distinct occasions on which He is represented to

have employed it in His discourses. Yet it was never applied

to Him by the Evangelists, when relating the events of His

earthly ministry ; nor is He ever mentioned as having been ad-

dressed under this title either by friends or foes. Stephen,

however, after the resurrection of Jesus, made use of it, when
in ecstasy he exclaimed, " Behold, I see the heavens opened, and

the Son of Man standing on the right hand of God" (Acts vii.

56). On no other occasion do we find it used, either of Christ

or to Him, in New Testament Scripture—unless we may so re-

gard what is written in Eev. i. 13, where the Apocal}q3tist

speaks of seeing in vision one o,u.om v'lQj avSpuTov, " like to"—not,

as in the authorised version, the, but—" a son of man." It is

in itself a quite general expression, although it doubtless points

to the glorified Redeemer. This, however, we only learn from

what follows : from the connection it appears, that the indivi-

dual, who in the vision bore such resemblance to a son of man,

was none other than the once crucified but now exalted Saviour

;

but the description, " like a son of man," is not in itself more

specific and personal than the corresponding phrase in Daniel,

ch. vii. 13—where, after the vision of the four wild beasts

rising from the sea, and representing the four successive
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worldly monarchies, one appeared in the night visions " like

a son of man (no article in the original), coming with the

clouds of hea\en, and receiving dominion, and glory, and a

kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages should serve

Him."

There can be no doubt that this passage in Daniel is the fun-

damental one, on which not only that in Revelation, but also our

Lord's favourite and familiar use of the phrase in question, is

based ; and without knowing the precise import and bearing of

the representation in the prophet, it is impossible rightly to a]>-

prehend the reason and object of the language derived from it

in New Testament times. There are two points of contrast

brought out in the prophet between the representative of the

fifth, the really universal and everlasting kingdom, and the repre-

sentatives of the earthly kingdoms that preceded. These latter

are all exhibited as deriving their origin from beneath ; they

appeared coming out of the sea, that is from the world, in its

heaving, troubled, and agitated state ; and not only so, but they,

one and all, bore the aspect and possessed the nature of wild

beasts, having only earthly properties about them, and these of

the more savage and selfish description. In marked contrast to

both of these broad characteristics, the representative of the fiftli

and ultimate kingdom was seen descending from alcove, borne on

the clouds of heaven, the distinctive chariot of Deity, and bearing

tlie aspect, not of a nameless monster, or savage tenant of the

forest, but of "the human face Divine"—ideal humanity. In-

troduced in such a connection, and with the obvious design of

exhibiting such a contrast, it is surely a meagre representation of

its import, which is given by many commentators—for example,

by Dr Campbell, when it is said, " Nothing appears to be

pointed out by the circumstance, ' one like a son of man,' but

that he would be a human, not an angelical, or any other kind

of being ; for, in the Oriental idiom, son of man and man are

terms equivalent."' Be it so; the question still remains. Why
only in respect to this last—the sole world-embracing and per-

petual monarchy—was there seen the attractive form of a human
likeness, while the others, which were certainly to be constituted

and governed by men, had their representation in so many in'a-

' Dissertation v. 13.
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tional and ferocious wild beasts ? And why, possessing the like-

ness of a man, should the former have appeared, not coming

from beneath, like the others, cast up by the heaving convulsions

of a tumultuous and troubled world, but descending from the

lofty elevation of a higher region, and a serener atmosphere ?

These things assuredly were designed to have their correspon-

dences in the realities to which they pointed ; and the difference

indicated is but poorly made out in the further statement of Dr
Campbell, when he says, " This kingdom, which God Himself

was to erect, is conti'adistinguished from all the rest by the figure

of a man, in order to denote, that vrhereas violence, in some shape

or other, would be the principal means by which those merely

secular kingdoms should be established, and terror the principal

motive by which submission should be enforced, it would be

quite otherwise in that spiritual kingdom to be erected by the

Ancient of Days, wherein everything should be suited to man's

rational and moral nature ; aflFection should be the prevailing

motive to obetUence, and persuasion the means of producing it."

True, so far as it goes ; but the question is. How was such a

spiritual and Divine kingdom to be set up and administered

among men ? And when a prophetic representation was given

of the fundamental differences betwixt it and the merely worldly

kingdoms that were to precede, was the human element alone

thought of ? Did the Spirit of prophecy mean to exhibit a simple

man as destined to realize, on the wide field of the world, the

proper ideal of humanity? That certainly is by no means

likely ; and if the whole vision of the prophet is taken into

account, is plainly not the case. The simply terrene or human
kingdoms are there represented by the wild beasts ; and if one

like a son of man is brought in to represent another and better

kingdom, and one both receiving His kingdom from above, and

descending thence, as on the chariot of Deity, to take possession

of His dominion, the obvious inference and conclusion is, that

here at last Divine and human weretobe intermino-ledin blessed

harmony, and that till such intermingling took place, and the

kingdom based on it was properly erected, the ideal of humanity

shoidd remain an ideal still, bestial properties should really have

the ascendant, and should retain their sway, till they Avere dis-

lodged by the manifestation and working of Him who, with Di-
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vine aid, should restore humanity to its proper place and func-

tion in the world.

Such is the fair and natural interpretation of that part of

Daniel's vision which relates to the fifth monarchy, and its repre-

sentation inider one bearino- the likeness of a son of man. And
it sufficiently explains our Lord's partiality for this epithet, when
speaking of Himself, and some of the more peculiar connections

in which He employed it. He was announced to Israel by His

forerunner as coming to set up " the kingdom of God," or " of

heaven." It was this kingdom which John declared Avas at

hand—in other words, the fifth monarchy of Daniel, which was

to come fi:om above, and which was destined to supplant every

other. How natural, then, for our Lord, in order to keep

prominently before men this idea, and impress upon their minds

correct views of the natiu'e of His mission, to appropriate to Him-
self that peculiar epithet, " Son of JNIan," under which this king-

dom had been prophetically exhibited, as contradistinguished fi'om

the kingdoms of the world? In so appropriating this epithet,

He by no means claimed simple humanity to Himself; on the

contrary. He emphatically pointed to that union of the Divine

with the human, which was to form the peculiar characteristic of

this kingdom, as that through which its higher ideal was to be

realized. He was that Son of Man personified, to whom pro-

phetically, and in vision, were committed the powers and des-

tinies of the kingdom, which was of God—the kingdom, in

which humanity was to be made to re-assmne its proper type.

Hence we can readily explain, and see also the full propriety of

such representations as that in John i. 51—the first occasion on

which the phrase in question is recorded to have been used—
" Verily, verily, I say unto you, ye shall see heaven opened, and

the angels of God ascending and descending on the Son of Man"
—on Him, as uniting, according to Daniel's vision, heaven and

earth, the Divine and the human. Or that in John iii. 13,

" And no man hath ascended up to heaven but He that came

down from heaven, who is in heaven"—a seeming contradiction,

if taken by itself, but, when placed in connection with the passage

in Daniel, embodying a most important truth. For it tells us

that ]io one, who is simply a man, fallen and degenerate, ever

has ascended to heaven, or can do so—the tendencv is all in the
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opposite direction—not npwards to heaven, but downwards to

hell. The Son of Man, however, in whom the idea of humanity
was to be realized, is of a higher mould ; He belongs to the

heavenly

—

that is His proper region ; and when He appears (as

in the person of Christ He did appear) on earth, it is to exhibit

in Himself what He has received from the Father, and raise

others to the possession of the same. By the very title He
assumed. He claimed to be the New Man, the Lord fVom heaven,

come for the purpose of making all things new, and conforming

men to the image of Himself. Hence, too, the peculiar expression,

embodying another seeming incongruity, in John v. 27, where

our Lord says of Himself, tliat the Father " has given Him
authority also to execute judgment, because He is Son of Man."
To execute judgment is, undoubtedly, a Divine work ; and yet it

is committed to Christ precisely because He is the Son of Man.
How? Not, assuredly, because in Him there were simply

human properties ; but because there was the realization of that

form in Daniel's vision, which represented the nature and aspect

of the Divine kingdom among men

—

the Son of Man, in whom
humanity was to attain to its proper completeness, and in whom,
that it might do so, the human should be interpenetrated by the

Divine, and hold its powers and commission direct from a higher

sphere. He, therefore, could execute judgment ; nay, as con-

centrating in Himself the properties of the kingdom, it was His

peculiar province to do it ; since to man, as thus allied to heaven,

God has put in subjection the powers of the world to come.

And there is still another peculiar passage, which derives a clear

and instructi^^e light from the same reference to the original

passage in Daniel ; it is Matt. xxvi. 64. The high priest had
adjured our Lord to confess whether He were indeed " the Christ,

the Son of God ;" and His reply was, " Thou hast said [rightly]
;

nevertheless [rather, moreover, in addition to what I have de-

clared] I say unto you, Hereafter ye shall see the Son of Man
sitting on the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds

of heaven." It is very striking, how our Lord here drops the

title, " Son of God," to which He had confessed when put by
another, and immediately reverts to His wonted appellation,

" Son of Man ;" while, at the same time, He affirms of this Son
of Man whnt might have seemed to be moi-e fitlv associated with
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the Son of God. The explanation is found in the passage of

Daniel, the very language and imagery of which it adopts ; and

our Lord simply asserts Himself to be the Head and Founder of

that Divine kingdom, which was presented to the eye of Daniel

in vision, under the appearance of one like a Son of Man coming-

in the clouds of heaven ; but which a moment's reflection might

have convinced any one He could be, only by, at the same time,

being in the strict and proper sense the Son of God.

SECTION FOURTH.

ON THE IMPORT AND USE OF CERTAIN TERMS, WHICH EXPRESS

AN ANTAGONISTIC RELATION TO CHRIST'S PERSON AND AU-

THORITY, -yl/sudiddSKaXoi, -^^/sudoTfoiprirai, \l/sv86^pi(!rog, avri^piffrog.

It is more especially the two last of the terms just mentioned,

which call for particular investigation ; but as the other two are

nearly related to them, and belong substantially to the same line,

we shall in the first instance direct some attention to them.

1. The two may be taken together, as they appear to be used

in senses not materially different. So early as in the Sermon on

the Mount, we find our Lord warning His disciples against false

prophets: Tpogs^iTi d'jo rm \l/su8o'7rpo(pYiTo!/v (Matt. vii. 15); and

the test He suggests to be applied to them is one chiefly of cha-

racter ;
" They come," says He, " in sheep's clothing, but within

they are ravening wolves." The warning is again given in our

Lord's discourse respecting the last times, " And many false

prophets shall arise and deceive many" (Matt. xxiv. 11); and

further on, at ver. 24, He returns to the subject, coupling false

prophets with false Christs, who, He said, "should arise, and

give great signs and wonders, so as to deceive, if it were possible,

even the elect." From these intimations, we are led to under-

stand, that the appearance of such characters in considerable

numbers was to form one of the precursors of the dissolution of

the Jewish State, and was also to be a cliaracteristic generally of

the time of the end. As tr) the precise import, however, to be
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attached to tlie terms, we must bring under revieAv one or two of

the passages, in which they are mentioned as actually appearing.

Thus in Acts xiii. 6, the Jew, Barjesus, who was with Sergius

Paulus, the proconsul of Cyprus, and who there withstood Paul's

preaching, is called ^svdo'rpoipyjrrig ; and partly in explanation of

this designation he is styled Elymas the magos

—

'EXv/j.ac o ij^dyoi

—two words of different languages expressing substantially the

same meaning ; Elymas (from alim) in the Arabic or Ai'amaic,

and ^dyog in the Persian, loise—wise, however, in the Eastern

sense, that is, given to learned pursuits and the skill of hidden

and sacred lore. It did not necessarily denote what is now
commonly understood by the term, magician or sorcerer; but

comprehended also the better wisdom of that higher learning,

w^hich was cultivated in the East, with its attendant fancies and

superstitions. Li the Gospel age, however, this learning had

become so much connected with astrology, and kindred arts, that

too often—and in the case particularly of the Barjesus mentioned

above— it did not materially differ from what is denominated

magic or sorcery. The persons, who bore the name of Magi, in

the districts of Syria, were for the most part mere fortune-tellers.

It was such, who swarmed about Rome, and are celebrated in

the Latin classics, as " Chaldean astrologers," " Phrygian for-

tune-tellers," " dealers in Babylonian numbers," etc. ;^ rushing

in, amid the decay of the old faith, with their delusive arts of

divination, to play upon the credulity of an age alike sceptical

and superstitious. It is clear from the allusions of the ancient

satyrists and historians, that those pretenders to the secrets of the

gods and the knowledge of futurity drove a very lucrative trade,

and had the ear of men, as well as women, high in rank, and by

no means deficient in intellect. Marius is reported by Plutarch

to have kept a Syrian witch or prophetess in his camp, and to

have been much guided by her divinations in regulating his mili-

tary and political movements. Tiberius is described by Juvenal

(x. 93, sq.), sitting on the rock in Caprea3, " surrounded by a

flock of Chaldeans." Even such men as Pompey, Crassus, Cassar,

appear to have had frequent dealings with them; for Cicero

speaks of having heard from each of them many things, that had

been said to them liy the Chaldeans, and, in particular, of the as-

» Hor. Sat. I. 2, 1 ; Od. I. 11, 2. Juv. Sat. Ill 6.
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surances they had received, that they should not die, excepting

in a ripe age, at home, and in honour (De div. ii. 47). Certainly,

most fallacious predictions ! and calculated, as Cicero justly re-

marks, to destroy all confidence in such prognostications ! Yet

it failed to do so ; for men must have something to repair to for

support and comfort in the hour of need ; if destitute of the true,

they inevitably betake to the false ; and infested as Rome was

with the elements of religious darkness and moral evil, the sooth-

sayers were a class that, according to the profound remark ot

Tacitus, were sure to be always shunned, and yet always retained

(genus hominum, qviod in civitate nostra et vitabitur semper et

retinebitur).

It was, then, to this fraudulent and essentially profligate class

of persons, that Barjesus belonged; he was a false prophet of

tliat low and reprobate caste. But he had evidently acquired a

certain sway over the mind of Sergius Paulus, much as the other

leading men of the age yielded themselves to the spell of a like

delusive influence. It may well seem strange, that there should

have been found Jews addicting themselves to such magical arts

and false divinations, considering the express and solemn con-

demnation of such things in the law of Moses. But there can be

no doubt of the fact ; not this man alone, but vast numbers of

the Jews in apostolic times, plied sorcery and divination as a

regular trade. It was one of the clear proofs of their sunk con-

dition, and a presage of approaching doom. Jewish females are

represented by Juvenal (Sat. vi. 542), as emerging from their

lurking places in the woods, and for the smallest pittance whis-

pering into the ear of Roman matrons some revelation of heaven's

secrets. But such were only the lower practisers of the art.

There were others, like Barjesus, who made loftier pretensions,

who insinuated themselves by their apparent learning and divine

insight into the counsels of the powerful ; and their number, we
can easily conceive, as well as the disposition to give heed to their

fallacious arts, would acquire considerable accession from the

fame of the wonderful deeds performed by Christ and Flis im-

mediate followers in Judea. The manifestation of the true, in the

knowledge of Divine mysteries and the exercise of supernatural

power, with the mighty fermentation it produced, created, as it

were, a new field for the display of the false ; ^^•hence, as our
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Lord foretold, many false prophets arose, deluding the ignorant,

and even seeking to press into the Christian fold.^

The Apostle John, who lived to the close of the first century,

testifies that many such prophets had already appeared. In ch.

iv. 1 of his first Epistle, he says, " Beloved, believe not every

spirit, but try the spirits, whether they are of God; because

many false prophets are gone out into the world" {on toXXoI

^iubo'TTpopriTat s^iX'/iXuSaffiv i'lg rhv jco'ff/xov). He does not say, that

they had found their way into the Church, but merely that they

had made their appearance in the world, and were there making

such pretensions to supernatural insight, that believers in Christ,

as well as others, had need to stand on their guard against them.

They might partly be the subtle and audacious diviners, of whom
we have just spoken, who went about deceiving the simple and

the crafty by their vaunted ability to explore the depths of

futurity. That class may certainly be included in the description

of the apostle ; but from what follows in the Epistle, it is clear,

that he more es])ecially points to the false teaching, the anti-

christian forms of error, which were springing up, if not actually

within, yet on the borders of the Christian Church. For, he

presently states, that the spirits are not of God, which do not

confess Christ to have come in the flesh ; and " this," he adds,

namely, the denial of Jesus as the incarnate Son of God, " is that

of the antichrist, of which ye have heard that it comes, and even

now is it in the world." This apostle, therefore, virtually identifies

the false prophets with false teachers, and both with the spirit of

antichrist.

It may, indeed, be affirmed generally, so far as regards the

manifestation of error in reference to the early Christian Chiu'ch,

that the -^ivdodidda-KaXoi were scarcely to be distinguished from

the ^iuho'!rpo(prirai, or that false prophesying chiefly assumed the

form of false teaching. The more arrant impostors—the as-

trologers and fortune-tellers—the false prophets in that sense,

were rather to be looked for beyond the pale of the Church ; as

thev could only be found in persons, who either ignored the

' It is well known, also, that the last struggles and convulsions in Judea

were accompanied with prophetical delusions. Josephus speaks of " a great

number of false prophets" playing their part, and notices one in particular

(Wars, VI. 5, § 2, '\).
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authority of Jesus, or set up their own in rivahy to His. But

ivithin the Church, tlie spirit of falsehood would more naturally

show itself in assuming the name of Christ to teach what was

inconsistent \\'itli the character and tendency of His Gospel. It

is evidently of such—rather -^sudodiddg/taXoi than vJ^su^oTfofjjra/ in

the ordinary sense of the term—that the Apostle Paul speaks, in

Acts XX. 29, 30, as sure to arise, after his departure, among the

converts at Ephesus—"grievous wolves," as he calls them, "not

sparing the flock ;" some of them also fi'om their own number,
" speaking perverse things, and drawing away disciples after

them." In his epistles, also, it is false teaching, chiefly, with

which he had to struggle, and in regard to which his warnings

were more particularly uttered. And Peter, in his second

Epistle, at the commencement of the second chapter, draws thus

the parallel between Old and New Testament times :
" But

there were false prophets also among the people (i.e. ancient

Israel), even as there shall be false teachers among you ;" the

latter now, as the former then. And in the description that

follows of the kind of false teachers to be expected, he gives as

their leading characteristics the introduction of heretical doc-

trines, tending to subvert the great truths of the Gospel, and

the encouragement, by pernicious example as well as by corrupt

teaching, of licentious and ungodly behaviour. To do this was,

no doubt, to act tlie part of false prophets, since it was to give an

untrue representation of the mind of God, and to beget fallacious

hopes of the issue of His dealings with men on earth ; but, as it

did not necessarily involve any formal predictions of the future,

it was more fitly characterized as false teaching than false pro-

phesying, while the place its apostles were to occupy in New
Testament times shoidd virtually correspond to that of the false

prophets in the Old.

In general, therefore, we may say in respect to these two

terms, that while the false prophets were also false teachers,

and the two were sometimes viewed as nearly or altogether

identical, the first term usually had more respect to the pi'e-

tenders to prophetical insight outside the Church, the other to the

propagators of false and pernicious doctrinal views within the

C'hurch. The same persons might, and, doubtless, occasionally

did sustain both of those characters at once
;

yet l)v no means
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always, and never necessarily so ; since there might be the most

heterodox doctrine and corrupt behaviour without any attempt

at divination ; and in certain cases the art of divination might

be carried on as a traffic by itself.

2. We proceed now to the two other, and more peculiar terms

of this class, which must also, in great measure, be taken con-

jointly. In regard to -^Bvdo^piaroi there can be little doubt ; it

can only indicate false pretenders to the name and character of

Messiah. Precisely as false prophets are such as laid claim to

gifts that did not belong to them, by false Christs must be meant

those who assumed to be what Jesus of Nazareth alone is. In

the strict sense, therefore, false Christs could only arise outside

the Christian Church, and among those who had rejected the

true. In so far as they did arise, there was in their appearance

the fulfilment of another word of Jesus,—" I am come in My
Father's name, and ye receive Me not ; if another shall come in

his own name, him ye will receive" (John v. 43). The most

noted example of the kind, as well as the earliest, was that h\r-

nished by Barchochbas—Son of a star, as he chose to call himself,

with reference to the prophecy of Balaam, which he would have

his followers to believe was going to find its fulfilment in his

\'ictorious struggles, and his establishment of a Jewish dominion.

False expectations of a similar kind have often been raised among
the Jewish people, and reports of persons answering to them

circulated ; but they have never reached such a height as they

did in the pretensions and the exploits of Barchochbas.

It would scarcely be right, however, to limit the declaration of

our Lord I'especting false Christs to such Jewish pretenders ; the

more especially as the place where He made it was in a discourse

addressed to His own disciples ; and for them the danger was

comparatively little of being misled by such manifestly wander-

ing stars. There ivas a danger in that direction, near the bemn-

ning of the New Testament Church, for persons, whose leanings

might be on the side of Christianity, but who were very imper-

fectlv enlio-htened in their views, and strono; in their national

predilections. Such persons might, amid the tumults and dis-

orders, the false hopes and fermenting excitement, which pre-

ceded the downfall of the Jewish State, have for a time caught

the infection of the evil that was at work, and even, in some
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instances, have precipitated themselves into the general delusions.

But such cases would certainly be rare ; and we cannot suppose

that our Lord looked uo farther than that : we are rather to con-

ceive, in accordance with the whole structure of His discourse, that

He wished them to regard what was then to take place but as the

beginning of the end—a beginning that should be often in sub-

stance, though under different forms, repeating itselfin the future.

It matters little whether persons call themselves by the name of

Christ, or avowedly set up a rival claim to men's homage and

regard, if they assume to do what, as Ohrist, He alone has the

right or the power to perform ; for in that case they become in

reality, if not in name, false Christs. Should any one undertake

to give a revelation of Divine things, higher than and contraiy

to Christ's ; to lay open another way to the favour and blessing

of Heaven, than that which has been consecrated by His blood

;

or to conduct the world to its destined state of perfection and

glory, otherwise than through the acknowledgment of His name
and the obedience of His Gospel ;—such an one would be as

really acting the part of a false Christ, as if he openly challenged

the Messiahship of Jesus, or explicitly claimed the title to him-

self. There is, therefore, a foundation of truth in the statement

of Hegesippus, in which, after mentioning the Menandrians,

Marcionites, Carpocratians, and other Gnostic sects, he says,

that " from these spring false Christs, false prophets, false

apostles, the persons who, by their corrupt doctrines against God
and against His Church, broke up the unity of the Church"
(Euseb. Hist. Eccl., iv. 22) ; although they could hardly be said

to bring division into a body, to which they did not themselves

strictly belong. The tendency of the doctrines, however, pro-

pounded by those advocates of heresy and corruption, undoubt-

edly was to supplant or supersede Christ, and the spiritual doc-

trines of the Gospel. Wliile paying a certain deference and re-

spect to the name of Jesus, their teaching in reality breathed

another spirit, and drew in another direction than that of Christ.

And the same, of course, may be said of many authors and sys-

tems of later times,—of all, indeed, in every age, that have main-

tained, or rested in the sufficiency of nature to win for itself a

position of safety before God, or to acquire a place of honour in

His kingdom. These, in reality, disown the name of Jesus, and
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set themselves up in His room as the guides and saviours of the

workl. And we cannot fail to perceive an indication of the

A-aried forms such characters were to assume, and the many dif-

ferent quarters whence they might be expected to appear, in the

warning of our Lord respecting them :
—" If they shall say vmto

you, Behold he is in the desert, go not forth ; behold he is in the

secret chambers, believe it not."

But in what relation, it is proper to ask, does ^lubSxpK^'rog stand

to the d'jrl^pidToi ? Is this last but another name for the same

idea of assumption, in some form or another, of Christ's peculiar

office and work ? Or, does it denote contrariety and opposition

of a different kind ? The word dvri^piffroc was not used by our

Lord Himself; nor does it occur in any of the writings of the

New Testament, except those of the Apostle John. There are

descriptions which virtually indicate what the word, as used by

him, imports ; but the word itself is found only in his writings
;

and there it occurs altoo;ether four times— thrice in the singular,

and once in the plural. Before looking at these, let us first

endeavour to determine the force of the preposition dvrl in the

word. There are some who hold that it necessarily denotes con-

irariety or opposition to, and others who with equal tenacity

contend for the sense of substitution, in the room of: If the

former were the proper view, the antichrist would necessarily be

the enemy of Christ ; but if the latter, it would be Plis false repre-

sentative or supplanter. The original meaning of the preposition

is over against, and all its uses, whether alone or in composition,

may be traced without difficulty to this primary idea, and express

but different shades of the relation it involves. Wliat is over

against may be so in one of three different respects : in the way

(1) of direct antithesis and opposition ; or (2) of substitution, as

when one takes the place which belongs to another; or (3) of

correspondence, when one thing or person answers to another

—

an image or counterpart. This last aspect of the relation, in-

Aolved in the dvri, cannot, of course, come into consideration

here. But it is not unknown in New Testament Scripture,

either as regards the simple or the compound use of the preposi-

tion. Thus, at John i. 16, " Of His fulness we all hav^e received,

and grace for grace"—%«/"•' dvri yapimc,—i. e., grace correspond-

ing to grace—grace in the believer becoming the counterpart of
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Christ's—line for line, featnre for feature. So also in composi-

tion, when occurring in such words as di/TaToSoff/g, a giving back

in return, a recompense ; or avnrh'Ttog, the correspondence to the

rii'Troc.

This, however, is the less common form of the relation denoted

by the avri ; and of the other two, we find instances of both in

Scripture. In such words as avnXoyia, avrlkgig, avTixiifjjivoc, the

relation of formal opposition is denoted ; as it is also in avrm[/jia,

contrariety to law, avribixog, an adversary in a suit, avr'iy^np, what

is over against the hand, the thumb. But there is another class

of Avords, in which the idea of substitution, or contradistinction,

in the form of taking the place of another, whether by deputy or

as a rival, is also indicated ; for example, avQu'xaTog, the substitute

of the consul, pro-consul ; dvnjSaaiXsvg, pro-rex, or viceroy ; dvr!-

XuTpov, substitute or equivalent for a forfeit, ransom. It is plain,

therefore, that the single term avrl^piarog cannot of itself deter-

mine the precise meaning. So far as the current use of the pre-

position is concerned, it may point either to contrariety or to

substitution ; the antichrist may be, indifferently, what sets it-

self in opposition to Christ, or what thrusts itself into His room

—

a -^svdo^piffTog—and it is only by the connection in which the word

is used, and the comparison of the parallel passages, that we can

determine which may be the predominant or exclusive idea.

In the first passage, where the word occurs, 1 John ii. 18, the

literal rendering of which is, " Little children, it is the last hour

(or season) ; and as ye heard, that the antichrist cometh, even

now many have become antichrists {avriyjiaroi --xoXXol ysyovaffiv)
;

whence we know it is the last hour." Here there is no precise

definition of what forms of evil are included in the antichrist

;

there is merely the assumption of a fact, that the idea expressed

by tfee term had already passed into a reality, and that in a

variety of persons. This, however, is itself of considerable mo-

ment, especially as it conveys the information, that while the

name is used in the singular, as of an individual, it was not in-

tended to denote the same kind of strict and exclusive per-

sonality as the Christ. Even in the apostolic age, John finds

the name of antichrist applicable to many individuals. And
this, also, may so far help us to a knowledge of the idea, since,

while there were numbers in that age who sought within the
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Church to corrupt the doctrine of Christ, and without it to dis-

own and resist His authority, we have yt-'t no reason to suppose,

that there were more than a very few, who distinctly claimed the

title of Christ, and presumed to place themselves in Messiah's

room. The next passage occurs very shortly after the one just

noticed, and may be regarded as supplementary to it ; it is in the

22d verse. The apostle had stated, that uo lie is of the truth ;

and he then continues, " Who is the liar (o -^^svsrrjg, the liar by

pre-eminence), but he who denieth that Jesus is the Christ?

This is the antichrist, who denieth (or, denying) the Father and

the Son." Here it is the denial of the truth concerning Christ,

not the formal supplanting of Christ by an impious usurpation

of His office, to which the name of antichrist is applied. Yet it

could not be intended to denote every sort of denial of the truth
;

for this would have been to identify antichrist!anism with Jewish

infidelity or with heathenism, which certainly was not the object

of the apostle. The denial of the truth by the antichrist w^as

denial after a peculiar manner, not as fi'om a directly hostile and

antagonistic position, but under the cover of a Christian name,

and with more or less of a friendly aspect. While it was denied

that Jesus was the Christ, in the proper sense of the term, Jesus

was by no means reckoned an impostor ; His name was still

assumed, and His place held to be one of distinguished honour.

That this was the case is evident, not only from the distinctive

name applied to the form of evil in question, but also from what

is said in ver. 18, 19, of the origination of the antichrists.

" Many," says the apostle, " have become antichrists ;" they were

not so originally, but by a downward progress had ended in be-

coming such. And again, " They went out from us, but were

not of us ;" that is, they had belonged to the Christian commu-

nity, but showed, by the course of defection they now pursued,

that they had not formed a part of its living membership, nor

had really imbibed the spirit of the Gospel. When, therefore,

the apostle says, in the verse already quoted, that those whom
he designated antichrists denied Jesus to be the Christ ; and

when, in another verse, he says, " Every spirit that confesseth not

Jesus Christ as having come (IXn^vSora) in the flesh, is not of

God ; and this is that spirit of antichrist whereof ye have heard,

that it cometh, and is even now in the world" (ch. iv. 3) ; and,
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still again, when he says, " For many deceivers have entered into

the world, who confess not Jesus Christ having come in flesh {sp-

yjjliivov h ffapxi) ', this is the deceiver and the antichrist" (2 John

V. 7). In all these passages, it can only be of a virtual denial of

the truth, that the apostle speaks. He plainly means such a

depravation of the true doctrine, or abstraction of its essential

elements, as turned it into a lie. And when, further, he repre-

sents the falsehood as circling around the person of Jesus, and

disowning Him as having come in the flesh, we can scarcely

entertain a doubt, that he refers to certain forms of the great

Gnostic heresy—to such, as held, indeed, by the name of Jesus,

but conceived of Him as only some kind of shadowy emanation

of the Divine virtue, not a personal incarnation of the Eternal

Word. Only by taking up a position, and announcing a doc-

trine of this sort, could the persons referred to have proved pecu-

liarly dangerous to the Church—so dangerous, as to deserve

being called, collectively and emphatically, the Deceiver, the em-

bodiment, in a manner, of the old serpent. In an avowed re-

sistance to the claims of Jesus, or a total apostasy from the faith

of His Gospel, there should necessarily have been little room for

the arts of deception, and no very pressing danger to the true

members of the Church.

We an'ive, then, at the conclusion, that in St John's use of

the term antichrist, there is an unmistakeable reference to the

earl}^ heretics, as forming at least one exemplification of its idea.

Such, also, was the impression derived ft'om the apostle's state-

ments by many of the Fathers ; they understood him to speak of

the heretics of the time, under the antichrists who had already

appeared. For example, Cyprian, when writing of heretics, Ep.

Ixxiii. 13, and referring to 1 John iv. 3, asks, " How can they

do spiritual and divine things who are enemies to God, and

whose breast the spirit of antichrist has possessed?" On the

same passage Ql^cumenius says, " He declares antichrist to be

already in the world, not corporeally, but by means of those who
prepare the way for his coming ; of which sort are false apostles,

false prophets, and heretics." So, too, Damascenus, L. iv. ortli.

fid. 27, " Every one who does not confess the Son of God, and
that God has come in the flesh, and is perfect God, and was
made perfect man, still remaining God, is antichrist." And
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Augustine, in the third Tractatus on 1 John, speaking to the

question. Whom did the apostle call antichrist? extends the

term, indeed, so as to make it comprehend every one who is con-

trary to Christ, and is not a true member of His hody, but places

in the first rank, as being the characters most directly meant,
" all heretics and schismatics." It is manifest, indeed, that the

existing antichrists of John, the abettors and exponents of the

lie, or deniers, under a Christian name, of what was emphatically

the truth, belonged to the very same class with the grievous

wolves and false brethren of St Paul, of whom he so solemnly

forewarned the Ephesian elders, and of whom he also wrote in

his epistles to Timothy (1 Tim. iv. 1 ; 2 Tim. iii. 1), as persons

who should depart from the faith, teach many heretical doctrines,

and bring in perilous times upon the Church. St John, writing

at a later period, and referring to what then existed, calls atten-

tion to the development of that spirit, of which Paul perceived

the germ, and described beforehand the future growth. The
one announced the evil as coming, the other declared it had

already come ; and with reference, no doubt, to the prophetic

utterances of Paul, reminded believers of their having previously

heard that it was to come. So that the antichrists of John are

found to coincide with one aspect of our Lord's false Christs

;

they were those who, without renouncing the name of Christians,

or without any open disparagement of Jesus, forsook the simpli-

city of the faith in Him, and tvirned His truth into a lie. They
might, so far, also be said to supplant Him, as to follow thetn

was to desert Christ
;
yet, from the circumstances of the case,

there could be no direct antagonism to Jesus, or distinct unfurl-

ing of the banner of revolt.

We cannot, therefore, concur in the statement of Dean Trench

(New Testament Synonyms, p. 120), that " resistance to, and

defiance of, Christ, is the essential mark of antichrist." Defi-

ance of Christ betokens avowed and uncompromising opposi-

tion, which was the part, not of deceivers, who had corrupted the

truth by some specious lie of their own, but of undisguised ene-

mies. We concur, however, in the other part of his statement,

that, according to St John's representation of the antichrist,

there was not the false assumption of Christ's character and

offices—no further, at least, than in the modified sense already
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explained, of committing one's self to a kind of teaching, which

was virtually subversive of the truth and authority of Christ.

It is still, however, a question, whether we are to regard the

Scriptural idea of the antichrist as exhausted in those heretical

corrupters of the Gospel in the apostolic age, and their successors

in apostolic times ; or should rather view them as the types and

forerunners of some huge system of God-opposing error, or of

some grand personification of impiety and wickedness, to be ex-

hibited before the appearing of Christ ? It was thought, from

comparatively early times, tliat the mention so emphatically of

the antichrist bespoke something of a more concentrated and per-

sonally antagonistic character than the many antichrists which

were spoken of as being already in the world. These, it was

conceived, were but preliminary exemplifications of some far

greater embodiment of the antichristian spirit, some monarch,

probably (like Antiochus of old) of heaven-daring impiety, and

imscrupulous disregard of every thing sacred and divine, who,

after pursuing a course of appalling wickedness and violence,

should be destroyed by the personal manifestation of Christ in

glory. This view, however, was founded, not simply, nor even

chiefly, upon the passages above referred to in the Epistles of

John, but on the representation of St Paul, in 2 Thess. ii. 3-10

(taken in connection with certain portions of the Apocalypse).

Amid many crude speculations and conflicting views on this

passage, none of the Fathers appears to have doubted, as Augus-

tine expressly states (De Civ. Dei, xx. 19), that it referred to anti-

christ, under the names " Man of Sin," and " Son of Perdition."

And, beyond all question, the evil portrayed here is essentially

of the same character as that spoken of in the passages already

considered, only with the characteristic traits more darkly drawn,

and the whole mystery of iniquity more fully exhibited. As in

the other passages, the antichristian spirit was identified with a

departing fi'om the faith, and a con^upting of the truth, of the

Gospel ; so here the coming eval is designated emphatically the

apostasy— t) a'Trocracia— by which we can think only of a notable

falling away from the faith and purity of the Gospel ; so that the

evil was to have both its root and its development in connection

with the Church's degeneracy. Nor was the commencement of

the evil in this case, any more than the other, to be far distant.
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Even at the comparatively early period when the apostle wrote,

it had begun to work ; and in his ordinary ministrations he had,

as he reminds his disciples (v. 5, 7), forewarned them concerning

it
;
plainly implying, that it was to have its rise in a spiritual and

growing defection within the Christian Church. Then, as the

term antichist evidently denoted, some kind of antithesis in doc-

trine and practice to Christ—a certain use of Christ's name, with

a spirit and design utterly opposed to Christ's cause^so, in the

passage under consideration, the power personified and described

is designated the opposer, 6 avrixel/j^svog—one who sets himself

against God, and arrogates the highest prerogatives and honours.

Yet, with such impious self-deification in fact, there was to be

nothing like an open defiance and contempt of all religious pro-

priety in foi'ni ; for this same power is represented as developing

itself by a " mystery of iniquity ; " i.e., by such a complex and

subtle operation of the worst principles and designs, as might be

carried on under the fairest and most hyjiocritical pretences

;

and by " signs and lying wonders, and all deceivableness of un-

righteousness," beguiling those who should fall under its influ-

ence, to become the victims of " a strong delusion," and to " be-

lieve a lie"—viz., to believe that which should, to their view,

have the semblance of the truth, but in reality should be at com-

plete variance with it. Not only so, but the Temple of God is

represented as the chosen theatre of this impious, artful, and

wicked ascendency (ver. 4) ; and in respect to Christian times,

the Apostle Paul knows of no temple but the Church itself.

Nor can any other be u.nderstood here. It is the only kind of

temple-usurpation which can now be conceived of as affecting

the expectations and interests of the Church generally ; and that

alone, also, which might justly be represented as a grand con-

summation of the workings of iniquity within the Christian

community. So that, as a whole, the description of the apostle

presents to our view some sort of mysterious and astounding

combination of good and evil, formally differing from either hea-

thenism or infidelity—a gathering up and assorting together of

certain elements in Christianity, for the purpose ofaccomplishing,

by the most subtle devices and cunning stratagems, the overthrow

and subvei'sion of Christian truth and life. It is, therefore, but the

full growthand final development of St John's idea ofthe antichrist.
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Of the descriptions generally of the coming evil in New Tes-

tament Scripture, and especially of this fuller description in the

Epistle to the Thessalonians, nothing (it appears to me) can be

more certain on exegetical grounds, than that they cannot be

made to harmonise with the Romish opinion—which Hengsten-

berg and a few others in the Protestant Church have been at-

tempting to revive—the opinion that would find the evil spoken

of realised, in the power and influence exerted in early times by

Kome, in its heathen state, against the cause and Church of

Christ. In such an application of what is written, we have only

some general coincidences, while we miss all the more distinctive

features of the delineation. If it might be said of the heathen

power in those times, that it did attempt to press into the temple

or Church of God, and usurp religious homage there, the attempt,

as is well known, was successfully repelled; and it never properly

assumed the appearance of an actual sitting, or enthroning one's

self there (as the words import), for the purpose of displacing the

true God and Saviour from their rightful supremacy. Nor, in

the operations of that power, do we perceive any thing that could

fitly be designated ''a mystery of iniquity"—the iniquity practised

being that rather of palpable opposition and overbearing violence

—in its aim transparent to every one, who knew the Gospel of the

grace of God, and involving, if yielded to, the conscious renun-

ciation of Christ. As to the signs and lying wonders, and de-

ceivableness of unrighteousness, and strong delusions, which the

apostle mentions among the means and characteristic indications

of the dreaded power, there is scarcely even the shadow of them

to be found in the controversy which ancient heatlienism waged
w^ith Christianity. On every account, therefore, this view is to

be rejected as wanting in the more essential points of correspond-

ence between the apostolic description and the supposed realisa-

tion in Providence.

Another view, however, has of late been rising into notice,

which, if well founded, would equally save the Romish apostasy

from any proper share in the predicted evil ; and which, we can-

not but fear, if not originated, has at least been somewhat en-

couraged and fostered by that softened apologetic hue, which

the medigeval and antiquarian tendencies of the present age have

served to throw around Romanism. The view Ave refer to would
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make the full and proper development of the antichrist an essen-

tially different thing from any such depravation of the truth, as

is to be found in the Papacy—a greatly more blasphemous

usurpation, and one that can only be reached by a Pantheistic

deification of human nature. So Olshausen, who, on the passage

in Thessalonians, thus writes, "The self-deification of the Roman
emperors appears as modesty by the side of that of antichrist ; for

the Caesars did not elevate themselves above the other .gods, they

only wanted to have a place beside them, as representatives of the

genius of the Roman people. Antichrist, on the contrary, wants

to be the only true God, who suffers none beside him ; what

Christ demands for Himself in truth, he, in the excess of his pre-

sumption, claims for himself in falsehood." Then, as to the way
in which he should do this, it is said, " Antichrist will not, as

Chrysostom correctly remarks, promote idolatry, but seduce men
from the true God, as also from idols, and set himself up as the

only object of adoration. This remarkable idea, that sin in anti-

christ issues in a downright self-deification, discloses to us the in-

most nature of evil, which consists in selfishness. In antichrist

all love, all capability of sacrifice and self-denial, shows itself en-

tirely submerged in the making of the I all in all, which then

also insists on being acknowledged by all men, as the centre of

all power, wisdom, and glory." The proper antichrist, therefore,

according to Olshausen, must be a person, and one who shall be

himself the mystery of iniquity, as Christ is the mystery of god-

liness—a kind of embodiment or incarnation of Satan. He can

regard all the past manifestations and workings of evil, only as

serving to indicate what it may possibly be, but by no means as

realizing the idea ; and he conceives, it may one day start forth in

the person of one, who shall combine in his character, the elements

of infidelity and superstition, which are so visibly stri\'ing for the

mastery over mankind. Some individual may be cast up by the

fermentation that is going forward, who shall concentrate around

himself all the Satanic tendencies in their greatest power and

energy, and come forth at last in impious rivalry of Christ, as the

incarnate son of the devil. Dean Trench seems substantially to

adopt this view, though he expresses himself more briefly, and

also less explicitly, upon the subject. With him, the antichrist is

" one who shall not pay so much homage to God's word as to
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assert the fulfilment in himself, for he shall deny that word alto-

gether ; hating even erroneous worship, because it is worship at

all ; hating much more the Church's worship) in spirit and in

truth ; who, on the destruction of every religion, every acknow-

ledgment that man is submitted to higher powers than his own,

shall seek to establish his throne ; and for God's great truth,

' God is man,' to substitute his own lie, 'man is God'" (Synonyms,

p. 120).

It may be admitted, with reference to this view, that there are

tendencies in operation at the present time, fitted, in some degree,

to suggest the thought of such a possible incarnation of the un-

godly and atheistic principle ; but nothing has yet occurred,

which can justly be said to have brought it within the bounds of

the probable. At all events, it is an aspect of the matter derived

greatly more from the apprehended results of those tendencies

themselves, than from a simple and unbiassed interpretation of

the passages of Scripture, in which the antichrist is described or

named. Such an antichrist as those authors delineate, the im-

personation of unblushing wickedness and atheism, has every

thing against it, which has been already urged against the view,

that would identify the description with the enmity and persecu-

tions of heathen Home. Instead of seating itself in the temple of

the Christian Church as its own, and arrogating there the supreme

place, an antichristian power of that sort could only rise on the

ruins of the temple. And whatever audacity or foolhardiness

there might be in the assumptions and proceedings of such a

power, one cannot, by any stretch of imagination, conceive how,

with such flagrant impiety in its front, it could present to God's

people the appearance of a mystery of iniquity, and be accom-

panied with signs and wonders and deceitful workings, destined

to prevail over all who had not received the truth in the love of

it. Conscience and the Bible must cease to be what they now
are, cease at least to possess the mutual force and respondency they

have been wont to exercise, ere so godless a power could rise to

the ascendant in Christendom. It may even be said, the religious

susceptibilities of men, in the false direction as well as the true,

would need to have sustained a paralysis alike unprecedented and

incredible. And, besides, the historical connection would be

broken, Avhich the passages, bearing on the antichristian apostasy.
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plainly establish between the present and the future. In what

already existed the apostles descried the germ, the incipient

workings of what was hereafter more fully to develop itself;

while the antichrist now suggested to our apprehensions, if it

should ever attain to a substantive existence, would stand in no

proper affinity to the false doctrine and corruptions of the apos-

tolic age. It would be a strictly novel phenomenon.

It were out of place, however, to prosecute the subject further

here, where exegetical investigations are what chiefly demand

attention. For those who wish to see the subject viewed more

in its doctrinal and historical aspects, I must refer them to

Prophecy, Vieiced in Respect to its Distinctive Features, etc., p. 359,

sq., from which some of the last preceding pages have been mainly

taken. It will be enough here to state my conviction, which

mav be readily inferred from the preceding remarks, that the

conditions of the Scriptural problem respecting the antichrist,

have met their fullest, and incomparably most systematic and

general fulfilment in the corruptions of Popery. And, in as far

as any other forms of evil, either now existing, or yet to arise,

may be comprehended under the same designation, it can only be

because they shall contain a substantially similar disfiguration of

the truth, and undvie exaltation of the creature into the place and

prerogatives of Godhead.

SECTION FIFTH.

ON l3a-7rri<^co AND ITS COGNATES, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TQ

THE MODE OF ADMINISTERING BAPTISM.

It is a somewhat striking circumstance, that when our Lord's

forerunner came forth to prepare the way for His Master, he is

represented as not only preaching the doctrine, but also as ad-

ministering the baptism of repentance ; while still a profound

silence is observed as to the manner in which he administered

the ordinance to his disciples. St Luke, in his first notice of

the subject, couples the two together—the doctrine and the
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ordinance—and says, " John came into all the country about

Jordan, preaching the baptism of repentance." And St Matthew,

after briefly mentioning his call to repent, and referring to the

prophecy in Isa. xl. 3, with like simplicity relates, that "all

Jerusalem went out to him, and all Judea, and all the region

round about Jordan, and were baptised of him in Jordan, con-

fessing their sins." Whence may we suppose such reserve upon

the matter to have arisen? Was it from the practice of re-

ligious baptism being already in familiar use among the Jews,

so that no specific information was needed respecting the mode
of its administration ? Or did the word itself, /Sacrr/^w, so dis-

tinctly indicate the kind of action employed, that all acquainted

with the meaning of the word would understand what was

done ? Or, finally, did it arise from no dependence being

placed on the precise mode, and from the virtue of the ordi-

nance being necessarily tied to no particular form ? Any of

these suppositions might possibly account for the peculiarity;

but as they cannot be all admitted, it is of some importance,

that we know which has the preferable claim on oiu: belief.

I. To look first to the term employed

—

/Sk'tt/^w has the form of

a frequentative verb from (Suttcj, which is rarely used in the New
Testament, and never in this connection. Bacrrw means simply

to dip; the Latin synonyms are mergo, tingo; and ^dirrog has the

sense of tlnctus. The w^ord was used of dipping in any way, and

very commonly ofthe operation ofdyeing cloth by dipping; whence

it has the figurative import of dyeing, with a collateral reference

to the manner in which the process was accomplished. Taking

/3aT7-/^w for a frequentative of /Sccttw, the earlier glossaries as-

cribed to it the meaning of mergito, as is stated by Vossius in his

Etymologicon : Cum autem iSd'TTco sit mergo, BaTrl^oj commode
vertamus mergito ; and he adds, respecting the Christian ordi-

nance, prffisertim, si sermo de Christianorum baptismo, qui

trina fit immersione. If this view were correct, it would be

necessary, to a right administration of baptism, that the subject

of it should not only be immersed in water, but should be im-

mersed several times ; so that not immersion only, but repeated

immersion, would be the constitutional form. In mentioning

definitely three times, as Vossius does, reference is made to a
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custom that came early into use, and in certain portions of

Christendom is not altogether discontinued, according to which

a threefold action was employed in order more distinctly to

express behef in a triu.ne God. Thus Tertullian writes, Adv.

Praxeam, c. 26 : No\^ssime mandavit (\'iz. Christus) ut tingue-

rent in Patrem, et Filium, et Spiritum Sanctum, non in unum.

Nam nee semel, sed ter, ad singula nomina in personas singulas

tinguimur. Chrysostom, in like manner, affirms, that the Lord

delivered one baptism to His disciples in three immersions of

the body, when He gave the command to baptize in the name of

the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost (Hom. de fide, 17). Jerome

and others mention the head as the part on which the threefold

immersion was performed. Thus Jerome, adv. Luciferanos :

Nam et multa alia, quae per traditionem in ecclesiis observantur,

auctoritatem sibi scriptee legis usurpaverunt, velut in lavacro ter

caput mergitare, deinde aggressos, lactis et mollis prsegustari

concordiam ad infantige significationem, etc. We have no

definite information as to the time and manner in which this

three-fold immersing of the head in baptism began to be prac-

tised. Jerome admits, that there is no authority for it in Scrip-

ture, and that it was observed in his day, and was to be vindicated

merely as an ancient and becoming usage. It very probably

took its rise about the period when the doctrine of the Trinity

came to be impugned by the theories of ancient heretics, toward

the middle or latter part of the second century, with the view of

obtaining from each subject of baptism a distinct and formal

acknowledgment of the doctrine. But the head being so spe-

cially mentioned as the part immersed, seems to imply that the

entire person did not participate in the action.

This, however, only by the way. The point we have at present

more immediately to consider, is the precise import of /Sa^r/^w,

and whether, as commonly used, it was taken for the frequenta-

tive of /SocTrr-w. We have said, that if it really were a frequen-

tative, it must indicate, not immersion simply, but rej^eated

immersion, as the proper form of administering baptism. This,

however, is not borne out by the usage. The word is applied to

denote the enveloping of objects in water, in a considerable

A'ariety of ways, and without any distinct or special reference to

the act of dipping or plunging. Thus it is used by Polybius of
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ships, i. 51, 6, nai ToXXa tuv s%a(pm sSd-rriciov ; and in like manner

by Josephus, •A.u^spvrjrrjg, oarig y^n/Muiva dsdoiKug vpo r^g dviXXrjg sjSd'Tr-

riffsv i%m TO Gxafog (Bel. J. iii. 8, 5) : in both cases, the general

meaning, sink, is evidently the sense to be adopted ; in the first,

" many of the skiffs sunk ;" in the second, " of his own accord

the pilot sunk the skiif." Speaking of Jonah's vessel, Josephus

uses the expression, " the vessel being all but ready to be over-

whelmed," or sunk (oaov outoj /jAXXoirog (Sa'Trrlt^sadai, Ant. ix. 10,

2) ; and again, in his own life, § 2, of the ship that he sailed in

to Kome being swamped in the Acb'iatic ((SaTTi^ovrog ?]//,uv tou

-Xo/ou), so that they had to swim through the whole night. The
same word is used by Diod. Sic. i. 36, of animals drowned by
the overflowing of the Nile, vvh rov rrora/j.ov 'mpiXTiif&svra hia(pki-

pirat ^a'TrrZ^of/.iva, and by Polybius, both of horses sinking in a

marsh, v. 47, 2, and of infantry being plunged, or covered up to

the waist, 'lug tuv i^aaruv ^a'jTiZ^o'j.ivoi ; SO that, whether the ob-

jects were covered by the water flowing over them, or by them-

selves sinking down in it, the word /Sa-rW^w was equally applied.

In consideration of such passages, and others of a like kind,

Dr Gale, in his Reflections on Wall's History of Infant Baptism,

feels constrained to say, that " the word, perhaps, does not so

necessarily express the action of putting under water, as in

general a thing being in that condition, no matter how it comes

to be so, whether it is put into the water, or the water comes

over it ; though, indeed, to put it into the water is the most

natural way, and the most common, and is therefore usually and

pretty constantly, but it may be not necessarily implied."^ In

plain terms, jSa-Trrli^w does not always mean dij), but sometimes

bears the more general import of being under water. And even

this requires to be qualified ; for when dipping appears to be

meant, not the whole, but only a part of the object seems some-

times to have gone under water. Pressed by such uses and

applications of the tenn, Dr Gale says, " We readily grant that

there may be such circumstances in some cases, which neces-

sarily and manifestly show, that the thing spoken of is not said

to be dipt all over ; but it does not therefore follow, that the word
in that place does not signify to dip. Mr Wall will allow his pen

is dipt in the ink, though it is not daubed all over, or totally im-
^ Wall's History of Infant Baptism, iii

, p. 122.
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mersed."^ This, as justly remarked by Wall, is, indeed, to con-

tend for the word, but at the same time, " to grant away the

thing ;" since, " if that which he allows be dipping, the contro-

versy is at an end." It resolves itself into a petty question, not

worth contending about, how much or how little water should be

used in baptism—whether this or that part of the body should be

in the element. Liddle and Scott, in their Lexicon, beyond all

reasonable doubt, give the fair import of the word, as used by

profane writers and Josephus, wdien they represent it as signify-

ing to dip under water, to sink, to bathe or soak. It denotes

somehow, and to some extent, a going into, or being placed

under water ; but is by no means definite as to the precise mode

of this being done, or the length to which it might be carried.

When, however, we turn to the use of the word in the Apo-

crypha and the New Testament, we find a still greater latitude in

the sense put upon it. In the apocryphal book Judith, ch. xii. 7,

it is said of the heroine of the story, that " she went out every

night to the valley of Bethulia, and baptized herself in the camp

at the fountain of water"

—

xai l/SaTr/^sro sv r^ TapifLSoXTj Iti rrii;

Tnyng Tou vdaroi : which can scarcely be understood of anything

but some sort of ablution or washing, since the action is reported

to have been done in the camp, and not in, but at the fountain

of water. Immersion seems to be excluded, both by the publi-

city of the scene, and by the relation indicated to the fountain.

Another, and, if possible, still more unequivocal example, occurs

in the Wisdom of Sirach, xxxiv. 25, " When one is baptized from

a dead body

—

^a-xn^ofihog aTro vv/cpou—and touches it again, ot

what avail is his washing" {rw Xovrpu/) 1 The passage evidently

refers to what the law prescribed in the way of purification for

those who had come into contact with a corpse. And this we

learn from Numb. xix. 13, 19, included a threefold action

—

sprinkling the person with water, mixed with the ashes of a red

heifer, bathing it, and washing the clothes. Plainly, therefore,

the ^aTTTit^o/jusvog of the son of Sirach is a general term expres-

sive of the whole of these ; it includes all that the law required

as to the application of water for the purposes of purification in

the case supposed. Nothing but a controversial aim could lead

any one to think of ascribing another meaning to the word in

1 D. p. 145.
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this passage. Dr Gale informs us, that " he remembered the

time, when he thought it a veiy formidable instance ;" but brac-

ing himself for the occasion, he again recovered his composure,

and corrected, as he says, his mistake ; nay, he even came to

" think it exceeding clear to any who are willing to see it, that

a further washing is necessary beside the sprinklings spoken of,

and that this washing was the finishing of the ceremony. The
defiled person was to be sprinkled with the holy water on the

third and on the seventh day, only as preparatory to the great

purification, which was to be by washing the body and clothes

on the seventh day, with which the uncleanness ended." ^ Such
is the shift to which a controversialist can resort, in order to

recover his equanimity from a formidable instance ! So far from

any sort of bathing at the close being the chief thing in the

ordinance, and that from which the whole might be designated,

the bathing was evidently one of the least ; for it is not so much
as mentioned in the Epistle to the Hebrews, where the service is

referred to (ch. ix. 13). The whole stress there is laid on the

sprinkling the unclean with water, mixed with the ashes of the

red heifer ; nor can any one take up a different impression, who
reads the passage in Numbers with an unbiassed spirit. For
there, when the state of abiding uncleanness is denoted, nothing

is said of the absence of bathing, but account alone is made of

the loater of separation not being sprinkled on him, which is thrice

emphatically repeated, ver. 9, 13, 20. He that was to be cut off

from his people, on account of this species of uncleanness, was to

suffer excision simply " because the water of separation was not

sprinkled upon him." So that the Ba'm^o/j.ivoi of the son of

Sirach, if it should be connected with one part of the transaction

rather than another, ought plainly to be viewed as having respect

chiefly to the sprinkling of the unclean with the water, which

had the ashes of the heifer mingled with it ; but the fairer inter-

pretation is to view it as inclusive of all the ablutions practised

on the occasion.^

1 Walliii., p. 154.

2 An explanation has been given of the passage in Numbers, which goes

to an extreme on the opposite side, and would deny that the person who
underwent the process of purification from the touch of a dead body, required

to be bathed at all. Thus Dr Armstrong, in a late work on the Doctrine of
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In New Testament Scripture we find the same general use of the

word, embracing, in Hke manner, various ceremonial ablutions.

Thus in Heb. ix. 10, the ancient ritual is described as " standing

in meats and drinks and divers washings

—

dia(p6poig (^a'XTicfLoTc,—
and carnal ordinances." The diverse evidently points to several

uses of water, such as we know to have actually existed under

the law, sprinklings, washings, bathings. If it had been but one

mode or action that was referred to, the diverse would have been

entirely out of place. In Mark vii. 3, 4, 8, it is said, " The
Pharisees, and all the Jews, except they wash their hands oft

{lav jjj'n vvy/jbjj Mi-^oivrai rag p^s/pag), eat not, holding the tra-

dition of the elders ; and when they come from the market, ex-

cept they are baptized {kav fj^ri BarrrisuvTai), they eat not." This

latter expression is undoubtedly of stronger import than the

former one, and marks a difference between what was done when
they came fi:om the market, and what was done on other and

commoner occasions. Dr Campbell, who, on this subject, lends

his support to the views of the Baptists, concurs with them in

making the distinction to be—in the one case a simple washing

of the hands, or pouring water on them, and an immersion of

them in the other. Dr Campbell even throws this view into his

translation ; he renders the one clause, " until they wash their

hands, by pouring a little water on them ;" and the other, " until

they dip them." This mode of explanation, however, is gram-

matically untenable ; it would have required the repetition of the

rag x^7f)ag, in the second clause, after the iSa'rriffcovrai, if the verb

had referred to the dipping of thetn alone. But on another

ground this supposition must be abandoned ; for /SaTr/^w is

Baptisms, holds respecting Numb. xix. 19, " And the clean person shall

sprinkle upon the unclean on the third day, and on the seventh day ; and on

the seventh day he shall purify himself, and wash his clothes, and bathe

himself in water, and shall be clean at even," that this is meant of the per-

son sprinkling, not of the person sprinkled upon. And he thinks this is

made quite certain by ver. 21, which ordains it as a perpetual statute, that

he who sprinkles the miclean shall wash his clothes, and be unclean tiU the

evening (p. 72). But such an explanation will not stand. For the latter

person was not required to bathe his body at all ; he had simply to wash his

clothes. And if he had been meant in ver. 19, there could have been no

propriety in laying stress on the seventh day, any more than the third. This

points manifestly to the person defiled by the touch of the dead.
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never applied to a part of the body, nor is even Xouw ; these

always have respect to the body or person as a whole ; while

v/Vrw is invariably the word used when some particular member
or select portion is meant/ Having respect to this usage, and

markino; also that the verb is here in the middle voice, havincf a

reflective sense, we must render the clause, which speaks of what

the Pharisees did on coming from market, " except they baptize

(or wMsh) themselves, they eat not ;" i.e. they first perfomi a

general ablution ; for, having mingled with the crowd in the

market-place, and possibly come into contact with some unclean

person, not the hands alone, as in ordinary circumstances, but

the whole body, was supposed to need a purification. Yet not

such an one as involved a total immersion ; for the law only

required this in extreme cases of actual and ascertained pollu-

tion ; in cases of a less marked or palpable description, it was

done by sprinkling or washing. And we are the rather led to

think of this mode of purification here, as the Evangelist, in

v. 4, speaks of the Pharisees having " many other things which

they received to hold, baptism of pots and cups, and brazen

things, and couches ;" obviously meaning, not immersions, in the

ordinary sense, but washings and sprinklings, which are the

forms of pm'ification proper to such things as brazen utensils,

pots, and couches.

A still further, and very decisive use of the verb is given in

Luke xi. 38, where we read of the Pharisee marvelling, that our

Lord 0X1 IjSaTT/ffdyj 'Ttph Tov dplsrov, had not washed before dinner.

Even Dr Campbell finds himself obliged to render here, " had

used no washing ; " judging from his views on other passages it

should rather have been, " had not immersed, or bathed himself."

If the Pharisees had been wont to practise immersion before

dinner, we might then have supposed, that it was the disuse of

such a practice, on the part of our Lord, which gave occasion to

the wonder. But there is conclusive evidence to the contrary of

this. The passage already cited from the Gospel of ]\Iark alone

proves it ; for the washing of the hands merely is there mentioned

^ Titmann's Synonyms :
" Tiovu vivru ; they differ as our hathe and wash.

Therefore vlTirrsaden is used of any particular part of the body, not only of

the hands or feet ; but "hovijuadxi of the whole body. Acts ix. 37 ; Horn. II.

u. V. 582." See also Trench's Synonyms under the words.
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as the ordinary kind of ablution practised by the Pharisees be-

fore dinner. And Josephus notices it among the pecuharities of

the Essenes, that they bathed themselves before dinner in cold

water
;
plainly implying, that in this they differed from others.

There is no evidence to show, and it is against probability to be-

lieve, that private baths were common in Judea ; and, indeed,

the scarcity of water for a great part of the year rendered it next

to impossible to have them in common use.

Nor was Judea singular in this respect in more ancient times,

and in states of society similar to what existed there in the apos-

tolic age. In countries also, where water was greatly more

abundant than in Judea, bathing by immersion was comparatively

little practised till effeminate and luxurious habits had become

general, and even then it was not always so freqiient as is com-

monly represented. It is doubtful if the Greeks in earlier times

practised it. Ulysses, indeed, is represented by Homer as going

into the bath in the palace of Circe, but the bath {aea'xiv&oc) was

only a vessel for sitting in ; and the water, after being heated,

was poured over the head and shoulders. In the Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Antiquities, edited by Dr Smith, it is stated

(Art. Balneal) that, " on ancient vases, on which persons are re-

presented bathing, we never find any thing corresponding to

a modern bath, in which persons can stand or sit ; but there is

always a round or oval basin (Xovttip or Xovryjpiov) resting on a

stand, by the side of which those who are bathing are represented

standing undressed, and bathing themselves." " The daily bath,"

says Bekker (Charicles, p. 149), " was by no means so indispens-

able with the Greeks as it was with the Romans ; nay, in some

instances the former nation looked on it as a mark of degeneracy

and increasing effeminacy,when the baths were much frequented."

Various proofs are given of this ; and it is further stated, that in

the Grecian baths there appear usually to have been, beside the

Xourripsg already mentioned, some sort of tubs, in which the per-

sons sat or stood. Some of the paintings represent women stand-

ing, and a kind of shower-bath descending on them.

To return, however, to the subject more immediately before us

—it seems unquestionable, that according to Hellenistic, and

more especially to Apocryphal and New Testament usage, the

verb /SaTT/^w did not always signify immersion, or even the being
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totally under water, but included the more general notion of

ablution or washing. Nor is there any reason for supposing it

to have borne a narrower meaning when applied to the baptism

of John or of Christ. We thus quite naturally account for the

different construction used in coupling the act of baptizing with

the instrument employed. Very commonly the baptism is said

to have been done, iv 'vdan, "in water;" but Luke has simply

the dative after the verb, syu fxh vdari (SaTTif^cj (ch. iii. 16), " I

indeed baptise you with water"—with that as the instrument,

but leaving altogether indeterminate the mode of its application.^

We can readily conceive the practice to have varied. When
administered at the Jordan, or where there was plenty of water,

there might be an actual immersion, or, at least a plentiful affu-

sion. But how could there well be such a thing at Jerusalem

about the time of Pentecost, in the height of summer, when the

rite had to be administered to several thousands at once ? We
are informed by a most credible witness, that in summer there is

no running stream in the vicinity of Jerusalem, except the rill

of Siloam, a few rods in length, and that the city is, and was

supplied with water fi'om its cisterns, and public reservoirs chiefly

supplied by rain early in the season.^ It is not unworthy of

notice also, what we learn from the same competent authority,

that the baptismal fonts still found among the ruins of the most

ancient Greek churches in Palestine, and dating, it is understood,

from very remote times, are not large enough to admit of the

baptism of adult persons by immersion, and from their structure

were obviously never intended to be so used.^ And it may be

still further noted as an additional confirmation of the view taken,

that in the old Latin version the verb jSaTrl^u was not rendered

^ Dr Campbell most unwarrantably translates this passage in Luke's

Gospel, " baptize in water," as if it were iv voxn ; and so, has rendered himself

justly liable to the rebixke which, in his note on Matt. iii. 11, he has ad-

ministered to those who translate kv voccn, with water :
" It is to be regretted

that we have so much evidence, that even good and learned men allow their

judgments to be warped by the sentiments and customs of the sect which

they prefer. The true partizan always inclines to correct the diction of the

Spirit by that of the party." So, sometimes, does the man who unduly

presses a particular opinion.

- Dr Robinson's Researches, vol. i., sec. 7, § 9.

' Ibid., vol. ii., sec. x.

S
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by immergo or mergito— as if those words were somehow too

definite or partial in their import to be presented as equivalents.

It preferred adhering to the Greek, and simply gave haptizo.

II. A second point demanding examination, is that wdiich re-

spects proselyte-baptism among the Jews. Did this exist prior

to John's baptism ? In other words, did he simply adopt an ex-

isting institution ? or did he introduce what might be designated

a new ordinance ? Both sides of this question have been zeal-

ously maintained, and the discussion of it has given rise to long

and learned investigations, both in this country and on the con-

tinent, into that department of Jewish antiquities. In favour of

the prior existence of Jewish proselyte-baptism we find, among
others, the names of Lightfoot, Schottgen, Selden, Buxtorf, Wet-
stein, Michaelis, Hammond, Wall, etc.; and against it Owen,
Carpzov, Lardner, Paulus, De Wette, Schneckenburger (in an

elaborate, separate treatise), Ernesti, Moses Stuart, etc. The
existence of Jewish baptism, as an ancient initiatory rite for pro-

selytes, was more commonly believed in former generations, than

it is now. Not a few of the writers mentioned in the first of the

above lists, spoke of it as a matter about which it was scarcely

possible to entertain a shadow of doubt. Thus Wall gives ex-

pression to their views, " It is evident that the custom of the Jews

before our Saviour's time (and as they themselves affirm, from

the beginning of their law), was to baptise, as well as circumcise

any proselyte, that came over to them from the nations. This

does fiilly appear from the books of the Jews themselves, and also

of others, that understood the Jewish customs, and have written

of them. They reckoned all mankmd beside themselves to be in

an unclean state, and not capable of being entered into the cove-

nant of Israelites without a washing or baptism, to denote their

purification from their uncleanness. And this was called the

baptising of them into Moses." ^

Now, there can be no doubt, that ample quotations can be

produced (Dr Wall has great store of them) in support of these

positions. But then what sort of quotations ? Are they of a

kind to bear with decisive evidence on the state of matters in the

Gospel age ? It is here, that when the authorities are looked

^ History of Infant Baptism, vol. i., p. 4.
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into, tliey prove insufficient for the end they are intended to

sen^e ; for, so far fi'om finding any attestations among them re-

specting the existence of proselyte-baptism in the apostohc age?

we are rather apt to be struck with the total want of evidence on

the point ; and the Avant of it in writings which, if it could have

been had, might have been confidently expected to furnish it. In

the inspired writings of the Old Testament no notice is taken of

any ordinance connected with the admission, either of native Jews

or converted Gentiles, into the Covenant, except that of circum-

cision. Nor is mention once made of any other in the Apo-

crypha, or in the Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan, or in Philo

and Josephus, notwithstanding the references which abound in

their writings, to Jewish rites and customs. There is a like

silence upon the subject in the Patristic productions of the first

three or four centuries, and in those of the Jewish Rabbis for the

same period. So far as the direct evidence goes, the veiy utmost

that can be said is, that indications appear of Jewish proselyte-

baptism as an existing practice during the fourth century of the

Christian era. And as there is no historical ground for suppos-

ing it to have been then originated, it may, with some probability,

be held to have been commonly in operation for a certain time

previousl3% But if we inquire lohen, or Iwio, we can find no

satisfactoiy answer ; all is involved in uncertainty.^

^ Schneckenburger, in the treatise above referred to, besides giving a clear

historical survey of the opinions and literature upon the subject, has satis-

factorily established the folloning positions, (1) The regular admission of

strangers into the Jewish religion, while the temple stood, was done through

circumcision and sacrifice— a lustration, however, preceding the sacrifice,

which, like all other lustrations, obtained merely as a Levitical purification,

not as an initiatory rite. This appears from a variety of sources, and espe-

cially from several passages in Josephus (such as Ant. xiii. 9, xx. 2,

xviii. 3, 4), in which the reception of individuals from other lands is expressly

treated of, and no mention is made of baptism. (2.) The lustration per-

formed on the occasion did not differ in outward form from the ordinary

lustrations, but, like these, was practised by the proselytes merely* upon

themselves. (3.) This lustration by and by took the place of the discon-

tinued sacrifice, yet not probably till the end of the tliird century ; and was

then, for the most part, still performed as a self-lustration in connection

with the circumcision that followed it : but in the case of women was done

apart from the latter, and in process of time came to be applied, as a proper

initiatory rite, as in the case of slaves and foundlings. (4.) Hence, a derivation
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From the state of tlie evidence, therefore, respecting proselyte-

baptism among the Jews, \vc are not entitled to found anything

on it in respect to the subject under consideration, since it is not

such as to enable us to draw any definite conclusions regarding

its existence or form in the Gospel age. We are not on that

account, however, to hold that there was nothing in the usages

of the time tending in the direction of a baptismal service, and

that the institution of such a service in connection with a new
state of things in the kino;dom of God, must have had an alto-

gether strange and novel appearance. For, in the ancient reli-

gions generally, and in the Mosaic religion in particular, there

was such a frequent use of water, by means of washings, sprink-

lings, and immersions, to indicate the removal of defilement, that

the coupling of a great attempt towards reformation with an

administration of baptism, could scarcely have appeared other

Avise than natiu'al and proper. In the Greek and Roman clas

sics we find constant references to this symbolical use of water.

Thus, in Virgil, ^n. ii. 17, Tu, genitor, cape sacra manu,

patriosque Penates; Me bello h tanto digressum et caede re-

centi, Attrectare nefas ; donee flumine vivo abluero. Macrobius,

Sat. iii.. Constat Diis superis sacra facturum corporis ablutione

purgari. Porphyry, de Abstin. iv. 7, says of the priests of Egypt,

rfig rrig 9^/xfpa; aTsAougavro -^u^piZ. Ovid speaks of the belief in

the eflicacy of ablutions as not only prevailing, but prevailing

too extensively among the Greeks and Romans :—Omne nefas,

omnemque mali purgamina causam credebant nostri tollere posse

senes. Graecia principium moris fuit ; ilia npcentes Impia lus-

tratos ponere facta putat. Ah ! nimium faciles, qui tristia crimina

caedis, Flumina tolli posse putetis aqua (Fasti, ii. 35). Many
other passages might be cited to the same effect, but these are

enough. The state of feeling and practice among the Jews was

only so far different, that they had a better foimdation to rest

upon, and ordinances of service directly appointed by Heaven to

observe. Among these, as already noticed, divers baptisms

—

of the baptism of John or Christ from this Jewish custom, is not to be

thought of; but it is to be accounted for from the general use and signifi-

cance of lustrations among the Jews, taken in connection with the expecta-

tions entertained respecting the new state of things to be introduced by the

Messiah.
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baptisms by washing, sprinkling, and immersion—were imposed

on them; and both the priests daily, when they entered the

Temple, and the ordinary worshippers on ever-recurnng occa-

sions, had ablutions of various kinds to pei-form. Not only so,

but it was matter of public notoriety, that the Essenes, who car-

ried their notions and practices somewhat farther than others in

ceremonial observance, admitted converts into their number by

a solemn act of lustration, making it strictly an initiatory rite

;

for only after this purifying service had been undergone, and

two years of probation had been passed, could the applicant be

admitted into full connection with the society (Josephus' Wars,

ii. 8, 6). Taking all these things into account, and remember-

ing, besides, how frequently in the Old Testament the piuifica-

tion to be effected upon the soul of true penitents, and of those

especially who were to live when the great period of reformation

came, is represented under the symbol of a water-purification

(Ps. xxvi. 6; Isa. i. 16, lii. 15; Ezek. xxxvi. 25; Zech. xiii. 1),

we can scarcely conceive how it should have appeared in any way
startling or peculiar that John, who so expressly called men to

repentance and amendment of life, as preparatory to a new
phase of the Divine administration, should have accompanied his

preaching with an ordinance of baptism. The ideas, the prac-

tices, the associations, the hopes of the time, were such as to

render an act of this kind both a natural expression and a fitting

embodiment of his doctrine. Hence, when John gave a succes-

sion of denials to the interrogatories of the Pharisees, such as

they understood to be a renunciation of any claim on his part to

the character, either of Messiah or of Messiah's forerunner, they

asked him, " Why baptizest thou, then, if thou be not that Christ,

nor Elias, neither that prophet T' (John i. 25);—they would

have been nowise surprised had any one of these come with an

ordinance of baptism ; they only wondered that John, disclaim-

ing, as they thought, being identified with one or other of them,

should still have made himself known as the dispenser of such an

ordinance.

After what has been stated, it is scarcely necessary to add,

that it is a matter of no moment in what manner Jewish pro-

selyte-baptism was administered, when it came to be regularly

established. For, as we have no certain, or even verv probable
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evidence of its existence till some centuries after the Christian

era, the mode of its administration can have no bearing on the

question of baptism by John or the apostles. According to the

descriptions given of it by Maimonides and other Jewish writers

(as may be seen in Wall), it appears to have been done by im-

mersion ; but these descriptions belong to a period long subse-

quent to the apostolic age. In describing the practice of the

Essenes, which, perhaps, comes the nearest to the new rite of

any known existing custom, Josephus uses the words d'TroXovu

(wash off), and ajnloc, cleansing
; pointing rather to the opera-

tions of the lavacrum or Xour^piov, than to the act of immersion in

a pool or bathing-tub. And it is always by words of a like

nature—words indicative of washing, cleansing, and such like,

that the ablutions of the Old Testament ritual are described ; as

in Lev. xvi. 28, where it is in the Septuagint, 'ttX-jvs?' ra ifidna

xcci Xovesrai to ffw^cc aurov udarif he shall wash his clothes, and

bathe (in any of the forms) his body with water. It was not, in

short, by any precise mode of applying the water, but to the

cleansing property or effect of the water, when applied, that

respect appears to have been had in the descriptions referred to.

III. A third line of reflection will be found to conduct us

substantially to the result we have already arrived at. It is de-

rived from the incidental allusions and explanatory expressions

occiarring in Scripture, both in respect to the symbolical use of

water generally, and to the ordinance of baptism in particular.

In nearly all of these it is simply the cleansing property of the

water, its washing virtue, which is rendered prominent. For
example, in Acts xxii. IG, " Arise^ and be baptised, and wash

away thy sins, calling on the name of the Lord ;" or in Eph. v.

25, 26, " Christ loved the Church, and gave Himself for it, that

He might sanctify and cleanse it, by the washing of water by

(lit. in) the Word." Here the reference is not exclusively to

the ordinance of baptism ; for the cleansing spoken of is repre-

sented as finding its accomplishment " in the Word "—being

wrought mainly in the soul through the belief of the truth. Yet,

along with this more direct and inward instrumentality, the

apostle couples that of baptism, and points, while he does so, to

the cleansing property of the symbolical element emplo^^ed in its
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administration. The same also is done in such expressions as

"But ye are washed," "He hath washed us from our sins,"

" He hath saved us by the washing of regeneration and renew-

ing of the Holy Ghost ;" in each of them the language employed

is founded on the baptismal use of water, and bears respect

simply to its natural adaptation to purposes of cleansing. On
this alone the attention is fixed.

It adds force to the argument derived from these considera-

tions, to observe, that the word baptism is sometimes used of

circumstances and events, in regard to which the mode was en-

tirely different, and only the main, fundamental idea alike.

Thus in 1 Cor. x. 2, the apostle represents the Israelites as

having been all baptised into Moses in the cloud and in the sea

;

where nothing but the most fanciful imagination, or the most

determined partizanship can think of an immersion being indi-

cated.^ The two actions classed together were quite different in

form; and neither the one nor the otlier— neither the passing

under the cloud, nor the going dry-shod through the Red Sea,

possessed the reality, or even bore the semblance of a dipping.

In 1 Peter iii. 20, 21, the preservation of Noah by the waters of

the deluge, which destroyed the ungodly, is represented as a

species of baptism—baptism in the type. And there also it was

plainly of no moment what corporeal position Noah occupied

relatively to the waters—whether above or below them. This

is not brought at all into notice. The simple point of comparison

between the Old and the New is, that with Noah, as with us,

there was an element accomplishing a twofold process—the

destruction of the evil, and the preservation of the good. He
was saved in the ark through that which destroyed others

;
pre-

cisely as we, when our baptism becomes truly operative in our

experience, are saved by that regenerative and sanctifying

grace, which at once destroys the inherent evil in our natures,

and brings to them a participation of a Divine life. In each of

these illustrative cases no stress whatever is laid upon the par-

ticular form or mode, in which they respectively differed ; in

1 One would almost think it was in a jeux d'esprit some one had said of

Moses walking through the sea on dry ground, " He got a dry dip. And could

not a person, literally covered with oil-cloth, get a dry immersion in water?"

But it is Dr Carson who has put his name to such solemn trifling.
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regard to none of them is it so much as distinctly referred to,

and the whole point of the comparison is made to turn on the

separation, the cleansing process effected between the evil and

the good—the corruption of nature, on the one side, and the

saving grace of God, on the other.

Even the passages in Rom. vi. 3, 4, and Col. ii. 12, 13, in

which the apostle speaks of baptism as a burial, and which

Baptists usually contend is founded on the specific mode of im-

mersion—even these, when viewed in connection with the re-

presentations already noticed, instead of invalidating, rather

confirm the deduction we are seeking to establish. For, on the

supposition of a reference being made merely to the mode of ad-

ministration, it would surely be to present us with a most

incongruous association, if one and the same act were held to be

significant, in its simply external aspect, at once of an interment

and a cleansing. What natural relation have these to each other ?

What proper affinity? Manifestly none whatever; and if the

same ordinance is somehow expressive ofboth ideas, it cannot pos-

sibly be through its form of administration ; it must be got by look-

ing above this (whatever precisely that may be), and taking

into account the spiritual things symbolised and exhibited in the

ordinance. Indeed, as burial was commonly practised in the

East, it did not present even n formal resemblance to an immer-

sion in water ; for, usually the body, and in particular our Lord's

body, was not let down, as with us, into an open sepulchre, but

placed horizontally in the side of a cave, and there not unfre-

quently lifted up as on a ledge. Such an act could not be said

to look like a dip into water ; and if, on the ground of an ex-

ternal resemblance, they had been so associated by the apostle,

it would have been impossible to vindicate the connection from

the charge of an unregulated play of fancy. But there is here

nothing of the kind. The apostle is viewing baptism as the

initiatory ordinance that exhibits and confirms the believer's

union to Christ—the crucified and risen Redeemer ; and to give

the greater distinctness to the representation, he places the be-

liever's fellowship with Christ successively in connection with

the several stages of Christ's redemptive work—His death,

burial, and resurrection, reckoning these as so many stages in

thf? believer's personal history. And as thus, the very substance
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of the statement shows, how Paul was looking to the realities,

not to the mere forms of things, so, as if the more to take our

thoughts oft' from the forms, he varies the figure, passes from

the idea of being buried with Christ, to that of being, like sap-

lings, planted in the likeness of His death and resurrection. But

if immersion in water has little resemblance to an Eastern

burial, it has still less to the process of planting a shoot in the

ground, that it may spring up into life and fruitfulness. Thus,

the figures, with the truth couched under them, only become

intelligible and plain, when they are viewed in relation to the

spiritual design of the ordinance.

There is still another passage, to which, in this connection,

reference should be made ; for although it does not directly dis-

course of baptism, it proceeds on the ideas commonly associated

in our Lord's time with the religious use of water, and on which

the ordinance of baptism is certainly founded. The passage is

John xiii. 1-17, which narrates the action of washing the dis-

ciples' feet by our Lord. The action had a twofold significance.

It was intended, in the first instance, to exhibit an afi^ecting and

memorable proof of our Lord's lowly and loving condescension

toward His disciples—one. He gave them to understand, which

in spirit must be often repeated among themselves. But, besides

this, it pointed to the necessity of spiritual cleansing—to its neces-

sity, even in the case of those who have already become the dis-

ciples of Christ. They must be perpetually repairing to Him
for fresh purifications. Of this symbolic import of the action

Peter soon betrayed his ignorance—though really not more igno-

rant, but only more prompt and outspoken than the others

—

when he declared that Jesus should never wash his feet. The
reply this drew forth was, " If I wash thee not, thou hast no

part with Me," indicating that a deep symbolic import attached

to the service, on account of which all the disciples behoved to

submit to it. And now Peter, catching a glimpse of his Mas-

ter's meaning, exclaimed, " Lord, not my feet only, but also my
hands and my head." To this Jesus again replied, 'o XeXov/jbhog

ou %p£'ai' £%£' »5 Tovg xodag \i'f^a<s6cx.i, aXX' 'Isri xa&apog oXo( ;—where

we are to mark the change of verb in the first member—the

XiXovfisvoc, referring to a general washing, the cleansing of the

whole body, and the vi^a(r6ai, the cleansing merely of the feet—
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in accordance with the usage previously noticed (p. 271). By
reason of their relation to Christ, the disciples (all except Judas,

who is expressly distinguished from the rest in what immediately

follows) had been, in a manner, washed ; that is, they were in an

accepted or justified condition, Avliich, with reference to the action

of washing, our Lord designated clean. But they could only

abide in this condition (our Lord would have them to understand)

by perpetually repairing to Him for deliverance fi'om the partial

defilements which they contracted in the world ; so that the one

great baptism into a forgiven and purified condition must be

followed up by ever recurring lesser baptisms. But in both

cases alike, it is the cleansing virtue alone of the outward service

that is made account of; it is the washing away alone of con-

tracted defilement ; and if that idea is made prominent in the

use of the water, we naturally and reasonably infer, the design

of the symbol will in any case be accomplished.

On the whole, two things seem perfectly clear, from all that is

written in Scripture respecting what is external in the ordinance

of baptism. The first is, that there is nothing, either in the

expressions employed concerning it, or in the circumstances of

its institution, to fix the Church down to a specific form of admi-

nistration, as essential to its proper being and character. This

sufficiently appears from the considerations already adduced;

but the view might be greatly strengthened, by comjDaring the

indeterminateness which characterizes the language respecting

baptism, with the remarkable precision and definitiveness with

which the appointments were made in Old Testament ordinances.

Li these the form xoas essential, and hence its minutest details

were prescribed—the day, the place, the materials to be em-

ployed, and the manner of employing them : all were matter of

explicit legislation. But in the New Testament ordinance it is

otherwise, because, while the rite itself is imperative, nothing of

moment depends upon the precise form of administration. The

second conclusion is, that the use of water in baptism is chiefly,

if not exclusively, for the purpose of symbolising the cleansing

and regenerative nature of the change, which those, who are the

proper subjects, must undergo on entering the Messiah's king-

dom. So that the prominent idea— the one point on which the

general tenor of Sci'ipture would lead us to lay stress— is the
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cleansing property of the element applied to the body, not the

precise manner of its administration. And we may fairly regard

it as an additional confirmation of the soundness of our views in

both these respects, that when we look from the external symbol

to the internal reality, we find the same disregard as to form,

coupled with the same uniformity as to substantial import. It is

said, we are baptised in the Spirit {h tn'jfj.aTi dylw, Matt. iii. 11

;

John i. 33 ; Acts i. 5) ; but this is described as taking effect by

the Spirit descending into us, not by our being immersed into

the Spirit—by His being poured out upon us, or coming to abide

in us. The cloven tongues as of fire, which at the first imaged

the fact of His descent on the apostles, appeared sitting on them
;

it was not an element, into which they themselves were plunged,

but a form of power resthig upon them. In a word, it is the

internal, vivifying, regenerative agency, which alone is import-

ant ; the mode in which it is represented as coming into opera-

tion is varied, because pointing to what in the ordinance is not

absolutely fixed or strictly essential.

We have confined our attention, in the preceding line of in-

quiry, to what properly belongs to the exegetical province. Our
immediate object has been to ascertain, by every fair and legiti-

mate consideration, the Scriptural import of (SwrrriZ^oo and /Sa^r-

TidfLa, as applied to the baptism of John and our Lord. The
doctrine of baptism—the truths it involves, the obligations it

imposes, its proper subjects, and the parties by whom it should be

administered—these are topics that belong to another depart-

ment of theological inquiry. We shall merely advert, in conclu-

sion, to one or two expressions, in which the word to baptise is

coupled Avitli certain adjuncts, used to indicate more definitely

its nature and object. In respect to John's baptism, the common
adjuncts are, s/'s /j^srdvoiav, s!g cipssiv d/j^apriouv, into repentance, into

remission of sins—that is, into these as the aim or residt of the

ordinance. The same general relation is sometimes expressed in

regard to Christ's baptism, only the object is different ; as when
it is said to be s/'s fv aoj/j,a (1 Cor. xii. 13), sig Xpiorhv 'iriaovv, or eig

rhv ddvarov ahroZ (Rom. vi. 3)—into these, as the end or object

aimed at in the ordinance. To be baptized into a person—into

Christ, for example, or into His body—means, to be through

baptism formally admitted into personal fellowship with Him,
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and participation in the cause or work associated with His name.

And not materially different is the expression of being baptized,

hru) ov6[/jari roZ Kvpicju (Acts X. 48), also S'TtI tOj hoiiari 'l-i^sou (ActS

ii. 38); the import of which is—not that the original formula

given by the Lord was dispensed with—that instead of it Christ's

name simply was pronounced over the baptized ; but that they

were baptized into the faith of His person and salvation, or into

the profession and hope of all that His name indicates for those

who own His authority, and trust in His merits.

SECTION SIXTH.

IMPORT AND USE OF HADES, "aS^S, IN SCRIPTURE.

This is one of the few words employed by the sacred writers,

which played a prominent part in the mythologies of Greece

and Rome ; and it is of importance, for the correct interpretation

of certain portions of New Testament Scripture, to ascertain,

whether the sense which it bears in the sacred, is the same with

that which it bore in the profane territory ; or what, if any, may
have been the modifications it underwent in being brought into

contact with the spiritual revelations of the Bible.

1. To look first to the heathen use of the term,—the deriva-

tiori and primary meaning cannot be pronounced absolutely cer-

tain
;
yet wliat has been the most general, continues still to be

the most approved opinion—that it is a compound of privative a

and idsTv; so that, if applied to a person or power, it would

designate ivhat makes invisible, if to a place, the invisible region.

We may the rather hold this to be the correct etymology, as in

the more ancient Avriters the iota is very commonly written and

pronounced as a constituent part of the word ; and ahrig may con-

sequently be regarded as an abbreviation of atbrii. One does

not see how this could have liappened, if the derivation had

been from ahu or %a3w, to receive. In the elder Greek writers,

the word is generally used to designate a person or power ; it is
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but another name for Pluto, Dis, or Orcus. In Homer it is

always so used ; but in later writers it is applied sometimes to

the power, and sometimes to the abode or region, over ^^hich he

was supposed to preside. And as people felt unwilling (accord-

ing to Plato) to designate the Deity by the dreaded name of

Hades, preferring that rather of Pluto, so the term Hades came

in process of time to be generally appropriated to the region.

Nor can there be any doubt that this region, in respect to

locality, was understood to occupy a relatively lower position than

the earth—hence the Latin designations, inferi and inferna, the

people or places beneath ground ; and that, in respect to its

nature and design, it was the common receptacle of the departed.

Tlavrag 6//,Sj dvi^rovg '
Atd'/jg bi-xirai. This common receptacle,

however, they held to be divided into two distinct spheres—one

for the good, and another for the bad—Elysium and Tartarus.

Delineating the two paths, which at a certain point led off to the

different habitations, Virgil says, ^n. \-i. 540 :

—

" Hac iter Eljsiuru nobis : et laeva malorum
Exercet poenas, et ad impia Tartara mittit."

But notwithstanding this division, and the possibility, accord-

ing to it, of a state of happiness being enjoyed in the nether

w'orld, the notion of Hades was still a predominantly gloomy and

forbidding one to the heathen mind. Pluto and his subordinates

were always imaged under a grim and stern aspect ; and the

whole region, over which their sway extended, looked dull and

mournful. The passage of souls thither was commonly repre-

sented as a transition from the region of light and life to the

mansions of darkness, and the possession, at the most, of a kind

of shadowy, semi-real existence, a sort of mid-way condition be-

tween proper life and death. The poets, who partly expressed,

and partly also formed the popular belief upon the subject, in-

clined so much in their representations to the shady side, that

Plato would only admit them into his Republic, if the passages

bearing on this point were erased from them ; because, filling the

minds of men with such uninviting representations of the state

after death, they inevitably tended, he conceived, to unnerve

the spirits of men, and dispose them to prefer slavery to defeat

and death (Rep. iii. 1—4). This dark and gloomy portraiture of

the state of the departed in heathen mythology arose, doubtless,
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in part from the want of any definite revelation to guide and

elevate men's views regarding the future ; but still more, from a

want of another kind—the want of any proper satisfaction for

the guilt of sin, such as should, on solid grounds, have restored

peace to the conscience. Their imperfect ablutions and sacrifices

were felt to be insufficient for so great an end, especially when
the thought of future retribution hove distinctly in view. Yet,

uninviting as the prospect of an entrance into Hades was, even

for the better portion of mankind, it was greatly preferred to

exclusion ; and the classes that were denied admission for a time,

were deemed peculiarly unhappy. These were the unburied,

the unripe (such as had been carried off at an immature age,

hence supj)osed to be not ready), and those who had met a

violent death. The first class till their ftmeral rites were per-

formed, the other two, till the natural period of death had

arrived, were doomed to flit about the outskirts of Hades.^ It-

self a proof of the superficialism of heathen mythology, and of

the undue regard that was had in it to merely natural considera-

tions ! since all the circumstances, which were supposed to

exclude from the proper receptacles of the dead, belonged to the

outward and fortuitovis, rather than to the moral. But whatever

may be thought of such imaginations, there can be no doubt of

the two leading points already noted—namely, that the Hades

of ancient heathenism was believed to be the common receptacle

of departed souls, and that it was understood to possess a com-

partment of bliss for the good, and a compartment of retributive

punishment and misery for the bad.

2. Turning now to the territory of Scripture, we look in the

first instance to the light that is furnished on the subject in the

writings of the Old Testament. There the place of departed

spirits is designated by the Hebrew name of Slieol ; which is most

commonly, and I believe rightly, derived from ?Xt^, to demand

or ask : So called, to use the words of Michaelis, a poscendo, quod

non desinat postulare, et homines alios post alios ad se trahere.

With reference to this primary import of the term, as well as to

the reality indicated by it, it is said in Prov. xxvii. 20, " Sheol

and the abyss are never satisfied," and in Hab. ii. 5, the Chaldean

' See Tertullian de Amina, c. 66 ; also the long note of Pearson on the

subject under Art. V. of the Creed, note I.
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monarch is likened to Sheol, " because he gathereth unto him all

nations, and heapeth unto him all people." Gesenins's later

derivation, as if it were for ^iJ;t^•, a hollow, then a hollow and

subterranean place, seems to rest on no solid foundation. But

nothing of importance depends on the etymology ; other and

more certain sources of information exist as to the notions involved

in it. The Sheol of the Hebrews bore so much of a common re-

semblance to the Hades of the Greeks, that in the Septuagint

adris is the word commonly employed as an equivalent ; and in

the latter periods of the Jewish commonwealth the two words

were viewed as of substantially like import. According also to

the Hebrew mode of contemplation, there was a common recep-

tacle for the spirits of the departed ; and a receptacle, which was

conceived of as occupying, in relation to this world, a lower sphere

—underground. Hence they spoke of going doivn to Sheol, or

of being hrouglit up again from it. Josephus, when describing in

this respect the belief of the Pharisees, which was, undoubtedly,

the common belief of his countrymen, says, " They believe that

souls have an immortal vigour in them, and that under the earth

(yo-o y^&ovhi), there will be rewards or punishments, according as

they have lived virtuously or viciously in this life ; that the latter

are to be detained in an everlasting prison, but that the former

shall have power to revive and live again" (Ant. xviii. 1, 3).

The language of earlier times perfectly accords with these views,

so far as it refers to the points embraced in them. Jacob, for

example, speaks of being brought down to Sheol with sorrow

(Gen. xlii. 38) ; and David, in one place, Ps. cxxxix. 8, contem-

plates the possibility of making his bed in Sheol, and in another,

Ps. XXX., after deliverance from the sore calamity, which had

enveloped him for a time as in an atmosphere of death, gives

thanks to God, like one actually restored to life, for having

brought his soul up again from Sheol. At the same time, that

the wicked were regarded as going to Sheol, is so often expressed

in Old Testament Scripture, that it is almost needless to produce

any particular examples of it. The passage alone of Isa. xiv.,

which, though highly figurative, is certainly based on the exist-

ing beliefs of the Israelitish people, is conclusive proof. The
king of Babylon is there represented as thrown fi'om his lofty

elevation by the jiidgment of Heaven, and sent as a humbled
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captive into the chambers of Sheol, the inmates of which appear

moved with wonder at the thought of his downfall, and raise over

him the shout of exultation. Beyond doubt, therefore, Sheol, like

Hades, was regarded as the abode after death alike of the good

and the bad. And the conception of its low, deep, subterranean

position is not only implied in the general style of thought and

expression upon the subject, but is sometimes also very forcibly

exhibited ;—As when in Deuteronomy, ch. xxxii. 22, the Lord

declares that a fire was " kindled in His anger, which should burn

to the lowest Sheol ;" and in Job xi. 7-9, " Canst thou by search-

ing find out God ? canst thou find out the Almighty unto per-

fection 1 It is high as heaven, what canst thou do ? Deeper

than Sheol, what canst thou know?" And still again in Amos
ix. 2, " Though they dig into Sheol, thence shall My hand take

them ; though they climb iip into heaven, thence will I bring

them down." In these passages Sheol, like Hades, is manifestly

put in opposition to what is elevated in height; it is the antithesis

of heaven, and stands as a concrete designation of the lowest

depths.

From what has been stated, it is clear, that the Sheol of the

Hebrews much more nearly coincides with the Plades of the

Greeks, than with either our hell (in its now universally received

acceptation^) or the grave. In some of the passages referred to,

indeed, the meaning would not materially suffer by one or other

of these terms being employed as an equivalent. Substantially,

we should give the sense of Jacob's declaration, if we rendered,

" Ye shall bring down my grey hairs with sorrow to the grave ;"

nor should any violence be done to the general import of the pas-

sage in Deuteronomy, if, as in the authorised version, the wrath

of God was said to burn to the lowest hell ; because here it is the

wicked only that are contemplated, and these as pursued by

Divine vengeance to the farthest bounds of their possible exist-

ence. Yet, the terms in either case are not precisely equivalent,

and hence are not convertible ; we could not substitute hell for

grave in Jacob's declaration, or grave for hell in the passage fi'om

Deuteronomy. With this general agreement, however, between

^ Originally, it had much the same meaning as Hades, being derived from

the Saxon hela7i, to cover, and denoting simply the covered or hidden space

—the invisible regions.
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Hades and Slieol, there may still be shades of difference between

them, and such as involve important principles. The term Hades
certainly came nearer to Sheol than either hell or the grave,

especially in these two respects, that both alike were "snewed as

the common receptacle of departed souls, and as lying far under-

ground : In two other points also there might be said to be a

substantial agreement. Fii'st, in regard to the diverse conditions

of the departed ; for, though in what is said of Sheol we do not

find by any means such a distinct separation into the two regions

for their respective classes of occupants, as in the case of Hades
with its Elysium and Tartarus, yet the existence of such a sepa-

ration is not doubtfully indicated. It is implied in the represent-

ations given of the doctrine of Divine retribution, as reaching

beyond the boundaries of sense and time into the realms of the

dead. It is again implied in the hope, which was possessed by
the righteous in his death—the rooted con-\action, that he was safe

in the keeping of the all-present and omnipotent Jehovah, even

when appointed to find his bed in the viewless chambers of Sheol;

—a ver}^ different condition from that of those, who, like the god-

less monarch of Babylon, were represented as cast down thither

with the mai'ks upon them of shame and dishonour. Such things

leave no room to doubt, that while Sheol might be regarded as

but one region, it was known to possess quite different receptacles

for those received within its gates, and that there still, there, in-

deed, pre-eminently, it should be well with the righteous and ill

with the wicked. With all this—and here lies the other point

of substantial agreement with the Hades of heathendom—a cer-

tain degree of gloom and repulsiveness hung around the region

even to the eye of the believing Israelite. He felt alarmed and
saddened at the thought of his entrance into it— as if his nature

must there suffer a kind of collapse ; and not only the commoner
sympathies of flesh and blood, but the holiest affections also of

grace, must be denied the exercise they delighted in on earth.

In the Book of Psalms Sheol is spoken of as the land of forget-

fulness and of silence, where no celebration is made of God's

praise, or active sers'ice is done for Him, like what is ever pro-

ceeding on earth. David asks respecting those who have entered

that nether world, " Wlio shall give Thee thanks?" (Ps. vi. 5).

And Hezekiah, in like manner, declares " Sheol cannot praise

T
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Thee, nor death extol Tliee. The living, the living, he shall

praise Thee, as I do this day" (Isa. xxxviii. 18).

Were expressions of this nature to be taken absolutely, they

would bespeak even a darker and gloomier view of Sheol, on the

part of Old Testament believers, than was held by the better

sort of heathens respecting the Elysium of Hades. But it is

evident, fi'om what has been stated, that they cannot be so taken.

If the retributive justice of God followed men into Sheol, dis-

tinguishing there also between the righteous and the wicked,

there could not possibly, with either class, be total silence and

forgetfulness ; the soul must have been conceived capable of

happiness or misery, and consequently to have had continued

recollection and consciousness, as discerning in the elements of

its new state the issues of that which it had left. The ideal

scene, too, in Isaiah, of the Chaldean monarch's reception among
the departed, and the historical representation of Samuel's re-

appearance at Endor to rebuke Saul and proclaim his approach-

ing doom, should have wanted their proper basis, if the tenants

of Sheol had been supposed to be bereft of consciousness and

power. The language, which seems to betoken such a complete

cessation of thought and energy, could be nothing more than

relative. It meant, that, as compared with the present life, so

replete with busy, and in many respects pleasurable activities,

existence in Sheol presented itself to the apprehension of the

Hebrews, as an obscure, inactive, torpid repose. In truth, they

had no revelation on the subject ; and, wiser than the heathen,

they stopt where their light forsook them ; they did not attempt

to supply the lack of supernal illumination by silly fables, which

were fitted only to deceive. It was the further development of

God's scheme which alone could relieve the gloom ; and waiting

for that, they rested meanwhile in the conviction—though not

without many recoils of feeling and faintings of heart—that He,

who had kept and blessed them through the troubles of life,

would not leave them a prey to evil in the undiscovered regions

that lay beyond.

Along, however, with those points of obvious or substantial

agreement, between the Sheol of the Hebrews and the Hades of

the Greeks, there were points—two in ])articular—of actual

diversity. One was, that Sheol was not, in the estimation of the
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Hebrews, a final, but only an intermediate state. It was the

soul's place of rest, and, it might be, for aught they knew, of

absolute quiescence, during its state of separation from the body,

but from which it was again to emerge, when the time should

come for the resurrection of the dead. The prospect of such a

resurrection was cherished from the very first by the believing

people of God, to whom the promise was given of a reversion of

the evil brought in by sin, and, by consequence, of the destruc-

tion of death, in which that evil found its proper consummation.

So that every true believer was a man of hope— of a hope that

penetrated beyond the mansions of Sheol ; his final resting-place,

he knew, was not to be there. And when the Psalmist spake

concerning himself, " God will redeem my soul from the hand

(or power) of Sheol, for He shall receive me" (Ps. xlix, 15) ; or

the prophet Isaiah, of the righteous generally, " Thy dead men
shall live, my dead body shall arise ; awake and sing, ye that

dwell in dust" (xxvi. 19) ; or Hosea, " I will ransom them from

the power of Sheol, I will redeem them from death : O death, I

will be thy plagues ; O Sheol, I will be thy destruction"(xiii. 14) ;

or Daniel, " Many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth

shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and

everlasting contempt" (xii. 2) :—they but gave varied expression

to that hope, which lay in the breast of every pious Israelite

—

namely, that there should be a resurrection of the just and of the

unjust—that for the just, at least, there should be a release from

Sheol, with its unnatural abridgments of life and being, that

they might enter on their proper heritage of blessing.

In this consisted one important element of difference between

Sheol and Hades ; for the heathen idolater could see nothing

beyond Hades ; its bars to him were eternal ; the thought of a

resuri'ection was alien to all his conceptions of the possible future.

And closely connected with that was this other, that Sheol was

not viewed as a separate realm, like Hades, withdrawn from the

primal fountain of life, and subject to another dominion than the

world of sense and time. With the heathen, the lord of the

lower regions was the rival of the King; of earth and heaven

;

the two domains were essentially antagonistic. But with the

more enlightened Hebrew there was no real separation between

the two ; the chambers of Sheol were as much God's as the
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habitations of men on earth, or the mansions of the blest in glory

;

there, as well as here, the one living Jehovah was believed to be

in all, through all, and over all.

Now, it is impossible but that these two leading principles, asso-

ciated with the Hebrew Sheol, but not with the Grecian Hades,

must have materially affected the views currently entertained'upon

the subject; and though the Hellenistic Jews employed Hades

as the nearest equivalent in the Greek language to Sheol, it must

yet have called up ideas in the mind of an enlightened Israelite,

which found no place in the bosom of a heathen. The word was

a different thing in the mouth of the one from what it was in the

mouth of the other.

3. So much, then, for the Old Testament usage and ideas ; we
come now to those of the New Testament. Here the word Hades

is of comparatively rare occurrence ; it is not found in more than

eight passages altogether. The first time it meets us is in our

Lord's denunciation upon Capernaum, the place where He had

usually resided during the time of His active ministry in Galilee

;

and it is employed, as in some of the passages cited from the

Old Testament, merely as one of the terms of a contrast :

—

" And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt

be brought down to Hades" (Matt. xi. 23)— i.e., fi'om the most

towering elevation to the deepest debasement. From a prover-

bial use of this description nothing very definite can be inferred

as to the nature of the place ; the reference proceeds simply on

the popular apprehension respecting its position in the lowest

depths. The next use of the term by our Ivord is also of a some-

what rhetorical character ; it is in the memorable words addressed

to Simon Peter, which contained the declaration, " And on this

rock I will build My Church, and the gates of Hades shall not

prevail against it" (Matt. xvi. 18). This no further determines

the nature of Hades, than that somehow it is conceived of as

standing in opposition to the continued existence or prosperity of

the Church ; so that the ascendency of the one would be the

defeat or overthrow of the other. Hades is referred to as a realm

or kingdom, having, like earthly kingdoms in the East, seats of

council and authority at its gates, where deliberations were held,

and measures taken, in regard to all that concerned its interests

;

and these, the Lord affirms, should never prevail against His
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cause on earth ; this cause should ever maintain its ground. But
on another occasion still—the only occasion besides on which the

term occurs in the recorded sayings of our Lord— in the parable

of the rich man and Lazarus, it is there said of the former, that

" in Plades he lifted up his eyes, in torments." And it cannot

but be regarded as a noticeable circumstance, that in the solitary

example, wherein Hades is mentioned by our Lord explicitly as

a receptacle for the departed, it is in connection with the wicked,

and as a place of torment. True, no doubt, Lazarus also, the

child of faith and the heir of glory, was so far associated with the

lost worldling, that he appears, as it were, within sight and hail

of the other ; but still, it is only to the compartment, where the

lost had their portion, that the name Hades is apj^lied ; and be-

twixt that locality and the abodes of the blest an impassable gulph

is represented as being fixed. Cou.pling with this the cir-

cumstance, that in the other two cases also, in which the term

Hades was employed by our Lord, it appears in a kind of anti-

thesis to His cause and kingdom, one can scarcely avoid feeling

as if there had been taken from Hades somewhat of that common
aspect and relation to the whole of mankind, which in more

ancient times was ascribed to Sheol. The rather may we thus

conclude, when we call to remembrance the words of Christ on

another occasion ; words which exhibit a marked contrast to those

spoken of the rich man in the parable, and which, from the em-
phatic moment when they were uttered, might be said to de-

signate for future time the receptacle of departed saints. It

was on the cross, when Jesus said to the penitent malefactor,

" To-day shalt thou be with Me in paradise" (Luke xxiii. 43).

Paradise ! the region, not of gloom and forgetfiilness, but of

beautiful and blessed life—the primeval home and heritage of

man ; and so, proclaiming Jesus to be that Second Man, the

Lord fx'om heaven, who had prevailed to recover what was lost

by the first.

^

' The full significance of our Lord's language on this occasion has been

sadly marred by our rabbinical commentators (Lightfoot, Wetstein, etc.),

who have thought they sufficiently explained it by adducing passages from

Jewish writings, in which the Garden of Eden is used as a name for the

place of departed believers. As if such writings were entitled to rank even

in antiquity with the Gospels ! Or, as if the kind of hap-hazard employ-

ment of terms by blind Rabbis, as often wrong as right, when referring to
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Notwitlistanding, however, this studied avoidance, on the part

of our Lord, of the term Hades to denote the place of His tempo-

rary sojourn, and that of His people, between death and the re-

surrection, the next passage in which we meet with the word,

seems to make Hades such a place of sojourn for the Redeemer

Himself. It is in Acts ii. 27-31, where, after quoting a portion

of the 16th Psalm, and applying it to Christ, the Apostle Peter

says, that David spake there as a prophet—" spake of the resur-

rection of Christ, that His soul was not left in Hades, neither

did His flesh see corruption." By the great body of Christian

writers this passage is held conclusive as to the fact of Christ's

soul having actually been in Hades ; since it could not have been

represented as not left there, had it not actually been there ; and

by many of them it is deemed the only very clear and decisive

text on the point. ^ Yet it is rather pressing the language too

far, when it is alleged in proof of Hades being the proper desig-

nation of the place, whither our Lord's soul went at the moment
of death. For it is an Old Testament passage, and like other

passages of a prophetic nature, which pointed to New Testament

times, it naturally spoke of the future under the form and image

of the things then present or past. It should, therefore, be un-

derstood of the actual event in Gospel times with such a measure

of qualification, as the altered circumstances of the new dispen-

sation might require. And if, as we have seen reason to believe,

the language of our Lord Himself gave indication of a change in

respect to Hades, as regards the souls of believers—if in His dis-

courses he carefully distinguished between Hades and the recep-

tacle of His own and His people's disembodied spirits, we can

scarcely be warranted in pressing the Old Testament passage

quoted by St Peter, so as to impose on it still an Old Testament

sense. But, in reality, neither the original Hebrew, nor the Sep-

tuagint Greek, which is adopted by the apostle, give any precise

indication of the place where our Lord's spirit sojourned ; they

do not define so closely, as is supposed, his relation to Hades.

The words in the Greek, which represent quite exactly the sense

of the Hebrew, are, oux iyxarakii-^^iig rrjv -^xjyn]^ l^oy i/g u-hriv, Thou

the mysteries of the kingdom, gave the key to Christ's pregnant and select

diction! But see at Part I., sec. 3, p. 51, sq.

^ See Pearson on the Creed, Burnet or Browne on the 39 Articles.
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wilt not relinquish, or abandon, my soul to Hades—wilt not sur-

render it as a helpless prey to that hostile power, or unwelcome

abode. It might, indeed, mean, that the soul was to be allowed

to enter there, though not to be shut up for a continuance ; but

it might also, and even more naturally intimate, that the soul

should not properly fall under the dominion of Hades. The ex-

pression is general as regards the matter of relationship ; Hades

is simply eyed as the antagonistic power, the hostile quarter,

against which security was to be provided, ov from which deliver-

ance was to be granted.

Another passage commonly referred to in the same connection,

were it justly so employed, might also be treated as deriving its

impress from Old Testament times. Having quoted Isa. xxv. 8,

" He will swallow up death in victory," St Paul breaks out into

the fervid exclamation, " O death, where is thy sting ? O Hades,

where is thy victory?" (1 Cor. xv. 55). Such is the reading of

the received text ; but there can be no doubt, that Sdvari, O
death, should be in this clause, as well as the preceding one- So
that the passage does not come into consideration here ; and the

English version, which merely substitutes grave in the second

clause for death in the first, is really more correct than the

original it professed to follow. Grave answers more nearly to

davan than it should have done to abri.

Passing this, then, as not applicable, the only remaining pas-

sages, in which Hades occurs, are in the Book of Revelation.

There it is found four times. In ch. i. 18, the Lord re-assures

John, who had fallen at His feet as dead, by saying, " Fear not

:

I am the first and the last ; He that liveth and was dead ; and,

behold, I am alive for evermore ; Amen, and have the keys of

death and of Hades." The second is in the description of the

rider on the pale horse, in ch. vi. 8, whose name was Death, and
who was followed by Hades, slaying on every hand with sword

and pestilence. The two others occur in successive verses, at

ch. XX. 13, 14, where, amid the changes that usher in the final

condition of things, it is said, " And the sea gave up the dead

that are in it, and death and Hades gave up the dead that are in

them, and each were judged according to their works. And
Death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire, which is the

second death." In these representations it were too much, perhaps.
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to affirm with some, that Hades is necessarily restricted to the

place of torment, the temporary prison-house of the lost. For,

when Christ speaks of having the keys of death and of Hades,

He might refer to the invisible world generally ; He might intend

to comfort the Apocalyptist with the assurance, that He, who
then appeared to him in glory, had supreme control over the

mansions of life and death, and that excepting under His direc-

tion no one could be sent into the nether world from the scenes

and habitations of the living. At the same time, when the con-

nection of the words is taken into account—when it is remembered

that John, together Avitli the church he represented, was then

threatened with destruction by a powerful adversary, and that

he felt at the moment on the point of dissolution, the conviction

forces itself on our minds, that there also death and Hades are

chiefly contemplated as evils—objects shrunk from and dreaded,

on account of their connection with sin, and from which exemp-

tion was to be sought and obtained in Christ. That such is the

aspect in which death and Hades are presented in ch. vi. 8,

where the one follows the other in the work of carnage and de-

solation, admits of no doubt ; for the work given them to do was

one emphatically of judgment, to take eifect on the adversaries

of God. The same reference to the wicked, and to the conse-

quences resulting from their misdeeds, if less obvious in the re-

maining passage of Revelation, is scarcely less certain. For,

while the sea is spoken of, along with death and Hades, as giving

up the dead that were in it, and of all the dead, so given up,

being judged out of the books that were written in them accord-

ing to their works, it is not to be forgotten, that in the Apoca-

lypse sea is the usual symbol of the world, in its sin-heaving,

agitated, and troubled state—the world as opposed to the peace-

ful and blessed kingdom of Christ ; and in such a case the books

are most naturally regarded as the ideal records of human guilt

and depravity. I am inclined, therefore, to the opinion, that the

souls here represented as coming out of the sea, death, and Hades,

and being judged according to the tlungs written in the books,

are the non-elect portion of mankind—all, whose names were not

found in the book of life. And this is confirmed by what is said

immediately after, that death and Hades were cast into the lake

of fire ; for wliat reason could there have been for such an utter
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perdition, if Hades included in its domain the paradise to which

Christ went with the penitent malefactor ? Could the realms of

bliss and woe, life and destruction, be so indiscriminately con-

founded together ? Manifestly a Hades, which was to find its

outgoing in the devouring fire of Heaven's wrath, was a very

different region from that, in which our Lord tasted the sweets

of paradise, or even the lap of Abraham's bosom, wherein a pious

Lazarus is said to have reaped his reversion of comfort from the

soi'rows of an afflicted life.

On the whole, there seems ample ground for maintaining,

that a marked difference lies between the use of Hades in the

New Testament and of Sheol in the Old. Sheol is plainly and

uniformly represented as the common receptacle of the good and

the bad ; for the one class, indeed, containing the elements of a

very different portion fi'om what awaited the other
; yet even for

the good wearing an aspect somewhat cheerless and uninviting.

Hades, in New Testament Scripture, is not once explicitly em-
ployed as a designation for the common region of departed

spirits ; when speaking of the intermediate state for the good,

our Lord carefully abstained from associating it with the men-
tion of Hades ; and both as referred to by Him, and as personi-

fied in the Book of Revelation, Hades is placed in a kind of

antagonistic relation to the interests of His kingdom—is even

viewed as standing in close affinity with death, and destined to

share in its final extinction. Not, however, that we are there-

fore warranted to deny the existence of an intermediate state for

the souls of believers, differing in place or character from their

ultimate destination ; or that it must on no account be identified

with Hades. No ; but simply tliat this is no longer the fitting

epithet to apply to the temporary receptacle of departed saints
;

and we cannot but regard it as unhappy, and tending to convey

a partially wrong impression respecting Christ, that the article

in the Apostle's Creed should have taken the form of representing

His disembodied soul as descending into Hades. He Himself in-

troduced a change in the phraseology respecting the state of the

departed, such as appears to have betokened a corresponding

change in the reality. Assuredly, by the incarnation and work
of Christ, the position of the Church on earth was mightily ele-

vated ; and it is but natural to infer, that a correspondin «•
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elevation extended to those members of the Church who had

ah'eady passed, or might henceforth pass, within the veil ; that a

fresh lustre was shed over their state and enjoyments by the

entrance of Christ, as the triumpliant Redeemer, into the world

of spirits ; and that for them now the old Hades, with its grim

and cheerless aspect, was to be accounted gone, supplanted by

the happy mansions in the Father's house, which Christ opened

to their view. Hence also, instead of shrinking from the im-

mediate future, as from the grasp of an enemy, the children of

faith and hope should rather look to it as a provisional paradise,

and confidently anticipate in its realms of light and glory a

higher satisfaction than they can ever experience in the flesh.

In this statement, however, nothing is to be understood as

affirmed in respect to the locality assigned for the spirits of the

departed—as if it had been removed to another sphere by the

agency of Christ, and a new and higher region had taken the

place of the one originally appointed. This was a very common
view among the later Fathers—those who lived subsequently to

the fifth century—and became at length the received opinion of

the Chm-ch. It was supposed that, up till the death of Christ,

and Plis descent into Hades, the souls of the righteous were kept

in what was called Limbics Fatrum—not absolutely hell, but a

sort of porch or antechamber in its outskirts ; and that Christ,

after having finished the work of reconciliation, went thither to

deliver them from it, and set them in the heavenly places. Bede

expresses this to be the general faith of the Church in his day ;^

although many of the greatest authorities before him had op-

posed it, both because it seemed to bespeak the existence of too

much evil in the condition of ancient believers after death, and

also to ascribe too great a change to the personal descent of

Christ. The notion undoubtedly i-ested on fanciful grounds, and

had various errors, of a collateral kind, associated with it. Its

propounders and advocates too much forgot that the language

• Catholica fides habet, quia descendens ad Inferna Dominus non incre-

dulos inde, sed fideles tantummodo suos educens, ad celestia secum regna

perduxerit. So also Isidore Hispalensis, Sentent. L. I. c. 16, Ideo Dominus

in Inferno descendit, ut his, qui ab eo non poenaliter detinebantur, viani

aperiret revertendi ad coelos. See other authorities in Pearson on the Creed,

Art. V.
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used of this province of the invisible world, as well as others, is

to a large extent relative, and, as regards circumstantial matters,

was never meant to impart precise and definite information.

When represented as a lower region, as stretching away even

into the profoundest depths, it was, doubtless, the world of sense

that supplied the form of the representation. The body, at

death, goes down into the earth ; and it became natural to think

and speak of the soul as following it in this downward direction,

and finding its proper abode in the shades below. But this no

more determined the locality, than our conception of heaven as

a higher region necessitates its position over our heads ; which,

indeed, would require it to shift perpetually with the seasons of

the year, and with the revolutions of day and night. Hence it

is ridiculous to say with Horsley, as if such language aimed at

philosophical precision, " The sacred writers of the Old Testa-

ment speak of a common mansion in the inner parts of the

earth ; and we find the same opinion so general among the

heathen writers of antiquity, that it is more probable that it had

its rise in the earliest patriarchal revelations, than in the imagina-

tions of man, or in poetical fiction."^ Did not the sacred writers

as well, though less frequently, also speak of the spirit of a

man going upwards, while that of a beast went downwards—of

God taking the most eminent saints to Himself, of their being

made to see the path of life, and dwelling in the house of the

Lord for ever ? ^ In speaking of what pertains to the soul after

death, we necessarily speak under a veil ; the discourse we make
must fashion itself after the appearances, rather than the realities

of things ; and we wander into a wrong path whenever we
attempt to turn the language so employed into a delineation of

exact bounds and definite landmarks. What is written of de-

parted believers is intended only to give us some idea of their

state, but not of their local habitation ; and the comparison of

the later, with the earlier revelations, as already stated, warrants

the belief, that with the progi'ess of the scheme of God, and

especially with its grand development in the person of Christ,

that state did also partake of some kind of progression, or

1 Sermon on 1 Pet. iii. 18-20.

- Gen. V. 24 ; Eccl. iii. 21, xii. 7 ; Ps. xvi. 11, xxiii. 6.
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experience some rise, tliougli we want the means for describing

wherein precisely it consisted.

It is scarcely necessary to add, that the same qualifications

attach to what is sometimes indicated as to the relative nearness

of the two regions appropriated respectively to the saved and the

lost in the separate state. An actual nearness is inconceivable,

if the better portion are really to exist in a state of blissful con-

scioTisness ; for what room could there be for an Elysium of joy,

with the existence of such a mass of wretchedness perpetually

pressing on their %aew ? The scene of the rich man's cognisance

of and interview with Lazarus can be nothing more than a cover

to bring out the elements of remorse and agony, that torment the

bosom of the lost. So far, disembodied spirits might be viewed

as occupying a common territory, that they are alike tenants of a

region physically suited to such spirits, and a region not yet

parted into the final destinations of heaven and hell. But nearer

determinations are impracticable, and the attempt to make them

is to enter into profitless and haply misleading speculations.

4. The preceding remarks have touched upon everything that

calls for consideration as regards the import and application of the

term Hades in Scripture. The doctrine of our Lord's temporary

withdrawal into the world of spirits, its historical reality, the re-

lation it bears to the experience of His people, and the results to

which it may be applied in respect to the constitution of His

person and the completeness of His work,— all this properly be-

longs to another department of theological inquiry. Or, if treated

exegetically, it would be more fitly discussed in connection with

a few texts, in which the term Hades does not occur. One of

these is the application made in Eph. iv. 9 of an Old Testament

passage, in which the Lord is represented as ascending up on

high, leading captivity captive ; and on which the apostle re-

marks, " Now that He ascended, what is it but that He also

descended first into the lower parts (ra zardorspcc) of the earth?"

The Fathers, undoubtedly, made frequent use of this passage in

establishing the descent of Christ into Hades, and they have also

been followed by many in modern times. But this, as Bishop

Pearson long ago remarked, and for stronger reasons than he al-

leged, is a very questionable interpretation ; for the contrast

marked in the apostle's statement is not, betwixt one part of the
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earth and another, but rather betwixt earth as the lower region,

and heaven as the higher. The one is brought into view simply

as expressive of His humiliation, preceding and preparing for the

exaltation, announced in the other ; and to understand the words

of a farther descent into the bowels of the earth, would not only

be to press them to a sense which cannot fairly be regarded as

before the mind of the writer at the time, but also to make them

include a portion of our Lord's histori/, yea specially to single out

that, as the distinctive mark of His humiliation, ichich does not

strictly belong to it. This will appear from what follows in con-

nection with another text—the one that chiefly bears on the

point under consideration—1 Pet. iii. 18-20, in which the apostle

points to the sequence and result of Christ's sufferings in the

flesh. Pie sufi^ered once, says Peter, for sins, " the just for the

unjust, that He might bring us inito God, being put to death,

indeed, in flesh, but quickened in spirit, in which also he went

and preached (or, made proclamation) to the spirits in prison,

that sometime were disobedient in the days of Noah," etc.

(^avaru&iic, /^ev ffapxi, Z,oiO'7rotr,&iii bi 'jviv/Jba.Ti, sv w xai roTg h (puXaxfi

'Tvsvfiaffiv 'xopeudsig fx^pu^sv, aTni&Yjdaeh vore, on a'^i^ihsy^iro ^ rov &iov

fiaxpodv/xia, x.r.A.)

This is, certainly, one of the most remarkable, and, if isolated

from the context, one of the most obscure passages of New Tes-

tament Scripture—bringing in so abruptly, and with such rapi-

dity passing over, some of the more remote and peculiar points in

the Divine economy. The greatest theologians have not only

differed from each other in their views respecting it, but also dif-

fered from themselves at one period as compared with another

;

of which instances may be found in Augustin, Luther, and

Calvin. It would be out of place here, however, to give a history

of opinions on the subject ; they may be seen, for example, in

Steiger's Commentary (Biblical Cabinet), and, in part also, in

Pearson's Notes under Art. V. It will here be enough to indi-

cate a few guiding principles and textual explanations, which it

is hoped may serve to show, that when contemplated in the

proper light, the passage is neither inexplicable in meaning, nor

in the least at variance with the general teaching of Scripture.

First, then, it must be held as fixed and certain, that our

Loi'd's visit to the world of departed spirits, between His death and
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His resurrection, ivas an historical reality, whatever He might

have felt or done when there. His departed soul did not ascend

to the proper heaven of glory, as He expressly declared, till after

the resurrection ; while yet it went, according to another declara-

tion, to a region so blissful, that it could be called by the name

of paradise. One alternative alone remains, that His spirit went

to the company of those, who are waiting in hope of a better

resurrection.

Secondly, Christ's ])resence and operations in that world of

spirits must be held to have taken place in free and blessed

agency ; they are to be associated, not with the passive, but with

the active part of His career. His suflPerings were at an end

when He expired upon the cross ; for then the curse was exhaust-

ed, and, with that, the ground of His appointment to evil finally

removed—whence the change explains itself of the difference

that forthwith appeared in the Divine procedure toward Him.

Shame and contumely now gave place to honour : not a bone

of Him was allowed to be broken ; He was numbered no longer

with the vile and worthless, but with the rich and honour-

able, and by these, after being wrapt in spices. He was committed

to a tomb, where no man had lain :—all, so many streaks of that

dawn, which was to issue in the glory of the resurrection-morn.

Whatever, therefore, was done by the soul of Christ subsequent

to His death, must have been in fi-ee and blessed agency ; and

it were abhorrent to all right notions of the truth respecting Him,

to suppose, as some have done, that His sufferings were prolonged

in the world of spirits, and that He there for a time had experi-

ence of the agonies of the lost. This were in effect to say, that

His work of reconciliation on the cross was not complete, that

the sacrifice then paid to Divine justice was not accepted of the

Father. Even the modified view of Bishop Pearson must be

rejected, that " as Christ died in the similitude of a sinner. His

soul went to the place where the souls of men are kept who die

for their sins, and so did wholly undergo the law of death ;" for,

in that case, a certain measure of penalty and satisfaction should

still have been implied in the transaction. The language of St

Peter in the passage more immediately before us gives no coun-

tenance to such an idea, nor admits it under any modification

;

for he represents Christ's spirit as being vivified, or quickened

—
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starting into fresh life and energy of action, from the moment
that in flesh He underwent the stroke of death, and, as so in-

vigorated, going forth to preach.^ In short, the cuhiiinating

point of His humiliation and suffering was His death upon the

cross (as already prefigured in the Old Testament sacrifices),^

and from that point, both in respect to soul and body, the process

of exaltation, strictly speaking, began.

Thirdly, In regard to the more specific points—why the Apostle

Peter should have made such particular mention of this agency

of Christ's disembodied spirit, wliy he should have coupled it

only with the spirits of those who had perished in the flood, and

what may have been the nature and intent of his preaching to

them :—for all this we must look to the connection. Now, it must

be carefully remembered (for chieflybyoverlooking this have com-

mentators gone so much into the wrong tract), that the apostle

is not discoursing of these topics doctrinally ; they are referred to

merely as matters of fact, which had a practical bearing on the

great moral truths that were the more immediate subject of dis-

^ In this explanation, it will be observed, the ^uoTroindtii yrvevf^xn is taken

to refer to the spiritual part of Christ's human nature, precisely as the 6uvoc-

rudilg actpyJ to His corporeal part ; for it is impossible to deny, that this is

the natural, and, indeed, the only grammatical mode of interpreting them.

As Flacius long ago remarked, " The antithesis clearly shows, that He is

said to have been put to death in one part of Him, or in one manner of life,

but vivified in another." In like manner Horsley, " If the \;o\-A. flesh denote,

as it most evidently does, the part in which death took eflect upon Him,

spirit must denote the part in which life was preserved in Him, i.e.. His own
soul." Perfectly right thus far, though scarcely right when he adds, that

" the word quickened is often applied to signify, not the resuscitation of life

extinguished, but the preservation and continuance of life subsisting:" no, not

preservation and continuance simply, but rather freshened energy and revived

action. The interpretations, which understand by spirit the Holy Ghost,

and regard the preaching spoken of as either the preaching of Noah through

the Spirit to the antediluvians, or that of the apostles to the wicked around

them, hence fall of themselves ; they are but ingenious shifts resorted to for

the sake of getting over a difficulty, but twisting the passage into an unna-

tural sense. Giving to the words Tropsvhli s>c'/;pvS,su their legitimate import,

they must mean, that Christ went away and preached—as a spirit to spirits.

And the spirits being described as having been sometime, or formerly dis-

obedient, also plainly implies, that the period of disobedience was a prior

one to that, to which the preaching belonged.

2 See Typology of Scripture, vol. ii. p. 347.
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course. What were these ? They were, that Christians should

seek to avoid suffering by maintaining a good conscience ; but

that if they should still, and perhaps on this very account, be

called to suffer, it was greatly better to do so for well-doing, than

for ill-doing. Then, in confirmation of this complex truth, he

points to a twofold illustration. In the first instance, he fixes

attention on Christ as having suffered, indeed, the just for the

unjust—suffered as the Righteous One, but only once suffered

;

and on that (the aVag s-zahv) the special stress is here to

be laid ; it was, so to speak, but a momentary infliction of evil,

however awful in its nature while it lasted ; still, but once borne,

and never to be repeated, because borne in the cause of right-

eousness. Not only so, but it carried along with it infinite recom-

penses of good— for sinful men, bringing them to God; and for

Christ Himself, limiting the reign of death to a short-lived

dominion over the body, while the soul, lightened and relieved,

inspired with the energy of immortal life, went into the invisible

regions, and, with buoyant freedom, moved among the spirits of

the departed. How widely different from that mighty class of

sufferers !—the most striking examples in the world's history of

the reverse of what appeared in Christ—the last race of antedi-

luvians, who suffered, not for ivell-doing, but for ill-do'mg ; and

suffered, not once merely in the flood, that swept them away from

their earthly habitations, but even now, after so long a time,

when the work on the cross was finished—still pent up as in a

prison-house of doom, where they could be only haunted by

memories of past crime, and with forebodings of eternal retribii-

tion ! What a contrast ! How should the thought of it pei'suade

us to suffering for well-doing, rather than for evil-doing ! And
for those lost ones themselves, Christ's spirit, now released from

suffering, fresh with the dew of its dawning immortality, preached;

preached by its very entrance into the paradise of glory. For

even this, seen from afar, must have been to them like the appear-

ance of a second Noah, " the preacher of righteousness ;" since

it proclaimed—proclaimed more emphatically than Noah ever

did—the final establishment of God's righteousness, and a sure

heritage of life and blessing for those, but for those only, who

were ready to hazard all for its sake. Such, doubtless, was the

kind of preaching meant ; it is that alone which the case admits
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of—whether, as to its formal character, it may have consisted in

the simjile presentation of the Spirit of Christ among the spirits

of the blest, or may have inchicled some more special and direct

intercourse with the imprisoned hosts of antediluvian time. In

either case, it was to them like the renewal, in a higher form, of

the old preaching of righteousness ; for what the one had provi-

sionally announced the other finally confirmed and sealed
; yea,

was itself the radiant proof of an eternal distinction between

those, in whom suffering triumphs because of sin, and those who
through righteousness triumph over suffering.^

Viewed thus, the whole passage hangs consistently together

;

one part throws light upon another ; and the agency ascribed to

Christ is in perfect keeping with all that is elsewhere written,

both of His own mediatorial work, and of the condition of

departed spirits. On the one hand, it rescues the words from

the arbitrary meanings, which doctrinal considerations have so

often led pious minds to put on them ; and, on the other, it

removes the ground, which has too often been sought in the

passage, not only by Komish, but even by some Protestant

writers, to find a door of hope for certain classes of those who
have lived and died in sin. The reference to the antediluvians

in the age of Noah is not to some individuals among them, for

whom possibly some better fate might have been reserved, but

to the collective race as a well-known class in sacred history

;

and to them as still detained in the prison of judgment, not as

having any prospect of deliverance fi.'om it. Nay, on this very

circumstance the great moral of the reference properly turns
;

for it is their protracted, everlasting destination to a doom of

suffering, as contrasted tcith Christ^s suffering hut once, and, that

over, entering on a fresh career of life and glory, which lent all its

weight to the exhortation given, to prefer suffering for righteous-

ness-sake to suff'ering for sin. In what follows also the same

account substantially is made of their case ; they are thought of

' It is no objection to the view now given, that x.-fipvaau is commonly used

in the sense of a gosjyel proclamation ; for it is neither necessarily, nor always

so used. In Rom. ii. 21, it is coupled with abstinence from stealing as its

object—a preaching of moral duty. Here the reference manifestly is to the

ancient preaching of Noah ; and to connect this action of Christ with his the

term might justly seem the fittest.

U
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simply as reprobate and lost. It is in Noah alone, and the little

remnant in the ark, Avliom the waters, that destroyed the corrupt

and pestilential mass aromid them, saved, to be the seed of a new
world, that the prototypes are found of the genuine subjects and

fruits of Christian baptism. And what does this imply of the

mass whom the waters engulphed ? Plainly, that their counter-

part in Christian times is to be sought in the corruptions of the

flesh and the world, from which it is the design of baptism,

through the power of Christ's resurrection, to save His people

—

corruptions which, like their antediluvian exemplars, are irre-

concileably opposed to tlie life of God, and can have no end but

destruction.

SECTION SEVENTH.

ON THE IMPORT AND USE OF diadyjxn IN THE NE^V TESTAMENT.

The word now to be considered is of frequent occurrence, both

in Scripture and in the classics, but usually in a somewhat dif-

ferent sense. In the classics it commonly signifies disposition,

ari'angement,—or, more specifically, that particular disposition

which is denominated a man^s will and testament—the deed by

which he finally disposes of his effects. The latter is the more

common usage ; whence the old glossaries gave te.stamentiim as

the Latin synonym. The cases are so rare in which with classi-

cal authors it is found in any other sense, that little account

needs to be made of them. They do occur, however, and in one

passage at least, the Aves of Aristophanes, 1. 430, the phrase,

ha&i(S&ai diaSrizrjv, is used to express the making of a compact or

covenant, to be carried out between two parties. But the com-

mon noun for such cases was undoubtedly cuv^jjxjj. Yet for

what was emphatically the covenant in ancient times, the Sep-

tuagint has preferred diad/jxri, which, accordingly, among Greek-

speaking Jews, became the appropriate term for the covenant of

God with Israel. The first occasions on which the word was

used had respect to transactions which strikingly displayed the
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goodness of God, in making sure provision for the present safety

and highest well-being of man (Gen. ix. 9, xvii. 7). It is possible,

we may even say probable, that on this account mainly the term

hiadyjxri was employed rather than (suvdrjnri, for the latter might

justly seem an inadequate expression to characterise arrange-

ments, in which it appeared so prominent an object to make men
recipients of the Divine goodness, personally partakers, or instru-

mentally channels of blessing. It seemed more fitting to employ

a term which, without altogether losing sight of the mutual

relationship, as between two parties somehow standing in con-

tract, should still give chief prominence to the beneficence of God
in disposing of His affairs, so as to provide a suitable heritage of

good for His people. In this light it appears to have been un-

derstood by some of the Fathers. Thus Clemens Alex, describes

Biadyixyj as that " which God, the Author of the universe, makes ;"

namely. His arrangement or disposition of the riches of His

bounty. Suidas defines it as 57 Qiou -rphg A^paa[i, xai roue Xoi'n-oug

'rpoTrdropas ysvo/u,ivyi s'TrayyiXia, the promise which God made to

Abraham and the other patriarchs. Isidore of Pelusium gives

it a somewhat different turn, and points to a more special cha-

ractei'istic, but one also that is derived from its more peculiar

reference to God. He says, " auvdrizyj is called in Scripture a

testament, because the promise it contains is firm and perma-

nent
;
pactions, indeed, are often broken up, but legal testaments

never" (see Suicer).

But however we may thus be able to account for the use of

hiadriytn rather than of 6w6'/]xri^ as a translation of the Heb. herith^

we must not allow it to assume, in its ordinary use, the classical

sense of testament, rather than of covenant. There can be no

doubt, that covenant is the proper rendering of herith; and as

oia6y]-/.n was employed as its synonym by the Septuagint, it must

be taken in the sense of the original—unless the connection

should determine otherwise. Indeed, for anything that appears

in the Hebrew Scriptures, the Israelites knew nothing of testa-

ments in the ordinary sense of the term ; their rights of property

were so regulated as to render these for the most part unneces-

sary ; if only the means were at hand for ascertaining the family

descent and relationship of the parties concerned. They conse-

quently made much account of genealogies, but none, so far as
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we know, of testaments. Wlien God, however, designated tlie

transactions into which He entered with their fathers by the

name of covenant, even thougli the pledged and promised good-

ness of God might be the most prominent feature in them, tlie

idea of a mutual paction or agreement Avas still meant to be kept

steadily in view ;—the Lord sustained one part, and the people

another. And this was done, primarily, that they might have a

clear and affecting proof of His desire to assure them of the cer-

tainty of the things guaranteed in the covenant. Not for this

only, however, but for the farther purpose of impressing upon their

minds the feeling, that they had a part to perform to God, as

well as God to them, and that faithfulness in duty, on the one

side, must keep pace with bountifulness in giving on the other.

Such was the case even in the Abrahamic covenant, which is

called, by way of eminence, the covenant of promise ; for the

assurance it contained of a numerous and blessed offspring car-

ried along with it the condition, that parent and offspring alike

should abide in the faith of God and keep His charge.

In the English Bible the word covenant is the uniform render-

ing adopted for the Heb. berith ; and so is it also in New Testa-

ment Scripture for biad^xri, whenever the word points to the co-

venants made with the patriarchs or at Sinai. Yet in the de-

signation of the Scriptures, which belong to the periods em-

braced by those covenants, the sense of testament has been gene-

rally introduced. Y^y a natural metonymy, the writings that per-

tain to a period during which a hiadriy.y] was in force had this ap-

plied to them as an appropriate name. Thus, in 2 Cor. iii. 14,

St Paul speaks of the veil remaining on the minds of the Jews,

iTTi rfi avayvuesi rrjg 'TraXaiag diadrjxyig, at the reading of the Old

Testament, as our translators have rendered it, not of the Old

Covenant. We have become so much accustomed to the use of

Testament in this application, that we rarely think whether it is

altogether appropriate or not. Yet had it been proposed for the

first time to our consideration, it could hardly have failed to

strike us as a sort of anomaly in language, that the term Testa-

ment should be employed as the distinctive epithet for writings

in which the term itself never occurs, while the term covenant is

of frequent use, and in the later Scriptures, old covenant is em-

ployed to designate a period altogether or nearly past, in contra-
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distinction to a new and better era approaching (Jer. xxxi. 31).

The Old covenant, therefore, was clearly the fitting designation

for the earlier half of the Bible, rather than the Old Testament.^

The Vulgate, however, by its adoption of testamentum^ instead of

fmdus, has in this respect given the law to modern times. Some
of the earlier versions presented both terms, at least in respect to

New Testament Scripture, as Beza's Testamentum Novum, Sive

Foedus Novum, and the Genevan French, Le Nouveau Testa-

ment, c'est k dire la Nouvelle Alliance. But the alternative

phrase never came into general use ; and the only prevailing de-

signation has been, and still is, The Scriptures of the Old and

the New Testaments.

Of course, as a convenient term for simply designating the

two component parts of the Bible, it is of little moment whether

we use the one or the other. The current epithets serve well

enough to distribute the inspired writings into two sections or

parts, standing related to each other, the one as the earlier, the

other as the later revelation of Divine truth ; the one springing

up in connection with that state of things which preceded the

birth of Christ, and has vanished away; the other with that

which was introduced by Christ, and abides for ever. But as

there can be no doubt that the substitution of Testament for

covenant, in the designation of Scripture, arose from a disposition

to regard the economy of Christ's salvation in the light of a tes-

tament rather than of a covenant—as on this account the writings

of evangelists and apostles came to be denominated The New
Testament, and in conformity with this appellation that of Old

^ Kohlbrugge, in a treatise Wozu das alte Testament objects also to this

designation, and deems it not warranted by the language of the Apostle in

2 Cor. iii. 14. He conceives the Apostle to be there speaking of the Hebrew
Scriptures, not absolutely, but as they are to the unbelievingand blinded Jews ;

to these they are merely the old covenant, while to the enlightened believer,

who can read them with open eye, they display the new covenant. Un-
doubtedly the books are very different things to the two classes mentioned

;

but the plain and natural import of the Apostle's language points to the

books themselves, as containing what pertains to the Old Covenant. Their

further and prospective reference is not here taken into account. And if

persons now think themselves entitled to disregard those books, because

they are specially connected Avith the Old Covenant, this is an abuse charge-

able on their own ignorance and sin.
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Testament was assigned to the Law and. tlie Prophets—the

question very naturally presents itself, whether such be the Scrip-

tural view of the matter? Whether the gift of Christ, and the

benefits of His redemption, are exhibited in the light of a testa-

mentary bequest ? For if they are not, then the testamentary

aspect of redemption must be pronounced formally incorrect,

however in substance accordant with the truth of things ; but if

they are, the form also is capable of vindication. In neither case

is any doctrine of Scripture involved in the inquiry ; it touches

merely the mode of representation.

Now, as dia6rjxn constantly bears in the Old Testament the

sense of covenant, it may justly be inferred to carry the same

meaning in the New, unless the connection should, in certain

cases, plainly decide in favour of the other rendering. So far as

regards our Lord's personal teaching, there is no room for any

difference of view on the subject. Though He frequently refer-

red to both the affairs and the writings of the old economy, He
was very sparing in the use of the term diadyix,'/}. He does not

employ it to designate the revelation of law from Sinai ; nor are

the transactions entered into with the patriarchs, as the heads of

the Jewish people ; or with David, as the founder of the royal

house, called by this name. The first, and the only time that

the word appears in our Lord's discom-ses, is at the institution

of the Supper. The words of institution slightly vary in the

accounts of the three evangelists, and of the Apostle Paul

(1 Cor. xi.) ; but in each of them He is represented as using the

expression ri xaivri diadrjx'n. And using it, as He does, without a

word of explanation, we cannot doubt that He intended it to be

taken by the disciples in its current acceptation ; namely, in the

sense of covenant ; for in that sense alone had it hitherto been

employed. Nor can we but regard it as unfortunate, that at

that special moment iu our Lord's ministry, and in connection

with the most sacred and distinctive institution of His kingdom,

the later rendering of testament should have been substituted for

the earlier one of covenant. For it confuses the expression in

words which are of perpetual recurrence, as well as solemn import,

and in respect to which it was desirable that the greatest clear-

ness and certainty should exist ; and in so far as the language

mav be distinctly understood, it presents the great redemption
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in an aspect which liad not at least been previously exhibited,

and could not therefore have been intended at the time.

How, then, it may naturally be asked, should such a sense have

been so generall}'- put upon it ? Are there other passages in sub-

sequent portions ofNew Testament Sci'ipture, in which the word,

in its connection with the work of Christ, conclusively bears the

meaning of testament ? There is a remarkable one in the Epistle

to the Hebrews, in which it certainly appears to have that mean-

ing, and which will call for special investigation. Leaving that

passage, however, for a moment (which is in ch. ix.), there are va-

rious other places where the word diadTixri is used ; and always, it is

proper to note, in reference to what was strictly a covenant. In

the Epistle to the Hebrews itself, we read once and again of two

covenants—an old and a new ; the former imperfect in its nature

and provisions, and destined to last only till the time of reforma-

tion ; the latter, founded on better promises, complete in all its

arrangements, consequently declared to be everlasting. In like

manner, in Gal. iv. 24-31, we have a discourse upon the two

covenants, the covenants of law and of promise, as allegorized or

typified by the facts and relations of Abraham's family ; the term

biadnxai being used as the common designation of both. Again,

in the third chapter of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, a

contrast is drawn between the two covenants—the old and the

new—in respect to the points, in which the one differed from, by

rising superior to, the other. In this comparison, however, the

word hiaffix-ri is only once used ; and our translators, following

the vulgate, and the earlier English versions, have rendered it

testament (" who hath made us able ministers of the New Testa-

ment," ver. 6). Such was their regard to those guides, that on

one occasion they have even adopted this rendering in connection

with a phrase which, in all the other passages where it occurs,

has been otherwise translated. The passage is Rev. xi. 19,

where the temple presented itself in vision to the prophet, and

he saw " the ark of the testament," as we find it rendered, but,

as it should rather have been, " the ark of the covenant." In all

these cases, there can be no reasonable doubt that, whether refer-

ring to the old or to the new things in God's dispensations, the

word diad'^zri is to be understood in the ordinary sense of covenant.

So that if, in the one remaining passage where it occui's, we
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should see reason for adopting the sense of testament, this would

furnish no ground for altering the translation in the other pas-

sages that have been referred to. The less so, indeed, as the

passage in the ninth chapter of Hebrews, as far as regards what

is denoted by hiadnxn, is of a somewhat general nature ; it does

not point exclusively, or even specially, to the transactions bear-

ing that name in Scripture, but rather to the nature of dia6n>cai

generally—what those of Scripture have in common with others.

But let us turn to the passage itself. Commencing with verse

15, for the sake of the connection, it reads thus in the author-

ised version, " For this cause He (viz. Christ) is the Mediator of

the New Testament, that by means of death, for the redemption

of the transgressions that were under the first testament {bicc&riTin

both times), they that are called might receive the promise of

the eternal inheritance. For where a testament is, there must

also of necessity be the death of the testator {o'jtov yap diad^xri,

Odvarov a)idyv.r\ (pipiS&ai roii diahi/jbivou). For a testament is of force

after men are dead (Jt/ vs-/.po7g) ; otherwise, it is of no strength at

all, while the testator livetli {on
^f,

b diah/j.svog). Whereupon
neither the first (viz. testament) was dedicated without blood."

The meaning obtained by this rendering may be briefly stated

thus : A will does not become valid so long as the person mak-

ing it is alive ; it is a disposition of his afi'airs proceeding on the

contemplation of his death, and can only take effect Avhen he

has himself ceased to live ; whence also Christ, as the testator of

an inheritance of blessing for His people, must die before the

benefit provided by Him can be reaped. So understood, and

viewed with reference to the practice known to exist among
Greeks and Romans respecting wills, the sense of the passage is

plain enough. The only question is, will the sense obtained suit

the connection, and meet the real circumstances of the case ?

There are, obviously, some apparent incongruities in the way

;

both at the commencement and at the close. The statement is

brought in to illustrate a certain correspondence between the

preparatory and the final in God's dispensations : Christ is the

Mediator of a new hai^riKri, that by His death He might piu-chase

redemption for those who could not obtain it by the old ; for

where a diad-/ix.yi is there must of necessity be the death of the

diahfj^ivog. But the notion of testament here involves some difii-
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culty ; since a mediator, in ordinaiy circumstances, has nothing

to do with a testament ; nor is there any essential link of connec-

tion between a mediator and a testator. Then, again, at the

close, where it is said, " Whence the first also—the first bia&rixn

—was not consecrated without blood," it is not death, as of a

testator, but consecration from defilement, that is represented as

constituting the establishment of the earlier hia&y]-/.^. So that

the connection at both ends seems to hang somewhat loosely

with the notion of a testament ; and if that notion is here the

correct one, its justification must be sought in some peculiarity

coimected, either with the transactions referred to, or with the

point of view from which they are contemplated. It is j)Ossible,

that such may be found, when the subject is properly considered.

Meanwhile, it is right to state, that the difficulties are by no

means lessened by resorting to the other translation, and render-

ing by covenant. The late Professor Scholefield, who preferred

this rendering, still found himself so beset with difficulty, that the

passage appeared to him the " most perplexing in the whole of

the New Testament."^ He would render ver. 16, 17, " For where

a covenant is, there must of necessity be brought in the death of

the mediating [sacrifice]. For, a covenant is valid over dead [viz.

sacrifices] ; since it is never of any force while the mediating

[sacrifice] continues alive." Here, we are first of all struck with

the number of ellipses in so short a passage ; sacrifice or sacri-

fices requiring to be supplied no less than three times—to bia&i~

l^hou, in ver. 16, then to Jt/ nxpoTg, in the first part of ver. 17,

and again to hadiiLsvog in the second. It is plainly too much ;

especially as a transition is made from the singular to the plural,

and back again from the plural to the singular. Sacrifice and

sacrifices were not wont thus to be interchanged in the reality.

Then, to speak of sacrifices as dead, is altogether unusual, still

more to put dead simply for sacrificial victims ; no proper paral-

lel can be produced to justify such a licence. And, finally, the

rendering of 6/ai£,a£vos by mediating sacrifice is equally unwar-

ranted ; when used in regard to covenant transactions, it is so

naturally understood of him who makes the co\'enant, that, as

Professor Scholefield remarks, a strong nerve should be required

^ Hints for Some Improvements in the Authorised Version of (he New
Testament, p. 142.
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for any one, that would be conscious of no difficulty in giving it

a different sense here. In short, it is an entirely arbitrary tran-

slation, and no support can be found for it in the whole range of

Greek literature. This alone is fatal to the view under considera-

tion ; and when taken along with the objections previously urged,

leaves the matter under this aspect utterly hopeless.

It could serve no end to examine in detail the other modifica-

tions of the view, which proceeds on the adoption of covenant

for the "sense of hia&rj-An, and " over dead sacrifices" for It/

vixpoTg. The same objections substantially, or others equally

valid, apply to each of them. We revert, therefore, to the ap-

parently natural sense of testament, and inquire, whether there

be not some point of view, from which, if the subject be contem-

plated, a natural and satisfactory vindication may be gained for

it. This, we are persuaded, is to be found. The statement, it

will be perceived in this aspect of the matter, proceeds upon

the apprehension of a certain agreement between a covenant

made by God for the good of men, and a will or testament

made by a man in behoof of his heirs. There are, no doubt,

obvious points of difference between the two; in this respect

especially, that in a covenant strictly so called, there is some-

thing of the nature of a mutual engagement or contract between

•the covenanting parties. This, however, is not the aspect in

which the Divine covenants are contemplated in this portion of

the Epistle to the Hebrews. From ch. viii. 6, where a formal

comparison begins to be instituted between the New and the Old,

they are viewed in the light of a disposition or arrangement, on

the part of God, for the purpose of securing certain blessings to

His people—imperfectly and provisionally in the Old Covenant,

adequately and finally in the New. On this account, the con-

tracting element in them natm'ally falls into the back-ground,

and the henejiciary or promissory alone comes into view ; the

discussion turns upon what God has done and laid up for them

that fear Him, scarcely, if at all, upon what they are taken

bound to do for God. Now, it is precisely here, that a point of

contact is to be found between a covenant of God and a testa-

ment of man ; the very point which led to the adoption of

diadrixv as the fittest term for expressing the Heb. berith ; because

a covenant ofGod, in this aspect of it, is not, in the ordinary sense.
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a Guv^y^xri or compact, but rather a ha^nKri or disposition, an unfold-

ing of the way and manner in which men may attain to a par-

ticipation or inheritance in the riches of Divine grace and good-

ness. It is to this common element, that the apostle points, and

on it that he founds this part of his argument for the superiority

of the New over the Old. The first, he in effect tells vis, did

contain a disposition from the Lord's hand as to the participation

of His riches ; but one only provisional and temporary, because

of its presenting no proper satisfaction for the sins of the people.

It left the guilt of these sins still standing unatoned, iu the eye

of Divine Justice, and so, if taken simply by itself, it could not

provide for men the eternal inheritance which God destines for

His people. Christ, Avho comes actually to provide, and confer

on men, a title to this inheritance, must therefore come as the

executor of a new hiaQr^xri, to make good the deficiencies of the

Old, and by a valid atonement remove the sins, which continued

to lie as a bar across the path to the inheritance. He must (as

stated in ver. 15) through His death provide redemption for the

transgressions pertaining to the first covenant, that they who
had been called under it, as well as those called now, might have

the promise of the inheritance made good in their behalf. Thus
it comes to pass, that to do here the part of an effective mediator,

in establishing a complete and valid covenant, Christ has, at the

same time, to do the part of a testator ; He must lose the per-

sonal possession of His goods, before He can secure for His

people a right to participate in them ; to enrich them He must,

for a time, impoverish Himself—die the death that they (along

with Him) may ultimately inherit eternal life. And so, in this

fundamental respect, the two ideas of covenant and testament

coalesce in the work of Christ ; He is at once Mediator and
Testator ; at one and the same moment He establishes for ever

what God pledges Himself in covenant to bestow, and by His

voluntary death transmits to others the inheritance of life and

blessing wherein it consists. It is, therefore, as true of this

Divine diadyjzyj, as of any human testament, that it could not be

of force till the bia^i/xsvog had died. Till then the inheritance was

])ound up indissolubly with His own person ; and through His

death alone was it set free for others ; as was plainly intimated,

under a natural image, by our Lord Himself, when He said,
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" Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a corn of wheat fall into

the ground and die, it abideth alone ; but if it die, it bringeth

forth much fruit" (John xii. 24).

When viewed in the light now presented, the allusion of the

inspired writer is very different from what is commonly repre-

sented—a mere play upon words. On the contrary, each word

is retained in its natural and appropriate meaning, while, at the

same time, there appears a strictly logical connection in the argu-

ment. The train of thought proceeds, not upon a fanciful or

fictitious, but upon a real point of coincidence and agreement

between a Divine covenant and a human testament ; hence also,

between Christ the mediator of the covenant, and Christ the

testator of the eternal inheritance ; since it is the great object of

the covenant, whether in its old or its new form, to instate men
in the possession of that inheritance, and the great end of Christ's

work as mediator, to open the way to the possession by His sacri-

ficial death. With perfect propriety, therefore, might the apostle,

in confirmation of his principle respecting the necessity of an

intervenient death, point back to the offerings of blood at the

ratification of the old covenant, and identify death (as of a testa-

tor) with consecration by blood (as through sacrifice). For as

the old covenant did make a provisional or temporary arrange-

ment for men attaining to the inhei'itance of life and blessing, it

had in consequence to be ratified by a provisional or typical

death. The death inflicted there was Christ's death in symbol,

as the blessing inherited was Christ's blessing by anticipation.

But in the passage before us, the typical blood is presented in

the more common aspect of a consecration (ver. 18) ; and, under

that aspect, its necessity and value are set forth, in the verses

that follow, as the one grand medium of access for sinners to the

region of eternal glory. This simply arose from the two aspects

of death—death as necessary to the participation of the inheri-

tance, and death as necessary to purification from sin—happen-

ing to coalesce in Christ ; so that the same act, which was needed

to secure, and did secure a title to the inheritance, was also

needed to consecrate, and did consecrate, a way to the eternal

inheritance ; and but for the one necessity, the other should

never have existed. The two ideas, therefore, so far as Christ is

concerned, inin into each other ; and as that of consecration was
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both the more usual, and the most immediately connected with

the great theme of the epistle, the sacred penman quite naturally

resumes and prosecutes it—quitting the other, which had been

but casually introduced for the sake of confirming a truth, and

marking a point of connection between things sacred and com-

mon.

Such appears to us the correct interpretation of the passage,

and the proper mode of explicating its meaning. The difficulty

felt in arriving at this has arisen mainly fi'om overlooking the

special ground of the apostle's statement ; that is, the common
element or point of coincidence between a human testament and

a Divine covenant in the particular aspect referred to. Both

alike contain a disposition in regard to the joint participation by

others of the goods of him who makes it ; and a participation

that requires, as its indispensable condition, his own subjection to

the power of death. We thus obtain a clear and natural sense

from the passage, without interfering with the received, which is

certainly also the apparent, import of the words.^ At the same

time, while we here vindicate the received translation, we caimot

but regard it as somewhat unfortunate, that on the ground of a

thought so casually introduced, and a meaning of htadrixYi nowhere

else distinctly exliibited in Scripture, many, both of the ancient,

and of the more modern theological writers, should have given

such prominence to the testamentary aspect of the scheme of

redemption. The Cocceian school, to which several of our own
older divines belonged, had a sort of predilection for this mode
of exhibiting Christ's relation to his people, and thereby gave a

somewhat artificial air to their explanations of things connected

with the covenant of grace. They were wont to treat formally

of the testament, tlie testator, the executor, the legatees, and the

legacies. Such a style of representation, though not altogether

unwarranted by Scripture, has yet no broad and comprehensive

ground to rest upon there. When salvation is exhibited in con-

nection with a covenant, it is always (with the exception just

noticed in Heb. ix. 15-17) covenant in the ordinary sense that

1 The considerations, on which the above explanation is made to turn had

not suggested themselves to me when I ^vrote the article on the Epistle to

the Hebrews in the British and Foreign Evangelical Review for Sept. 1854.

I there adopted substantially Ebrard's view.
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is to be understood—a sense, that involves the idea of mutual

engagements—individual parts to be fulfilled, and corresponding

relations to be maintained—though the place occupied by God
is pre-eminently that of a bountiful and gracious benefactor.

And to keep attention alive to the strictly covenant aspect of

redemption, it had, doubtless, been better to have retained in the

authorized version the rendering of covenant for bia&7]-/.r] in all but

the one passage of Plebrews, and to have designated the Bible

the Scriptures of the Old and New Covenants, rather than of the

Old and New Testaments. In particular, it had been better, in

the words connected with the celebration of the Lord's Supper,

to have retained the common rendering, and read, " This is the

new covenant in My blood ;" since all should thus have readily

perceived, that the Lord pointed to the Divine covenant, in its

new and better form, as contradistinguished from that wdiich had

been brought in by Moses, and which had now reached the end

of its appointment. Due pains should be taken to instruct the

unlearned, that such is the import of the expression, and also to

inform them, that while the covenant, as established in His blood,

bears the epithet new, it is so designated merely from respect to

the order of exhibition ; while, if viewed with respect to the

mind and purpose of God, this is the first as well as the last—the

covenant, which was planned in the counsels of eternity to re-

trieve the ruin of the fall, and out of the depths of perdition to

raise up a spiritual and blessed offspring for God.

SECTION EIGHTH.

ON THE IMPORT OF CERTAIN TERMS EMPLOYED IN NEW TESTA-

MENT SCRIPTURE TO INDICATE THE NATURE AND EXTENT

OF THE RENOVATION TO BE ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH THE
GOSPEL

;
//,eravo/a, rra'Kiyyivicia, (/.vav.ahMGic^ a-ToyM^rderaGig.

The mission of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the institution

consequent on it of His spiritual kingdom, have for their object

the accomplishment of a great and comprehensive renovation.
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And in addition to such expressions as (3affi'kiia rov Qiou, ri xaiv^

diadyjxriy which, in different respects, indicate the design and

character of the change to be introduced, and which have already

been considered, there is a class of expressions pointing also to

the change in question, but with a more special respect to its

renovatino; character. There are altogether four of these terms,

Avhich, while they form a sort of whole, must yet be considered

separately, in order to obtain a correct idea, both of their distinc-

tive meanings,and ofthe relation in which they stand to each other.

I. The first in order of the terms referred to is >j.srdv6ia, which

need not detain us long. The verb meets us at the very thres-

hold of the Gospel, in the Baptist's call of preparation for the

kingdom

—

fisravoun—which was afterwards also taken up by our

Lord. The first and most immediate change, which was required

ofmen in expectation of the Lord's appearance and kingdom, Avas

an altered state of thought and purpose in regard to things

spiritual and divine ; and, to impress the necessity of this more

deeply upon the minds of all, the call to enter into it was coupled

with an administration of baptism— a baptism sis (j^izamav.

Even after the personal ministry of Christ was finished, and He
had left the work to be prosecuted among men by his apostles,

the call was still the same ; inTawriean %ai ^a'rrriGdrira was the

closing and practical point of St Peter's address to the multitudes

on the day of Pentecost ; and in St Paul's brief summary of the

Gospel he everywhere preached the first article named is rriv sig

&SOV /j^sravoiav (Acts XX. 21). In all these passages, it is fj,srdma

or the cognate verb, which is employed, not [iiraijAXna and

IMira/MiXoixat ; and this, no doubt, because the former more signi-

ficantly and correctly indicated the change intended than the

latter. Both, indeed, by etymology and usage ij^irdwia points

more to the change itself in thought and purpose, while /^£ra,w,£X£/a

fixes attention chiefiy on the concern or regret, which the consi-

deration of the past has awakened. Of itself, /Asravo/a expresses

nothing as to the nature of the change, in what particular

direction taken, or how far in that direction carried; this

is left to be determined by the connection, fi'om the nature

of the case. In the New Testament it is always used in a

good sense, and in reference to a sincere practical reforma-
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tion of mind and conduct. Not this, however, in the aspect of

a change wrought by the power of God, but rather in its relation

to human responsibiKties, as an amendment that men are bound

to aim at and strive after ; hence the verb is used in the impera-

tive ; the thing to be done is bound as an obhgation upon men's

consciences. The other verb, /z£ra/x£Xo,«-a;, is never so used—the

thought it exj)resses being a matter of suffering rather than of

action, the recoil of feeling or inward sorrow and dissatisfaction

which rushes upon the soul's consciousness, when a past course

of transgression is seen in its true light. Whenever the furdvoia

is of the right description, there will always, of necessity, be

something of this sort ; since it is impossible for the mind to turn

from the love and practice of sin, to even the heartfelt desire

after righteousness, without a certain degree of sorrow and re-

morse. But, from the varieties that exist in human temperaments,

and the diversified effects apt to be produced by the circumstances

of life, no definite measure or uniform rule can be laid down in

this respect ; there may be considerably less of such conscious

and painful regret in some cases than in others, where the

change is alike genuine ; and there may also be a good deal of

it where there is no actual /j^irdvoia—the recoil of feeling passing

away without leading to any permanent result. Accordingly, it

is not the /Msra^sXua, but the /xirdvoia, which is indispensably

required of those who would find a place in the Messiah's king-

dom—a fjbirdvoia, as is expressed in 2 Cor. vii. 10, ilg SMrripiav diii-

ra^iXjjroc:, a repentance unto salvation not to be repented of.

The word repentance, however, as is evident from the preceding

remarks, is but an imperfect synonym for inrdvoia ; it does not

sufficiently distinguish between this and furatj^sXtia in the respects

wherein they differ, but gives a partial indication of the import

of both. As commonly understood, it points fully as much to the

sorrow or regret which ensues upon a proper change of mind, as

to the change itself. Yet we have no other word that can fitly

take its place ; for, though reformation or amendment may seem

more closely to correspond with the original, and have been for-

mally proposed as a better rendering, they carry the thoughts too

much outward to meet with general approval as a substitute for

repentance. It is the excellence of this last, as a translation of

^«rai/o/a, that however otherwise defective, it points inward, and
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marks the state of the soul— not merely of the outward behaviour

—as different from what it formerly was : it is expressive of a

changed action of the heart in respect to sin and holiness ; only it

leaves the action in a state of incompleteness, as if it had respect

merely to the evil perceived to have existed in the past. It is

right, however, as far as it goes. He who repents has come to

see that to be evil which he previously loved and followed as good

,

and it is only necessary to think of this altered bent of mind, as

taking a direction toward the future equally wnth the past, in

order to find in the term repentance, which is used to express

it, a fair representation of the New Testament ,af ravo/a.

The call to this /jisrara/a, as necessary for admission into the

Messiah's kingdom, proceeds on the existence of a state of aliena-

tion and disorder in respect to the things of God ; it implies, that

the vori[j.ara, the thoughts and intents of the mind, have gone in

the wrong direction, and must be turned back upon the right

objects. As a people, the Jews were in such a state when the

call was originally addressed to them ; and, notwithstanding the

call, they, for the most part, continued to abide in it. In respect

to the state itself, however, there was nothing singular in their

case ; the same alienation of heart belongs naturally to every in-

dividual, and the spiritual change, or conversion, which consists

in its abandonment, is the one door-way for all into the kingdom.

The great question—when once the heart has begun to grapple

in earnest with the Divine call—is how the chancre is to be

effected ? It is man's duty and interest to have it done ; for, till

it is done, he is an enemy of God, a child of perdition ; and to

bestir himself to the task of reformation is his immediate and

paramount concern. But if in reality he does so, he will pre-

sently find that other powers than his own are needed for the end

in view; he can himself see the necessity for the change, can

think with sorrow and remorse of the errors of the past, can

anticipate with dread the dangers of the future, can wish and pray

that it were otherwise with him—but nothing comes to perfection,

unless the effort to convert bring the soul into contact with the

regenerating grace of God, and make it conscious of a vital

influence from above.

II. It is this second, but most important stage in the process^

X
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that is marked in the next term

—

'xaXtyyineia, or regeneration.

Considered doctrinally, either of these terms might be made to

include the other, and the one or the other might indifferently be

put first. Regeneration might be represented as necessary to

conversion, and determining what belongs to it ; since it is only

when the Divine element implied in regeneration works upon the

soul, that the conversion it undergoes is sufficiently deep and

earnest to be lasting. On the other hand, conversion, if viewed

in its entire compass and perfected results, must be made to com-

prehend, as well the regenerating grace that eflFects the change,

as the desires and struggles of the soul, while travailing in birth

for its accomplishment. But, viewed in the order of nature, and

also as commonly represented in Scripture, the ij^irdvoia, or con-

version, must be placed first ; for it is with this that man's respon-

sibilities have immediately to do : and it is in addressing himself

to the things connected with it, that he is driven out of himself,

and brought to surrender himself to the working of that Divine

power on which he depends for the necessary result. Scripture

never puts regeneration, or what is implied in regeneration, before

conversion ; but it does press the work of conversion, as in some

sense prior to the possession of a regenerated state :—as in the

original call of the Baptist to repent, or be converted, that men
might be prepared for the baptism of the Spirit ; or in St Peter's

address to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, exhorting them to con-

vert and be baptized, that they might receive the gift of the Spirit.

Of course, when so represented, conversion is to be understood as

spoken of only in respect to its initial stages, and as a work de-

manding men's earnest application ; in which respect it may be

said to "precede regeneration, and to be the condition and quali-

fication for it
;"'—if by condition and qualification we understand

simply that without which, on the sinner's part, he has no valid

reason to expect the further and higher good implied in regene-

ration. And there is undoubtedly this further difference implied

in the terms themselves, that, while conversion is a change of

mind which, so far as the mind that experiences it is concerned

may possibly change again, regeneration is a change of state, a

new being—and so, we may say, carries the idea of fixedness and

perpetuity in its bosom.

^ Mozley on Baptismal Regeneration, p. 58.
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The term itself 'jraXiyyivisia, which exactly answers to our re-

generation, is found only twice in the New Testament (Matt. xix.

28 ; Titus iii. 5), and in the second alone of the two cases, has it

respect to spiritual renovation. There are, however, various

other expressions which are employed to indicate the same thing.

In point of time, the first was that used by our Lord in His con-

versation with Nicodemus—one also of the most explicit—in

which He declared the necessity for every one who would enter

His kingdom, of being born again. " Kvukv yvjvri&rivai is the expres-

sion used, and is most exactly rendered, perhaps, born afresh—but

obviously all one as to meaning with irdXiv yivvt^dnvai or y'msdai;

for both alike indicate a kind of starting anew into being, or re-

entering upon life, in some new and higher sense. In the ex-

planations given immediately after by our Lord, it is connected

with water and the Spirit—with the Spirit alone, however, as

the effective agent ; for He calls it " a birth of the Spirit," as

contradistinguished from a birth of the flesh (ver. 6) ; and, after

referring for illustration to the somewhat similar operation of

the wind in nature. He sums up by saying, " So is every one

that is born of the Spirit" (ver. 8.) The Evangelist John him-

self, in ch. i. 13, says of all genuine believers, h/. 0£oD hyivvri6'ri6a.v,

they were born of God, and that in a manner different from every

form of natural generation. So again in his first Epistle, ch. v.

4, the believer, on account of his faith, is " born of God." In 1

Pet. i. 23, and Jas. i. 18, the new birth is asserted equally of all

Christians, and ascribed directly to God, but connected instru-

mentally with the operation of the word {hia Xoyov, or X6yu)

aXrikiag). So, still further, St Paul, who not only designates

believers once and again " new creatures" (2 Cor. v. 17 ; Gal. vi.

15) ; but in the passage already referred to, Titus iii. 5, charac-

terises the change that passes on them, when they become true

Christians, as a regeneration. The whole passage runs thus,

" After that the kindness and love toward man (tpiXavdpuTia) of

our Saviour God (rov surripog 'h'Mujv Qsou) appeared ; not by works

of righteousness which we did (iToiyjffa/j.sv), but according to His

mercy He saved us

—

dia Xourpou TaXjyyivigiac xai dvazaivdoeiug

^uv^warog dylov—through washing (or laver) of regeneration and
renewing of the Holy Ghost."

The whole of these passages describe in terms substantiallj
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alike, the spiritual change which passes over those who become

Christ's true people ; differing only in connecting it, some more

immediately with the word, understood and received in faith,

others with the baptismal font or water. As this connection

can only be of a subordinate and instrumental kind, it does not

affect the nature of the thing itself, which must be determined

by the plain import of the language employed concerning it.

But the language, in its plain import, undoubtedly expresses an

actual change—a new birth ; not the mere capacity for such, but

its realised possession. Were this TaX/y/jveff/a anything short of

a work of God, brought into actual existence in the case of the

person who is the siibject of it, the term would be an entire mis-

nomer, such as we cannot conceive to have a place in the volume

of inspiration. But this becomes still more certain, and is esta-

blished beyond all reasonable doubt, when along with the natural

import of the language we couple what is said of those, who have

undergone the regenerating change. "He that is born of God,"

says the Apostle John, " doth not commit sin, for his seed re-

maineth in him, and he cannot sin because he is born of God."

And, he adds, " in this the children of God are manifest, and the

children of the devil ; whosoever doeth not righteousness is not

of God." (1 John iii. 9, 10.) In like manner St Paul describes

the sons of God as those, who are led by the Spirit of God, and

declares that if any have not this Spirit they are none of His

(Rom. viii. 9, 14.) Not only so, but he characterises them, on

the ground of their regeneration, as dead to sin, risen again with

Christ to walk in newness of life, and already sitting together

with Him in heavenly places (Rom. vi. 4 ; Eph. ii. 6 ; Col. ii. 12).

The apostles of our Lord can no longer be regarded as persons,

who used great plainness of speech, or even gave intelligible

utterance to their thoughts, if such expressions were employed

by them to denote anything else than an actual change from death

to life, from sin to holiness ;— if nothing more was meant, for ex-

ample, than the bestowal of some mysterious gift or capacity,

which might be held by the worst in common with the best of

jnen—by one who continues practically a child of the devil, as

well as by him who breathes the spirit and does the works of a

child of God. " Such a monstrous perversion of language,"

it has been justly said, " woidd rvever approve itself to any one,
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who did not come to this subject with his mind pre-occupied with

a particular view. But it is in vain, that Scripture is plain and

express to the effect, that the Divine gift of regeneration is actual

holiness, so long as men are pre-occupied with an idea, that actual

holiness caiaiot be a Divine gift. They will go on to the last, not

seeing the plainest assertions of Scripture as to the nature of

regeneration.'"

It can serve no good purpose, therefore, to dwell longer on this

aspect of the matter ; since exegetical efforts must be altogether

misspent in endeavouring to impart light to those, who cannot

afford to see. But in regard to the point of the instrumental re-

lationship of regeneration to the Divine ordinances, we may re-

mark, that while it is specially and frequently connected with

baptism, it is i^^ot connected with that ordinance alone; the Word
of God equally shares in the honour. It is not to be denied, that

when our Lord speaks of being born of water and spirit, and

when St Paul couples the laver with regeneration, and represents

believers as being buried and rising again with Christ, a close

relationship is established between Christian baptism and spiritual

regeneration. But there are other passages referred to above,

which equally connect it with the word of the Gospel, of which

also it is said generally, that it is " the power of God to ^Ivation

to every one that believeth"—that it is " quick, powerful, and

sharper than a two-edged sword"—that it is even " spirit and

life." Nothing stronger than this is said of baptism in respect to

regeneration ; so that the relationship of baptism to the spiritual

change is by no means exclusive ; and as the change itself is

inward and vital, neither baptism nor the word can have more
than a subordinate and instrumental relation to it. As to effica-

ciou^s power it is " the spirit that quickeneth,"—not, however,

apart from the ordinances, but in connection with their instru-

mentality ; nor yet by indissoluble union and invariable efficiency

through these, but in such manner and ways as seem good to

Him, who quickeneth whom He will. It is enough for us to

know, that in this spiritual birth, as in the natural, the internal

links itself with the external, the Divine with the human ; so that

if the word is honestly handled, and the sacrament of bajjtism

believingly received and used, the spiritual effect will infallibly

^ Mozley on Baptismal Regeneration, pp. 29, 30.
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result. When so received and used baptism saves, and the

baptised are regenerated, because the manifested grace of God
meets with a suitable recipiency, on the part of man ; as also the

word of truth brings salvation, quickens and renews, when its

promises of grace and blessing are rested on in humble faith.

But abstract the supposition, which is commonly made in Scrip-

ture, of this faithful and honest dealing with these ordinances of

God, and there is nothing of regenerative power or saving effect

in either ; the hearer of the word only treasures up for himself

a heavier condemnation, and the baptised, so far from rising

to newness of life, remains, even when baptised by an apostle,

in " the gall of bitterness and the bond of inicjuity."

There is, doubtless, so far a difference in the scriptural state-

ments refeiTed to, as to the relation in which baptism and the

word respectively stand to regeneration, that the former, being a

symbolical and sealing ordinance, it more distinctly and person-

ally exhibits the things connected with the soul's regeneration.

It has somewhat of the nature of a covenant transaction, in which

the individual presents himself, or is presented by others, for a

personal participation in the regenerating grace exhibited in the

ordinance ; and personally, or through others for him, professes

to accept what is there offered to his hand, and engages to act

accordingly. Contemplating the matter, therefore, as an honest

transaction—a transaction in which the human subject seems

truthfully to respond to the Divine condescension and favour

shown him—our Lord and His apostles represent baptism as,

according to its true idea, an instrument or channel of regenera-

tion, and speak of those as regenerate persons, who have in sin-

ceritv, complied with it. But that is a very different thing from

saying, that baptism, simply as an ordinance, carries regeneration

in its bosom, or that all who have passed through the outward

rite are regenerate. Such language is in Scripture applied only

to those who have actually been born of the Spirit, or who, in

the judgment of faith and charity, may be considered to have been

so born again. And precisely on account of regeneration being

thus essentially a Divine work, in which man, as a spiritual

being, has to be the recipient, through the grace of the Spirit

operating vitally within, it is not directly laid as an obligation

upon his conscience. He is entreated and bound to do the
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tilings, which, in their full compass, involve it, and which also

bring him into immediate contact with the living agency that

works it ; but for the change itself— the actual regeneration of

his soul to God—he must be a partaker and not a doer, become

a subject of the Spirit's renewing grace.

III. This interconnection, however, between the human and

the Divine, as directly related to men's responsibilities, comes

out in the next term of the series, avaxaivuGti, which is occasion-

ally, though not very frequently, used in New Testament Scrip-

ture. In the passage cited from the Epistle to Titus, it is coupled

with 'xct'kiyyiviGia, and placed after it, as denoting something conse-

cutive—a carrying forward of the regeneration to its proper

completion ; which again brings us into the region of human
responsibiUty and active working. For, while it belongs to G od,

through the internal agency of His Spirit, to implant the principle

of divine life in tlie soul, it belongs to man—not independently,

indeed, and as at his own hand, but in connection with the pro-

mised grace of God—to guard, and nourish to perfection the

gift conferred upon him. Hence this avaxahoiGtg is matter of

express command ; for example, in Eph. iv. 23, Avhere the apostle

charges believers—who had already " been taught as the truth is

in Jesus"—to " renew themselves {avavioZe&ai) in the spirit of

their mind;" and in Rom. xii. 2, they are called to be trans-

formed, or to transform themselves, in the renewing of their

mind (rJj avazaivuicn rov woe). This growing renewal of mind and

spirit, which is only rendered possible by a preceding regenera-

tion, it is the imperative duty of every believer to press forward

;

it should be the object of his daily watchings, strivings, and

prayers, which, if rightly directed, shall have for their great

end his progressive advancement in the divine life, and assimila-

tion to the image of his Father in heaven.

We have here to note the manner in which the new life of

Christianity has formed for itself a language, to give adequate

expression to the thoughts and aspirations it has awakened. Of
the two words just mentioned, one of them amxaivuGig, is found

only in the New Testament, as is also the verb d\ia-/.aiv6u. The
classical word for expressing a somewhat similar action of mind,

was ai/ajca/w'^w, which occurs in Heb. vi. 6, but is found nowhere
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else in the New Testament. It was, we may conceive, felt to be

too feeble, or, from its ordinary application, indicative of too

partial and defective an improvement, to bring out the Christian

sense that was meant to be conveyed ; and so a distinct word, of

the same root, but with a different termination, was brought into

requisition. The other word, TaXiyyinsia, was, indeed, employed

by heathen writers, but in a sense so inferior, that it may be said

to have become instinct with new meaning, when turned in a

Christian direction. As employed elscAvhere, it expresses such

renovations as take place, from time to time, within the natural

sphere, and on the same line of things with itself. Thus Cicero,

on the close of his exile, and referring to his restoration to honour

and dignity, speaks of banc liaXiyyivie'iav nostram (Ad Attic vi.

6). In like manner, Josephus applies the word to that political

resuscitation, which was granted to his people and country, on

the return from the Babylonish captivity (Ant. xi. 3, 9). Mar-

cus Antoninus and the Stoics generally designated the revivals,

which, at shorter or longer intervals, occur in the constitution and

order of earthly things, and which they believed would ulti-

mately become fixed, tj^v Tipiodixriv 'jaXiyyivssla.v roov oXo)v, the perio-

dical regeneration of the world. And approaching a step nearer,

thoueh basins itself on a fanciful foundation, it was the doctrine

of the Pythagoreans, as we learn from Plutarch (De Em. Cat.

i. 7)—part of their general doctrine of the transmigration of

souls—that there was a itakiyyi))i(s'ia to each particular person

when his soul returned to the body, and again made its appear-

ance on the theatre of an earthly existence. From such appli-

cations of the word, one sees at a glance what an elevation was

given to it when it entered into the sphere of Christian ideas,

and came to denote that high moral renovation, which Christ

ever seeks to accomplish in His people—the formation in them

of a life fashioned after the life of God. Here we find ourselves

in another region than that of nature's feebleness and corruption
;

the supernatural mingles with the natural ; and the earthly in

man's being is transformed, so as to receive the tone and impress

of the heavenly.

But the TaX/y/svsff/a of the Gospel, and its attendant am%ai\<^-

6IC, do not stop here ; while commencing with the soul of the

individual believer, they thenceforth proceed to other operations
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and results. The internal renovation is but the beginning of a

process, which is to extend far and wide—to spread with regene-

rating power through all the relations and departments of social

life—to defecate and transfigure the corporeal frame itself into

the fit habitation of an immortal spirit—yea, and embrace the

whole domain of external nature, which it will invest with the

imjDerishable glory of a new creation. It was this more extended

and comprehensive application of the word 'jra'kiyyivieia, which

was made by our Lord in Matt. xix. 28, when He gave assur-

ance to the disciples of the immortal honour and dignity that

was to be their position in the closing issues of His kingdom,
" Verily, I say unto you, that ye who have followed Me, in the

regeneration (craX/yysi/str/a)—when the Son of Man shall sit on

the throne of His glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones,

judging the twelve tribes of Israel." It was a prevalent opinion

among the Fathers, that by regeneration here, our Lord pointed

explicitly to the resurrection of the body. Thus Augustine, De
Civ. Dei. XX. 5, " When he says, in the regeneration, beyond

doubt He wishes to be understood thereby the resurrection from

the dead ; for thus shall our flesh be regenerated through incor-

ruption, even as our soul has been regenerated by faith." To
the like effect Jerome, who says on the passage, " Li the regene-

ration, that is, when the dead shall rise incorruptible from cor-

ruption." Gregoiy, Theophylact, Euthymius, and others, follow

in the same line. It is, however, too narrow a reference to give

to our Lord's w^ords. The resurrection of the body is, doubtless,

implied in what He says ; for when the Son of Man sits upon

the throne of His glory, or is manifested in His kingly state, the

saints shall certainly have been raised up to sit Avith Him
;

according to the testimony of the apostle, " Wlien Christ, who
is our life, shall appear, then shall we also appear with Him in

glory." Undoubtedly, too, the resurrection may be fitly desig-

nated a regeneration ; as it shall be in the most emphatic sense

a renovating of the old, casting it entirely into a fresh mould,

and giving it a kind of second birth, unspeakably better than

the first. So, the Apostle Paul in effect, though not in express

terms, calls it, when in Rom. viii. 23, he speaks of the general

body of believers gToaning in themselves, and " waiting for the

adoption, the redemption of the body ;" as if their proper filia-
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tion only began tlien, and not till it took place did they fairly

enter into the state and heritage of the sons of God. Then only

indeed shall they reach it in its completeness, or in respect to

their entire personality. The regeneration is already theirs ; it

is theirs from the first moment of their spiritual life, in so far as

their souls are concerned, but still only as in a mystery ; since

the corporeal and visible part of their natures continues as be-

fore, in the frailty and corruption of the fall. At the resurrec-

tion, however, this anomalous state of things shall be terminated

;

the old man shall in this respect also be exchanged for the new

;

and the children of the regeneration shall at last look like their

state and destiny—they shall possess the visible seal of their

adoption, in the redemption of their bodies from the law of mor-

tality and corruption.

On these accounts, the resurrection of the body may fitly be

called a 'KoXiyyins'ia ; it is certainly to be included in the general

renovation, which the Lord will introduce at the proper time

;

but it is this general renovation itself, not simply the resurrection

of the body, which is to be understood as pointed to in the decla-

ration of our Lord. The itakiyyinsla there mentioned is the

bringing in of what is elsewhere called the new heavens and the

new earth, the constitution of every thing after a new and higher

pattern ; in consequence of which, that which is in part shall be

done away, evil in every form shall be abolished, and universal

peace, harmony, and perfection established. For, such is the

proper issue and consummation of Christ's work, who, as the

Lord's anointed, has received from the Father the heritage of

all things, and received it, not to retain them in their state of

corruption and disorder, but to rectify and bless them ; so that,

throughout the entire domain, there' shall be nothing to hurt

and offend, and all shall reflect the spotless glory of its Divine

Head.

IV . The regeneration in this large and general sense is much

of the same import as another word—the last we have to notice

in this connection—acroy^araffraff/j. The noun occurs, indeed,

only once with reference to the work of Christ (Acts iii. 21) ;

but the verb is found, on two occasions, with a somewhat similar

reference. In Matt. xvii. 11, our Lord replied to a question re-
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specting Elias, " Elias indeed cometli and restoreth (or shall

restore

—

a'rtonadierani, Mark; a-^onaTaSTriaii, Matt.) all things."

It was the purpose or destination for which John came that

Christ here speaks of; His mission Avas of a restorative nature,

being appointed in respect to a people, who had gone away back-

ward, and were practically in a state of alienation, first from the

God of their fathers, and then from these fathers themselves.

To turn again this tide of degeneracy, and bring the hearts of

the people into a friendly relationship as well to God, as to their

pious ancestors, was the special calling of this new Elias ; he

came to the intent, that He might restore all things to their

normal state of allegiance to God, and mutual respondency be-

tween parent and child (Luke i. 16, 17). But in respect to the

event, all was marred by the perverseness and carnality of the

people ; they frusti*ated the grace of God, and did to the Elias

" whatever they listed." In this case, it was plainly but a pro-

visional moral restoration that was meant to be accomplished

;

but even this was arrested in its course, and only in a very

partial manner reached its end.

Still more immediately, however, in connection with Messiah's

work, we find the expression used by the apostles after the re-

surrection, when they asked Christ, " Lord dost Thou at this

time restore the kingdom to Israel (s/ sv tm yjovu) rouru ccxoKadia-

rdvsig rriv (SaaiXsiav ruj 'laparj'/.) ? The answer returned simply

conveyed a rebuke for their too prying curiosity regarding the

future, and an instruction as to present duty :
" It is not for you

to know the times and seasons, which the Father has put in His

own power ; but ye shall receive power, when the Holy Ghost

comes upon you," etc. In short, there was to be no ocTroxardsraffig

such as they were looking foi', of a present resuscitation of the

temporal kingdom ; and for themselves, they had other and

higher things to mind, for which the needed power was shortly

to be conferred on them from above. They were not on this

account, however, discharged from expecting an dTOKaTdsracig,—
only it was to be one (as they themselves soon understood),

which carried in its bosom the elements of a nobler renovation

—

fresh successions of s])iritual revival in the first instance, and these

culminating at last, in a complete, final restitution. So, in a

comparatively brief period, the Apostle Peter gave expression to
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liis views, and showed the vast moral elevation that had been

imparted to him by the descent of the Spirit :
" Repent, there-

fore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, so that

times of refreshing may come (oVw? ai/ s}Jojsiv xaipoi dva-^ut^suc)

from the presence of the Lord ; and He may send Jesus Christ

that before was preached unto you ; whom the heaven must re-

ceive until the times of restitution of all things (d'zoKardffraffiMg

'TrdvTuv), of which (of which times) God spake by the mouth of

His holy prophets, since the world began (or, from the earliest

times)."

The slightest inspection may convince any one, that this was

spoken under the direction of a far more enlightened and ele-

vating impulse, tlian that which dictated the question, " Wilt

Thou at this time restore the kingdom to Israel V In the one

case there is a manifest savouring of the things of the flesh, in

the other, of those of the Spirit ; the first thoughts were charac-

terised by a narrow exclusiveness, and a desire for some sort of

temporal ascendency, while in the latter there is a noble breath-

ing after things heavenly and divine, a just appreciation of the

spiritual in comparison of the earthly, and a lively expectation

of the complete triumph over all evil yet to be effected by the

presence and power of the glorified Redeemer. The d-TroKaTdsraaig

now looked and longed for by the apostles was nothing short of

a general and thorough renovation—the same, that prophets

had from the first been heralding, when they pointed to the

glory which was to follow the obedience and sufferings of the

Redeemer—a re-establishment of the original order and blessed-

ness of the world, or its final deliverance from all the troubles

and disorders that afflict it, and along therewith its elevation to

a higher even than its primeval condition. But the general

carries no antagonism to the particular ; the restitution of all

things now hoped for should also be, in the truest sense, the

restitution of the kingdom to Israel. For, in Christ all that is

really Israel's, flnds its proper centre and its ultimate destination

;

where He, the King of Zion is, there is Israel's ascendency,

Israel's seed of blessing, Israel's distinctive glory ; and the best

and highest thing for Jew and Gentile alike is to share in

the dominion of Christ, and with Him to possess the kingdom.

To sum up, then, in regard to this series of words so jieculiarly
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indicative, as a whole, of the nature and tendency of the Gospel

of Christ :—The generic idea of renovation, or radical change

from a worse to a better state, is here presented to our view

under successive stages and developments. We see it beginning

in the region of the inner man—in the awakening of a sense of

guilt and danger, with earnest strivings after amendment (/xera-

ioia) ; then, through the operation of the grace of God, it dis-

covers itself in a regenerated frame of spirit, the possession of an

essentially new spiritual condition (TaXiyyiviaia) ; this, once found,

proceeds by continual advances and fresh efforts to higher and
higher degrees of spiritual renovation {dvay.aivugig) ; while, ac-

cording to the gracious plan and wise disposal of God, the in-

ternal links itself to the external, the renovation of soul paves

the way for the purification of nature, until, the work of grace

being finished, and the number of the elect completed, the bodies

also of the saints shall be transformed, and the whole material

creation shall become a fit habitation for redeemed and glorified

saints (aTaxocrdsTaffic). What a large and divine-like grasp in

this regenerative scheme ! How unlike the littleness and super-

ficiality of man ! How clearly bespeaking the profound insight

and far-reaching wisdom of God ! And this, not merely in its

ultimate results, but in the method also and order of its pro-

cedure ! In beginning with the inner man, and laying the

chief stress on a regenerated heart, it takes possession of the

fountainhead of evil, and rectifies that which most of all requires

the operation of a renewing agency. As in the moral sphere,

the evil had its commencement, so in the same sphere are the

roots planted of all the renovation, that is to develop itself in the

history of the kingdom. And the spiritual work once properly

accomplished, all that remains to be done shall follow in due

time ; Satan shall be finally cast out ; and on the ruins of his

usurped dominion, the glories of the nevv creation shall shine

forth in their eternal lustre.
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SECTION NINTH.

ON THE USE OP Paraskeue AND Pascha in ST John's account
OF OUR lord's last SUFFERINGS ; AND THE QUESTION

THEREWITH CONNECTED, WHETHER OUR LORD KEPT HIS

LAST PASSOVER ON THE SAME DAY AS THE JEWS.

It is simply in connection witli this question respecting the

time of keeping the last Passover, that the use of the words

'TrapaG-A.iurj and 'xaey^a, hy St John, in ch. xviii. and xix., is involved

in doubt, or assumes an aspect of importance. And, as we are

firmly persuaded that the question itself has mainly arisen from

some of the historical circumstances being too little regarded, we

shall commence our inquiry by taking these in their order, and

endeavouring to present them in their proper light.

1. The first thing requiring to be noted is the determined pur-

pose formed by the leading men in Jerusalem to make away with

Jesus. The clear revelations He had given, especially on the

occasion of this last visit to Jerusalem, of His own character and

kingdom, and the iinsparing exposure He had made of their

ignorance, carnality, and deserved condemnation, had brought

matters, as between them and Him, to a crisis. It was now seen

that, if their authority was to stand, His career must be extin-

guished. But, in their project for accomplishing this, two points

of special moment are to be noted. In the first place, it was to

be by strategem {b doXuj, Matt. xxvi. 4 ; Mark xiv. 1)—this being,

as they naturally conceived, the only safe course for them to adopt.

They durst not venture on an open assault, as Jesus had evidently

acquired great fame, had come up to the feast with a large retinue

of followers, and by His miracles. His discourses, and His dis-

interested life, had made profound impressions upon many hearts.

Against such a person it would have been a hazardous thing for

them to bring a formal charge of impiety or crime ; it wei-e on

every account wiser to compass their design by the hand of an

assassin, or some secret plot, which might admit oftheir remaining

in the background. Then, this stratagem was not to be quite
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immediately put in force ; not till after the feast. This is ex-

pressly noticed in two of the Evangelists (Matt, xxvi. 5 ; Mark
xiv, 2) ; and they both assign the same reason for the delay

—

"lest there should be an uproar among the people." These

seemed now to an alarming degi'ee won to His side ; they had

attended Him in crowds from Galilee ; they had even borne Him
in triumph, and with every demonstration of enthusiastic joy, as

King Messiah, from IVIount Olivet into the heart of the city ; and

it was not to be supposed that multitudes, apparently so full of

confidence in their leader, and so ardently devoted to His cause,

would suffer Him to be openly wronged, without exerting them-

selves to the utmost in His defence. It was, therefore, the obvious

dictate of prudence to let the crowds again disperse, before the

hand of violence was lifted against Jesus.

2. But all of a sudden a new element came into their delibera-

tions, and their policy took another form, when the treachery of

Judas discovered itself, offering for a sum of money to deliver up
Jesus into their hands. The precise moment when Judas made
this offer to them is not stated. It must, however, have been

sometime between the conclusion of those discourses, in w^hich the

Lord had so plainly exposed and denounced the leading Jews,

and the actual execution of the treachery ; for it is manifest that

the traitor had come to terms with them before the paschal feast

had actually begun, and yet not less manifest that it must have

been after they had formed their plan not to proceed against Jesus

till the feast was over. Subsequently to this resolution on their

part, but prior even to the assignation of any particular time or

place for the accomplishment of the purpose, " he sought how he
might conveniently betray Him" (Mark xiv. 11). The purpose

itself doubtless took shape in the mind of Judas, and reached the

point of action, much in the same way that the Jew-ish rulers

were led to their resolution to kill Him. From the position

matters had now^ assumed, it had become for both alike a neces-

sity to get rid of Jesus : His presence was felt to be intolerable.

Indeed, Judas, in his state of mind and his procedure toward

Jesus, might be taken for a representative among the twelve of

those Jewish rulers ; he did within the narrower sphere what they

did in the larger one—delivered up the Holy One of God to His
adversaries ; on which account, in the psalms that spake before
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concerning the treachery, the individual traitor is identified with

the whole company of faithless men who were to take the part of

violence and deceit (Ps. Ixix., cix. ; Acts i. 16-20). Judas had

undoubtedly, at the time of his first connection with Christ, been

known as a person of shrewd intellect, as well as respectable de-

meanour, most probably also as a person of active business habits :

—whence the charge naturally fell to him of managing the

pecuniary concerns of the company, of bearing the purse. With
such natural gifts and acquired habits, he had thought he dis-

cerned enough in .Jesus of Nazareth to convince him that this

could be no other than the expected Messiah ; but, beyond doubt,

the Messiah of an earthly cause and a worldly kingdom. And
as the hopes of advancement in this direction began to give way

;

as the plan of Jesus more fully developed itself, and successive

revelations of coming events forced on the mind of Judas the

conviction, that not earthly grandeur or political ascendency, but

sacrifice, self-denial, peril, and shame, were to be the immediate

portion of those who espoused the cause of Jesus, then the spell

was broken to his calculating and worldly spirit. He not only

became depressed and sorrowful, like the others, but totally un-

hinged : his only distinct motives for embarking in the enterprise

were withdrawn from him ; he must be done with the concern.

Symptoms of this recoil had been perceived by the penetrating

eye of Jesus about a twelvemonth before the last Passover, which

led Him to utter the strong expression, that of those He had

chosen one was a devil (John \n. 70). It was only now, however,

that the full effect was produced. The repeated intimations which

Jesus had recently made of His coming death, the specific assur-

ance that He was to be rejected by the chief priests and scribes,

crucified and slain ; the palpable breach that took place between

Him and these rulers of the people on the occasion of His public

entrance into Jerusalem, with the discourses subsequently de-

livered ; still more recently the reproof individually and pointedly

addressed to Judas, in connection with the personal anointing at

Bethany, and the fresh allusion then also made to His impending

death and burial :—All these following in rapid succession, and

leaving, at length, no room to doubt that a catastrophe was at

hand, consummated the process which had been going on in the

mind of Judas, and impelled him to adopt a course of decisive
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action—to resolve on beino; done with a service which no longer

possessed his sympathy or his confidence, and make sure of his

interest with those that had. Thus prompted and drawn, he

secretly threw himself into the camp of the adversaries, and

entered into terms with them for the betrayal of Jesus. ^

3. But this unexpected occurrence, we may well conceive,

cast a new light upon the prospects of Christ's adversaries in

Jerusalem, and naturally led to a remodelling of their plans.

The discovery that one of His bosom friends was deserting Him,

as if he had seen through the imposture, and was even proffering

his aid to the accomplishment of their aims, could not fail to

beget the conviction, that the cause of Jesus was by no means

so powerful, nor His place in the popular esteem so firmly

seated, as they had imagined. They now began to think that

there was not so much need for stratagem and delay, as they

at first imagined ; nay, that their best chance for accomplish-

ing the desired result, was by a bold and summary proce-

dure. Most heartily, therefore, did they close with the proposal

of Judas, and for the stipulated sum of thirty pieces of silver,

agree to act in concert with him. This circumstance, if allowed

its due consideration, and followed to its legitimate results, will

be found sufficient to account for all the peculiarities and appa-

rent inconsistencies in the evangelical narratives. It first of all

led the Jewish rulers to resolve on taking action immediately,

the moment Judas might find a favourable opportunity for effect-

ing the betrayal. And it led our Lord, wdio was perfectly cog-

nizant of what was proceeding in the camp of the enemies, to

pursue a course at the very commencement of the Passover,

which left Judas no alternative : he must either act promptly

that very night, or lose the opportunity of acting at all.

4. This procedure, then, on the part of Christ, is the point

that next calls for notice. In compliance with His own instruc-

tions, the necessary preparations had been made for holding the

feast—an upper chamber was engaged, and the materials requi-

^ It is most likely, on account of the influence exercised on the mind of

Judas by what took place at Bethany, that the Evangelists Matthew and

Mark mention it in immediate connection with the purpose of Judas to be-

tray. In reality, however, it occurred before several of the last discourses

were delivered, and six days previous to the last Passover, John xii. 1

.

Y
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site for the feast provided. Then Jesus met with the disciples

at the appointed time—we can readily suppose at a somewhat

earlier hour than customary, as He well foreknew what a series

of events had to be crowded into the remaining hours of that

night. The period, it should be remembered, for eating the

paschal lamb, was left somewhat indefinite. The lamb itself was

to be killed any time between the two evenings (Ex. xii. 6 ;

Lev. xxiii. 5) ; that is, between the ninth and eleventh hour by

the Jewish reckoning, or the third and fifth in the afternoon by

ours (Joseph. Wars, vii. 9, 3). So that, as our Lord had special

reasons for making the hour as early as possible, we may war-

rantably suppose, that the lamb was killed about three o'clock,

and the feast entered upon about five, or shortly after it. But

scarcely had Jesus and His disciples begun the feast—it was, at

least, only in progress, after the solemn service of the washing of

the disciples' feet had been performed (John xiii. 1-22)—when

Jesus, with evident emotion announced, that one of them should

betray Him.^ The disciples, as might be supposed, were greatly

^ Notwithstanding the positive assertions of Meyer to the contrary, there

can be no reasonable doubt, that the feast mentioned in this 13th ch. of

John, at which our Lord washed the disciples' feet, was the same as that

described by the other Evangelists under the name of the Passover. The
great majority of commentators are agreed on this—however they differ

on other points. Stier justly states, that the supper or feast here mentioned,

from the manner in which it is introduced, Avas manifestly no ordinary sup-

per ; and the reference to it again, at ch. xxi. 20, as the supper, by way of

eminence, at which John leant on his Master's bosom, confirms the view.

A still further confirmation is derived from the evident allusion, in Luke

xxii. 27, to the action of washing the disciples' feet, which took place at it,

and is recorded only by St John ; there, however, and with reference to it,

our Lord says Himself, "I am among you as one that serveth." The ex-

pression of St John, at the beginning of the chapter, -jvpo Tijs soprvn tov

Tcocaxot^ which Meyer so strongly presses as conclusively showing, that the

circumstances of this supper were prior to the Passover, and that our Lord

did not keep the Passover at all, have no such necessary import. It is

utterly arbitrary to make them point to all the transactions that followed,

and, indeed, against the most natural and proper sense. The Evangelist

simply tells us, that before the Paschal Feast, at which the things concern-

ing His earthly career were to proceed to their consummation, had actually

arrived—before that, but without any indication of how long before, Jesus,

being cognizant of all that was at hand, and of His speedy return to the

Father, having loved His own, and still loving them, was resolved to give
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stunned by the announcement— for a moment looked at one

another—then anxiously, in succession, put the question, " Lord,

is it I?" Judas could not aflPord to appear singular at

such a time, perhaps also wished to learn how far Jesus might

be acquainted with the secret, and so, followed the rest in putting

the question. The reply informed him, that his treachery was

known ; but it would seem, the information was so conveyed, as

to be intelligible only to the traitor himself. Hence, still revolv-

ing the matter, and anxious to attain to certainty regarding it,

Peter beckoned to John, who lay next to Jesus, to the intent

that he might endeavour to obtain more definite information.

The inquiry was evidently made by John in a whisper, as simply

between himself and Christ. But the mode adopted by our Lord

in giving the reply, of presenting a sop to Judas, while it served

the purpose of a sign in regard to the treachery in question,

served, at the same time, to connect the act of Judas with the

delineations of prophecy (John xiii. 18; Ps. xli. 9). Then, turning

to Judas, He said emphatically, " That thou doest, do quickly."

This brought the matter to an issue. Judas's time was clearly

up ; he had forfeited his place among the disciples of Jesus ; and

if the bargain with his new masters was to be implemented, it

must be instantly gone about. Hence, without a moment's delay,

he hurried off to the Jewish rulers to get them to strike at once,

as now only was it likely he could do aught in their behalf.

5. Now, let it be imagined, in what mood he must have found

his accomplices at such a time, and what was likely to have been

the effect produced on them by his appearance. His purpose

had been precipitated by what took place in the Passover-room ;

and this necessarily led them to precipitate theirs. It was a great

crisis with them—now or never. Even scrupulous men could

not be expected to be very nice in such a moment ; and since

them a palpable and personal proof of it, by -washing their feet before the

feast properly commenced. So substantially, after multitudes of earlier

commentators, Alford, Slier, Luthardt. The precise period of washing,

however, is wrongly put in our version, by the words in ver. 2, " and supper

being ended ;" it should be, " supper having come "—for it is quite clear

from what follows, that it had not ended, nor even in any proper sense be-

gun. There was, at most, before the washing the Trpoeopriov or ante-supper,

as it was called, from which (ver. 4) Jesus rose and went about the washing
;

after which came the supper itself, the Paschal Feast. x- .,
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they now had wliat they could never look for agahi, the oppor-

tune help of one of the companions of Jesus, they must ventiu'c

somewhat, though it should oblige them to depart a little from

use and wont—the rather so, as it was probable that the matter

might be brought to quite a speedy termination. Let it be

remembered, that it was but a comparatively limited number of

persons, who were actively engaged in the business—only a few

of the more resolute and daring members of the Sanhedrim.

When Judas presented himself before these, it was in all pro-

bability still the earlier part of the evening, considerably before

persons in their rank of life would be accustomed to sit down to

the Passover-feast. And as there was no time to lose, as every-

thing, in a manner, depended upon their seizing the favourable

moment, and as they could eat their Passover any time between

night and morning, what was more likely than that they should

agree to postpone their participation of the feast till they had

got through with this urgent business ? It was possible enough

they might have it despatched before midnight, when still it

would not be too late for them to eat the Passover. Such, it

might seem, would be the natural, and, on every account, the

most advisable course, for them to pursue in the circumstances.

Judas in the first instance, and then the party with whom he

was in concert, had both, sooner than they anticij^ated, been

thrown into the vortex of active and violent operations, through

the overruling providence of Him, who bounds and restrains

even the wrath of the wicked, so as to render it subservient to

His purposes. And as they could postpone their paschal solem-

nity for a certain period, but could not postpone concurrence

with the proposal of Judas to proceed immediately against Jesus,

they hastily concerted their measiu*es, and commenced their

course of action, by sending along with Judas an armed band

to the garden of Gethsemane, for the purpose of arresting the

Son of Man, and dragging him to the tribunal of judgment.

6. So far the traitor had calculated aright. Jesus loas found

in the well-known garden. He had there already passed through

that solemn and affecting scene of agony, in which, with thrice-

repeated and ever-increasing earnestness. He had prayed to the

Father that the cup might be removed from Him. The season

of watching and prayer was no sooner ended than Judas and his
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company presented themselves. It could not, therefore, be late

;

as it was still near the beginning of April, when the nights are

too cold in Palestine to admit of persons remaining at an advanced

hoiu' in the open air, without harm ; and hence, when it did be-

come late, Peter is spoken of as shivering with cold, and going

near to warm himself at the fire that had been kindled (John

xviii. 18). We cannot reasonably suppose the time of the meet-

ing in Gethsemane to have been beyond eight, or, at the furthest,

nine in the evening, according to our mode of reckoning. What
ensued upon the meeting need not at present detain us. Jesus

proved Himself to be fully equal to the occasion—with mingled

majesty and meekness met the assault of His adversaries, kept

them for a time awe-striick and powerless, by word and deed

showed how easily, had He willed, He could have smitten them

to the ground ; but, that the Father's counsel might be fulfilled,

freely yielded Plimself into their hands. Thereafter He was con-

ducted by them to the house of the high priest ; first, indeed, to

Annas, the father-in-law of Caiaphas, then to Caiaphas himself,

where the chief priests and elders—such of them as could be got

together on such hasty notice—had meanwhile assembled to give

formal judgment against Plim. Here, however, they met with

an unexpected difficulty ; for, while Judas had put them in pos-

session of the obnoxious party, he had but poorly provided them

with grounds of guilt, or evidence to establish it. " They sought

for witness against Jesus to put Him to death—and found none"

(Mark xiv. 55). So that, after fruitless efforts to make good a

charge of felony, and considerable time spent in the endeavour,

they were obliged to fall back on the claims of Jesus regarding

His person, and extorted from Him a confession of His assuming

to be, in a sense altogether peculiar, the Son of the living God.

This they held to be blasphemy, and thereby obtained, indeed,

the materials of a capital offence ; since, by the law of Moses,

blasphemy was punishable with death. But a new difficulty

sprung up on this very ground, for, as it was necessary to obtain

the sanction of the Roman governor to the doom before it could

be put in execution—the charge being a strictly religious, not a

civil one—how should they manage to get Pilate to accredit it ?

They must, however, make the trial ; Pilate's consent was indis-

pensable ; and tliey must present themselves with the prisoner at
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the judgment-hall, in order to press the sentence ofjudicial con-

demnation. Thither, accordingly, they went.

7. By this time it was past midnight ; it is even said in John
xviii. 28, that, when they got to the judgment-hall or prgetorium

of Pilate, it was -rpul ; not merely past midnight, but early morn.

This is implied also, in the circumstance that, before leaving the

palace of the high priest, the crowing of the cock, indicating the

approach of dawn, had been heard, awakening the cry of guilt

in Peter's bosom. It might still further be inferred, from the

accounts given by the several Evangelists of the processes of trial

and examination gone through, followed by the scenes of mockery

and dishonour, during which, it is evident, many hoiu's must have

been consumed. And, indeed, the very purpose for which they

went to the prsetorium is a proof that it must have been about

the break of day ; since they could not sooner have expected an

audience of the governor on a matter of judicial administration.

Early in the morning, then—it might be a little before, or a little

after sunrise—they led Jesus to the prretorium ; and when there,

they presented Him before Pilate for summary condemnation
^

as a person whom they had ascertained to be a rebel against the

government of Ca3sar, forbidding men to give tribute, and per-

verting the nation (Luke xxiii. 1). This took place, apparently,

at the door of the prEetorium, and they doubtless hoped that

Pilate would instantly accede to their proposal, and allow them

to take their own way with the prisoner. Such, however, was

not the result ; the same over-ruling Providence, which controlled

their proceedings before, controlled them again ; instead of sum-

marily pronouncing judgment, Pilate took Jesus into the hall for

the purpose of examining more closely into the matter. But
thither, it is said (John xviii. 28), His accusers refused to follow,

" they did not go in to the judgment-hall, lest they should be

defiled, but that they might eat the Passover."

8. NoAv, it is here that the first, and indeed the main difficulty

presents itself, in reconciling St John's account of the transac-

tions with the accounts of the other Evangelists, and with what

may seem to have been the facts of the case :—a difficulty which

has given rise to a variety of conjectural explanations ; in parti-

cular, to the supposition, on the part of some, that Jesus kept

the Passover with His disciples a day earlier than the Jews gener-
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ally ; and, on the part of others, to the supposition that the eating

of the Passover mentioned in the passage just quoted, referred,

not to the eating of the Paschal lamb itself, but to the subsequent

and supplemental provisions of the feast. Both views carry a

somewhat unnatural and arbitrary appearance ; and can neither

of them stand a rigid examination.

9. The latter view, which would take the expression " eating

the Passover" in an inferior sense, of the things to be eaten only

on the second and other days of the feast, has the usage of the

Evangelists wholly against it. The expression occurs in five other

places—^Matt. xxvi. 17 ; Mark xiv. 12, 14; Luke xxii. 11, 15

—

and always in the sense of eating the Passover strictly so called.

It is true, as is still urged by Luthardt, that in Dent. xvi. 2,

offerings of the herd and flock to be presented during the feast

are called the paschal sacrifices, and that the word Passover itself

is used b}^ John frequently of the feast generally (ii. 23, xiii. 1,

xviii. 39). But these things will never prove, or even render

probable the idea, that the phrase of " eating the Passover" might

be used of any other part of the feast, exclusive of the very thing

from which all the rest took its character and name ; and the

plain meaning of the expression, in all the other passages where

it occurs, must be held conclusive against it. Then, as regards

the other opinion, that our Lord kept the Passover on a day

earlier than the Jews generally, it places the account of John in

direct opposition to that of the other Evangelists. They clearly

represent the day observed by our Lord as the one looked forward

to with common expectation for the keeping of the Passover. Li

Matt. xxvi. 2, Jesus is represented as saying at the close of His

discourses, " Ye know (as if there could be no doubt upon the

matter) that after two days is the Passover, and the Son of ^lan

is betrayed to be crucified ;" again at ver. 17, " And on the first

day of unleavened bread the disciples came to Jesus, saying unto

Him, where wilt Thou that we prepare for Thee to eat the Pass-

over?" So also in Mark xiv. 1, it is intimated, as a matter of

public notoriety, " After two days was the feast of the Passover,

and of unleavened bread ;" and still again in Luke xxii. 7, "Then
came the day of unleavened bread, when the Passover must be

killed." With such clear and explicit statements on the subject,

it is not too much to say with Liicke, that " it is impossible to
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extract from the text ofthe Synoptical Gospels even the semblance

of an anticipation of the Passover." And if we hold by the

historical fidelity of their accounts, no ingenious theorisings as

to the probability, or moral fitness of the day preceding that of

the ordinary Passover, being observed, can have any effect in

countervailing the force of the testimony delivered in the above

passages. Of such theorisings none has been pressed with more
frequency or confidence than the requirements of type and anti-

type—not merely as understood by the Jews, and urged by com-

mentators like De Wette, Liicke, Meyer, Ewald, Bleek ; but also

as demanded by the nature of things. So Mr Gresswell, for ex-

ample, presses the consideration : circumstances of time and place

were indispensable to the constitution of the paschal offering as a

type ; it must be slain on the 14tl\ of Nisan, and only in the

place where God had put His name, latterly in the city ot

Jerusalem; othervdse, the ordinance was not kept in its integrity.

And " who then," asks Mr Gresswell, " shall say, that they were

not equally indispensable to the antitype? Had Christ suffered,

though He had suffered as a victim, on any day but the 14th of

Nisan could He have suffered as the Jewish Passover ? Had
Jesus suffered, though He had suffered anywhere but at Jerusalem,

could He have suffered as the Jewish Passover T'' But why stop

simply there "? Why not insist upon other correspondences of a

like kind ? The Jewish Passover was expressly required to be a

lamb of a year old; and could Christ have suff^ered as the Jewish

Passover, if more than a year had elapsed since He entered on

His high vocation 1 The Jewish Passover, wherever and hoAv-

ever killed, must have its blood poured around the altar ; and

could Christ have suffered as the Jewish Passover, if a like ser-

vice was not performed with His life-blood ? If such merely

ovitward correspondences are pressed, we shall not find the reality

after all ; and that not here alone, but in the ordinances gener-

ally which had their antitypical fulfilment in the history and

work of Christ. The demand for these proceeds on mistaken

views of the relation between type and antitj^pe ; as if the one

stood upon the same level with the other, and were equally de-

])endent upon conditions of place and time.^ And, besides, what,

in the circumstances supposed, should become of our Lord's own
' Harmony, vol. iii., p. 163. ^ See Typology of Scripture, vol. i., p. 57.
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Passover ? The precise clay did enter as an important element

into the Old Testament ordinance ; and was He, wlio came to

fulfil the law, to change at will the Divine appointment ? Was
it by infi'inging npon one part of a typical institution, that He
was to make good another? To say with some, among others

Stier, that it was probably the right day for the Passover our

Lord and His disciples kept, and that the Jews erred a day in

their calculations, is a mere assertion, and against the manifest

bearing of the evangelical statements already adduced. Such

lame and halting respect to the ordinances of heaven, could

neither be pleasing to God, nor satisfactory to men ; and Christ's

accomplishment of the things written beforehand concerning

Him in type and prophecy, must be placed on another footing,

if it is to approve itself to our religious feelings and intelligent

convictions. We dismiss, therefore, all pleadings of the kind now
referred to ; and hold to the plain import of the historical state-

ments in the Evangelists, that our Lord and His disciples knew of

no day for obsei'ving the Passover, but the one which the law re-

quired, and which was common to them with their countr\mien.^

1 The reasoning in the text is directed only against those who hold the

idea of an anticipated Passover being kept by our Lord, without impugning

the historical accuracy of the Synoptical Evangelists. But most of the Ger-

man writers, who think that our Lord either did not keep the Passover at

all, or, at least, that He did not keep it on the common day, give up the

historical accuracy of the Synoptists. So, for example, Meyer and Ewald

(the latter in his Geschichte des Volkes Israel, v. p. 409, sq), who both,

though Meyer most sharply and offensively, hold John's narrative to be ir-

reconcileable with the other accounts; that he, however, gave the correct

one, while the others erroneously identify the feast kept by our Lord with

the proper Jewish Passover. They followed a mere tradition ; and Meyer
supposes the tradition to have originated in the Lord's Supper coming to be

identified with the Paschal Feast ; whence the day of its institution was first

viewed as an ideal 14 Nisan, and by-and-by was taken for a real 14 Nisan.

Precious writers of sacred history—to say nothing of their inspiration—who
could thus, all three, confound the ideal with the real, which is here, in

plain terms, the false with the true ! Considering the importance which

attached to the last festal solemnity of Jesus, we ask, with Luthardt, how
coidd such an error in the tradition have sprung up, especially under the

eyes of the apostles, and gained an established footing? Or, if such a thing

had been possible, what must one think of the intelligence and the memory
of the Synoptists? The very proposing of such a solution seems like an

affront to one's understanding, as well as an assault on one's faith.
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10. In truth, the supposition, that our Lord and His disciples

anticipated by a day the proper time for observing the Passover,

when closely examined, fails to explain the statement, for the

solution of which it was more peculiarly adopted : it does not, if

it were true, account for the refusal of our Lord's accusers to

enter the prsetorium. This has been well pointed out by Fried-

lieb, in a passage quoted by Alford, " The Jews would not enter

the prjBtorium, that they might not be defiled, but that they

might eat the Passover. For, the entrance of a Jew into the

house of a Gentile made him unclean till the evening. It is sur-

prising, that, according to this declaration of the holy Evangelist,

the Jews had still to eat the Passover ; whereas Jesus and His

disciples had already eaten it on the previous night. And it is

no less surprising, that the Jews in the early morning should

have been afraid of rendering themselves unclean for the Pass-

over; since the Passover could not be kept till the evening; i.e.

till the next day (for the day was reckoned from evening to

evening) ; and the uncleanness which they dreaded, did not, by

the law, last till the next day." Had these Jews, therefore, been

simply concerned about fitness for eating the Passover on the day

following that observed by Christ and His disciples, they did not

need to have been so sticklish about entering the preetorium ; the

uncleanness they were anxious to avoid contracting would of it-

self have expired by the time they behoved to be free from it ; at

sunset they should again have been pure. So that the supposi-

tion, which is historically groundless, is also inadequate for the

purpose of a proper explanation.

11. Friedlieb himself, along with not a few critical authorities,

in former as well as present times, is disposed to fall in with the

other supposition, and to regard the eating of the Passover, in

John xviii. 2S, as referring to subordinate parts of the feast.

After stating that the passage labours under no small exegetical

difficulties, which, perhaps, cannot be solved for want of accurate

knowledge of the customs of the time, he adds, " Possibly the

law concerning Levitical defilements and purifications had in

that age been made more stringent, or otherwise modified

;

possibly they called some other meal, beside the actual Passover,

by its name. This last we certainly, with our present knowledge

of Hebrew antiquities, must assume." We might, indeed, have
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to do SO, and take what satisfaction Ave could from the possible

solution thereby presented, if the circumstances of the case abso-

lutely required it. But it is here we demur : we see no necessity

for having recourse to the merely possible and conjectural, when
the actual (if duly considered) may suffice. It is to be borne in

mind, we again repeat—though constantly overlooked by the

authors of those hypothetical explanations—that the persons

mentioned by the evangelist as afraid to contract uncleanness by

entering the prgetorium, and thereby losing their right to eat of

the Passover, formed no fair representation, in this matter, of the

Jews at large. The Evangelist, in the whole of this part of his

narrative, is speaking merely of the faction of the chief priest

and elders, the comparative handful of men who conducted the

business of our Lord's persecution, and Jiever once refers to the

general population of the Jews. Once, indeed, and again, he

calls them by the name of Jews (ch. xviii. 31, xix. 7, etc.) partly

to distinguish them from Pilate, the heathen, and partly also

from his custom of using the general name of Jews, where the

other Evangelists employ the more specific names of Scribes and

Pharisees (v. 16, 18, ch. vi. x., etc.). He still, however, leaves

us in no doubt, that the persons really concerned were the mere

party of the high priest, the accomplices of Judas. This base

faction had, as already stated, been driven by circumstances,

over which they had no control, to a course of proceeding differ-

ent from what they had contemplated. When preparing to

partake of the Passover, they suddenly found themselves in a

position which obliged them to act with promptitude, while it

did not appear to exclude the possibility of their being able, at a

more advanced period of the night, to eat the Passover. In the

urgency of the moment they allowed the feast to stand over till

the business in hand was despatched. But unexpected difficul-

ties met them in the way ; in the midst of which the night wore

on, and at last the morning dawned, without the desired result

being reached. They did not, however, on that account, aban-

don the purpose of eating the Passover—no doubt conceiving

that the greatness of the emergency justified the slight deviation

they had to make fr6m the accustomed order. Hypocrites and

formalists, in all ages, when bent on the execution of some

cherished project, have been notorious for their readiness in
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accommodating their notions of duty to the exigencies of the

moment ; they can swallow a camel when it suits their purpose,

while at other times they can strain at a gnat. Nor were the

chief actors on the occasion before us ordinary hypocrites and

formalists ; the more forward of them at least belonged to the

Sadducean party, the members of which, it is well known, never

scrupled to make religious practice bend to self-interest or poli-

tical expediency. It is vain, therefore, in a case like the present,

to summon a host of witnesses (as Mr Gresswell does. Harmony^
iii. p. 156) to the great regard which the Jews as a people paid

to the Sabbath, and to the consequent improbability of their

pressing forward such judicial proceedings against Christ, on the

supposition of the time being the first day of the Paschal Feast,

which by the law was to be observed as a Sabbath. A single

fact or two, coupled M'itli the known characters of the actors, is

perfectly sufficient to put all such general testimonies to flight.

Looking into Jewish history, we find it related of a period very

shortly after that now under consideration, during the commotions,

which took place under Cestius, that while the Jews were cele-

brating the Feast of Tabernacles, they heard of the governor's

approach with an army toward Jerusalem ; and immediately (to

use the words of Josephus, Wars, ii. 19, 2), "they left the feast,

and betook themselves to their arms ; and, taking courage greatly

from their multitude, they went in a sudden and disorderly

manner to the fight, with a great noise, and without any con-

sideration had of the rest of the seventh day, although the

Sabbath was the day to ^diich they had the greatest regard ; but

that rage, which made them forget the religious observance,

made them too hard for their enemies in the fight." Here, both

the solemnities of the feast and the hallowed rest of the Sabbath

were unhesitatingly, sacrificed to the demands of a civil emergency.

And at a somewhat later stage of affairs, instances are recorded

by Josephus, which show, that the men who then chiefly ruled in

Jerusalem came even to count nothing whatever sacred, in com-

parison of their own mad policy ; that the most hallowed things

were turned, without scruple, to a profane use whenever the

interests of the moment seemed to require it ; so that, from what

passed under his observation, the historian is led to express his

conviction that, if the Romans had not come and put an end to
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such impieties, some earthquake, or supernatural visitation from

heaven, must have been sent to revenge the enormities (Wars,

V. 13, 6).

12. Now, it is only ascribing a measure of the same spirit, and

in a far inferior degree, to the few leaders of this conspiracy

against Jesus, when we suppose them to have been hunied on

by the progress of events beyond the proper time for eating the

Passover
;
yet, without abandoning the intention, and the hope

of still partaking of it, after the business in hand was brought to

a close. They were consequently anxious to avoid contracting

a defilement, which would have prevented them from eating the

Passover during the currency of the first day of the feast. Were
it not better tliat they should strive so to keep the feast, than omit

its observance altogether ? Undoubtedly, they would reckon it

to be so. For the delay that had occurred beyond the appointed

time, they would plead (as with their views there was a fair pre-

text for doing) the constraint of circumstances ; they would rest

in the conviction, that they had come as near to the legal observ-

ance of the institution as it was practicable for them to do. And
as to the special objection of the first day of the feast being a

Sabbath, and, as such, unfit for the prosecution of such a matter

as now engaged their attention, the same considerations, which

could reconcile them to the postponement of the feast, would also

appear to warrant the active operations they pursued. It was

not as if matters were moving in a regular and even current, and

they could shape their proceedings in accordance with their

own deliberate judgments ; the rush of unexpected circumstances

had shut them up to a particular course. Nor are there wanting

instances in what is presently after recorded of them in Gospel

history, in perfect keeping with the view now taken of their pro-

cedure. On the day following the crucifixion, which, by the tes-

timony of all the Evangelists, was not only a Sabbath, but a Sab-

bath ofpeculiar solemnity, they waited upon Pilate, for the purpose

of getting him, on that very day, to set a watch around the

sepulchre of Jesus, lest the body should be stolen (Matt, xxvii,

62, 63). And at an earlier period, we learn from John vii. 32,

37, 45, the Pharisees sent out officers to apprehend Jesus on the

last day of the Feast of Tabernacles, which by the law was also

to be observed as a Sabbath. So that either they did not look
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upon such judicial proceedings as work unsuited to a Sabbath,

or they thought the urgency of the occasion justified its being

done. Plow much more, then, in tlie matter now under consi-

deration, when every thing, in a manner, was at stake "? It is

proper also to add, that while the first day of the Paschal Feast

was appointed to be kept as a Sabbath, it was not possible, from

the amount of work that had to be done in connection with the

feast, that it could have so much the character of a day of rest

as an ordinary Sal^bath. And, indeed, the law regarding it

expressly provides, that such work as was necessary to the pre-

paration of victuals and travelling to their respective abodes, was

allowable (Ex. xii. 16; Dent. xvi. 6, 7); ordinary avocations

merely were prohibited, in order that the observances proper

to the feast might proceed.

The conclusion, therefore, to which on every account we are

led is precisely that which the statement in John xviii. 28

itself requires us to adopt. The expression of " eating the Pass-

over" there employed, by invariable usage points to an actual

participation on that very day of the proper feast; and the

more closely the circumstances of the time, and the character of

the actors are considered, the more reason do we find for the

belief, that it was the same passover of the 14th of Nisan which

our Lord had kept, and which they were still intent on celebrat-

ing, though from urgent circumstances, it had to be postponed a

little beyond the due season.^

13. So much for the more peculiar passage in St John's

Gospel on this subject ; but there are one or two others that also

require explanation. These have respect to the Sabbath, and in

1 It is not necessary to do more than refer to an objection that might be

raised against this conclusion, drawn from the procedure of our Lord Him-
self, going out with His disciples after eating the Passover. This Mr
Alford mentions as a reason for thinking of another than the exact day and

feast prescribed by the law being kept ; since in Exod. xii. 22, it was ordered

that none should leave his house till the morning. But it was equally or-

dered, that all should eat the Passover, attired as travellers, and ready for a

journey—though we know, the prescription was not kept in later times, and

was understood to be temporary. So and much more must the other have

been ; for, keeping the Passover, as multitudes necessarily did, in other peo-

ple's houses, it must often have happened that they were obliged to go out

afterwards.
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particular what is called the parasheue. Speaking of the time,

when Pilate was going to pronounce judgment against Jesus, it

is said in John xix. 14, ^f bi vapaazixiri roD 'sasja^ it was the paras-

keue or preparation day of the Passover. This, it has been alleged,

points to the proper passover-day as still to come, and fixes it to

be the day following the one of which the transactions are re-

corded. It w^ould certainly do so, if the expression, as used by

the Evangelist, meant a preparation-day before the keeping of

the Passover. But this does not ap2:)ear to be the case. He
uses the word pai'askeue twice again in the same chapter, and

each time in reference to the Sabbath : ver. 31, " The Jews,

therefore, because it was the paraskeue, that the bodies should

not remain upon the cross on the Sabbath-day (for that Sab-

bath was an high day) besought Pilate that their legs might be

broken, and that they might be taken away;" and ver. 42, " There

laid they Jesus therefore because of the Jews' paraskeue ; for

the sepulchre was nigh at hand." Here, plainly, it is with the

Sabbath, that the tenn is specially connected ; and the natural

inference is, that in the earlier passage, although it is called the

paraskeue of the Passover, yet what is meant is not a paraskeue

of the feast itself, but a Sabbath paraskeue during the feast.

This is confirmed by wdiat is written in the other gospels. Thus,

at Matt, xxvii. 62, with reference to the application made to

Pilate for a guard on the day after the crucifixion it is said,

" Now on the following day, which is the one after the paraskeue"

(^r;s Urb (MiTo. rr^v vapasxixiriv) ; the following day, beyond doubt,

was the ordinary Sabbath ; and the name paraskeue had become

so common as a designation of the preceding day, that the Sab-

bath itself, it would seem, was sometimes denominated from it.

Not merely, the evening after sunset of the sixth day, as ]\Iich-

selis, Kuinoel, Paulus, and Alford suppose (though even so, the

words would apply to what was strictly the Jewish Sabbath)

;

but the following morn, as the rf^ s-javpiov of the Evangelist pro-

perly means. This we may the rather believe to be the meaning,

as it is against all probability, that the thought of placing a

guard around the sepulchre during the night between the second

and the thii'd day, should have occurred so early as the very

night of the crucifixion ; it has all the appearance of an after-

thought, springing up when reflection had got time to work. In
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Mark xv. 42, we have not only the same word appKed to desig-

nate the tune preceding the Sabbath, but an explanation added,

" And evening having now come, since it was paraskeue, which

is Tpoffa/S/Sarov, fore-Sabbath." Luke says, ch. xxiii. 54, " and it

was paraskeue day" (xa/ i^iMtpa r^v •xapaa.). The day which pre-

ceded the Sabbath, was called by way of emphasis, the prepara-

tion, on account of the arrangements that had to be made on it

in anticipation of the approaching Sabbath, with the view of

spending this in perfect freedom from all ordinary labour. So

much account was made of such preparatory arrangements, in

the later periods of Jewish history, that the name paraskeue

came to be a familiar designation for the sixth day of the week,

and even to have a certain decree of Sabbatical sacredness at-

tached to it. Josephus gives a decree of Augustus securing,

among other liberties to the Jews, exemption from judicial pro-

ceedings on Sabbath, and on paraskeue, after the ninth hour

(Ant. xvi. 6, 2). Ii-enjeus, in his account of the Valentinian

System, re[)resents them as connecting the creation of man with

the sixth day, because it was the paraskeue (I. 14, 6). And in

a passage, quoted by Wetstein, at Matt, xxvii. 62, from a Rab-

binical authority, the days of the week are given thus : the

first, second, third, fourth, fifth paraskeue. Sabbath. Clearly

therefore the word in question had comfe to be familiarly ap-

plied to denote the day corresponding to our Friday, to denote

that day as a whole, not merely some concluding fragment of it

;

but we have no evidence of any such appellation being custo-

mary in regard to the Passover Feast. Nor, indeed, can we con-

ceive how it should have been thought of. For, as already

stated, even on the first day itself of the feast, a certain fi'eedom

was allowed for travelling and preparing victuals ; and the day

preceding it must usually have been one of considei'able bustle

and activity. We hold it, therefore, as established beyond all

reasonable doubt, that the paraskeue is the day preceding the

regular Jewish Sabbath ; and that when the Evangelist John

speaks of the paschal paraskeue, he is to be understood as meaning

simply the Jewish Saturday, the fore-Sabbath of the Passover-

solemnity ; in other words, not an ordinary preparation-day, but

that heightened by the additional solemnities connected with the

Passover —such a paraskeue as was itself a sort of Sabbath.
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Hence he . makes the farther explanatory statement, that the

Sabbath following was an high day, or, literally, " Great was the

day of that Sabbath." Wliy should it have been called great ?

Not surely—though this is very often alleged—because the first

day of the Jewsh Passover coincided with the ordinary Sabbath;

for a great deal had to be done on the first day of the feast,

which tended rather to disturb Jewish notions of Sabbatical

repose :—the killing of many thousand victims (Josephus even

speaks of so many as 200,000), the pouring of the blood around

the altar, the hurrying to and fro of persons performing these

services, and all the labour and bustle connected with the cooking

of so many suppers. A day, on wdiich all this went on, could

scarcely be regarded among the Jews as emphatically a great

Sabbath. They were much more likely to apply such an ex-

pression to the Sabbath immediately following the Paschal

Supper, when, the activities ofthe feast being over, the assembled

people were ready, in vast numbers, and with excited feelings,

to engage in the public services of the sanctuary.

Thus, every expression receives its most natural explanation
;

no constraint is put upon any of the words employed either by

St John or by tlie other Evangelists ; while, by giving full play

to the historical elements mentioned in the narrative, we have

the best grounds for concluding, both that our Lord kept the

Passover Avith His disciples on the 14th of Nisan, on the day

prescribed by the law, and observed by the great body of the

Jews, and that a faction, but in point of number, only a small

faction of these, lost the opportunity of observing it till a later

period of the same day. If these positions have been successfully

made out, then, in this case, as in so many others connected with

the sacred writings, the apparent discrepance in the different

statements, as seen from a modern point of view, coupled with

the satisfactory explanation, which arises from a careful exami-

nation of the circumstances, affords a sti^ong confirmation of the

thorough truthfulness and integrity of the writers—greatly more

than if their narratives had presented a superficial and obvious

agreement.
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PART THIRD.

THE USE MADE OF OLD TESTAMENT SCRIPTURE IN THE
WRITINGS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The use here referred to has respect simply to the formal quo-

tations made in the New Testament from the Old, and the

purposes to which they are applied. There is a more general

use pervading the whole of the New Testament writings, and

appearing in the constant appropriation of the truths and prin-

ciples unfolded in Moses and the prophets, of the hopes and

expectations that had been thereby awakened, and the very

forms of thought and expression to which, as subjects of former

revelations, the minds of God's people had become habituated.

In all these respects the New is the continuation and the proper

complement of the Old. But beside this general use, which

touches more or less on every department of theological inquiry,

there is the more formal and specific use, which consists in the

citations made by om' Lord and His apostles from the inspired

writings of the Old Covenant. These are of great nvimber and

variety ; and are marked by such peculiarities, that it may justly

be regarded as one of the chief problems, which modern exegesis

has to solve, to give a satisfactory explanation and defence of the

mode of quoting and applying Old Testament Scripture in the

New. If this cannot be made to appear consistent with the correct

interpretation of the Old Testament, and with the principles of

plenary inspiration, there is necessarily a most important failure

in the great end and object of exegetical studies.

It is proper, however, to state at the outset, that a very con-

siderable number of the passages, which may, in a sense, be

reckoned quotations from Old Testament Scripture, are better

omitted in investigations like the present. They consist of silent,

unacknowledged appropriations of Old Testament words or

sentences, quite natural for those, who from their childhood had
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been instructed in the oracles of God, but so employed as to in-

volve no question of propriety, or difficult}' of interpretation.

The speakers or writers, in such cases, do not profess to give

forth the precise words and meaning of former revelations

;

their thoughts and language merely derived from these the form

and direction, which by a kind of sacred instinct they took ; and

it does not matter for any purpose, for which the inspired oracles

were given, whether the portions thus appropriated might or

might not be very closely followed, and used in connections some-

what different from those in which they originally stood. For

example, when the Virgin Mary, in her song of praise, says, " He
hath filled the hungry with good things," she uses words exactly

agreeing in our version with those in Ps. cvi. 9, and in the

original differing only in its having the singular for hungry and

good, where the other has the plural : but nothing scarcely can

be said to be either gained or lost by bringing the two passages

into comparison, nor can we even be certain, that the later pas-

sage was actually derived from the other. Or, when the Apostle

Peter, in ch. iii. 14, 15, of his first epistle, gives the exhortation,

" Be not afraid of their terror, neither be troubled, but sanctify

the Lord God in your hearts," there can be no doubt, that he

substantiall}^ adopts the language of Isaiah, in ch. viii. 12, 13 ;

but as he does not profess to quote what had been written by

the prophet, so he reproduces the passage with such freedom, as

to manifest, that it was the substance of the exhortation, rather

than the ipsissima verba containing it, which he meant to ap-

propriate. There are multitudes of similar examples, which in

an exegetical respect involve no difficulty, and call for no special

remark ; and ifnoticed at all, it should only be as proofs of the ex-

tent to which the ideas and language of the Old Testament have

given their impress to the New. Taking in all the instances in

which the expressions of the Old Testament are thus used by the

authors of the New, as well as the more direct and formal quota-

tions, a number exceeding GOO has been made out.^ No proper

^ See the volume of Mr Gough, " The New Testament Quotations col-

lated with the Scriptures of the Old Testament," Walton and Maberly,

1855 ; a volume which shows pains and industry, but is not distinguished

for critical ability ; and is, besides, too cumbrous and expensive to be of

general use.
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end, however, could be served here by exhibiting such a length-

ened array as tliis ; it would tend rather to embarrass than pro-

mote the object we have in view. Our business must be chiefly

with citations of a more formal and explicit kind, fitted, from the

manner in which they are employed, to raise the inquiry, whether

they are fairly given and legitimately applied-

There are properly, however, two points of inquiry—one

bearing respect to the form in which the citations appear ; the

other, to the application made of them. These are two distinct

questions. Are the passages quoted from the Old Testament in

the New fairly dealt with, simply as quotations "? And are the

purposes for which they are adduced, and the sense put upon

them, in accordance with their original meaning and design?

In answer to the first question, it is found, that the quotations

fall into four different classes; the first, a very large one, in

which they exactly agree with the Hebrew (often also with the

Septuagint) ; the second, likewise a considerable one, in which

they substantially agree with the Hebrew, the differences being

merely formal or circumstantial, and indicating no diversity of

sense ; the third, those, in which the Septuagint is followed,

though it diverges to some extent from the Hebrew ; and the

fourth, a class of passages, in which neither the Hebrew nor the

Septuagint is quite exactly adhered to. The whole of the pas-

sages might be ranged under these different classes ; but for

purposes of reference and consultation this would give rise to

inconvenience ; and we shall, therefore, follow the order of the

citations themselves, as they occur in the New Testament. In

adopting this course, however, we shall not lose sight of the

several classes, which shall be marked respectively, I. II. HI.

lY., and one or other of them appended to each quotation, indi-

cating the class to which it belongs, with a figure besides,

denoting its number in that class. A summation will be given

at the close of the results obtained, and such explanatory re-

marks added as may seem to be called for. This will occupy

the first section.

Another section wall be devoted to the second point noticed

—

the sense put upon the passages quoted, and the purposes to

which they are applied ; in other words, the principles involved

in the application made of them. In the great majority of cases,
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however, the application is so manifestly in accordance with

their original meaning and design, that it requires no vindica-

tion. All of this description, therefore, will be passed over, and

attention directed only to such as involve some apparent license

in interpretation.

SECTION FIRST.

QUOTATIONS FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE NEW, CON-

SIDERED IN RESPECT TO THE MANNER OF CITATION.

The capital figures employed after each quotation, it will be

borne in mind, refer to the several classes indicated above. I.

Those in which the Greek exactly corresponds with the Hebrew.

II. Those in wdiich it substantially agrees with the Hebrew, the

differences being merely circumstantial, and indicating no diver-

sity of sense. III. Those in which the Septuagint is followed,

though it diverges to some extent from the Hebrew. IV. Those

in which neither the Hebrew nor the Septuagint is exactly ad-

hered to. The numerals subjoined to these figures give the

number of that class, reckoning from the commencement of the

Gospels. In all cases the exact translation will be given, whether

precisely agreeing with the authorised version or not.

ST MATTHEW'S GOSPEL.

Ch. i. 22, 23. In order that it might be fulfilled, which was

spoken by the prophet, saying, 'l3oy rj rrapdivog ev yaerpi

e^n Kai Ti^erai vihv, xai '/.aXsaovffiv to o'vo/jt.a aurou 'E,a//.«i/ou^A :

Isa. vii. 14. Behold the virgin shall be with child and

shall bring forth a Son, and they shall call His name
Emmanuel. 11. 1.

The deviation here from the exact rendering of the original

is very slight and unimportant ; it relates only to two expres-

sions, putting " shall be with child" for " shall conceive," mn^
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and " they shall call" for " thou shalt call," nxij?. In both cases

the Septuagint is closer to the original ; it has h yaarpt Xr,-\>iTat,

and xaXsGiig.

Ch. ii. 5, 6. For thus it is written by the prophet, Ka/ cii

Bri^Xsi/M jri 'louSa, oh^afjjug sXa^iffrrj iJ sv roTg '^yi/jbosiv'louda' sx

Gov yap it,i'kixj6irai ^you/xivog, offrig T0i/j,avi7 rov Xaov /mov tov

'iffpaTjX : Micah v. 2. And thou Bethlehem, Judah-land,

art by no means least among the rulers of Judali ; for

out of thee shall come forth a Governor, who shall rule

My people Israel. IV. 1.

Here the differences are very considerable both from the He-
brew and from the Septuagint. (1.) Instead of Ephratah, after

Bethlehem, the Evangelist puts yJj ^lovda— an elliptical expres-

sion for situated in the land of Judah, and, coupled with Bethle-

hem, making substantially the same meaning as is sometimes

expressed in the Old Testament by the compound term, Bethle-

hem-Judah (Jiidg. xvii. 7 ; Ruth i. 1). It merely distinguishes

that Bethlehem from another in a different locality. So far, the

addition of the Evangelist serves much the same purpose as the

Ephratah of the prophet, which defined Bethlehem as the place

that originally bore the name of Ephratah (Gen. xxxv. 19).

The Septuagint has o7x.ov ^Efipa^d, which gives no proper sense.

(2.) Instead of " thou art by no means least among the rulers of

Judah," the Heb. has " thou art little to be (too small to be

reckoned) among the thousands of Judah"

—

''pc'^j^
^'^'''?7 "'"'i'^

m^ini. The Septuagint gives this part of the passage with sub-

stantial correctness, dXiyoSTog u rou sJvat sv ^iXiaGiv 'loyoa. The
words of the Evangelist express a meaning formally different,

yet materially the same. Looking at the substance of the ori-

ginal, it intimates, that Bethlehem, little in one respect, scarcely

or not at all able to take its place among the ruling divisions of

the land, was yet destined to be great in another—as the ap-

pointed birth-place of the future Governor of Israel. This two-

fold idea is precisely that also which the words of the Evangelist

convey—only they contemplate the preceding littleness as in a

manner gone, on account of the now realised ultimate greatness :

q. d. Thou wast, indeed, among the least, but thou art no longer

so, for thou hast already attained to what in the Divine purpose

was to make thee great. So that this change, as well as the
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preceding one, proceeds on the principle of explaining while

it quotes—modifying the language, so as, without changing the

import, to adapt it to the Evangelist's times. (3.) The remain-

ing clause is a quite correct, though somewhat free translation of

the original, which htirdly admits of a very close rendering— lit.

" Out of thee there shall come forth for Me to be Governor in

Israel," ^xnb^a ^tfMD nvnh NV; '<h "^sp, that is. One shall be raised

up there by My special providence, who shall possess the govern-

ment in Israel ; all one in substance with the Evangelist's " out

of thee shall come forth a Governor, who shall rule My people

Israel."^

Ch. ii. 15. In order that it might be fulfilled which was

spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying, 'E^ Aiyii-rrou

IxdXsda Tov v'lov fiov : PIos. xi. 1. Out of Egypt have I

called My Son. I. 1.

The passage of Hosea is here given with the greatest exact-

ness. The Septuagint is more loose, 'Eg A/7. inrmaXiGa ra,

Tsxva, auTou, apparently taking the word for My Son, '•33?, as a

plural, sons, or children.

Ch. ii. 18. Then was fulfilled that which was spoken through

Jeremiah the prophet, saying, ^uvri h 'Pa/^a rizovsSa,

^x,XavilJ:,og %ai odup/Mog ToXvg, 'Fa^riX xXaiovda ra rinva aur^s,

Kai oh% ^6sXriaiv vapaxXridrivai, on ovk siffiv : Jer. xxxi. 15.

In Rama was there heard a voice, lamentation and great

mourning, Rachel bewailing her childi'en, and refused to

be comforted, because they are not. II. 2.

The departures fi'om the Heb. original are here quite trifling

;

they consist merely in substituting " great mourning" for " bitter

weeping," or weeping of bitternesses, D'^n^iori ''22, a correct,

though not the most literal translation ; and omitting the second

mention of her children, which is found in the prophet—" refused

to be comforted for her children," while the Evangelist simply

has, " refused to be comforted," namely, for the loss of her

children. What is not expressed is clearly implied.

Ch. ii. 23. And he came and dwelt in a city called Nazareth,

^ For some explanation of the circumstances connected with the fulfilment

of the prophecy, and especially its relation to the governorship of Syria by

Cyrenius, as stated in Luke ii. 2, see Appendix.

2 The received text has dpiivoc: before Khxvdfios, but it wants authority.
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SO that it might be fulfilled which was spoken through

the prophets, on Na^ujpaTog x'kri&T^Girai, He shall be called a

Nazarene. IV. 2.

The words here given as a quotation from the prophets are

not found in express terms in any one of them ; and the mode

of quotation, as from the prophets generally, seems to import,

that the Evangelist had in view, not a single prediction, but a

series of predictions, respecting Messiah, the substance of which

might be compressed into the sentence, He shall be called a

Nazarene ; that is. He shall be a person of low and contemptible

appearance, as the inhabitants of Nazareth were in a somewhat

peculiar sense esteemed (John i. 46). The reference appears to

be to such passages as Isa. iv. 2, xi. 1 ; Jer. xxiii. 1 ; Zech. iii.

8, vi. 12, in which the Messiah was spoken of as the offspring of

David, that was to grow up as a nezer, or tender shoot ; in plain

terms, rise from a low condition, encompassed for a time with

the emblems of poverty and meanness. Nazareth itself was pro-

bably derived from nezer ; so that sound and sense here coincided.

Ch. iii. 3. This is he that was spoken of by Isaiah the pro-

phet, saying, Owfj^ (3ooj\/Tog iv tt] ip^/J'OJ, ' Eroi/xdaars tyiv odov

Kuplov, suhiag '^roisTri rag rpifSo-jg avrou : Isa. xl. 3. The
voice of one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way
of the Lord, make His paths straight. II. 3.

The same passage is also quoted in INIark i. 3 ; Luke iii. 4,

and in precisely the same words. They are directly taken from

the Septuagint, except the last expression, rpi^o-jg avroV, for which

the Septuagint has rpijSovg rou ©foD ^f/jSjv. Both renderings, how-

ever, differ slightly from the expression of the prophet, which is

" highway for our God," iJ''n?i<? n?pJD. The sense is entirely the

same, only less fully and boldly exhibited by the Evangelists.

Ch. iv. 4. It is written, Oux ii: apru) /xovw Zri^irai 6 civ^pwrog,

aXX' sv leavri p^/j^ari szwopiijofj.svtj) dia (Sro[i,oLTog ©eoD : Deut.

viii. 3. Not on bread alone shall man live, but by every

word that cometh forth through God's mouth. I. 2.

The passage is most fitly assigned to the first class of quota-

tions ; for it is a close translation of the original, down to the

last word, the name of God. This is Jehovah in the original,

which is usually given in the Greek by Kupiog ; but here the

Septuagint has &io\J, and it is followed by the Evangelist, as it is
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also tliroughout, except in tlie substitution of sv cravr/ instead of

Jt/ TKi/r/. The insertion of p^,«.ar; in the Septuagint and the

Evangehst, without any thing corresponding in the original, is

only done to render the sense plain, and cannot justly be re-

garded as a deviation from the original.

Ch. iv. 6. For it is written, "Or/ roTg dyysAOtc auTou svTiT-.urai

'Tipi aou, 7tai sti ^iipuv dpovsiv fff, ,«,ii ttot-s '^posxo-^'fig 'xpog Xiijov

Tov iToha GoZ : Ps. xci. 11, 12. He shall give His angels

charge concerning thee, and upon their hands they shall

bear thee up, lest thou dash thy foot against a stone.

I. 3.

'

The meaning of the original is quite exactly given, and given

iu the words of the Septuagint—only a clause is omitted in

ver. 11 of the Psalm, " to keep thee in all thy ways." No
change is thereby introduced into the passage, which, as far as

it goes, is a faithful reproduction of that in the Psalm.

Ch. iv. 7. It is again written, Ou-a, Ix.'Triipdssig Kvpwv rh @i6v sov

:

Deut. vi. 16. Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.

1.4.

This must also be regarded as an exact translation ; for it

merely adopts the singular for the plural

—

thou for i/e ; an inter-

change that is constantly made in the Pentateuch itself, accord-

ing as Israel was contemplated as a plurality or a unity. The
Septuagint here adopts the singular ; so the words of the Evan-

gelist exactly correspond with it.

Ch. iv. 10. For it is written, Kvpiov tov @s6v sou TTpociy.uvyiasig, aai

ahr'^A) ij.l}\i<jj) Xarps-oGiig : Deut. vi. 13. Tliou shalt worship

the Lord thy God, and Plim only shalt thou serve.

HI. 1.

The same words are given in Luke iv. 8 ; they are those of

the Septuagint ; but they differ so slightly from the Hebrew,

that the passage might almost with equal propriety be ranked

under class I. The only divergence is in putting " thou shalt

worship," for " thou shalt fear," K^JJi. The fear undoubtedly

includes worship, as its chief outward expression.

Ch. iv. 14-16. In order that it might be fulfilled, which Avas

spoken by Esaias the prophet, saying, r^ Za^ouXobv xai ^5?

'Ns(pdaXiifi, odov QaKdetSrig wipav rov ^lopddvov, TaXiAaia ruv

ihuv, Xaog 6 xadyjfJLivog ev gxoTta (pSJg ildiv fi'iya^ xa/ Totg
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xad7]fj,svoig sv x^pa xai <Jxia davdrovj <pug anriiXtv avroTg :

Isa. ix. 1, 2. Land of Zabulon, and land of Nephthalim,

way of the sea beyond the Jordan, the people that sat

in darkness saw a great light, and for them that sat in

the region and shadow of death, light sprung up to

them. IV. 3.

It is but a part of Isaiah's prophecy that is here cited ; the

Evangelist begins in the middle of a sentence, and does not give

even the whole of what follows. The entire passage may be

thus literally rendered : " As the former time degraded the land

of Zabulon and the land of Nephthalim, so the latter makes

glorious the way of the sea, the farther side ("i?y) of Jordan,

Galilee of the Gentiles. The people (viz. of this Galilee), those

walking in the dark, see a great light, the dwellers in the land

of the shadow of death, light rises upon them." It thus appears,

that there are considerable differences between the Evangelist

and the prophet, but chiefly in the way of abridgment. His

purpose did not require him to produce the whole, and he gives

only a part—very naturally, on this account, beginning with a

nominative, y^ Za/3., while a fuller quotation would have required

the accusative. For the oo6v in the next clause, see at p. 28. It

has very much the force of a preposition, and means alongside, or

by the tract of, viz. the sea ; the sea-board portions ofthe tribes of

Zabulon and Naphthali. The only deviation worth naming, in

the portion that is fully quoted, from the precise meaning of the

orioinal, is in substituting " the people that sat," for " the

people, those walking"—,9,''?!''^n ^^'^ ; and " in the land and

shadow of death," for " in the land of the shadow of death"

—

niD^y pt«3. The difference in both respects is quite immaterial,

aiad seems to have been adopted for the sake of greater distinct-

ness. The Septuagint differs so much, both from the original

and from the Evangelist, that it has manifestly exercised no

influence here.

Ch. viii. 17. So that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by

Esaias the prophet, saying, Avrhg rag askniag i^fLuv sXd^iV

xai rag voffovg e^dgraSiv : Isa. liii. 4. Himself took our sick-

nesses and bore our pains. I. 5.

The Septuagint has here olrog rag dfj^apriag f]i/.ujv fipn, xai mpi

i'j,Siv odvvurai, This one bears our sins, and on our account is put
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to grief. So that the rendenng of the Evangelist strikingly de-

parts from it, and does so by adhering more closely to the original.

There can be no doubt that this is the case respecting the first

clause, " Himself took (i.e., took upon Him sb*J) our sicknesses,"

or diseases. But it holds equally of the second clause, which is

D^ap iJ''3srip^, " and our pains He bore them." The only pecu-

liarity in the Evangelist is, that he employs voaoug in the sense of

pains ; which, however, is a very common meaning of the word,

though not elsewhere found in the New Testament.

Ch. ix. 13 (xii. 7). But go and learn what is "E?.fo5 ^iXw

xai oh hdioL'j : Hos. vi. 6. I desire mercy and not sacri-

fice. I. 6.

The passage is again quoted on another occasion by our Lord,

at ch. xii. 7, and in precisely the same words. They give the

literal meaning of the original, and adhere more strictly to the

form than the Septuagint, which has "EXsog (JsXw ^ haiav. This

gives undoubtedly the substantial meaning—I desire, or delight,

in mercy rather than sacrifice—but it is obtained by a sort of

paraphrase.

Ch. xi. 10. For this is he of whom it is Avi-itten, ^Ihou iyu

a.'TToeTi'Kku rhj ayyi'fJjv fjbox) Tpo 'irpodu'Trou ffou, xa/ /carad/isuoiffii

Tr,v obo'j sou s/^-pofftJsi/ ffo-j : Mai. iii. 1. Behold I send My
messenger before Thy face, and he shall prepare Thy way
before Thee. II. 4.

In the original it is simply, " Behold I send ]My messenger

(or angel), and he shall prepare the way before ]\Ie." As given

by our Lord, there is a change of person not found in the

Hebrew

—

1 send . . . before Thy face, prepare the way before

lliee; and it is also a little more explicit—not simply send, but

send before Tliy face, and prepare, not the way merely, but ex-

pressly Thy way. The alterations are, like others of a like kind

already noticed, plainly for the sake of explanation. It was in

reality the same Divine Being who sent the messenger, and

before whom the messenger was to go, preparing the way. But

when that Divine Being had become man, and was Himself in

the condition of one sent, it was fit that He should somehow

indicate the diversity that thus appeared in connection with the

unity. And it was quite naturally done by the change of person

introduced, by which the sender appeared in some sense different
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from the person before whom the messenger went; yet, as

the messenger had just been declared to be greater than all the

prophets (ver. 9), who could He be, whose way the messenger

went before to prepare, but the Lord Himself, that sent him ?

This was evident to any thoughtful mind ; and to show it was

the same, and yet in one sense another, of whom in both parts

the prophet spake, was our Lord's object in slightly altering the

original words. The real meaning was not thereby altered ; it

was only adapted to existing circumstances, and to a certain

extent explicated. The Septuagint mistook the meaning of the

second clause of the verse, apparently from not knowing that the

verb njs in the Piel signifies to clear or prepare ; so, they ren-

dered "F]"!"] riDS by I'iri^'ks-^iTat odhv, he shall survey the way.

Ch. xii. 17-21. In order that it might be fulfilled which was

spoken through Esaias the prophet, saying, 'Uoii, 6 -TraTg

[JjO-Jj h fipirisa, 6 dya'^r'/jTog /mqv, ov svd6x7}gsv t] -^vyri /mow 6'/iau rh

'TTviv/Jiid ,UjO\j I'K auroVyZai zpiaiv roTg sdvsffiv d'Ttayyiki7. ah% iplffn ovd's

xpauydffii, ovds dKovffsi rig Iv raig irXaniaig rr^v ^uvrtv ahroZ' Jid-

Xa/jjov suvrsrpifM/jbsvov oh zarsa^s/, %ai X'lvov Tuf)6/j,si/ov oh gj3s6ii, ewj

av Ix^dXri iig vniog Tr}v zpi^iv. /iaJ rip ov6[Mari ahrov i&vri sX'iTiouffiv :

Isa. xlii. 1—4. Behold my servant, whom I have chosen,

My beloved, in whom My soul is well-pleased ; I will put

My Spirit upon Him, and He shall announce judgment to

the Gentiles. He shall not strive, nor cry, nor shall any

one hear His voice in the streets. A bruised reed shall

He not break, and smoking flax shall He not quench, till

He have brought forth judgment into victory. And in

His name shall the Gentiles trust. IV. 4.

By much the greater part of this passage might be assigned to

the first class ; for it gives a faithful representation of the original

—in this diftering favourably from the Septuagint, which pre-

sents a very loose and incorrect translation. It merely has,

" whom I have chosen," instead of " whom I uphold" i3"TjoriN
j

also, " He shall not strive, nor cry," instead of " He shall not ciy

nor lift up," ii.'&\ iih] pV'ii'l ii^ ; the former being only more expli-

cit, and affixing to the lifting up of the prophet the more definite

sense of boisterous and wrangling procedure. But at the close

of ver. 20, we have " till He have brought forth judgment into

victory," while in the original it is, " He shall bring forth judg-
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ment into truth"—t^St^^O X'^yv r\J2i6—or rather, " for truth (in

the interest of truth) He shall bring forth judgment ;" that is to

say, His administration shall be in accordance with the principles

of truth ; and that is not materially different from the sense of

the Evangelist, who represents the Lord's servant going on in His

quiet, peaceful exercise of goodness, shunning everything that

might lead to violent measures, or insurrectionaiy movements,

till judgment—i.e., righteousness in act and power— shall have

been rendered triumphant over all that was opposed to it. It is

a free rendering of the words of the original, but one that gives

with perfect fidelity their scope and import. And the same also

may be said of the last clause, " in His name shall the Gentiles

trust," which is the Septuagint rendering for what is literally,

" the isles shall wait for His law." In prophecy " the isles " is

often put for the Gentiles ; and these being said to wait for His

law, is as much as, they look to Him as their Lord, they trust in

His name.

Ch. xiii. 14, 15. And in them is fulfilled the prophecy of

Esaias, which saith, 'Axofi axouairi xal oh imti awrirs' xai

iSXs'ffovTig jSki-^iTB xai ov [X7i 'I'drirr S'Xa^vvdyj yap tj xapdia rou

Xaou rourou, /tat roTg uah [Sapsug yj-KOuaav^ xai rovg 6(p6aXfjjOug

auruv s-/.d/Ji.fMV(fav, f^rj Tron 'I'duffiv ro7g l(p&aXiM7g, zai roTg uffiv

axouffuffiv, >tai rri /taphia g-jvuffiv, xai s'Xi(Srpi-^uj6iv, xai ladoi^ai

ahro-jg : Isa. vi. 9, 10. Ye shall verily hear, and shall

not understand, and shall verily see, and shall not per-

ceive ; for this people's heart has waxed gross, and in

their ears they are dull of hearing, and their eyes they

have closed, lest at any time they should see with their

eyes, and should hear with their ears, and should under-

stand with their heart, and should convert, and I shall

heal them. HI. 2.

The quotation accords throughout with the Septuagint, differ-

ing only in the transposition of a single word, putting auruv after

6(pda'Xfioug instead of after ush. Nor does it any otheru^ise differ

from the Hebrew, than by using throughout the future instead

of the imperative ; ^Yhat shall be done, according to the Septua-

gint and the Evangelist, the prophet represents himself as com-
manded to do. But this was only a stronger form of the future ;

it ordered the melancholy results spoken of to be accomplished,
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because these were so clearly foreseen as going to take place,

that tlie Lord might as well instruct His servants to bring them

about. Winer, Gr. § 44, 3. So that the Greek version is but the

plainer and milder form of the prophetic declaration. In Acts

xxvii. 26, 27, it occurs again in the same form; and in John xii.

40, it is given historically as a state of things- actually brought

about by the Lord, " He hath blinded their eyes," etc. ; because

what, in such circumstances, was commanded to be done, might

equally be represented as in the eye of God already in being.

In all the places of New Testament Scripture, in which the

original passage is cited, it is applied to the mass of the Jewish

people of the apostolic age, as if directly spoken of them. But
it is clear from the passage itself, that it was uttered respecting

that people generally, and that the prophet spoke for a long time

to come.

Ch- xiii. 35. So that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by

the prophet, saying, 'Ai/o/gw sv irapa^oXaTg rh 6~6iJ.a fiov,

epiv^ofj.at x£x^u/x//Ji/a aero xara/SoX^s : Ps. Ixxviii. 2. I will

open my mouth in parables, I will vitter things that have

been hidden from the foundation [of the world]. II. 5.

In the first member the citation literally agrees with the Sep-

tuagint, and only so far differs from the Hebrew, that it puts

parables in the plural, instead of in the singular. In the second

member, however, the Evangelist very markedly differs from

the Septuagint, which has cp&iyt,oij.a,i 'rrpo^'krjiJjaTa ut' dpy^T^g, I

will utter problems—dark sentences, enigmas—from the begin-

ning. This is a pretty close rendering of the original Hebrew,

Dlp-^iip n'lT'ri nr^X ; excepting that " from of old," " from ancient

time," would have been a little closer than " from the begin-

ning ;" but the meaning is the same. The version of the Evan-

gelist, which expresses the same general sense, was obviously

intended to present a simpler meaning, and to give a sort of ex-

planation of the dark sentences spoken of, and of the ancient

time. They were defined to be things that had been hid, not pro-

perly understood, and that from the beginning of the world.

The spiut,o/xai of the Evangelist exactly corresponds to the Hebrew,

both signifying properly to sputter, or belch out, then to give

forth, or utter.

Ch. XV. 4. For God said, T/,aa rhv varipa xai ttiv jj/r^Tipa- Kai,
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'O xazoXoyuv <!raripa ri fiTiTipa Savdrai reKeurdro : Ex. XX.

12, and xxi. 16. Honour father and mother; and, He
that curseth father or mother, let him die the death. I. 7.

This may justly be assigned to the first class ; for it gives the

exact meaning of the original, only omitting the personal pro-

nouns, tin/ and his, after father and mother, merely on account of

the citations being turned fi'om the form of a direct address into

that of a genei'al charge. The Septuagint no further differs,

than in having the pronouns, eou in the first verse after father

and mother, auroD in the second ; and in having TsXivryjcu instead

of TiAiuTccTo. In Mark vii. 10, the cov is retained in the first part

of the citation, but not in the second. Otherwise, it agrees with

Matthew.

Ch. XV. 8, 9. Esaias prophesied concerning jou, saying, 'o

Xaog obroc roTg ^siXsdiv //.£ r//i.a, yj ds y.apdia avruv mppu ditiy^n

av I/JjOv' iMarriv bi csjSovTa! /x.s, diddaxovng diduffxaXiag, svrdX-

fiura dv^pdoTuv : Isa. xxix. 13. This people honouretli Me
with the lips, but their heart keeps far from ISIe ; but

in vain do they worship Me, teaching doctrines, com-

mandments of men. IH. 3.

The Evangelist here so nearly gives the words of the Septua-

gint, that the passage may be substantially regarded as an adop-

tion of its words. The only difference is, that the Evangelist

abbreviates the commencement a little, puts the verb after Xaos

in the singular, 7-/,ar2 instead of n/Mugi, and, at the close, while

using the same words, places them in another order ; the Sep-

tuagint has, hihdSKOVTig ivrdXiMara. dvdpui'xojv zai didasxaXiag. It is

in the last part chiefly, that this version differs from an exact

impression of the original. For the sentence, " But in vain do

they worship Me, teaching doctrines, commandments of men,"

the Heb. is iTie^O D'^^'iN myo '•nx DriXT_ \nril, literally, " and their

fear toward Me has become a precept of men, taught" (viz. by
men, as contradistinguished from God). An abrupt and some-

what obscure sentence, of which the Septuagint version is a kind

of paraphrase, giving what is substantially the same meanino- in

a fuller and plainer form. They seem to have taken Mni for

^rini, and Dn^5^'' for the second person plural Kal of the verb, thus

obtaining the sense, " in vain do they w^orship Me." This is not

distinctly stated in the original, but it is implied ; for their fear
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toward God being characterised as a fruit of man's teaching, ne-

cessarily bespoke its vanity.

Ch. xix. 4, 5. Have ye not read, that He who made them

at the beginning, made them male and female, and said,

"EvBxa TovTov xaraXii-^ii av&pu'xog rh Turspa %a,i Tr\v /xrjTipa,

xai KOAXr}dy}(^irai rri yovar/J avTOv, %ai iSovrai o'l duo iig CapnOj

jj/iav ; Gen. ii. 24. Therefore shall a man leave father

and mother, and shall.be joined to his wife, and they two

shall be one flesh. II. G.

The Septuagint is here all but adopted, and, for any practical

purpose, it is of no moment whether we should say, the Hebrew is

rendered with substantial correctness, or the Septuagint is in the

main followed. The Septuagint differs only in having ahroZ

after Tar'spa, which the Evangelist omits, and in putting 'rrpocTtoX-

A7)dri<fSTai Tphg Tr,v yoMania instead of y.oXk'/i&riSirai rfj y-jvaizi—varia-

tions of no moment. Nor is the difference much greater from

the Hebrew : this has his father, and his mother ; and instead of

they two shall be one flesh, it has simply the^/ shall be one flesh
;

by the ther/, however, plainly meaning the two in the preceding

context. The sense, therefore, is the same.

Ch. xix. 18, 19. Ou <povs{jffiic, oh iJjoiyjltGiig, etc. Thou shalt

not kill, thou shalt not commit adultery, etc., precisely as

in Ex. XX. 12, sq., and Lev. xix. 18. I. 8.

Ch. xxi. 4, 5. In order that it might be fulfilled which was

spoken through the prophet, saying, E/Vars rn hyarpi

liuiv, 'l6ou, 6 ^affiXsvg aov ipyjrai ffoi, irpatc xai s'rri^i^r^xug

sTi ovov zal s'zi "TrMXav v'lov 'wTtdZ^jyiou : Zech. IX. 9. Say ye to

the daughter of Zion, Behold, thy King cometh to thee,

meek and mounted on an ass, and on a colt the foal of a

beast of burden. II. 7.

There is a peculiarity in the commencement of this citation,

the " Say ye to the daughter of Zion" being found, not in Zech.

ix. 9, from which what follow's is taken, but in Isa. Ixii. 11 ; so

that there is properly the joining together of two Old Testament

passages. They both relate to the same thing—the one more

generally, the other more particularly. Isaiah says, "Behold

thy Salvation cometh ; behold His reward is with Him, and His

work before Him." Zechariah proclaims, not the salvation

merely, but the Saviour Himself, and His appearance and cha-
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racter. It is, no doubt, on this account that the two passages

are thrown together, and considered as one ; although, as it is

merely the preamble of Isaiah's that is taken, the pro])hecy

quoted as now fulfilled is strictly that of Zechariah. As given

by the Evangelist, it does not differ much from the Septuagint,

but it comes somewhat nearer to the original— omitting, however,

one clause, " He is just and having salvation." The last expres-

sion in the original, n'lJJiX'ja, more exactly means, son, or foal of

she-asses ; according to a common Hebraism, by which the

young of a creature is denominated the offspring of that kind of

creatures generally ; for example, "tpl"}3, son of the herd, off-

spring of cattle. The Evangelist gives the import more gene-

rally, foal of a beast of burden—including asses of course, but

not specifically designating them. The Septuagint had also

given the meaning in a general way

—

s-TnjSilSTjxug s-ri hiroZ^ityiov xai

TwXoi/ isov ; and this, no doubt, was partly the reason of the ren-

dering adopted by the Evangelist.

Ch. xxi. 13. And He said unto them, it is written, 'o o/xo'c /aou

oi/iog 'XfoGiMyjig KXridrjasrar uixsTg 8i aurov Troii/TB e-rjXaiov

XpgTuv : Isa. Ivi. 7 ; Jer. vii. 11. My house shall be

called a house of prayer, but ye make it a den of thieves

(or robbers). I. 9.

It is only the first part of this passage that is properly a cita-

tion ; and it is a literal version of a part of Isa. Ivi. 7. It stands

there, " My house shall be called a house of prayer for all na-

tions." Matthew omits the " for all nations," as Luke also does,

but it is given in Mark xi. 17. The other part of the passage is

the word of Christ Himself, charging the persons before Him
with an entire depravation of the character of the temple and a

frustration of its design ; but He does so in language borrowed

from Jer. vii. 11, where the prophet indignantly asks of the

priests and elders of his day, " Is this house, which is called by

My name, become a den of robbers in your eyes ?" Our Lord
purposely threw His accusation into this form, to impress on the

men of His generation, that the iniquities of Jeremiah's age had

again returned, and that consequently like judgments also might

be expected. It is an allusion, however, to the prophet's words,

rather than a formal citation of them.

Ch. xxi. 16. Have ye never read, "Or/ ix sr6>j,arng yrrxioiv xai

A A
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^rjXa^ovruv xaTTiprlffu ahov : Ps. viii. 2. Out of the mOUth of

babes and sucklings Thou hast perfected praise. III. 4.

A transcrij)t from the Septuagint. The Hebrew has Tj? ^"IB]*,

Thou hast founded, or, more generally, prepared strength. Earlier

commentators gave the sense of praise here, and in some other

places to, the noun ; and it is still one of the meanings ascribed to

it bj Gesenius. Such also must have been the view of the Septua-

gint translators. In the passages, however, where it is conceived

to bear this meaning, it rather indicates the strength, by which

God gets praise to Himself over His enemies, than the praise

itself. In the eighth Psalm particularly, the idea of such

strength is appropriate ; for children are plainly brought in there

to show how God, even by such weak and foolish instruments,

can put to shame His powerful adversaries ; the strength of babes

is sufficient for His purpose. So that we must regard our Lord
here as adopting the current version of the Septuagint, giving

the general sense, though not the precise shade of meaning in

the original. It merely differs in directing attention, more to

the result aimed at, less to the means of accomplishing it.

Ch. xxi. 42. Have ye never read, AlSov ov aTsSoxZ/xaffav o'l o/xo8o/j,ovv-

rsg, ouTog lysvridri ug xipaXriv yuviag' irafa Kvpiov syhiro avTYj,

xai sdriv 6a\j[ia(!Tri h 6<pSaX/j,oTg 7j/muv : Ps. cxviii. 22, 23. The
stone which the builders rejected, the same has become

the head of the corner ; it was the Lord's doing, and it

is marvellous in our eyes. I. 10.

The Septuagint is followed verbatim, as it is also in Mark
xii. 10, 11 ; Luke xx. 17 ; and, as far as the quotation goes, in

Acts iv. 11 ; 1 Pet. ii. 7. But the Septuagint here gives a

close translation of the original.

Ch. xxii. 24. Moses said. If any one die, etc. The reference

is to Deut. XXV. 5 ; but the passage cannot justly be

regarded as a quotation ; it merely professes to give the

substance of a provision in the Mosaic law.

Ch. xxii. 31, 32. Have ye not read that which was spoken

unto you by God, saying, 'Eyw si/m 6 Qshg ' AjSpaa/j^, xal 6

&shg 'ifTadx, xa/ 6 &shg 'laxw/3 : Ex. iii. 6. I am the God
of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of

Jacob. I. 11.

At once coincides with the Septuagint, and closely adheres to
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the Hebrew, but omits what is in both, after I am, " of thy

father," as not bearing on the point in hand.

Ch. xxii. 37. Jesus said to him, 'AyaTTjjtfs/s Kvp/ov rov Qs6v gou sv

oXp rrj xapbla cou, %ai h oXti rfi -^v/y] (Sou, xai sv oXv] rr, hiavoia

(Sou : Dent. vi. 5. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with (or in) all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with

all thy mind. I. 12.

The passage keeps closer to the Hebrew than to the Septua-

gint, which uses the preposition Ig instead of sv. The only ap-

parent deviation from the exact import of the original, is at the

close, in rendering TiN0"^3n with all thy mind, as strength is

the more proper meaning of the noun ; but it is mental strength

that is meant ; and consequently mind is really the same, denot-

ing the full bent and purpose of soul.

Ch. xxii. 39. ' Aya-iri^csic, rov 'TrXyjSiov (Sou uc, asaurov : Lev. xix. 18.

Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. I. 13.

An exact translation, found previously in the Septuagint.

Ch. xxii. 43, 44. How then doth David in Spirit call Him
Lord, saying, E/'-rsi/ Kupiog tSj xuplw i^w Kd&ou sx. ds^iojv [MOUj

lug av 6u roiig sy^&poug (Sou uTOKdrco rSiv Todoov (Sou : Ps. CX. 1.

The Lord said to my Lord, Sit Thou at My right hand,

until I make Thine enemies Thy footstool. I. 14.

Also an exact translation, and differing from the Septuagint

only in having i/Troxarw instead of Woto'o/oi/. The sense is the

same in both. The passage is cited in the same terms in Mark
xii. 36 ; Luke xx. 42 ; Acts ii. 35 ; Heb. i. 13 ; but in the three

last with j'ZO'Trohov.

Ch. xxvi. 31. For it is written, riara^w rov iroiij/sva, xal h%6xop-

<jn(Sdri(Sovrai ra itpb^a.r(x. rr^g voiiivm : Zech. xiii. 7. I will

smite the Shepherd, and the sheep of the flock shall be

scattered abroad. H. 8.

The rendering here is nearer to the Hebrew than the Septua-

gint, but it differs in putting the first verb in the first person

future instead of in the imperative, as in the Hebrew, and also

in adding r^c itoi[iv7\g, for which there is nothing to correspond,

either in the Hebrew or in the Septuagint. This addition is

omitted in Mark xiv. 27. The passage, as given in Matthew, is

merely the simpler and more explicit form of that in Zechariah
;

by using the first person future of the verb -rarafffrw, the action
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is more distinctly referred to God ; and by calling the sheep the

sheep of the flock, they are more pointedly described as the

Lord's select people. Both, however, were implied in the original

passage.

Ch. xxvii. 9, 10. Then was fulfilled that which was spoken

by Jeremy the prophet, saying, Kai sXa^ov ra rpidKovra

dpyupia, TTiv ti/jltiv rou rsri/xi^fjbsvou^ ov iri/j^TjeavTo a'xh viuv

'laparjXf xai sBuzuv avra slg tov ajphv rov xipa/j^scog, xa^a

evvsra^iv fioi Kvpiog : Zech. xi. 13. And they took the

thirty pieces of silver, the price of Him that was valued,

whom they valued from {i.e. on the part of) the children

of Israel, and gave them for the potter's field, according

as the Lord appointed me. IV. 5.

The most striking peculiarity in connection with this citation,

is the circumstance of its being ascribed to Jeremiah, while in

reality it is found in the writings of Zechariah. This point will

be considered in Section Second, as it bears upon the mode of

application. Viewing the words as those of the prophet Zecha-

riah, there certainly are considerable differences between the

original Hebrew and the Evangelist's version, though they affect

the form only, and not the substance. The Septuagint differs

again so materially from both, that it can have exercised no

influence. The passage in Zechariah runs literally thus, " And
the Lord said to me. Cast it (viz. the price, mentioned imme-

diately before) to the potter, a glorious price which I was prized

at of them (Dlivyp, fi-om off" them, on their part) ; and I took

the thirty pieces of silver, and cast them into the house of the

Lord for the potter {i.e. that they might be given to the potter)."

Here, the whole assumes the form of a transaction between the

Lord and the prophet, who personates the Divine Shepherd,

thus meanly rated by the people ; in the Evangelist, the people

themselves are represented as doing all—as might, indeed, have

been understood, would be the case, when the prophecy passed

into the reality. The change in this respect, thei'efore, is entirely

of the same kind with that which was made at ch. xi. 10 and xiii.

14 ; a change from the first person to the third, to adaj^t the

words more palpably to the historical fulfilment, and render them

more transparent in meaning. The same object led to the other

alterations. In the original, the passage is very strongly enig-
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matical ; and so, instead of literally qiioting it, the Evangelist

presents a sort of paraphrase of the words. But there are in

both the same leading ideas,—viz. that the Lord's representative,

the Shepherd of Israel, had a price set upon Him—that this

price was the miserable sum of thirty pieces of silver—that the

transaction was gone into on the part of the people, and conse-

quently by those who had to do with the house of the Lord

—

that, in token of the baseness of the transaction, the money was
to be somehow consigned to the potter—and that the hand of

the Lord was to be remarkably seen in the ordering of what
took place. The words at the close, " according as the Lord
commanded me," answer to the preamble in the prophet, " And
the Lord said to me," coupled with the imperative form of what
follows. The disposal of the price of blood was described as of

the Lord's appointment ; and, in like manner, in the history,

while Jewish rulers alone are mentioned as doing all, it is plainly

implied, that the hand of God directed the course of events into

the particular channel they took.

Ch. xxvii. 46. And about the ninth hour Jesus cried with a

loud voice, saying, 'hX/, 'h?./, Xa/xd ea^ax&avi; TovrsdTiv,

&SS fMou, 0si fLou, iva Ti [Mi lyzarsXiTig ; Ps. xxii. 1, My God,
My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me? I. 15.

The Hebrew is exactly given, but given in the words of the Sep-
tuagint. Mark only so far differs, that instead of &ss he has 6 Qi6g,

and instead of 'ha rl he has iig ri. The sense is quite the same.

ST. MARK'S GOSPEL.

Ch. i. 2, 3. As it is written in Esaias the prophet, 'Uou a-xos-

Tsk'ku ro\i ayyiXov /mou 'Trpo 'n'posu'rou aou, og xaraffxevdeei rriv

6B6v (Jov <i>cij]/7i l3ocio)>Tog h Tr\ Ipyj^cw, sToi/j,dffarB ttjv 68ov Kvpiov,

sudiiag 'XohTtb rag rpl^ovg avrov : Mai. iii. 1 ; Isa xl. 3. Be-
hold I send My Messenger before Thy face, who shall

prepare Thy way. The voice of one crying in the wil-

derness. Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make His paths

straight. II. 9.

The Old Testament passages have been already noticed—the

latter at Matt. iii. 3, where it appears in precisely the same form
;

I
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the former at Matt. xi. 10, from wliicli the words here no further

differ, than in substituting og for xal before xarasxsvd(^ii, merely

turning the second member of the verse from an independent

into a relative clause ; and by leaving out at the close 'lu^'jrpoediv

<rov. This abbreviates the passage, and so far departs from the

original, but the meaning is not altered. For the principle of

coupling two prophets together, and under the name only of one

introducing quotations from both, see the remarks in Section

Second, No. VIII., near the close.

Ch. iv. 12. In order that [SXs'TrovTsg QXiirutm xa) fir^ "buaiv^ kcci

axoxjovng axovooffiv )tai [Mr] ffwiuffiv, /jotj itari i'lriffTpi-^uffiv xai

afidrj auToTg : Isa. vi. 9, 10. Seeing they might see, yet

perceive not, and hearing might hear, yet understand

not, lest at any time they should convert, and it be for-

given to them. IV. 6.

The Evangelist does not expressly cite these words ; and we
only know, from their substantial agreement with the passage re-

ferred to in Isaiah, that they are a virtual quotation from the

prophet. From the manner in which the passage is given, how-

ever, it is evident that the Evangelist only meant to give the

substance of what was written. And accordingly, the words

actually produced are a sort of compound of the first and second

part of the original passage ; and, intent on the spiritual import

of the prophecy, the closing member, " and it be healed to them,"

is here turned into "and it be forgiven to them." This, doubtless,

was what was really meant ; but in so changing the passage here,

and in the other parts, it is plain that the Evangelist thought it

enough to give the substance.

Ch. vii. 6, 7. See at Matt. xv. 8, 9.

Ch. vii. 10. See at Matt. xv. 4.

Ch. X. 7. See at Matt. xix. 5.

Ch. xi. 17. See at Matt. xxi. 13.

Ch. xii, 11. See at Matt. xxi. 42.

Ch. xii 26. See at Matt. xxii. 32.

Ch. xii. 29, 30. The first commandment of all is, "Axous,

^IffparjX, Kvpiog 6 Qibg rifiuv Kvpiog ilg hriv xai ayccvriGiig

Kvpiov rov &i6v ffo-j J^ oXrig rrig xapb'iag ffou, xa/ i^ oXrig rrig

^xj-^g doVy xai e^ o7'.rig r^g diavoi'ag ffou, xai s^ oXrjg r/jg

^ayyog ffov : Deut. vi. 4, 5. Hear, O Isi'ael, the Lord our
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God is one Lord ; and thou shalt love the Lord thy God
out of all thy heart, and out of all thy soul, and out of all

thy mind, and out of all thy strength. IV. 7.

It is necessary to assign this quotation to the last class ; since,

while very nearly coinciding with the Septuagint, it still slightly

differs, without following the Hebrew. The difference is in-

creased by the clause, Jf oXr}g rrig diavoiag cou, for which there is

nothing corresponding either in the Septuagint or in the He-
brew ; but it seems doubtful, if the clause should form part of

the text. Tischendorf omits it. Besides this, however, there is

the substitution of !(rx'^os for the hwai/^iug of the Septuagint. The
change renders it fully more close to the Hebrew ; and (suppos-

ing the clause above noticed being unauthorised) the only de-

partm'e from the exact translation of the Hebrew is in the pre-

position l|, instead of Iv—pointing more distinctly to the action

of Divine love, as being from within outwards, and not simply to

its having its seat within.

Ch. xii. 31. See at Matt. xxii. 39.

Ch. xii. 36. See at Matt. xxii. 43, 44.

Ch. xiv. 27. See at Matt. xxvi. 31.

Ch. XV. 28. And the Scripture was fulfilled, which said, Ka/

/Asra aw'MMv IXoyledri, and He was numbered with the trans-

gressors. The passage is a literal translation of Isa. liii.

12 ; but the whole verse is wanting in the best MSS.,
A B C D X, and it is consequently omitted in the later

editions of the text.

Ch. XV. 31. See at Matt, xxvii. 46.

ST LUKE'S GOSPEL.

Ch. i. 17, corap. with Mai. iv. 5, 6 ; ver. 37, comp. Gen. xviii.

14 ; ver. 46, comp. with 1 Sam. ii. 2, sq. ; ver. 76, comp.

with Mai. iii. 1 ; ver. 78, comp. with Mai. iv. 2 ;—in

these and various other parts of the first chapter of this

Gospel, there are references to passages in Old Testa-

ment Scripture ; but they are concealed references, the

meaning of the original Scriptures being adopted, and

their language, with more or less exactness, also employed,
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but without any formal citation of them. The object of

the references, indeed, is as much for the purpose of ehici-

dating the Old, as confirming the New ; and hence there

is a considerable freedom in the mode of using the original.

Ch. ii. 24. According to that which is said in the law of the

Lord, Z,iuyog rpuyovojM 55 dvo vsoacoug mpisripojv : Lev. xn. 8.

A pair of turtle-doves, or two young pigeons. I. 16.

The translation is as literal as it could w ell be ; for the expres-

sion in the original, " two sons of a pigeon," is but a Hebraism

for " two young pigeons." The rendering of the Evangelist very

nearly accords also with the Septuagint.

Ch. iii. 4-6. As it is written in the book of the words of

Esaias the prophet, <i?uvri jSoSjvtoc iv rfj sprjixui- iroiiMdean

rviv odov Kupiou, svhiag 'ronirs rag TpijBoug aurou' cratfa tpdpay^

•TrXi^pud^ffSTS, y.ai tock opog xal jSovvog TwrnvcadriffsTai, xai 'iarai

rd sxoXid ug ivOiiag, xat a'l rpayiiai iig oho-jg Asiag, xai

l-^irai TaCa ca^^ to aurridiov rou Qioy : Isa. xl. 3-5. The

voice of one crying in the wilderness. Prepare ye the way
of the Lord, make His paths straight. Every valley

shall be filled up, and every mountain and hill shall be

made low ; and things crooked shall be [made] into

straight [paths], and rough ways into those of smooth-

ness ; and all flesh shall see the salvation of God. III. 5.

The citation so nearly agrees with the Septuagint, that the

Evangelist may justly be held to have followed it. The first

part of the passage occurred also in ISIatthew and Mark ; and

here too, as with them, the departure from the Septuagint and

the Hebrew merely consists in substituting a(jTou for rov &iou

yifj^uv. This Evangelist alone gives the latter and longer part ofthe

passage; and the language, throughout, with only very slight

and superficial differences, is that of the Septuagint. The Sep-

tuagint has 'Trdvrc/, before rd ar.oXid ; it has rpayj7a instead of

7pa-)(i7at, and inbia instead of ohoiic Xiiag : no difference in mean-

ing, grammatical diversities chiefly. The last clause, which

according to the Hebrew is, " And all flesh shall see it together,"

is in the Septuagint and Evangelist, " And all flesh shall see the

salvation of God." The object to be seen—the salvation of God
— appears to have been introduced for the sake of explanation.

The manifestation of God spoken of was plainly that of God as
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the Saviour of His people ; and the Septuagint ti'anslator merely

expressed what was implied in the preceding context.

Ch. iv. 4. See at Matt. iv. 4.

Ch. iv. 8. See at Matt. iv. 8.

Ch. iv. 10, 11. See at Matt. iv. 6.

Ch. iv. 12. See at Matt. iv. 7.

Ch. iv. 17-19. Opening the book, He found the place where

it was written, llvsD/Aa Kuplov W IfjA- ob ihixiv iy^pteh /x-s

iuayyiXisasQai 'jror^oTg, a.'XSGraXzsv /as [_idaac!l)ai Tovg auvrs-

rpifji,fMwug Tr,v xapblav—of somewhat doubtful authority],

ZTjpu^ai aiyf^fj^aXuToig afsaiVy 7cai ru(pXo?'g avajSKs'^iVj airoSTiTXai

Tsdpavfffi^svovg kv aipsasi, Krjpu^ai hiavrov Kupiou dsTtrov : Isa. Ixi.

1, 2. The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me ; because that

He anointed Me to preach good tidings to the poor, sent

Me to heal the broken-hearted, to proclaim deliverance to

the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at

liberty them that are bruised, to proclaim the acceptable

year of the Lord. IV. 8.

Supposing the clause within brackets to be a part of the text,

the Evangelist has followed the Septuagint precisely as far as

dva,l3Xs-\]yiv ; but after that he inserts the clause, dToanTXai rsd. h

d(ps(fsi, not found in the Septuagint, and in the last clause, which

is in the Septuagint, substitutes xripu^ai for -/.aXscai. It is obvi-

ous, that the Septuagint has been mainly followed, even though

its rendering is not very literal. Thus, instead of^oor, as the

persons preached to, the Hebrew expresses rather humble or

meek, D''13V ; and for healing the broken-hearted, it has hind up.

But in such a connection binding up and healing convey much
the same meaning, and the poor must plainly be understood,

partly at least, in a moral sense. The clause, " recovering of

sight to the blind," corresponds to what in the authorised version

of that part of Isaiah, runs " the opening of the prison to them

that are bound." But the original, nipTipS Dn^DXp, literally

is, " and to the bound open-opening," or complete release from

the evil under which they laboured. The evil itself is not dis-

tinctly expressed; and it is only by a sort of conjecture that pmon
has been inserted. The verb is almost always used of opening-

blind eyes (for example, in Isa. xlii. 7, 1. 10), which accounts for

the rendering of the Septuagint. The translator merely sought
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to bring out the meaning more definitely ; and even now—after

all the helps of modern learning have been called into requisi-

tion—this substantially is the sense that approves itself to some

as the best. Dr Alexander holds, that " the only natural sense

which can be put upon the words, is that of spiritual blindness

and illumination." The clause, d'xosrsiXai nd. h dip'sgn, appears

to have been imported from another part of Isaiah, ch. Iviii. 6.

But how it should have come to be introduced here, is incapable

of any proper explanation.

Ch. vii. 27. See at Matt. xi. 10.

Ch. X. 27. See at Matt. xxii. 37, and Mark xii. 29.

Ch. xix. 46, XX. 17, xx. 42, 43. See at Matt. xxi. 13, xxi. 42,

xxii. 43, 44.

Ch. xxii. 37. For I say unto you, that this that is written

must yet be accomplished in Me, Sti xai n,ird avofiwv lXoyie97} :

Isa. liii. 12. And He was numbered with the transgres-

sors. I. 17.

An exact rendering of the Hebrew, and but slightly differing

from the Septuagint, which has Iv roTg dvofioig.

Ch. xxiii. 46. E/g yi7fdc, gov vaparlh/jyai ro 'Trvsv/^d foou : Ps. XXXI.

6. Into Thy hands I commit My spirit. I. 18.

The words exactly accord with the original, and only so far

differ from the Septuagint, that the latter has 'jrapadriaof/.ai, the

future, instead of the present. The received text has also the

future ; but there can be no doubt that the other is the correct

form, which is that exhibited in the older MSS.

ST JOHN'S GOSPEL.

Ch. i. 23. See at Matt. iii. 3. There is here the substitution

of ih&\jva7i for hoiiJ^dsan.

Ch. ii. 17. His disciples remembered, that it was written, 'O

'QiXog Tou o'lKou eov nara(pdysTal jn : Ps. Ixix. 9. The zeal

of thine house consumes me. I. 19.

It only differs from the Septuagint by using the present instead

of the past tense of the verb. The Septuagint has xaTe<payi.

The original is closely adhered to.

Ch. vi. 31. According as it is written, " Aprov 1% rov ohpawZ
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UuKiv auToTg ipayuv : Ps. Ixxviii. 24. He gave them bread

out of heaven to eat. II. 10.

The more precise rendering of the Hebrew is, " Corn ofheaven

(n^!0K^'"}3"i) He gave them." The Septuagint corresponds with the

Evangehst, excepting that it has simply oupavov, without the pre-

position and the article.

Ch. vi. 45. It is written in the prophets, Kai 'isovrai 'Trdvrsg

8(dazToi &10U : Isa. liv. 13. And they shall be all taught

of God. 11.11.

The form of citation is very general :
" in the prophets," as if

our Lord had various passages in view, the substance of which

alone He meant to give. The words, however, so nearly coincide

with the passage in Isaiah referred to, that this is justlyregarded as

the original. The sense only is given ; the more exact rendering

is, " All thy children shall be taught of the Lord;" with which

also the Septuagint agrees.

Ch. X. 34. Is it not written in your law, or/ Jyw utov, &soi Ian
;

Ps. Ixxxii. 6. I said, Ye are gods. I. 20.

In accordance both mtli the Hebrew and the Septuagint.

Ch. xii. 14, 15. According as it is written, M^ fo^ov, ^vyarrip

2/wv idov 6 jSaaiXivg 6ou ipyzrai 7ia$7]fj,svog liti -ttuXov ovov :

Zech. ix. 9. Fear not, daughter of Zion, behold thy King
cometh to thee upon an ass's colt. IV. 9.

Comp. at Matt. xxi. 5. The passage is here given in a some-

what abbreviated form, and so as merely to convey the general

sense. It hence does not literally accord with the Hebrew, yet

differs but slightly from it, as far as the quotation goes : there is

" fear not" instead of " rejoice," and " sitting" instead of " riding"

—differences of no moment.

Ch. xii. 38. That the saying of the prophet Esaias might be

fulfilled, which he spake, Kvpn, rig s-Trlcrsuffiv r/j axori rj/Muiv;

Ttai 6 ^payjciiv Kupiov rivt a'7rv/.a'kii<p6r^ ; Isa. liii. 1. Lord,

who hath believed our report ? and to whom has the arm
of the Lord been revealed "? I. 21.

The Septuagint is here followed in the closest manner ; but

the Hebrew, at the same time, is literally rendered. Only the

passage begins with a Khpn, which is in the Septuagint, but has

nothing corresponding in the Hebrew.

Ch. xii. 40. See at Matt. xiii. 15.

k
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Ch. xiii. 18. In order that the Scrijjture might be fulfilled,

O rpuiyuv [LiT s,aoD rh aprov, s'X^piv s-tt s/ms ttiV 'Trrspvav avrou :

Ps. xli. 9. He that eateth bread with Me, lifted up his

heel against Me. II, 12.

The words are fully nearer to the Hebrew than the Septua-

gint, and differ from it so little, that the sense is no way inter-

fered with. The precise import of the Hebrew is, " He that ate

My bread, magnified against Me the heel." To magnify the heel

is a peculiar expression, and undoubtedly means the same as the

simpler phrase, " Lift up the heel;" namely, for the purpose of

kicking, or overthrowing his benefactor.

Ch. XV. 25. In order that the word might be fulfilled, which

is written in their law, on liMiGrisdv [mb hupidv : Ps, cix. 3.

They hated Me without a cause. II. 13.

The original is D3n ''3^on?1, they fought against Me gratui-

tously, or without a cause ; which the Septuagint also expresses

by sVoXs^a^jcai/. The fighting, of course, implied the hatred, and

was but the expression of it ; so that the sense is substantially the

same. And possibly this mode of rendering was adopted to indi-

cate more distinctly the moral nature of the conflict, and divert

the minds of the disciples from external weapons of violence.

Ch. xix. 24. In order that the Scripture might be fulfilled,

Aii'Mpiea^To rd 'I'jjdrtd. n,o'o iauro/c, xa/ Iff/ rov ifjjurKSfjjOV fioxi

sj3aXov xXripov. Ps. xxii. 18. They parted My garments

among themselves, and upon ]Myvesture they cast lot. I. 22.

The words are taken verbatim from the Septuagint, which

here exactly render the Hebrew.

Ch. xix. 36. In order that the Scripture might be fulfilled,

'Oariovv oh auvrpij3'/]girai avrov : Ex. xii. 46. A bone of Him
shall not be broken. I. 23.

The words again correspond with the Septuagint, and give a

literal rendering of the Hebrew, with the trifling exception of a

change of person and voice in the verb, to agree better with the

application made of the prescription : instead of " Ye shall not

break a bone," " A bone shall not be broken."

Ch. xix. 37. Another Scripture saith, "o4'oi'7'a/ s/'s ov s^ixhrnoaM :

Zech. xii. 10. They shall look unto Him whom they

pierced. I. 24.

An exact rendering of the original, with simply a change of
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person, to adapt it to the occasion, as a word spoken of the

Messiah, not hy Him, as in the prophet : hence, look unto Him^
not, unto Me. The Septuagint expresses it quite diflFerently,

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

Ch. i. 20. For it is \ATitten in the book of Psalms, Tiv7i&7jtu r;

'iirau'kig avrov sprj/jLoc, xai /xri sst'ij !> -/.aror/iuv h auTyj : Ps.

Ixix. 25. Let his habitation be desolate, and let there be

none dwelling in it. II. 14.

The sense is entirely that of the original ; only what is there

in the plural is here applied to an individual, and in the last

clause, " in their tents" is omitted, and a reference made by the

pronoun to the habitation in the preceding clause. The Septua-

gint does not differ materially.

Ch. i. 20. And rrjv sTiaxoTriv avrou Xd(3iT0 srfpog : Ps. cix. 8.

Let another take his office. I. 25.

An exact version of the original, and a transcript of the Sep-

tuagint, except in having XdjSsro for XdjSoi.

Ch. ii. 16—21. But this is that which was spoken by the pro-

phet [Joel], Kai iSrai sv raTg loydraig ruikpaig^ etc. The
wdiole of this long passage is, with a few exceptions, a

transcript of the Septuagint, and, as the Septuagint is

here very faithful to the Hebrew, it is at the same time a

close version. The h raig Uy^. rnxipaig of the Evangelist

is substituted for ,«.sra ravra of the Septuagint, and

1?"'?.1'.'? of the Hebrew ; there is a change of order in the

two clauses of the second division of ver. 17 ; at the close

of ver. 18 the Evangelist adds, xai 'xpo(priTsuffovffiv, appa-

rently for the purpose of rendering more explicit the

intended result of the Spirit's effusion, resuming what

had been in that respect indicated before ; and, lastly, in

ver. 19, there is for Iv oupavSj of the Septuagint, sv rip ohp.

avM', also for xa/ scr/ T-Jjg y^c, there is xai Cruxila. Wl rrig yr^g

xdroj. The slight additions are all of an explanatory

kind ; they seem to have been designed to render the

meaning at certain places somewhat more pointed and
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explicit. Though the passage approaches very nearly to

the first class, it should perhaps strictly be ranked with

the second. II. 15.

Ch. ii. 25-28. For David saith respecting Him, Upoopw/j^riv rhv

Kvpiov svui'jm /xou ha'Travrog, etc. : Ps. xvi. 8, sq. The pas-

sage throughout is taken verbatim from the Septuagint.

But the translation gives the original very faithfully

—

the only, and that a very slight deviation, being in ver. 8,

second member, where the original expresses, " Because

He is at my right hand, I shall not be moved ;" while

the other has, " Because He is at my right hand, in order

that I may not be moved." In rendering, however, so as

to give the meaning at once of the Hebrew and of the

Greek, the first clause should run, not as in the English

version, " I foresaw the Lord," but " I proposed," or

set, " the Lord ;" and again, at ver. 27, instead of,

" Thou wilt not leave My soul in hell," the exact im-

port is, " Thou wilt not leave (give up, abandon) My
soul to Hades," oh% lyKaraXii-^m; rriv -^v^tiv ftov slg oidrjv.

L26.
Ch. ii. 34, 35. See at Matt. xxii. 44.

Ch. iii. 22, 23. Moses said, "Or/ cr/sop^rijv v/mTv dvaffrrjan Kvpiog

6 0SOJ ufj,MV Ix ruv abiXfoov v/j^uv^ ug s/mv aurou dxovffsoSi xard

•xavra oda av XaX^ffrj vphg u/aSj. "'Esrcci 8s, Taffa -^vyrr^ ring dv

(j^Ti dxoxidri Tov Tpotprjrov Jx£/vou, s^oXi6psu67iciSTai sx rou Xaou :

Deut. xviii. 15, 18, 19. The Lord your God shall raise

up to you of your brethren a Prophet, like me ; Him
shall ye hear, in all things whatsoever He may speak to

you. And it shall come to pass, that every soul which

will not hear that Prophet, shall be destroyed from

among the people. IV. 10.

This citation differs as remarkably from the Septuagint as

that of ver. 25-28 coincides with it ; there is some resemblance

between them in the first part of the passage, but in the latter

part, not an expression is the same. Ver. 22 is an exact ren-

dering of the Hebrew, as far as " Him shall ye hear," with

which Deut. xviii. 15 terminates. But instead of proceeding

right onwards, or passing over to ver. 19, in what follows the

substance is given of the latter part of ver. 18, together with
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ver. 19. " He shall speak unto them," it was said, in ver. 18,

" all that I shall command Him." This substantially is added

after the quotation from ver. 15, " Him shall ye hear, in all

things whatsoever He may speak to you"—the things, namely,

that the Lord should command Him to speak. And then the

general import of ver. 1 9 is given. According to the original it

is, " And it shall come to pass, that whosoever will not hearken

to My words, which He shall speak in My name, I will require

it of him." St Peter makes it somewhat more specific, putting

*' every soul," instead of " whosoever," and " he shall be de-

stroyed from among the people," instead of " I will require it of

him." Not different in reality.

Ch. iii. 25. Saj'ing to Abraham, Kai Iv rw ff'Trip^arl gov muXo-

yrjd^ffovrai 'Trasai at irarpiai rrig yrjg : Gen. xxii. 18. And
in thy seed shall all the families of the earth be blessed.

H. 16.

It follows the Septuagint, with the exception of varpia/, which

it substitutes for Uvfj. The Hebrew has '•'''13, and consequently

agrees with the Septuagint. In the original call, however, as

given at Gen. xii. 3, the term for families is used, although the

Septuagint there uses (puXai.

Ch. iv. 11. See at Matt. xxi. 42.

Ch. iv. 25, 26. Who didst speak through the mouth of thy

servant David, "ifa ri s<pp{ja^av Uvriy xa/ Xaoi s/xiXsrriaav xivd
;

'jrapsdrricav o'l ^adiXtTg rrig yrig, xai oi ap^ovng ffur/j^drjgav s'jri

rh auTo xara rou Kvplou nai xarcc rod Xpiffrov avrov : Ps. ii.

1, 2. Why did heathen rage, and peoples imagine vain

things ? The kings of the earth stood forth (or up), and

the rulers were gathered together, against the Lord and
against His Christ. I. 27.

A literal transcript of the Septuagint, and also a fair version

of the Hebrew.

Ch. vii. 3, 6, 7, 26, 27, 28, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 40, 42, 43, 49,

50 :—In all these verses the words of Old Testament

Scripture are referred to, and cited, in the course of Ste-

phen's speech. With only one or two slight verbal ex-

ceptions, the Septuagint is followed, in which the plain

sense of the Hebrew for the most part is given. But as

the passages are recited in a merely historical way, and
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no specific application made of them, further than what

is imphed in their having a place in such a speech, it is

unnecessary to exhibit them here in detail. No principle

of intei^pretation is involved in the use made of them by

Stephen.

Ch. viii. 32, 33. Here again there is a simple production of

an Old Testament passage, as found in the extant Greek

translation, and perused by the eunuch in his carriage.

The version accords generally, though not exactly, with

the Hebrew.

Ch. xiii. 32, 33. And we declare unto you glad tidings, how
that the promise which was made unto the fathers, God
hath fulfilled the same unto us their children, having

raised up Jesus, as also in the second Psalm it is written,

T/o's [MOD il ffu, syu Gyjfiipov ysysvTjzd ffs : Ps. ii. 7. Thou art

My Son, to-day have I begotten Thee. I. 2(S.

The words are precisely those of the Septuagint, which closely

render the Hebrew. As to the form of quotation, some MSS.
have h ru> 'jrpdjToj ^aXfj.ui, which is preferred by Lachmann and

Tischendorf. If this be the correct reading, the apparent incor-

rectness is easily accounted for by the known practice of the

Jews, to regard the first psalm as a sort of general introduction

to the whole collection. In that case, what is now reckoned the

second psalm would naturally be viewed as the first.

Ch. xiii. 34. But that He raised Him from the dead, no longer

going to return to corruption. He spake after this manner,

6V/ Bu)ffM v/j^Tv ra osia Aautid roc T/uTa : Isa. Iv. 3. I will

give you the sure mercies of David. I. 29.

The words again are those of the Septuagint, which correspond

Avith the Hebrew ; only dojgu is introduced at the beginning, as

necessary to give a complete sense.

Ch. xiii. 35. See at ch. ii. 27.

Ch. xiii. 40, 41. Beware, therefore, lest that come upon you,

which is spoken of in the prophets, "idin, oi zaraippovrirai,

xai dau/MUffaTS %cci oapavisdyiTS' on ipyov IpyaQiiJjCLi iyui Iv ra7g

riljjipaig v/mojv, spyov o oh /u,rj 'Triarsvaars sav rig Ixdirjyj^rai \j[uv ;

Hab. i. 5. Behold, ye despisers, and wonder and vanish
;

for I will work a work in your days, a work which ye will

in no wise believe, if one should declare it to you. HI. 6.
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The Septuagint is followed with such slight variations as are

scarcely worth noticing. It omits the xai s-vilSAi-^an of the

Septuagint, which form its second clause, and also dav/Maffia,

which it has after davjui^dgars. It also inserts a second spyov—
'ipyov 6 oh [j^ri—which is wanting in the Septuagint. The Hebrew

expresses substantially the same meaning, but instead of "ye
despisers," has "ye among the ,heathen"—which undoubtedly

points to the moral condition of the persons addressed, their

heathenish, ungodly state of mind, rather than to their local

position ; and it also has nothing precisely corresponding to the

dfavladriTi of the Greek. The idea conveyed by this is implied

rather than expressed in the original. That the passage is

quoted so generally as " from the prophets," is to be explained,

partly, from the circumstance to be noticed in the elucidation of

Matt. xxi. 5,—that the minor prophets are scarcely ever indivi-

dually mentioned ; and partly because there is probably a refer-

ence to the very similar prophecy of Isa. xxviii. 14, which may
be regarded as the foundation of that in Habakkuk.

Ch. xiii. 47. For so hath the Lord commanded us, Tihr/.d Si

iig (pug sdvujv, rod i'lvai as slg (ruryjpiav sdjg sff^drcv rtjg y/js :

Isa. xlix. 6. I have appointed Thee for a light of the

Gentiles, that Thou shouldst be for salvation to the ends

of the earth. I, 30.

The Septuagint is again followed, excepting that the Hebrew
is more closely rendered at the beginning, by the Tidux.d as, for

which the Septuagint has dsduzd as slg diad^ixriv yswug. The pas-

sage before us differs from the Hebrew only in the latter express-

ing 3Iy salvation, instead of simply, salvation.

Ch. XV. 16, 17. As it is written, Msrd ravra, dvocarps-^oj -/.at

dvoiKodofi,7iaoi) rrjv ax,yjvriv Aavsid rrjv 'Trs-TrTUKvTav xcti rd xanaxaiJ^

fjb'sva avrrjg dvoixodofjbTjaM, -/.ai dvopduac/j ahri^r o^ojg dv sxZ,nTri-

euaiv 01 xardXoi'TToi rZv dvSpui'ffajv rov Kvpiov, %ai -Trdvra rd sdvri

s<f> o'-jg s'Trr/.szXrjTai to ovo/jyd fiou sir ahroug, X'sysi Kupiog voiuv

ravra : Amos ix. 11, 12. After these things I will return,

and will build up the tabernacle of David, which has fallen

down ; and I will build again the ruins thereof, and I will

set it up ; so that the residue of men may seek the Lord,

and all the Gentiles upon whom My name is called,

saith the Lord who doeth all these things. III. 7.

B B
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The citation is made almost verbatim from the Septuagint

;

but instead of /isra raZra dvaarp'i-^M, the commencement, the

Septuagint has h rr^ nij/spa v/.shrj. The latter is what the original

expresses ; and the explanation of the diversity here in the ad-

dress of James is, no doubt, to be found in the desire to indicate

briefly the period to which the prophecy referred, as implied in

the context : it was to be after the times ofjudgment and humi-

liation there threatened had run their course. The Septuagint

also, at least in most MSS., wants the rhv Kvpiov in the second

verse, though this seems requisite to complete the meaning ; and

it has after the dvop^uiffu avrrjv, what is omitted here, xadug a) ij/Mspai

To^i aiu)\iog, as in the days of eternity, or of old. Down to this

point, or throughout the first of the two verses quoted, the Sep-

tuagint renders the original closely ; but after that it deviates

very considerably from the Hebrew, though it still expresses the

general sense. The meaning of the original, however, is so plain,

that it is difficult to understand how it should have been so ren-

dered. " So that they may possess (or inherit) the remnant of

Edom, and of all the heathen"—this is what in the Septuagint is

turned into, " So that the residue of men may seek [the Lord],

and all the Gentiles." It has been supposed they might have

had a text, of which that was the literal rendering ; but this is

doubtful, as all the MSS. give the reading of the received text.

The reasons for the deviation can be only conjectural. But as it

is clear, that Edom was particularised by the prophet, only on

account of the enmity which animated the heathen toward Israel

having assumed in them its keenest form,— so that " Edom and

all the heathen" was as much as " all the heathen, not excepting

even Edom,"— consequently, the rendering of the Septuagint,

adopted by Luke, " the residue of men and all the heathen,"

comes, though in a general way, to much the same thmg ; it de-

notes all sorts of heathen, wherever a residue of the old tribes

might be found. And that instead of Israel possessing them, they

should be represented as themselves making inquiry after God,

the great fact is still indicated, that there was to be an entire

change of relationship between the covenant-people and the

heathen ; mstead of hating and fighting against them, the

heathen were to make suit to them, and press forward to obtain

a share in their peculiar privileges. But this, in substance, is
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all one with Israel possessing them, in the sense meant by the

prophet ; he meant, that Israel was to become, in what was

really important, the head of all the nations, and all were to

come to them for blessing. So that, while the import is very

much generalised in the rendering adopted, the leading ideas of

the prophet are still conveyed. And they are quite apposite to

the point at issue ; for they imply, that there were to be tribes

of men seeking after God, yea, over whom His name was called

as peculiarly His own, who yet were formally different from the

family of Israel.

Ch. xxviii. 26, 27. See at Matt. xiii. 14.

ROMANS.

Ch. i. 17. As it is written, 'O di hlxaiog Ix marsug trj<Sirai : Hab.
ii. 4. But (or, now) the just shall live of faith. II. 17.

According to the original it is, And the just shall live by his

faith ; or, as it may be rendered. And the righteous through his

faith shall he live. The apostle, undoubtedly, gives the virtual

import ; for, as the suffix in the original, inJIDX, undoubtedly re-

fers to the righteous person, the apostle could, without the least

injury to the sense, leave out the Ids. The saying is again

quoted in Gal. iii. 11, and Heb. x. 38. The Septuagint only

differs from the apostle's citation by inserting [lo\j after mcTiug.

Ch. ii. 24 and iii. 4 adopt the words of Isa. Iii. 5, and Ps. h.

4, as given by the Septuagint, and correctly expressing

the original ; but the words are simply appropriated as

suitable to the subject of the apostle's remarks, and are

not introduced as having any special or prophetical

reference to it.

Ch. iii. 10-18 is a series of quotations, in like manner, from

Ps. xiv. V. 9, cxl. 3, X. 7 ; Isa. lix. 7, 8 ; Ps. xxxvi. 1,

—

cited merely as proof texts on the subject of human de-

pravity and corruption, and without any peculiar Chris-

tian application. They are all taken fi*ora the Septuagint,

with occasional slight alterations, which indicate no ma-
terial difference of meaning, and call for no explanatory

remark.
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Ch, iv. 3. For what saitli the Scripture, ''E-Triarsuesv di ^A^paa/j,

Tui Qiui, xai sAoyiffdri avrui sii dixaiosvvrjv : Gen. XV. 6. And
Abraham believed God, and it was counted to him for

righteousness. I. 31.

The rendering is that of the Septuagint, and it gives the ori-

ginal with sufficient exactness. What in the one is " He counted

it," is merely put passively in the other, " it was counted to

him."

Ch. iv. 6, 7. According as also David saith, Ma>tdpioi m dipsdrjaiv

ov /xri Xoyicf'/jrai Kvpiog afxapriav : Ps. xxxii. 1, 2. Blessed

are they whose transgressions are forgiven, and whose

sins are pardoned : blessed is the man to whom the Lord
does not impute sin. I. 32.

The plural is here adopted in the first of the two verses,

—

" blessed they—sins—transgressions ;" while the original has the

singular. But the words are there evidently used in a collective

sense ; so that there is no real difference. The apostle follows

the Septuagint exactly.

Ch. iv. 17. As it is written, oti 'Traripa -ttoXXuv sdvSjv rshix.d ci

:

Gen. xvii. 5. A father of many nations have I made
thee. I. 33.

From the Septuagint, and a literal rendering of the Hebrew.

Ch. iv. 18. As it is written, Ovrug sffrai to d'rsp/j.a gov : Gen.

XV. 5. So shall thy seed be. I. 34.

The same as the preceding example.

Ch. viii. 36. As it is written, "On 'ivixiv eov Savarov/jc^ida oXriv r^v

fj/j^spav^ sXoyiedrj/xiv ojg -TrpojSara, e(payj^<: : Ps. xliv. 23. For

Thy sake we are killed all the day long, we are counted

as sheep for slaughter. I. 35.

Again quite literal.

Ch. ix. 7, 9, 12, 13, 15, contain passages from Gen. xxi. 12,

xviii. 10, XXV. 23 ; Mai. i. 2, 3 ; Ex. xxxiii. 19, which

are merely historically referred to, and are cited almost

uniformly in the words of the Septuagint.

Ch. ix. 17. For the Scripture saith to Pharaoh, "Or/ slg avrb

TovTo i^rtyiipd ffs, ocrwj edsi^ufiai sv aoi rrjv duva/M/v fjjov, xai oTug

diayyiXfi rh ovoj^d fiov h 'Trdsp rfj yf\'.
Ex. ix. 16. For this

same thing did I raise thee up, that I might show forth

I

«
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in thee My power, and that My name might be declared

throughout all the earth. I. 36.

Here the Septuagint is not precisely followed in the first part,

and the rendering is more close to the Hebrew. The Septua-

gint has sVsxsi/ Tovrou dnrrjprid7}c, ha.

Ch. ix. 25. As He saith also in Osee, KoKsgw rh ou Xaov fiov,

Xaov fjuov, xai ttjv ovx riyaTri/jjiv^^v, riyairrnMsvriv '. Hos. ii. 23. I

will call the not-My-people, My people ; and the-not-

beloved, beloved. IV. 11.

Here again the Septuagint is departed from, notwithstanding

that it gives a pretty literal version. The exact rendering of the

Hebrew is, "I will have pity on the not-pitied (lo-ruhamah),

and will say to the not-My-people (lo-ammi). My people art

thou." The Septuagint, in the first part, expresses, I will love

the not loved, ayacrj^cw rriv ohx jjyavr>!//.si')jv ; otherwise, it is quite

exact. The apostle gives substantially the same meaning, but

he expresses the sense somewhat paraphrastically.

Ch. ix. 26. Ka/ 'ierat h rw roTw ob Ippsdyi auroTj, Oi/ Xaog fiov

h/MsTg, 'vAit /(,'kri^7](Sovrai u'loi Qsov ^wvroc : Hos. i. 10. And it

shall come to pass, that in the place where it was said to

them. Ye are not My people, there shall they be called

sons of the living God. I. 37.

The Septuagint is here followed, excepting that instead of

exu xXrjS., it has zXrj. zai ahroi. But the Plebrew is faithfully

rendered.

Ch. ix. 27, 28. But Esaias crieth for Israel, 'Eav 6 aptQi^hg tSjv

uiuv 'TffpccriX ug ^ a/jjfji,og rrig daXdcigrig, to i/TToAsz/i/Aa ffood^irsrai-

Xoyov yap ffvvriXuv x,ai auvri/Mvuv sv dixatocvvrj' on Xoyov

C\)vriTiJ,riixhov rrotrjen Kupiog i-xi rrig yrig : Isa. X. 22, 23. If

the number of the children of Israel be as the sand of the

sea, the remnant shall return ; for He is finishing His
word and cutting it short in righteousness; because a

word cut short will the Lord accomplish in the earth.

IV. 12.

The citation approaches pretty nearly to the Septuagint, yet

does not exactly accord with it ; nor does it, in the latter part,

give more than the general sense of the Hebrew. The first part

is a close rendering : If the number of the children of Israel be
as the sand of the sea (referring to the promise to Abraham),
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the remnant (viz. that mentioned in the verse immediately pre-

ceding, " the remnant shall return unto the mighty God"—this,

but only this, not the countless, sand-like multitude) shall return.

Then the reason follows ; which in the original rvuis, For the

Lord God of hosts is making a consumption, and (or, even) de-

termined, in the midst of all the earth. The sentence is obscure

;

and a paraphrastic rendering is given of it by the apostle. It evi-

dently points to a work ofjudgment, which the Lord was going

to execute generally in the earth, and from which the covenant-

people were by no means to escape : Even in respect to them,

He was not going always to forbear ; and, while He saved a rem-

nant, He would, at the same time, accomplish a work ofjudg-

ment upon the many. This also is what is expressed by the

apostle, and more distinctly. The Lord was going, according to

it, to bring His word to an issue—an abrupt and determinate

issue—that would signally display His righteousness ; implying,

of course, from the connection, that Israel was to share in the

severity of its inflictions. So that this does not differ, in sense,

from the consumption determined, which the literal rendering

yields.

Ch. ix. 29. And as Esaias said before, E/ [j^n Kvpiog cajSaud

syTiarsXi'Triv rj/Jb?v crspfjt,a, ojg '2.6dofj,a civ iyivriSruMiv^ %at uig

T6//,oppa civ M/jboidj67i^u,iv : Isa. i. 9. If the Lord of hosts had

not left us a seed, we should have become like Sodom,

and should have been made like to Gomorrha. HI. 8.

The Septuagint is here followed verbatim : it differs fi-om the

Hebrew only m one word, in rendering a seed, empiMa, what in the

original is remnant, T''!^. It means, of course, barely a seed

—

a remnant so small, that it should merely suffice for preserving a

seed. So that the difference is only in form.

Ch. ix. 33. As it is written, 'iboij riSrjfii h 2;wv Xi&ov rrpoaxofjjix^aTog

KOLi 'TTsrpav (SzavddXov, zai o TiCTivuv sv avrSj oh •Aarai6&uv67j(Ssrai:

Isa. xxviii. 16, combined with ch. viii. 14. Behold I lay

in Sion a stone of stumbling and rock of offence, and he

that believeth on Him shall not be put to shame. IV. 13.

There are here brought together two related passages of the

prophet Isaiah ; the principal one referred to is ch. xxviii. 16, but

certain epithets, descriptive of the stone in respect to those who

refused to use it aright, are borrowed from an earlier passage, in
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cli. viii. 14. Tliere alone is the stone designated " a stone of

stumbling and rock of offence." The apostle, combining thus

two passages together, uses some freedom, as might be expected,

in the manner of quotation. He does not adhere closely either

to the Septuagint or to the Hebrew. The Hebrew, indeed, is so

nearly followed, that it may be said to be all but literally

rendered. The only deviation w'ortli noticing is in the last

expression : the Heljrew is CJ'"'n^ iO, shall not make haste ; while

the apostle, after the Septuagint, gives it, " shall not be put to

shame." Not different in meaning, however ; for the making
haste of the prophet undoubtedly points to that hasty flight which

they should betake to who made, not this foundation-stone, but

lies, their refuge : these should very soon be found in a state of

trepidation and flight ; while the others, resting calmly on God's

foundation, should stand fast, as having no occasion for rash

and precipitate measures.—The last clause is again cited at

eh. X. 11.

Ch. X. 5. For Moses saith, oV/ 6 Toirjaas aura civSpwrog Z^iaiTai sv

auToTc : Lev. xviii. 5. The man that doeth these things

shall live therein. 1.38.

The precise words of the Septuagint, but also corresponding

with the Hebrew.

Ch. X. 6-8. But the righteousness of faith speaketh on this

wise, Mj^ i't'-Trig Iv TTi Tiaphicc cov, rig avaBriSsrai ug rov ohpavov
;

rovr 'ieriv XpiCrov %aTayayi7r jj, rig xaralS^osrai ug rriv a(3uffc>ov ;

TOUT iffriv XpiffTov I-/. vsTCpSiv dvayuysTv.—'Eyyug Gou to p^/Mo,

sffTiv, sv ru) aroiMari gov xai sv ttj xapdia Gov : Deut. XXX. 12,

sq. Do not say in thy heart, who shall ascend into

heaven ? That is, to bring Christ down again. Or, who
shall descend into the abyss ? That is, to bring Christ

again from the dead. (But what saith it ?) The word
is nigh thee, in thy mouth and in thy heart.

This is not a quotation in the strict sense, but merely the free

use of certain words in Deuteronomy, Avhich conveyed a meaning

adapted to the apostle's purpose, and is intermingled with com-

ments or explanatory remarks of his own. The parts employed

are given pretty nearly in the version of the Septuagint.

Ch. X. 11. See at ch. ix. 33.

Ch. X. 15. As it is written, 'n? ojpa/oi o) '^rodig-rciv fvayyi>.i^o,a'ivc>n
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ayadd : Isa. Hi. 7. How beautiful are the feet of those

that publish good things. I. 39.

The original is here exactly rendered, only the apostle omits

" upon the mountains," as not required for his purpose. The
Septuagint differs considerably, and mistakes the meaning of the

first part, rendering ug upa it! tojv opsov.

Ch. X. 16. For Esaias saith, Kupis, rig i'Trignuffiv rfi dxofi ri/xojv ;

Isa, liii. 1. Lord, who hath believed our report 1 I. 40.

A transcript of the Septuagint, and a close rendering of the

Hebrew.

Ch. X. 18. Eig Tdffav rrjv yJjc, x.r.X. An exact citation of the

words in Ps. xix. 5, as found in the Septuagint, and also

correctly representing the Hebrew; but the words are only

appropriated, not formally quoted.

Ch. X. 19. First Moses saith, 'Eyw i:apatr\KMG(,i hiidg iir o\i% Uvii,

sTi sdvii dswETUj TapopyiSJ v/jjdg : Deut. xxxii. 21. I will

move you to jealousy by [what is] no-people ; by a foolish

people I will provoke you to anger. I. 41.

A close translation, but taken from the Septuagint.

Ch. X. 20, 21. But Esaias is very bold, and saith, Eupsdriv [Ji/]

roTg siJji jjbrj ^rirovdiv, sfj,(pavr,g h/svo/u^riv roTg ifiJi ijjr\ liriptaroidiv.

But to Israel he saith, " OXri^ rriv 7i,u,ipav i^sTsraira rag "/itpctg

(ho\j vpog Xaov dvudovvra xai dvnXsyovra : Isa. Ixv. 1, 2. I

was found of them that sought Me not, I became manifest

to them that asked not after Me. All day long I stretched

forth My hands unto a disobedient and gainsaying people.

HI. 9.

The Septuagint is followed in both verses, only the order is

somewhat varied; what forms the first clause here being the

second in the Septuagint, and the oX'/jv rr,v ri/^spav in the second

verse being thrown farther back. But the import of the Hebrew

is not exactly given. According to it the first verse is, " I was

sought of those that asked not, I was found of those that sought

Me not." And, in the closing part of the second verse, there is

but one epithet applied to the people— not " disobedient and gain-

saying," but simply " rebellious." There is no real difference of

meaning ; but the sense is somewhat more paraphrastically ex-

pressed in the Greek.

Ch. xi. 3, 4. Two passages from Elijah's history are here
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quoted, but merely in a historical respect, as indicative of

the state of things existing at the time. In both the

Hebrew is pretty closely adhered to, more so than in the

Septuagint.

Ch. xi. 8. As it is written,"E5aix£i/ alroTg 6 Qshg iTViviMo, xaravu^fw?,

o(pSakiMO\jg TOJ [Jj^ SXitsiv, xai oira rou iJ.ri d'/toviiv : Isa. xxix.

10, combined with Deut. xxix. 4. God gave to them the

spirit of slumber, eyes that they should not see, and ears

that they should not hear. IV. 14.

The apostle seems here to have combined two passages, as at

ch. ix. 33. The spirit of slumber is spoken of in Isa. xxix. 10

as judicially inflicted on the jDeople ; and an explanation is given

of what is meant by this in words derived from Deut. xxix. 4.

What might be expected in such a case, was that the general

sense should be expressed, rather than a very exact translation
;

and so in reality it is.

Ch. xi. 9, 10. David saith, Tivridr/TU -^ rpuTs^a auTum i'lg irayiha^

xai iig i)y!pav, nai s/g exavdaXov^ xai slg dvra'rodo/Ma auroTg'

Gxoris&riTujeav oi o^daX/xoi aurSov tou /j,yj /SXiffs/ii, xai rov vurov

a-jrojv bid 'Travrog auyxa/x-y^ov : Ps. Ixix. 22, 23. Let their

table become a snare, and a net, and a stumbling-block,

and a recompense to them ; let their eyes be darkened

that they may not see, and bow down their back alway.

III. 10.

The Septuagint is here followed with some very slight varia-

tions ; chiefly the leaving out of huj-rm ahrwv before j/c irayiba,

and inserting tig 6/jpav, which does not exist in the Septuagint.

Substantially, however, the apostle follows the Septuagint, though

this departs considerably from the Hebrew. The precise mean-

ing of the latter is, " Let their table before them become a snare,

and for peace (lit. peaces, salams, salutations of peace) for a gin

(i.e. what seemed to be for peace, let it become for a gin). Let

their eyes become dark, so that they shall not see, and their bones

continually shake." The rendering of the Septuagint, adopted by

the apostle, however it may have been brought about, gives the

general sense, though somewhat paraphrastically : the snare of

the one, and its substitution of a gin for indications of peace, is

amplified into " a snare, and a net, and a stumbling-block, and a

recompense," that is, into things entirely the reverse, but such as
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they had deserved by their own treachery. The other verse varies

less from the original ; it merely substitutes, " bow down their

back alway," for " let their bones continually shake :"—only a

different mode of expressing a state of oppressive and enfeebling

bondage.

Ch. xi. 26, 27. As it is written, "H|e/ Ijc 2/wi/ 6 pv6/Mivoc, a-roarps-

4'S/ asi(3siag airo 'laxwS' xa/ a'vrr\ ahroTg ^ Tap' s/jlou dia&rjuri,

orav d(peXufJ.ai r&g a/ji^aprlag avruv : Isa. lix. 20, 21. The

Redeemer shall come out of Zion, He shall turn away

ungodliness from Jacob ; and this is the covenant from

Me to them, when I have taken away their sins. IV. 15.

This citation differs less from the Septuagint than from the

Hebrew, but it does not exactly accord with either. " The Re-

deemer shall come to Zion," is the first clause in the original, or

"/or Zion," frv!? ; the Septuagint has svsxiv 'S.tuv ; but the apostle

says " out of Zion." And in the following clause, what is in the

original, " unto them that turn from transgression in Jacob,''

becomes with the apostle, who here follows the Septuagint, " He
shall turn ungodliness from Jacob." Pecuhar as these changes

are, they proceed upon the same principle as that which we have

so often had occasion to notice in previovis examples ; without in

reality altering the meaning, the apostle throws the passage into

a form, which virtually explains while it quotes ; as our Lord,

for instance, slightly altered the words of Malachi, to render them

of easier vmderstanding to those who lived when they were pass-

ing into fulfilment (See at Matt. xi. 10). In like manner here,

we have such an alteration put upon the original passage, as

might render the only fulfilment it could henceforth receive

more easy of apprehension. Christ, it intimates, will again come

to Zion, as He has already done, and come to such as turn from

transgression in Jacob—namely, for the purpose of blessing them

and doing them good. But having already come and finished

transgression, Christ has put an end to the old state and consti-

tution of things, so that the Zion tliat then was is now abolished

:

Zion, in the proper sense, is above, the residence of the Divine

Kinii;; and when He comes to visit His people for the full execu-

tion of His covenant. He must come out of Zion, even while, in

a sense. He may be said to come to it. And, as regards the Jewish

pe ople, now rooted in apostasy. He must also, in connection with
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that coming, turn them from ungoclHness ; for only thus could

the ends of the covenant in their behalf be accomplished, and the

Lord's coming be attended by the benefits pointed at by the pro-

phets. It is, therefore, the same prophecy still—only, by the

verbal alterations he puts on it, the apostle adapts it to the time

when he wrote, and renders it more distinctly indicative of the

manner in which it was to find what still remained of its accom-

plishment.

The last clause, " when I have taken away their sins," is a brief

and compendious expression for the state of blessing and accept-

ance, in which the people are contemplated by the prophet, and
which with him is more especially connected with the indwelling

agency of the Spirit. The Lord's coming finally to redeem and
bless, will take place, only when the barrier raised by their guilt

and alienation shall have been removed, and their personal state

shall correspond with their privileges and prospects.

Ch. xii. 19. For it is written, 'E/io/ JxS/xjjff/j, kyu avravanrobuieci},

X'sysi Kvpiog : Deut. xxxii. 35. Vengeance is Mine, I will

repay, saith the Lord. 11. 18.

The passage is not far from a literal rendering of the Hebrew,
which is, " Vengeance is Mine, and recompense." The Xsyei

Kvpiog is introduced for the purpose of indicating more expressly,

that it is the Lord Himself who there speaks.

Ch. xii. 20. Contains a reiteration, and in the words of the

Septuagint, of the exhortations originally given in Prov.

XXV. 21, 22. But they are not formally cited.

Ch. xiii. 9. Contains citations of the commandments of the

second table of the law, wdiere there was no room for

variation.

Ch. xiv. 11. For it is written, Zu iyu, Xiyu Kvpiog, OTi £,u.oi xd/j,-

v|/2/ tSi/ yovVj xai i^o/AoXoy^cSTa; Taffa yXuffffa rui 0£w : Isa.

xlv. 23. As I live, saith the Lord, to Me shall every knee

bow, and every tongue confess to God. 11. 19.

The original passage is abbreviated ; but it is so near to the

Hebrew, that the deviations make no difference in the sense.

Instead of " I live, saith the Lord," the prophet has, " I have

sworn by Myself, the word is gone out of My mouth in right-

eousness, and shall not return"—a fuller declaration, but not

different in sense. "Every tongue shall confess" is also sub-
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stantially the same with "every tongue shall swear," which is

the expression in the prophet. For in the Old Testament usage

swearing to, or in the name of the Lord, is simply to own and

confess Him as the one living God.

Ch. XV. 3. As it is written, O/ ovs/S/c/^o/ t-wv 0^5/8/ ^ocrwv <rs sTSTiaav

Jt' sfjbs : Ps. Ixix. 9. The reproaches of them that re-

proached thee fell upon Me. I. 42.

From the Septuagint, but exactly rendering the Hebrew.

Ch. XV. 9. As it is written. A/a rovro s^o/xoXoyTjgofxai 001 sv Uviffiv,

xai rui ovoijjari eov -v^aXw : Ps. xviii. 49. For this cause

will I confess (or, give thanks) to Thee among the Gen-

tiles, and sing praise to Thy name. I. 43.

Again from the Septuagint, and a literal translation of the

Hebrew.

Ch. XV. 10. Again he saith, Eu(ppdvdrjTi, sdvrj, /xsra roZ XaoD axjToZ :

Deut. xxxii. 43. Exult, ye Gentiles, with His people.

1.44.

Here the Septuagint is quite different ; it has ih(p. ovpavoi «,«,«

avTui. The apostle follows the Hebrew, only inserting the prepo-

sition between Gentiles and people, for the sake of distinctness.

" Exult ye Gentiles, His people," is the precise rendering of the

original ; addressing the Gentiles as now among God's people,

having one place and character with them.

Ch. XV. 11. And again he saith, AiviTrs 'Travra to, Uvyj rhv Kupiov,

y.ai sTaivsffdrc/jffav aurbv Tairsg 0/ Xaoi : Ps. CX\ai. 1. Praise

the Lord all ye nations, and laud Him all ye peoples.

L45.
From the Septuagint, which literally renders the Hebrew.

Ch. XV. 12. And again Esaias saith, "Earai i] pi^a roZ 'liaeai,

xai 6 aviffrd/ji^svog ap^nv b6vooVj It' aurOj sdvri sX'ttiovsiv : Isa.

xi. 10. There shall be a root of Jesse, and He that

ariseth to govern the Gentiles, in Him shall the Gentiles

trust. HI. 11.

Follows the Septuagint. The Hebrew is, " In that day there

shall be a root of Jesse, that shall stand as a banner of the Gen-

tiles ; to it (or him) shall the Gentiles seek." The Greek is a

free translation, but gives the sense in a simpler form. To be a

banner to the Gentiles, is, in plain language, to take the leader-

ship or government of them ; and to seek to Plim, in such a
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connection, must be all one with repairing to Him in confidence

and hope.

Ch. XV. 21. As it is written, OJg ohx avriyyiXTi TSf>/ auTov, o-^ovrai,

xai o'l ouK dxrixoaffiv, evvrjSovgiv : Isa. lii. 10. To whom He
was not announced, they shall see, and they that had not

heard, shall understand. HI. 12.

Again following the Septuagint, which differs from the origi-

nal only in some points that merely affect the form. It has " ivhat

was not announced or told them," and, at the close, " they shall

consider," implying, doubtless, that they should so do it, as to

understand.

I. CORINTHIANS.

Ch. i. 19. For it is written, 'AToX&i rriv 6o(piuv rojv aopuv, xul rr^v

aiiviaiv Twv svvbtojv dhr/iffu : Isa. xxix. 14. I will destroy

the wisdom of the mse, and the understanding of the

prudent I will set aside. II. 20.

The citation agrees with the Septuagint, except in the last

word, which is Kpv-^u in the Septuagint, I will hide. The
translation, however, though not the most literal that could be

made, undoubtedly gives the plain meaning of the original. The
chief difference is, that the thing is spoken of in the original

merely as done, while here God is directly represented as doing

it ; this was certainly what the prophet also meant. To make

men's understanding to become hidden, and to set it aside, are

obviously but different modes of expressing the same thing.

Ch. i. 31. An abbreviated form of the sentiment contained in

Jer. ix. 24, and not strictly a quotation.

Ch. ii. 9. As it is written, "A 6(p6aXf/,bg ouk sTdsv, xai oZg ovx

^xou(fsv, xai hiri xapdiav dvQpwirou ohx dv't/Sr}, osa riTol/j,affiv 6

Qsog roTi dya'rZeiv aurov : Isa. Ixiv. 4. Thmgs which eye

saw not, and ear heard not, and upon the heart of man
came not up, the things which God has prepared for

them that love Him. IV. 16.

This citation agrees neither with the Hebrew nor with the

Greek of any particular passage of the Old Testament. It

comes nearest, however, to Isa. Ixiv. 4, where the exact render-
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ing of the original is, " And from the beginning of the world

they heard not, they perceived not by the ear, the eye saw not?

O God, beside Thee (or, a God beside Thee), who will do for

him that trusteth on Him." It is an obscure passage, and is

rather paraphrased than translated by the apostle. The " neither

hearing nor perceiving by the ear," is a kind of reiteration for

the purpose of strongly asserting, that the matters referred to

lay entirely remote from any cognizance of men's faculties ; but

the apostle, instead of giving this duplicate reference to ear

knowledge, carries it into the region of the heart, and uses

words substantially taken from the cognate passage of ch. Ixv.

17, " it came not up upon the heart." The Septuagint has in

the latter place, ou
ij.7\

zir'iX&ri auruv It/ T7IV zapdlav, SO similar to

the phrase here employed by the apostle, that one can scarcely

doubt he had it in view. The citation, therefore, proceeds on

the principle of bringing distinctly out, by a sort of paraphrastic

interpretation, the import of the passage, and, while doing so,

availing himself in part of language furnished by another passage

in Isaiah's writings.

Ch. iii. 19. For it is written, 'O dpaffso/j^svog rovg ffo(povg h rrj

•zavovpylcf. alruv : Job V. 13. He taketh the wise in their

own craftiness. I. 46.

The original is closely rendered, but not in the words of the

Septuagint.

Ch. iii. 20. And again, Kvp/og yivuxfx.si rovg diaXoyiSfioug ruv

<so(pojv, on iidh iMaraioi : Ps. xciv. 11. The Lord knoweth

the thoughts of the wise, that they are vain. II. 22.

It differs from the Septuagint, and also from the Hebrew,

only by putting " the wise," instead of " man." But as man
is used emphatically by the Psalmist, as much as the most skilful,

the most aspiring of men, it comes to the same thing as the

apostle's wise.

Ch. ix. 9. For in the law of Moses it is written, Ou (ptiJ^diGng

(3ouv aXouvra : Deut. XXV. 4. Thou shalt not muzzle the

ox that treadeth. I. 47.

A literal translation, and in the words of the Septuagint.

Ch. X. 7. As it is written, ^Exadiasv 6 Xaog (payuv Tint msTv, xal

d'Aaryjcav ita.ilitv : Ex. xxxii. 6. The people sat down to

eat and drink, and rose up to play. I. 48.
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Another literal translation, and in the words of the Sep-

tuagint.

Ch. xiv. 21. In the law it is written, "On Iv iTipoyXdjGsoii xa/

sv yiiV^taiv iTipuv XaXyisotj rw XaQj to-jtw, xai ovd oyrcog s/Vaxou-

(fovrai fiov, Xsyu K-jpio; : Isa. xxviii. 11, 12. For in other

tongues, and in lips of other persons (strangers), will I

speak to this people ; and not thus [even] will they listen

to Me, saith the Lord. II. 22.

Here the Septuagint is qviite forsaken, being palpably incor-

rect. The meaning of the Hebrew is given, though not by a

close translation : what is there " stammering lips and another

tongue," is here put in an explicated form by " other tongues

and lips of strangers ;" i.e. unaccustomed modes of speech and

address. The same thing seems to be meant by both forms of

expression.

Ch. XV. 25, 27, 32, 45. The language is adopted of the follow-

ing passages : Ps. ex. 1, viii. 7 ; Isa. xxii. 13 ; Gen. ii. 7.

Ch. XV. 54. Then shall be fulfilled the word that is written,

Kars-TTodT] 6 6dmrog iig vTzog : Isa. XXV. 8. Death is swal-

lowed up into victory. I. 49.

A literal translation ; for fDip means to perfection, or to glory^

as well as to perpetuity ; but quite different from the Septuagint,

which has xars'Tniv 6 ddvarog la^ucag.

H. CORINTHIANS.

Ch. vi. 2. For He saith, KaipSJ h^ru) i-Tr^y.ouad Cou, -/.at IV ri,aspcf,

GMTripiag s(3orid7jgd eoi : Isa. xlix. 8. In an acceptable time

I heard thee, and in a day of salvation I succoured thee.

L 50.

A close translation, taken verbatim from the Septuagint.

Ch. vi. 16. As God said, on hoiarieu} h ahroTg xal s/j,'7ripi'Tarr,acu,

7cai 'iC!o/J,ai avrujv 0£og, '/.oci ahroi sffovrai (lou 7.aog : Lev. xxvi.

11, 12. I will dwell among them, and I will walk among
them, and I will be their God, and they shall be My
people. II. 23.

The meaning entirely accords with the Hebrew ; only, instead

of " I will set My tabernacle," it has " I will dwell ;" and it uses
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throughout the oblique instead of the direct form of address, as

in the original and the Septuagint.

Ch. vi. 17, 18. A/0 i^sXdsTi rx fjjieou avrojii xai a,(popia6riTS (saith

the Lord), xa/ a-ziaddpTov [Jj7\ a'TTTiG^v %ayw siadi^of/jai vfj,ag,

xcci sffo/j^ai ufMTv sig -zaripa^ xai b/jjiTg iffseds fj.01 slg v'lovg xai

Suyarspag—saith the Lord Almighty: Isa. Hi. 11, 12;

Jer. xxxi. 9, 33. Wherefore come out from among them,

and be ye separate—saith the Lord—and touch not the

unclean thing ; and I will receive you, and will be a Father

unto you, and you shall be to Me sons and daughters

—

saith the Lord Almighty. IV. 17.

The first of these two verses is a free translation of Isa. lii. 1 1

,

and a portion of verse 12, which contains an address to the Lord's

people, as redeemed, to go forth from their state of bondage and

depression, and to separate themselves fi'om all the defilements,

amid which they were placed ; with the assiu'ance, that if they

did so the Lord Himself would go with them and defend them.

Undoubtedly, the substance of the prophet's declaration is given

by the apostle. The remaining part of the passage seems to be

a compressed exhibition of the purport of several verses—in par-

ticular, the two referred to in Jeremiah. Jer. iii. 19 might also

be included, and 2 Sam. vii. 14 has sometimes been thought to

be referred to. In all these passages the same sentiment is un-

doubtedly expressed, viz., the acknowledgment of a filial rela-

tionship on the part of God toward those who should forsake

their sins, and give themselves to His service. But as to the

formal character of both these verses, it may be questioned whe-

ther they should be regarded strictly as a quotation— or, rather,

as an utterance of the Lord's mind by the apostle himself; though

couched in the style of ancient prophecy, and with reference to

certain passages, contained in it. So that we might say, substan-

tially, the Lord spake thus in former times; formally, and

explicitly, He speaks thus now.

Ch. viii. 15. As it is written, 'o rh -ttoXu ovx I'zXiovaffiv, %ai 6 rh

oXiyov oiix '/jXaTTor/jafv : Ex. xvi. 18. He that [got] the much
had no siu-plus, and he that [got] the little had no lack.

L51.
A close translation, and very nearly the same as the Septuagint.

Ch. ix. 9. As it is written, 'Efizopmgfv, iduxiv roTg Tivr.aiv, jj dixccio-
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ffiivrj avrou fxim elg rov ociajva : Ps, cxii. 9. He dispersed, He
gave to the j^oor, His righteousness endureth for ever. 1.52.

The same precisely as in the last example.

GALATIANS.

Ch. iii. 8. The Scripture preached before the Gospel to Abra-

ham : "On svivXoyyidrjgovrai iv 6oi <7rdvra ra. s&vrj : Gen. xii. 3.

In thee shall all nations be blessed. I. 53.

The original, in Gen. xii. 3, has families msteQ.d oi'nations ; the

Septuagint (pvXai ; but this is all one with nations ; and the word

for the latter is frequently used in the repetition of the promise :

Gen. xviii. 18, xxii. 18.

Ch. iii. 10. For it is written, on s'zr/.ardparo: Trag og ovx e/jt,fisvst

h TraSiv roTg yiypa/ji/xivoig s\j roj j3i(3Xiijj toj vCfJ/OV, rov 'rroiriaai

avrd : Deut. xxvii. 20. Cursed is every one that con-

tinueth not in all things that are written in the book of the

law, to do them. H. 24.

The citation differs only in a few unimportant particulars from

the Septuagint, and from the Hebrew only in being a little more

full and explicit. The latter has, " Whosoever does not con-

firm," or ratify, '' the words of this law to do them." Evidently the

kind of ratification meant is that of a steady adherence to them.

Ch. iii. 11, 12. See at Eom. i. 17, x. 5.

Ch. iii. 13. For it is written, 'E-TTf/.a-dparog rrdg 6 x/^^,«.a/^£^oJ srrl

^jXou : Deut. xxi. 23. Cursed is every one that hangeth

on a tree. II. 25.

The Hebrew has merely hanged in the verse actually quoted,

but the preceding verse uses the fuller expression, hanged on a

tree ; so that there is no real difference between the citation and

the original. The apostle, however, abbreviates the other part

of the verse ; he says simply, " cursed," while the original has

" cursed of God."

Ch. iii. 16. He says not to seeds, as of many, but as of one,

Kai Tu) 6-ip!J.ari aou : Gen. xxii. 18. And to thy seed

(which is Christ).

The passage was already cited at Acts iii. 25. But here it is

coupled with a peculiar interpretation, for which see No. XV.
C C
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Ch. iv. 27. For it is "written, 'Exifpav^r^n crupu, ^ ou Ti-Krouaa,

pr,t,ov xal fSorjSov tj ovx ubhovsa, or/ ToXXa tcc ri-Ava r/jg spyifj.ov

/j.aXXov rj Trig s^ovsrig rhv avhpa'. Isa. liv. 1. Rejoice tllOU

barren that bearest not ; break forth and cry aloud, thou

that didst not travail ; for more are the children of the

desolate than of her that hath an husband. I. 54.

The Septuagint Is followed throughout ; but it gives the ori-

ginal with fidelity.

Ch. iv. 30. What saith the Scripture? "Ex/3aXs t^v rraidiffx^v

7ta} rov v'lhv ahrrig' oh yap [x,r\ 'AXripovo,(j,^(rii 6 viog rrig 'xaidlex.rjg

(lira Tou v'lov r^g sXivDipag : Gen. xxi. 10. Cast out the bond-

woman and her son ; for the son of the bond-woman shall

not be heir with the son of the free-woman. I. 55.

This is also a literal translation ; only, it generalises the

closing words, by putting " with the son of the free-woman,"

instead of with " my son, with Isaac." Naturally ; for the words

were originally Sarah's ; but as the Lord sanctioned the principle

announced in them, the apostle fitly quotes them as spoken by

the Lord of Sarah's offspring.

EPHESIANS.

Ch. iv. 8. Wherefore He saith, 'Ava(3ag eig u-^^^og Tiy^akdiTivGii

a/'p^i-aXwff/av, idcoKfv bo/zara roTg a.v6pu)'roig : Ps. Ixviii. 18.

Having ascended up on high, He led captivity captive.

He gave gifts to men. 11. 26.

The rendering here adopted, which in the latter part only

differs fi'om the Septuagint, is a faithful representation of the

original, so far as the substantial import is concerned. The only

deviation from the literal meaning is in using the oblique, for the

direct form of statement, and substituting gave, for received, in

respect to the gifts of grace. The two words exhibit but different

aspects of the same thing.

Ch. V. 14. Wherefore He saith, "E/f/pa/ 6 y,akudc>jv xal avdara

Jx ruv viKpciv, xoci s-r/paucrs/ aoi 6 Xpisroc : Awake thou that

sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give

thee light.

The passage is introduced with a very general reference to
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Divine authority, specifying no particular Scripture where the

saying was to be found ; and as the words do not occur in any

book of the Old Testament, some have even doubted if there is

a reference to any passage in it. The mention of Christ at the

close plainly shows, that an exact or literal quotation was not

meant ; but rather a free use of one or more passages read in

the light of the Gospel. Such passages exist in Isa. Ix. 1, 2,

com p. with XXvi. 19.

Ch. V. 31. See at Matt. xix. 4, 5.

I. TIMOTHY.

Ch. V. 18. See at 1 Cor. ix. 9.

II. TIMOTHY.

Ch. ii. 19. And,"E7i'w Kvpwg roug ovrag aurov : Numb. xvi. 5.

The Lord knoweth them that are His. II. 27.

The words of the Septuagint are taken, except that Kupiog is

put for &s6g. In the original it is rather. The Lord will make
known who are His—not only knows them, but will make His

knowledge to appear. This is all the difference ; the one indi-

cating simply the fact, the other the visible manifestation, of the

Divine knowledge.

HEBKEWS.

Ch. i. 5. (on first quotation, see at Acts xiii. 32, 33, and No.

XII. of the Second Part). And again, 'e/w ho/xai alrw elg

rraripa, xal aurbg 'israi fioi sig v'lov : 2 Sam. vii. 14. I will

be to him a Father, and He shall be to Me a Son. I.

56.

In the words of the Septuagint, which correctly render the

Hebrew.

Ch. i. 6. And when again He brings His first-begotten into

the world. He saith, Kal 'n'pogxwyiffdruaav alrS) vavng ayyO.oi
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&iou : Ps. xcvii. 7. And let all the angels of God wor-

ship Him. III. 13.

Coincides with the Septuagint, except in using the oblique in-

stead of the direct form of speech. The original has Elohiin

instead of angels ; and there is the same difference at ch. ii. 7,

where see what is said in explanation.

Ch. i. 7. And as to the angels, He saith, 'o to;wv roiig dy/iXovg

auTov 'TTviu/jjara, '/.at rovg Xsiroupyovg avrou Tvpog (pXoya : x S.

civ. 4. Who maketh His angels (messengers) winds, and

flame of fire His ministers. I. 57.

The Hebrew is exactly rendered, and in the words of the

Septuagint, excepting in the last expression, which is there -rvp

(pXeyov.

Ch. i. 8, 9. And to the Son, 'O dpovog aov, 6 Qs6g, iig tov aluva

Tou aluivog, x.r.x. : Ps. xlv. 6, 7. Thy throne, O God, is

for ever and ever, etc. I. 58.

Throughout from the Septuagint, with no variations worth

naming, and giving a close translation of the Hebrew.

Ch. i. 10—12. And, 2u xar' apyag^ Kupn, rrjv y^v iSi/jjiXiuaag,

x.r.7.. : Ps. cii. 25, 26. Thou, Lord, in the beginning

didst lay the foundation of the earth, etc. I. 59.

Precisely as in the last example.

Ch. i. 13. See at Matt. xxii. 44.

Ch. ii. 6—8. But one testified in a certain place, saying, T/s

isriv a.\/Spu'7rog on //.(/j^v/jsk'/i ai/roD ; x.r.X. ; Ps. viil. 4—6.

What is man that Thou art mindful of him ? etc. III.

14.

The citation is made entirely from the Septuagint, and differs

from the Hebrew only in one clause. What is here riXdrrugag

auTov ISpa^u ri rrap dyyiXoug, Thou hast made him somewhat

less than the ano-els, is in the Hebrew D\i7&?D loytt ^imDnn Thou
hast made him want little of Elohim (God). There is, how-

ever, an ambiguity in the Greek ; for the (Spa^u n may refer

either to space or to time—lessened him either for a short period,

or by a little degree, though the latter is the more natural. The

Hebrew is more definite, and indicates littleness in respect to

degree or space. The application made of the passage consists

with the one aspect as well as the other; as will be shown in

the remarks at No. XVIII. of Second Section. And in regard to
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the Elohim, it is plain, that when man is spoken of as wanting

but a little of this, that is, of Deity, the term cannot be taken in its

strictest sense ; it cannot mean the Supreme Jehovah, in His

personal properties and perfections ; for the highest of creatures

stand at an infinite distance from Him. It must be understood,

therefore, in the looser sense, of something Divine-like in con-

dition and dignity. It is so used in Ps. Ixxxii. 6 ; Ex. xxii. 9,

comp. with John x. 34. In the same sense it must also be

understood in Ps. xcvii. 7, cited in ver. 6 of the preceding chap-

ter, where the Elohim are called to do worship to one higher

than themselves. Divine-like honour and dignity, therefore, are

all that, in such cases, can be fairly understood by the term.

And as the angels stand highest in this respect among created

intelligences known to men, they are not unnaturally regarded

as the beings, that most fully answer to the description. Sub-

stantially, therefore, the Greek version here gives the sense of

the original ; and some of the best commentators still concur in

it as the most appropriate rendering that can be given. " The
angels," says Delitzsch on the passage, " are called Elohim, as

pure spiritual natures that have been produced from God, and

are the purest reflections of the Divine essence."

Ch. ii. 12. Saying, 'AcrayysXw rh ovo/o-a sou roTg adiX(poTg /xou, ev

fiistx) v/.y,Xri6iag 'jfMvrjSoj os : Ps. xxii. 22. I will declare Thy
name to My brethren, in the midst of the Church (or

congregation) will I sing praise to Thee. I. 60.

The Septuagint is followed, except in the first word, for which

it has dir,yrj(!o/xai ; and the Hebrew is strictly adhered to.

Ch. ii. 13. And again, 'E/w sffofjMi •ziiroi&ojg sir ahrOj, I will put

My trust in Him. And again, 'l5oi) hyu -/.al ra iraihia a

/Ao; \h(.>i%iv h Qsog, Behold I and the children which God hath

given Me : Isa. viii. 17, 18. I. 61.

The Septuagint is literally followed in both parts of the cita-

tion ; and without any material difference it exhibits the meaning

of the original.

Ch. iii. 7—11. As the Holy Ghost saith, S-zj/xspok, lav rrjg pcmrjg

avrov dy.ouffaTs, x.t.X. : Ps. xcv. 7. sq. To-day, if ye will

hear His voice, etc. I. 62.

The words are again those of the Septuagint, but the division

made of them is not precisely the same ; for here we have " saw
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My works for forty years/' while in the Septuagint, and also in

the original, there is a pause after " saw My works," and the fol-

lowing sentence begins, " Forty years was I grieved." The sense

is still the same, and by coupling the forty years with the seeing

of God's works additional emphasis is given to the guilt of the

people.

Ch. iv. 4. For He spake in a certain place, Ka.1 KarB-TraixSiv 6

Qshg iv TT] TifMspa rJj eiSBo/XTi dvo Tavruv ruv 'ipyuv aurou '. Gen.

ii. 3. And God rested in the seventh day from all His

works. I. 63.

The passage is somewhat abbreviated, but it is exactly rendered,

and in the words of the Septuagint.

Ch. V. 6. As He saith in another place : 2u hpiuQ sJg rhv a'lum

xard TTiV rdt,iv 'MiXy^isihr/. : Ps. ex. 4. Thou art a Priest

for ever after the order of Melchisedek. I. 64.

The Hebrew again rendered in the words of the Septuagint.

Ch. vi. 14. God sware by Himself, saying, E/ i^nv suXoyuv suXo-

yriau ai, xai 'xXridyvojv itXr^hvu a : Gen. xxii. 17. Surely

blessing I will bless thee, and multiplying I will multiply

thee. I. 65.

There is no deviation from the Hebrew and the Septuagint,

except in putting cs at the close instead of (s-irkpiicA sou. It makes

no difference as to the sense.

Ch. viii. 5. As Moses was divinely instructed, "O/^a yap, (prieiv,

'TToirjang ird'jra '/.ard rhv rv'TTov tov dsi^d'svra ffoi iv rS) opii : Ex.

XXV. 40. For see, says He, thou shalt make all according

to the pattern that was shown thee in the mount. I. 66.

The words are again to a nearness those of the Septuagint, the

only difference being the use of the aorist participle instead of the

perfect dsdsiyf/^'svov. The original is correctly exhibited.

Ch. viii. 8—12. For finding fault He saith to them, 'l5oi) rji^ipai

'ipyjiVTai, Xiyn Kvpiog, xai gvvTiXeffu e'Tri rhv oixov lapariX, Ti.T.X,:

Jer. xxxi. 31-34. Behold the days come, saith the

Lord, and I will establish with the house of Israel, etc.

I. 67.

There is no difference worth naming between this citation and

the corresponding passage in the Septuagint ; it is substantially

a quotation from the Septuagint—only in one or two instances it

substitutes a phrase of like import for another—such as ffuinXegij
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fT/ rbv oJy.o)/ for diadTjgofJbai rui o'lKw, and hia&rjxriv sToiriaa for 8ii6e/ji,riv.

Throughout also the meaning of the Hebrew is closely rendered;

nor does any exception need to be made for the clause at the

close of ver. 9, where the writer of the epistle, following the Sep-

tuagint, has xayu ^j^fXjjca a-jru)v, and I regarded them not. In
the original it is D3 ''^?V^ ''t'^^^) which in the English Version,

and many others, has the sense put on it, "though I was married

to them." The same expression occurs at Jer. iii. 14, and has

received the same rendering. But the propriety of that render-

ing is justly called in question, and the translation of the Septua-

gint is rather to be maintained. The primary meaning of the

verb is to possess, or have dominion over; then to possess a wife,

to marry ; but finally, according to Gesenius, to loathe, to reject,

in which sense he takes it in the two passages referred to. " The
common meaning," he says, "may do in ch. xxxi., if it be rendered,

'Although I was their Lord;' but it gives a harsh sense; and

what weighs with me more, the signification of loathing is not

foreign to the primary power of the verb. For there are also

other verbs, in which the sense of subduing, being high over,

ruling, is applied to the signification of looking down upon, de-

spising, contemning."

Ch. ix. 20. Saying, Tovto rh aJ/j^a rrig diaSrjxrig 7]g ivsrsiXaro 'xphg

i/^aj 6 0s6g : Ex. xxiv. 6. This is the blood of the cove-

nant which God hath enjoined unto you. II. 28.

The sense of the original is substantially given, though differ-

ing slightly in form, and also departing somewhat from the Sep-

tuagint. The more exact rendering is, " Behold the blood of the

covenant, which the Lord hath made with you."

Ch. X. 5-7. Wherefore when He coraeth into the world He
saith, Qvaian /.«/ 'Trpotstpopav ovx ri6sXri(SaCj cojiJ^a hi xar'/iprleu

[Moij oXoxauTiSjiMciTrx 7ial TTipi aiMapTiag ov-x. 'i^vdoxyjdag' tots sJ'TroVf

^Idoii '^'xw

—

IV XKpaXidi [3i[BXio-j ysypa'ZTai •Jipi i/xov—ro[/ •ro/^ffa/,

6 Qihc, TO 6BXri,ad ffo-j : Ps. xl. 6-8. Sacrifice and offering

I did not desire, but a body hast Thou prepared for Me ;

burnt-offerings and offerings for sin Thou hadst no plea-

sure in. Then I said, Lo I come—in the volume of the

hook it is written of Me—to do Thy will, O God. III. 15.

This citation follows the Septuagint so closely, that the varia-

tions from it are quite inconsiderable. Instead of ovx yjCdoxngas
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it has o'jTi jirj^ffag, which is the more exact rendering of the original;

but the idea is the same ; and it is substantially all one, whether

the offerings in question are represented as not sought, or not

delighted in, on the part of God. The one implies the other.

There is, however, a very peculiar rendering given of a clause in

ver. 5. In the Hebrew it is 'b nns D^Jm, ears hast Thou dug
through (laid thoroughly open) for Me ; the meaning is, Thou
hast formed in Me a willing and obedient spirit, so that I preserve

an open and listening ear to all Thy commands. It is difficult to

understand, how this should have come to be put into the form

given it by the Septuagint, " a body hast Thou prepared for Me."

But the sentiment conveyed by it is substantially the same ; for

by the preparing of a body, in such a connection, is evidently

meant, a body formed and qualified for the service of God

—

ready in all its powers to yield the obedience required. The
contrast here is, between the sacrifices of slain victims, and the

free-will sacrifice of a living body, or a listening and obedient

spirit.

Ch. X. 16, 17. See at ch. viii. 8-11.

Ch. X. 30. For we know Him that hath said, 'E,ao/ ixdlxri'^ic, kyu

avra'aobujGM, Xiyii Kvpics. And again, -/.piiis? K-jpiog rhv Xabv

auTov : Deut. xxxii. 35, 36. Vengeance is Mine, I will

recompense, saith the Lord. The Lord will judge His

people. II. 29.

The only difference is in the form of the first declaration ; as

put in the original it is, Mine is vengeance and recompense.

Here the latter word is turned into an independent sentence, to

give additional emphasis to the meaning.

Ch. X. 37, 38. There is here a substantial appropriation of

the language of Hab. ii. 3, 4 : but there is no express

citation, and the original is used with some freedom.

Ch. xi. 21. Kai 'xpoai'/ihvriSiv sTi ro azpov rijs paBdou aurou : Gen.

xlvii. 31. And worshipped upon the top of his staff.

I. 68.

This is not given as a quotation, but it is actually one, being

the precise words of the Septuagint. According as the words

in the original are pointed, they admit of a different rendering

;

either that just produced, or the one given in the English ver-

sion, according to the Mas. punctuation, '^' He bowed himself
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(or, worshipped) upon the bed's head." The other is the more

probable meaning.

Ch. xii. 5, 6. And ye have forgotten the exhortation, which

speaketh unto you as unto children, T'/'s /j.ou, /j^n oXiyupn

'TTaibiiag Kupiou, /x»)5; izXuou u-t auTO\j eXsy^o/xsvog' ov yap

dya-rra Kvpiog aaibsvii, fxadriycT d'l 'rravra viov ov 'rrapadiysrar.

Prov. iii. 11, 12. My son, despise not the Lord's chasten-

ing, nor faint when thou art rebuked of Him ; for whom
the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth every son

whom He receiveth. HI. 16.

The Septuagint is followed verbatim, which only in the last

clause departs from the Hebrew ; but here it does so rather sin-

gularly. The Hebrew is n^y_ I?"^^ ^^31, and (or, as) a ftither

the son he delighteth in. The Septuagint apparently read the

first word as if it w^ere 2W3'', and so turned it into a verb, having

God for its nominative, and making it mean, " and chastiseth

the son whom He receiveth," or delighteth in. As this intro-

duced no change into the sentiment conveyed in the passage,

but only omitted the allusion to the earthly father, which, how-
ever, the apostle shortly afterwards takes occasion to bring out

in words of his own (ver. 9), he simply adopted the rendering of

the Septuagint.

Ch. xii. 20, 21. In these two verses the general import merely

is given of passages in the Old Testament. Ex. xix. 12,

13, 16; Deut. ix. 19.

Ch. xii. 26. Now hath He promised, saying,"Er/ d-^ra^, syu tsueu)

ov [lovov TTiv yriv, dXkd xai rov ovpavov : Hag. ii. 6. Yet
once, I will shake not only the earth, but also the heaven.

n. 30.

The citation differs from the Septuagint and from the Hebrew^

only in form : for the purpose of bringing out more prominently

the heaven as included in the shaking, what according to the

original is, " the heaven and the earth," is here made, " not only

the earth, but the heaven."

Ch. xiii. 5. For He Himself hath said, Ov ij^r, Si dm, ovd' ov imt)

Gi lyzaraXirruj : Josh. i. 5. I will not leave thee, nor will

I forsake thee. I. 69.

Follows the Hebrew closely, but differs in form from the Sep-

tuagint. The same sentiment occurs in Deut. xxxi. 8.
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Ch. xiii. 6. So tliat we may boldly say, Kupiog s/xoi ^oridhg, xaj

ou (poi3ri6ri<iofjba,i' ri voirjan fj^oi at/Spurrog ; Ps. cxviii. 6. The
Lord is my helper, and I shall not be afraid ; what shall

man do to me ? I. 70.

The Septuagint is cited, but it gives the original quite cor-

rectly ; for, " the Lord is my helper," is substantially one with

" the Lord is for me," which is the literal rendering of the He-
brew.

JAMES.

Ch. ii. 8, 23. See at Matt. xxii. 39, and Eom. iv. 3.

Ch. iv. 5. Do ye think that the Scripture saith in vain, -Trphg

ipdovov S'Ti'jrodu TO 'jvsufxa, o 'Aaruj/Hdiv sv yj/xTv ; the spirit that

dwelt in us lusts to envy ?

The reference seems to be to the passages which condemn an

envious or covetous spirit, as naturally working in men's hearts

—such as the tenth commandment of the law, Eccl. iv. 4, etc.

But it is only a reference to the general import of such passages,

not an explicit quotation.

Ch. iv. 6. Wherefore He saith, 'O Qshg Impn'poLvoig avriTdcdiTai,

rairsivoTg 6s diduaiv yjipvj : Prov. iii. 34. God resisteth the

proud, but giveth grace to the lowly. III. 17.

The Septuagint has precisely these words in the passage re-

ferred to. The Hebrew so far differs, that in the first member
it expresses, " Surely He scorneth the scorners." It is un-

doubtedly the scorn of a proud and elated spirit that is meant ; so

that the meaning is virtually the . same. A very similar anti-

thesis also is found in Prov. xxix. 23.

I. PETER.

Ch. i. 16. Because it is written, " Ayioi hisk, on sych dyiog :

Lev. xi. 44. Be ye holy, for I am holy. I. 71.

An abridged quotation, but quite literal.

Ch. i. 24, 25. For, 'Traffcc <sap^ XOf"""?? ""' ffSffa ho^a avr^g ug

a\i6og yoprow i^rjpdv6r) 6 yoproc, xai rh av&og i^i'jiffiv rh Si py}/ia
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Kuplov (jj'ivii iig Tov aiojva : Isa. xl. 6, 7. All flesh is grass,

and all the glory of it as the flower of grass ; the grass

withereth, and the flower fadeth ; but the word of the

Lord abideth for ever. I. 72.

The Septuagint is followed, which adheres closely to the

Hebrew.

Ch. ii. 6. See at Rom. ix. 33. The apostle here merely adds

a few epithets from Isa. xxviii. 16, which were omitted

by St Paul.

Ch. ii. 7. See at Matt. xxi. 42, and Acts iv. 11.

Ch. ii. 9, 22, 24. In each of these verses there is a silent ap-

propriation of Old Testament passages—Ex. xix. 6 ;

Isa. liii. 9, 5,—in perfect accordance with the Hebrew, and

in the words of the Septuagint. But there is no formal

citation.

Ch. iii. 10-12. Another sileiit appropriation of an Old Testa-

ment passage—Ps. xxxiv. 12-16—almost entirely in the

language of the Septuagint, and quite faithful to the

original.

Ch. iii. 14, 15. A similar adoption of the language of Isaiah,

in ch. viii. 12, 13.

Ch. iv. 8. A substantial, though not quite literal, appropriation

of the words of Prov. x, 12.

II. PETER.

Ch. ii. 22. It has happened unto them according to the true

proverb, Jciiwc STiffTpi-^ag stt! to 'Jdiov s^ipaf^a, xai ug XovGa/xsvr}

iig xuX/ff/Aa ^op(36pov : The dog is turned to his own vomit

again, and the sow that was washed to her wallowing

in the mire.

This is not properly a scriptural quotation, but the application

merely of a common proverb to a spiritual case. The first part

of it occurs substantially in Prov. xxvi. 11, yet not precisely as

presented here.
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REVELATION.

Throughout the book of Revelation there is the constant appro-

priation of the language of Old Testament Scripture ; sometimes

—as at ch. ii. 27, v. 10—sentences are adopted entire; but of

proper and formal citation there is no example, as, indeed, the

nature of the book did not admit of it.

GENERAL RESULT.

It thus appears, that of the four classes of citations mentioned

at the outset, there are—not reckoning repeated citations of the

same passages in the same or other books—72 belonging to the

first, 30 to the second, 17 to the third, and 17 to the fourth. In

other words, considerably more than the half of the whole, in

which the passages from the old Testament are closely rendered

—very commonly in the words of the Septuagint, but also occa-

sionally by an independent translation. In 30 more the differ-

ence between the original and the citation is merely of a formal

kind, some slight alteration being adopted in the phraseology,

usually for the purpose of adapting it better to its place as a cita-

tion, but without making any assignable difference in the mean-
ing of the passage. Indeed, so narrow often is the boundary

between this class of quotations and the first, that it is of no

moment, practically, whether they should be assigned to the first

class, or should form one by themselves. The third class presents

17, in which the Septuagint is followed, in preference to the

Hebrew ; but here again tlie variations are commonly of a formal

kind ; and even when they exhibit a substantial difference, it is

only by a sort of paraphrastic explanation being given of the

original, or by a distinct expression being imparted to a particular

aspect of the truth, such as specifying a result or a cause, which

the original did nothing more than indicate. In none of the

cases are we presented with a different sense, but simply with a

modified representation of the same sense. And in the remaining

17, in which neither is the Hebrew nor the Septuagint strictly

followed, there is a common principle pervading them ; that.
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namely, of rendering something peculiar or obscure in the original

more clearly intelligible to those who were immediately in the eye of

the New Testament writer, or to readers generally in Gospel times.

In the whole of this class of cases, as well as ofthe immediately pre-

ceding one, the general meaning ofthe ancient Scripture is still pre-

served, and nothing in doctrine or precept is built upon the super-

ficial diiferences existing between the citation and the original.

It is, therefore, a groundless and unwarranted application to

make of these occasional departures from the exact import of the

original, when they are employed as an argument against tlie

plenary inspiration of Scripture. So, for example, Dr Davidson,

in his Hermeneutics (p. 513) ; he holds, that the freedom with

which the New Testament Avriters cite the Scriptures of the

Old Testament, is a conchisive proof against such inspiration.

For, he argues, " the terms and phrases of the Old Testament, if

literally inspired, were the best that could have been adopted.

Why, then, did not the writers of the New Testament give, as

nearly as possible, these best terms and phrases ? They should

have adhered to the ipsissima verba of the Holy Spirit (seeing

they were the best), as closely as the genius of the Hebrew and
Greek languages allowed. But, instead of this, they have widely

departed from them." We are afraid this argument, if valid,

would go much further than establish a conclusion against what
is termed verhal inspiration. The question cannot be one merely

of w^ords ; for if not the main import, yet the precise shade of

meaning, is necessarily affected by the deviations ; so that, on the

principle in question, the New Testament writers are liable to

the charge of having chosen an inferior thing to what lay actually

before them ; they altered, to some extent, the statements of

Scripture, and altered them to the worse. But the argument
rests upon a fallacy—the fallacy of supposing, that what is the

best in certain circumstances, what may have been best when the

ancient prophets wrote, must also be the best when apostles and
evangelists brought into notice the fulfilment of their words. By
that time circumstances were materially changed; and it may have
been expedient, it may even have been required by the highest spi-

ritual wisdom, to adopt some slight modification of the original pas-

sage,or to give an explanatory rendering of its terms, so as to adapt it

the better to the purpose of its application. Even in those cases, in
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which, for anything we can see, a closer translation would have

served equally well the purpose of the writer, it may have been

worthy of the inspiring Spirit, and perfectly consistent with the

fullest inspiration of the original Scriptures, that the sense should

have been given in a iree current translation ; for the principle

was thereby sanctioned of a rational freedom in the handling of

Scripture, as opposed to the rigid formalism and superstitious

regard to the letter, which prevailed among the Kabbinical Jews.

The Church of the New Testament, we are thereby taught, is

not bound by the pedantic trammels which Jewish authorities

imposed, and which, by spending its solicitude upon the shell,

comparatively neglected the kernel. The stress occasionally laid

in the New Testament upon particular words in passages of the

Old, and even on the number and tenses of words—as at Matt,

xxii. 32, 45 ; Gal. iii. 16 ; Heb. i. 5, v. 10—sufficiently proves

what a value attaches to the very form of the Divine communi-
cations, and how necessaiy it is to connect the element of inspira-

tion with the written record as it stands. It shows that God's

words are pure words, and that, if fairly interpreted, they cannot

be too closely pressed. But in other cases, when nothing de-

pended upon a rigid adherence to the letter, the practice of the

sacred writers, not scrupulously to stickle about this, but to give

prominence simply to the substance of the revelation, is fraught

also with an important lesson ; since it teaches us, that the letter

is valuable only for the truth couched in it, and that the one is

no further to be prized and contended for, than may be required

for the exhibition of the other.

The practice in this respect of the sacred writers is followed

every day still, and followed by persons who hold the strictest

views of inspiration. They never imagine, while they quote

passages from a current translation, though it may not give the

meaning to the nicest shade, or themselves slightly modify the

form of words to suit the particular application made of them, that

they are thereby compromising the plenary inspiration of Scrip-

ture. They do not the less hold every jot and tittle of it to be

sacred, that they at times find it unnecessary to press what is

comparatively but a jot or tittle. Indeed, the matter in this aspect

of it has been quite properly put by the writer just quoted, and in

a manner, that seems to accord ill with what fell from him on
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verbal inspiration. "It is unreasonable to expect," he says, "that

the apostles should scrupulously abide by the precise words of the

passages they quote. By a slight deviation from the Greek, they

sometimes rendered the sense clearer and more explicit; at other

times they paraphrased, rather than translated, the original

Hebrew. In every instance we suppose them to have been

directed by the superintending Spirit, Avho infallibly kept them

from error, and guided them in selecting the most appropriate

terms, where tlieir own judgments would have failed." (P. 470.)

There is, however, a point connected with the citations from

the Old Testament, which seems somewhat strange, and admits

of no proper explanation—although it can scarcely be said to

touch upon the doctrine of inspiration, or to involve any question

of principle. It is in respect to the apparent capriciousness of

the treatment given to the Septuagint translation. Sometimes

it is followed with great regularity for a series of passages, and

then, it is suddenly abandoned at places where its rendering is

not less, or even more exact. Thus at Matt, xxvii. 9, 10, a

rendering is preferred markedly differing from the Septuagint,

itself too one of the most peculiar, while in several preceding

quotations the words of the Septuagint were almost literally

adopted. So again, at John xv. 25, the Septuagint is departed

from, where it literally renders the original, but in the two fol-

lowing citations it is implicitly followed. There are similar

irregularities elsewhere, particularly in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

where, usually, the Septuagint is closely followed, while yet at

certain passages a somewhat different rendering is preferred (see

ch. ix. 20, X. 30, xii. 26). This alternating use and disuse of

the Septviagint as a translation of Old Testament Scripture finds

no explanation in any existing relations, or spiritual principle,

with which we are acquainted.
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SECTION SECOND.

QUOTATIONS FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE NEAV, CON-

SIDERED IN RESPECT TO THE MODE OF APPLICATION.

It is but a comparatively small number of the passages, which

have been already produced and compared with the original

Scriptures, that require to be brought up for consideration here.

The use made of them in the New Testament is, for the most

part, so transparently reasonable and proper, that among thought-

ful and sober-minded Christians there can be but one opinion

regarding it. We shall, therefore, as formerly intimated, limit

our inquiry to the examples which have chiefly created embar-

rassment, and require explanation.

I.

Matt. i. 22, 23 ; Isa. vii. 14.

It is remarkable, that the application of no testimony of Old
Testament Scripture to the transactions of the New, has given

rise to more variety of opinion, or is more frequently called up

for fresh discussion, than the one, which meets us at the very-

threshold of the Gospels,—in Matt. i. 22, 23, where we are told,

that the things concerning the miraculous conception of Christ

took place, that the prophecy in Isa. vii, 14 might be fulfilled,

which said, " Behold the virgin shall conceive, and bear a son,

and they shall call His name Immanuel." By a large body of

interpreters it is held, that in this application there is a certain

accommodation of the prophecy to what was not primarily, if at

all, contemplated in it; and that the child to be born and called

Immanuel was, in the first instance at least, to be a child pro-

duced in the ordinary course of nature, and within a very short

period from the deliverance of the prophecy. They argue this

on the ground, that the birth of the child was to form the sign of

Judah's speedy deliverance from the hostile assaults of Syria and

Israel ; insomuch that, before he should know to discern the evil

and the good, those two lands should be forsaken of their kings
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(ver. 16). They, therefore, conceive, that by the child-bearing

virgin must primarily be meant a then living maid—a maid pre-

sently to be married, and to have offspring ; that to this offspring

a symbolical name should be given, as a pledge of the Divine

favoiu' and protection, and that the pledge should be verified

within two or three years by the removal of the kings of Syria

and Israel. So that the Evangelist Matthew must, either have

accommodated a prediction to Christian times, which did not

originally and properly point to them, or the prediction of itself

admitted and justified such an application because of a typical

relationship between the nearer and the more remote birth—the

one being like the foreshadowing sign of a much greater future.

Many subordinate difi'erences exist among the interpreters, who
concur in the more fundamental part of this view ; they only

differ as to the particular almali, or virgin, and child that may be

meant, and the way in which the ultimate is to be connected

with the primary application. But as such shades of difference

do not affect the principle of the interpretation, or obviate the

objections, to which in any form it appears to me liable, there is

no need for going into details.

I. (1.) To begin with the negative aspect of the matter, or

the objections that present themselves to this mode of interpre-

tation, we remark, first of all, that there is obviously in it the

want of a proper nexus between the two events, such as the

application of the Evangelist seems to indicate, and as the nature

of the relation itself would require. We take for granted, that

there was a relation of some kind ; for the mere accommodation-

ists are not worth arguing against. The Evangelist, then,

plainly appears to have found, in the words of the prophet, an
explicit and definite announcement of Messiah's wonderful birth

and person, as being in Himself a marvellovis combination of the

Divine and human, and as born into this world the singular

offspring of a virgin. However he may have found this in the

prophecy, he certainly appears to have found it ; and can the

right to do so be justified on such a relationship between the

immediate and the ultimate as the view under consideration, in

any of its forms, supposes ? One can conceive of a birth among
the chosen people so brought about and so circumstanced, as that

D D
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it might fitly enough be taken for a prophetical sign or prefigu-

ration of Christ's birtli. The birth of Isaac was pre-eminently

one of that description ; there was a quite special and super-

natural element in the one as well as in the other ; and in both

cases alike connected with the higher interests of the Divine

kingdom. Such, too, in a measure, was the case with Solomon,

the immediate successor of David on the throne of the kingdom.

But in such cases there was a peculiarity connected with the

parentage ; a typical relationship already existed there, forming

the ground of the prospective reference of the birth ; and it

became comparatively easy to pass from the immediate to the

future, and to see the one imaged in the other ; especially when

there was a prophetic word uttered over the nearer event, which

naturally carried the thoughts onward to the remoter and greater

things of the kingdom. But here, on the interpretation in ques-

tion, there is nothing properly special, either in the parent or the

child ; it might have been (for aught that appears) any young

woman in Judea, any child born of such a woman, in the ordi-

nary course of nature, whether in the line of Messiah's parent-

age or not. One cannot even see why, on the supposition in

question, the single specification should have been made, of the

mother being at the time an unmarried person—granting, what

we by no means admit, that the ahnali of the prophet denotes

only a marriageable maid, though not necessarily a virgin ; for

there seems no proper call for the mother being a maid, if the

child was to come by ordinary generation, and if it was to be the

pledge of Divine protection and deliverance only by the period

of its birth. In such a case, it seems arbitrary hi the prophet

to lay stress on the point of her maidenhood, especially when no

particular maiden was indicated ; and still more arbitrary in the

Evangelist to find in the child of this indefinite mother, Avith its

immediate adjuncts, a distinct and circumstantial presage of

Messiah's birth.

(2.) Then, the name assigned to this child, for the purpose of

indicating its nature and destiny, taken in connection with the

prophet's own subsequent references to it, seems incompatible

with the idea of its being a common child, produced by ordinary

generation. That a maiden or virgin, without further specifica-

tion, should be announced as the prospective mother of a child,
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that was to bear, as a fit designation, tlie name Immanuel (God-

with-us), would certainly be peculiar—we may even say, without

a parallel—if in that child there was nothing supernatural in

respect to its generation or its birth. The very imposing of such

a name seems to import, that Divinity was somehow to be pecu-

liarly manifested in the Being produced. Not only so, but in

ch. viii. 8, the prophet addresses Him as the rightful proprietor

of the land ; for, speaking of the adversary, he says, " The stretch-

ing out of his wings shall fill the breadth of Thy land, O Im-

manuel." And in the very fact of that proprietorship, he

descries the sure ground of a final deliverance fi'om all oppres-

sion and violence :
" Take counsel," he says to the enemies,

" and it shall come to nought ; speak the word, and it shall not

stand, because of Immanuel (ch. viii. 10). Thus Immanuel is

plainly regarded by Isaiah as the God-man, the proper Lord of

the heritage, supreme Head of the kingdom. And still again,

in another part of the same line of prophecy, in the glorious

announcement with which it closes (ch. ix. 6), the prophet

evidently points back to the original passage, and invests it with

the full meaning of which its words were susceptible :—in the one,

" a virgin conceives and bears a son ;" in the other, " unto us a

child is born, a son is given ;" " God-with-us" is the name by

which the first is to be called, and of this, in like manner, it is

said, " His name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the

Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace."

With such marked resemblances, it is impossible almost to doubt

the identity of the two ; and looking at the whole of these sub-

sequent references to the prediction of the Immanuel, it is not

too much to say, that the prophet himself stretches out the hand

to the Evangelist.

(3.) Thirdly, the interpretation we oppose would find only com-

fort and encouragement in what was announced to the house of

David ; and thereby leaves altogether unexplained the element of

indignation and threatening with which it is so pointedly intro-

duced. " Is it a small thing for you to weary men, but will ye

weary my God also ? Therefore the Lord Himself shall give

you a sign ; Behold, the virgin shall conceive," etc. Does it seem

a natural or satisfactory way to understand this address, to read

it as if it meant, Because ye ha\'e wearied men by your faithless
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and foolish procedure, and are proceeding to do the same with

God, therefore the Lord will Himself give you the most asto-

nishing sign of His gracious nearness and protection. This,

surely, would have been a premise and a conclusion that hung

strangely together ; and so some of its propounders have felt

;

for they have endeavoured to turn the tlierefore (|37) into a never-

theless, which would, indeed, make an intelligible meaning, but

it is entirely unwarranted by the usage of the word. There

were, no doubt, at the time, pious individuals in the kingdom of

Judah, and of these some probably in the house of David, who
needed a word of encouragement, and for whom also it was pro-

vided, in the communication actually given ; but such persons

are not formally brought into notice. It is with the false and

backsliding portion, that the prophet directly and ostensibly

deals ; hence, whatever of a hopeful nature might be wrapt up in

the message he delivers, we are constrained to look for something

also—something even of a striking and palpable kind—which in-

volved a work of rebuke and judgment. In presenting nothing

of this description, the interpretation under review entirely fails to

account for a promineiit feature in the prophetic announcement.

These objections, which are derived mainly from the Old Tes-

tament passage itself, seem fatal to the view, under any modifi-

cation, which would find in the Immanuel an ordinary child,

born at that particular time. In urging them, no reference has

been made to incidental topics— such as the attempt sometimes

made to identify this child with that said, in ch. viii. 1—4, to be

born of the prophet and the prophetess ; for this ideptification is

utterly arbitrary, the latter child having both a difierent parent-

age ascribed to it, and a difierent name ; nor can it he consis-

tently understood otherwise than of a transaction in the ideal

region of prophetic vision.^

II. It is one thing, however, to make good, or to appear to

make good a negative, and quite another thing to establish satis-

factorily a positive, view of a controverted subject. And as the

strength and plausibility of the class of interpretations now con-

sidered lie in the apparent necessity of finding a present birth

to render the child a sign (as it is supposed the prophet meant

^ See Prophecy in^its-Distinctive Nature, etc., p. 505.
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it to be considered) of an immediately approaching deliverance,

it is necessary to show how, on the supposition of the Messiah

being directly contemplated in the prediction of Immanuel, this

objection can be met.

(1,) Now, it is at the outset to be borne in mind, that the

prophecy has in its very form something enigmatical

—

ijur-

posely has it ; both from the nature of the subject, which refers

to the deep things of God, and from the condition of the people,

which was such as to call for what would, in a manner, drive

them from their superficial mode of looking at Divine things.

Our Lord Himself sometimes, for like reasons, spoke enigmati-

cally ; He did so, for example, near the commencement of His

ministry, when He said, " Destroy this temple, and in three days

I will raise it up"—an announcement which none present at the

time understood, and which was not even intended to be under-

stood, except by such as would give themselves to prayerful and

earnest inquiry. The real import and bearing of Isaiah's pre-

diction, in like manner, lay beyond the depth of those who had

no eye to look beneath the surface, and might even baffle the

research and inquiry of those who possessed such an eye, till

farther revelations and the course of Providence had thrown

additional light on it. Undoubtedly, there is no want of similar

announcements in Isaiah and the other prophetical books.

(2,) Another thing to be kept in mind is the precise starting-

point, or crisis of affairs, out of which the prophecy originated,

and which it was designed to meet. The combination formed

by the kings of Syria and Israel had for its object, not merely

the invasion of Judah and the subjugation of the king, but the

entire displacement of the house of David, and the substitution

of another dynasty under the son of Tabeal (ver. 6) ; in other

words, the avowed aim of the hostile party was to make void

God's covenant with the house of David. This was the auda-

cious design which called forth the first word of God on the oc-

casion, and led Isaiah to give to Ahaz and his people a solemn

assurance that the scheme should certainly miscarry (ver. 8, 9).

Yet, in the very act of doing this, he distinctly intimated, that

for Ahaz and his house there still was danger— danger arising,

not so much from any plans or power of their open adversaries,

as from their own faithless and. ungodly spirit : for the word
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concluded by sa^ang, " If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not

be established." As much as to say, Even the overthrow of

your immediate enemies, and the defeating of their hostile policy,

cannot secure to you and youi' family the possession of the

throne, and the establishment of the kingdom in your hands

—

unless you rid yourselves of the evil spirit of unbelief, and learn

to rest in the word and power of Jehovah.

(3.) Then, partly with the view of bringing out this fatal de-

fect in the character of Ahaz, and partly for the purpose of un-

folding God's own design as to the establishment of the kingdom

in the house of David, the prophet represents himself as giving

Ahaz the option of a sign—a sign of what ? A sign, we are

constrained by the connection to think, of God's purpose to

maintain inviolate the covenant with David, and perpetuate the

kingdom therein granted to his seed. Ahaz, however, as if al-

ready satisfied, pretended to regard the offer as superfluous, and

declined asking a sign—while really his heart was set upon

earthly confidences, and from want of faith in the assurances

given him, he was calling in the aid of the king of Assyria (2

Chron. xxviii. 16, 20). Hence, the Lord interposes to give a

sign ; but of what nature ? Such a sign, we naturally expect in

the circumstances, as would show at once His determination to

maintain the covenant, and His just displeasure with, or even

virtual repudiation of, the existing representatives of the house

and throne of David. While men should be made to see that

God's covenant must stand fast, they must also see, it would be

in a way that should augur no good to persons in such ill accord-

ance with its design.^

(4.) In this state of matters, when there was given the sign of

a virgin conceiving and bringing forth a son, whose name should

be Immanuel, we are, if not absolutely necessitated, at least most

natm'ally led to think of a son, that should bear directly and con-

clusively upon the point at issue ; namely, the establishment and

perpetuation of the kingdom in conformity with the covenant of

^ It makes no difference, as to the essential nature and purport of the re-

presentation above given, if we suppose the transactions and words to have

passed in vision ; for in that case the offer of the sign to Ahaz and his refusal

would simply have served as a cover to bring out his actual state of mind ;

precisely as in the eighth chapter of Ezekiel with the elders of Judah.
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David :—a son who, by his very birth and being, should form

the truest sign of the full realisation of all that properly belonged

to it. Such a sign, could it be given, would settle, as nothing

else could, the pending controversy. And what the connection

thus seems to point to, is confirmed by the implied contrast be-

tween this Son of the virgin, the destined possessor of David's

throne, and what had previously been said of the possessors of

the two rival thrones in Syria and Israel (ver. 8 ),
" The head of

Syria is Damascus, and the head of Damascus is Rezin (these and

nothing more—they ascend no higher than a mere earthly city

and a frail human being) ; and in sixty-five years Ephraim shall

be broken, that it be not a people." That is, both the two have

about them the weakness and instability of the world ; they shall

presently become striking examples of its fleeting and transitory

existence. But now, on the other hand, when the prophet turns

to the kingdom of David, the Divine comes prominently into view

along with the human ; to establish it. Deity itself is to become

incarnate ; and the inference, therefore, is plain—all attempts to

overthrow it must be fruitless ; it moves in the element of immor-

tality, and shall abide for ever.

(5.) But the mention of such a good implied for existing

parties a corresponding evil ; the sign given bespeaks a fall as

well as a rising ; and a contrast was indicated, not merely be-

tween the kingdom of David and the kingdoms of Syria and

Israel, but also between the child Immanuel and the degenerate

house of Ahaz. For in this Divine purpose and provision for a

better future, the existing royal house is entirely overleapt

;

silently passed by on account of their unfaithfulness and corrup-

tion, when the higher interests of the kingdom and its ultimate

stability come into consideration. The sign, in which the nature

and destiny of the kingdom were to be imaged, bursts upon the

view as a prodigy from an unknown quarter ; it is to be a child

born, not to the present occupant of the throne, nor to any

future occupant, but to a virgin ; and even she marked out by

no distinct specifications of place or time,—foreseen only by the

omniscient eye of God. He it is alone, who charges Himself

with the accomplishment of the result ; in His own time He will

bring forth the almah and her Son—as if Ahaz and his successors

in the kingdom had no personal interest in the matter

!
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(6.) This alone is ominous of evil, but what follows is much
more so. And in what follows we include, not merely ver. 15

and 16—with which commentators usually and unhappily stop

—but all the concluding portion of the chapter. There is no

real break or proper termination at the close of ver. IG, as if the

prophet intended to shut up his present communication there,

and commence afresh with something different. The Avhole, to

the end of the chapter, is but one message, and is required in

its totality to make out a full and consistent meaning. From
what follows, then, it appears that the Son, on whose birth all

hope hung, was to grow up in the midst of a depressed state of

things ; such as betokened a terrible and wide-spread previous

desolation. The precise time is left altogether indefinite. From
anything that is said in the prophecy, it might be comjjaratively

near or remote ; but the position and aspect of affairs, amid

which Immanuel was to appear, is distinctly indicated to be one

in which the reverse of prosperity and strength should prevail.

For no sooner does the child appear, than butter and honey are

assigned as His food (ver. 15), and not for Him only, but the people

in the land generally are afterwards spoken of as having these

for their support (ver. 22) ; and butter and honey are most fitly

regarded here as the symbols of a reduced and prostrate condition,

being the products of a land, far from barren indeed, but yielding

of its resources after little or no cultivation. It tells us, that at

the period of Immanuel's birth, and Avhile He should Himself be

still in the feebleness of childhood, all around should be in a weak,

dilapidated, impoverished condition— in the kingdom of Judah,

not less than in the regions of Syria and Israel. These, indeed,

should experience the calamity first ; before the child should have

out-grown His childhood, they should have "been forsaken of

both their kings." This does not mean, as is very commonly
assumed, that the then reigning kings of Syria and Israel should

have ceased to fill the throne ; far more than that—the land in

both its divisions was to be bereft of tlwse holding the state and

office of king ; it should have ceased to have kingdoms. There

was no need, therefore, for the true children of God to be greatly

concerned about them ; Immanuel, when He came, with the

manifestations of Divine power and glory, should not find them

even in existence. But, if the earlier and the greater prostration
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should befall them, the house and kinodom of David should also

be marred with symptoms of humiliation and decay. This is

more briefly indicated in ver. 15 by the eating of butter and
honey—nature's products in pastoral countries—and then more
pointedly and fully at ver. 17, where the prophet, turning to the

ungodly Ahaz, says, " The Lord shall bring upon thee, and upon

thy people, and upon thy father's house, days that have not come,

from the day that Ephraim departed from Judah," etc. In a

word, the substance of the message was, God's covenant should

certainly stand fast, and the sign to be given of its stability should

eventually be brought to pass ; but, meanwhile, the kingdom of

David, in its existing form, together with the kingdoms of Syria

and Israel, should undergo a sad and calamitous reverse ; they

should altogether go down, while it should be diminished and
brought low. And the kingdom of David, as the object of faith

and hope to the Lord's people, was to spring as from a fresh

starting-point in the person of Immanuel, and out of poverty and

weakness rise to its proper magnitude and glory.

Such, by a careful consideration of the original passage, appears

to be the progress of thought and the richness of meaning em-
bodied in the prophecy here referred to by the Evangelist

MattheM'. If we are right in the view that has been given of it,

the Evangelist was undoubtedly right in the use, to which he

applied it ; and not a tendency to catch at some obvious and

superficial meaning, but a capacity to apprehend the real import

of the prediction, was what determined him in turning it to such

an account. LTnderstood in the light, in which it has now been

presented, it stands in no need of the embarrassing hypothesis of

a double birth, nor of the fanciful supposition of Hengstenberg

(Christology, vol. ii.), and also of Ewald (if I rightly understand

his view of the passage)—the supposition of the promised child

being ideally present in his birth and growth to boyhood before

the spiritual eye of the prophet, and constituting, as so present,

the sign of a speedy deliverance of Judah from Syria and Israel.

Such an impersonation were far too subtle and involved for the

purpose in question ; and it would, besides, most incongruously

confound together the ideal and the real—making the prophet's

internal apprehension of a future event, a sign to the people of a

more immediate external reality. The sign, however, as already
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stated, was not intended to be directly or properly a pledge of

Judah's deliverance from her impending evils ; it was strictly a

sign of God's purpose to ratify His covenant with Da\'id, and
build up his throne to all generations ; and a sign so conceived

and announced as to speak at once ofjudgment and of mercy to

the existing representative of David's house.

II.

Matt. ii. 15 ; Hos. xi. 1.

There can be no doubt, that the portion of Hosea here applied

to the circumstance of our Lord's recall from His temporary

sojourn in Egypt, was in its original connection simply a histori-

cal statement respecting what God had done for the national

Israel in the commencing period of their history. The whole

passage is, " When Israel was a child, then I loved him, and I

called my son out of Egypt." The question, therefore, is, how
the Evangelist could find in such a passage any proper pre-inti-

mation of the circumstance in our Lord's life to which he has

so specifically applied it ? The application can only be under-

stood and vindicated on the ground of a typical relationship

between the literal Israel and the Messiah ; but on this ground

it admits of a satisfactory explanation. The relationship in ques-

tion was not obscurely indicated even in Old Testament Scrip-

ture ; and particularly in the latter portion of Isaiah's writings,

where there is a constant transition from Israel in the literal

sense to an ideal and prospective Israel—from an Israel called,

indeed, to the enjoyment of high privileges, and the discharge of

important obligations, but still compassed about with imperfection,

backsliding and trouble, to an Israel, in whom the calling was to

find its adequate fulfilment—God's elect, in whom His soul

delighted, and by whom His name was to be glorified, sin and

evil purged away from the condition of His people, and the world

restored to the favour of Heaven. (Compare, for example, on the

one side, ch. xlii. 19-25, xhii. 22-28, xlviii. 18-22, lix. 1-19

;

and on the other, xlii. 1-8, xlix. 1—13, liii., lix. 20, 21, Ixi.)

The same sort of relationship was indicated in another class of

prophecies, between the son of David in the literal sense, and a

son sometime to appear, who should occupy an unspeakably higher

position, and raise the kingdom to a state of purity and bliss it
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could never otherwise have reached. (Compare here also, on the

one side, 2 Sam. vii. 14 ; Ps. Ixxxix. 30-32, 38-45 ; 1 Kings
xi. 36-39 ; Amos ix. 11; and on the other, Ps. ii., xlv., Ixxii., ex.;

Isa. ix. 6, 7, etc.) There was no essential diiFerence between

this later covenant with the house of David, and the earlier

covenant -with Abraham or Israel ; they both aimed at the same

great end of obtaining salvation and blessing for the world, in

connection with the establishment of truth and righteousness :

—

only, what the one proposed to accomplish through the seed of

Israel, the other, more specifically and individually, sought to

work out by the administration of a kingdom, in the hands of a

son of David. The design of each covenant should be realised,

when (as it might be indifferently expressed) the kingdom among
the sons of men had become the Lord's, or all the families of the

earth were truly blessed in Him. Fundamentally, therefore, the

relation of the promised Messiah to David's immediate son was

the same with that of Christ to Israel ; it was such as, in God's

dispensations, subsists between the present and the ultimate,

the preparatoiy and the final—that is, in both there were

relatively the same place and calling, but these in the earlier

connected with an inferior line of things, partaking more of the

human, and the external,—in the later, rising more into the sphere

of the spiritual and Divine ; consequently, in the one case inter-

mingled on every hand with imperfection and failure, in the other,

attaining to heavenly excellence and perfection. Such generally

is the relation between the Old and the New—between type and
antitype ; and such it is also here. Christ is at once the anti-

t3q)ical or the true Israel, and the antitypical or true Son of

David ; since in Him all the promises made concerning these

were to stand fast, and the high calling of God was to find its

proper realisation. Hence, the prophetic announcements respect-

ing Abraham's seed of blessing, and David's son and heir, are,

in their higher bearing and import, ascribed to the Messiah; they

have no adequate accomplishment till they find it in Him (Acts

ii. 25, 26, xiii. 33 ; Heb. i. 5).

Now, as before the incarnation the Spirit gave forth a series

of prophetical utterances, based on the relationship of Israel to

the Messiah, and again a series based on His relationship to

David, it was quite natural, that the writers of the New Testa-
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ment, under the guidance of the same Spirit, should at times

mark how the thinos concerning; both were discovering them-

selves in the history of Christ. And in doing so, we might

expect them to take, not merely the prophetical passages, which

on the ground of the typical relationship, in either of its forms,

pointed to the coming future, but also, occasionally at least, to

render prominent the relationship itself, and show how, by re-

markable coincidences in God's providence, Jesus was, in a man-

ner, identified with the literal Israel, or with the house of David.

In the nature of things, there could not be more than occasional

coincidences of the kind referred to ; for it had been impossible,

or, if possible, it had been on many accounts unsuitable, that

Jesus should have been made to pass through all the recorded

experiences belonging either to Israel at large, or to David's

house. It were enough, if a few noticeable agTeements took

place, fitted fi'om their ow^n nature, or from the manner in which

they were brought about, to serve as finger-posts to direct the

eyes of men to Him that was to come, or, like Heaven's seal on

the connection between the beginnings and the end, to certify

them that the old was at length in its higher form coming into

being. Such was the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem, the city of

David,—fulfilling, indeed, a prophecy which had been announced

regarding it (not overlooked by the Evangelist, ch. ii. 5, 6), but

itself, especially when effected by so singular turns of Provi-

dence, a sign from above, that the long-expected Son of David

was born into the world. Of the same kind, and pointing to

the other form of the typical relationship, was the removal of the

infant Saviour for a time to an asylum in Egypt, and His recall

thence when the season of danger was over ; it was substantially

doing over again what had been done in the infancy of the

national Israel, and thereby helping a weak faith to recognise

in this remarkable babe the new Israel, the child of hope for the

world. Of the same kind, again, was His withdrawal, through

the Spirit, into the wilderness, to be tempted of the devil, and

His sojourn there for forty days—the number, and the place,

and the object, all pointing back to Israel's forty years' tempta-

tion in the desert ; but by the day for a year (instead of, as in

their case, a year for a day), and by the baffling of the tempter

in every assa\ilt, showing how infinitely superior the new was to
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the old, and that here, at last, was the Israel in whom God was

to be fully glorified.

If these principles in the Divine government are kept in

view, no difficulty will be found in the application made by the

Evangelist of Hos. xi. 1 to our Lord's return from Egypt. His

temporary descent thither, and subsequent recall to the land ap-

pointed for the fulfilment of His high vocation, as just noticed,

was one of the more striking and palpable coincidences between

His outward history and that of Israel, which were ordered and

designed by God to point Him out as the true Israel, the anti-

type of the old ; and the passage in Hosea, which records the

earlier event, necessarily formed, by reason of the typical con-

nection, a virtual prophecy of the corresponding event in the

future. It embodied a typical fact ; and so, when viewed in

connection with God's ulterior design, it enclosed a presage of

the antitypical counterpart. Substantially the requirements of

the type might have been met, if some other local asylum had

been provided for the youthful Saviour than the literal Egypt

—

precisely as, afterwards, the circumstantials of His temptation

differed in time and place from the prior temptation of Israel. But
to render the correspondence here more obvious and convincing,

the new was made formaUy, as well as substantially, to coincide

with the old ; so that, for those who were watching and desirous

to learn from the footsteps of Providence, there might be the

less difficulty in discerning the fulfilment of the typical predic-

tion, when the Lord anew called His Son out of Egypt.

III.

Matt. ii. 18 ; Jer. xxxi. 15.

The application of Jeremiah's prophecy, about Rachel bewail-

ing her lost children, and refusing to be comforted on account of

the apparently hopeless deprivation she had sustained, to the

slaughter of the childi'eii at Bethlehem, undoubtedlv proceeds

upon a certain connection between the earlier and the later

event. But from the very nature of things, and the terms of

the passage cited, the connection could not be regarded as of

such a close and organic kind, as that indicated in the last quo-

tation. There stress was laid even on the external resemblance

between what befell Christ, and what had ancientlv befallen
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Israel ; the connection of both with Egypt formed the imme-
diate and ostensible ground of the word, spoken originally of

the one, being extended to the other. Here, on the other hand,

there is a palpable diversity as to the external circumstances ; for

the scene of action in the one case was Rama, a city in the tribe

of Benjamin, a few miles to the north of Jerusalem, while in the

other it was Bethlehem, a city about the same distance to the

south, in the tribe of Judah ; and, consequently, if respect were

had to hteral exactness, Leah, the ancestral mother of Judah,

should have been addressed as the chief mourner on the present

occasion, as Bachel had been on the former. In such circum-

stances of obvious and palpable disagreement, the Evangelist

could not possibly mean, that the passage he quoted from Jere-

miah had either been directly uttered of the scene at Bethlehem,

or even that the original mourning at Rama had a typical relation,

in the stricter sense, to that at Bethlehem. And hence he does

not say, as he usually does, that the circumstances took place in

order that the word might be fulfilled, but merely that then was

fulfilled what had been spoken by Jeremiah. The kind of fulfil-

ment indicated must be determined by the points of agreement

in the two related transactions. Even in its original application,

the passage is highly poetical in form, and cannot be interpreted

as a piece of prosaic writing. It was at Rama, as we learn from

Jer. xl. 1, that the last band of captives was assembled by the

captains of Nebuchadnezzar, before they were sent into exile
;

and either in anticipation of this sore calamity, or in reference

to it after it had taken place, the prophet represents Rachel, the

ancestral mother of the tribe, where the hapless exiles were

gathered, bewailing the fate of her offspring, and giving way to

an inconsolable grief, as if all were gone. The introduction of

Rachel is, of course, a mere cover, to bring out in vivid colours

the sadness of the occasion, and the apparently hopeless charac-

ter of the calamity; to human eye, and especially to the passion-

ate fondness of maternal affection, it seemed as if Israel had

utterly perished under the stroke of Nebuchadnezzar. Yet it

was not so in reality ; and the prophet presently goes on to

assure the disconsolate mother, that her grief was inordinate,

that her children should return again from the land of the

enemy, and that there M'as hope in her end.
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Now, with all the circumstantial diversities that distinguish the

original event at Rama, and the message it called forth, from the

slaughter of the infants in Bethlehem, there still is a fundamental

agreement in the more peculiar features of both. Herod was the

new Nebuchadnezzar, who, by his cruel and crafty policy, sought

to do what, after another fashion, the Chaldean conqueror

thought he had done, viz., extinguished for ever the better hopes

and aspirations of Israel. When the one, after having razed the

foundations of Jerusalem, bore away from Rama the shattered

remnants of her people, he had struck, as he conceived, a fatal

blow at their singular pretensions and distinctive glory. And, in

like manner, when Herod smote the children at Bethlehem, with

the impious design of embracing in the slaughter the new-born
" King of the Jews," he would, had his aim been accomplished,

have buried in the dust all that was to render Israel pre-eminent

among the nations. They might as well, thenceforth, have

ceased to exist, gone to a hopeless exile, or a chshonoured grave.

So that, looking upon matters with the eye of sense, the ances-

tral mother might, as of old, have raised anew the wail of sorrow,

even such as might appear incapable of any true solace. Yet

God, in His paternal faithfulness and oversight, had provided

against the worst, and here again had taken the wise in his own
craftiness. As regarded the main object in view, the stroke fell

powerless to the ground ; the bird escaped from the snare of the

fowler. But situated as matters now were—not only with a

Herod in the seat of power, but with a Herodian party, who
thought that the best thing for the people was to maintain the

Herodian interest, it was well to bring this memorable transaction

of Gospel times into formal connection with the ancient catas-

trophe—to show that Herod was virtually now what Nebuchad-

nezzar was then—and that, so far as concerned the real glory

and salvation of Israel, to look for help from the existing repre-

sentative of the worldly power in J udea, was like going to Ba-

bylon for pity and succour. From such a quarter misery and

despair, not life and hope, were Avhat might surely be looked for.

IV.

Matt. A^ii. 17 ; Isa. liii. 4.

The ex[»lanation given of the terms, by which the Evangelist
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renders the original in this (|uotation, has shown the faithfulness

of the rendering. It is at once more specific, and more literal,

not only than the Septuagint, hat also than the authorised ver-

sion of the passage in Isaiah, -which has, " He hath home our

griefs, and carried our sorrows." Sicknesses and pains, however,

are the more exact s^-nonyms for the Hehrew terms ; and it is

not bearing and carrying, anyhow, that is ascribed to the Mes-

siah respecting them, but more specially taking them on Him-
self, as a burden bearing them on His person. Such also is the

sense put upon them by the Evangelist. Yet Meyer says, " The
passage is cited according to the original, but not in conformity

with its import, since, according to this, the Messiah is repre-

sented as an atoning sin-bearer ; for the parallel verbs, Xa/x/Saw/v

and ^acrdZ^iiv, must here be rendered (against the meaning of the

corresponding Hebrew words) to take away, to remove, on account

of the historical connection in which the citation is found."

There is, however, no such necessity ; and Meyer here, as in

many other cases, merely adopts a superficial historical sense as

the only tenable one, and then pronounces an arbitrary and pre-

sumptuous judgment on the sacred record. It is, first of all, not

sins, but sicknesses, or diseases and pains, that primarily and

directly are the subject of discourse. And, secondly, while the

sense of bearing away or removing these would have suited the

connection, it is not absolutely required by it ; nay, the other

and literal rendering gives us, though a less obvious, yet a much
profounder insight into our Lord's connection with the troubles

and distresses of mankind. In respect to these also He had a

vicarious relation to fill—to charge Himself with the burden of

human sorrows, as well as with the guilt from which they spring

;

and, in order to remove them, He must bring them into contact

with His own sympathies, and powers, and benevolent working.

Hengstenberg, in his comment on the original passage (Chris-

tology, vol. ii.), maintains the rendering above given, and justifies

the use made of it by the Evangelist. He says, " According to

the opinion of several interpreters, by diseases all outward and

inward sufferings are figuratively designated ; according to the

ojjinion of others, spiritual diseases, sins. But, from the relation

alone of this verse to the preceding, it appears that here, in the

first instance, diseases and pains, in the ordinary sense, are
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spoken of; just as the blind and deaf, in eh. xxxv., are, in the

first instance, they wlio are naturally blind and deaf. Diseases,

in the sense of sins, do not occur at all in the Old Testament.

The circumstance, that in the parallel passage, ver. 11, 12, the

bearing of the transgressions and sins is spoken of, proves nothing.

The servant of God bears these also in their consequences, in

their punishments, among which sickness and pains occupy a

prominent place. Of the bearing of outward sufferings, vn Nb'J

occurs also in Jer. x. 19. If the words are rightly understood,

then at once light falls upon the apostolic quotation, in Matt. viii.

16, \7, which deserves the more careful consideration, as the

Evangelist intentionally deviates from the Alexandrine version.

In such an application there is not an external meaning given to

that, wJiich is to be understood spiritually ; but when the Saviour

healed the sick, He fulfilled the prophecy in its most proper and

obvious sense. . . . He has not only put aioay our sicknesses and

pains, but He has, as our substitute, taken them upon Mm ; He
has healed us by His having Himself become sick in our stead."

This, of course, implies, as Hengstenberg goes on to state, Christ's

personal appropriation of our sins, of which His sufferings were

the consequence. But it implies also, that the troubles and dis-

orders of humanity were themselves, in a sense, laid upon Christ

;

He had to make these also His own ; and showed that He did so

by applying His Almightiness to remove them. Even here there

was the proof of an infinite condescension, and the indication of

a vicarious work.

In 1 Pet. ii. 24, 25, there is undoubtedly a reference to the

53 i of Isaiah; and the sin-bearing of Jesus is expressed in the

very words used by the Septuagint in rendering the first clause

of ver. 4. But there is no ground, on that account, for supposing

that Peter meant the words to be understood as expressing his

view of the passage. He is merely unfolding, in language, which

the thoughts and words of that chapter had rendered current,

the great truth, which doubtless formed the centre of the prophet's

representation, as well as the main theme of the apostle's teaching.

V.

Matt. xiii. 35 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 2.

It is in connection with the change introduced into our Lord's

E E
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rnetliocl of teaching, when He began to speak in parables, that the

passage from Ps. Ixxviii. 2 is cited. He did so, the Evangelist

states, " that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the pro-

phet, I will open my mouth in parables, I will utter things that

have been hidden from the foundation of the world." The stress

is plainly meant to be laid upon the first part of the passage ; it

was that, which now more especially had its verification in the

procedure of Christ ; the hidden or enigmatical natm'e of the

things discoursed of was but a consequence, that, in greater or

less degree, attached itself to the other. Now, in considering the

fitness of this application of the Psalmist's language, w^e are first

of all met with a source of doubt and uncertainty in regard to

the proper meaning of the word rendered jyarahles. This in the

original is X'O masJial ; and opinions have been, and still are,

divided on its precise import in certain applications—some making

it bear mainly upon the form and character of the discourse,

others upon its style and diction. To the former class belongs

Hengstenberg, wdio says in his work on Balaam, on Nvim. xxiii.

7, " The noun mashal originally means likeness, comparison, and

properly maintains this sense always. When it is used of sen-

tences, proverbs, and songs, then it denotes these, not simply as

such, but only in so far as the idea of likeness, comparison, pre-

vails in them." As used by Balaam, he conceives it to have re-

spect more particularly to the poetic elevation in them, which

naturally led to a considerable infusion of the figurative modes of

conception, in which poetry delights to indulge. x\nd there are

other portions of the prophetic Scriptures—such, for example, as

Isa. xiv., and the prophecies of Ezekiel (comp. ch. xv. 49), to

which also the word is applied—in respect to which from the

play of fancy and the large employment of figure that appears in

them, we can readily perceive the appropriateness of a term that

is indicative of images and similitudes. But when the same term

is applied to such didactic pieces, as Ps. xxxix. (ver. 4), or to

such narrative discourses, as Ps. Ixxviii., which are not charac-

terised by any flights of fancy, or by figurative speech, one is at a

loss to see, how, if the word always retains the sense of comparison

or likeness, it should be applied to compositions which seem to

have so little about them of the distinctive quality.

It is partly on this account, that the other shade of opinion
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respecting mashed has been adopted, and which wonld find the

idea of simihtude or hkeness, that forms the root-meaning, in the

parallehsm of the sentences. Thus Gesenius, \Yhile he represents

the word as often apphed to paraboHcal and figurali-vo discourses,

hokls it to be also employed of songs and other compositions,

" the particular verses of which consist of two hemistichs of similar

argument and form." In this case there might be no figure, or

illustrative style of thought employed in developing the subject

handled ; nothing, indeed, marked or peculiar beyond the digest-

ing of what was uttered into a series of parallelistic members.

This view, however, appears to give undue prominence to the

mere structure of the sentences, which is never rendered promi-

nent in Scripture itself, and only takes, in certain cases, the

parallelistic form, from the requirements of the kind of instruction,

or the species of discourse, with which it is associated.

The fault probably lies in making the import and bearing of

the word too determinate either way. The sense put upon it by
Lowth, which may be said to include both the shades of opinion

now mentioned—giving chief prominence to the characteristics of

the discourse, yet not altogether excluding the external form,

into which its utterances are cast—is perhaps the correcter mode
of representation. He takes it to be a term " expressive of the

poetic style. Many interpreters designate it parable ; a word in

some respects not unsuitable, but by no means embracing the

entire compass of the Hebrew term ; which, taken in its full

strength, and according to its current use, will be found to signify

a sententious, figurative, and elevated kind of cHscourse." ^ He
means one or other of these, as the occasion may require ; and in

the kind of discourse he would include also its appropriate style

of expression. When applied, therefore, to such a piece of com-

position as the 78th Psalm, in which by a poetico-historical re-

hearsal of the transactions of former times, the inspired writer

seeks to convey lessons of instruction for the future, it may be

regarded as calling attention, not so much to the parallelism of

the sentences,—if to that at all, in a quite subordinate manner

—

but chiefly to the underlying parallelism of circumstances con-

ceived as existing between the Israel of former generations and

those yet to come ; and to the profound, sententious form, in which
' Prfclec. de Heb. Poesi, 4.
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the instruction inlaid in the one was exhibited for the benefit of

the other. It was a turning of history into prophecy ; for while

ostensibly but rehearsing the past, it aimed at presenting in this

a mirror of the future.

Precisely similar was the object of our Lord's parables ; differ-

ing only in so far as they employed for the cover of the instruc-

tion, not the records of actual history, but the ideal narratives of

parabolical discourse. This, indeed, was a form of speech and

instruction, that still more distinctly and ftilly realised the idea of

the mashed, than the 78th Psalm— containing, as it did, more of

the poetical element, and more palpably basing its instruction on

the similitude of one class of relations to another. And as all

preceding teachers, who in any measure possessed and exercised

the spirit of prophecy, were but so many forerunners and types

of Him, who was to be emphatically the teacher and prophet of

His church, so, what by any one of these had been uttered of

His calling and His work, might with fullest propriety be applied

to Christ, as destined to find in Plim its truest realisation. Nor

could any thing of that description be more fitly so applied, than

the saying before us, which pointed to a method of instruction,

that in one of its forms was carried by our Lord to the highest

degree of perfection, and which, at once for what it unfolded and

for what it wrapt in temporary concealment, was peculiarly

adapted to the ends of His mission. The exterior form conveyed

to those, who heard, the imacje of the truth ; and purporting to be

hit the image, it naturally served both to prompt their desires, and

to direct their inquiries after the reality.

VI.

Matt. xxi. 42 ; Ps. cxviii. 22, 23.

The application, first by our Lord, and afterwards by His

apostles, of the figurative passage in the 118th Psalm, respecting

the rejection of the stone by men, and its elevation by God to

the head stone of the corner, to the things which were to befal

Himself, proceeds upon the same relation of Christ to Israel,

which has been explained under No. II. The psalm speaks in

the first instance of the literal and collective Israel ; but of this

with reference to its -election of God, its higher calling and

destiny. The experiences, therefore, to which it relates, while
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they luid an earlier verification in the history of the covenant-

people, necessarily had a higher develo])ment, a kind of culmi-

nating exemplification in the person and kingdom of Christ. As
a prophecy, it is of that class which may most justly be said to

have " springing and germinant accomplishment," while " the

height and fulness of them" are to be found only in the things

which relate to the Messiah. The conflict, which the psalm de-

scribes, between the speaker and the ungodly adversaries around

Him, was in some form pei'petually proceeding. The purpose of

God to bless Israel, and to make them the- one channel of bless-

ing to the world, was ever and anon calling forth the ungodly

opposition of the world—sometimes within the natural Israel

itself, as in the struggles through which David, the chosen ser-

vant of God, had to make his way to the throne—but more

commonly with Israel as a community, when set on by the jea-

lous rivalry and malice of surrounding nations. More especially

did this conflict come to a height under the old relations, when
the worldly power, headed by the king of Bab}'lon, scattered the

force of the chosen people, and, in boastful opposition to them,

claimed to be recognised as the ruling dynasty among men.

Israel was then like a stone rejected by the builders, deemed

altogether unworthy of a place in their proud scheme of earthly

dominion and personal aggrandisement. But when Babylon

herself fell from her high position, and Israel not only sur-

vived the calamities which crushed their conquerors in the dust,

but was sent back with honour, and the clear signs of Heaven's

favour, to lay the foundations of a new, and, ultimately, a nobler

destiny in their native land, it then strikingly appeared how-

God's purpose respecting them prevailed over the power and

malice of men ; and how the rejected stone was by Him appointed

to be the head of the corner. At such a time, even thoughtful

persons among the heathen were constrained to say, " The Lord

hath done great things for them ;" and the covenant-people them-

selves naturally sung their song of triumph, and exclaimed, " It

is the Lord's doing, and wondrous in our eyes."

In all probability, the event now referred to was the historical

occasion on which Psalm 118th was composed and originally

sung ; a probability that is greatly strengthened, and rendered

all but certain hx the recorded fact, that at the laAinc: of the
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fcnindation of the second temple, the returned exiles sung in re-

sponsive strains (such as actually belong to this psalm), and

strains that commenced precisely as it does. For we are told, at

Ezra iii. 11, that they then " sang together by covirse, in praising

and giving thanks unto the Lord, because He is good, for His

mercy endureth for ever toward Israel." But the principles of

the Divine government, which then received such a striking

exemplification in the case of Israel, w^ere again to be exhibited,

and in a yet higher form, in the personal history of Messiah.

Many prophecies had pointed in this direction—all, indeed,

which spake of the JSIessiah as executing His work, and rising to

the place of pre-eminent power and glory, through a course of

trying experiences and headstrong opposition. These, one and

all, betokened a contrariety between the views of men and the

})urpose of God, in respect to the Author and the plan of sal-

vation ; and never failed to make manifest the ultimate triumph

of Heaven's counsels over the perversity and malice of the world.

But among these prophecies, there were several Avliich connected

the struggle and triumph of Messiah with substantially the same

idea as tliat employed in Ps. cxviii. In Isaiah, for example, ch.

viii. 14, speaking of the Lord's more peculiar manifestation of

Himself, which was to take place in the future, it is said, " And
He shall be for a sanctuary ; but for a stone of stumbling and a

rock of oifence to both the houses of Israel." Again, at ch.

xxviii. 16, with a more special and pointed reference to the work

of Christ, " Therefore thus saitli the Lord God, Behold I lay in

Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a precious corner-

stone, a sure foundation ; he that believeth shall not ma,ke haste."

In Zechariah also the promised appearance of the Lord's Branch

—the Messiah, as the scion of the house of David—is associated

with the erection of a temple, of another and a nobler kind than

that which was in process of erection by the returned captives,

and in that, of course, Messiah Himself was to occvipy the most

prominent place (ch. vi. 12, 13). So that, when in Ps. cxviii.,

mention is made of the stone rejected by the builders, yet exalted

by the Lord to be the head of the corner, and on that very ac-

count He is magnified as the God of salvation, the thoughts of

believers, even in ancient times, might as readily have been led to

tliink of the future as of the past. And had not a judicial blind-
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ness been on the hearts of the people, when our Lord asked

them, " Have ye never read in the Scriptures, The stone which

the builders rejected is become the head of the corner ? " they

would have seen, that to continue their opposition after all the

mighty works that had showed themselves forth in Him, was but

to enact anew, and with infinitely less excuse, the part which of

old the heathen had acted toward Israel, or which the Sauline

party had acted toward David. The same controversy was

pending as of old, and the same disastrous results must inevit-

ably befal those who set themselves against the manifested pur-

pose of God.

It thus appears, that while the passage had a primary respect

to Israel, it from the first included the Divine purpose, with

which Israel was more peculiarly identified—their election of

God to be the instrument and channel of blessing to the world,

and as such to have the chief place among men. But as this

purpose was to find its proper accomplishment in Christ, so to

apply the passage personally to Him was in perfect accordance

with its original import and design.

VIT.

Matt. xxii. 31, 32 ; Ex. iii. 6.

This is one of the few passages in which it has sometimes been

alleged our Lord occasionally fell in with the cabalistic mode of

handling Scripture, which Avas current among the Rabbinical

Jews. It is only, however, with the more extreme and reckless

section of the Rationalists that this allegation is found ; for, how-
ever often interpreters of Rationalistic tendencies have failed

to bring out the full force of om- Lord's reasoning, they have

commonly admitted that the argument He draws is based on a

solid foundation ; and even Paulus, in the last edition of his

Commentary on the Synoptical Gospels, says, "Jesus reasons

here in a subtle manner, yet by no means so that there did not

really lie in the premises what He deduces from them." It is not

undeserving of notice, that, amid all the sayings which have been

gathered out of ancient Jewish writings, for the purpose of

elucidating New Testament Scripture, none has been found that

bears any pi'oper resemblance to the words of Jesus, before us.

In a comparatively modern Jewish writer, the Avords themselves,
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and tlio reference of Christ, have been suhstaiitially appropriated ;

the passage is quoted by Schottgen, on this part of Matthew's

Gospel. It is from R. Menasse Ben Israel de Resur., p. 68 :

" When the Lord first appeared to Moses, he is reported to have

said, I am the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the

God of Isaac, the God of Jacob. But God is not the God of the

dead, because the dead are not ; but of the living, because the

living exist. On that ground, therefore, it is rightly inferred

that, in respect to the soul, the patriarchs still live." Rabbinical

men could in some measure perceive the force of the argument,

when it was formed to their hand, but they wanted depth and

discernment of spirit to discover it for themselves. Indeed, the

argument is perfectly simple, and nuist appear so to all, the

moment they apprehend what is implied in the relationship which

God, as God, admitted to subsist between Himself and those

patriarchs. He owns Himself theh' God ; their God still, though

for hundreds of years their bodies had been mouldering in the

cave of Mamre, In His account they were yet alive ; and He,

being their God, it necessarily behoved Him to do for them what-

ever a God is able to perform in their behalf—just as a ftither is

bound to do for his children whatever he really can to promote

their welfare. But cannot God—He who at first breathed into

those patriarchs the breath of life, again raise them from the dust

of death, and clothe them with strength and beauty ? Doubtless

He can ; and because He can. He will— nay. He must, since He
has Himself assumed the name, and thereby pledged Himself to

make good all that it imports. He who would have been

ashamed to be called their God, if He had not provided for them

a city, would much more have been ashamed so to call Himself,

if their bodies, a part of their veiy natures, were left for ever as

a prey to corruption.

VIII.

Matt, xxvii. 9, 10 ; Zech. xi. 13.

There are t\\ o points that require explanation, in the use that

is made here of the words of ancient prophecy ; one more general,

and another more specific. The first has respect to the propriety

of understanding the Messiah as the person who was to be so

unworthily treated, and rated at the mean jn'icc of thirty- pieces
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of silver—the price of a slave. This admits of a full justification ;

for, in the preceding context, the subject of discourse plainly is

about the false shepherds, on the one side, and the true Shepherd,

on the other. Reproving and judging the former, the Lord
Himself, whom the prophet personates, undertakes the office, and

in doing so, feeds the misled and injured flock, and cuts off those

who had impoverished and oppressed them. But, so far from

meeting with a kind reception and grateful acknowledgment from

those whose cause he undertook, "their soul rebelled against him,"

and he resolved on withdrawing in disgust ; but demanded ofthem
a reward for his services in their behalf. This, they are repre-

sented as answering, by weighing out the contemptuous sum of

thirty pieces of silver : a transaction which evidently bespoke the

light estimation in which they held him and the work he had per-

formed amongst them. Hence they are again given up to bad

shepherds, and disorder and trouble rush in as before.

Now, since the Lord Himself is the Good Shepherd spoken of,

and the transaction about the rating, carries a peculiarly personal

aspect, it is scarcely possible to understand it otherwise than as

referring to some manifestation of Godhead more objective and

realistic than any that had taken place in ancient times. The
people, under the relations of the Old Covenant, might be repre-

sented as selling themselves (Isa. lii. 3), but they neither were,

nor could fitly be, spoken of as selling the Lord. Such a mode
of representation pointed to another and more palpable exhibition

of Godhead than had hitherto appeared ; it pointed to the appear-

ance of the Divine Shepherd, of whom the earlier prophets had

so often and so distinctly spoken (Ps. ii. 9, Ixxii. ; Isa. ix. 6, 7 ;

Jer. xxiii. 4, 5 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 23). And when, in addition to

this, we look to the particulars of the account given by the pro-

phet of the treatment of the shepherd, we may justly say, with

Hengstenberg, " The agreement of prophecy and fulfilment is so

striking, that it would force itself upon us, although it had been

indicated by no declaration of the New Testament. What could

the last and most fearful expression of ingratitude towards the

Good Shepherd here predicted be, other than the murderous plot

by which the Jews rewarded the pastoral fidelity of Christ, and

for whose accomplishment Judas was bribed ?" (Christology).

The differences that present therasehes bet\\een the terms of
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the propliecy and the record of its fulfilment, are such merely as

respect the form, not the reality of things. In the prophecy, the

shepherd demands the payment of a sum, and that in the shape

of a reward for his ser^•ices ; but this is only for the purpose of

bringing out more distinctly the fact that he had appeared to them
in the character of one doing them important service, and that,

when they came formally to surrender their interest in him, the

time and circumstances of the transaction might fairly be taken

as an evidence of the value they set upon him. In a word, it

would inevitably and justly be regarded as a proof of blackest

ingratitude toward him, and senseless disregard of their own
highest interests. Not only so, but as Divine Providence ordered

it so that the ministers of the temple paid the price, and the price

^vas again taken back and thrown down in the temple ; so in

reality all came to be, in a manner, transacted before the Lord

;

it was done as under His immediate eyesight. As for the com-

mand in the prophecy to cast the price to the potter, it was but

a strong form of the future (as in Isa. vi. 9, noticed under. Matt,

xiii. 14), and merely denoted the certainty with which the event

should come to pass.

But another point here calls for consideration, of a somewhat

more special kind ; viz. why should the price have been so

explicitly adjudged to the potter ? This seems to imply, that

somewhere already mention had been made of a potter, in such

a connection, as rendered the destination of this money to the

same quarter a natural and proper thing. The prophecy here,

therefore, must lean on some earlier portion of Scripture, which

it either resumes, or takes for granted as known and under-

stood. Now, it is only in Jeremiah that we find anything of

that description. There, but there alone, is mention made of

the potter, in a way that is fitted to throw light on the passage

under consideration. In ch. xviii. 2, the word of the Lord comes

to Jeremiah, saying, " Arise, and go down to the potter's house,

and there will I cause thee to hear My words." From the use

of the definite article, the potter, we are naturally led to think

of some one being meant, who had a well-known and recognised

jilace in connection with the temple ; and from the prophet being-

ordered to go down to him, we are not less naturally led to think

of his workshop as being situated in a lower place, pi'obably in the
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valley that lay adjacent to the temple. This, ho^vever, is ren-

dered certain in ch. xix. 2, Avhere, after being commanded to get

a potter's earthen bottle, he was instructed to proceed, in com-

pany with the priests and elders of the people, " into the valley

of the son of Hinnom," and proclaim certain words. This valley

had first been the scene of frightful abominations, when idolatry

Avas at its height in Jerusalem ; and afterwards, to mark his

abhorrence of these, Josiah had polluted the place, by throwing

into it carcases and bones—into that part of it more especially,

which was called Tophet, and in which children had been made

to pass through the fire to Moloch (2 Kings xxiii. 10 ; comp.

Jer. vii. 31). When the prophet, then, had gone down to the

potter, he saw a vessel become marred in the potter's hand ; on

which the word of the Lord came, intimating that the Lord

could do the same with the children of Israel, and, on account of

their sins, miglit even be expected to do it. But the second

special message was the one recorded in ch. xix., when the pro-

phet was commanded to throAV an earthen vessel of the potter

into the valley of Hinnom, and accompany the action with these

appalling words, " Behold I will bring evil upon this place, the

which whosoever heareth, his ears shall tingle. Because they

have forsaken Me, and have estranged this place, and have

burned incense in it unto other gods, whom neither they nor

their fathers have known, and have filled this place with innocent

blood ; therefore behold the days come, saith the Lord, that this

place shall no more be called Tophet, nor the valley of the son

of Hinnom, but the valley of slaughter. And I will make void

the counsel of Judah and Jerusalem in this place ; and I will

cause them to fall by the sw^ord," etc. " Even so will I break

this people and this city, as one breaks the vessels of a potter,

which cannot be made whole again, and they shall bury in

Tophet, till there be no place to bury.''

Now, when in Zechariah it was said, regarding the thirty

pieces of silver, without any farther explanation, " cast them to

the potter," there can be no doubt, that he refers to these trans-

actions in Jeremiah. And the meaning of the appointment

was to this effect. Let these pieces of silver become, like the

potter of Jeremiah and his vessels, the symbol of the people's

consummate guilt and impending doom. They are the price of
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innocent blood—blood that must still more surely draw down
the vengeance of heaven, than that which was of old shed in the

valley of Hinnom ; let them, therefore, be identified with the

jDotter's field, the place emphatically of pollution and crime, as

a sign and warning to all, that the former desolations are ready

to come back again. Such was the natural import of the predic-

tion ; and it affords by far the most fitting explanation of the

apparent anomaly in the reference of the Evangelist, who, when

quoting a passage of Zechariah, ascribes it to Jeremiah. Many
suppositions have been made to account for this, such as, that

there may have been a lost passage in the writings of Jeremiah

to the same effect—that the portion of Zechariah's writings

quoted from may really have belonged to Jeremiah—that the

Evangelist's memoiy may have failed him, etc. The real rea-

son, however, is, that the Evangelist had in his eye the insepar-

able connection between the prediction in Zechariah and the

earlier announcements in Jeremiah ; that he regarded the one

only as a later and more specific application of the other ; and

that as he wished the people to consider the denunciations of

guilt and judgment most graphically portrayed in the original

prophecy, so he couples the prophecy with the name of the earlier

rather than of the later prophet. This view, which was first

distinctly propounded by Grotius, who says, Cum autem hoc

dictum Jeremiaa per Sach. repetitum hie recitat Mat., simul

ostendit tacite, eas poenas imminere Judaeis, quas iidem prophetse

olim sui temporis hominibus praedixerant, has been more fully

vindicated and established by Hengstenberg, in his Christology,

on Zechariah. He justly says, " Matthew might, indeexl, have

cited both prophets. But such prolixity in citation is entirely

contrary to the custom of the authors of the New Testament

;

which may be explained by a twofold reason. They presuppose

their readers to possess an accurate knowledge of Scripture
;

and then the human instrument was kept far behind the

Divine Author, the Spirit of God and of Christ, who spake in

all the prophets in the same manner. Very fi^equently, there-

fore, the human author is not mentioned at all ; they content

themselves with such forms of citation as " the Scripture saith,''

" according as it has been written,'" '' for it is written," " as saith

the Holy Ghost," etc.
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The explanation of Hofmann, in his Weissag uiig unci Erfullung,

differs only in some subordinate points. He also thinks, that

the Evangelist cannot be supposed to have attributed to Jere-

miah a passage of Zechariah, as if by mistake ; especially as he

has taken the chief circumstance, with which the citation is

formally connected, not from Zechariah but from Jeremiah

—

that, namely, which respects the purchase of the potter's field.

Hofmann, however, would confine the reference to Jeremiah to

the xviii. ch., making no account of ch. xix. ; and would regard

the link of connection between the passage in Zechariah and that

of Jeremiah, as consisting simply in this—that the shepherd in

Zechariah treats the temple-court as a clay-pit, and under the

conviction, that this was destined soon to become a clay-pit,

casts down in that holy place the money that was to be given

to the potter as a worker in clay. On which account a curse is

pronounced upon the place by the prophet, as had been done by
Jeremiah ; and hence the combination of the two passages to-

gether by the Evangelist. The explanation has somewhat of

a recondite and artificial appearance ; and the other seems

simpler.

It should be borne in mind also, that the throwing together

in the way now supposed of two passages of Old Testament

Scripture, is nothing absolutely singular. We have already had

an example of it at ch. xxi. 4, 5, where a portion of Isa. Ixii. 11

is conjoined with Zech. ix. 9, while the Evangelist simply intro-

duces the words as having been spoken by the prophet. In

Rom. ix. 33, also two prophecies of Isaiah are thrown together,

and treated as if they formed a continuous utterance. But the

most striking example, next to the one under consideration, is

at Mark i. 2, 3, where, according to the correct text, the Evan-
gelist says, " As it is written in Esaias the prophet. Behold I

send my messenger before thy face, who shall prepare thy way.

The voice of one crying in the wilderness," etc. Here, the two

prophecies of Malachi and Isaiah are coupled together, and cited

only in connection with the name of Isaiah
;
partly, doubtless,

because he was both the earlier and the greater prophet, and,

partly, because the prophecy in Malachi was but the resumption

of that in Isaiah, only cast into a somewhat more personal and

specific form. It is remarkable, too, and lends further confirma-
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tion to the view now given, that while there are numerous

references to Malachi and Zechariah in the New Testament,

the prophets themselves are never named. Zechariah is quoted

four times beside the occasion before us—Matt. xxi. 5, xxvi.

31 ; John xii. 14, xix. 37, and always with a general formula.

Hosea alone of the minor prophets, and he but once, is expressly

mentioned (Rom. ix. 25) ; for, it seems very doubtfiil if the

reference in Acts ii. 16 to the prophet Joel should go further

than simply, "But this is that which was spoken by the pro-

phet." The minor prophets were usually regarded as a single

book of prophecies by the Jews, somewhat of the nature of an

appendage to the larger prophetical books. Hosea stood at the

head of the list, and it was natural to name him, but scarcely

less natural to refer to the others in a more general manner ; or

even, when the passage taken from any of them coincided in

substance with what had been uttered by one of the greater

prophets, to bring out its connection with the more prominent

name. These things inidoubtedly indicate a peculiar mode of

contemplation in respect to the point at issue, and lend confirma-

tion to the explanations given above.

IX.

John xix. 30 ; Ex. xii. 46.

The prescription regarding the Passover lamb, that a bone of

it should not be broken, is applied by the Evangelist to ovir Lord,

as a Scripture that required to find its correspondence, or meet

with its verification in His person. The application proceeds, of

course, on the ground of a typical relationship between that sacri-

ficial lamb and Christ, as the author of redemption to His people ;

on account of which it is said by the apostle, " For also our

Passover, Christ, was sacrificed" (1 Cor. v. 7); and our Lord

Himself, pointing to the same relationship, said, at the celebration

of the last Passover He held with His disciples, " With desire I

liave desired to eat this Passover with you before I sufi'er ; for I

say unto you, I will not any more eat thereof, until it be fulfilled

in the kingdom of God" (Luke xxii. 15, 16). It will at once be

admitted by all, who believe in the fact of this relationship, that

it involved the necessity of Christ's sacrificial death, as the means

wlierebv the stroke of deserved iudffment was to be averted from
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tlieir heads. And not only that, but that this new passover-

saci'ifice was to hold relatively the same place as the old—was to

be the formation of a new era for the Church, the redemptive

act, that provided for her members' life and blessing. But per-

sons may admit this, without perceiving any necessary connection

between the preservation of our Lord's limbs from the violence

done to those crucified beside Him, and the order to break no

bone of the Paschal Lamb. For, why, it may be asked, this

specific formal agreement—while so many others were wanting?

The lamb, for example, was to die, by having its blood shed with a

knife, which was afterwards to be poured out or sprinkled ; the

fiesh of it also was to be roasted entire, and eaten the very night it

was slain. These were prescriptions respecting the mode of

treating the lamb, as well as that about the bones, while yet we
see no formal agreement with them in the personal history of

Christ. Why, then, should there have been such an agreement

in regard to this one particular ? The precise relation of things

may be thus stated :—The ordinance of the Passover had this as

a distinctive feature in its institution, that the lamb, which had

been the provisional means of deliverance from impending de-

struction, the source, in a sense, of material life, should also be

the food and support of the life so preserved ; it must be eaten,

and eaten entire, by those for whom it had provided a ransom ;

and for this end it had to be roasted, without suffering mutilation.

Now in this, the ordinance was to find its counterpart in the new
dispensation, by the appropriation of Christ for strength and

nourishment, on the part of all, who should be saved by His

death ; they must continue to live upon Him, and can only do

so by making His fulness of life and blessing their own. And
to give, even outwardly, a sign of this unbroken wholeness of

Christ—of the necessity of it, and of the believer's fellowship with

it, to salvation—the Lord interfered, by a singular act of provi-

dence, to preserve the body of the crucified intact. The type

might, indeed, without this external conformity, have been sub-

stantially verified ; but it was given as a special token or seal

from the hand of God, to authenticate the antitype, and to point

men's thoughts back to the ordinance, which had been framed so

many ages before in anticipation of the reality. The fulfilment

here, therefore, belongs to the same class as those referred to in
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No. II. ; a fulfilment that manifested an external correspondence,

fitted to help an imperfect discernment, or a feeble faith, but one

that, at the same time, bespoke a more inward and deeper corre-

spondence lying beneatho It was, so to speak, but the outer shell

of the antitypical development, which is noticed by the Evan-

gelist
;
yet such, that through it discerning minds might discover

the rich kernel of spiritual and abiding truth, of which it was the

index.

X.
John xix. 37 ; Zech. xii. 10.

We have here another example of that kind of fulfilment of

ancient Scripture, which has been treated of in the last number

—in something outward and corporeal a verification of a word,

which reached much farther and deeper. Here, however, it is

connected, not with a typical transaction of former times, but

with an emblematic announcement of ancient prophecy. De-

scribing prospectively the repentance of the people, whose blind-

ness and folly had alienated them from the Lord, and involved

them in misery and ruin, the Prophet Zechariah represents them

as looking to Him whom they had pierced, and mourning. It

was, undoubtedly, a spiritual grief— a grief on account of sin, of

which the prophet spake, and in connection with that, a spiritual

direction of the eye to their offended Lord ; for the whole is

described as the consequence of a spirit of grace and supplication

being poured out upon their souls. In such a case the piercing,

which more especially caused the mourning, must also have been

of a like profound and spiritual kind ; it could be nothing less

than the heart grief experienced by the Shepherd of Israel on

account of the wrongs and indignities He had received from His

people. But the Evangelist John, who had a peculiar eye for

the symbolical, and was ever seeing the spiritual imaged in the

visible, descried in the piercing of our Lord's side by the soldiei-'s

spear a sign of that other piercing. It was an indignity that

formed, indeed, so far as it went, a proper fulfilment of the pro-

phetic word, yet still one that touched the surface only of its dark

meaning, and was important, more for what it suggested than

for what it actually embodied.—(Comp. John xii. 32, 33).
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XI.

Acts i. 20; Ps. Ixix. 25, cix. 8.

The manner in which St Peter brought these passages from

the Psalms to bear on the case of Judas, is such as to leave no

doubt that they had in this their most legitimate and proper

application. He prefaced the use made of them with the words,

" Men and brethren, this Scripture must needs have been ful-

filled, which the Holy Ghost, by the mouth of David, spoke

before concerning Judas." There was a Divine necessity in the

case ; Judas was so definitely in the mind of the inspiring Spirit,

that the things written must have their accomplishment in the

fate that befell him. And when we reflect, that this was the very

first application of a prophetic Scripture by any of the apostles

after they had been instructed by Jesus respecting all things that

were written of Him " in the law of Moses, in the prophets, and

the Psalms" (Luke xxiv. 44), we cannot doubt that it was made
on the express warrant and authority of their Master. It is

chiefly valuable, on account of the insight it affords into the

position and character of Judas. For, as the hostile party por-

trayed in Ps. Ixix. and cix., sometimes as an individual, some-

times as a band of adversaries, stands arrayed in the darkest

features, alike of guilt and of condemnation—as in the delineation

given we see ingratitude of the blackest dye, malice and wicked-

ness taking entire possession of the soul, and rendering it incap-

able of yielding to the impressions of love and holiness, capable

only of rushing headlong to destruction—so we are taught by

the personal application of the words to Judas (what the evan-

gelical history itself teaches), that it was no accidental circum-

stance, his having found a place among the number of the apostles,

and no misapprehension merely, or precipitancy ofjudgment (as

some would have it), which led him to take the part he did, in

betraying the Son of Man. Judas, within the bosom of the

twelve, did what his countrymen generally did, in respect to the

world at large—betrayed the Lord of glory to His enemies. He
was, therefore, the unconscious representative and leader of these

enemies—the impersonation of those elements of evil, which

rendered them what they ultimately became to Christ, and the

cause of the Gospel. He was but accidentally separated from

F F
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them—fundamentally and in spirit he was one with them. Hence,

it was quite legitimate to take what is written in Ps. Ixix. 25, of

the adversaries as a body, and apply it, as St Peter does, indivi-

dually to Jxidas :—what was to find its realisation in the unbe-

lieving portion generally of the Jewish people, was, in a

concentrated form, to take effect upon him, who, with peculiar

aggravations, acted the treacherous ])art, which they also pursued.

In him, as an individual, their guilt and punishment were alike

reflected—as the one first, by his own perversity, so of necessity

the other, by Divine ordination. Happy, had they but read in

time tlie sign it was intended to afford of their inevitable doom !

In that case, even the melancholy fate of the son of perdition

might have proved a beacon, to warn them away from that coming

wrath, Avhich laid their habitations desolate like his, and drove

them fi"om the office they had been called to fill, as the channels

of blessing to mankind.

XII.

Acts xiii. 33 ; Ps. ii. 7. Acts xiii. 34 ; Isa. Iv. 3.

The peculiarity in the use of these passages of Old Testament

Scripture lies in their being ]>laced in such immediate connection

with the resurrection of Christ. It has been doubted by some,

whether in ver. 33 the apostle is speaking directly and specially

of the resurrection : they would rather regard the raising up
{avaarriGag) there mentioned as pointing to the natural birth of

our Lord, or His official appointment as ]Messiah. This is argued

on the ground, more esj^ecially, that the w^ord di/atf. does not

necessarily imply a raising up again; that it occurs, for example,

at ch. iii. 22, of the simple existence and manifestation of Jesus

as the great prophet like unto ]\Ioses ; and that -when the raising

up has respect to the resurrection of Christ, it is coupled with h.

vixpuv—as in the very next verse to the one under consideration.

These grounds are urged, for example, by Treffry, on the Etertial

Sonship, p. 299, who therefore thinks, that the apostle " begins to

speak of the resurrection only in ver. 34," and that the raising up

of Jesus mentioned in ver. 33, was His being brought forth, not

from the dead, but from the seed of David, as at ver. 23.

Thi^ view might have been held with some appearance of rea-

son, if the apostle in his address had not distinctly introduced the
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resurrection of Jesus in the immediately preceding context. But

this he has done ; he has even brought it prominently out, as

the point, on which all, in a manner, hung for the Messiahship

of Jesus, and in support of which the apostolic testimony was

more peculiarly given, " God raised Him from the dead," he

had said, " and He was seen many days of them which came up

with Him from Galilee to Jerusalem, who are His witnesses unto

the people. And we declare unto you," he continues, " glad

tidings, how that the promise which was made unto the fathers,

the same has God fulfilled unto us their children, having raised

up Jesus ; as it is also written in the first Psalm, Thou art My
Son, this day have I begotten Thee." It were, perhaps, wrong

to say, that this passage in the Psalm is brought in simply and

exclusively with reference to the resurrection of Christ ; but the

connection seems plainly to indicate, that both in that, and in the

raising up of Jesus, it is to the resurrection that allusion is more

peculiarly made. All, according to the apostle's view, seemed

to point to, and find its consummation in, the risen Saviour ; this

realised the hopes nourished by ancient prophecy, and proved

Jesus to be emphatically the Son of God. It is to be remarked,

also, that this was but the first of a series of like testimonies fi'om

St Pavil ; above all the apostles, he delights to connect the promise

of God and the Messiahship of Jesus with the resurrection.

When standing on his trial before Felix, he put the whole ques-

tion, as between himself and his accusers, thus, " I believe all

things, which are written in the law and in the prophets, and

have hope toward God, which they themselves also allow, that

there shall be a resurrection of the dead, both of the just and un-

just" (Acts xxiv. 14, 15). And again, when pleading before

Agrippa, he represented the hope, that God would raise the dead,

as at once " the promise made of God unto the fathers, and

that for which he was accused of the Jews" (Acts xxvi. 6, 7).

" If Christ has not risen," he elsewhere wrote, "your faith is vain

ye are yet in your sins" (1 Cor. xv. 17). It was precisely by

His resurrection, that Christ was " declared to be the Son of God
with power" (Rom. i. 4); and by virtue also of a fellowship in

the power of His resurrection, that sinners are quickened to new-

ness of life, and constituted sons of God : Himself first, by reason

of His resurrection, the first-begotten from the dead, and then.
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the life—the causal life—to many, who were dead in sin (Rom.

viii. 29 ; Col. i. 18, iii. 1-4, etc.).

It was probably on account of Christ's having appeared to

Paul as the risen Saviour, and wrought thereby such a marvellous

change on his condition and prospects, that his thoughts took so

strongly this direction. Not, however, as if there were anything

j)roperly singular in such a mode of representation—for the same

substantially is found in the discourses of Christ, and the writings

of the other apostles ; but in those of Paul it assumed a more

remarkable prominence. It proceeds on the contemplation of

Christ's work as the actual restoration of man from the curse of

death, which came in by sin. The promise of such a restoration

was the grand hope of the fallen, for which the children of faith

were ever waiting and longing. And Christ, by His resurrection

from the dead, and ascension to the heavenly places, actually

brings in the hope ; now at length it passes into a living reality;

and He, who prevails thus to bring life out of death, and enter

in the name of His elect on the heirship of immortality, is found,

by the very act, to be, what He was long ago declared, God's

peculiar Son—for He could have done it only by having life in

Himself, even as the Father hath life in Himself.

Such is the ground of the apostle's application of the word in

Ps. ii. 7 to Christ, in connection with His resurrection from the

dead. It does not mean, that He was constituted God's Son by

the resurrection ; but that the poioer of the resurrection belonged

to Him as God's Son, and by the exercise of this power was His

Sonship made incontrovertibly manifest. And it is merely by

following out the same line of thought, that the other passage

—

that from Isaiah—is applied to the perpetuity of Christ's risen

life. It was not enough for the apostle's purpose to exhibit a

risen Saviour ; he must show this Saviour to be the possessor of

an endless life ; for, otherwise, the realisation of the world's hopes

would not be complete ; the covenant could not have been estab-

lished on a sufficient basis. Therefore, the promise is called in,

which spoke of " the sure mercies of David"—the mercies which

had for their guarantee the everlasting faithftilness of Jehovah.

Here there is no room for failure, as in the case of merely human
gifts or promises ; the covenant once ratified by the appearance

and triumph of Jesus, stands fast for ever; living in the presence
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of the Father, He can see no corruption, and of His kingdom of

grace and blessing there can be no end.

XHI.
Rom. i. 17 ; Hab. ii. 4.

The only question that can be raised upon this citation is,

whether the Avord rendered faith is taken by the apostle precisely

in the same sense in which it is used by the prophet. The word
is undoubtedly employed in different senses ; sometimes as an

objective matter-of-fact property^ stability, the settled condition

of things ; sometimes as a personal property of God, His fidelity

or truthfulness ; and sometimes, again, as a personal property

of men, their truthfulness in word or deed, stedfast adlierence to

what is felt to be right and good. Some have hence sought to

identify it, as used by Habakkuk, with the righteous principle

generally ; and Hitzig even says, on the passage, that it might

as well have been said, that the righteous man shall live by his

righteousness. But to this it is justly replied by Delitzsch, that

" in a passage which treats, not of the relation of God to man,

or of man to his fellow-men, but of man to God, it may fitly de-

signate the state of him who, in respect to God, is named pxj^

faithful or steady. But he is so named, whose spirit clings to

God with unwavering stedfastness, whose mind is firmly fixed

upon God (Ps. Ixxviii. 8 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 18). The property here

marked, accordingly, is that of an unshaken confidence in God,

a firm adhesion to God, or unwavering direction of the soul upon

Him. If, then, the subject of discourse is the graciovis promises

of God, the term before us will denote an unshaken resting upon

these, or firm confidence in them ; in short, faith, for this settled

acquiescence, this firm confidence, this tenacious cleaving, is the

very soul, the constituting element of a living, life-giving, justi-

fying faith." As used by the prophet, it is of the general prin-

ciple of faith, as an himible, confiding trust in God's power and

faithfulness—of this, as opposed to the proud, self-reliant spirit

of the Chaldean, that the prophet speaks. He who has such

faith shall live ; for the living God is on his side, and infinite re-

sources of grace and blessing are at his command. But it is so

still, the apostle affirms ; the principle is an all-pervading one

;

and whenever life in the higher sense is attained, it comes only
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through faith in the manifested grace of God, reahzing and

trusting in what this has provided.

XIV.
Rom. xi. 9, 10 ; Ps. hxix. 22, 23.

The verses here quoted and apphed to the apostate part of the

Jewish people, are from one of the psahiis, which the Apostle

Peter had applied to Judas (Acts i. 20). This application of it

confirms the view taken of the subject at the place referred to.

Judas and the Jewish people are identified ; their sin was sub-

stantially the same, and such also must be their condemnation.

In both cases alike, the falsehood and treachery that had been

manifested toward the cause of Heaven, must be repaid into

their own bosom.

XV.
Gal. iii. 16; Gen. xxii. 18.

The Apostle Peter, very shortly after the ascension of our

Lord, had applied the promise to Abraham, about all the families

of the earth being blessed in his seed, in such a way as clearly to

imply, that the fulfilment was to be found in Christ. All were

to be blessed in Abraham's seed ; and God having raised up His

Son Jesus hath sent Him (says Peter) to bless you first—mean-

ing, to give the seed of Israel precedence in the enjoyment of

the benefit, which yet was to be diffused through every tribe and

region of the world (Acts iii. 25, 26). By implication at least,

this really involves the principle of the Apostle Paul's formal

explanation in Gal. iii. 16. For he merely asserts, that the

Abrahamic promise of blessing concentrates itself, as to vital

efficacy, in Christ, and so is enjoyed by such, but only by such

as are in organic union with Him. Not to seeds, therefore, as

of many—not to Abraham's offspring indiscriminately—the

various families and tribes that looked to him as their common
fleshly head ; but to the one seed that combined the spiritual

with the carnal bond of affinity to Abraham—the seed of which

Christ was to be the public representative, and the one living

Head. This seed, throughout all its generations and members,

is properly but one, having its standing, its characteristics, its

destiny in Christ. So that by Christ, as the one seed, tlie
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apostle does not mean Christ individually, but Christ collectively

—Christ personally, indeed, first, but in Him, and along with

Him, the whole of His spiritual body the Church. This is put

beyond all doubt by ver. 28, 29, where he says of believers,

that they are all one (ef?) in Christ—one corporate being—and
that being Christ's, they are Abraham's seed {ev'spii^a)—a collec-

tive unity, as regards the heirship of blessing. The term Christ

is used in a precisely similar manner at 1 Cor. xii. 12, where our

Lord and His people are compared to the body with its many
members, and are simply designated Christ. If the apostle had

meant in either case the simply personal Redeemer, he would

doubtless have said, Christ Jesus. Considered thus, the argu-

ment of the apostle is perfectly legitimate, and there is nothing

whatever of the Rabbinical in it. The use of the singular from

the first shoAved, as Tholuck has justly remarked, " that the

prophecy had a definite posterity in view, namely, a believing

posterity ; and had seeds been employed, it would have indicated,

that all the posterity of Abraham, who sprung from him by

natural descent, were included." This was not meant ; the seed

of blessing was to hold of Abraham in a spiritual respect, still

more essentially than in a carnal ; and the apostle merely affirms,

that it has its spiritual standing, and with that its organic one-

ness, in Christ. No otherwise could it be a seed of blessing.

xvi.
Heb. i. 6 ; Ps. xcvii. 7.

The chief peculiarity in this application of an Old Testament

passage to Christ, is in respect to the time or occasion with which

it is more particularly associated. Tiie Lord, it is said, com-
manded all the angels (or Elohim) of God to worship the Son,

when He introduced Him as the first-begotten into the world.

To what occasion or period does this refer ? There is nothing

in the Psalm itself to enable us to give a very specific answer.

It describes in figurative and striking terms a contemplated

manifestation of God—such as should confound all the adver-

saries of Zion, and to Zion herself bring peace, security, and
blessing. There can be no doubt, that this was to be accom-

plished in the highest degree by the incarnation and work of the

Lord Jesus Christ, and no otherwise could it be effectuallv
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accomplished. Pie alone was to put for ever to shame the

enemies of God's truth, and establish the interests of righteous-

ness—to establish them on such a sure foundation, that the

people of God should be able to rejoice with a joy unspeakable,

and full of glory. The Psalm, therefore, in regard to its main
theme, might be associated generally with the manifestation of

Christ's person and the execution of His mediatorial work ; es-

pecially as in the pregnant and ideal style of prophecy particular

stages and precise moments of the Divine kingdom are often less

contemplated than its general character and results. At the

same time, as the Psalmist seems to have more properly in his

eye the final processes of the work of Christ, and speaks of the

whole world having become the theatre of the manifested glory

of God in Him, it is most natural to understand the language

as pointing more immediately to the time of the end, when every

thing shall be brought to its proper consummation. This seems

also to be the view adopted by the inspired Avi'iter of this epistle

;

for the TaX/v is most naturally coupled with the verb that follows

— " when He (God) again bringeth in the first-begotten into the

world"—as if there had been an earlier and preliminary bringing

in, which was regarded as past, and another were anticipated, to

which the description of the Psalmist more especially applied.

The epithet first-begotten also, as a designation of Christ, seems

to point in the same direction ; for, as used elsewhere, it has a

predominant reference to the (either in fact, or in destination)

risen, perfected God-man, in whom all humanity, in so far as it

is an heir of blessing, has its life and head. So that, when in

this respect He is spoken of as being again brought into the

world, we naturally think of His return in glory. Even at His

first advent, however, angels worship and serve Him, on account

of what appeared in Him and was done by Him; and when the

passage before us is placed in special connection with the event

of the second advent, it is not as if the affairs of the first were

altogether excluded.

XVH.
Heb. i. 10-12 ; Ps. cii. 25-27.

It strikes one at first sight as strange, that a passage, which

proclaims the eternity and immutableness of God, in marked
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contrast with the created universe, should have been appHed,

without a note of explanation, to Christ, as if He were beyond

any doubt the subject of the representation. But it must be re-

membered, the sacred writer is not here arguing with Jews, wdio

might have been disposed to question the ground on which the

application is made. He is addressing believers, Jewish Chris-

tians, who were already persuaded of the truth of Christ's

Messiahship, and who, therefore, understood, that in Christ

Divine and human met together—that by Him, as the Great

Revealer of Godhead, the worlds were originally made, and all

the provisions and arrangements connected with the Old Eco-

nomy brought into existence. It is in truth as the Divine Head
of the covenant with Israel, and in particular with the house of

David, that the Lord is addressed throughout the 102d Psalm
;

and the thought ofthe eternal being andunchangeableness of God
is brought in, not absolutely and as an independent considera-

tion, but in connection with the hopes of His Church and people.

There were troubles, the Psalmist well foresaw, lying in the

future—calamities and desolations enough to make the pious

soul conscious of gloom and horror at the prospect. But he re-

assured himself, and would have afflicted believers in every age

to re-assure themselves, by realising their connection with their

eternal and glorious King. He is infinitely exalted above the

mutable and the perishing; He fails not with created things,

which He made by the word of His mouth, and which He can

again change at His pleasure, or fold up as a decayed garment

;

—And we also, who by faith have become heirs of God, and

have an imperishable interest in all that is His, are, on this

ground, secured against failure, in respect to our hopes of final

bliss. This is the train of thought in the Psalm ; and the pas-

sage, therefore, is in the strictest sense applicable to the Di^^ne

Redeemer, by whom the worlds were made, and through whom
all the operations of Godhead have been, and are executed in our

fallen world.

XVIII.
Heb. ii. 6-8 ; Ps. viii. 4-6.

The use here made of a portion of the 8th Psalm has been so well

vindicated by Hengstenberg, as to the ground on which it rests,
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that we shall do little more thaji quote what he has said on the

subject in his introductory remarks on the Psalm. " The Psalm

stands in the closest coimection with the first chapter of Genesis.

What is written there of the dignity with which God invested

man over the works of His hands, whom He placed as His re-

presentative on earth, and endowed with the lordship of creation,

that is here made the subject of contemplation and praise. We
simj)ly have that passage in Genesis turned into a prayer for us.

But how far man still really possesses that glory, what remains

of it, how much of it has been lost,—of this the Psalmist takes

no thought. His object was merely to praise the goodness of

God, which still remained the same, as God, whose gifts are

without repentance, has not arbitrarily withdrawn vhat He
gave ; only man, by his folly, has suffered himself to be robbed

of it. But even with this single eye upon the goodness of God^

which, on His part, continues unabated, it is to be undentood,

that the entire representation holds good only at the beginning

and the end ; and but very imperfectly suits the middle, in which

we, along with the Psalmist, now stand. When this middle is

placed distinctly before the eye, man is represented quite other-

wise in the Old Testament than we find him here—as a sheep,

a shadow, a falling leaf, a worm, as dust and ashes. And why
God is here thanked, see especially Isa. xi. 6-9, where the same

reference is made as here to Gen. i., and where a restitution is

promised to man, in the times of Messiah, of the relation he

originally held to the earth, but which is now in a state of pros-

tration. Accordingly, the matter of the Psalm can find its full

verification only in the future ; and for the present it ap])Hes to

none but Christ, in whom human nature again possesses the

dignity and glory over creation, which was lost in Adam. By-

and-by, when the moral consequences of the fall have been

swept away, this also shall come to be the common inheritance

of the human family." Contemplated thus, the application of

the 8th Psalm to the temporary humiliation and final exaltation

of Christ, as the Head of redeemed and glorified humanity, ad-

mits of a perfect justification. Only, when viewed s{m/>li/ in

reference to Christ, the words descriptive of the nearly Elohim-

dignity of man necessarily become, at the same time, indicative

of a relative, tliough temporary humiiiation. "With the man of
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creation the i3pa^v n is an abiding inferiority of degree, con-

nected with his creaturely existence ; but the Son of G od, who
has humbled Himself to the condition of man, in order that He
might exalt it to the lofty position which it is destined to occupy,

cannot remain in that low estate ; and so, that which with man
as such was a paululuiu of degree (much as at 2 Sam. xvi. 1),

becomes changed into a paululam of time {^pa-xy ri as at Isa.

Ivii. 17, and commonly with the Attics) ; and wdiile with man
the pauhdum of degree has his glory for a correlate, with Jesus

the paululum of time has His glory for a contrast. Thus, the

sense of the jSpa^u n suffers a kind of necessary, but by no

means arbitrary turn, in the application to the Man Christ

Jesus of the words that were originally spoken of man gene-

rally."—(Delitzch). There still are commentators, among
others, Stier, who would regard the Psalm as pointing more

directly to Christ, and to the restitution of all things to be

brought in by Him, But this view cannot be deemed so

natural as the other ; and it is not needed to justify or explicate

the argument of the apostle.

XIX.
Heb. ii. 13 ; Isa. viii. 17, 18.

Three passages are here appealed to in proof of the kindredness

of Messiah to those Avhom He came to redeem. One is from

Ps. xxii., which is strictly Messianic ; the other two from the

eighth chapter of Isaiah. By not a few commentators the pro-

priety of these latter applications is doubted ; at least, they are

judged applicable only in a secondary sense, as the prophet him-

self is considei'ed to be the speaker ; so that only by way of

accommodation, or typically, can the words be understood of the

Messiah. This, however, may j^^stl}' be questioned, and is ques-

tioned, by a large body of interpreters. They hold, that as in

the immediately preceding verse, it is the JNIessiah who appears

to be the speaker—in the words, " Bind up the testimony, seal

up the law, among My disciples"—so He ought to be understood

as continuing to speak in ver. 17 and 18, declaring His trust in

the Father, and pointing to the spiritual seed the Father had

given Him. The passage is iinquestionably an obscure one
;

but even if we should prefer considei'ing the pro])het as more
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directly the speaker, he must be viewed as speaking in a repre-

sentative character—personating the being, and maintaining the

cause of the Immanueh The whole discourse, from ch. vii. 14

to ix. 7, is perpetually turning upon " the God \\ath us," as the

great security and hope for Israel ; and, mediately or immediately,

the words in question must be regarded as pointing in that

direction. Either way, the use made of them in the epistle is

perfectly legitimate.

In the remaining passages of Old Testament Scripture quoted,

either in the Epistle to the Hebrews, or in the general epistles,

there is nothing very peculiar, as regards the use that is made of

them by the inspired writers. We may simply state, in regard

to the application made of Ps. xl. in Heb. x. 5—10, to the per-

sonal obedience and offering of Christ, that it is not to be under-

stood as excluding an inferior reference to the Psalmist himself.

He knew perfectly, in regard to his own spiritual state and call-

ing, that a willing surrender of himself to God ranked higher

than the mere presentation of animal victims ; and substantially

the same idea is expressed elsewhere, in passages that undoubt-

edly have a direct reference to the Psalmist and his fellow-wor-

shippers in Old Testament times (Ps. 1. 7-15, li. 16, 17). It is

not necessary, therefore, to suppose, that in Ps. xl. no respect

was had to that self-dedication to the Divine service, which even

under the ancient dispensation was preferred to all burnt-offer-

ings. But as little should the remarkable words there written

be confined to that ; and the defects and shortcomings, of Avhich

the saints of God in those earlier times were painfully conscious,

as mingling with all their personal surrenders to God, could not

but dispose them to look for the proper realisation of what was

written in one higher and greater than themselves. The

spiritual Israel in every age aimed at it ; but He alone, in whom
Israel's state and calling were to find their true accomplishment,

could in the full sense appropriate the words, and embody them

in action.
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THE HISTORICAL CIRCUMSTANCES THAT LED TO CHRIST's BIRTH

AT BETHLEHEM—CYRENIUS AND THE TAXING (p. 359).

The application of the prophecy in Micah v. 2 to the birth of

our Lord at Bethlehem, by the Evangelist ISIatthew, involves in

itself no peculiar difficulty ; for the prophecy itself is so specific,

and was so readily understood and applied by the Jews them-

selves to the great event it contemplated, that the use made of

it in this connection cannot justly be questioned by any fair in-

terpreter of Scriptui'e. The difficulties which do hang around

the subject have sprung up in connection with the historical

circumstances, which are mentioned by the Evangelist Luke, as

the more immediate causes that led to the birth of Christ at

Bethlehem. These circumstances relate, in the first instance, to

the decree issued by Augustus, appointing a general census or

enrolment to take place ; and, secondly and more especially, to

the incidental notice as to the time when this decree was carried

into effect, that it was while Cyrenius was governor, or had the

presidency of Syria

—

aurri rj d'Troypafirj Tpuirrj sysvSTO Tiys/MOVivovroc rric

lupiag Kuprivlov, This latter being the more special difficulty, and

one also on which recently some new light has emerged, we
shall here give it our first and chief attention.

I. Giving to the words of St Luke what seems their natural

and grammatical rendering, " this first enrolment was made (or,

it was first made) when Cyrenius was governor of Syria," they

appear plainly enough to indicate, that at the time the pre-

sidency of Syria was in the hands of Cyrenius, and possibly also

(though that is not so clear) that the census now under consi-
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deration was an earlier as contrasted with a later one. Dis-

missing, however, for the present, the question, wdiether reference

is made to a second census, we have to face the position which
seems involved in the historical statement of the Evangelist,

that the particular census, which led to the birth of Jesus at

Bethlehem, took place during the time that Cyrenius was gover-

nor of Syria. And this, it is alleged, was impossible ; for, to

quote the words of Meyer, " at the time of the birtli of Jesus Q.
Sentius Saturninus was president of Syria, and P. Sulpicius

Quirinus did not become so till about ten years later ;" i.e. ten

years after the real period of our Lord's birth, but only six after

the common era, which is four ^^ears too late. There can be no
doubt that Cyrenius, or Quirinius (as the name ought rather to

be written, and as we shall retain it in what follows), did receive

the presidency of Syi'ia at the later period mentioned, and

shortly afterwards did conduct a census in Judea. So that, if

this were the only presidency of Syria held by Quirinius, and

the only census taken contemporaneously with it, the statement

of the Evangelist must be pronounced erroneous.

It certainly would be very strange if such wei'e the case ; for,

apart altogether from the inspiration of St Luke, it would indi-

cate a degree of looseness in historical information, which would

ill comport with his assertion at the outset, of possessing " per-

fect understanding of all the matters " he was going to write

about ; and it would just as little correspond with the remark-

able accuracy exhibited in his other historical notices. The
most searching results of modern inquiry have not only con-

firmed the general fidelity of his allusions to political affairs and

current eventsj but have established his correctness even in

minute details, and in respect to points on which for a time his

testimony lay under a measure of suspicion. The narrative in

Acts xxvii. of St Paul's voyage and shipwreck, in which every

particular has been subjected to the severest scrutiny, and has

thereby become but the more clearly marked with the attributes

of truth, is itself a convincing evidence of this. But one or two

examples more may be taken, and these more closely connected

with the point under discussion. In Acts xviii. 12, Gallio is

called " pro-consul " (Eng. version, deputy) of Achaia ; and

Achaia was, indeed, originally a senatorial pro\ince ; but
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Tiberius changed it into an imperial one. In that case j^^'o-

prwtor would have been the proper name for the representative

of the Roman state. Strabo expressly calls it " a prsetorian

province ;" and not only had great perplexities thence arisen

among the learned, but Beza even took the liberty to correct

the text, substituting pro-p?'a'tor for pro-consul. But we learn

from Suetonius, that the Emperor Claudius restored the province

to the Senate ; and as this change took place only about five or

six years before the time referred to by St Luke, pro- consul

had then become the proper designation. Again, in Acts xiii.

7, 8, Sergius Paulus is called the pro-consul of Cyprus, al-

though Cj^prus is known to have been ranked as an imperial

province, and might still have been reckoned so by the learned,

but for a notice in Dio Cassius, which contains the information,

that Augustus restored it to the Senate. "And so," says

Tholuck, who after Lardner refers to the passage, " as if pur-

posely to vindicate the Evangelist, the old historian adds, ' Thus
pro-consuls began to be sent into tliat island also.'

"

Now, it is surely against all probability, that a historian, who
has shown in such things the most exact and scrupulous fidelity,

and whose reputation for accuracy has been in danger of suffer-

ing, not from our possessing too much, but rather from our

possessing too little of collateral testimony—it is against all pro-

bability, that he should have committed the gross anachronism

of connecting Quirinius with Syria, at a period ten years

before his presidency actually commenced. It is the less likely

in this case, that there should have been such an erroneous

antedating of a public event, as there is every reason to suppose

that the Evangelist himself was a native of Syria, most probably

a citizen of Antioch, and, consequently, must have had every

facility for becoming acquainted with the political history of the

district.

A conviction of the extreme improbability of any error in this

direction, has led many persons—among others in the last century

Lardner, and in the present Ewald and Greswell—to adopt an

unusual translation of the passage in Luke, so as to make it point

to a future, not to an existing, presidency of Quirinius. They
would render, " And this enrolment was made before that

Quir. had the presidency of Syria." Certainly an unnatural, if
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even (in the circumstances) an admissible, representation of the

meaning ; and one that could only be resorted to, if it were

otherwise impossible to vindicate the truthfulness of the narrative!

But we are saved from this alternative by the recent progress of

research in the historical territory, which has again, and in a

very singular manner, lent its confirmation to the scrupulous

accuracy of the Evangelist. The person who, in this instance

has conducted the investigation is Augustus W. Zumpt, the

author of a very learned work on Roman Antiquities—entitled

Commentationes Epigraphies ad Antiquitates Rotnanas perti-

nentes. In the second volume of this work he has a chapter on

Syria as a Roman province from Caesar Augustus to Titus Ves-

pasian, in which he treats of the successive governors of the pro-

vince, and the leading features of their respective administration.

It is an entirely literary, or antiquarian investigation ; and simply

as connected with the subject of the Syrian presidencies, the pas-

sage in Luke ii. 2 comes into consideration. The inquiry is

conducted with great patience and acuteness ; and in so far as

it bears on the point before us—for it frequently branches off in

other directions—^we shall present an outline of the argument.

Taking the words of the Evangelist Luke in their apparent

sense, as denoting the contemporaneousness of a presidency of

Quirinius over Syria with the event that led to Christ's birth at

Bethlehem, Zumpt conceives that there is the more reason for

adhering to that sense of the Evangelist, and accrediting the

testimony it delivers respecting Quirinius, that the Fathers in

various connections deliver a like testimony. Thus Eusebius,

Hist. Eccl. i. 5, " Now this was the forty-second year of the

reign of Augustus, and the twenty-eighth from the subjugation

of Egypt, and the decease of Antony and Cleopatra, with which

last event terminated the dynasty of the Ptolemies in Egypt,

when our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ was bom in Bethlehem

of Judea on the occasion of the first census being taken, and

while Quirinius was governor of Syria." The reckoning here

given dates from the time that Augustus was first made consul

;

from which time there were forty-one years complete to the third

before the Christian era, and twenty-eight after the subjugation

of Egypt. At that period, therefore, which to a nearness coin-

cides with the real time of Christ's birth, Eusebius plainly be-
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lievecl, that Quirinius presided over Syria, and that a census was

taken : and so also did Irenaeus, Haer. ii. 22, 6 ; TertulHan adv.

Jud. c. 9 ; Clemens Alex. Strom, i. p. 147, etc. In all these

passages both the fact of a general census, and the presidency of

Quir. over Syria, at the time of Christ's birth, are distinctly

asserted. Of what nature the census might be, or whether the

time of its being taken might precisely accord with the exact

period of Christ's birth, is not now the question. But in re-

gard to the Syrian presidency of Quir. there is an important

notice in Tacitus, Annal. iii. 48, which he introduces in connec-

tion with the death of Quir., a.d. 21. Nihil ad veterem et

patriciam Sulpicioi'um familiam Quir. pertinuit, ortus apucl mu-

nicipium Lanuvium : sed impiger militica et acribus tninisteriis

consulatum sub divo Augusta, tuox expugnatis per Ciliciam Homon-
adensium castellis insignia triumphi adeptus datusque rector C.

Ccesari Armeniam obtinenti Tiberium quoque Rhodi agenteni

coliierat. Quod tunc patefecit (viz. Tiberius) in Senatu laudatis

in se officiis et incusato M. Lollio, quern auctorem C. Ccesari pra-

vitatis et discordiarum arguebat. Hear we leam respecting Quir.,

first, that he was a man of comparatively obscure origin ; then,

that he had approved himself to be expert in military affairs,

and services that called for stringent measures, in consequence

of which he had attained to the consulship under Augustus,

by-and-by also got the triumphal badges for having stormed the

fortresses of the Homonadenses,^ and was afterwards appointed

counsellor or guardian to Caius Cassar on receiving Armenia.

He had also paid court to Tiberius, when residing at Rhodes in

a sort of exile, and Tiberius reported to the Senate in laudatory

terms the services rendered to him by Quir., while he charged

M. Lollius with having led C. Ceesar into vicious and quarrel-

some courses. Now, as the C. Caesar here mentioned, one of the

grandsons of Augustus, is known to have obtained Armenia in

the year B.C. 1, and as Quir. was raised to the consulship in B.C.

12, it is manifest, that the conquest of the Homonadenses must

^ The triumphal badges or ornaments were the honours granted in place

of a triumph, after triumphs ceased to be held except by the Emperors.

They consisted in the permission to receive the titles bestowed on those who
did obtain triumphs, to wear in public the robes peculiar to them, and to

bequeath triumphal statues to their descendants.

a G
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have been accomplislied in the interval. It remains, therefore,

to be inquired who these people were, and in what position Quir.

was, when he made himself master of their fortified places.

The Homonadenses are mentioned by Pliny, Hist. Nat. v. 23,

94, as a people in the farthest parts of Cilicia, near the Isauri,

with a fortified town, Homona, and forty-four strongholds situated

in rugged valleys or ravines. Strabo also occasionally mentions

them, and places them in the rough parts of Cilicia, near the

Isauri, and the Pisidians, xiv. 1, 4, 24. There can be no doubt,

therefore, about their character and position ; they were evidently

a hardy and troublesome set of mountaineers, occupying a

number of forts in the more inaccessible parts of Cilicia, and re-

quiring a vigorous and energetic warrior, like Quir., to bring

them into subjection. But how should he have come into con-

flict with them ? Or what might be the province held by him,

when he gained such victories over the Homonadenses, and

triumphal ornaments on account of them 1

Various provinces might be, and have been thought of. (1.)

Proconsular Asia ; but this will not suit. For the Homona-

denses did not live within the bounds of that province ; and,

besides, proconsular Asia having come before this into a state of

entire subjugation, had no legion stationed in it (Tac. Ann. iv.

5) ; and hence there could have been no such victories won by

its governor as to secure for him triumphal honours. (2.) Nor

could it be Bithynia and Pontus ; for Galatia lay between this

province and the region of the Homonadenses. It was also a

senatorian province, and had no legionary force ; even Pliny, in

Trajan's time, had none, though his case was somewhat peculiar,

having been sent to put things in order. It was usually as-

signed, too, to men of only pr^torian rank (Dio, liii. 12) ; so

that, unless we should betake to merely gromidless conjectm'es,

the province of Bithynia and Pontus must be excluded from the

number ofthose with whom Quir. might be supposed to have been

connected. (3.) Galatia has been pointed to as the probable

region ; but this also fails in the reqviisite conditions ; for the

possessor of it had no legion assigned him, with which he might

carry on such warlike operations as would entitle him to trium-

phal honours. Nor were the Homonadenses situated in Ga-

latia, but on its borders ; so that the governor of the province,
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even if he had the command of a legion, could have had no call to

make war upon those Cilician mountaineers. It is also known,

that the province of Galatia was wont to be committed to a man of

praetorian rank (Eutrop. vii. 5; Euseb. Chron. p. 168). (4.)

Cilicia alone remains, which seems to be indicated by Tacitus as

the province—so far, at least, the province of Quir., that the

people, whose forts were scattered through it, lay within his juris-

diction. But Cilicia by itself was by much too small a province

for a consular man, at the head of a legion ; it must have been

conjoined with some other district. It is stated by Dio, liii. 12,

that when Augustus surrendered, in the 27th year of his reign, the

thoroughly reduced and quiet provinces to the Senate, he reserved

Cilicia (because of the fierce and waidike tribes that were in it),

and also Cyprus. Afterwards, however, in B.C. 22, Cyprus was

granted to the Senate (Dio, liv. 4). It, therefore, could not have

been coupled with Cilicia to make out a sufficient province ; and

it seems impossible to think of any other region than Syria.

The conclusion thus arrived at from the examination of the

passage in Tacitus, is confirmed by e-vidence from other sources.

For example, in the year B.C. 17, Syria and Cilicia appear to

have been associated under one provancial administration ; since,

when Cn. Piso then obtained the presidency of Sjria, and required

to levy troops against Germanicus, he sent an order to the chiefs

(reguli) of the Cilicians to furnish him Avith supplies of men
(Tac. Ann. ii. 70, 78). It is by no means probable, that either

he would have issued such an order, or that they would have

complied with it (especially in a war against Germanicus), un-

less the governor of Syria had a legal right to their services.

And in the course of the proceedings that followed, dm*ing

which Piso himself acted treacherously, he is reported to have

seized the fortress of Celenderis, which Tacitiis designates a

town in Cilicia (Ann. ii. 80), and Strabo also places in the high-

lands of Cilicia (xiv. 4). But it is also connected with Piso's

province, which was Syria ; for Piso was accused by Tiberius to

the Senate of seeking to possess the province (the province,

namely, over which he had been appointed) by force of arms

—

armis repetita provincia (Tac. Ann. iii. 12)—and on this very

account the Emperor is said to have been implacable toward

Piso, that he had taken arms against the province— ob bellum
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pro\dnciae inlatum (Ann. iii. 14). In another passage of Tacitus,

Ann. vi. 41, it is stated that Vitellius, president of Syria, sent

troops, A.D. 36, to subdue the Clitse, a people of Cilicia, as work
that properly fell under his administration. It thus appears,

that both about B.C. 25, and A.D. 36, Cilicia was conjoined with

Syria into one province, and placed under the sway ofone imperial

representative ; and so it remained till the times of Vespasian.

From these data there seems no avoiding the conclusion, that

Quir., at the time he possessed himself of the forts of the Homo-
nadenses throughout Cilicia, was the legate of Augustus and

pro-prastor of Syria. It only remains to be ascertained, more

narrowly, if such a thing be possible, over what period his presi-

dency was spread, and how far down it reached. The determina-

tion of this point is to be sought in another series of passages,

and chiefly in those which connect Quir. with Caius Cresar. As
the date of his elevation to the consulship precluded his connec-

tion with Syria at an earlier period than B.C. 12, so his relation-

ship to C. Ceesar fixes its termination to a period not later than

about the commencement of the Christian era. For it was at

the very close of the year B.C. 2, or the beginning of B.C. 1, that

C. Caesar obtained the government of Armenia, when it was

threatened with war by Phraates the Parthian king. Velleius,

ii. 1 01, states, that he set out for Armenia a short time after his

mother Julia was banished for her incontinence ; and this

banishment is known to have taken place before Kal. Oct. of

B.C. 2. It was sometime after this that Caius set out, and he

took Greece, Egypt, Palestine, on his way. He even appears

to have spent the winter at Samos, where he was visited by his

stepfather Tiberius, at that time resident in Rhodes (Suet. Tib.

c. 11). The year immediately B.C. must, therefore, have been

nearly spent before he left Samos ; and in the following year,

A.D. 1, he was designated consul, and set forth toward the region

over which he was appointed. The year after this he brought

Phraates to a conference, in which the Parthians agreed to

abandon Armenia. But in a subsequent war with Tigranes the

Armenian, he received a wound, of which he died in A.D. 4, the

wound itself having been received in the third year. So that

Quir., on being appointed rect07' to C. Csesar, evidently did

not require to quit his Syrian presidenc}" sooner than some time
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in the year B.C. 2, and it might even be supposed, on a hasty

consideration, tliat about two years later might have been soon

enough. But as the determination of this point is one botli of

some nicety and of some importance, it is necessary to look a little

more closely into the circumstances of the time.

In the passage formerly quoted from Tacitus, the Emperor

Tiberius was represented as commending Quir. for the part

he had acted tow^ard Caius Caesar, while standing in the rela-

tion of rector to him, and, at the same time, severely blaming

M. Lollius.^ Tacitus does not expressly say, though his lan-

guage seems to imply, that Lollius held the same relation to

C. Caesar that Quirinius had done. But Suetonius distinctly

calls him comitem et rectorem C. Ccesaris (Tib. c. 12, 13), and

adds, that from the charges made by Lollius against Tiberius,

Tiberius perceived, when he went on a visit to C. Cffisar at

Samos, that the mind of the latter had become alienated from

him. And it also appears from a passage in Velleius, ii. 102,

that when the conference was held with the Parthian king,

Lollius was present, and represented himself as appointed by

Augustus to be a sort of regulator to his youthful grandson

—

veluti moderatorem juventce Jilii sui. It thus appears, that M.
Lollius had become rectoi" to C. Caesar about the end of B.C. 1

or the beginning of a.d. 1, when the young commander was

passing the winter at Samos, and that he continued to hold the

same position for a year or two afterwards. What time, then,

must be assigned for Quir. being rector ? It has been thought

by Norisius (in Cenot. Pisan. ii. 9), that he succeeded Lol-

lius in the office, as it is mentioned by Tacitus in connection

with C. Caesar's obtaining Armenia. But this is untenable.

For in the Latin idiom he is said to obtain Armenia, who has

acquired the legal right to preside over it, whether he may
actually have taken possession of it or not. And from the posi-

tion and import of the words in the passage of Tacitus (insignia

triuraphi adeptus, datusque rector C. Csesari—Tiberium quoque

Rhodi agentem coluerat), it seems plain, that Tiberius was at

Rhodes at the time when Quir. had obtained his triumphal

1 The rector was not a guardian in the ordinary sense, but a person of

skill in war and experience in aflairs, who could act as confidential adviser and

counsellor to a youthful prince, at the commencement of his public career.
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honours and had become rector to C. Caesar. Hence M. Lol-

lius must have succeeded Quir., and not this the bther. It

is also certain on another account ; for by comparing Tacitus,

Ann. iii. 22 and 48, it appears that Quir. liad, in a.d. 21,

been married about twenty years to Lepida, a lady of high

rank at Rome, whom Augustus had destined for Lucius Csesar,

the brother of Cains. But this Lucius died in a.d. 2 ; and

hence Quir. must have gone to Rome, and become married

to Lepida about the time that Caius actually entered on his

Armenian administration. It is clear, therefore, that Quir.

must hav'e been made vector to C. Ciesar immediately on the

latter crossing the sea on his way to the East, and remained

with him for a year or so, and that W. Lollius was sent to take

his place toward the beginning of the first year of the Christian

era. It seems probable also, that Quir. accompanied C. Csesar

to Eg}^pt, and that both together paid a visit to Tiberius at

Rhodes, with which the latter was well pleased ; while by the time

Tiberius visited Caius at Samos, Lollius had become rector, and

had begun to alienate the mind of Caius from his stepfather.

Such, then, are the successive links of the history, as brought

out by this investigation : Quir., it is ascertained, was governor or

president of Syria, some time subsequent to B.C. 12, when he ob-

tained the consulship, and before a.d. 1 or 2, when he seems to have

gone to Rome, and become married to Lepida ;—after entering

on his Syrian presidency, he carried on a difficult, and, no doubt,

somewhat arduous conflict, with the warlike mountaineers of

(Alicia, and on account of his successes against them obtained

triumphal honours ;—about a year before the Christian era he

was appointed rector to C. Caesar, in order to prepare him for

the administration of aft'airs in Armenia, for which both military

prowess and a considerable measure of diplomatic skill were

requisite ;—it was, however, while he was governor of Syria that

he held this office of rectorship, for it was an governor of that

province that he was more jieculiarly qualified to give the coun-

sel and aid that were needed to one who was going to fiilfil a

difficult and dangerous mission in the neighbouring region of

Armenia—whence Lollius, and another person, who succeeded

him in the one office, also succeeded him in tlie other—they be-

came both presidents of Syria and rectors of (\ Caesar. But

I
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since the common Christian era is four years later than the actual

birth of Christ, it follows that Quir. must have been governor of

Syria about the time that Christ was born, and for a year or two

subsequent to the event. And thus the statement of St Luke,

reiterated by several of the Christian fathers, that Quir. was

president of Syria at the time when Jesus was born at Beth-

lehem, is fully vindicated, though the proof is reached only by

a minute and lengthened deduction, and it is again the paucity,

not the fulness of the collateral sources of information, which

has brought into suspicion the accuracy of the sacred historian.^

II. The other points connected with the subject need not de-

^ In the text, we have given only the evidence bearing on Quir. 's presidency

about the time of our Lord's birth. But since the investigations of Norisius,

referred to in the preceding discussion, it has been held by most writers on the

subject (for example, by Greswell, Harmony, Vol. /., Diss. XIV., Meyer,

Alford, etc.), that Saturninus was president of Syriaat the time of Christ's birth,

that in the year of His birth (viz. u.c. 750) Varus became president, and con-

tinued, probably, for five years, till he was succeeded by another Saturninus.

It is admitted, however, for instance, by Mr Greswell, that coins have come to

light, which do not readily correspond with this representation. And the

more careful inquiries of Zumpt tend to establish the following as the real

succession:—C. Sentius Saturninus became president of Syria in the year

9 B.C. (i.e. before the common Christian era), as may be inferred from Jos.

Ant. xvi. 9. 1, who also speaks of him as a man of consular rank, and of

great authority, xvi. 11. 3, etc. ; then, it appears from coins and other col-

lateral evidence, that Varus obtained the Syrian presidency in B.C. 6, and
continued for about two years. The precise time when this Varus was su-

perseded is doubtful ; for here, both the notices of Josephus, and other

accounts of Syrian affairs, are somewhat meagre and confused. Evidence,

however, has been produced of L. Volusius Saturninus having held the go-

vernment of Syria ; and it is certain that he must have quitted it in the year 6

A.D., because then Quir. was appointed to Syria, with the design of reducing

Judea to a Roman province, and annexing it to Syria. But between this 6th

year after ad., and the 6th before it, when Varus entered on his office, there

is room, according to the usual practice of Augustus, for at least one legate,

and possibly more than one, to fill up the space. And it is here that the

legation, first of Quir. and then of Lollius (both of a somewhat special charac-

ter, and lasting but a short time), come in. So that the succession stands

thus:—C. Sentius Saturninus became president B.C. 9 ; P. Quinctilius Varus,

B.C. G; P. Sulpicius Quirinius, b.c. 4 ; M. Lollius, B.C. 1 ; C. Marcius Cen-
sorinus (mentioned by Velleius as for a short time after Lollius, who killed

himself, rector of C. Cfesar and governor of Syria), a.d. 3 ; L. Volusius

Saturninus, a.d. 4 ; P. Sul. Quirinius, A.n. 6, etc.
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tain us long. They refer to the natvire of the census, for which,

it is said, a decree was issued by Ceesar Augustus, and to tlie

compass of territory it embraced—whether the whole Roman
world, or simply that portion of it which was bounded by the

regions more immediately in the eye of the Evangelist.

In regard to this part of the inquiry—which, as already stated,

is not touched upon by Zumpt—it ought to be borne in mind,

that here also our information is extremely scanty ; and it is very

possible, that if ampler materials were within our reach for

determining the political relations and movements of the time,

all would become perfectly plain. In such a matter, it should

be enough, if there is nothing obviously irreconcileable with the

evangelical narrative, and certain things that make it reasonably

probable. It should also be noted, that while the Evangelist

says that the census was taken while Quir. w^as governor of Syria,

he does not affirm it to have been personally conducted by him
in Judea. It merely happened to be coeval with his Syrian

presidency, and formed a first census, as contradistinguished from

a second. St Luke being himself a native of Syria, and very

probably writing to a Syrian, quite naturally indicated the name
of the governor presiding at the time over the region, and the

relation of this census to another, with which the governor was
known to be officially connected.

In regard to the a,iToypa.<pyi itself, it is impossible to arrive at any

very definite conclusion. The word strictly means an enrolling^

though very commonly an enrolment with a view to taxing

—

taking an account of men's persons and goods for the purpose of

laying on them an equitable proportion of the public burdens

;

and hence it might often with propriety be rendered by our word
taxing. But, undoubtedly, there were cases in which this term

Avould be too specific ; in which, at least, the immediate act was

not directly associated with any pecuniary rating. Those wdio,

with Lardner, would regard the Evangelist as writing of the

whole world in the restricted sense—that is, as embracing merely

the districts more immediately in his eye, the provinces subject

to the jurisdiction of Herod—think they discover a probable

account of the transaction in certain notices of Josephus respect-

ing the latter days of Herod's reign. In the Ant. xvi. 9. 3, 10.

9, it is stated that Herod, toward the close of his life, " lost the
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Emperor's favour, and was forced to submit to many disgraces and

affronts ;" in consequence of which he sent an ambassador to Rome,

who succeeded, though not without difficulty, in explaining mat-

ters and effecting a reconciliation. Further, in Ant. xvii. 2, 6, the

historian, having mentioned the Pharisees as a powerful and subtle

party, ready to attempt anything against those who were obnoxious

to them, adds, " When, therefore, the whole Jewish nation took

an oath to be faithful to Caesar and the interests of the king, these

men, to the number of above 6000, refused to swear." He pro-

ceeds to mention, that for this act of contumacy they were fined

by Herod, while, on their part, they declared that God had de-

creed to put an end to the government of Herod and his race.

This came to the ears of Herod, and proved the occasion of

death to not a few of their number. Now, it is supposed that the

oath of fidelity here spoken of as having been exacted towards

Csesar and the interests of Herod, might be identical with the

enrolment or census of St Luke ; the rather so, as the time must

have been nearly the same in both cases, and the national expec-

tation of another king than Herod, or any that could spring from

his family, did then also assume a veiy definite and specific form.

Whatever truth, however, there may be in all this, as regards

Herod and the people of his dominions, it must be owned that

it scarcely meets the conditions of the historical statement pre-

sented by the Evangelist. In the account of the Jewish historian

the matter seems to lie between Herod and his people, and to be

altogether of local interest ; while with the Evangelist it is the

decree of the Emperor

—

UyiJ.a 'xapa Kalcapog Abyovarou—which

alone comes into notice ; and the object of this is represented in

the most general terms, as ordering an enrolment for the whole

world, xaaav rr^v oixov/Msvriv. Of course, not absolutely the whole

;

the words must in any case be understood with some limitation ;

for wide as the Iloman empire was, there still were, in the age of

Augustus, I'cgions of considerable extent and ample resources,

respecting which he would never have dreamt of issuing a decree

of the kind here specified. We are constrained to think, at the

very utmost, of a universality co-extensive with Ciesar s acknow-

ledged supremacy : but to that, both the words themselves and

the connection in which they stand, seem most naturally to point.

There is some reason to believe, as Mr Greswell has shown

(Harmony, vol. !., p. 536 sq.), that Augustus did take measures
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for effecting, not merely partial censuses—of wliicli various are

incidentally noticed by the ancient historians—but also surveys

of a more general kind. There appears, for example, to have

been made in his reign a general geometrical survey of the empire,

which, though not mentioned by any historian extant, is yet ex-

plicitly referred to by several writers, especially by such as treat

of rural affairs. Thus Frontinus de Coloniis says, Huic addendse

sunt mensurge limitum et terminorum ex libris Augusti et

Neronis Csesarum ; and speaks further of a surveyor Balbus, qui

temporibus Augusti omnium provinciarum et civitatum formas

et mensuras compertas in commentaries contulit, et legem

Agrarian! per universitatem provinciarum distinxit ac declaravit.

Various other authorities are cited by Mr Greswell to the same

effect. And it certainly can be regarded as by no means unlikely,

that along with a general measurement of the empire, Augustus

should have sought to obtain a general census of its inhabitants.

The one could scarcely fail to seem the proper complement of the

other. And it is also known that Augustus left behind him what

is called hreviarium impeiii (Tac. Ann. i. 11 ; Suet. Aug. c. 102 ;

Dio, Ivi. 33), which it took many years to complete, and which

would in all probability be based to some extent on returns re-

garding the population of the empire. But the accounts we have

of it are brief, and the history, in particular, of Dio appears to be

defective in respect to this period.

Supposing such a measure to have been prosecuted byAugustus,

there is no need for imagining that the decree ordering the returns

must have been issued for the whole empire at once, and appointed

to be carried out simultaneously throughout all the provinces.

It would be more likely to be carried into effect piecemeal

;

although, when speaking of it in connection with any particular

province, a writer of the period would naturally connect the

special work in his region of the empire with the decree of the

Emperor ordering its general accomplishment. So the Evangelist

may be conceived to have done. And it tends still further to

confirm this view of the nature and design of the census here

spoken of, that the very mode of taking it seems to indicate a

specific difference between it and the census afterwards taken by

Quirinius, when Judea was formally annexed to Syria. Of the

latter it is said, that the express design of it was to take an

account of the peo[)le's substance ; and (^uir. himself is designated
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an appraiser of their means

—

n/jbT^rrig tZv ovaiuv (Ant. xviii. 1).

Had. the first census been of this description, there coukl have

been no need for so early a renewal of it. And, besides, the cir-

cumstances noted by the Evangelist in regard to the holy family,

seem to indicate that other things than property were in question ;

since, instead of beino; enrolled where their dwellina; and substance

(if they had any) existed, they repaired to what was reckoned their

own city—theirs, it would appear, only by genealogical descent

and personal claims ; for, if any property had belonged to them

there, they should not have been obliged to lodge in the mere out-

houses of the inn. Such things seem best to accord with a census

of persons merely, apart from the valuation of their property.

Finally, as to the relation of the census to the Syrian presi-

dency, it should be borne in mind, that the accounts both of the

census itself, and of the Syrian presidents at this time, are ex-

tremely brief and indistinct. As it was about the very time of

our Lord's birth, that Quir. appears to have taken the place of

Varus, one can quite easily conceive, that the enrolling may have

partly fallen under the one administration, and partly under the

other. It is also quite conceivable, and even probable, that, as the

appointment of Quir. seems to have been made (according to

the notice of Tacitus) for the more immediate purpose of bring-

ing into subjection the Homonadenses in the western and less

accessible parts of the province, Varus, his predecessor, may
have been ordered to remain for some time in the east, till

Quir. was at liberty to enter on the regular administration of

the affairs of the province. These are quite natural suj^ipositions

in the circumstances ; and they may sufficiently account for the

mention made by Josephus of Varus in Ant. xvii. 9, 3, as being

still president of Syria, shortly after Herod's death. He may
have been so, in point of fact, as regards the eastern part of the

province, although not strictly the president of Syria at the

time. But the notices are so partial and incomplete, that it is

impossible to exhibit more than a probable view of the circum-

stances of the period. From what has been established, there is

valid ground for asserting, that it is not our Evangelist who has

reason to fear the fullest inquiry, and that the more the actual

relations of the time are known, the more patent and conclusive

shall be the proof of his historical acctu'acy.
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PROPHECY VIEWED II^t" ITS DISTINCTIVE NATURE, ITS
SPECIAL FUNCTION AND PROPER INTERPRETATION.

" I venture to say, so far as I am permitted to judge, that a more admirable
contribution to theological literature bas not appeared for many years than this

work of Dr Fairbairn on Prophecy. Its completeness, its clearness, its thorough
investigation of the whole subject, in a systematic way, from first to last, will

render it, I think, the standard work on Prophecy from this time. It seems to

me that I read it with the same sort of feeling with which one reads an epic

poem—so complete, having beginning, middle, and end ; and carrying the reader
forward from the most simple exposition of first principles, to the most sublime
spiritual contemplations in the view of the approaching Millennium."

—

Rev. Dr
Candlish.

'* It is no exaggeration to pronounce this volume the best woik on the general
principles of Prophecy in our language."

—

News of the Churches.

In demv 8vo, price 10s. 6d., Second Eriition of

EZEKIEL, AND THE BOOK OF HIS PROPHECY.
AN EXPOSITION.

•' A work which was greatly wanted, and which will give the author no mean
place among the Biblical expositors of his country and language, for in it he has
cast considerable light upon one of the obscurest portions of God's Word."— Kitto's

Joxtrnal of Sacred Literature.
" In the department of critical exposition, it is long since anything comparable

to it has appeared in this country ; and on that particular portion of Scripture to

which it is devoted, it stands alone. What was wanted in this country was an
indigenous and independent production, to which, with foreign aids, English
criticism and theology should throw their highest light on this very important
part of the living oracles, and this, we can assure our readers, they will find in

the work before us. Further remarks we must reserve for the present. Mean-
time we congratulate the author on this, the happiest eflbrt as yet of his able pen."—Free Church Magazine.

In Two Volumes, demy 8vo, price 18s.,

THE TYPOLOGY OF SCRIPTURE,
Viewed in Connection with the AYhole Series of the Divine Dispensations.

Third Edition, Greatly Enlarged and Improved.

" It is by far the soberest, most systematic, and most satisfactory work of the

kind that we have yet seen, and will, we trust, very speedily obtain extensive

reputation."

—

Church of England Quarterly Review.
" A learned, judicious, and truly evangelical work."

—

Dr Pye Smith.

" I now say, no Biblical Stcdent should be without Mr Fairbairn's

Typology."

—

Dr Samuel Lee. in his ^^ Events and Times of the Visions of Daniel."
" As the product of the labours of an original thinker, and of a sound

theologian, who has at the same time scarcely left unexamined one previous

writer on the subject, ancient or modern, this work will be a most valuable ac-

cession to the library of the theological student. As a whole, we believe it may,

with the strictest truth, be pronounced the best work on the subject that has yet

been published."

—

Record.

In foolscap 8vo, price 3s. 6d., cloth,

JONAH: HIS LIFE, CHARACTER, AND MISSION,
Viewed in Connection with the Prophet's own Times and future manifestations

of God's mind and will in Prophecy.
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